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Introduction from the FIDE 2020 Board

It was in a small pub in Tallinn in 2012, late at night, that a group of Dutch jurists visiting
the bi-annual Congress of the International Federation for European Law (FIDE) in Estonia,
brought up the bold idea of bringing FIDE to The Netherlands. Eight years later, the
Netherlands Association of European Law (NVER), has the honour of welcoming the
members of FIDE in The Hague at the XXIX FIDE Congress. Or rather: welcoming them
back to The Hague. Twice before did the FIDE convene in the Dutch seat of government:
in 1963 and in 1984. Much like the European Union itself, The Hague has changed since
1984. It has grown, its skyline has been transformed and its position as an international
city of peace and justice consolidated, also with the presence of Europol and Eurojust.

The impact of FIDE as an organisation, and of its members, on the development of
European law has been well-documented.1 From the outset FIDE formed a unique
transnational network bringing together key actors who stood at the basis of the ‘new legal
order’,2 who shaped European law as a discipline in its own right, and who legitimised the
Court’s “‘constitutional’ understanding of European Law” at its early conferences in The
Hague (1963) and Paris (1965).3

Whereas in the early 1960s European law had yet to achieve its full potential, participants
of the 1984 Congress may have considered primacy and direct effect as largely settled, as
the European Communities were to embark on Jacques Delors’ internal market project.
At the same time, they would not have imagined the exponential growth in services and
the exciting, yet also disruptive, effects of the internet and new technology. In 2020, after
years of crises that have shaken the European Union to its very foundations, it seems once
again in need of FIDE to act as “the wheeling flank of the army of European jurists”,4 to
understand, explain and defend a Union that is based on the rule of law and, notably, on

1 J. Laffranque, ‘FIDE – Uniting Great Minds of European Law: 50 Years of the International Federation for
European Law’, Juridica International XVIII, 2011, pp. 173-181. See for example also S. Lee Mudge and A.
Vauchez, ‘Building Europe on a Weak Field: Law, Economics, and Scholarly Avatars in Transnational
Politics’ AJS Vol. 118, No. 2, 2012, pp. 449-492. The Spanish FIDE 2010 organisation did a fantastic job in
making much of the FIDE archive accessible to its members: www.fide-europe.org/members-login/, visited
1 February 2020.

2 Judgment of 5 February 1963, Case 26/62, NV Algemene Transport-en Expeditie Onderneming van Gend
and Loos v Netherlands Inland Revenue Administration, ECLI:EU:C:1963:1.

3 M. Rasmussen, Establishing a Constitutional Practice of European Law: The History of the Legal Service
of The European Executive, 1952-65, Contemporary European History Vol. 21, No. 3, 2012, p. 395.

4 A. de Vreese, Droit communautaire et droit national, 14 Cahiers de Bruges, Vol. 14, No. 399, 1965, quoted
in A. Vauchez, Brokering Europe: Euro-Lawyers and the Making of a Transnational Polity, Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press, 2015, p. 137.
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common values the members of FIDE hold dear. In our modern society, European
cooperation is not just an option; it is a necessity.

In keeping with good practice and tradition, the XXIX FIDE Congress addresses three
main topics for which distinguished General Rapporteurs have been invited to draft a
questionnaire on the current relevant legal issues on a European and national level.
Rapporteurs from the FIDE Members Associations and prominent experts from the EU
institutions have responded with country and institutional reports. Based on this input,
the General Rapporteurs compiled a General Report on each topic. You will find all the
reports in the FIDE XXIX Congress Publications

While in the early days the Commission’s Legal Service would ask FIDE to report on
certain questions,5 the current selection of the three main topics is the result of lively
discussions. The organisers of the FIDE XXIX Congress took advantage of valuable
contributions from the FIDE Steering Committee, by bringing together the Netherlands
academic community and benefiting greatly from the input from practitioners, as well as
FIDE members, colleagues and friends in the European Institutions and Member States.
The three topics under discussion at the FIDE 2020 Congress revisit some of the classic
tenets of EU law, whilst bringing to the table new questions that are triggered by the needs
of modern society. Our aim has been to appeal to both specialists and general EU lawyers.

The topics that were selected for the FIDE 2020 Congress are the following:
1. National Courts and the Enforcement of EU Law: The Pivotal Role of National Courts

in the EU Legal Order
2. The New EU Data Protection Regime: Setting Global Standards for the Right to Personal

Data Protection
3. EU Competition Law and the Digital Economy: Protecting Free and Fair Competition

in an Age of Technological (R)evolution

The XXIX FIDE Congress Publications are the result of the work of a great variety of EU
jurists who, in true European spirit, joined efforts to provide the General Rapporteurs with
answers to their questionnaires in various national reports. The General Rapporteurs have
compared, evaluated and brought together the insights from the national reports in their
General Reports. Together with the Institutional Reports written by experts from the
Institutions, and a special report on the EFTA Court, the Congress Publications thus
present the state of the art on the three topics of the XXIX FIDE Congress.

European Union law cannot be considered in isolation. To foster a multidisciplinary
law-in-context approach, European thinkers from other disciplines – historians, political
scientists and economists – have been actively invited to contribute to sessions of the XXIX
FIDE Congress to reflect on the way ahead. After years of turmoil, the question poses itself:

5 Rasmussen, 2012, p. 384.
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will Europe muddle through, or is there reason to hope for a new European réveil? For a
Europe that can lead the way in a Green Revolution, that remains a champion of
fundamental rights protection and that fosters growth and innovation?

The FIDE 2020 Congress also looks at the critical role national and European judges
– who in many Member States function under increased scrutiny and pressure – play in
safeguarding the very foundations upon which our legal order was built: the values listed
in the Treaty on European Union.

The book that you are currently holding – or reading off your screen – serves to prove
that FIDE cherishes tradition but embraces the future. From the outset, we have sought
to involve a new generation of European lawyers. Renaming the PhD seminar as the ‘Young
FIDE Seminar’ reflects the ambition to draw in young EU lawyers from a broad range of
professional backgrounds. For the first time also young rapporteurs have been asked to
report to the FIDE Congress on the discussions at the Young FIDE Seminar.

We are delighted that once more the Congress proceedings will be available to the
general public through open access. We extend a heartfelt thank you to all our rapporteurs,
our editors and our publisher for making this publication possible. Likewise, we would
like to take this opportunity to thank all the volunteers, speakers, sponsors, our Congress
Bureau and all those who have in one way or the other contributed to the realisation of
the XXIX FIDE Congress in The Hague. We hope that FIDE will continue to inspire, to
unite and to prepare for a common European future.

The FIDE 2020 Board
Corinna Wissels (President), Member of the Administrative Jurisdiction Division of the
Dutch Council of State
Marleen Botman (Social Programme Officer), Attorney-at-law at Pels Rijcken and
Droogleever Fortuijn
Herman van Harten (Secretary General), Judge at the District Court of The Hague
Marlies Noort (Treasurer), Agent before the Court of Justice of the EU, Dutch Ministry
of Foreign Affairs
Jorrit J. Rijpma (Scientific Programme Officer), Jean Monnet Professor, Leiden Law School
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Introduction from the Editor

This is a momentous time for competition law policy as the rapidly expanding digital
economy raises ever more challenging legal questions that we have yet to consider.

The impact of the recent technological developments can be seen in numerous shifts
in the competitive landscape of the digital economy. The reliance on new technologies
such as AI; the use of new data collection and processing methods; the implementation of
new business models and many other novelties unforeseen by competition policy are
proving to have significant competitive value. This new reality and the challenges it brings
are displayed by the unprecedented success that the currently prominent online platforms
enjoy. Alongside the awareness and gratitude to the benefits that online platforms bring
about, there is also a general feeling that the markets in which they operate obey other
rules of survival. Instead of having intense competition on the market we witness a
pronounced tendency toward competition for the market where winner takes all outcomes
are pursued, and at times even appear to be achieved. Faced with this evolving reality the
European Commission, as well as multiple national competition authorities, have made
the application of competition law to online platforms an explicit focus area.

The move from traditional industrial markets to the more complex markets of today,
with online platforms in their midst, brings along a myriad of challenges for competition
policy covering many of its core components. Practitioners and academics have repeatedly
questioned the relevance of the market definition and the assessment of market power as
commonly applied by current practice when dealing with online platforms. Furthermore,
the need for new theories of harm that take into account the business reality of online
platforms has been acknowledged by all the stakeholders in this legal arena.

In light of this background, this volume has been created with the aim to provide an
overview of the current state of practice with regard to the application of competition law
policy to online platforms throughout Europe. A particular benefit of this work is the
ample illustration of current practice not only from the EU Courts and European
Commission but also that of the national competition authorities and courts of twenty-six
European jurisdictions. The extensive comparative enterprise addresses some of the main
challenges presently faced by competition policy and provides readers with a wealth of
information in a field that is brimming with difficult questions.

xiii



The contributors fully deserve recognition for the quality and rigour of their analysis, and
the comprehensiveness of the coverage that will certainly be complimented by all those
who will read this work. It has been a privilege to work on this project as an editor and I
can only hope this volume will contribute to the advancement of competition policy in
the digital future we now live in.

Daniel Mandrescu
PhD Candidate, Leiden Law School, Leiden University
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IntroductionduComitéDirecteurduCongrès

de la FIDE 2020

C’est dans un petit bar á Tallinn en 2012, tard dans la nuit, qu’un groupe de juristes
néerlandais, en visite au congrès biennal de la Fédération Internationale pour le Droit
Européen (FIDE) se tenant en Estonie, a évoqué l’idée audacieuse d’organiser ce congrès
au Pays-Bas. Huit années plus tard, l’Association Néerlandaise de Droit Européen (NVER
– Nederlandse Vereniging voor Europees Recht) a l’honneur d’accueillir les membres de
la FIDE à La Haye pour la vingt-neuvième édition de ce congrès ou, plus exactement, de
les accueillir à nouveau à La Haye. En effet, la FIDE s’est déjà réunie deux fois dans la ville
où siège le gouvernement néerlandais: en 1963 et en 1984. À l’instar de l’Union elle-même,
La Haye a changé depuis 1984. Elle a grandi, sa skyline s’est transformée et sa position de
ville internationale de la paix et de la justice s’est consolidée, notamment avec la présence
d’Europol et Eurojust.

L’influence de la FIDE, tant l’organisation elle-même que ses membres, sur le
développement du droit européen est bien connue1. Dès son commencement, la FIDE a
formé un réseau transnational unique rassemblant les acteurs clef qui ont constitué la base
du « nouvel ordre juridique »2, façonné le droit européen en une véritable discipline
autonome et légitimé, lors des premières conférences à La Haye en 1963 et Paris en 1965,
« l’interprétation constitutionnelle du droit européen » retenue par la Cour de justice3.

Si au début des années 1960, le droit européen n’avait pas encore atteint son plein
potentiel, les personnes participant au congrès de 1984 considéraient certainement que
les principes de l’effet direct et de la primauté étaient bien établis au moment même où les
Communautés européennes s’embarquaient sur le projet, initié par Jacques Delors, de
marché intérieur. En revanche, ils n’auraient pas pu imaginer la croissance exponentielle
dans les services et les effets aussi formidables que perturbants d’Internet et des nouvelles
technologies. En 2020, après les années de crise qui ont fait trembler les fondations mêmes
de l’Union, il semble que celle-ci ait à nouveau besoin que la FIDE agisse comme « l’aile

1 J. Laffranque, « FIDE – Uniting Great Minds of European Law: 50 Years of the International Federation
for European Law », Juridica International XVIII, 2011, p. 173 à 181. Voir également S. Lee Mudge et A.
Vauchez, « Building Europe on a Weak Field: Law, Economics, and Scholarly Avatars in Transnational Pol-
itics » AJS Vol. 118, n° 2, 2012, p. 449 à 492. L’équipe organisant le Congrès de la FIDE en Espagne a fait
un travail remarquable en rendant une grande partie des archives de la FIDE accessible à ses membres:
https://www.fide-europe.org/members-login/, page consultée le 1er février 2020.

2 Arrêt du 5 février 1963, van Gend and Loos (26/62, EU:C:1963:1).
3 M. Rasmussen, « Establishing a Constitutional Practice of European Law: The History of the Legal Service

of The European Executive, 1952-65 », Contemporary European History Vol. 21 n° 3. 2012, p. 395.
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marchante de l’armée des juristes européens »4, afin de comprendre, expliquer et défendre
une Union fondée sur l’État de droit et notamment sur les valeurs communes qui sont
chères aux membres de la FIDE. Dans la société moderne, la coopération européenne n’est
pas simplement une option, c’est une nécessité.

Comme le veut la tradition, ce XXIXème Congrès de la FIDE abordera trois sujets
principaux pour lesquels d’éminents rapporteurs généraux ont été invités à rédiger un
questionnaire portant sur les actuelles questions juridiques pertinentes tant au niveau
européen qu’au niveau national. Des rapporteurs issus des associations membres de la
FIDE et des experts éminents issus des institutions de l’Union ont répondu sous la forme
de rapports nationaux et institutionnels. Sur cette base, les rapporteurs généraux ont
préparé un rapport général sur chaque thème. Tous les rapports seront disponibles dans
les présentes publications du XXIXème Congrès de la FIDE.

Alors qu’aux débuts de la FIDE, le service juridique de la Commission lui demandait
de rendre compte de certaines questions5, de nos jours le choix des trois principaux sujets
est le résultat de vives discussions. Les organisateurs du XXIXème Congrès de la FIDE ont
profité des précieuses contributions du comité directeur de la FIDE en rassemblant la
communauté universitaire des Pays-Bas et en tirant un grand avantage de l’apport des
praticiens, de même que des membres de la FIDE, collègues et amis dans les institutions
européennes et les États membres. Les trois thèmes qui seront discutés lors du Congrès
de la FIDE 2020 revisitent certains des thèmes classiques du droit de l’Union tout en y
incluant de nouvelles problématiques qui sont nées des besoins de la société moderne.
Nous avons souhaité faire appel autant aux spécialistes qu’aux généralistes du droit de
l’Union.

Les sujets choisis pour le Congrès de la FIDE 2020 sont les suivants:
• 4) Les juridictions nationales et l’application du droit de l’Union: le rôle central des

juridictions nationales dans l’ordre juridique de l’Union;
• 5) Le nouveau régime de protection des données de l’Union: la fixation de normes

mondiales pour le droit à la protection des données à caractère personnel;
• 6) Le droit de la concurrence de l’Union et l’économie numérique: la protection d’une

concurrence libre et non faussée à l’heure d’une (r)évolution technologique.

Les publications du XXIXème Congrès de la FIDE résultent du travail d’un grand nombre
de juristes de droit de l’Union qui, dans le plus pur esprit européen, ont uni leurs forces
pour répondre dans leurs rapports nationaux aux questionnaires des rapporteurs généraux.
Les rapporteurs généraux ont comparé, évalué et rassemblé les éclairages des différents

4 A. de Vreese, « Droit communautaire et droit national », 14 Cahiers de Bruges Vol. 14, n° 399, 1965, cité
dans: A. Vauchez, « Brokering Europe: Euro-Lawyers and the Making of a Transnational Polity », Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, 2015, p. 137.

5 Rasmussen, 2012, p. 384.
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rapports nationaux dans leurs rapports généraux. Avec les rapports institutionnels, rédigés
par des experts des institutions, et un rapport spécial de la Cour AELE, les publications
du Congrès présentent, sous l’éclairage le plus récent, les trois sujets choisis pour le
XXIXème Congrès de la FIDE.

Le droit de l’Union européenne ne peut pas être pris de façon isolée. Pour promouvoir
une approche pluridisciplinaire qui place le droit dans son contexte, des penseurs européens
issus d’autres disciplines – historiens, politologues et économistes – ont été activement
invités à contribuer aux sessions du XXIXème Congrès de la FIDE afin de réfléchir à la
route qui se présente devant nous. Après des années de trouble, une question se pose.
L’Europe continuera-t-elle à avancer en pataugeant ou existe-t-il des raisons d’espérer
qu’un réveil européen ait lieu? Peut-on espérer une Europe qui montre la voie vers une
révolution écologique, qui demeure une championne de la protection des droits
fondamentaux et qui encourage la croissance et l’innovation?

Le Congrès de la FIDE 2020 se penche également sur le rôle critique que jouent les
juges nationaux et européens – qui dans de nombreux États membres font l’objet d’un
examen approfondi et d’une pression grandissante – dans la protection des fondements
mêmes sur lesquels notre ordre juridique est construit, à savoir les valeurs énumérées dans
le traité sur l’Union européenne.

Le livre que vous avez entre les mains – ou que vous lisez sur un écran – est la preuve
que la FIDE chérit la tradition tout en embrassant l’avenir. Depuis le commencement de
cette aventure, nous avons cherché à impliquer une nouvelle génération de juristes
européens. Le fait d’avoir renommé le séminaire doctoral en « Young FIDE Seminar »
reflète notre ambition d’attirer de jeunes juristes en droit européen issus de parcours
professionnels variés. De même, c’est la première fois qu’il a été demandé à de « jeunes
rapporteurs » de présenter, lors du Congrès de la FIDE, les discussions qui ont eu lieu lors
du Young FIDE Seminar.

Nous nous réjouissons qu’une fois de plus les travaux du Congrès soient mis à la
disposition du public en accès libre. Nous remercions chaleureusement tous nos
rapporteurs, nos éditeurs et notre maison d’édition pour avoir permis la publication du
présent ouvrage. De même, nous remercions tous les bénévoles, orateurs, sponsors, le
Bureau du Congrès et tous ceux qui, d’une manière ou d’une autre, ont contribué à la
réalisation du XXIXème Congrès de la FIDE à La Haye. Qu’il nous soit permis d’espérer
que la FIDE continuera à inspirer, unifier et préparer un futur européen commun.

Le comité directeur du Congrès de la FIDE 2020
Corinna Wissels (Présidente), membre de la section du contentieux administratif du
Conseil d’État néerlandais
Marleen Botman (Chargée du programme social), avocate au cabinet Pels Rijcken and
Droogleever Fortuijn
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Herman van Harten (Secrétaire Général), juge au tribunal de première instance de La Haye
Marlies Noort (Trésorière), agent du ministère néerlandais des affaires étrangères devant
la Cour de justice de l’Union européenne
Jorrit Rijpma (Chargé du programme scientifique), professeur Jean Monnet, faculté de
droit de l’université de Leyde
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Introduction de l’Éditeur

La politique en matière de droit de la concurrence vit aujourd’hui un moment important
de son histoire en raison du secteur de l’économie numérique qui est en expansion rapide
et soulève des questions juridiques de plus en plus complexes dont il conviendra de
s’occuper.

Les nombreuses modifications du paysage concurrentiel de l’économie numérique
rendent visibles l’impact des développements technologiques récents. La dépendance à de
nouvelles technologies, comme l’intelligence artificielle, l’utilisation de nouvelles méthodes
de collecte et de traitement des données, l’avènement de nouveaux modèles économiques
et de nombreuses autres nouveautés qui n’étaient pas prévues par le droit de la concurrence
ont une influence significative sur la concurrence. Cette nouvelle réalité et les défis qu’elle
implique se matérialisent par le succès sans précédent des grandes plateformes en ligne.
À côté de la conscience des avantages qu’apportent les plateformes en ligne et de la gratitude
qui en résulte, il existe également le sentiment que les marchés sur lesquels ces dernières
opèrent obéissent à des règles de survie différentes de celles précédemment en vigueur.
Au lieu d’avoir une concurrence importante sur le marché, nous remarquons une tendance
prononcée vers une concurrence pour le marché par laquelle le vainqueur cherche, et
parfois réussit, à en récolter l’intégralité des fruits. Face à cette réalité évolutive, la
Commission européenne, de même que de nombreuses autorités nationales en charge de
la concurrence, ont fait de l’application du droit de la concurrence à ces plateformes en
ligne une de leurs priorités.

Le passage de marchés traditionnels industriels aux marchés actuels plus complexes,
comprenant les plateformes en ligne, entraîne dans son sillage une myriade de défis pour
les politiques concurrentielles, défis qui concernent beaucoup des éléments essentiels de
celles-ci. Les praticiens et les universitaires ont à de maintes reprises remis en cause la
pertinence de la définition de marché et de l’appréciation du pouvoir de marché tels
qu’appliqués à l’heure actuelle aux plateformes en ligne. En outre, la nécessité de nouvelles
théories du préjudice qui prendraient en compte la réalité économique des plateformes
en ligne a été reconnue par tous les acteurs de ce domaine du droit.

Eu égard à ce qui précède, le présent volume a été conçu pour donner une vue
d’ensemble de la pratique actuelle de l’application du droit de la concurrence aux
plateformes en ligne partout en Europe. Un avantage particulier de ce travail est constitué
par la très large illustration de la pratique actuelle, non seulement des juridictions de
l’Union et de la Commission européenne, mais également des autorités nationales chargées
de la concurrence et des juridictions compétentes de 26 pays européens. Cette large
entreprise comparative aborde quelques-uns des principaux défis que doit affronter le
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droit de la concurrence et donne aux lecteurs un grand nombre d’informations dans un
domaine qui déborde de questions difficiles.

Que les contributeurs soient remerciés pour la qualité et la rigueur de leur analyse ainsi
que pour l’exhaustivité de la couverture, qualités qui seront certainement appréciées par
tous les lecteurs. Ce fut un privilège de travailler sur ce projet en tant qu’éditeur et il ne
me reste plus qu’à souhaiter au présent volume de contribuer au progrès du droit de la
concurrence dans le monde numérique dans lequel nous vivons.

Daniel Mandrescu
Candidat au doctorat, faculté de droit de l’université de Leyde
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Begrüßung durch das Organisationskomitee

von FIDE 2020

Es war in einer kleinen Kneipe im Jahr 2012 am späten Abend als die Idee geboren wurde,
den FIDE-Kongress in die Niederlande zu holen. Eine Gruppe niederländischer Juristinnen
und Juristen, die an dem alle zwei Jahre stattfindenden Kongress der Internationalen
Föderation für Europarecht (FIDE) – in 2012 in Estland – teilnahmen, hatte damals diese
kühne Idee. Acht Jahre später hat die Niederländische Vereinigung für das Europarecht
(NVER) die Ehre, die FIDE-Mitglieder in Den Haag zum XXIX FIDE-Kongress zu
begrüßen. Oder besser: Sie zum erneuten Mal in Den Haag willkommen zu heißen. Zweimal
zuvor tagte FIDE in der Stadt, die gleichzeitig niederländischer Regierungssitz ist: 1963
und 1984. Ähnlich wie die Europäische Union selbst hat sich Den Haag seit 1984 stark
verändert. Die Stadt ist gewachsen, ihre Skyline hat sich gewandelt und sie hat ihre Stellung
als internationale Stadt des Friedens und der Gerechtigkeit gefestigt, auch dank der Präsenz
von Europol und Eurojust.

Der Einfluss von FIDE als Organisation sowie von ihren Mitgliedern auf die Entwicklung
des EU-Rechts ist gut dokumentiert.1 Von Anfang an bildete FIDE einen einzigartigen,
länderübergreifenden Verbund, der wichtige Akteure zusammenbrachte, die am Fundament
der “neuen Rechtsordnung”2 arbeiteten, die das Europarecht als eigenständige Disziplin
ausgestalteten und die schließlich das “verfassungsmäßige” Verständnis des Gerichtshofs
vom EU-Recht auf den ersten Konferenzen in Den Haag (1963) und Paris (1965)
legitimierten.3

Während das Europarecht Anfang der 1960er Jahre noch lange nicht sein volles Potential
ausgeschöpft hatte, mögen die Teilnehmerinnen und Teilnehmer des FIDE-Kongresses
von 1984 den Vorrang und die direkte Wirkung des EU-Rechts als weitgehend geklärt
angesehen haben, zu einem Zeitpunkt, an dem die Europäischen Gemeinschaften das
Binnenmarktprojekt von Jacques Delors in Angriff nehmen sollten. Gleichzeitig konnten
sich diese Teilnehmerinnen und Teilnehmer das exponentielle Wachstum im

1 J. Laffranque, ‘FIDE – Uniting Great Minds of European Law: 50 Years of the International Federation for
European Law’, Juridica International XVIII, 2011, S. 173-181. Siehe auch: S. Lee Mudge and A. Vauchez,
‘Building Europe on a Weak Field: Law, Economics, and Scholarly Avatars in Transnational Politics’ AJS 118
(2012), Ausgabe 2, S. 449-492. Die spanische FIDE-Organisation des Jahres 2010 hat hier eine exzellente
Arbeit geleistet, indem sie einen Großteil des FIDE-Archivs für Mitglieder zugänglich gemacht hat: https://
www.fide-europe.org/members-login/, besucht am 1 Februar 2020.

2 Urteil vom 5 Februar 1963, Entscheidung 26/62, NV Algemene Transport- en Expeditie Onderneming van
Gend and Loos v Netherlands Inland Revenue Administration, ECLI:EU:C:1963:1.

3 M. Rasmussen, ‘Establishing a Constitutional Practice of European Law: The History of the Legal Service
of The European Executive, 1952-65, Contemporary European History 21 (2012), Ausgabe 3, S. 395.
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Dienstleistungsbereich und die spannenden – teilweise auch mit Gefahren behafteten –
Auswirkungen des Internets sowie neuer Technologien gewiss nicht vorstellen. Im Jahr
2020, nach langen Jahren verschiedenster Krisen, die die EU in ihren Grundfesten
erschüttert haben, scheint die Europäische Union FIDE erneut zu benötigen, damit diese
erneut als “wheeling flank of the army of European jurists “4 handeln kann. Aber auch um
eine Union, die auf Rechtsstaatlichkeit und gemeinsamen Werten beruht, welche den
FIDE-Mitgliedern sehr am Herzen liegen, besser zu verstehen, sie besser zu erklären und
zugleich zu verteidigen. In unserer modernen Gesellschaft ist die europäische
Zusammenarbeit nicht mehr nur eine Möglichkeit, sondern vielmehr eine Notwendigkeit.

Guten Traditionen folgend behandelt der XXIX. FIDE-Kongress drei Hauptthemen.
Für diese Themen haben namhafte generelle Berichterstatterinnen und Berichterstatter
Fragebögen zu aktuellen Rechtsfragen auf europäischer und nationaler Ebene erstellet.
Berichterstatterinnen und Berichterstatter der FIDE-Mitgliederverbände und ausgewiesene
Expertinnen und Experten der EU-Organe haben diese Fragebögen mit Länderberichten
und institutionellen Berichten beantwortet. Auf Grundlage dieses Inputs haben die
generellen Berichterstatterinnen und Berichterstatter einen Gesamtbericht zu jedem Thema
erstellt. Sie finden alle diese Berichte in den Kongresspublikationen zum XXIX.
FIDE-Kongress.

Während in den ersten Jahren noch der Juristische Dienst der Europäischen
Kommission FIDE gebeten hatte, über bestimmte Themen und Fragen zu berichten,5 ist
die aktuelle Auswahl der drei Hauptthemen das Ergebnis lebhafter Diskussionen. Die
Organisatoren des XXIX. FIDE-Kongresses nutzten die sehr hilfreichen Beiträge die durch
das FIDE-Präsidium, durch den niederländischen akademischen Verbund, sowie durch
Praktikerinnen und Praktiker, FIDE-Mitglieder, Kollegeninnen und Kollegen, sowie
Bekannte innerhalb der EU Organe und in den Mitgliedstaaten beigesteuert wurden. Die
drei Themen, die auf dem FIDE-Kongress 2020 diskutiert werden, greifen einerseits einige
der klassischen Themenfelder des EU-Rechts auf und bringen gleichzeitig neue
Fragestellungen, die sich in einer modernen Gesellschaft ergeben, auf den Tisch. Unser
Ziel war es stets, sowohl Spezialistinnen und Spezialisten als auch allgemeine EU-Juristinnen
und -Juristen anzusprechen.

Die Themen, die für den FIDE-Kongress im Jahr 2020 ausgesucht wurden, lauten:
1. Nationale Gerichte und die Durchsetzung von EU-Recht: Die entscheidende Rolle

nationaler Gerichte in der Rechtsordnung der Europäischen Union.
2. Das neue EU-Datenschutzregime: Setzen globaler Standards für das individuelle Recht

auf Datenschutz.

4 A. de Vreese, ‘Droit communautaire et droit national’, 14 Cahiers de Bruges 14 (1985), Ausgabe 399, zitiert
in: A. Vauchez, ‘Brokering Europe: Euro-Lawyers and the Making of a Transnational Polity’, Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, 2015, S. 137.

5 Rasmussen, 2012, S. 384.
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3. EU-Wettbewerbsrecht und die Digitalwirtschaft: Schutz von freiem und fairem
Wettbewerb in Zeiten von technischer (R)Evolution.

Die Publikationen zum XXIX. FIDE-Kongresses sind das Ergebnis der Arbeit einer Vielzahl
von EU-Rechtswissenschaftlerinnen und -Rechtswissenschaftlern, die sich im wahrhaft
europäischen Geiste zusammengetan haben, um den generellen Berichterstatterinnen und
Berichterstatter durch die verschiedenen nationalen Berichte Antworten auf ihre Fragebögen
zu geben. Die generellen Berichterstatterinnen und Berichterstatter haben die Erkenntnisse
aus den nationalen Berichten verglichen, ausgewertet und in ihren Generalberichten
zusammengeführt. Zusammen mit den institutionellen Berichten, die von Expertinnen
und Experten der EU-Organe verfasst wurden, und einem Sonderbericht über den
EWR-Gerichtshof stellen die Kongresspublikationen somit den aktuellen Wissensstand
zu den drei Themenfeldern des XXIX. FIDE-Kongresses dar.

Das Recht der Europäischen Union kann nicht isoliert betrachtet werden. Um einen
fächerübergreifenden “Law-in-Context”-Ansatz zu fördern, wurden europäische
Denkerinnen und Denker aus anderen Fachbereichen und Disziplinen – insbesondere aus
den Bereichen Geschichte, Politikwissenschaft und Wirtschaftswissenschaft – eingeladen,
aktiv zu den Sitzungen des XXIX. FIDE-Kongresses beizutragen, um gemeinsam über den
anstehenden Weg zu reflektieren. Nach Jahren des Aufruhrs stellt sich die folgende Frage:
Wird sich Europa einfach irgendwie durchschlagen oder gibt es Grund zur Hoffnung auf
ein neues europäisches Erwachen (einen „réveil”)? Für ein Europa, das in einer grünen
Revolution die Führung übernehmen kann, das sich weiterhin für den Schutz der
Grundrechte einsetzt und Wachstum und Innovation fördert?

Der in 2020 stattfindende FIDE-Kongress befasst sich auch mit der kritischen Rolle,
die nationale siwue europäische Richterinnen und Richter – die in vielen Mitgliedstaaten
unter verstärkter Kontrolle und unter Druck arbeiten - bei der Sicherung der Grundlagen
unsere Rechtsordnung spielen: nämlich, der Sicherung der im Vertrag über die Europäische
Union aufgeführten Grundwerte.

Der Band, den Sie gerade in den Händen halten – oder gegebenenfalls auch auf Ihrem
Bildschirm lesen - dient als Beweis dafür, dass FIDE sowohl die Tradition pflegt als auch
die Zukunft im Auge hat. Von Anfang an haben wir versucht, eine neue Generation
europäischer Juristinnen und Juristen einzubeziehen. Die Umbenennung des vormaligen
Doktorandenseminars in “Young FIDE Seminar” zeugt von dem Bestreben, junge
EU-Juristeninnen und -Juristen aus einem breiten beruflichen Spektrum anzusprechen.
Zum ersten Mal wurden auch “Junge Berichterstatterinnen und Berichterstatter” gebeten,
dem FIDE-Kongress über die Diskussionen während des Young FIDE Seminars zu
berichten.

Wir freuen uns sehr, dass die Kongressprotokolle erneut der Öffentlichkeit zugänglich
gemacht werden können (“open access”). Wir danken allen unseren Berichterstatterinnen
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und Berichterstattern, unseren Bearbeiterinnen und Bearbeitern und dem Verlag recht
herzlich für die Ermöglichung dieser Publikation. Ebenso möchten wir diese Gelegenheit
nutzen, um allen Freiwilligen, Rednerinnen und Rednern, Sponsoren, dem Kongressbüro
und all denjenigen zu danken, die auf die eine oder andere Weise zur Durchführung des
XXIX. FIDE-Kongresses in Den Haag beigetragen haben. Wir hoffen, dass FIDE weiterhin
inspiriert, vereint und uns auf eine gemeinsame europäische Zukunft vorbereiten wird.

Das FIDE-Organisationskomitee,
Corinna Wissels (Präsidentin), Staatsrat in der Verwaltungsrechtsdivision des

Niederländischen Verfassungsrates
Marleen Botman (Koordinatorin des Rahmenprogramms), Rechtsanwältin bei Pels

Rijcken and Droogleever Fortuijn
Herman van Harten (Geschäftsführer), Richter am Amtsgericht Den Haag
Marlies Noort (Kassenwartin), Bevollmächtigte vor dem Europäischen Gerichtshof,

Außenministerium der Niederlande
Jorrit Rijpma (Koordinator des wissenschaftlichen Programms), Jean Monnet Professor,

Universität Leiden, Juristische Fakultät (Leiden Law School)
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Vorwort des Bearbeiter

Dies ist eine bedeutsame Zeit für die Wettbewerbspolitik, da die rasch wachsende
Digitalwirtschaft immer schwierigere, noch offene rechtliche Fragen aufwirft.

Die Auswirkungen der jüngsten technologischen Entwicklungen zeigen sich in
zahlreichen Veränderungen in der Wettbewerbslandschaft der Digitalwirtschaft. Die
Verwendung von neuen Technologien wie der künstlichen Intelligenz, der Einsatz neuer
Datenerfassungs- und Datenverarbeitungsmethoden, die Einführung neuer
Geschäftsmodelle sowie viele andere, von der Wettbewerbspolitik nicht vorhergesehenen,
Neuerungen erweisen sich als sehr wettbewerbsrelevant. Diese neue Wirklichkeit und die
damit verbundenen Herausforderungen zeigen sich im beispiellosen Erfolg der derzeit
führenden Online-Plattformen. Neben der Anerkennung der Vorteile, die diese
Online-Plattformen mit sich bringen, herrscht auch ein generelles Gefühl, dass die Märkte,
in denen diese Plattformen tätig sind, anderen Überlebensregeln unterworfen sind. Statt
eines intensiven Wettbewerbs auf dem Markt erleben wir eine ausgeprägte Tendenz zum
Wettbewerb um den Markt, bei dem der „winner-takes-it-all” Ansatz verfolgt wird und
manchmal sogar erreicht zu werden scheint. Angesichts dieser sich entwickelnden
Wirklichkeit haben die Europäische Kommission sowie mehrere nationale
Wettbewerbsbehörden die Anwendung des Wettbewerbsrechts auf Online-Plattformen
zu einem expliziten Schwerpunktbereich erklärt.

Der Übergang von traditionellen Industriemärkten hin zu den komplexeren Märkten
von heute, die Online-Plattform als zentrale Neuerung umfassen, bringt eine Vielzahl von
Herausforderungen für die Wettbewerbspolitik, insbesondere innerhalb von
Kernkomponenten, mit sich. Praxis und Wissenschaft haben wiederholt die Zweckmäßigkeit
der Marktdefinition und der Bewertung von Marktmacht, wie sie jeweils in der aktuellen
Praxis im Umgang mit Online-Plattformen üblich sind, in Frage gestellt. Ferner wurde
die Notwendigkeit neuer Schadenstheorien, die die Geschäftsrealität von
Online-Plattformen entsprechend berücksichtigen, von allen Beteiligten in diesem
Rechtsbereich anerkannt.

Vor diesem Hintergrund wurde dieser Band mit dem Ziel erstellt, einen Überblick
über den aktuellen Stand der Anwendung von Wettbewerbspolitik auf Online-Plattformen
in ganz Europa zu schaffen. Ein besonderer Nutzen dieser Arbeit liegt in der umfassenden
Darstellung der aktuellen Praxis nicht nur der EU-Gerichte und der Europäischen
Kommission, sondern auch der nationalen Wettbewerbsbehörden und nationalen Gerichte
von sechsundzwanzig europäischen Jurisdiktionen. Diese umfangreiche vergleichende
Arbeit befasst sich mit einigen der wichtigsten Herausforderungen, mit denen sich die
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Wettbewerbspolitik derzeit konfrontiert sieht, und bietet den Leserinnen und Lesern eine
Fülle von Informationen in einem Bereich voller schwieriger Fragen.

Die Autorinnen und Autoren verdienen Anerkennung für die Qualität und die Schärfe
ihrer Analyse und für den Umfang der Berichterstattung, die sicherlich von den Leserinnen
und Lesern wertgeschätzt wird. Es war eine Ehre, dass ich als Bearbeiter an diesem Projekt
arbeiten durfte, und ich hoffen, dass dieser Band zum Fortschritt der Wettbewerbspolitik
in der digitalen Zukunft, in der wir bereits leben, beitragen wird.

Daniel Mandrescu
Doktorand, Universität Leiden, Juristische Fakultät (Leiden Law School)
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Questionnaire Topic 3: EU Competition Law

and the Digital Economy

Nicolas Petit and Pieter Van Cleynenbreugel*

Introduction

The digitalization of the economy has created unprecedented opportunities for businesses
and consumers. At the same time, digitalization also disrupts markets and business
strategies, creating winners and losers across industries. Market disruption resulting from
digitalization comes with increased demands for lawmakers to add layers of regulation to
try to cope with the resulting challenges. Moreover, greater weight is placed on competition
authorities – at both the EU and Member State (“MS”) levels –to enforce existing laws so
as to address the specific market failures which stem from this new reality.

Digitalization has had a dual impact on markets. On the one hand, new markets have
been created, in which digital players such as online platforms compete with each other
in order to attract users to their services. The best known examples are Google and
Facebook, which have acquired potentially dominant economic positions in specific
markets. On the other hand, digitalization has made it possible for new entrants to the
market to offer services and directly enter into competition with incumbent market players.
Platforms such as Uber and AirBnB have come to compete directly with vested taxi and
hotel (reservation) operators.

Confronted with market changes triggered by digitalization, calls for action have been
followed up by sector inquiries in e-commerce1 and high profile decisions such as the
imposing of multi-billion euros in fines on Google by the European Commission.2 Action
has also been taken at the level of the Member States, e.g. in relation to most favoured
nation clauses (“MFN”).3 Moreover, EU lawmakers have adopted regulatory instruments
regarding digital businesses’ market conduct. These instruments complement, but
potentially also conflict with, the EU competition law (enforcement) framework. Major

* University of Liège, nicolas.petit@uliege.be, pieter.vancleynenbreugel@uliege.be.
1 See for more information, http://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/sector_inquiries_e_commerce.html.
2 See http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-17-1784_en.htm and http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-

18-4581_en.htm.
3 On that topic, see S. Vezzosso, “Online Platforms, Rate Parity, and the Free Riding Defence” in P. Nihoul

et P. Van Cleynenbreugel (eds.), The Roles of Innovation in Competition Analysis, Cheltenham, UK: Edward
Elgar, 2018.

1
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examples include the General Data Protection Regulation (Regulation 2016/679 or GDPR4),
the geo-blocking Regulation 2018/3025 and, if adopted, the proposed regulation on fairness
and transparency for users of online platforms.6

As ever with technological change, a normative discussion is taking place as to whether
the digital economy requires modification of the current doctrinal, governance and
competition policy framework and, if so, what form these modifications should take. It is
true that business activities of online platforms (search engines, social networks,
e-commerce platforms…) challenge the traditional concepts of competition economics,
i.e. market and market power, and require the rethinking of established legal concepts to
cover the business conduct of digital economy firms. In turn, the incorporation of these
new business forms calls into question whether current tools are sufficiently elastic to
reach the set goals of competition laws whilst preserving their enforceability. More
fundamentally even, the challenges raised by digitalization reopen the debate on the
objectives which competition law and policy aim to achieve.

This questionnaire is intended to provide a framework for national and institutional
reports in order to analyze to what extent and how the opportunities created and the
challenges caused by digitalization are addressed within the framework of competition
law at EU and Member State levels. By analyzing, to what extent the digital economy
influences competition policy, the application of competition law, and competition law
enforcement, the questionnaire seeks to uncover the direction in which the relationship
between EU competition law and the digital economy is heading.

The specific questions that guide the drafting of national reports can be structured into
four subtopics:

A. Competition policy in the digital economy: shifts in focus? – priority setting in
competition enforcement, number of cases dealing with the digital economy, division of
cases between Commission and Member States, proposals/modifications made, discussion
about the goals on competition law (is the consumer welfare standard apt to capture the
potential harmful practices?)…

4 Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection
of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data,
and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation), [2016] O.J. L119/1. See also Topic
2 of this FIDE Conference.

5 Regulation (EU) 2018/302 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 28 February 2018 on
addressing unjustified geo-blocking and other forms of discrimination based on customers’ nationality,
place of residence or place of establishment within the internal market and amending Regulations (EC) No
2006/2004 and (EU) 2017/2394 and Directive 2009/22/EC, [2018] O.J. L601/1.

6 See for the proposal, https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/regulation-promoting-fairness-
and-transparency-business-users-online-intermediation-services.
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B. Market definition and market power – usefulness of relevant market analysis,
factors used to define relevant markets, market power of digital firms on those markets,
potential competition analysis, multi sided market theory, zero price markets, new economic
tools, differences between Article 102 TFEU and merger control?

C. Anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy – towards alternative theories
of harm?: cross leveraging, long term predatory pricing, experience with algorithmic pricing
and personalization, abusive behaviour by platforms, justifications offered for behaviour,
data as essential facility, data exchange, non-economic justifications, killer acquisitions,
recital 8 and 9 of regulation 1/2003 and stricter national laws on unilateral conduct, no
fault legislation, M&A bans

D. Regulatory overlap and enforcement challenges – interplay between ex ante
regulation (GDPR, geo-blocking, platform regulation) and ex post competition law
enforcement; cooperation between different authorities; role of national courts

A. Competition policy in the digital economy: shifts in focus?

The digitalization of sectors of the economy and the rise of online platforms have generated
significant debate, both at the European Commission level and in Member States. In
Germany, the Monopolies Commission published a seminal report on competition law
and the digital economy in 2014.7 Confronted with these reflections on shifts in competition
policy, we seek to question to what extent digitalization (understood as both the rise of
markets and competition between digital service providers and incumbent market
operators) has indeed become a driver of competition policy change and what specific
changes one can witness in that regard, both in terms of policy proposals made and in
terms of legislative or enforcement actions taken.

The following sub-questions are of particular relevance in this regard:

1. What are the main cases dealing with the digital economy (focusing on digital businesses
or on the competition between digital businesses and incumbent operators) initiated and
completed by your competition authority?
a. In those cases, have any competition issues been identified which are specific to

the digital economy and therefore warrant a particular focus on the digital economy
in your jurisdiction?

b. Are other cases currently under investigation? If so, could you give a brief summary
of the status of these investigations?

7 See for the English version of the Report: https://www.monopolkommission.de/images/PDF/SG/s68_
fulltext_eng.pdf.
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2. Has your competition authority adapted its enforcement practices in order to keep up
with the pace of digital markets?
a. How have these adaptations taken shape (legislative changes, policy changes, changes

in enforcement strategies)?
b. Which enforcement tools are or have been available in your jurisdiction to this

end? Has the competition authority drafted reports or explicitly adopted guidelines
or binding administrative rules tailoring competition law and/or enforcement
practices to digital businesses?

c. Have legislators or authorities in your jurisdictions been conducting evaluations
of (competition) policy regarding digital markets? If so, could you summarize the
outcome of those evaluations?

3. Is your domestic competition law using the consumer welfare standard as its specific
goal?
a. If no, what other standards are being relied on as the goal of competition law

enforcement?
b. If yes, how do you interpret the consumer welfare standard in your jurisdiction?
c. Has this standard been applied consistently in cases dealing with digital businesses

or with competition between digital businesses and incumbent operators?

B. Market definition and market power

Digital businesses and more particularly online platforms defy traditional notions of market
power grounded in a well-defined relevant product/price and geographic market on which
market shares can be determined with relative ease. In the context of digital businesses,
services are often not offered for a traditional price; consumers rather pay with their own
data or with their time, which may require different tools to analyze market dominance.

Often considered as powerful economic actors, a platform is dependent on the ability
of the technology underlying it to maintain and attract users to its services. The compilation
and use of an ever-increasing amount of personal data and big data plays an essential role
in this regard. Online platforms constitute the best example of this business model.
Structured essentially as two-sided markets, scholars have called for a tailored or modified
market definition process as well as different parameters for establishing market power.
In the US, the Supreme Court held in Amex that a single relevant market had to be defined
on multi sided transaction platforms. The purpose of this subtopic is to understand whether
such different parameters have been put in place or whether the traditional market
definition tools have remained in place. The following sub-questions are of particular
relevance in that regard:
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4. How does your competition authority define the market with regard to digital economy
players?
a. Are the traditional price/product and geographic area criteria being relied on in

ongoing or completed investigations or is a new data-focused market test taking
shape?

b. Does your authority make use of a specific methodology when defining markets
for online platforms? (e.g. a distinction between transaction and non-transaction
platforms or between business models and functionalities).

c. Is the particular nature of platform markets taken into consideration in the market
definition practice of your jurisdiction?

d. Have the authorities or courts been seized with cases involving zero price markets,
and how did they define the relevant market?

5. How is market power established in the practice of your competition authority in cases
relating to digital economy players?
a. Are market shares being relied on?
b. Is a business’ power in related markets taken into consideration? If so, how?
c. Has potential or future competition been taken into account when defining market

power? Is it used differently for cases in the digital economy?
d. Can you notice variations in the use of the concept of market power in digital

economy cases compared to other fields?
6. Can you notice a difference in ex post assessments (abuse of dominance cases) and ex

ante assessments (concentration merger control cases), both in relation to defining markets
and conceptualizing market power?

C. Anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy

Digital economy businesses rely on new technologies – learning algorithms in particular
– and new business strategies involving big data, in order to develop and maintain a
stronghold among their competitors. Such reliance on technologies potentially brings with
it new ways of colluding and of abusing an economic position. The Court of Justice in
Eturas recognised that collusion can take place in a digital context.8 Despite offering some
clarifications, the judgment leaves several important questions regarding the scope and
nature of anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy unanswered. Similarly, the
notion of abuse in this context has not yet been delineated. This subtopic aims to uncover
what theory or theories of harm underlie competition authorities’ actions in the field of

8 CJEU, C-74/14, Eturas, EU:C:2016:42.
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digital economy and whether or to what extent competitive harm can be justified by other
considerations.

The following sub-questions are of particular relevance in that regard:

7. Which practices in digital markets or involving digital businesses have been analyzed in
the decision-making practices or case law of your jurisdiction?
a. What types of collusive behaviour have been considered as restrictive by object or

by effect? Have others been considered as not posing a restriction? What elements
have been taken into account to reach either conclusion?

b. Which unilateral practices (tying, refusal to supply, refusing access to data, long
term predatory pricing) have been considered as abusive? Have others been
considered not to constitute an abuse? What elements have been taken into account
to reach either conclusion?

c. Have mergers or other concentrations involving digital businesses been handled
by your authority? What criteria or tests have been relied on to allow or prohibit
the envisaged concentration?

8. What reasons have been offered by the businesses concerned to justify (prima facie)
anticompetitive behaviour?
a. Have economic efficiency justifications been offered by digital economy players to

justify certain types of behaviour considered as anticompetitive? If so, please
summarize them.

b. Have these justifications been accepted or rejected by your authority in the cases
in which they were offered?

c. Has the multi-sidedness of markets been factored into the assessment of potential
efficiency justifications?

d. Does your authority also take justifications other than those grounded in economic
efficiency into account (e.g. in relation to innovations brought by digital players)?
Have such justifications also played a role in permitting certain types of behaviour
in the digital economy?

9. Have you witnessed the emergence of specific theories of harm tailored to digital markets?
How is harm defined and where does it differ from theories of harm in other sectors?a.

b. Do arguments focused on innovation play a role in determining the presence or
absence of harm to competition?

c. What standard of proof is relied on to establish harm to competition? If likelihood
evidence is used, what level of probability is defined as a threshold for intervention?

10. What kind of remedies have been employed in cases relating to digital markets. Do you
see any differences to remedies in other markets?
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D. Regulatory overlap and enforcement challenges

The enforcement of EU competition law in the digital economy does not take place in
isolation from other fields of regulation. Indeed it seems that, in an attempt to counter
criticism that competition enforcement is too slow for highly dynamic digital markets,
instruments of ex ante regulation are increasingly used to complement or even to replace
competition law as the preferred way to obtain desirable business behaviour. Questions
arise as to whether respect for these ex ante regulatory instruments streamlines, facilitates
or rather challenges the ex post application of competition law. In this subsection, we aim
to uncover both the positive and negative effects of the interaction between competition
law and ex ante digital markets regulation. The following sub-questions are of particular
relevance in that regard:

11. Has there been any overlap in practice between ex ante regulation aimed at controlling
market behaviour – such as, but not limited to, consumer protection legislation, the
proposed platform Regulation, the GDPR, the geo-blocking Regulation, the ePrivacy
Directive and/or proposed ePrivacy Regulation, or similar national instruments of
legislation in relation to most favoured nation clauses– and the enforcement practice of
competition authorities?
a. If no, have steps been taken to tackle potential overlap and conflicts in future cases?
b. If yes, has this overlap resulted in conflicting interpretations/visions of how digital

enterprises can behave on the market?
12. Which authorities are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital economy

in your jurisdiction?
a. Are the same authorities entrusted with the enforcement of ex ante digital economy

regulation (such as the GDPR and the geo-blocking Regulation, platform regulation)
and of competition law?

b. If yes, what tools are in place to guarantee a coherent and streamlined enforcement
within that authority?

c. If not, do these authorities cooperate? Is there room for exchanges of information
between them?

d. Are authorities’ decisions reviewed by courts? Is there one court responsible for
reviewing cases coming from different authorities?
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Questionnaire Thème 3: Droit européen de la

concurrence et l’économie numérique

Nicolas Petit et Pieter Van Cleynenbreugel*

Introduction

La révolution numérique laisse entrevoir des opportunités sans précédent pour les acteurs
économiques et les consommateurs. Cependant, l’avènement de l’économie numérique
remet également en cause de nombreux modèles économiques traditionnels et perturbe
les rapports de force qui existaient jusqu’ici entre les différents acteurs du marché. En
conséquence, les autorités législatives sont appelées à édicter de nouvelles normes afin de
répondre aux défis engendrés par par la digitalisation. En l’attente de telles interventions,
cette tâche est dévolue de facto aux autorités de concurrence. Au niveau européen comme
au niveau national, ces autorités sont mises sous pression car il leur incombe désormais
de mettre en oeuvre le cadre législatif existant afin de remédier aux défaillances du marché
qui découlent de la digitalisation.

Les conséquences de la digitalisation sur les marchés sont au nombre de deux. En
premier lieu, la digitalisation a donné lieu à la création de nouveaux marchés sur lesquels
des acteurs économiques tels que les plateformes numériques entrent en concurrence afin
d’attirer un maximum de consommateurs vers leurs services. A cet égard, Google et Facebook
font figure d’exemples dans la mesure où ces deux opérateurs économiques ont su tirer
profit des potentialités liées à la digitalisation afin d’asseoir leur domination sur certains
marchés spécifiques. En second lieu, la digitalisation a permis à de nouveaux concurrents
de faire irruption sur des marchés autrefois occupés par des opérateurs économiques
traditionnels. Pour ne citer qu’eux, Uber et Airbnb sont désormais en concurrence avec
les acteurs traditionnels des marchés de services de taxis et de réservation de logements.

Les perturbations engendrées par la digitalisation ont donné lieu à des appels à l’action,
qui furent eux-mêmes suivis d’enquêtes sectorielles en matière de commerce électronique1

et de décisions fracassantes telles que l’imposition, par la Commission européenne,
d’amendes s’élevant à plusieurs milliards d’euros à l’encontre de Google2. Dans une certaine

* Université de Liège, nicolas.petit@uliege.be, pieter.vancleynenbreugel@uliege.be.
1 Voy., à cet égard, http://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/sector_inquiries_e_commerce.html.
2 Voy. http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-17-1784_fr.htm et http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-

18-4581_fr.htm.
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mesure, les Etats membres sont également intervenus en agissant, par exemple, dans le
contexte des clauses de la nation la plus favorisée (“NPF”)3. Qui plus est, les instances
législatives européennes ont adopté divers instruments juridiques destinés à réglementer
le comportement et les pratiques des opérateurs économiques actifs dans le domaine digital.
Ces instruments ont pour but de compléter le cadre législatif applicable en matière de droit
de la concurrence, même s’ils le contredisent également potentiellement. Parmi ces
nouveaux instruments législatifs institués par l’Union figurent notamment le Règlement
Général pour la Protection des Données (Règlement 2016/679 ou RGPD4), le Règlement
géo-blocking 2018/3025 et, si elle est adoptée, la proposition de règlement relative à l’équité
et la transparence pour les entreprises utilisatrices des services d’intermédiation en ligne6.

En parallèle à ces initiatives législatives, la question se pose de savoir si l’économie
numérique doit donner lieu à une modification du cadre juridique applicable en matière
de droit de la concurrence. En cas de réponse affirmative, la pertinence du débat doit être
reportée sur l’orientation à donner au droit de la concurrence afin d’accompagner au mieux
les profonds changements liés à la numérisation de l’économie. A cet égard, il convient
d’observer que les activités des plateformes en ligne (moteurs de recherche, réseaux sociaux,
plateforme de commerce électronique…) sont de nature à remettre en cause les concepts
traditionnels qui sous-tendent l’application du droit de la concurrence (e.g. les concepts
de marché et de pouvoir du marché), ce qui exige que ces concepts traditionnels soient
repensés afin de saisir la portée des activités des opérateurs économiques actifs dans le
domaine digital. Dans cette optique, l’apparition de nouveaux modèles économiques
consécutive à la digitalisation remet en question la pertinence des instruments actuels dans
le contexte de l’application du droit de la concurrence à ces nouveaux modèles. En
particulier, les défaillances mises au jour par la digitalisation rouvrent le débat sur les
objectifs assignés au droit de la concurrence.

Ce questionnaire a pour but d’orienter la réflexion menée par les acteurs nationaux et
internationaux afin d’analyser au mieux la manière dont les opportunités et défis créés par
la révolution numérique doivent être abordés dans le cadre du droit de la concurrence.
Au travers de l’examen de l’interaction entre l’économie numérique et le droit de la

3 Voy., à ce sujet, S. Vezzosso, “Online Platforms, Rate Parity, and the Free Riding Defence" in P. Nihoul et
P. Van Cleynenbreugel (eds.), The Roles of Innovation in Competition Analysis, Cheltenham, UK: Edward
Elgar, 2018.

4 Règlement (UE) 2016/679 du Parlement européen et du conseil du 27 avril 2016 relatif à la protection des
personnes physiques à l’égard du traitement des données à caractère personnel et à la libre circulation de
ces données, et abrogeant la directive 95/46/CE (règlement général sur la protection des données), [2016]
O.J. L119/1. Voy. également le Thème 2 de cette conférence FIDE.

5 Règlement (UE) 2018/302 du Parlement européen et du Conseil du 28 février 2018 visant à contrer le blocage
géographique injustifié et d’autres formes de discrimination fondée sur la nationalité, le lieu de résidence
ou le lieu d’établissement des clients dans le marché intérieur, et modifiant les règlements (CE) n° 2006/2004
et (UE) 2017/2394 et la directive 2009/22/CE, [2018] O.J. L601/1.

6 Voy. https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/FR/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52018PC0238.
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concurrence, ce questionnaire a pour objectif de permettre de poser un constat sur
l’orientation future de la relation qui lie le droit de la concurrence et l’économie numérique.

Les questions abordées dans le cadre de l’analyse menée au niveau national doivent
être structurées autour de quatre thèmes:

A. La politique de concurrence à l’ère du numérique: Changement de point focal ? -
établissement de priorités dans le cadre de l’application du droit de la concurrence, nombre
d’affaires relatives à l’économie numérique, division des tâches entre la Commission et les
Etats membres, propositions/modifications réalisées, discussion sur les objectifs du droit
de la concurrence (Est-ce que le critère du bien-être du consommateur est apte à saisir les
pratiques néfastes potentielles?).

B. La définition du marché et le pouvoir du marché – utilité de l’analyse du marché
pertinent, éléments pris en compte afin de déterminer le marché pertinent, pouvoir de
marché des entreprises numériques actives sur ce marché, analyse des concurrents
potentiels, théorie du marché multiface, nouveaux instruments économiques, marché à
prix nul, différences entre l’article 102 TFUE et le contrôle des concentrations?

C.Pratiques anti-concurrentielles dans l’économienumérique – Vers la consécration
de nouvelles théories du préjudice (theories of harm)? – cross leveraging, prix d’éviction
à long terme, expérience des algorithmes de prix et de la personnalisation, pratiques abusives
des plateformes numériques, motifs de justification, les données en tant que ressource
essentielle, échange de données, justifications non-économiques, killer acquisition,
considérants 8 et 9 du Règlement 1/2003 et règlementations nationales plus strictes relatives
aux pratiques unilatérales, législation sur la responsabilité sans faute, interdictions de
fusions & acquisitions.

D. Chevauchements législatifs et difficultés liées à l’application du cadre juridique
– interaction entre les règlements ex-ante et l’application du droit de la concurrence ex-post,
coopération entre autorités, rôle des juridictions nationales.

A. La politique de concurrence à l’ère du numérique: changement de point
focal

La digitalisation de l’économie et l’émergence de plateformes numériques donne lieu à
d’intenses débats au sein de l’Union et des Etats membres. En Allemagne, la Commission
des monopoles a publié un rapport séminal sur le droit de la concurrence et l’économie
numérique en 20147. La réflexion a trait aux changements d’orientation à donner au droit

7 Voy. la version de ce rapport rédigée en anglais: https://www.monopolkommission.de/images/PDF/SG/
s68_fulltext_eng.pdf.
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de la concurrence afin de saisir au mieux les évolutions consécutives à la digitalisation.
Dans cette perspective, il convient de se demander dans quelle mesure la digitalisation (en
ce compris (1) la création de nouveaux marchés et (2) la concurrence entre les prestataires
de services numériques et certains opérateurs économiques historiques) constitue
effectivement un vecteur de changement en matière de politique de la concurrence. En
particulier, il est nécessaire de s’interroger sur les évolutions déjà observables en matière
de politique de la concurrence. Pour ce faire, il y a lieu de tenir compte d’éventuels
changements d’orientation relatifs aux propositions ou modifications législatives et aux
mesures d’application du droit de la concurrence.

A cet égard, les sous-questions suivantes s’avèrent particulièrement pertinentes.

1. Quelles sont les affaires les plus importantes relatives à l’économie numérique (qui ont
trait aux prestataires de services numériques ou à la concurrence entre ces opérateurs et
des opérateurs économiques traditionnels) dont votre autorité de concurrence a eu à
connaitre?
a. Ces affaires ont-elles permis d’identifier des problèmes spécifiques à l’économie

numérique qui justifient qu’une attention particulière soit donnée à l’économie
numérique dans votre juridiction?

b. D’autres affaires sont-elles actuellement en cours? Si tel est le cas, pourriez-vous
faire un bref résumé de la situation relative à ces enquêtes?

2. Est-ce que votre autorité de concurrence a adapté sa stratégie d’application du droit de
la concurrence afin de saisir les évolutions constatées sur les marchés numériques?
a. Sous quelle forme se présentent ces adaptations (modification législative,

changement de politique, modification de la stratégie d’application du droit)?
b. Dans votre juridiction, quels instruments d’application du droit sont disponibles

afin de permettre ces adaptations? Est-ce que l’autorité de concurrence a rédigé des
rapports ou adopté des lignes directrices ou des règles administratives contraignantes
afin d’adapter le droit de la concurrence aux évolutions résultant de la digitalisation?

c. Dans votre juridiction, les autorités de concurrence ont-elles mené des évaluations
sur la politique de concurrence relative aux marchés numériques? Si tel est le cas,
pourriez-vous en résumer les conclusions?

3. Est-ce que votre autorité de concurrence emploie le critère de bienêtre du consommateur
comme finalité assignée au droit de la concurrence?
a. Si la réponse est négative, quel autre critère est utilisé en tant qu’objectif assigné au

droit de la concurrence?
b. Si la réponse est positive, de quelle manière est interprété le critère de bienêtre du

consommateur dans votre juridiction?
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c. Est-ce que ce critère a été appliqué de manière cohérente dans les affaires relatives
aux fournisseurs de services numériques et à la concurrence que se livrent ceux-ci
et des opérateurs traditionnels?

B. La définition du marché et le pouvoir de marché

Les opérateurs économiques actifs dans le domaine digital et, plus particulièrement, les
plateformes numériques remettent en cause la notion traditionnelle de pouvoir de marché
fondée sur l’identification d’un marché pertinent qui permet de déterminer, avec une
relative facilité, les parts du marché. Dans le secteur numérique, les services sont rarement
prestés en contrepartie d’un prix au sens traditionnel; les consommateurs paient plutôt
grâce à leurs données personnelles ou leur temps, ce qui exige l’utilisation d’instruments
différents afin d’apprécier le pouvoir de marché des prestataires visés.

Bien que les plateformes soient souvent considérées comme de puissants acteurs
économiques, ces acteurs dépendent en réalité de la capacité des technologies qui les
sous-tendent à attirer et à conserver des utilisateurs dans leur giron. La collecte et le
traitement de quantités toujours plus importantes de données personnelles jouent un rôle
essentiel à cet égard. Les plateformes numériques illustrent au mieux ce modèle économique.
Ces plateformes sont structurées autour de marchés à deux faces, ce qui pousse certains
académiques à considérer qu’une définition du marché adaptée doit voir le jour afin
d’intégrer des paramètres qui devraient permettre d’établir une vision du pouvoir de
marché adaptée au modèle économique particulier de ces plateformes. Aux Etats-Unis, la
Cour Suprême a ainsi jugé, dans l’affaire Amex, qu’un seul marché pertinent doit être
défini dans le contexte de plateformes de transactions multi-faces8. L’objectif de cette
section est de déterminer si de nouveaux paramètres de définition du marché ont été
élaborés ou si, au contraire, les instruments traditionnels relatifs à la définition du marché
pertinent traditionnel restent aujourd’hui d’application. Les questions suivantes sont
particulièrement pertinentes à cet égard.

4. Comment votre autorité de concurrence définit-elle le marché à l’égard des acteurs de
l’économie numérique?
a. Quels sont les critères employés par votre autorité de concurrence dans les affaires

relatives à l’économie numérique qu’elle a à traiter? Est-ce que votre autorité de la
concurrence a recours aux critères traditionnels du prix, du produit et de la zone
géographique? Ou, au contraire, est-ce que votre autorité de concurrence a mis au

8 Pour obtenir une version de la décision rédigée en anglais, voy. https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/
17pdf/16-1454_5h26.pdf.
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point des critères spécifiques intégrant des considérations liées à l’émergence de
marchés axés sur les données?

b. Est-ce que votre autorité de concurrence a recours à une méthode particulière aux
fins de détermination du marché pertinent dans le contexte de plateformes
numériques? (par exemple une distinction entre les plateformes qui réalisent des
transactions et celles qui n’en réalisent pas ou une distinction entre modèle
économique et fonctionnalités)

c. Dans votre juridiction, est-ce que la nature particulière des marchés sur lesquels
interviennent les plateformes numériques est prise en considération afin d’identifier
le marché pertinent?

d. Dans votre juridiction, est-ce que les autorités ou les cours et tribunaux ont été
saisis d’affaires impliquant des marchés à prix nuls? Comment le marché pertinent
est-il défini dans ces affaires?

5. Dans la pratique, comment votre autorité de la concurrence définit-elle le pouvoir de
marché dans les affaires qui impliquent des acteurs de l’économie numérique?
a. Est-ce que les parts de marché sont utilisées à cette fin?
b. Est-ce que le pouvoir détenu par ces acteurs économiques sur des marchés liés est

pris en considération? Si tel est le cas, comment ce pouvoir est-il pris en compte?
c. Est-ce que la concurrence potentielle ou future est prise en compte lors de la

définition du pouvoir de marché? Est-ce que ce paramètre est utilisé différemment
dans le cadre de l’économie numérique?

d. Est-ce que la manière dont le concept de pouvoir de marché est utilisé dans le
contexte des marchés numériques révèle des différences en comparaison avec
l’utilisation de ce concept dans d’autres domaines?

6. Avez-vous remarqué des différences entre les examens ex-post (cas d’abus de position
dominante) et les examens ex-ante (cas de contrôles des concentrations) dans le cadre
de la définition du marché pertinent et de la détermination du pouvoir de marché?

C. Pratiques anticoncurrentielles dans l’économie numérique

Les entreprises numériques tirent profit des nouvelles technologies – en particulier les
algorithmes d’apprentissage – et des nouveaux modèles économiques impliquant le Big
Data afin de développer et maintenir une position de force par rapport à leurs concurrents.
Or, l’utilisation de nouvelles technologies est de nature à favoriser les collusions et abus
de position dominante. Dans l’affaire Eturas, la Cour de Justice a ainsi jugé que des pratiques
collusives peuvent avoir lieu dans le contexte numérique9. Cependant, le jugement rendu

9 CJUE, C-74/14, Eturas, EU:C:2016:42.
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par la Cour n’offre pas de réponse satisfaisante à certaines questions importantes relatives
à l’étendue et à la nature des comportements anticoncurrentiels dans le contexte numérique.
De même, la notion d’abus n’a pas encore fait l’objet de précisions jurisprudentielles. Dans
ce contexte, la présente section a pour objet de révéler quelle(s) théorie(s) du préjudice
sous-tend(ent) les interventions des autorités de concurrence dans le domaine de l’économie
numérique et dans quelle mesure un dommage concurrentiel peut être justifié par d’autres
considérations.

Les questions suivantes sont particulièrement pertinentes à cet égard:

7. Quelles sont les pratiques propres au marché numérique ou impliquant des entreprises
numériques qui ont été analysées dans le cadre de décisions adoptées dans votre
juridiction?
a. Quelles sont les pratiques collusives qui sont considérées comme des restrictions

par objet ou par effet? Est-ce que d’autres pratiques sont considérées comme
non-restrictives? Quels éléments sont pris en compte afin d’arriver à une telle
conclusion?

b. Quelles pratiques unilatérales (vente liée, refus de fourniture, refus de donner accès
à des données, prix prédateurs à long terme) sont considérées comme abusives?
Est-ce que d’autres pratiques sont considérées comme étant non-abusives? Quels
éléments sont pris en compte afin d’arriver à une telle conclusion?

c. L’autorité de votre juridiction a-t-elle eu à connaitre de concentrations impliquant
des entreprises numériques? Quels critères sont utilisés afin d’évaluer la légalité de
telles concentrations?

8. Quelles sont les raisons qui ont été avancées par les entreprises concernées afin de justifier
des comportements anti-concurrentiels?
a. Est-ce que des motifs liés à l’efficacité/la productivité économique sont avancés par

des acteurs de l’économie numérique afin de justifier certaines catégories de
comportements anti-concurrentiels? Si tel est le cas, pourriez-vous en fournir un
résumé?

b. Quelle est la réaction de l’autorité de concurrence de votre juridiction face à de
telles justification?

c. Est-ce que la caractère multi-face des marchés numériques est pris en considération
dans le cadre de l’examen de motifs de justification liés à l’efficacité économique?

d. Est-ce que l’autorité de votre juridiction prend également en compte des motifs qui
ne sont pas liés à l’efficacité économique (par exemple les d’innovations créées par
des acteurs de l’économie numérique)? Est-ce que de tels motifs de justification
sont entrés en ligne de compte dans le cadre de l’autorisation de certaines catégories
de comportements?
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9. Avez-vous pu remarquer la naissance de théories du préjudice spécifiques au contexte
numérique?
a. Comment est défini le préjudice? En quoi cette définition est-elle différente des

théories du préjudice propres à d’autre secteurs?
b. Est-ce que les arguments relatifs à l’innovation jouent un rôle dans le cadre de

l’identification d’un préjudice à la concurrence?
c. Quelles sont les règles de preuve utilisées dans le cadre de l’établissement d’un

préjudice concurrentiel? En cas d’utilisation de preuves statistiques, quel est le seuil
de probabilité requis pour justifier une telle intervention?

10. Quels sont les remèdes utilisés dans les affaires relatives aux marchés numérique? Ces
remèdes sont-ils différents des remèdes applicables à d’autres marchés?

D. Chevauchements législatifs et difficultés liées à l’application du droit
de la concurrence

L’application du droit de la concurrence dans le cadre des marchés numériques n’est pas
autonome par rapport aux autres contextes réglementaires. En effet, il semble que le droit
de la concurrence n’est pas suffisamment armé afin de réglementer au mieux les évolutions
constatées sur les marchés numériques. Dès lors, le législateur européen est intervenu afin
de mettre en place des instruments de réglementation ex-ante destinés à remplacer ou
compléter les instruments législatifs applicables en matière de droit de la concurrence.
Dans ce contexte, il convient de s’interroger sur les effets de telles réglementations sur le
comportement des acteurs économiques. En particulier, il est essentiel de déterminer si le
respect des règles contenues dans ces règlementations facilitent ou, au contraire, remet en
cause l’application ex-post du droit de la concurrence. Dans cette section, nous désirons
dévoiler les effets positifs ou négatifs liés à l’interaction du droit de la concurrence avec
les règlementations ex-ante relatives au marché numérique. Les questions suivantes sont
particulièrement pertinentes à cet égard.

11. En pratique, avez-vous constaté l’existence de chevauchements réglementaires entre les
réglementations ex-ante destinées à régir le comportement des acteurs sur le marché –
ce qui inclut notamment les règles relatives à la protection du consommateur, la
proposition de règlement sur les plateformes numériques, le RGPD, le Règlement sur le
blocage géographique, la Directive vie privée et communications électroniques ou la
proposition de règlement vie privée et communications électroniques ainsi que les
instruments législatifs nationaux similaires relatifs aux clauses de la nation la plus
favorisée – et la pratique développée par les autorités de la concurrence dans le cadre de
l’application du droit de la concurrence?
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a. S’il est répondu par la négative à la question 11, est-ce que des mesures ont été
prises afin de prévenir toute possibilité de chevauchements ou conflits dans des cas
futurs?

b. S’il est répondu par l’affirmative à la question 11, est-ce que ces chevauchements
ont donné lieu à des interprétations divergentes sur le comportement que doivent
adopter les entreprises sur le marché numérique?

12. Dans votre juridiction, quelles sont les autorités responsables de l’application du droit
de la concurrence dans le contexte de l’économie numérique?
a. Est-ce que les mêmes autorités sont responsables de l’application du droit de la

concurrence et de réglementations ex-ante sur l’économie numérique (telles que
le RGPD et le Règlement sur le blocage géographique)?

b. Si la réponse à la question 12 (a) est affirmative, quels sont les instruments qui
existent afin de garantir une application cohérente de ces deux types de règles au
sein de l’autorité en question?

c. Si la réponse à la question 12 (a) est négative, est-ce que les différentes autorités
concernées coopèrent? Est-ce qu’un canal de transmission d’informations existe
entre ces autorités?

d. Est-ce que les décisions de ces autorités peuvent faire l’objet de recours devant les
cours et tribunaux de votre juridiction? Existe-t-il une Cour ou un tribunal unique
compétent dans le cadre de l’examen des affaires provenant de ces autorités?
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Fragebogen Thema 3: EUWettbewerbsrecht

und die Digitalwirtschaft

Nicolas Petit und Pieter Van Cleynenbreugel*

Einleitung

Die Digitalisierung der Wirtschaft hat unzählige Möglichkeiten für Unternehmen und
Verbraucher mit sich gebracht. Zugleich stört die Digitalisierung Märkte und
Geschäftsmodelle, was industrieübergreifend zu Gewinner und Verlierern führt. Diese
Markstörungen, die durch die Digitalisierung verursacht werden, fordern zunächst den
Gesetzgeber neue Regulierungsebenen zu schaffen um die entstehenden Herausforderungen
zu bewältigen und sie verlangen zugleich die Durchsetzung des geltenden Rechts durch
die Wettbewerbsbehörden – sowohl auf EU als auch auf mitgliedstaatlicher Ebene – um
bestimmtes Marktversagen, das sich aus dieser neuen Realität ergibt, anzugehen.

Die Digitalisierung beeinflusst den Markt in zweierlei Hinsicht. Einerseits sind neue
Märkte entstanden, in denen digitale Wettbewerber gegeneinander konkurrieren um
schließlich Kunden für ihre Dienstleistungen zu begeistern. Die besten Beispiele hierfür
sind Google und Facebook, und die einhergehende mögliche Marktdominanz, die diese
Unternehmen in bestimmten Märkten erlangt haben. Andererseits hat die Digitalisierung
ermöglicht, dass neue Wettbewerber ihre Dienstleistungen direkt in den Märkten anbieten
können um somit in Wettbewerb mit bestehenden Wettbewerbern zu treten. Beispielsweise
sind Onlineplattformen wie Uber und Airbnb in direkte Konkurrenz mit etablierten Taxi-
und Hotelanbietern getreten.

Diese sich auf der Digitalisierung ergebenden Marktveränderungen haben zu
Handlungsaufrufen und schließlich zu Sektoruntersuchungen im elektronischen Handel
(E-Commerce)1, zu vielbeachteten Entscheidungen einschließlich der hohen – durch die
Europäische Kommission verhängten – Strafzahlungen gegen Google2, aber auch zu
Entscheidungen auf mitgliedstaatlicher Ebene, wie zum Beispiel mit Blick auf die

* Universität Lüttich, nicolas.petit@uliege.be, pieter.vancleynenbreugel@uliege.be.
1 Weitere Informationen verfügbar unter (ausschließlich in Englisch), http://ec.europa.eu/competition/

antitrust/sector_inquiries_e_commerce.html.
2 Siehe, http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-17-1784_de.htm und http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_

IP-18-4581_de.htm.
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Meistbegünstigungsklauseln,3 geführt. Der EU-Gesetzgeber hat ferner regulative
Instrumente erlassen, die den Markt für digitale Unternehmen regeln sollen. Diese
zusätzlichen Instrumente vervollständigen einerseits das EU-Wettbewerbsrecht, können
aber gleichzeitig zu möglichen Konflikten mit genau diesem führen. Bedeutende Beispiele
beinhalten unter anderem die Datenschutz-Grundverordnung (Verordnung 2016/679
oder DSGVO)4, die Geoblocking-Verordnung 2018/3025 sowie, falls schließlich
verabschiedet, die vorgeschlagene Verordnung zur Förderung von Fairness und Transparenz
für gewerbliche Nutzer von Online-Vermittlungsdiensten.6

Mit dem technologischen Wandel einhergehend wird, wie immer, auf normativer
Ebene diskutiert, ob die entstandene Digitalwirtschaft eine Veränderung des derzeitigen
dogmatischen, steuerungs- sowie wettbewerbspolitischen Rahmens erfordert – und, falls
ja, welche Änderungen genau erforderlich sind. Natürlich stellt die Geschäftsaktivität von
Onlineplattformen (Suchmaschinen, soziale Netzwerke, E-Commerce Plattformen…)
etablierte wettbewerbsrechtliche Konzepte wie den Markt oder Marktmacht vor
Herausforderungen und erfordert die Weiterentwicklung von etablierten rechtlichen
Konzepten um die Geschäftsaktivität von Unternehmen in der Digitalwirtschaft abzudecken.
Gleichzeitig werfen diese Tendenzen die Frage auf, ob die bestehenden Instrumente
genügend Elastizität aufweisen um sowohl die niedergelegten Ziele wettbewerbsrechtlicher
Vorschriften als auch ihre Durchsetzung sicherzustellen. Und noch grundlegender eröffnen
die durch die Digitalisierung herbeigeführten Herausforderungen die Diskussion über die
eigentliche Zielsetzung von Wettbewerbsrecht und –politik.

Dieser Fragebogen bietet den Rahmen für die nationalen und institutionellen Berichte
um zu analysieren inwiefern und wie die Möglichkeiten und Herausforderungen, die sich
aus einer zunehmenden Digitalisierung ergeben, im Rahmen des nationalen und
EU-Wettbewerbsrechts behandelt werden. Durch die Analyse des Einflusses der
Digitalwirtschaft auf Wettbewerbspolitik, sowie die Anwendung und Durchsetzung von
Wettbewerbsrecht ganz generell, versucht dieser Fragebogen die Richtung, in die sich das

3 Siehe zu diesem Thema, S. Vezzosso, “Online Platforms, Rate Parity, and the Free Riding Defence" in P.
Nihoul et P. Van Cleynenbreugel (eds.), The Roles of Innovation in Competition Analysis, Cheltenham,
UK: Edward Elgar, 2018.

4 Verordnung (EU) 2016/679 des Europäischen Parlaments und des Rates vom 27. April 2016 zum Schutz
natürlicher Personen bei der Verarbeitung personenbezogener Daten, zum freien Datenverkehr und zur
Aufhebung der Richtlinie 95/46/EG (Datenschutz-Grundverordnung), [2016] ABl. L119/1. Siehe auch
Thema 2 dieses FIDE-Kongresses.

5 Verordnung (EU) 2018/302 des Europäischen Parlaments und des Rates vom 28. Februar 2018 über Maß-
nahmen gegen ungerechtfertigtes Geoblocking und andere Formen der Diskriminierung aufgrund der
Staatsangehörigkeit, des Wohnsitzes oder des Ortes der Niederlassung des Kunden innerhalb des Binnen-
markts und zur Änderung der Verordnungen (EG) Nr. 2006/2004 und (EU) 2017/2394 sowie der Richtlinie
2009/22/EG, [2018] ABl. L601/1.

6 Für den Vorschlag siehe, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52018PC0238.
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Verhältnis zwischen EU-Wettbewerbsrecht und der Digitalwirtschaft entwickelt,
aufzudecken.

Die spezifischen Fragen, die das Erstellen der nationalen Berichte strukturieren sollen,
lassen sich in vier Unterthemen unterteilen:

A. Wettbewerbspolitik und Digitalwirtschaft: Eine Verlagerung des Fokus? –
Prioritätensetzung in der Durchsetzung von Wettbewerbsvorschriften, Anzahl der Fälle
die sich mit Digitalwirtschaft beschäftigen, Verteilung der Fälle zwischen der Kommission
und den Mitgliedsstaaten, gemachte Vorschläge und Modifizierungen, Diskussion über
die Zielsetzung von Wettbewerbsrecht (z.B.: Ist der Verbraucherschutzstandard geeignet
um vermeintlich schädliche Handlungen zu erfassen?) …

B.MarktdefinitionundMarktmacht – Nutzen von Analysen des relevanten Marktes,
genutzte Faktoren zur Bestimmungen des relevanten Marktes, Marktmacht von digitalen
Unternehmen auf solchen Märkten, mögliche Wettbewerbsanalyse, Theorie zu mehrseitigen
Märkten, „Zero Price Market”, neue Wirtschaftsinstrumente, Unterschied zwischen Artikel
102 AEUV und Fusionskontrolle?

C. Wettbewerbsfeindliches Verhalten in der Digitalwirtschaft – in Richtung neuer
Schadenstheorien („theories of harm”)? „Cross-Leverage”, Langzeitkampfpreisunterbietung,
Erfahrung mit algorithmischer Preisgestaltung und Personalisierung,
wettbewerbsfeindliches Verhalten durch Onlineplattformen, mögliche Rechtfertigung von
Verhalten, Daten als wesentliche Einrichtung („essential facility”), Datenaustausch,
nichtwirtschaftliche Rechtfertigung, „Killer Acquisition”, Erwägungsgründe 8 und 9
Verordnung 1/2003 und strengere nationale Vorschriften zu einseitigem Vorgehen,
verschuldensunabhängige Gesetzgebung, M&A-Verbote.

D.RegelungsüberschneidungundHerausforderungen für dieRechtsdurchsetzung
– Zusammenspiel von ex ante Regelungen (DSGVO, Geoblocking, Plattform-Regulierung)
und ex post Durchsetzung von Wettbewerbsvorschriften, Kooperation zwischen
verschiedenen Behörden, Rolle nationaler Gerichte.

A. Wettbewerbspolitik und Digitalwirtschaft: Eine Verlagerung des Fokus?

Die Digitalisierung von Wirtschaftssektoren und die Zunahme von Onlineplattformen
haben zu erheblichen Debatten, sowohl auf Ebene der Europäischen Kommission als auch
der Mitgliedstaaten, geführt. In 2014 veröffentlichte die deutsche Monopolkommission
ihr wegweisendes Gutachten zum Wettbewerbsrecht und der Digitalwirtschaft.7 Angesichts
der ausgemachten Veränderungen in der Wettbewerbspolitik wollen wir hinterfragen, in

7 Bzgl. des Gutachtens siehe: https://www.monopolkommission.de/images/PDF/SG/SG68/S68_volltext.pdf.
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welchem Maße Digitalisierung (verstanden als sowohl der Märkte als auch des Wettbewerbs
zwischen digitalen Dienstleistungsanbietern und etablierten Marktteilnehmern) ein Treiber
für Veränderungen in der Wettbewerbspolitik ist und welche genauen Veränderungen
man in diesem Zusammenhang beobachten kann, sowohl mit Blick auf die vorgelegten
Politikvorschläge als auch auf die gesetzgeberischen Tätigkeiten und die Durchsetzung
von Wettbewerbsvorschriften.

Die nachfolgenden Fragen sind von besonderer Bedeutung in diesem Zusammenhang:

1. Welches sind die wichtigsten Fälle, die durch die Wettbewerbsbehörde in Ihrem
Mitgliedsstaat mit Bezug zur Digitalwirtschaft angestrengt und beendet wurden (mit
Fokus auf entweder Digitalunternehmen oder auf den Wettbewerb zwischen
Digitalunternehmen und etablierten Unternehmen)?
a. Wurden, mit Blick auf diese Fälle, spezielle wettbewerbliche Aspekte oder Probleme

der Digitalwirtschaft identifiziert und rechtfertigen diese eine besondere
Fokussierung auf die Digitalwirtschaft in Ihrer Rechtsordnung?

b. Gibt es andere Fälle, die derzeit untersucht werden? Falls ja, könnten Sie bitte eine
kurze Zusammenfassung des Verhandlungsstandes geben?

2. Hat die Wettbewerbsbehörde Ihrer Rechtsordnung ihre Durchsetzungspraktiken angepasst
um mit der Geschwindigkeit des Digitalmarktes mitzuhalten?
a. Wie haben diese Anpassungen stattgefunden (gesetzliche Änderungen,

Politikänderung, Änderung in der Rechtsdurchsetzungsstrategie)?
b. Welche Rechtsdurchsetzungsinstrumente sind oder waren in Ihrer Rechtsordnung

diesbezüglich verfügbar? Wurden spezielle Gutachten erstellt oder hat eine
Anpassung der Richtlinien oder bindender verwaltungsrechtlicher Regeln durch
die Wettbewerbsbehörden in Ihrer Rechtsordnung stattgefunden um das
Wettbewerbsrecht und seine Durchsetzung an Digitalunternehmen anzupassen?

c. Wurden in Ihrer Rechtsordnungen Auswertungen der (Wettbewerbs-) Politik
bezüglich der Digitalmärkte durch den Gesetzgeber oder andere Behörden
vorgenommen? Falls ja, könnten Sie bitte die Ergebnisse dieser Auswertungen
zusammenfassen?

3. Wird im nationalen Wettbewerbsrecht Ihres Landes der Verbraucherschutzstandard als
alleinige Zielsetzung verwendet?
a. Fall nein, welche anderen Zielsetzungen werden für die Durchsetzung des

Wettbewerbsrechts angeführt?
b. Falls ja, wie wird der Verbraucherschutzstandard in Ihrer Rechtsordnung

interpretiert?
c. Wurde dieser Standard einheitlich in Fällen angewendet, die sich entweder mit

Digitalunternehmen oder mit dem Wettbewerb zwischen Digitalunternehmen und
etablierten Anbietern befassen?
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B. Marktdefinition und Marktmacht

Digitalunternehmen und ganz besonders Onlineplattformen entziehen sich dem
traditionellen Verständnis von Marktmacht, welches auf einem gut definierten
Produkt-/Preis- und geographischen Markt mit relativ einfach bestimmbaren Marktanteilen
beruht. Im Kontext von Digitalunternehmen werden Dienstleistungen häufig nicht für
einen traditionellen Preis angeboten; Konsumenten zahlen stattdessen mit ihren Daten
oder mit ihrer Zeit, welches andere Instrumente zur Bestimmung von Marktdominanz zu
erfordern scheint.

Plattformen, die häufig als einflussreiche Wirtschaftsakteure betrachtet werden, sind
auf die Fähigkeiten ihrer zugrundeliegenden Technik angewiesen um Nutzer für ihre
Dienstleistungen anzuwerben und sie zu halten. Das Erstellen und die Nutzung von immer
mehr persönlichen Daten und Big Data spielen hier eine entscheidende Rolle.
Onlineplattformen stellen das beste Beispiel dieses Geschäftsmodells dar. Im Hinblick auf
den im Wesentlichen als zwei-seitig strukturierten Markt fordern Wissenschaftler einen
speziell zugeschnittenen oder angepassten Prozess der Marktdefinition sowie veränderte
Parameter um die Marktmacht zu bestimmen. In den USA hat der Supreme Court in Amex
befunden, dass ein einziger einschlägiger Markt für mehrseitige Transaktionsplattformen
definiert werden muss. Dieses Unterthema zielt darauf ab zu verstehen, ob solche
verschiedenen Parameter eingeführt wurden oder ob die traditionellen
Marktbestimmungsinstrumente noch stets angewendet werden. Die nachfolgenden Fragen
sind von besonderer Bedeutung in diesem Zusammenhang:

4. Wie definiert die Wettbewerbsbehörde in Ihrer Rechtsordnung den Markt bei Akteuren
der Digitalwirtschaft?
a. Werden die traditionellen Kriterien, nämlich Produkt/Preis und geographisch

Verbreitung, bei abgeschlossenen oder derzeit untersuchten Fällen angewendet,
oder bildet sich ein neuer, datenbezogener Markttest heraus?

b. Verwendet die Wettbewerbsbehörde in Ihrer Rechtsordnung spezielle Methodologie
bei der Marktdefinition für Onlineplattformen? (z.B. Unterscheidung zwischen
Transaktions- und Nichttransaktionsplattform, oder zwischen Geschäftsmodellen
und Funktionsweisen).

c. Wird der spezielle Charakter von Plattformmärkten bei der Marktdefinition in
Ihrer Rechtsordnung beachtet?

d. Haben sich Behörden oder Gerichte in Ihrer Rechtsordnung mit Fällen von „Zero
Price Markets” befasst, und wie wurde der einschlägige Markt definiert?
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5. Wie wird Marktmacht bei Akteuren der Digitalwirtschaft durch die Wettbewerbsbehörde
in Ihrer Rechtsordnung etabliert?
a. Wird sich auf Marktanteile gestützt?
b. Wird der Einfluss eines Unternehmens auf ähnliche Märkte betrachtet? Falls ja,

wie genau?
c. Wird möglicher oder zukünftiger Wettbewerb bei der Bestimmung der Marktmacht

betrachtet? Wird dieses bei Fällen mit Bezug zur Digitalwirtschaft anders genutzt?
d. Können Sie Unterschiede oder Variationen beim Gebrauch des Konzeptes der

Marktmacht in der Digitalwirtschaft im Vergleich zu anderen Feldern feststellen?
6. Können Sie einen Unterschied zwischen ex post Bewertung (Fälle bzgl. von Missbrauch

der Marktmacht) und ex ante Bewertungen (Fälle bzgl. von Konzentration bei
Fusionskontrollverfahren) mit Blick auf die Marktdefinition sowie die Konzeptualisierung
von Marktmacht feststellen?

C. Wettbewerbsfeindliches Verhalten in der Digitalwirtschaft

Unternehmen der Digitalwirtschaft bauen auf neue Technologien – insbesondere das
Erlernen von Algorithmen – und Geschäftsmodelle die Big Data involvieren um ein
Bollwerk gegen ihre Mitbewerber zu errichten und diesen Vorteil zu erhalten. Dieses
Vertrauen auf Technologie eröffnet neue Möglichkeiten unerlaubter Zusammenarbeit
oder der Ausnutzung einer wirtschaftlich-vorteilhaften Position. In Eturas hat der
Europäische Gerichtshof festgestellt, dass kartellrechtlich-verbotene Absprachen auch im
Bereich der Digitalwirtschaft vorkommen können.8 Trotz dieser Klarstellung lässt das
Urteil wesentliche Fragen bezüglich des Anwendungsbereiches und der Eigenschaft
wettbewerbsfeindlichen Verhaltens in der Digitalwirtschaft offen. Ebenfalls muss der
Begriff des Missbrauchs noch in diesem Bereich ausgearbeitet werden. Innerhalb dieses
Unterthemas soll herausgearbeitet werden, welche Schadenstheorie oder -theorien dem
Vorgehen von Wettbewerbsbehörden im Bereich der Digitalwirtschaft zugrunde liegt/liegen
und ob oder inwiefern ein möglicher wettbewerblicher Schaden durch andere
Erwägungsgründe gerechtfertigt werden kann.

Die nachfolgenden Fragen sind von besonderer Bedeutung in diesem Zusammenhang:

7. Welches Verhalten auf digitalen Märkten oder welches Vorgehen das Digitalunternehmen
involviert wurde in der Entscheidungspraxis oder in der Rechtsprechung Ihrer
Rechtsordnung analysiert?

8 EuGH, C-74/14, Eturas, EU.C:2016:42.
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Welche Formen von geheimen Absprachen wurden als bezweckte bzw. bewirkende
Wettbewerbseinschränkung betrachtet? Wurden andere als nicht-einschränkend
betrachtet? Welche Elemente wurden in die jeweilige Entscheidung einbezogen?

a.

b. Welche einseitigen Praktiken (Kopplungsgeschäfte, Lieferverweigerung,
Verweigerung von Zugriff auf Daten, Langzeitkampfpreisunterbietung) wurden
als missbräuchlich betrachtet? Wurden andere Praktiken als nicht missbräuchlich
eingeschätzt? Welche Elemente wurden in die jeweilige Entscheidung einbezogen?

c. Wurden Fusionen oder andere Konzentrationen die Digitalunternehmen
involvierten durch die Behörden Ihrer Rechtsordnung behandelt? Welche Kriterien
oder Tests wurden verwendet um die angestrebte Konzentration zu genehmigen
oder zu verbieten?

8. Welche Gründe wurden von Unternehmen angeführt um (prima facie) wettbewerbs-
feindliches Verhalten zu rechtfertigen?
a. Wurden Wirtschaftlichkeitsrechtfertigungen durch Akteure der Digitalwirtschaft

angeführt um bestimmtes Verhalten, das als wettbewerbsfeindlich angesehen wird,
zu rechtfertigen? Falls ja, bitte fassen Sie diese zusammen.

b. Wurden diese Rechtfertigungen – soweit angeführt – durch die Behörde in Ihrer
Rechtsordnung akzeptiert oder verworfen?

c. Wurde die Mehrseitigkeit der Märkte in die Beurteilung von möglichen
Wirtschaftlichkeitsgewinnen hineingefiltert?

d. Betrachtet die Behörde in Ihrer Rechtsordnung auch andere Rechtfertigung als
solche, die auf Wirtschaftlichkeitsüberlegungen beruhen (z.B. in Bezug auf
Innovation, die durch Digitalakteure erbracht wird)? Haben solche Rechtfertigung
auch eine Rolle bei der Rechtfertigung von bestimmtem Verhalten in der
Digitalwirtschaft gespielt?

9. Beobachten Sie das Aufkommen von bestimmten Schadenstheorien die auf Digitalmärkte
zugeschnitten sind?
a. Wie ist Schaden definiert und wo weicht diese Definition von anderen

Schadenstheorien in anderen Sektoren ab?
b. Spielen Argumente bezogen auf mögliche Innovation eine Rolle bei der Bestimmung

des Vorliegens oder des Mangels eines Wettbewerbsschadens?
c. Welche Beweislast gilt zur Bestimmung eines Wettbewerbsschadens? Falls

Wahrscheinlichkeitsbeweise verwendet werden, welche Stufe von Wahrscheinlichkeit
ist als Schwellenwert für einen Eingriff bestimmt?

10. Welche Rechtsmittel wurden in Fällen mit Bezug auf Digitalmärkte verwendet? Sehen
Sie etwaige Unterschiede mit Rechtmitteln in anderen Märkten?
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D. Regelungsüberschneidung und Herausforderungen für die
Rechtsdurchsetzung

Die Rechtsdurchsetzung von EU Wettbewerbsrecht in der Digitalwirtschaft erfolgt nicht
in Isolation von anderen Regulierungsfeldern. Tatsächlich scheint es, dass immer mehr
Instrumente der ex ante Regulierung das Wettbewerbsrecht entweder ergänzen oder sogar
als bevorzugtes Mittel um erwünschtes Marktverhalten herbeizuführen ablösen, in einem
Versuch der Kritik zu begegnen, dass die Durchsetzung von Wettbewerbsrecht zu langsam
für die sehr dynamischen Digitalmärkte ist. Dieses wirft Fragen auf, insbesondere ob die
Einhaltung dieser ex ante Regulierungsinstrumente die Anwendung des ex post
Wettbewerbsrechts optimiert, vereinfacht oder aber herausfordert. In diesem Unterthema
streben wir an, die positiven und negativen Effekte des Zusammenspiels von
Wettbewerbsrecht und ex ante Regulierung der Digitalwirtschaft herauszuarbeiten. Die
nachfolgenden Fragen sind von besonderer Bedeutung in diesem Zusammenhang:

11. Gab es in der Praxis eine Überschneidung von ex ante Regulierung die auf die Kontrolle
von Marktverhalten abzielt – z.B., aber nicht begrenzt auf, Verbraucher- Wird im
nationalen Wettbewschutzgesetzgebung, die vorgeschlagene Plattformregulierung, die
DSGVO oder die Geoblocking-Verordnung / ePrivacy Richtlinie und/oder die
vorgeschlagene ePrivacy Verordnung oder vergleichbare nationale gesetzliche Instrumente
in Bezug auf Meistbegünstigungsklauseln – und der wettbewerbsrechtlichen
Durchsetzungspraxis der Wettbewerbsbehörden?
a. Falls nein, wurden Maßnahmen ergriffen, um möglichen Überschneidungen oder

Konflikten in der Zukunft zu begegnen?
b. Falls ja, hat diese Überschneidung zu widersprüchlichen Interpretationen oder

Perspektiven bezüglich des Marktverhaltens von Digitalunternehmen geführt?
12. Welche Behörden sind in Ihrer Rechtordnung für die Durchsetzung von Wettbewerbsrecht

in der Digitalwirtschaft zuständig?
a. Sind dieselben Behörden sowohl mit der Durchsetzung von ex ante Regulierungen

der Digitalwirtschaft (z.B. DSGVO oder die Geoblocking Verordnung,
Plattformverordnung) als auch mit dem Wettbewerbsrecht betraut?

b. Falls ja, welche Instrumente sind in Kraft um eine kohärente und einheitliche
Durchsetzung innerhalb der Behörde sicherzustellen?

c. Falls nein, kooperieren die entsprechenden Behörden? Besteht die Möglichkeit des
Informationsaustausches?

d. Werden die Entscheidungen der Behörden durch Gerichte überprüft? Gibt es ein
Gericht, das für die Überprüfung von Fällen von verschiedenen Behörden zuständig
ist?
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General Report Topic 3: EU competition law

and the digital economy

Nicolas Petit and Pieter Van Cleynenbreugel

Introduction

The digital economy raises three difficult questions for European Union (hereinafter ‘EU’)
competition law. The first can be formulated as a classic question of legal theory: should
existing statutes and doctrine be adjusted in response to technological change?1 The second
is practical and concerns the dynamic nature of digital markets: are enforcement rules
optimal to address fast moving markets, in the sense that they provide timely and effective
remedies to victims of competition law violations? The last is economic, and starts from
the observation that, unlike China and the US, the EU has not witnessed emergence of
domestic ‘superstar firms’ in digital markets: how much of this, if any, is due to policy
choices made under the competition rules, including possibly a stricter enforcement
paradigm?2

In this general report, we will address the two first questions. We believe that the
feedback collected from different national reports allows us to draw inferences on the
views of national competition authorities (hereinafter ‘NCAs’) on these questions. Granted,
we are well aware that an inquiry of this kind is premature. Many authorities are in the
early days of their investigations in digital markets. At the same time, a global fact finding
effort on digital markets has been under way in the competition community.3 Most
academic and policy efforts so far have consisted in the publication of reports based on

1 P. Akman, ‘An agenda for competition law and policy in the Digital Economy’, Journal of European Com-
petition Law and Practice, Vol. 10, No. 1, 2019, p. 1 affirmatively answers that question. According to her
‘platforms’ and similar technology companies’ non-traditional business models (involving ‘free’ services,
data, algorithms, strong network effects, etc.) require a rethinking and reconfiguration of some core concepts
of competition law in terms of whether and, if so, how they should apply to particular practices of technology
companies in these non-traditional market contexts.

2 For a discussion of the rise of superstar firms with market power consistent with effective competition
enforcement, see J. Van Reenen, ‘Increasing differences between firms: market power and the macro-
economy’, LSE Centre for Economic Performance Discussion Papers, Discussion Paper 1576, 2018, p. 3,
available at www.ideas.repec.org/p/cep/cepdps/dp1576.html.

3 The United Kingdom Competition and Markets Authority has been leading by example in that regard: see
its retrospective fact-finding assessment conducted by Lear, ‘Final Report: Ex-post Assessment of Merger
Control Decisions in Digital Markets’ www.learlab.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/CMA_past_digital_
mergers_GOV.UK_version-1.pdf.
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experts’ domain-specific knowledge or on public consultations with stakeholders.4 While
those analyses are extremely valuable, our report takes a different, and complementary,
perspective by providing a comprehensive review of authorities’ casework in digital markets.

The focus on the EU is apt. In her recent book ‘The Brussels Effect’, Anu Bradford
singles out competition policy as one of the areas where the EU has become the ‘global
enforcer’.5 An examination of the EU might thus provide much valuable insight also
relevant for other jurisdictions.

In addition, there is not just one EU competition policy. There are 28+ EU versions of
it.6 Examination of the domestic application of EU competition law might allow us to

4 At EU level, Special Advisers’ Report 2019 entitled ‘Competition policy for the digital era’ has been published
(www.ec.europa.eu/competition/publications/reports/kd0419345enn.pdf, (hereinafter “Special Advisers’
Report 2019”). The German Monopolies Commission was among the first in Europe to address the compe-
tition law challenges for the digital economy in a 2015 Report (www.monopolkommission.de/images/PDF/
SG/s68_fulltext_eng.pdf), which has been followed by the setting up of a Competition law 4.0 Commission
at the German federal level. That Commission published a 2019 report on ‘A new competition law framework
for the digital economy’ (www.bmwi.de/Redaktion/EN/Publikationen/Wirtschaft/a-new-competition-
framework-for-the-digital-economy.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=3, hereinafter ‘Competition law 4.0
Commission Report’). The Benelux countries have developed a joint proposal for ex ante remedies on
dominant firms in the digital sphere without finding an infringement (www.concurrence.public.lu/dam-
assets/fr/actualites/2019/Joint-memorandum-version-publiee.pdf). Some reports have gone beyond the
more traditional digital economy focus and have anticipated how machine learning and artificial intelligence
may have an impact on competition law. Noteworthy in that respect is a joint report by the French Autorité
de la Concurrence and the German Bundeskartellamt:. (www.autoritedelaconcurrence.fr/sites/default/files/
algorithms-and-competition.pdf). Outside of the European Union, we highlight reports in the United
Kingdom, the United States and Australia. In the United Kingdom, a digital competition expert panel
drafted the Furman report (www.assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/785547/unlocking_digital_competition_furman_review_web.pdf, (hereinafter “the
Furman Report”) that suggested to offer solutions mainly outside the realm of competition law. Similarly,
the University of Chicago Booth Business School’s Stigler Committee on Digital Platforms in 2019 presented
a report (www.research.chicagobooth.edu/-/media/research/stigler/pdfs/digital-platforms---committee-
report---stigler-center.pdf?la=en) and policy brief (www.research.chicagobooth.edu/-/media/research/
stigler/pdfs/policy-brief---digital-platforms---stigler-center.pdf?la=en. Both documents highlighted the
challenges that digital markets and platforms present and the risks of monopolisation, and also threats to
democracy that emerge in that context because of fake news and data protection gaps. The Report and
policy brief contained a series of suggestions on how to avoid those threats from materialising (for a summary,
policy brief, pp. 12-17). The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (hereinafter “ACCC”)
also published Report July 2019 concluding its digital markets inquiry (www.accc.gov.au/system/files/Digital
%20platforms%20inquiry%20-%20final%20report.pdf.). According to the ACCC, in order to address the
challenges presented by digital markets, regulatory changes need to be made within competition law yet,
above all, by strengthening other fields of regulation such as privacy and media laws.

5 Anu Bradford, ‘The Brussels Effect – How the European Union rules the world’ (Oxford, Oxford University
Press, 2020), p. 99. See also Carl Shapiro, ‘Protecting Competition in the American Economy: Merger
Control, Tech Titans, Labor Market’, Journal of Economic Perspectives, Vol. 33, No. 3, 2019, pp. 69–93.

6 Not only is EU competition law effectively applied at the EU level and in all EU Member States, States
forming part of the European Economic Area (Norway, Liechtenstein and Iceland) also apply competition
rules closely related to the EU law provisions. The same goes for Switzerland. The Norwegian and Swiss
national reports show that the same tensions and assessments we make for the EU Member States can also
be extended to them.
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consider whether the ‘global enforcer’ speaks for a shared set of policy assumptions,
preferences7 and experiences.8 In particular, it might be worth noting from the outset an
intriguing discrepancy observed between the European Commission (hereinafter ‘EC’)
institutional report (hereinafter ‘Institutional Report’) and the national reports. The EC
Institutional Report suggests that the ‘basic tools’ of competition law are ‘technology
neutral’.9 Article 101 and 102 TFEU, it is said, apply equally and flexibly to old and new
markets. No statutory reform appears required. At best, the Institutional Report concedes
the potential for discrete and prudent adjustment of ‘established enforcement principles’.

By contrast, a distinct reality emerges from the national reports. Although many States
adhere nominally to the technology neutral view of EU competition law, others do not. In
those instances, the general impression that one gets is that competition law is not always
considered to be up to the task of dealing with new challenges resulting from the digital
economy. To the extent that national authorities have the option to work with regulatory
tools outside of the strict scope of competition law: the reports hint at a preference for
alternative rules and regulations specific to the digital economy. That, at least, is an
indication that the existing rules are not as technology neutral as the Institutional Report
would presume.

7 We can draw an analogy with the economic theory of revealed preferences, where empirical analysis of
consumer behaviour is believed to allow for inferences to be made on future consumer preferences. See P.
Samuelson, ‘A note on the pure theory of consumers’ behavior’, Scripta Economica, Vol. 5, 1938, pp. 61-
71. The theory has been refined and subsequently developed; see H. Varhan, ‘Revealed Preferences’ in M.
Szenberg, L. Ramrattan, and A. Gottesman (Eds), ‘Samuelsonian economics and the twenty-first century’,
Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2006, pp. 99-115; F. Echenique, ‘New developments in revealed preference
theory: decisions under risk, uncertainty and intertemporal choice’, Annual Review of Economics 12:
Submitted: www.doi.org/10.1146/annurev-economics-082019-110800. We rely equally on the national
reports in an attempt to identify common or different preferences in the application of EU competition
law and policy relating to the digital economy across different States.

8 Indeed; Regulation 1/2003 Council Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 of 16 December 2002 on the implementation
of the rules on competition laid down in Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty, (2003) OJ L1/1 (hereinafter
‘Regulation 1/2003’) and the set of accompanying soft law instruments seek to ensure ‘uniformity’ in the
application of Article 101 and 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU (hereinafter ‘TFEU’). However,
one should not take for granted that the institutional and procedural mechanism of Regulation 1/2003 will
effectively deliver uniformity.

9 One rigorous way to define the concept of ‘technological neutrality’ of competition law would consist in
considering as technologically neutral a competition regime that maintains an equal and consistent ratio
of type I to type II decisional errors across technologies. It is to be reminded that type I errors concern sit-
uations where a competition authority condemns or prohibits conduct that is not anticompetitive. That
situation is associated traditionally with over-enforcement or over-regulation. By contrast, a type II error
would be present where a competition authority fails to condemn or prohibit anticompetitive conduct.
That situation is associated with under-enforcement or under-regulation. See on type I and II errors in EU
competition law, N. Petit, ‘Intel and the rule of reason in abuse of dominance cases’, European Law Review,
Vol. 43, No. 6, 2018, p. 749 and A. Jones, B. Sufrin and N. Dunne, ‘EU competition law’, 7 ed., Oxford,
Oxford University Press, 2019, p. 56.
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The assessment and understanding of competition authorities’ distinct views on the
technological neutrality of competition law constitutes the ultimate research question that
motivates our general report (section 4). Prior to so doing, we describe competition
authorities’ enforcement activity (section 1), substantive competition analysis (section 2)
and remedy policy (section 3).

1 Competition authorities’ enforcement activity in digital markets

The first section of our questionnaire aimed to gather information on the diversity of
Member States’ enforcement practices. We started by asking national rapporteurs to survey
domestic digital economy cases. We left the notion of digital economy open to generate a
wide scope of responses.10 In spite of this indeterminacy, most reports focused on internet
technologies (2.1.). We then asked national rapporteurs if changes had been brought to
domestic enforcement practices or institutions in digital markets (2.2.). Taken together,
the responses to both questions display much heterogeneity (2.3.). We finally asked national
rapporteurs to state explicitly the goals assigned to competition enforcement in the digital
economy. In contrast with the previous questions, the responses here are consistent across
the reports (2.4.). Overall, a richer perspective on how States have dealt with digital economy
cases emerges from the different responses to the first part of our questionnaire (2.5.).

1.1 Question 1: digital economy cases across different States

The responses to question 1 suggest that NCAs have dealt with similar cases, albeit with
a different level of intensity.11 Three categories of States can be distinguished. The first
category comprises States where NCAS have not adopted formal decisions or started

10 As the Portuguese report rightly pointed out, it becomes increasingly difficult to distinguish the digital
economy from other economic sectors, as the use of digital means pervades all those sectors. Portuguese
Report, response to question 1.

11 The focus on enforcement should not lead us to use a comparison of the number of cases dealt with by
authorities and conclude that some States are more involved in digital economy cases than others. Some
authorities have rather undertaken market studies or inquiries or have envisaged the creation of a digital
market taskforce and some States have envisaged legislative reforms, even without having taken formal
decisions with regard to digital market players. Moreover, the institutional organisation and budgetary
resources of NCAs vary considerably as does the question whether authorities have discretion in choosing
the cases they deal with (although the ECN + Directive harmonised this, allowing all authorities to choose
their enforcement priorities, see Directive 2019/1 of the European Parliament and of the Council of
11 December 2018 to empower the competition authorities of the Member States to be more effective
enforcers and to ensure the proper functioning of the internal market, (2019) O.J. L11/3.)
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investigations in digital markets. These States are Croatia,12 Denmark13 and Slovakia.14

Denmark and Slovakia have not adopted any formal decision in relation to anticompetitive
practices in digital markets. Croatia rejected a complaint against Uber.15

The second category covers NCAs that have taken discrete enforcement initiatives. We
include here NCAs that have adopted at least one formal decision in digital markets
(infringement or commitment decisions as well as merger review decisions). Most NCAs
belonging to that category have focused on either of two types of anticompetitive conduct:
vertical restraints (resale price maintenance practices or price parity clauses) and/or abusive
exclusionary conduct by dominant firms.16

A majority of reporting States appear to fall in this category. As is apparent from the
different reports, Austria,17 Belgium,18 Bulgaria,19 the Czech Republic,20 Estonia,21 Finland,22

Greece,23 Ireland,24 Luxemburg,25 Norway,26 Poland,27 Portugal,28 Romania,29 Slovenia,30

Switzerland31 and Sweden32 are all characterised by the abovementioned enforcement focus
that, overall, has resulted in relatively few cases. It is important to note, however, that the
discrete enforcement policy discussed here covers both States that have completed only
one case in digital markets (Belgium, Estonia, Finland and Poland) and States that have
developed a larger body of cases on online restrictive practices (Austria), online unfair
commercial practices (Bulgaria) or digital mergers (Norway). Yet, the common feature to

12 Croatian Report, introduction.
13 Danish Report, introduction.
14 Slovakian Report, response to question 1.
15 Given, however, that this decision is not even a preliminary decision as to the substance of a digital economy

player’s behaviour, we consider Croatia to fall within this category. Croatia has adopted a formal decision
prohibiting vertical restraints applied in both retail and online markets, so it is not specific to digital markets.
Croatian Report, response to question 1, a).

16 Overall, the authorities having focused attention on those fields had already had in place well-developed
decision-making practice in relation to similar practices outside the digital context.

17 Austrian Report, response to question 1.
18 Belgian Report, response to question 1.
19 Bulgarian Report, response to question 1.
20 Czech Report, response to question 1.
21 Estonian Report, response to question 1.
22 Finnish Report, response to question 1.
23 Greek Report, response to question 1.
24 Irish Report, response to question 1.
25 Luxemburg’s Report, response to question 1.
26 Norwegian Report, response to question 1.
27 Polish Report, response to question 1.
28 Portuguese Report, response to question 1.
29 Romanian Report, response to question 1.
30 Slovenian Report, response to question 1.
31 Swiss Report, response to question 1.
32 Swedish Report, response to question 1.
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all is that enforcement actions have focused on the types of anticompetitive practices
mentioned previously.

The third category is composed of States characterised by a more conspicuous
enforcement activity. Admittedly, States belonging to this category have also handed down
decisions that focus on vertical restraints or abuse of dominance cases.33 But the main
difference from the previous category lies in the targets of NCAs. Here, States have taken
decisions against the large B2C, FAANG firms (Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix and
Google) that are said to play a ‘gatekeeping’ or ‘systemic’ role in digital markets.34 France,
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain and the United Kingdom all fall into this category.
Simultaneously, moreover, NCAs in those Member States have widened their enforcement
focus to include other restrictive practices in doing so. Facebook has been under scrutiny
in Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom,35 Amazon has been targeted by Germany,
Spain and the United Kingdom,36 Apple by Italy and the Netherlands37 and Google by
France, Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom.38 At the same time, we can discard a bias
towards headline grabbing cases among those States. NCAs that have enforced competition
law against FAANG firms have also targeted small firms for similar restrictive practices.
NCAs in this category have also applied the prohibition of abuse of dominance to
exploitative conduct, which is not the bread and butter of ordinary competition policy.

1.2 Question 2: changes in enforcement frameworks?

Our second question sought to identify whether the digital economy had led to
modifications in enforcement frameworks. We were interested in diagnosing changes in
prioritisation policy, allocation of resources to institutional and capability building, or rule
making and statutory reform proposals. Here, four categories of States can be distinguished.

The first category of States has maintained a status quo. Bulgaria, Croatia, Estonia,
Greece, Luxemburg, Norway, Poland, Slovenia and Slovakia belong to this category. In

33 Like the States included in the previous category, those competition authorities have also and often predom-
inantly (in the Netherlands, Spain and the United Kingdom at least) focused on vertical restraints and
exploitative abuses.

34 See for a discussion, N. Petit, ‘Are “FAANGs” Monopolies? A Theory of Competition under Uncertainty’
(October 10, 2019). Available at SSRN: www.ssrn.com/abstract=3414386 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/
ssrn.3414386.

35 German Report, response to question 1; Italian Report, response to question 1; UK Report, response to
question 1.

36 German Report, response to question 1; Spanish Report, response to question 1; UK Report, response to
question 1.

37 Dutch Report, response to question 1, c.; Italian Report, response to question 1.
38 French Report, introductory remarks; German Report, response to question 1; Italian Report, response to

question 1; UK Report, response to question 1.
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those States, authorities have not taken particular action and appear to be attentive to
evolutions at the EC level prior to envisioning a change of enforcement frameworks. In
the reports, Croatia, Estonia, Greece and Slovakia explicitly confirmed to be waiting for
the European Union.39 By not advocating reform of competition enforcement frameworks
currently in place, those States implicitly adhere to the EC’s position whereby competition
law is technology neutral. As far as Luxemburg is concerned, it has participated within the
context of the Benelux to the drafting of a joint proposal for ex ante remedies on dominant
firms in the digital sphere without finding an infringement.40

The second category contains those States that have invested in fact finding efforts
without however contemplating change to institutional or procedural frameworks. The
Czech Republic, Finland, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland fall
within this category.41 These States have followed the approach of the EC concretely,
committing resources to market studies, sector inquiries and/or policy reports. Like the
EC, those States seem to entertain no doubt on the ability of competition law to apply
effectively to digital markets, although clarification to established principles might be
necessary.

The third category of States has brought discrete institutional, procedural or substantive
change to competition law frameworks. Examples include the adoption of statutory
legislation prohibiting price parity clauses (Austria, Belgium, France and Italy),42 regulating
online offerings of transportation services (Romania)43 or modifying merger thresholds
to focus on transaction value (Austria).44 Some States in this third category have brought
institutional reform by establishing digital task forces, units or directorates within
competition authorities (Austria, Denmark, France, and Ireland).45 States in this category

39 Croatian Report, response to question 2; Estonian Report, response to question 2; Greek Report, response
to question 2; Slovakian Report, response to question 2.

40 Luxemburg Report, response to question 2.
41 Czech Report, response to question 2; Finnish Report, response to question 2; Dutch Report, response to

question 2; Portuguese Report, response to question 2; Spanish Report, response to question 2; Swedish
Report, response to question 2; Swiss Report, response to question 2.

42 See for Austria, Section 1a (4)(2) of the Unfair Commercial Practices Act and the background analysis in
G. Monti, ‘Consumer Choice and Fair Competition on the Digital Single Market in the areas of air trans-
portation and accommodation’, p. 21. This study was prepared for the European Parliament and is available
at http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2018/626082/IPOL_STU(2018)626082_EN.pdf;
for Belgium, the Belgian Act ‘relative à la liberté tarifaire des exploitants d’hébergements touristiques dans
les contrats conclus avec les opérateurs de plateformes de réservation en ligne’, Moniteur belge, 2018, p.
62710; for France, Article 133 of the loi no 2015-990 du 6 août 2015 pour la croissance, l’activité et l’égalité
des chances économiques, Journal Officiel de la République Française no. 0181 of 7 August 2015, p. 13537
(the so-called Loi Macron); for Italy, Article 1, para. 166 of Italian Law 124/2017 and Italian Report, response
to question 11.

43 Romanian Report, response to question 2.
44 Austrian Report, response to questions 2 and 12.
45 Danish Report, first section; Irish Report, response to question 2. For France, see

www.autoritedelaconcurrence.fr/en/press-release/autorite-creates-digital-economy-unit; for Austria, see
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have also insisted on the application of other legal instruments – like consumer protection
– to safeguard free and fair competition in the digital economy (Italy and Ireland)46 and,
to a lesser extent, the Netherlands).47

States in the fourth category have proposed adoption of a sector-specific competition
law framework for the digital economy. Germany and the United Kingdom belong to this
category.48 The point is either to replace competition law by ex ante regulation overseen
by a digital markets unit (United Kingdom)49 or to create a special body of competition
law that more aggressively prohibits abusive conduct and controls mergers in the digital
economy (Germany, which has proposed a 10th Amendment to its Competition Act).50 In
doing so, those States suggest that existing competition law is not technologically neutral,

www.bwb.gv.at/en/news/detail/news/rtr_telecommunications_and_postal_services_and_bwb_stepping_
up_digital_cooperation_development_of_a/.

46 Italian Report, response to question 1; Irish Report, response to question 2.
47 Dutch Report, response to question 10.
48 German Report, response to question 2; United Kingdom Report, response to question 2.
49 The Furman Report has had a decisive impact here. The major recommendation of this Report has been

to ‘establish and resource a pro-competition digital markets unit, tasked with securing competition, inno-
vation, and beneficial outcomes for consumers and businesses’. That Unit, the Report continues, ‘should
work with industry and stakeholders to establish a digital platform code of conduct, based on a set of core
principles. The code would apply to conduct by digital platforms that have been designated as having a
strategic market status’ (p. 9). Another important recommendation concerned that ‘[m]erger assessment
in digital markets needs a reset. The [Competition and Markets Authority] should take more frequent and
firmer action to challenge mergers that could be detrimental to consumer welfare through reducing future
levels of innovation and competition, supported by changes to legislation where necessary (p. 12). The UK
government has vowed to move forward in this direction (as the article in the Financial Times of
18 December 2019 confirms, www.ft.com/content/67c2129a-2199-11ea-92da-f0c92e957a96. See also C.
Caffara, ‘The UK’s other big experiment: regulating online platforms?’, Voxeurope, 6 January 2020, available
at www.voxeu.org/content/uk-s-other-big-experiment-regulating-online-platforms), which resulted in the
UK Competition and Markets Authority commencing a market study, of which an interim report has been
published in December 2019 www.assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5dfa0580ed915d0933009761/
Interim_report.pdf).

50 The German Competition law 4.0. Commission report would even go further in that regard. That Report
formulates specific recommendations, varying from a modification of the Commission’s market definition
notice over cross-market (interoperability) principles to the adoption of a Regulation obliging dominant
platforms to adopt codes of conduct (pp. 6-7). The recommendations in this Report are inspired by the
Furman Report yet focus more on substantive competition law or policy modifications. From that point of
view, the Report also particularly calls for more clarity on how merger control rules will be applied to digital
economy concentrations (recommendation 15, p. 7). Beyond that, however, the Commission also calls for
a better streamlining of antitrust and other policy fields. In that regard, it recommends that the newly elected
EC would establish a Digital Markets Board with the General Secretariat which should be responsible for
permanent coordination and harmonisation of the various policy areas in the interest of an overarching
and coherent European digital policy. By way of additional suggestion, the Report ‘advocates the temporary
establishment of a Digital Markets Transformation Agency at EU level in order to improve the networking
of the supervisory structures. It should be tasked with collecting and processing information about market
developments and technical developments, coordinating with a corresponding network of Member State
institutions. The agency should support the competent authorities at EU level and the EU Digital Markets
Board’ (recommendations 20-21, p. 7).
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because it is too permissive. That is not in line with the EC’s position in the Institutional
Report.

Another interesting finding is that there does not necessarily seem to be more appetite
for ex ante regulation in States where enforcement powers in both competition and
consumer law have been integrated within one authority. In those States where more
extensive consumer law enforcement has taken place with regard to the digital economy
(Bulgaria and Italy), the steps taken towards legislative or institutional reform have been
rather limited.

1.3 An emerging picture of different States’ involvement with digital
economy cases

The different categories identified on the basis of the answers to questions 1 and 2 allow
us to distinguish twelve varieties of NCA engagement with the digital economy. The table
below shows those varieties and how the different Member States fall into those combined
categories:

Policy +
institutional

Modest policy
changes +

Modest
enforcement policy

Wait and see

changes (newinstitutional orchanges (market
digital rules, new
agencies)

procedural
upgrades

studies, sector
inquiries or policy
reports)

DenmarkCroatia; SlovakiaNo enforcement
action

Austria, Belgium,
Ireland, Romania

Czech Republic,
Finland, Portugal,

Bulgaria, Estonia,
Greece,

Limited
enforcement action

Sweden,
Switzerland

Luxemburg,
Norway, Poland,
Slovenia

(price parity +
refusal to supply)

Germany, United
Kingdom

France, ItalyEuropean Union,
The Netherlands,
Spain

Wider enforcement
practices
(including FAANG
businesses)

The EU also has a place in the table above. As is apparent from the EU Institutional Report,
the EC targeted vertical restraints in the e-commerce sector as part of a broad sector inquiry
and then followed on with a variety of infringement decisions.51 In the area of unilateral
conduct, the EC issued its three prohibition decisions against Google52 and one commitment
decision against Amazon in relation to e-books. The EC also opened an investigation into

51 Institutional Report, section 2.
52 Institutional Report, section 2. For the Google Decisions, see www.ec.europa.eu/competition/cases.
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Amazon Marketplace on the basis of both articles 101 and 102 TFEU.53 The EC’s policy
seems aligned with that of many Member States. The fact that it has challenged FAANG
firms leads us to place it in the third category identified above.

That said, the EC has taken a more conservative approach in relation to enforcement
frameworks. Clearly, it does not deem it necessary to adopt sector specific competition
law or to replace it with ex ante regulation. The EC’s calls for reform have mainly focused
on methodological changes – revision of the market definition notice54 – or procedural
proposals – a reversal of the burden of proof.55 To be clear, unlike Germany and the UK
and, to a lesser extent France and Italy, the EC believes that existing competition rules are
apt to deal with anticompetitive conduct in digital markets. That is also confirmed by the
Special Advisers’ Report 2019 on competition policy in the digital era. According to the
Special Advisers’ Report 2019, the existing legal framework in place would be sufficient
to govern digital markets for now, provided that the analytical tools, methodologies and
theories of harm are better modified to fit market realities in order more adequately to
identify and constrain abuses of market power.56 One of the ways to do so, according to
the Special Advisers’ Report 2019, is to reverse the burden of proof in relation to dominant
digital economy players. Rather than asking the authorities to prove the anticompetitive
nature of those players’ behaviour, the Special Advisers’ Report 2019 proposes to allocate
the burden to prove the procompetitive effects of their behaviour. If implemented, the
change would mean that, without proof of procompetitive effects, the behaviour concerned
would be considered anticompetitive and therefore prohibited without that conclusion
having to be substantiated by the EC.57 The Special Advisers’ Report 2019 additionally
reflects on imposing data inter-operability as a remedy and on streamlining competition
law more efficiently with other regulatory regimes. At the same time, the report also
contemplates that ‘a regulatory regime may be needed in the longer run. In particular,
competition law enforcement may be overburdened to deal with the implementation and
oversight of interoperability mandates imposed on dominant players. However, [it does]
not envision a new type of “public utility regulation” to emerge for the digital economy.
The risks associated with such a regime – rigidity, lack of flexibility and risk of capture –
are too high.’

Comparing those results with our general observations in the previous section, we can
identify two interesting tendencies. First, there appears to be a correlation between strong

53 Institutional report, section 2. For the Amazon commitment decision, see www.ec.europa.eu/competition/
antitrust/cases/dec_docs/40153/40153_4393_3.pdf.

54 See, to that extent, www.competitionpolicyinternational.com/eu-vestager-considers-toughening-burden-
of-proof-for-big-tech/.

55 Special Advisers’ Report 2019, p. 51.
56 Special Advisers’ Report 2019, p. 15.
57 Special Advisers’ Report 2019, p. 51.
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enforcement and support to competition law reform. The table above indeed suggests that
States that support status quo have taken little if no enforcement action in digital markets.
In contrast, States with a stronger enforcement record in digital markets appear more
likely to support discrete or radical substantive, institutional and procedural changes.58

That said, the EU, the Netherlands and Spain have all made cases in digital markets, yet
do not seem to support change to competition law frameworks. All appear to believe in
the technological neutrality of competition rules. As a result, it cannot be held conclusively
that enforcement experience nurtures calls for substantive, institutional or procedural
reform.

Second, some States have proposed minor institutional or enforcement reforms without
evidence from enforcement practice that such modifications would be warranted at this
stage. The case in point is Denmark, where a digital unit has been created without specific
cases having yet been decided in that domain. In most cases, however, with wider experience
with digital economy cases, the more extensive proposed substantive, institutional and
procedural reforms appear to go. In a similar way, Belgium has, inspired by the French
example in the 2015 Loi Macron on price parity clauses, adopted price parity legislation
in relation to online accommodation reservations without having concluded any agency
case.

1.4 Question 3: objective(s) of competition law enforcement

Our questionnaire asked whether the consumer welfare standard had operated as a guideline
for the enforcement of competition law in digital markets. Recall that the consumer welfare
standard is criticised in digital markets on the ground that it allegedly handicaps
enforcement. The claim of consumer welfare detractors is that proof of consumer harm
is virtually impossible in all zero price markets typical of the digital economy.59

The Institutional Report considers that both the European Commission and the EU
courts embrace a wider interpretation of that notion than their US counterparts.60 In the
US, it is said, a short term quantitative focus on price guides the application of the Sherman
Act. But in the EU, it is argued, a more qualitative and long-term oriented interpretation
of the consumer welfare standard allows enforcers to focus on practices that cause harm
directly to consumers but also practices that cause consumers harm through ‘their impact

58 An interesting case in that regard concerns Italy, which effectively seems to put an at least equal amount
of trust in consumer law enforcement in order to ensure competition within the digital economy.

59 For a review, and dismissal of these claims, see A. D. Melamed, and N. Petit, ‘The Misguided Assault on
the Consumer Welfare Standard in the Age of Platform Markets’, Review of Industrial Organization, Vol.
54, No. 4, 2019, pp. 741-774.

60 As maintained by the Institutional Report, section 2, 4.
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on competition’.61 That wide interpretation appears to be shared by all the rapporteurs,
even when national legislation does not refer explicitly to the consumer welfare standard.

1.5 Interim conclusion

Much heterogeneity characterises enforcement activity in digital markets. Although most
NCAs have enforced competition law in digital markets, only a limited number of States
and the EU have challenged FAANG firms.

Besides, while a numerical majority of States believe that competition law is the most
appropriate tool to address the market conduct of digital firms, a minority of very large
antitrust jurisdictions like Germany, the United Kingdom and to a lesser extent France
and Italy consider that institutional or procedural reform is necessary in digital markets.

As a result, it deserves to be questioned whether those different sensibilities might lead
to inconsistencies (and conflicts) in decision making across Europe, as well as increased
legal uncertainty for all businesses involved in the digital economy, plaintiffs and defendants.

2 Substantive competition law: analytical methods and theories

The second and third parts of the questionnaire focused on market definition, market
power and theories of harm. We asked whether States had brought changes to market
definition and the assessment of market power in digital markets (3.1.); whether novel
types of restriction of competition (collusive and unilateral) procompetitive justifications
had been identified (3.2.) and to what extent theories of harm specific to digital markets
had been developed (3.3.). The national reports display remarkable consistency. All States
seem to consider that traditional market definitions and theories of harm require some
fine-tuning. At the same time, not all States have turned these considerations into concrete
action (3.4.).

2.1 Questions 4-6: market definition and market power evaluation

Market definition and market power evaluation are the source of intense discussion in
digital industries. The EC approach is set out in a 1997 Notice. Pursuant to the Notice,
market shares are a critical factor in the evaluation of market power.62 Accordingly, a

61 Judgment of 27 March 2012, Case C-209/10, Post Danmark I, EU:C:2012:172, para. 20, as referred to in the
Institutional Report.

62 Commission Notice on the definition of relevant market for the purposes of Community competition law,
(1997) O.J. C372/5.
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preliminary step entails the definition of a relevant market on which market shares can
be calculated. The Notice says that a relevant market comprises all the products that users
consider as substitutes. In practice, a relevant market can be defined by tracking consumers’
substitution patterns in response to a small but significant increase in price (so-called
SSNIP test).63

With that framework in mind some, though not all, digital markets create obvious
difficulties for market definition. In zero price markets, for example, the SSNIP test is
difficult to apply. Users of digital services do not really pay a monetary price. They barter
with ‘personal data’ or ‘attention’. Yet, this problem is mostly superficial. Economic
instruments like quality-adjusted prices might allow application of the SSNIP test in zero
price markets. Some academics have proposed to apply an alternative SSNIQ test.64 The
test measures demand responses to a decrease in product quality. In Google Android
decision, the EC drew inspiration from these proposals, even though it is not clear whether
it perfomed a quantitative measure of elasticity as required under a stantard SSNIP/Q
test,65 it considered that the fact that those users did not have to pay to use the search
engine was irrelevant, as the service was monetised by the use of their personal data that
they share with Google and the advertisers using Google services.66 Interestingly, instead
of applying a quantitative SSNIP test, the EC resorted to classic structural analysis in line
with the approach that prevailed before the 1997 Notice. The EC referred to criteria such
as user demand and the functionality of other search engines. It follows that the EC defined
the market without making use of the standard tests.67 That feature is worth noting. To
some extent, the new realities of digital markets might require agencies to revisit analytical

63 In doing so, the most commonly used test is the so-called SSNIP test, which puts into effect a hypothetical
small but significant and non-transitory increase in price of the product concerned in order to measure the
elasticity of demand for that particular product, 1997 Commission market definition notice, paras. 15-17.
See on the use of that test in EU competition law, D. Mandrescu, ‘The SSNIP test and zero pricing strategies:
considerations for online platforms’, CoRe European Competition and Regulatory Law Review, Vol. 2, No.
2, 2018, pp. 244-257.

64 M. Gal, and D. L. Rubinfeld, ‘The Hidden Costs of Free Goods: Implications for Antitrust Enforcement’
Antitrust Law Journal, Vol. 80, No. 3, pp. 521-562. The SSNIQ test simulates demand movements across
products in response to a decrease in quality.

65 Google Android decision, §§266-267.
66 European Commission, Case 39740, Google Search, paras. 159-160.
67 European Commission, Case 39740, Google Search, paras. 163-250.
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methods of the past.68 It remains to be seen whether the Court of Justice will have anything
to say on the EC’s use of those criteria.69

More fundamental problems arise due to the multi-sided model of some, though not
all, firms active in digital markets. A multi-sided firm engages in matchmaking activities
between categories of users who benefit from each other’s adoption of the service. For
example, the more drivers affiliated to a ride sharing platform, the more users are likely
to join that platform, and vice versa. Sometimes, the network externality that produces
that feedback loop is unidirectional. For example, it is clear that the more users of a search
engine, the more advertisers will join, yet the reverse is not true. In both cases, the challenge
for the multi-sided firm is to get all sides on board. Formal economic works and empirical
analysis show that one way to do so is to subsidise the elastic category of users (called the
subsidy side), to monetise the inelastic side of users (called the money side). Accordingly,
multi-sided firms usually apply distinct prices – and sometimes no price – to various
categories of users.

From an economic standpoint, the allocation of the prices between the various user
sides is determinative of firm output. That is significant because standard economic theory
predicts that price levels, not their structure, are the main determinant of changes in output.

But from a competition perspective, the problems are more mundane. Traditional tools
of market definition and market power evaluation are difficult to apply to multi-sided
firms. As a result of the interdependence of the various sides of the platform, focusing on
one of them alone may not fully capture the underlying competitive pressure and thus
may lead to errors when defining the relevant market. This has prompted policy-minded
scholars to call for adjustments to the methods of market definition and market power
evaluation.70

To focus on a simple context of a two-sided business, one normative question is whether
one should define a two-sided market as one market with two sides – for example, Facebook
is active on the market for personal social network services – or as two separate markets
– Facebook is a seller on market for targeted advertisement and a buyer on the attention
market.

68 Against that background, it is interesting to note that the EC will review its 1997 market definition notice
in 2020. Competition Commissioner Margrethe Vestager declared that the aim is to ensure ‘that the guidance
it gives is accurate and up to date, and sets out a clear and consistent approach to both antitrust and merger
cases across different industries, in a way that’s easily accessible’, Speech given at the Chillin’ Competition
Conference in Brussels in December 2019, www.ec.europa.eu/commission/commissioners/2019-2024/
vestager/announcements/defining-markets-new-age_en.

69 General Court, pending case T-604/18, Google and Alphabet v Commission could be an occasion to do so.
70 For an overview, see L. Filistrucchi, D. Geradin, E. Van Damme and P. Affeldt, ‘Market Definition in Two-

Sided Markets: Theory and Practice’, 10 Journal of Competition Law and Economics, Vol. 10, No. 2, 2014,
pp. 293–339.
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According to the classical definition, ‘a two-sided market is one in which, first, two
sets of agents interact through an intermediary or platform, and second, the decisions of
each set of agents affects the outcomes of the other set of agents.’71 As a result, platforms
are characterised directly or indirectly by so-called network effects, meaning that ‘the
utility of a user depends on the decisions of other users and all of these users belong to a
group’.72 It follows from that definition and those network effects that a two-sided market
‘has two categories of customers, which interact with one another’.

In the economics literature, a distinction has been made between markets in which
there are transactions between the two sides of the market (transaction markets) and those
in which there are no such transactions (non-transaction markets).73 Uber operates in a
transaction market because users and drivers enter into an instant and simultaneous
economic transaction intermediated by the platform. In contrast, Facebook is not a
transaction market because advertisers do not enter into instant and simultaneous economic
transactions with users.

The US Supreme Court transposed that distinction in antitrust doctrine in Amex. The
majority held that a single market should be defined when a transaction takes place between
the two sides.74 Alternatively, the two sides should be considered separate markets in the
absence of such transactions.

The EC has acknowledged these new realities too. In Google Android, the two-sided
nature of markets taken into account led to the identification of a single market for general
search services comprising both advertisers and users of Google’s general search services.75

Once the market has been defined, market shares constitute the starting point for the
evaluation of market power. In a conventional context, a firm holding a market share in
excess of 40% will be presumed dominant but additional factors like barriers to entry will
have to be observed to conclusively establish dominance.76

71 M. Rysman, ‘The Economics of Two-Sided Markets’, Journal of Economic Perspectives, Vol. 25, 2009, p.
125; see also J. C. Rochet and J. Tirole, ‘Two-Sided Markets: A Progress Report’, The RAND Journal of
Economics, Vol. 35, 2006, pp. 645–667.

72 See also J. U. Franck and M. Peitz, ‘Market definition and market power in the digital economy’, CERRE
Report, 2019, available via the following link: www.cerre.eu/sites/cerre/files/2019_cerre_market_definition_
market_power_platform_economy.pdf, p. 13 and the references included there.

73 L. Filistrucchi, D. Geradin, E. Van Damme and P. Affeldt, 2014, p. 327.
74 The judgment is available via the following link: www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/17pdf/16-1454_5h26.pdf.

See also A. D. Melamed and N. Petit, The Misguided Assault on the Consumer Welfare Standard in the
Age of Platform Markets’, Review of Industrial Organization Vol.54, 2019,p. 760.

75 Commission decision of 27 June 2017 in Case AT. 39740, Google Search (Shopping), para. 158. As also
explained by the Institutional Report, response to questions 4-6.

76 Communication from the Commission — Guidance on the Commission’s enforcement priorities in
applying Article 82 of the EC Treaty to abusive exclusionary conduct by dominant undertakings, (2009)
O.J. C45/7, point 15.
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In the context of dynamic markets, the case law considers that high market shares are
less indicative of market power.77 The Institutional Report holds the same view. High
market shares do not presumptively allow an inference of market power and must be
complemented by a thorough inquiry of barriers to expansion and entry, switching costs
that prevent multi homing and lack of countervailing buyer power.78

However, we do notice a slight inconsistency between the Institutional Report and the
EC’s enforcement practice. In its decisions in Google Shopping and Google Android, the
EC heavily relied on evidence of high market shares to establish a dominant position after
having defined the market in a narrow way. In Google Shopping, the EC stated that ‘… one
important factor is the existence of very large market shares, which are in themselves, save
in exceptional circumstances, evidence of the existence of a dominant position.’79 In the
same way, in Google Android, the EC once again took Google’s market shares of more than
90% as decisive evidence of a dominant position, yet after having defined the markets
narrowly only.80

The national reports appear to converge on the view that market definition and market
power assessments must be tailored to the specificities of digital markets. In practice,
Member States nevertheless differ. Four categories can be distinguished.

The first category refers to those States that have not had any cases involving market
definition and power in the digital economy. Although those States generally acknowledge
the need for a specific framework, it remains to be seen how that would be put into practice.

77 Judgment of 15 February 2012, Case T-79/12, Cisco Systems, Inc. and Messagenet SpA v European Commission,
EU:T:2013:635, para. 69; see also Institutional Report, response to question 5.

78 Case AT. 39740, Google Search (Shopping), paras. 287-306. See also Commission decision of 17 July in
Case AT.40099, Google Android, para. 709 et seq.

79 Case AT. 39740, Google Search (Shopping), para. 266. The Commission considered that as Google had
market shares of over 90% in general search services markets in the different European Economic Area
States, it has a dominant position in that market. According to the Commission, Google abused that dom-
inant position in order to favour its own comparison shopping service. Case AT. 39740, Google Search
(Shopping), para. 341 et seq. In addition, comparative shopping services constitute separate products with
limited substitutability between them and other specialised search services, online advertising platforms,
online retailers and merchant platforms such as Amazon. As a result, marketplaces and retail platforms,
including Amazon’s Price Check application, were not seen as direct competitors, facilitating the conclusion
that favouring Google’s comparative shopping service excludes others from the market. Case AT. 39740,
Google Search (Shopping), para. 216.

80 Case AT.40099, Google Android, para. 677. Google was considered to have a dominant position on the
worldwide market (excluding China) for smart mobile operating systems (from which mobile web browsers,
such as Safari, have to be distinguished), the worldwide market (excluding China) for online app stores and
the national markets within the European Economic Area for general search services.
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Austria,81 Croatia,82 Estonia,83 Ireland,84 Portugal,85 and Romania86 would fall into this
category.

The second category comprises those States that have adopted a limited number of
decisions involving market definition and assessments of market power in digital industries.
In those cases, however, a traditional approach has prevailed with focus on product
substitutability and/or market shares. In practice, most cases have taken place before the
growth of the digital economy and legitimate questions arise as to whether the authorities
concerned would not use new and/or refined criteria if cases were decided today. The
Bulgarian,87 Czech,88 Greek,89 Luxemburg,90 Polish91 and Slovak92 legal orders fall in this
category.

The third – and largest – category contains those States that have contemplated the
need for refined assessment methods in antitrust or merger cases. Many of those States
have commissioned reports, market studies or even retrospective assessment of previous
cases, allowing them to reflect on whether a refined market assessment framework needs
to be put in place.93 In addition, those States have highlighted the specifics of digital markets
in particular cases before the authorities. Belgium,94 Denmark,95, Finland,96 France,97 Italy,98

the Netherlands,99 Norway,100 Slovenia,101 Spain,102 Sweden,103 Switzerland104 and the UK105

belong to this category. In practice, that does not mean, however, that the competition
authorities have changed their practices. The Italian competition authority has recognised

81 Austrian Report, response to questions 4-5.
82 Croatian Report, response to questions 4-5.
83 Estonian Report, response to questions 4-5.
84 Irish Report, response to questions 4-5.
85 Portuguese Report, response to questions 4-5.
86 Romanian Report, response to questions 4-5.
87 Bulgarian Report, response to questions 4-5.
88 Czech Report, response to questions 4-5.
89 Greek Report, response to questions 4-5.
90 Luxemburg Report, response to questions 4-5.
91 Polish Report, response to questions 4-5.
92 Slovak Report, response to questions 4-5.
93 UK retrospective assessment report, fn. 3.
94 Belgian Report, response to questions 4-5.
95 Danish Report, response to questions 4-5.
96 Finnish Report, response to questions 4-5.
97 French Report, response to questions 4-5.
98 Italian Report, response to questions 4-5.
99 Dutch Report, response to questions 4-5.
100 Norwegian Report, response to questions 4-5.
101 Slovenian Report, response to questions 4-5.
102 Spanish Report, response to questions 4-5.
103 Swedish Report, response to questions 4-5.
104 Swiss Report, response to questions 4-5.
105 United Kingdom Report, response to questions 4-5.
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that self-preferencing may constitute unlawful abuse of dominance without finding it
necessary to recognise a new form of abuse.106 In the same way, the French authority
analysed Google’s free Google Maps services as a form of predatory pricing and considered
in the particular case that the impugned conduct was not abusive.107 Overall, most
authorities keep relying on market shares as proxies for inferring the presence of a dominant
position.108

Sweden explicitly recognised the limits inherent in its competition law framework
when dealing with market power. The Swedish authority called upon the legislator to
intervene in a case involving a dominant online sales platform for railway tickets operated
by the former monopolist national train operator. According to the authority, making
one’s sales channel accessible to competing railway operators would not solve the problem
of the incumbent operator’s market strength. A competition-neutral booking website
would be a more alternative solution, for which legislative intervention was required.109

Fourth, Germany occupies a category in its own right. The 9th Amendment of the
German competition prescribes criteria that must guide market definition and market
power evaluation in digital industries.110 Those criteria purport to take account of the
specificities of multi-sided markets. The Amendment confirms, for example, that a market
can exist when digital firms offer zero price services to users. It also requires an assessment
of network effects in platform cases.111 Although the Bundeskartellamt still has the
opportunity to define the market on a case-by-case basis, the legislative criteria in place
make the assessment somewhat more predictable.

As part of our inquiry, question 6 tried to determine whether differences in NCA
practice exist between in ex ante (merger) and ex post (collusive behaviour and abuse of
dominance) contexts. The United Kingdom report indicates that different sets of guidelines
are used in both contexts.112 However, the Institutional Report and the other national
reports do not suggest ex ante and ex post differences in the practice of market definition
and the evaluation of market power.

106 Italian Report, response to question 7.
107 French Report, response to question 1.
108 Belgian Report, response to question 5; French Report, response to question 5; Italian Report, response to

question 5; United Kingdom Report, response to question 5.
109 Swedish Report, response to question 7.
110 German Report, response to question 6. See for the amended Act, www.bundeskartellamt.de/SharedDocs/

Publikation/EN/Others/GWB.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=6.
111 Section 18(2a) and (3a) of the amended German Competition Act.
112 United Kingdom Report, response to question 6.
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2.2 Questions 7-8: anticompetitive practices and procompetitive
justifications and efficiencies in the digital economy

With questions 7 and 8, we asked information about the most common forms of
anticompetitive conduct found in digital markets. We also asked the rapporteurs if
procompetitive justifications had been accepted for those practices.

Both the institutional and the national reports discuss a similar set of well-known
anticompetitive practices in digital markets. Cases of unlawful coordinated conduct have
featured horizontal agreements limiting the use of ad-blockers,113 resale price maintenance
schemes and other hard core vertical restraints,114 most favoured nation or price parity
clauses115 and practices relating to selective distribution of goods through online sales116

or online marketplaces117 and, in the United Kingdom, a case involving algorithmic
collusion.118

Most-favoured nation or price parity clauses are interesting because Member States
have different understandings as to their potentially anticompetitive object or effects. As
mentioned previously, platforms use price parity clauses to restrict service providers’
freedom (hotel or e-commerce) to offer lower prices through other channels. A conventional
distinction is made between wide and narrow price-parity clauses. Wide price-parity
clauses prohibit any lower price to be offered through any other online or offline
distribution channel. In 2015, Booking.com agreed to rely no longer on wide price parity
clauses in the EU.119 By contrast, narrow price-parity clauses prohibit the offering of lower
prices than the one the platform offers on the provider’s own website but do not prohibit
a service provider from offering better rates through other online or offline distribution
channels. The German and Swedish authorities have found that narrow clauses were also
incompatible with Article 101 TFEU.120 The Austrian, Belgian, French and Italian legislators

113 Austrian Report, response to question 1 (Eyeo-Google case).
114 Austrian Report, response to question 1; Estonian Report, response to question 7; Irish Report, response

to question 7; Italian Report, response to question 7; Polish Report, response to question 7; Portuguese
Report, response to question 7; Spanish Report, response to question 7; United Kingdom Report, response
to question 7.

115 Austrian Report, response to question 1; Czech Republic Report, response to question 7; French Report,
response to question 7; German Report, response to question 7; Greek Report, response to question 7; Irish
Report, response to question 7; Italian Report, response to question 7; Dutch Report, response to question
7; Polish Report, response to question 7; Spanish Report, response to question 7; Swedish Report, response
to question 7; United Kingdom Report, response to question 7.

116 French Irish Report, response to question 7; Italian Irish Report, response to question 7.
117 Spanish Irish Report, response to question 7.
118 United Kingdom, question 1; see also Finnish Report, response to question 7, which refers to a commissioned

report on algorithmic collusion by the Finnish competition authority.
119 See the official press release from Booking.com, available at https://news.booking.com/bookingcom-to-

amend-parity-provisions-throughout-europe/.
120 German Report, response to question 1; Swedish Report, response to question 1.
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shared that opinion and adopted legislative instruments prohibiting such clauses.121

However, both German and Swedish courts subsequently ruled that narrow price parity
clauses can be justified on the basis of Article 101(3) TFEU and would not therefore
constitute prohibited restrictions under Article 101(1) TFEU.122 Some divergence as to the
anticompetitive nature of those clauses thus remains.

Decisions adopted in unilateral conduct cases are also diverse. Competition authorities
have investigated, and prohibited, refusals to supply or sell by dominant digital firms
including refusals to give access to data or infrastructure;123 tying practices;124 the imposition
of most favoured nation clauses;125 or discriminatory or other exploitative contracting
practices.126 Although practice has been limited, the Reports appear to confirm that different
States’ authorities are inclined to follow the EC’s approach.

The analytical approaches that were followed in these cases are a mixed bag between
the effects-based framework and more per se assessments. It remains unclear which
approach is used in what context, as the decision-making practice shows. In its Facebook
decision, the Bundeskartellamt leaned towards a more per se approach, as did the EC in
Google Android. It cannot be confirmed, therefore, that only or principally an effects-based
analysis underlies competition authorities’ decisions in the digital economy.

All national competition authorities consider that anticompetitive practices will not
be prohibited ultimately if the defendant produces a convincing justification. That said,
the different national reports confirm that, due to the limited number of decisions adopted
to date, national authorities have little experience in evaluating justifications advanced by
digital market players. Notwithstanding that lack of experience, all States appear to agree
with the Institutional Report that justifications must be based on economic efficiencies.
Article 101(3) outlines the four cumulative conditions that must be met in order to justify
anticompetitive behaviour: the behaviour must contribute to improving the production
or distribution of goods or to promoting technical or economic progress, while allowing
consumers a fair share of the resulting benefit and may neither impose disproportionate
restrictions on the business concerned nor eliminate all competition in the market. A

121 See fn. 42 and the Swedish Report, response to question 1.
122 German Report, response to question 1; Swedish Report, response to question 1.
123 Czech Republic Report, response to question 8; Estonian Report, response to question 8; Finnish Report,

response to question 8; German Report, response to question 8; Italian Report, response to question 8;
Dutch Report, response to question 8; Swedish Report, response to question 8.

124 French Report, response to question 8; German Report, response to question 8; Spanish Report, response
to question 8; Swedish Report, response to question 7.

125 French Report, response to question 8; Spanish Report, response to question 8.
126 Austrian Report, response to question 8; German Report, response to question 8; Dutch Report, response

to question 8.
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similar test has been implicitly recognised in Article 102 TFEU.127 The national reports
agree that any justification must be analysed within that framework, including arguments
relating to innovation.128 By contrast, non-economic justification does not seem admissible
under that framework. German law enables the Federal Minister of Economic Affairs to
develop non-economic general interest criteria to justify otherwise anticompetitive conduct.
To this date, however, that particular power has not been used in digital markets.129 All
reports stress that the existence of network effects will be taken seriously in the assessment
of efficiency arguments brought before them.

It is important to stress a point made by the Institutional Report. Cross-market
efficiencies are not admissible under EU competition law. In MasterCard, the Court of
Justice stated that ‘advantages flowing from the restrictive measure on a separate but
connected market also associated with that system cannot, in themselves, be of such a
character as to compensate for the disadvantages resulting from that measure in the absence
of any proof of the existence of appreciable objective advantages attributable to that measure
in the relevant market’.130 In other words, efficiencies must benefit the market in which
competition is harmed. Even more clearly, the Institutional Report says that the same
group of consumers as the one harmed by the restrictive practice must benefit from the
efficiencies.131 Several Member States have explicitly confirmed that they follow that same
approach.132 In multi-sided markets, this would imply that harm to one side of a platform
cannot be compensated by efficiencies on another side.

2.3 Question 9: New theories of harm?

Our last two questions sought to establish whether NCAs had developed novel theories of
harm, specific to digital markets. The national reports suggest that this is not yet the case.
The Institutional Report shares that point of view. According to the Institutional Report,
‘the theories of harm which have been relied upon by the Commission in the decisions
related to digital markets are not out of the ordinary and very well in sync with the European
approach to the consumer welfare standards [which also focus] on harm to choice and
innovation’.133

127 Communication from the Commission — Guidance on the Commission’s enforcement priorities in
applying Article 82 of the EC Treaty to abusive exclusionary conduct by dominant undertakings, (2009)
O.J. C45/7, point 30.

128 The latter point is made explicit by the German Report, response to question 8.
129 German Report, response to question 8.
130 Judgment of 11 September 2014, Case C-382/12 P Mastercard, ECLI: EU:C:2014:2201, para. 242. See also

Institutional Report, response to question 8.
131 Institutional Report, response to question 8.
132 See in that regard, Polish Report, response to question 8.
133 Institutional Report, response to question 9.
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However, that statement is not to be understood as a confirmation that those theories
of harm are clear. In Google Shopping, the EC certainly specified one substantial component
of its theory of harm to the extent that it sought to establish existence of monopoly
leveraging.134 But it left unclear which legal test it had relied upon. Many legal tests might
have been used to establish the existence of anticompetitive conduct, including the refusal
to supply doctrine, discrimination or tying.135 The EC preferred to not decide,136 and it is
now criticised on appeal on the ground that it has failed to establish the “bad conduct”
element required in a standard abuse of dominance case. It deserves to be recalled that the
bad conduct requirement is what makes antitrust law proscriptive, not prescriptive. To
put that more clearly, the requirement of bad conduct avoids that antitrust law be turned
into a welfare optimisation program like, for example, industrial policy.

2.4 Interim conclusion

The press often claims that digital markets display extreme forms of monopoly power.137

Similarly, in the legal literature, a stream of scholarship pretends that firms in digital
markets engage in new types of anticompetitive conduct unchallenged under existing
antitrust doctrine.138 In brief, antitrust authorities are sleeping at the wheel.

The responses to the second and third parts of the questionnaire demonstrate that
these claims are unfounded. Though they are well aware of the specific challenges posed
by digital markets, NCAs and the EC have managed to deal with digital markets under the
traditional categories of collusive or abusive behaviour. The reports seem to indicate that
the EC and national competition authorities are willing to adjust analytical methods and
existing legal theories to the realities of digital markets. That process takes place on a

134 The Commission took into account consumers’ reactions to Google giving preference to its own comparison
shopping service in its general search results. It also established that Google users clicked more on Google’s
services than on that of competitors as a result of Google’s actions. The harm done to those other services
had to be linked directly to consumer behaviour by Google users.

135 For a discussion, see B. Vesterdorf, ‘Theories of self-preferencing and duty to deal–two sides of the same
coin?’ Competition Law and Policy Debate, Vol. 1, No. 1, 2015, pp. 4-9 and N. Petit, ‘Theories of self-pref-
erencing and the wishful prerequisite of the essential facilities doctrine: A reply to Bo Vesterdorf.’ Compe-
tition Law and Policy Debate, Vol. 1, No. 2, 2015, p. 4.

136 The Commission generally stated that the abuse consists in ‘the more favourable positioning and display,
in Google’s general search results pages, of Google’s own comparison shopping service compared to com-
peting comparison shopping services’. Case AT. 39740, Google Search (shopping), para. 341.

137 D. Auer and N. Petit, ‘Two Systems of Belief about Monopoly: The Press vs. Antitrust.’ Cato Journal, Vol.
39, 2019, p. 99.

138 See by way of example, L. Khan, ‘The new Brandeis movement: America’s antimonopoly debate.’ Journal
of European Competition Law and Practice, Vol. 9, No. 3, 2018, p. 131-132; L. Khan and S. Vaheesan
‘Market power and inequality: The antitrust counterrevolution and its discontents.’ Harvard Law and Policy
Review, Vol. 11, 2017, p. 235. For a summary and critique of those claims, A. D. Melamed and N. Petit, fn.
73, p. 744.
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case-by-case basis and is likely to mature in the years to come, as the case experience of
competition authorities grows.

3 Remedies

The final part of our questionnaire sought information on the application of competition
remedies (4.1.) by States’ authorities in the realm of the digital economy as well as to the
application of non-competition remedies by other authorities such as data protection
authorities or consumer protection offices (4.2.). Given the recent state of the institutional
and enforcement frameworks as they apply to the digital economy and the different
institutional reform proposals in progress, it may not be surprising that, as matters currently
stand, few problems or innovations have been highlighted on those fronts (4.3.).

3.1 Question 10: remedies

In digital markets, network externalities, increasing returns to scale, and winner takes all
effects might give incumbent firms a position of durable monopoly power. Accordingly,
voices have called for the application of radical remedies in cases of unlawful anticompetitive
conduct. In the US, prominent legal scholars have advocated a breakup of dominant digital
firms.139

In the EU, the Institutional Report indicates that the EC has the power to adopt interim
measures (Art. 8 of Regulation 1/2003). That is not new, but the practice of interim measures
has been limited.

Besides, the Institutional Report argues that the EC can order so-called ‘restorative’
remedies.140 Article 7 of Regulation 1/2003 empowers the EC to impose behavioural or
structural remedies that are proportionate to the infringement committed and necessary
to bring the infringement effectively to an end. The fact that a recital of Regulation 1/2003
talks of bringing an infringement “effectively” to an end leads to an inference that the EC
can require infringing firms to halt unlawful conduct, but also adopt measures that remove
its anticompetitive effects from the market.141 For example, in a tying case, a measure
ordering the infringing firm to untie might not restore the competitive process ‘as the
market distortion due to a long-standing abuse may still persist’.142 Restorative remedies

139 See T. Wu, ‘The curse of bigness. Antitrust in the new gilded age’, New York, Columbia Global Reports,
2018.

140 Institutional Report, response to question 3.
141 Ibid.
142 See Per Hellström, Frank Maier-Rigaud and Friedrich Wenzel Bulst, ‘Remedies in European Antitrust Law’,

Antitrust Law Journal, Vol. 76, No. 1, 2009, pp. 43-63.
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that do not simply mirror the abuse might be needed to restore competition ex nunc and
ex tunc.143

That interpretation is not new. To date, the EC has occasionally made use of restorative
remedies, and the case law of the EU courts on that issue seems supportive. The Institutional
Report suggests however that the EC may be willing to impose more significant behavioural
remedies in the future.

A question that has not been addressed explicitly in the different States relates to the
issue of mandatory access to data as a remedy to ensure competition. In 2019, the EC’s
Special Advisers’ Report 2019 promoted this idea and considered that the essential facilities
doctrine could provide a legal basis.144 The Report, however, concluded that mandatory
access to data requires continuous monitoring and might thus be impractical for
competition authorities.145

The national reports suggest that States have no experience with restorative or
mandatory data access remedies. To date, remedies have been limited to cease and desist
orders; commitments (increasingly in digital markets according to the Italian report)146

or traditional structural and behavioural remedies that do not necessarily seek to restore
the competitive and contestable conditions of the market. The Belgian and Slovenian
reports offer clear examples of such remedies.147 Estonia and Spain have also adopted
behavioural remedies, aimed at making markets function as competitively as possible.148

The Spanish authority asked a food delivery platform not to use financial incentives to
discourage multi-homing. At the same time, it did not go so far as to impose data sharing
as a remedy to the impugned abuse of dominance. Finland and the Netherlands, for their
part, mention a willingness of policy makers to think about alternative (even ex ante)
remedies.149 The Swedish competition authority highlighted that the existing remedies’
framework would not be sufficient to tackle market strength problems and called instead
for legislative intervention.150

At present, remedial practice in the digital economy is, however, too scarce to identify
general tendencies among States.

143 Ibid. (Arguing that the ‘… the Commission arguably may even oblige the infringer to pay money to provide
active product development support to competitors negatively affected by its illegal practices’.)

144 On that topic, I. Graef, ‘EU Competition Law, Data Protection and Online Platforms: Data as Essential
Facility’, The Hague, Kluwer, 2016.

145 Special Advisers’ Report 2019, p. 107.
146 Italian Report, response to question 10. See also the German authority’s practice in relation to Amazon,

German Report, response to question 1.
147 Belgian Report, response to question 10; Slovenian Report, response to question 10.
148 Estonian Report, response to question 10; Spanish Report, response to question 10.
149 Finnish Report, response to question 10; Dutch Report, response to question 10 (which is also confirmed

by the joint Benelux report on the same topic).
150 Swedish Report, response to question 7.
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3.2 Questions 11-12: non-competition (regulatory) remedies, overlap and
coordination

In addition to EU competition enforcement, the digital economy is covered by other types
of regulation. Legitimate questions thus arise as to whether the application of
non-competition remedies to digital firms assists or undermines competition enforcement.

Neither the Institutional Report nor the national reports find challenges. Unlike in the
US, where antitrust and regulation operate in a zero sum game, in Europe ex ante regulatory
remedies (data protection, consumer protection and platform-to-business regulation) are
seen as complements rather than substitutes to competition enforcement. The relative lack
of cases also has not allowed for conflicts or frictions between those different regulatory
frameworks to manifest themselves. It would thus seem that overlap or conflicts have been
avoided so far.

Absence of conflicts does not imply that no improvements are needed to coordinate
enforcement efforts. The national reports showed that ex ante regulation and competition
law are often enforced by different actors. National administrative law provides for tools
allowing those different actors to collaborate or exchange information. Depending on the
State, formal cooperation mechanisms or informal cooperation agreements have been or
can be put in place.151

The reports also show that some States have merged competition enforcement and
consumer protection within a same authority, as is the case of Italy, Ireland, the Netherlands,
Poland and the United Kingdom.152 In those States, ex ante consumer protection rules
such as the geo-blocking Regulation are enforced by the competition authority.153 By
contrast, data protection rules – which might be seen as a variant of consumer protection
rules – are never dealt with by authorities entrusted with competition enforcement.

In addition, we do observe that other fields of regulation at times appear to be relied
on next to or even in preference to competition law enforcement as enforcement tools in
the digital economy. That is most notably the case with consumer protection rules that
also serve to guarantee well-functioning digital markets. In those legal orders where

151 As apparent from the responses to question 12 in the different national reports, legislation provides for
potential cooperation mechanisms in Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland,
Romania, Slovenia and the United Kingdom. Less formal cooperation memoranda or agreements have also
been put in place in the Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, Germany and Ireland.

152 Italian Report, response to question 12; Irish Report, response to question 12; Dutch Report, response to
question 12.; Polish Report, response to question 12. And United Kingdom Report, response to question
12.

153 In most States, this Regulation will be enforced by the authority or government department responsible for
consumer protection law enforcement. One exception is Finland, where the competition authority will take
on this role, despite not having consumer law enforcement powers, see Finnish Report, response to question
12.
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competition authorities are also responsible for consumer law enforcement, one notices
a tendency increasingly to mingle ex ante regulation with competition law enforcement.154

The Dutch Report confirms that possibility.155 In Italy, by way of example, the authority
also has consumer law enforcement powers that have been relied on in a relatively wide
variety of cases to deal with powerful digital economy actors.156 The same developments
can be seen in other Member States entrusting competition and consumer law enforcement
to one and the same authority, such as the United Kingdom,157 but also and to a lesser
extent Ireland and Poland.158 In the United Kingdom, consumer protection powers have
always been seen as complements to competition law powers yet, with the Furman Report
and the envisaged establishment of a Digital Market Unit, preferences appear to shift
towards ex-ante consumer protection-inspired regulations.159 Following the Report and
the UK government’s willingness to implement its suggestions, the UK Competition and
Markets’ Authority seems to acquiesce in those developments, ceding its place to a more
ex ante regulatory regime.160 In all of the abovementioned States the enforcement of the
geo-blocking (2018/302) and platform-to-business (2019/1150) Regulations has also been
entrusted to the competition authorities. Mixing ex ante regulation and traditional
competition law enforcement within one authority would permit those authorities to be
better equipped to tackle all the challenges the digital economy imposes.161 Those
developments invite reflection as to whether competition law is indeed still the only and
therefore most appropriate framework to deal with digital economy players. What is
missing in the reports is attention to the fact that authorities combining consumer law
and competition law enforcement powers often rely on particular criteria to choose the
most appropriate body of rules under which to tackle certain kinds of market behaviour.
A case in point is the Facebook investigations, which has been considered a competition
law case in Germany, yet a consumer law case in Italy. Both legal orders dealt with
investigations into the same type of market behaviour, yet under different bodies of rules.
It has been argued in the literature that the choice of one or another type of rules has
important consequences as to the remedies and sanctions to impose and that this choice

154 Bulgarian Report, response to question 1.
155 Dutch Report, response to question 11.
156 Italian Report, response to question 1.
157 United Kingdom Report, response to question 11.
158 Irish Report, response to question 2; The Polish Report is less explicit, even though it refers to the authority’s

commitment to guarantee competition in online environments as well as to the authority’s consumer pro-
tection powers, see Polish Report, response to question 2.

159 The CMA in certain ways presaged this development in calling for strengthened consumer enforcement
powers in the digital economy; see United Kingdom Report, response to question 11.

160 See the Report mentioned in fn. 4, referring to the CMA’s interim report confirming that position.
161 See also Italian Report, response to question 12; Irish Report, response to question 12; Dutch Report,

response to question 12; United Kingdom Report, response to question 12.
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must be considered more explicitly, both within and between different States.162 The reports
contain no particular information as to how the choice between competition law and other
fields of regulation is made by authorities having competence in both domains. It can be
predicted that more attention to that question will naturally come once enforcement
experience and practices mature in relation to the digital economy.

It goes without saying that those different developments at least raise questions as to
the unfettered belief in competition law as the only way to deal with digital economy
problems. Although different EU Member States (Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Czech
Republic, Estonia, Finland, Ireland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Slovenia,
Spain) and non-Member States (Norway, Switzerland) generally appear to share that belief,
they have not been stopped from starting minor institutional and procedural reforms at
the national level. Other Member States (United Kingdom, Germany, France, Italy,
Denmark and Sweden) do not seem even to share unequivocally that opinion. On top of
that, one can distinguish a wealth of different policy strategies: a preference to deal with
digital economy problems through other fields of law such as consumer law (Bulgaria,
Italy and, to a lesser extent, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Ireland and Poland);
the significant modification of substantive antitrust law provisions (Germany); the setting
up of new enforcement or regulatory structures outside United Kingdom and Romania
or within the existing competition authority (Austria, Denmark, France and Ireland)
coupled with ex ante regulatory response in the field of price parity (Austria, Belgium,
France and Italy). In all instances, the general feeling one gets from reading those national
reports is that, contrary to the position taken by the EC in its Institutional Report,
competition law in itself is not always fully up to the task of dealing with new challenges
resulting from the digital economy.

3.3 Interim conclusion

The responses to questions 10 to 12 show that limited consideration has been given to
remedies and regulatory overlap. That may be due to the relative dearth of cases that have
led to enforcement action and judicial review. In addition, as highlighted in section 2, we
noticed that different States are still developing reforms in order to set up substantive rules
and institutions allowing stronger competition enforcement or regulatory remedies in the
digital economy. In the next years, it is reasonable to expect that new problems of
coordination will develop as those frameworks mature. That will require policy attention
both at national and European levels.

162 See for background to this case and the choice of appropriate regulation to tackle digital players’ market
behaviour, M. Botta and K. Weidemann, ‘Consumer, and Data Protection Law in the Digital Economy:
The Regulatory Dilemma in the Facebook Odyssey’, The Antitrust Bulletin, Vol. 64, 2019, pp. 428-446.
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4 Digitalisation, policy fragmentation and technological

neutrality

Digitalisation has not only brought disruption in the economy. It might also have exerted
disruption on the enforcement system set up by Regulation 1/2003. If one thing is clear,
the national reports display a degree of unilateralism, incoherence and heterogeneity hardly
reconcilable with Regulation 1/2003’s stated goal of ‘uniform application of the Community
competition rules in a system of parallel powers’. The fragmentation cuts at several levels.
Some Member States consider that digitalisation requires a reform of competition law
frameworks.163 Others do not.164

Amongst the reformists, there is a lot of divergence on the magnitude of the changes
required. Some member States have adopted conduct or sector specific instruments to
deal with issues like price parity clauses;165 online reservation services166 or ridesharing
services. Others have introduced broad reforms of competition frameworks. The clearest
case is Germany where a 10th amendment to the Competition Act has been proposed.
With that amendment, the German Competition Act shows ambition to be ‘fit’ for the
digital age.167 In addition to increasing the scope of transactions subject to merger review,
the Act would also define the notion of abuse more clearly and extend the prohibition of
abusive behaviour to companies with overwhelming importance for competition across
multiple markets.168 Finally, many Member States have tinkered with procedural or
institutional innovation. The changes introduced are diverse. Some Member States have
tested informal enforcement approaches in particular cases.169 Others have relaxed merger
notification thresholds in order to scrutinize M &A transactions with startups including

163 The reformist States that have envisioned or adopted substantive law modifications (lowering of merger
thresholds, clarifying certain abusive practices in the digital economy) are France, Germany, Italy, the
Netherlands and Portugal.

164 Austria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Finland, Ireland, Poland, Slovakia, Spain appear to adhere to a status quo,
though these countries remain vigilant. The Finland report is very explicit in that regard as it mentions a
position paper by the Government calling on the EU institutions to limit ex ante regulation as competition
law appears to be sufficient to guarantee competitive digital markets.

165 M. O. Mackenrodt, ‘Price and Condition Parity Clauses in Contracts Between Hotel Booking Platforms
and Hotels’, International Review of Intellectual Property and Competition Law, Vol. 50, No. 6, 2019, pp.
1131-1143. See fn. 42 for references to the relevant legislative instruments.

166 Czech Report, response to question 2 refers to a memorandum of understanding concluded between the
City of Prague and Uber in this context; Romanian Report, response to question 2.

167 German Report, response to question 2.
168 For a copy of the draft bill amending the German Competition Act, see www.d-kart.de/wp-content/uploads/

2019/10/GWB-Digitalisierungsgesetz-Fassung-Ressortabstimmung.pdf.
169 For example, Greece and Ireland in the context of price parity clauses. Greek Report, response to question

1; Irish Report, response to question 1.
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so called ‘killer acquisitions’.170 Last, organic reforms of competition institutions have
experimented with the creation of dedicated digital markets units or task forces within
competition agencies.171 Some Member States like Germany or the UK are even considering
the creation of specific digital market agencies distinct from competition agencies.172

Optimists will argue that fragmentation has upsides. Regulatory competition,
experimentation and benchmarking improve understanding of the cost and benefits of
alternative policy options in digital markets. Moreover, the reforms brought to competition
frameworks concern domestic law. Member States have used their freedom to experiment
in the narrow areas of national competence left to them by European law, that is unilateral
conduct173 and merger transactions that do not affect cross border trade significantly.
These changes cannot legally affect the uniformity of EU competition law.

At the same time, these areas coincide with the categories of conduct deemed most
problematic in digital markets. In addition, procedural and institutional reforms cover
both domestic and EU law.

As a result, there is credence to the idea that a ‘renationalization’ of EU competition
law is under way.174 Digitalisation uncovers the limits of the coordination powers given to
the EC by Regulation 1/2003 in order to limit fragmentation. And digitalisation illuminates
the breadth and depth of the statutory exceptions that allow Member States to develop
domestic approaches to competition enforcement.

Besides that legal point, we might also speculate that the fragmentation of competition
law across Member States offers more advantages to sophisticated business incumbents
with large financial, human and technological capabilities (including non-digital firms),
and disadvantages entrepreneurial effort by actual and potential entrants (including digital
firms).

170 A lowering of merger thresholds has been put in place in Austria and Germany, allowing the value of a
transaction instead of the turnover of merging enterprises to be taken into consideration. A joint Report
has been published on the modified thresholds by both the Austrian and German authorities. It is available
via the following link: www.bundeskartellamt.de/SharedDocs/Publikation/EN/Leitfaden/Leitfaden_
Transaktionsschwelle_Draft.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=2. (An English translation has been provided.)
A similar development is contemplated in Sweden. See Swedish Report, response to question 1 and the
analysis made here: www.bakermckenzie.com/en/insight/publications/2019/12/swedish-merger-control-
under-the-thresholds.

171 In Austria, Denmark, France and Ireland. See our analysis in section 2 of this General Report.
172 Competition law 4.0. Commission Report, recommendations 20-21, p. 7. United Kingdom Report, response

to question 2.
173 See Article 3(2), final sentence of Regulation 1/2003, which confirms that Member States shall not under

this Regulation be precluded from adopting and applying on their territory stricter national laws which
prohibit or sanction unilateral conduct engaged in by undertakings.

174 This expression has been coined by A. Komninos, ‘Competition Law as a Tool to Regulate the EU Digital
Economy?’, presentation at the High-Level Conference on Democracy and Human Rights in the Digital
Age, College of Europe, Bruges, 20 February 2020.
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Concerns of excessive fragmentation might explain the strong statement found in the
Institutional report that competition law is ‘technology neutral’. In the words of the
institutional rapporteur:

‘The basic tools of European competition law (Articles 101 and 102 TFEU)
have been crafted in a “technology neutral” way and can be applied to “new”
or “old” markets alike. The history of EU competition law enforcement since
1958 shows that the basic EU competition rules are flexible enough to address
technological developments. […] EU competition rules as well as their
application by the EU courts have therefore proved flexible enough to address
technological developments. This does not, however, mean that antitrust
enforcers should be complacent about new market developments. On the
contrary: in order to remain relevant, the established enforcement principles
need to be applied in the context of new market realities and, where necessary,
adapted in the light of these realities. Market features of digital markets, such
as the growing importance of data and network effects and the provision of
“free” services to consumers in two sided digital platform markets, can and
must be factored into the assessment of conduct under EU competition law.’175

The EC’s reliance on the concept of ‘technological neutrality’ might be an attempt to raise
awareness to the fact that a fundamental reform of EU competition law is undesirable.176

Indeed, it cannot be excluded that following a reform of domestic frameworks, Member
States will be tempted to table a reform of EU competition law, leading to unpredictable
changes in secondary legislation, institutional structures and even Treaty provisions. This,
also, plausibly explains the Institutional Report’s openness to the idea of additional specific
regulatory frameworks in digital markets. The report notes: ‘the majority of cases ex-ante
regulation and competition law enforcement are complements rather than substitutes’177

In that understanding, ex ante regulation instruments (such as the GDPR, the
platform-to-business Regulation 2019/1150 and consumer law provisions) complement
competition law without replacing it as a set of background rules for digital markets.

However, an antitrust regime’s commitment to technological neutrality, or lack thereof,
is not innocuous. Member States committed to a technologically neutral view of competition
law might resist antitrust or regulatory reform in a context of technological change and

175 Institutional Report, concluding section.
176 The Commission has supported more topical reform proposals including one allowing the ordering of data

access remedies reversing the burden of proof. These proposed reforms suggest that the Commission believe
that competition law remedies are too weak and that current rules of procedures are too permissive towards
defendants in digital markets.

177 Ibid.
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instead stretch existing doctrine to apprehend emergent phenomena, leading to unclear
decisional outcomes. Conversely, Member States that believe that competition law is not
technologically neutral because it is biased towards type II errors178 (under-enforcement
or under-regulation) might adopt antitrust or regulatory reform without serious evidence,
and design impractical, inefficient or irrelevant remedies for digital markets.

Although it is not the purpose of this report to address this trade off, we believe that
the EC’s conservative stance towards EU competition law reform is appropriate. In a
context of regulatory competition, it is useful to maintain a control group of ‘competition
regimes’ that follow an approach distinct from reformist Member States. This will allow
competition agencies and courts, practitioners, policy experts and academics to draw policy
lessons from hard evidence.

5 Concluding observations

To close this report, we wish to make four final remarks.
First, the national reports show that reform proposals generally agree to make

competition enforcement easier, faster and stronger amidst a widespread view that existing
rules are too permissive to discipline excessive market power in the digital economy. But
the development of more aggressive competition enforcement regimes in digital markets
ignores some teachings of modern economics and, in particular, empirical works that
suggest that competition is not weaker in digital industries, but that the nature of
competition is different.179 For example, it is widely accepted that in the digital economy,
competition takes place for the market, not in the market. This should give rise to a degree
of policy tolerance towards high market shares, and an equivalent degree of policy
intolerance towards ‘persistent’ market shares. And yet, the cases do not reflect this
conventional wisdom. Contrary to what many experts advise, narrow market definitions
and high market shares continue to dominate market power assessments, resulting in
digital firms being deemed dominant relatively easily.

Second, the cases suggest that the issue of algorithmic restrictions of competition is an
academic fad. In spite of dozens of papers in the legal literature on algorithmic collusion

178 On that concept, see the references in fn. 9.
179 See J. Van Reenen, fn. 1, ‘…the growth of platform competition in digital markets has led to dominance by

a small number of firms such as internet search (Google), ride sharing (Uber), social media (Facebook,
Twitter), operating systems for cellphones (Apple, Android), home sharing (AirBnB), etc. Network effects
mean that small quality differences can tip a market to one or two players who earn very high profits. The
growth of such industries does not mean that competition has disappeared but rather its nature has changed.
There is more competition “for the market” rather than “in the market’.
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and algorithmic price discrimination,180 agencies and courts are yet to be confronted with
cases of algorithmic violations of competition laws. To be sure, the UK dealt with one case
of explicit collusion assisted by price-matching software.181 But beyond this outlier, the
ratio of theory to evidence in that domain remains quite high.

Third, much of the discussion on competition and regulatory reform in digital markets
has taken place without any explicit pronouncement from the judiciary. The different
reports show that national courts have rendered remarkably few judgments on competition
law and the digital economy. In addition, the EU courts have not yet handed down their
judgments on the appeals lodged against the various EC decisions adopted in digital
markets. This dearth of judicial pronouncements suggests that the state of competition
law in the digital economy remains an unstable equilibrium.

Fourth, the Institutional Report’s emphasis on technological neutrality calls attention
to the adjacent issue of business-model neutrality. Most of us would intuitively accept the
proposition that competition law is, and should be, business model neutral. Questions can
be raised as to whether this is true in practice. In the economic literature, there is much
discussion on the consumer welfare effects of digital business models.182 It follows from
that literature that the social benefits of targeted advertising and data selling are far from
clear. Nevertheless, the Institutional and national reports hint that this issue is simply not
a focal point in the policy conversation.

Moreover, it has been argued that a technologically neutral application of competition
rules might in reality advantage certain business models (for example, closed ecosystems
like Apple’s iPhone) over others (for example, more open ecosystems like Google
Android).183 Closer to us, the EC Decision in Android might raise the cost of
advertising-based business models for dominant digital firms, incentivising them to convert
to subscription-based business models where consumers end up paying for software.

Unfortunately, the focus on the technology neutrality of competition rules might divert
attention away from the equally important question of the social costs and benefits of
distinct business models in digital markets. It is critical to bring this question to the

180 A. Ezrachi and M. Stucke, ‘Virtual Competition. The promises and perils of the algorithm-driven economy’,
Harvard University Press 2016; S. van Uytsel, ‘Artificial intelligence and collusion: a literature overview’ in
M. Corrales, M. Fenwick and N. Forgo (ed.), ‘Robotics, AI and the Future of Law’, Heidelberg, Springer,
2018, pp. 155-183. See for further references, P. Van Cleynenbreugel, ‘Article 101 TFEU’s association of
undertakings notion and its surprising potential to help distinguishing acceptable from unacceptable
algorithmic collusion’, Antitrust Bulletin, 2020, fn. 1, forthcoming.

181 United Kingdom’s Report, response to question 6.
182 By way of illustration, E. Brousseau and T. Pénard, ‘The Economics of Digital Business Models: A Framework

for Analyzing the Economics of Platforms’, Review of Network Economics, Vol. 6, No. 2, pp. 81-114. On
targeted advertisement and privacy, see A. De Corniere, and R. De Nijs, ‘Online advertising and privacy’
RAND Journal of Economics, Vol. 47, No. 1, 2016, pp. 48-72.

183 For a description of the argument, see www.thehill.com/opinion/technology/399742-eu-engaged-in-antitrust-
gerrymandering-against-google.
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academic and policy conversation, lest we end up reforming competition and regulatory
frameworks in ways adverse to consumer welfare.
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Institutional Report Topic 3: EU Competition

Law and the Digital Economy

Thomas Kramler*

I Introduction

The term ‘Digital Economy’ increasingly becomes a misnomer as the whole economy
digitises rapidly. Apart from the services, which have been traditionally associated with
the Digital Economy such as online search, e-commerce, app stores and social networks,
digitisation nowadays affects diverse sectors like financial services, energy, agriculture,
manufacturing and mobility.

The digitisation of the economy will further progress with the proliferation of the
Internet of Things (IoT) and 5G networks. The total number of installed IoT connected
devices is projected to reach 75.44 billion worldwide by 2025.1 These connected devices
range from connected self-driving cars and industrial robots to household appliances such
as fridges.

In view of the breadth of digitisation that has already taken place and is to be expected
over the coming years, it would go beyond the remit of this report to try to opine on all
facets of the interplay between digitisation and EU competition law.

A broad reflection process is going on in many jurisdictions across the globe on whether
competition laws need to be adapted to the challenges of the Digital Economy and, if so,
how best to do this.

* Head of unit E-commerce and data economy at DG Competition, European Commission,
Thomas.KRAMLER@ec.europa.eu. The author would like to thank Brice Allibert, Nicholas Banasevic,
Maria Jaspers and Massimiliano Kadar for their valuable comments on an earlier version. All views expressed
in this report are purely personal. Any errors are attributable to the author alone.

1 www.statista.com/statistics/471264/iot-number-of-connected-devices-worldwide/, visited 5 July 2019.
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Many expert reports have been issued in the last three years, which look into these
challenges.2 On top of that, there is a vast amount of academic literature on the topic.3

Again, it would go beyond the remit of this report to try to summarise all the expert
reports and academic literature on competition law and digitisation.

The purpose of this report is much more humble. It will focus and report on the
European Commission’s (hereinafter: the Commission) decisional practice in the mandate
lasting from 2014 to 2019 and the relevant case law of the European Courts in relation to
digital markets in the more traditional sense, with a specific emphasis on antitrust
enforcement. In doing that, it can only provide a snapshot of the ‘hot topics’ without going
into any in-depth analysis, which would be warranted for many of the topics raised.

This report follows closely the sub-topics identified by FIDE. It will first look into
whether there are any specific characteristics of digital markets that competition authorities
and courts generally, and the Commission more particularly, need to grapple with and the
impact this has on enforcement of EU competition law. The second part will address the
assessment of market definition and market power in digital markets. The third part will
look into the types of anticompetitive conduct, which have been identified in the decisional
practice of the Commission and the case law of the European Courts in digital markets
and the last part will address the interplay between ex-ante regulation and EU competition
law enforcement in these markets.

2 See for example J. Cremer, Y. De Montjoye and H. Schweitzer, Competition Policy for the Digital Era,
(4 April 2019), (‘Special Advisers’ Report’), ec.europa.eu/competition/publications/reports/kd0419345enn.pdf;
J. Furman et al., H.M. Treasury (U.K.), Unlocking digital competition report of the Digital Competition
Expert Panel (13 March 2019), assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/785547/unlocking _digital_competition_furman_review_web.pdf; Australian Com-
petition and Consumer Commission, Digital Platforms Inquiry: Preliminary report (December 2018),
www.accc.gov.au/system/files/ACCC%20Digital%20Platforms%20Inquiry%20%20Preliminary%20Report.pdf;
Japanese Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry, Fundamental Principles for Rule Making to Address
the Rise of Platform Businesses Formulated, (18 December 2018), www.meti.go.jp/english/press/2018/1218_
002.html; H. Schweitzer et al., German Bundesministerium Wirtschaft und Energie, Modernising the law
on abuse of market power: Report for the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energie (9 April 2018),
www.bmwi.de/Redaktion/DE/Downloads/Studien/modernisierung-der-missbrauchsaufsicht-
fuermarktmaechtige-unternehmen-zusammenfassung-englisch.pdf; L’Authorité de la Concurrence, Portant
sur l’exploitation des données dans le secteur de la publicité sur internet (on the exploitation of data in the
internet advertising sector) (6 March 2018), www.autoritedelaconcurrence.fr/pdf/avis/18a03.pdf, George
J. Stigler Center for the Study of the Economy and the State, The University of Chicago Booth School of
Business Committee for the Study of Digital Platforms, Market Structure and Antitrust Subcommittee
(1 July 2019), research.chicagobooth.edu/-/media/research/stigler/pdfs/market-structure---report-as-of-
24-june-2019.pdf?la=en&hash=872E4CA6B09BAC699EEF7D259BD69AEA717DDCF9; all visited 5 July
2019.

3 Pars pro toto, see A. Ezrachi and M. E. Stucke, Virtual Competition. The Promise and Perils of the Algorithm-
driven Economy, Harvard University Press, 2016.
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II Competition policy in the digital economy: Market

characteristics and enforcement priorities of the Commission

1 Characteristics of digital markets

In 2018, Competition Commissioner Vestager tasked three renowned experts with preparing
a report on the challenges for EU competition policy in the digital era (hereinafter: the
Special Advisers’ Report). This report was published on 4 April 2019.4 Its authors identify
three key characteristics of the digital economy:
a. Extreme returns to scale. The cost of production of digital services is much less than

proportional to the number of customers served. Whilst this aspect is not novel as such
(bigger factories or retailers are often more efficient than smaller ones), the digital
world pushes it to the extreme and this can result in a significant competitive advantage
for incumbents.

b. Network externalities. The convenience of using a technology or a service increases
with the number of users that adopt it. Consequently, it is not enough for a new entrant
to offer better quality and/or a lower price than the incumbent does; it also has to
convince users of the incumbent to coordinate their migration to its own services.
Network effects could thus prevent a superior platform from displacing an established
incumbent. The size of this ‘incumbency advantage’ depends on a number of factors,
including the possibility of multi-homing, data portability, and data interoperability.

c. The role of data. The evolution of technology has made it possible for companies to
collect, store and use large amounts of data. Data is not only one of the key ingredients
of artificial intelligence but also a crucial input to many online services, production
processes, and logistics. Therefore, the ability to use data to develop new, innovative
services and products is a competitive parameter whose relevance will continue to
increase.

The report concludes that, because of these characteristics of digital markets, incumbents
may have a strong competitive advantage and may be difficult to dislodge.

Looking at the decisional practice of the Commission during the mandate lasting from
2014 to 2019 as regards digital markets, there are two markets trends, which have also been
identified in the Special Advisers’ Report, notably the ‘platformisation’ of the industry,
that is to say the growth of online platforms, and data use which have indeed coined
enforcement both in relation to antitrust and merger cases in digital markets.

4 J. Cremer, Y. De Montjoye and H. Schweitzer, Competition Policy for the Digital Era, (4 April 2019),
(‘Special Advisers’ Report’), ec.europa.eu/competition/publications/reports/kd0419345enn.pdf, page 2,
visited 5 July 2019.
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As regards platform markets, during the 2014 to 2019 mandate the Commission adopted
three prohibition decisions against Google5 on the basis of Article 102 of the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) and Article 7 of Regulation (EC) No 1/20036

and one decision pursuant to Article 9 of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 in relation to
Amazon’s e-books distribution agreements.7 More details on these decisions, which are
emblematic for many of the theories of harm that arise in digital markets, will be discussed
in the chapter on anticompetitive conduct. The Commission also initiated proceedings
against Amazon on the basis of Article 2 of Regulation (EC) No 773/2004,8 on 17 July 2019
in relation to the alleged use of marketplace seller data by Amazon’s retail arm.

The use of data featured prominently in merger decisions. In Microsoft/LinkedIn9 the
Commission assessed whether concerns could arise from the concentration of the parties’
user data that can be used for advertising purposes and concluded that this was not the
case. In Apple/Shazam10 the Commission concluded that the integration of Shazam’s and
Apple’s datasets on user data would not confer a unique advantage to the merged entity
in the markets in which it operates. Any concerns in that respect were dismissed because
Shazam’s data was not unique and Apple’s competitors would still have the opportunity
to access and use similar databases.

2 Priority setting in enforcement

Undeniably the abovementioned features of digital markets, most notably the scale
advantages and the network effects in favour of the incumbent, which make these markets
more prone to tipping, had an impact on priority setting of the Commission in the 2014
to 2019 mandate. The figure below on the number of prohibitions decisions pursuant to
Article 7 and commitment decisions pursuant to Article 9 of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003
adopted during the 2014 to 2019 mandate show that enforcement in digital markets played
a prominent role. Although, as all markets become more digitised, the Commission
addressed issues with regard to digitisation in other markets as well.

5 Commission decision of 26 June 2017 in Case 39740 Google Search (Shopping); Commission decision of
18 July 2018 in Case 40099 Google Android; Commission decision of 20 March 2019 in Case 40411 Google
Search (AdSense); Commission decision of 24 January 2018 in Case 40220 Qualcomm (exclusivity payments);
Commission decision of 17 July 2019 in Case 39711 Qualcomm (predation).

6 Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 of 16 December 2002 on the implementation of the rules on competition laid
down in Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty, OJ L 1/1, p. 1.

7 Commission decision of 4 May 2017 in Case 40153 E-book MFNs (Amazon).
8 Regulation (EC) No 773/2004 of 7 April 2004 relating to the conduct of proceedings by the Commission

pursuant to Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty, OJ L 123/18, p. 18.
9 Commission decision of 6 December 2016 in Case M.8124, Microsoft/Linkedin.
10 Commission decision of 6 September 2018 in Case M.8788 Apple/Shazam.
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Article 7 and Article 9 Decisions, 2014 to 2019 mandate (July 2019)Figure 1

The priorities of EU competition policy and enforcement cannot be decoupled from the
broader EU policy goals, such as the establishment of an internal market (see Protocol 27
to the TFEU and the case law).11 Ensuring better access for consumers and businesses to
goods and services via e-commerce across the EU to foster the internal market was a key
goal of the Commission’s Digital Single Market Strategy during the 2014 to 2019 mandate.

Between 2015 and 2017 the Commission carried out a sector inquiry pursuant to Article
17 of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003, which allowed it to identify potential competition
concerns in e-commerce markets and to accordingly prioritise follow-up enforcement.12

Such enforcement seeks to contribute to removing obstacles to cross-border e-commerce
in line with the mentioned goals of the Digital Single Market Strategy.

As a follow-up to the e-commerce sector inquiry the Commission adopted four separate
decisions, in July 2018, against consumer electronics manufacturers Asus, Denon and
Marantz, Philips and Pioneer for imposing fixed or minimum resale prices on their online
retailers. The fines imposed totalled over €111 million.13

In December 2018, the Commission fined the clothing company, Guess, €39.8 million
for restricting retailers from online advertising and selling cross-border to consumers in
other Member States.14 In March 2019, the Commission fined Nike €12.5 million for
restricting traders from selling licensed merchandise to other countries within the European
Economic Area. This restriction concerned merchandising products of some of Europe’s
best-known football clubs and federations, for which Nike held the IP licence.15 In July

11 Judgment of 4 October 2011 in joined cases C-403/08 and C-429/08, Football Association Premier League
and Others (‘Murphy’), EU:C:2011:631, paras 139-142.

12 ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/sector_inquiries_e_commerce.html, visited 8 July 2019.
13 Commission decisions of 24 July 2018 in Cases 40465 Asus, 40469 Denon and Marantz, 40181 Philips and

40182 Pioneer.
14 Commission decision of 17 December 2018 in Case 40428 Guess.
15 Commission decision of 25 March 2019 in Case AT.40436 Ancillary sports merchandise (Nike).
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2019, the Commission fined Sanrio €6.2 million for restricting traders from selling Hello
Kitty licensed products to other countries within the EEA.16

The e-commerce sector inquiry also provided useful background for the development
of case law. The Court of Justice referred to the results of the Commission’s e-commerce
sector inquiry in its Coty judgment.17

3 Intervention logic – If and when to intervene in digital markets

One of the questions that very frequently needs to be addressed by competition authorities,
including the Commission, in relation to enforcement in digital markets is whether to
intervene at all against anticompetitive conduct in such markets given the pace of
technological change and, if this is answered positively, when is the right moment to
intervene.

The positions on this crucial question could not be more opposed. There is one line
of thinking that postulates that in digital markets competition is only ‘one click away’ and
that disruptive innovation/Schumpeterian competition will erode strong markets position
very quickly so that there is no need for intervention under competition law. A different
position that in the author’s opinion has lately been emerging as the majority view, argues
that the specific characteristics of digital markets, such as the strong network effects in
favour of the incumbent, make intervention under competition law against anticompetitive
conduct necessary to prevent markets from irreversibly tipping towards a monopoly.

The Court of Justice already had the opportunity to give a ruling on the question of
timing in TeliaSonera when asked about the relevance of the fact that the markets concerned
are growing rapidly and involve new technology, which requires high levels of investment.

The Court of Justice held that taking into account the objective of the competition
rules ‘[…] their application cannot depend on whether the market concerned has already
reached a certain level of maturity. Particularly in a rapidly growing market, Article 102
TFEU requires action as quickly as possible, to prevent the formation and consolidation
in that market of a competitive structure distorted by the abusive strategy of an undertaking
that has a dominant position on that market or on a closely linked neighbouring market,
in other words it requires action before the anti-competitive effects of that strategy are
realised.’18

16 Commission decision of 9 July 2019 in Case AT. 40432 Sanrio.
17 Judgment of 6 December 2017 in Case C-230/16, Coty Germany GmbH v.Parfümerie Akzente GmbH,

EU:C:2017:941, para. 54.
18 Judgment of 17 February 2011 in Case C-52/09, Konkurrensverket v.TeliaSonera Sverige AB,

ECLI:EU:C:2011:83, para. 108.
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In the same vein the General Court (then Court of First Instance) held in Microsoft
that:

If the Commission were required to wait until competitors were eliminated
from the market, or until their elimination was sufficiently imminent, before
being able to take action under Article 82 EC (now Article 102 TFEU), that
would clearly run counter to the objective of that provision, which is to maintain
undistorted competition in the common market and, in particular, to safeguard
the competition that still exists on the relevant market.
[…] the Commission had all the more reason to apply Article 82 EC [now
Article 102 TFEU] before the elimination of competition on the work group
server operating systems market had become a reality because that market is
characterised by significant network effects and because the elimination of
competition would therefore be difficult to reverse.19

Early intervention to safeguard effective competition in digital markets has therefore been
promoted by the EU Courts. This approach is also reflected in the Special Advisers’ Report,
which calls for rethinking the error cost framework of enforcement in digital markets. The
special advisers suggest ‘that competition law should not try to work with the error cost
framework case by case, but rather should try to translate general insights in error costs
into legal tests […]. In particular, in the context of highly concentrated markets
characterised by strong network effects and subsequently high barriers to entry (a setting
where impediments to entry that will not be easily corrected by markets), one may want
to err on the side of disallowing types of conduct that are potentially anticompetitive, and
to impose the burden of proof for showing pro-competitiveness on the incumbent.’20

Whilst the reversal of the burden of proof is a very far-reaching suggestion, which
would most likely imply changes in the law,21 earlier intervention, which will necessarily
have to come with a more prospective analysis of potential effects (see on effects analysis
below) might indeed be warranted to prevent tipping in digital markets. This seems very
much in line with the TeliaSonera and Microsoft case law about the need to protect effective
competition and the difficulty of reversing foreclosure in markets with network effects.

What constitutes effective competition in digital markets that is worthy of protection
is however a different question, albeit an equally important one. In Intel the Court of Justice
held that Article 102 TFEU ‘does not seek to ensure that competitors less efficient than

19 Judgment of 17 September 2007 in Case T-201/04, Microsoft v.Commission, ECLI:EU:T:2007:289, paras
561 and 562.

20 Special Advisers’ Report, 2019, p. 51.
21 See Article 2 of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003.
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the undertaking with the dominant position should remain on the market’.22 If this guidance
were literally applied to digital markets where the dominant company might have significant
scale advantages and might therefore, at least from a static cost perspective, be deemed to
be ‘more efficient’ than smaller competitors such as start-ups, the ‘effet utile’ of Article
102 TFEU, the aim of which is, inter alia, according to the case law to protect the structure
of the market and thus competition as such might be compromised.23 It is therefore
submitted that, on a proper reading of the Intel judgment, competition by companies that
can or could have (absent the abuse) exerted a competitive constraint in terms of price,
choice, quality or innovation should be deemed worthy of protection under EU competition
rules, even if the respective competitor turns out to be less efficient or not yet ‘as efficient’
as the dominant company in some respects.24

4 Enforcement tools, legal tests and remedies

Enforcement of EU competition law in digital markets also entails challenges in terms of
the legal tests to be applied and the remedies to be imposed.

Consumer harm
In the US an intensive debate has started as to whether the consumer welfare standard,
and in particular the focus on price that has guided the enforcement of the Sherman Act
since the 1970s needs to be revisited.25

In the European Union the Court of Justice has consistently held that both Articles
101 and 102 TFEU are aimed not only ‘at those practices that directly cause harm to
consumers but also practices that cause consumers harm through their impact on
competition,26 and that […] for a finding that an agreement has an anti-competitive object,
it is not necessary that final consumers be deprived of the advantages of effective
competition in terms of supply or price’.27

Consequently, consumer harm has been defined widely by the European Courts. It
encompasses harm to the competitive structure brought about by anticompetitive
agreements or abuses of dominant positions. This sensible (in the author’s view)

22 Judgment of 6 September 2017 in Case C-413/14 P, Intel v.Commission, ECLI:EU:C:2017:632, para. 133.
23 Judgments of 4 June 2009 in Case C-8/08, T-Mobile Netherlands and Others, EU:C:2009:343, paras 38 and

39, and of 19 March 2015, in Case C-286/13 P, Dole Food and Dole Fresh Fruit Europe v. Commission,
EU:C:2015:184, para. 125.

24 See also Judgment of 6 September 2017 in Case C-413/14 P, Intel v. Commission, ECLI:EU:C:2017:632,
para. 134.

25 Special Advisers’ Report, 2019, p. 40.
26 Judgment of 27 March 2012 in Case C-209/10, Post Danmark I, EU:C:2012:172, para. 20,
27 Judgment of 6 October 2009 in Joined Cases C-501/06 P, C-513/06 P, C-515/06 P and C-519/06 P, Glaxo-

SmithKline v.Commission, ECLI:EU:C:2008:738, para. 63.
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interpretation of consumer harm is particularly important in determining harm in digital
markets. As many services in digital markets are offered free of charge to consumers, it
will often be difficult to establish direct harm in terms of higher prices charged to
consumers. The potential consumer harm will often occur in other ways as consumers
may be deprived of choices and access to innovative products because of exclusionary
conduct. The consumer welfare standard adopted by the European Courts, which also
focusses on harm to the competitive structure, is well adapted to the potential consumer
harm that may result from anticompetitive conduct in digital markets.28

Standard of Proof
Once it is established that the concept of consumer harm encompasses parameters such
as restriction of choice and innovation, it becomes important to determine the standard
of proof that is required to find an infringement of EU competition law based on this
concept of harm.

This is not trivial. It is about establishing the potential negative effects on price, output,
choice, quality or innovation of specific anticompetitive conduct. As pointed out above,
many digital markets may be prone to tipping, but at the point in time when the relevant
anticompetitive conduct takes place the tipping might not have occurred yet or only the
first tipping trends may be discernible. If the bar for the requisite standard of proof with
respect to anticompetitive conduct is set too high this might result in under enforcement
to the detriment of consumers. If, however, the bar for the requisite standard of proof is
set too low, the net may be cast too wide and conduct that will ultimately not result in
anticompetitive effects may be outlawed prematurely. In Post Danmark II the Court of
Justice held that only dominant undertakings whose conduct is likely to29 have an
anticompetitive effect on the market fall within the scope of Article 102 TFEU.30

Similarly in relation to Article 101 TFEU, the Court of Justice held in Asnef-Equifax
that ‘Article 81(1) EC (now Article 102 TFEU) does not restrict such an assessment to
actual effects alone, as that assessment must also take account of the potential effects of the
agreement or practice in question on competition within the common market […].’31 This
case law on standard of proof with regard to effects is highly important for the effective

28 Special Advisers’ Report, 2019, pp. 40-41.
29 Different wording has been used in this and in other judgments, see Judgment of 6 October 2015 in Case

C-23/14, Post Danmark II, ECLI:EU:C:2015:651, para. 50: ‘is capable of having an exclusionary effect on
the market’; Judgment of 17 February 2011 in Case C-52/09, Konkurrensverket v.TeliaSonera Sverige AB,
ECLI:EU:C:2011:83, para. 71: ‘the potentially anti-competitive effect of a margin squeeze is probable’’.

30 Judgment of 6 October 2015 in Case C-23/14, Post Danmark II, ECLI:EU:C:2015:651, para. 67.
31 According to the case law, the anti-competitive effect of a particular practice must not be purely hypothet-

ical. See Judgment of 23 November 2006 in Case C-238/05, Asnef-Equifax, ECLI:EU:C:2006:734, para. 50.
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enforcement of EU competition law in digital markets.32 To avoid changes in market
structure in favour of certain companies as a result of anticompetitive conduct (changes
that may be very difficult to reverse in digital markets due to network effects and tipping),
it is important that competition authorities can intervene once it is established with
sufficient probability that the conduct at issue will likely lead to harm, for example through
foreclosure. The point is that competition authorities should not have to wait until
detrimental effects on the market can be shown, for example until companies have exited
the market, but should be able to intervene once a clear market trend can be established
that is likely going to lead to negative effects on competition.33 This does not, however,
discharge competition authorities from proving according to the requisite legal standard
that such a market trend will likely continue without intervention.34

Interim measures and restorative remedies
Interim measures or restorative remedies may have to be envisioned for cases in which
early intervention by competition authorities to avoid a lasting change in the market
structure due to anticompetitive behaviour is not feasible. Article 8 of Regulation (EC) No
1/2003 empowers the Commission to order interim measures in urgent cases due to the
risks of serious and irreparable damage to competition. The Commission has however for
a long time not imposed interim measures.35 This has led to a debate on how this tool could
effectively be ‘revived’, in particular for digital markets. In October 2019, the Commission
adopted a decision granting interim measures in a case concerning Broadcom’s exclusivity
arrangements.36

In line with case law, the character of such interim measures should remain conservative,
that is to say indispensable for ensuring the effectiveness of any decisions requiring
undertakings to bring to an end infringements.37 In other words, interim measures should
conserve the status quo in the markets whilst the assessment of the main case is pending.
The adoption of interim measures could therefore be useful in digital markets to avoid
further rapid changes in the market structure due to anticompetitive conduct. Interim
measures, whilst useful, cannot however be seen as the instrument that, in isolation, can
ensure the effectiveness of competition law intervention. Another possibility to ensure
effective competition in digital markets may therefore be recourse to restorative remedies.

32 Contrary to this case law, the General Court now appears to require an analysis of actual effects to establish
an infringement in the past, see Judgment of 12 December 2018 in Case T-684/14, Krka Tovarna Zdravil
v.Commission, ECLI:EU:T:2018:918, paras 351 to 377. The Commission has appealed this judgment to the
Court of Justice.

33 Special Advisers’ Report, 2019, p. 42.
34 Judgment of 6 October 2015 in Case C-23/14, Post Danmark II, ECLI:EU:C:2015:651, para. 65.
35 Commission Decision of 3 July 2001 in Case 38044 — NDC Health/IMS Health: Interim measures.
36 www.ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/cl2005l0029en0010010.0001.pdf visited 10 February 2020.
37 Order of 17 January 1980 in Case 792/79 R, Camera Care Ltd v.Commission, EU:C:1980:18, para. 18.
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Article 7 Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 empowers the Commission ‘to […] impose on
[undertakings] any behavioural or structural remedies that are proportionate to the
infringement committed and necessary to bring the infringement effectively to an end.’

Although the prevalent remedy used by the Commission are mere ‘cease and desist’
orders, this wording empowers the Commission to impose remedies that go beyond such
orders and to order companies to positively adopt certain conduct if this is necessary to
bring an infringement effectively to an end, having regard to the principle of proportionality.
The question that remains however, is how far the Commission can go in ordering
behavioural remedies. Can it just order remedies that bring the infringement to an end?
Or can it go further and order remedies that aim at restoring the competitive situation?

In terms of such restorative remedies, three aims can be distinguished. The aim could
be to re-establish the situation as it was before the infringement (status quo ante)’ to
re-establish the situation as it would have been without the infringement (counterfactual
or ‘but for’); or to re-establish the competitive process, i.e. recreating the conditions for a
competitive and contestable market to the benefit of both existing competitors and new
entrants (without necessarily guaranteeing a specific outcome for any competitor,
individually or taken together).

The UFEX judgment supports the proposition that the Commission is entitled under
EU competition law to order restorative remedies. In Ufex,38 albeit in the context of a
rejection of a complaint, the Court of Justice held that ‘If anti-competitive effects continue
after the practices which caused them have ceased, the Commission thus remains competent
[…] to act with a view to eliminating or neutralising them’. (Emphasis added.)

If the Commission remains competent to intervene in order to eliminate or neutralise
the persisting effects of ceased conduct, a fortiori, the Commission must also be able to
eliminate or neutralise the effects of conduct that is still in occuring at the time of the
adoption of a prohibition decision pursuant to Article 7 Regulation (EC) No 1/2003.

In line with the case law that EU competition law, inter alia, protects the competitive
process, it is submitted that any restorative remedy that is adopted should focus on
re-establishing a functioning competitive process that has been distorted through the
anticompetitive conduct. That is to say, a process that guarantees equality of opportunity
between the various economic operators.39

Restorative remedies that, by neutralising the negative effects, aim at re-establishing
opportunities to compete may be particularly relevant in digital markets. They would

38 Judgment of 4 March 1999 in Case C-119/97 P, Union française de l’express (Ufex), formerly Syndicat français
de l’express international (SFEI), DHL International and Service CRIE v. Commission, EU:C:1999:116, para.
94.

39 Judgment of 23 May 2003 in Case C-462/99, Connect Austria, ECLI:EU:C:2003:297, para. 83.
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counter networks effects that may be fuelled by anticompetitive conduct and that may lead
to an incumbency advantage.

In line with case law, it should however ultimately be left to the parties to adopt a
remedy ‘among all the various potential courses of action which are in conformity with
the Treaty or with a decision imposing behavioural remedies’.40

III Market definition and market power

1 Market Definition

Market definition in digital markets raises many issues. For the purposes of this report,
the author will focus on two topics that are of high practical relevance namely: how to
define markets with regard to two- or multi-sided platforms; and how to define markets
when services are provided free of charge.

Two- or Multi-sided platforms
As the US Supreme Court put it in the Amex judgment, ‘two-sided platforms differ from
traditional markets in important ways. Two-sided platforms often exhibit what economists
call “indirect network effects.” Indirect network effects exist where the value of the two-sided
platform to one group of participants depends on how many members of a different group
participate. The value of the services that a two-sided platform provides increases as the
number of participants on both sides of the platform increases.’41

The digital economy provides many examples of two-sided platforms such as online
marketplaces that mediate between sellers and consumers, online hotel booking platforms
that mediate between hotels and consumers or online search engines that finance the
search service, which is provided free of charge to the consumer, with online advertising.
The same goes for advertising financed social networks.

In the academic literature42 and in US case law,43 an attempt has been made to categorise
platforms into transaction platforms and non-transaction (attention) platforms. The
purported difference between the two would be that, on a transaction platform, an actual
transaction between two user groups is initiated on/by the platform, whilst attention

40 Judgment of 27 June 2012 in Case T-167/08, Microsoft v. Commission, ECLI:EU:T:2012:323, para. 95.
41 US Supreme Court, Ohio v. American Express Co., 585 U.S. (2018).
42 L. Filistrucchi, D. Geradin, E. van Damme and P. Affeldt, ‘Market definition in two-sided markets: Theory

and practice’, Journal of Competition Law and Economics, Vol. 10, No. 2, 2014, pp. 293-339.
43 US Supreme Court, Ohio v. American Express Co., 585 U.S. (2018).
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platforms do not aim at mediating a direct transaction but are in many cases financed
through ads so that no direct transaction takes place through the platform.

In practice, it is however not always that easy to distinguish platforms on which a
‘transaction’ takes place from other platforms. Take a dating platform as example that
mediates a transaction that does not take place on the platform. Moreover, it might be
financed by advertisements, so no direct transaction takes place between the user and the
advertisers. Similarly, platforms with ‘freemium’ business models are hard to classify.
These platforms offer a basic ad-financed, free-of-charge service and an upgrade with
subscription fees. Overall, the categorisation into transaction and non-transaction platforms
may raise practical difficulties.

The issue of categorisation would not matter so much were it just an academic debate
on how to best explain different platform business models. This categorisation has however
gained relevance with the US Supreme Court’s judgment in Amex where the Supreme
Court held that ‘two-sided transaction platforms exhibit more pronounced indirect network
effects and interconnected pricing and demand. Transaction platforms are thus better
understood as ‘suppl[ying] only one product’—transactions’.

The Supreme Court consequently held that there is only one market to be defined for
transaction platforms whilst this might not be the case for non-transaction platforms.44

This is not a purely market definition issue; it also has repercussions for the definition of
consumer harm. In a single relevant market, any harm must be net harm across the user
groups. Therefore, in the Amex case the plaintiffs had to show not only harm on one side
but also the absence of offsetting benefits to the other side of the market (merchants and
cardholders).45 This approach to market definition in two-sided markets has not been
followed in the EU, not least because the demand and supply structure of the two sides of
the market may be manifestly different and serious harm to one side of the market may
be neglected if the other side benefits (low consumer prices versus high fees for sellers).
The Court of Justice follows a different approach in considering two-sided markets as
separate but connected markets and only allows the offsetting of benefits between the two
connected markets in limited circumstances (see below on efficiency claims in two-sided
markets).46

Free-of-charge services
The second topic that is of high practical relevance for enforcement in digital markets is
how to assess markets in which services are offered free of charge. The Commission Notice

44 US Supreme Court, Ohio v. American Express Co., 585 U.S. (2018), majority opinion, p. 13.
45 US Supreme Court, Ohio v. American Express Co., 585 U.S. (2018), majority opinion, pp. 14-15.
46 Judgment of 11 September 2014, in Case C-382/12 P, Mastercard, ECLI:EU:C:2014:2201, para. 242.
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on the definition of relevant market for the purposes of Community competition law47

recommends the SSNIP (small but significant non-transitory increase in price) test for
assessing substitution.48 Evidently this test is hardly useful to determine substitution in
cases where services are offered free of charge. In such cases other parameters need to be
taken into account in order to determine which products constitute substitutes for the
purposes of market definition.

The Commission’s Google Shopping decision provides an illustrative example of how
the Commission approaches market definition in markets where the service is offered free
of charge as was the case with Google’s online search service. First, the Commission
established that general search services constitute an economic activity irrespective of their
provision free of charge on the basis of the following arguments.

First, even though users do not pay a monetary consideration for the use of general
search services, they contribute to the monetisation of the service by providing data with
each query. In most cases, a user entering a query enters into a contractual relationship
with the operator of the general search service. For instance, Google’s Terms of Service
stipulate, ‘By using our Services, you agree that Google can use such data in accordance
with our privacy policies.’ In accordance with its privacy policies, Google can store and
re-use data relative to user queries. The data that users agree to allow a general search
engine to store and re-use is of value to the provider of the general search service as it is
used to improve the relevance of the search service and to show more relevant advertising.
Second, offering a service free of charge can be an advantageous commercial strategy, in
particular for two-sided platforms such as a general search engine platform that connect
distinct but interdependent demands. In two-sided platforms, two distinct user groups
interact. For at least for one of these users groups, the value obtained from the platform
depends on the number of users of the other group. General search services and online
search advertising constitute the two sides of a general search engine platform. The level
of advertising revenue that a general search engine can obtain is related to the number of
users of its general search service: the higher the number of users of a general search service,
the more the online search advertising side of the platform will appeal to advertisers. Third,
even though general search services do not compete on price, there are other parameters
of competition between general search services. These include the relevance of results, the

47 Commission Notice on the definition of relevant market for the purposes of Community competition law,
OJ C 372/5, paras 15 and 17: ‘The assessment of demand substitution entails a determination of the range
of products which are viewed as substitutes by the consumer. One way of making this determination can
be viewed as a speculative experiment, postulating a hypothetical small, lasting change in relative prices
and evaluating the likely reactions of customers to that increase. […] The question to be answered is whether
the parties’ customers would switch to readily available substitutes or to suppliers located elsewhere in
response to a hypothetical small (in the range 5% to 10%) but permanent relative price increase in the
products and areas being considered.’

48 Ibid., pp. 5–13.
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speed with which results are provided, the attractiveness of the user interface and the depth
of indexing of the web.49

Second, the Commission distinguished other online services such as content sites,
specialised search services, social networking sites and merchant platforms and excluded
them as substitutes for general search services on the basis of functionality and user
demand.50 The Commission therefore chose a functionality and user-demand-based
approach to establishing substitution in markets where the SSNIP test does not work.
Other tests like the SSNDQ test (small but significant non-transitory decrease in quality)
have also been suggested.

2 Market power

In digital markets, as in other markets, high market shares can only be a first indicator of
market power and need to be buttressed with other indicators of market power. As the
General Court put it in the Microsoft/Skype: ‘In a recent and fast-growing sector which is
characterised by short innovation cycles […] large market shares may turn out to be
ephemeral. In such a dynamic context, high market shares are not necessarily indicative
of market power.’51

On the other hand, market shares that have been stable for a long period of time might
still be a strong indicator for market power even in a fast growing market.52

In addition to high market shares the Commission has in its recent decisional practice
in digital markets assessed the following market features in order to establish dominance:
barriers to entry and expansion, multi-homing and the existence of brand effects, and the
lack of countervailing buyer power.

As regards barriers to entry and expansion, the Commission assessed, for example in
Google Shopping, the significant investments in terms of time and resources it requires to
develop a fully fledged general search engine and the network effects deriving from the
large number of data on queries that is available to Google: ‘[…] a general search service
uses search data to refine the relevance of its general search results pages, it needs to receive
a certain volume of queries in order to compete viably. The greater the number of queries
a general search service receives, the quicker it is able to detect a change in user behaviour
patterns and update and improve its relevance’.53

49 Commission decision of 26 June 2017 in Case AT. 39740 Google Search (Shopping), paras 158 to 160.
50 Commission decision of 26 June 2017 in Case AT. 39740 Google Search (Shopping), paras 163 to 250.
51 Judgment of 11 December 2013 in Case T-79/12, Cisco Systems v.Commission, ECLI:EU:T:2013:635, para.

69.
52 Judgment of 30 January 2007, in Case T-340/03, France Telecom v.Commission, EU:T:2007:22, paras 107-

108.
53 Commission decision of 26 June 2017 in Case AT. 39740 Google Search (Shopping), para. 287.
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The assessment of multi-homing played a prominent role both in Google Shopping and
in Google Android to establish dominance. In Google Shopping the Commission found that
only a minority of users in the EEA that use Google’s general search service as their main
general search service use other general search services.54 In Google Android, the
Commission assessed developer multi-homing, i.e. the question whether app developers
would develop apps for multiple mobile operating systems55 and consumer multi-homing
as regards mobile search.56

Generally, it can be said that market power is more likely to be established in a two-sided
market if there is single homing on one side of the market as this might induce
multi-homing on the other side. In addition, the Commission has in its decisional practice
also assessed countervailing power of customers in order to determine market power. This
assessment is however not specific to digital markets.

In summary, the specificities of the assessment of market power in digital markets that
have crystallised through the Commission’s decisional practice in the 2014 to 2019 mandate
are: less reliance on market shares and more reliance on other market features such as
network effects and multi-homing.

The author did not spot any major differences in the approach to market definition
with respect to merger and antitrust cases.

IV Anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy

When it comes to the analysis of the ‘theories of harm’, which have been relied on in the
Commission’s decisional practice during the 2014 to 2019 mandate, it is fair to say that
some of them are ‘old wine in new bottles’ and that others are genuinely uncharted territory.
The following section will briefly describe the main digital cases both under Articles 102
and 102 TFEU that the Commission and the European Courts dealt with during the 2014
to 2019 Commission mandate. It will then go on to distill the gist of the different theories
of harm.

1 Enforcement under Article 101 TFEU

Most of the enforcement by the Commission under Article 101 TFEU in digital markets
during the 2014 to 2019 mandate focussed on online vertical restraints. As a result of the
growth of online trade, new forms and new aspects of vertical restrictions have become

54 Ibid., para. 306.
55 Commission decision of 18 July 2018 in Case AT.40099 Google Android, paras 556 et seq.
56 Ibid., paras 709 et seq.
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prevalent. The Commission’s report on the e-commerce sector inquiry highlighted many
of those.57 In its judgment of December 2017 in Coty, the Court of Justice addressed two
major points with regard to vertical restraints in online markets: selective distribution and
platform bans (i.e. whether manufacturers can prohibit the sale of their products on online
marketplaces).58

The Court of Justice confirmed its previous approach59 to selective distribution insofar
as it held that selective distribution systems for luxury goods are in line with Article 101
TFEU (they do not restrict competition), provided that the sellers are chosen on the basis
of objective, uniform, non-discriminatory criteria that do not go beyond what is necessary
to achieve the purpose of the selective distribution system (so-called Metro criteria).

Regarding platform bans, the Coty judgment clarifies that such bans may also fall
outside the scope of Article 101 (1) TFEU if the Metro criteria are met for this particular
restriction. In addition, platform bans also benefit from the Vertical Block Exemption
Regulation60 (VBER) as they do not constitute hardcore restrictions within the meaning
of the VBER. Platform bans, according to the Court, only restrict one method of online
marketing (sales via marketplaces) but do not amount to a prohibition to sell on the internet
similar to the one that was held to be a restriction of competition in the Pierre Fabre
judgment.61

Whilst the reasoning of the Court with respect to the VBER was made in context of
luxury products, the arguments of the Court are not dependent on the (luxury) nature of
the product and are therefore in the Commission’s view also valid irrespective of the
product category concerned.62

As already mentioned, on 24 July 2018, the Commission fined four manufacturers of
consumer electronic products in total over €110 million for engaging with their retailers
in resale price maintenance (RPM) practices. RPM as an infringement of EU competition
rules is nothing new. It has long been established by the European Courts that RPM

57 ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/sector_inquiries_e_commerce.html, visited 8 July 2019.
58 Judgment of 6 December 2017 in Case C-230/16, Coty Germany GmbH vs Parfümerie Akzente GmbH,

EU:C:2017:94.
59 See Judgment of 25 October 1977 in Case 26/76, Metro I, Metro SB-Großmärkte v.Commission,

EU:C:1977:167; Judgment of 13 October 2011 in Case C-439/09, Pierre Fabre Dermo-Cosmétique,
EU:C:2011:64.

60 Commission Regulation (EU) No 330/2010 of 20 April 2010 on the application of Article 101(3) of the
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union to categories of vertical agreements and concerted
practices, OJ L 102/1, p. 1.

61 Judgment of 13 October 2011 in Case C-439/09, Pierre Fabre Dermo-Cosmétique, EU:C:2011:64.
62 See Commission Competition Policy Brief, EU competition rules and marketplace bans: Where do we stand

after the Coty judgment, April 2018, ec.europa.eu/competition/publications/cpb/2018/kdak18001enn.pdf,
visited 9 July 2019.
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practices constitute a restriction of competition ‘by object’.63 However, e-commerce has
changed the dynamics and incentives since the Commission had last investigated RPM
more than 15 years ago.64 E-commerce not only significantly increases price competition
it also provides possibilities for manufacturers to easily monitor the price-setting behaviour
of retailers and to intervene in order to dampen price pressure. The four manufacturers
of consumer electronic products subject to the decisions of 24 July 2018 intervened
particularly with online retailers, who offered their products at low prices. If those retailers
did not follow the prices requested by manufacturers, they faced threats or sanctions such
as blocking of supplies. The particularity of the cases was that many, including the biggest
online retailers, use pricing algorithms that automatically adapt retail prices to those of
competitors. In this way, the pricing restrictions imposed on low-pricing online retailers
typically had a broader impact on overall intrabrand online prices for the respective
consumer electronics products.

On 17 December 2018, the Commission fined Guess for one single infringement of
Article 101 TFEU that however consisted of five different illegal conducts. All of them
formed part of an overall company strategy that aimed at diverting online sales of Guess
products to Guess’s own web site and at dissuading competition between authorised
distributors.

The most interesting practice from a precedent perspective in terms of new practices
that occur in digital markets is that Guess prohibited the use of the Guess brand names
and trademarks for the purposes of online search advertising, in particular on Google
AdWords, despite the fact that the retailers were authorised to sell Guess products through
selective distribution. The Commission found the objective of the online search advertising
restriction was to reduce competitive pressure by authorised retailers on Guess’s own
online retail activities and to keep down its own advertising costs.65 Assessed in its context,
the online search advertising restriction was held to have as its objective to reduce the
ability of authorised retailers to advertise and ultimately to sell the contract products to
customers, in particular outside the contractual territory or area of activity and to limit
intra-brand competition in line with the Pierre Fabre case law.66

In view of the Pierre Fabre and Coty case law the assessment of online sales restrictions
under Article 101 TFEU and the VBER will in the future very much depend on whether
the restriction is considered more akin to a de facto internet sales restriction or just as a

63 Judgment of 3 July 1985 in Case 243/83, Binon v. AMP, EU:C:1985:284, para. 43; Judgment of 1 October
1987 in Case 311/8, VVR v. Sociale Dienst van de Plaatselijke en Gewestelijke Overheidsdiensten,
EU:C:1987:418, para. 17; Judgment of 19 April 1988 in Case 27/87, SPRL Louis Erauw-Jacquery v. La Hes-
bignonne SC, EU:C:1988:183, para. 15.

64 Commission decision of 16 July 2003 in Case 37975 Yamaha.
65 Commission decision of 17 December 2018 in Case 40428 Guess, para. 118.
66 Judgment of 13 October 2011, Pierre Fabre Dermo-Cosmétique, C-439/09, EU:C:2011:649, para. 47.
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restriction on the ability of distributors to use one particular online sales channel. The
upcoming revision of the VBER, which expires in 2022, should bring more clarity in this
respect.

2 Enforcement under Article 102 TFEU

The main decisions in digital markets taken during the 2014 to 2019 mandate can be
summarised as follows.

On 4 May 2017, the Commission made binding commitments pursuant to Article 9
of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 offered by Amazon and closed an investigation under Article
102 TFEU in relation to Amazon’s e-books distribution agreements. Clauses in these
agreements referred to as ‘most-favoured-nation’ or parity clauses, required publishers to
offer Amazon similar (or better) terms and conditions as those offered to its competitors
and/or to inform Amazon about more favourable or alternative terms given to Amazon’s
competitors. The clauses covered not only price but also many aspects that a competitor
can use to differentiate itself from Amazon, such as an alternative business (distribution)
model, an innovative e-book or a promotion.67

On 27 June 2017, the Commission adopted a decision finding that Google abused its
dominant position in general online search by treating more favourably its own comparison
shopping service (Google Shopping) in its general search results pages, as compared to
competing comparison shopping services.68 A €2.42 billion fine was imposed on Google.
Google sought annulment of the decision with the General Court.

On 18 July 2018, the Commission adopted a decision addressed to Google concerning
the company’s business practices relating to the Android operating system and apps, and
which had the aim of protecting and strengthening Google’s dominant position in general
online search services.

The Commission concluded that Google is dominant in the markets for general online
search services, licensable smart mobile operating systems and app stores for the Android
mobile operating system. Google generally holds market shares of more than 90% in each
of these markets in the EEA. With respect to Google’s behaviour, the decision concluded
that Google breached EU competition rules by:
– requiring manufacturers to pre-install Google Search on their devices, as a condition

to license Google Play Store;
– requiring manufacturers to pre-install Google Chrome on their devices, as a condition

to license the Google Play Store and Google Search;

67 Commission decision of 4 May 2017 in Case 40153 E-book MFNs (Amazon).
68 Commission decision of 26 June 2017 in Case 39740 Google Search (Shopping).
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– preventing manufacturers from selling smart mobile devices running on competing
operating systems based on the Android open source code (‘Android forks’);

– providing financial incentives to manufacturers and telecom operators on condition
that they exclusively pre-install Google Search on all of their devices.

The decision imposes a fine of €4.34 billion on Google and requires Google to remove the
contractual restrictions.69 Google sought annulment of the decision with the General Court.

On 24 January 2018, the Commission fined Qualcomm €997 million for abusing its
dominance in LTE baseband chipsets. Qualcomm prevented rivals from competing in the
market by making significant payments to a key customer on condition it would not buy
from rivals. In 2011, Qualcomm signed an agreement with Apple, committing to make
significant payments to Apple on condition that the company would exclusively use
Qualcomm chipsets in its ‘iPhone’ and ‘iPad’ devices. In 2013, the term of the agreement
was extended to the end of 2016.

The agreement made clear that Qualcomm would cease these payments if Apple
commercially launched a device with a chipset supplied by a rival. Furthermore, for most
of the time the agreement was in place, Apple would have had to return to Qualcomm a
large part of the payments it had received in the past if it decided to switch suppliers.70

Qualcomm sought annulment of the decision with the General Court.
On 20 March 2019, the Commission adopted a decision addressed to Google with

regard to certain advertising-related practices.
The decision concludes that Google has infringed EU competition law by abusing its

dominant position in the market for online search advertising intermediation in the EEA
by:
– requiring third-party websites (‘publishers’) not to source online search ads from

Google’s competitors (‘exclusivity’);
– requiring publishers to reserve the most prominent space on their search results pages

for a minimum number of search ads from Google and preventing them from placing
competing search ads above or next to Google search ads (‘premium
placement/minimum Google ads’);

– requiring publishers to obtain Google’s approval before making any changes to the
display of competing search ads (‘authorising equivalent ads’).

The decision imposed a fine of €1.49 billion on Google.71 Google sought annulment of the
decision with the General Court.

69 Commission decision of 18 July 2018 in Case 40099 Google Android.
70 Commission decision of 24 January 2018 in Case AT.40220 Qualcomm (exclusivity payments).
71 Commission decision of 20 March 2019 in Case AT.40411 Google Search (AdSense).
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Theories of harm
The theories of harm relied on in these cases show the panoply of different anticompetitive
conduct that may arise in digital markets. First, one finds more classical, established forms
of abuses such as tying, which was one of the theories of harm relied on in Google Android,
and exclusivity payments, relied on in Google Android and Qualcomm, or contractual
exclusivity (Google Adsense).

However, even these more established theories of harm need to be adapted to the
market realities of digital markets. For example, in order prove the potential effects of
tying in Google Android the Commission found that downloads cannot be compared in
reach and effectiveness to the pre-installation of Google Chrome.72

Other theories of harm appear to be more specific to digital markets. The Amazon
e-books case is a good example. Here the theory of harm was that by contractually obliging
its e-book suppliers to notify and offer to Amazon the same or equivalent terms for the
distribution of e-books under a given business model, first Amazon reduced the incentives
of its competitors to support and invest in alternative new and innovative business models
and, second, deterred entry and/or expansion by e-book retailers competing with Amazon
by limiting their scope to differentiate on the basis of alternative business models.73

Another example can be found in the Google Shopping decision. Here the Commission
took issue with the more favourable positioning and display, in Google’s general search
results pages, of Google’s own comparison shopping service compared to competing
comparison shopping services. In order to establish that this conduct amounts to an
infringement of Article 102 TFEU the Commission had recourse to a sophisticated effects
analysis. This analysis sought to establish that the conduct was likely to decrease traffic
from Google’s general search results pages to competing comparison shopping services,
and that it was likely to increase traffic from Google’s general search results pages to
Google’s own comparison shopping service to the detriment of competition and ultimately
consumers who could be deprived of relevant comparison shopping services.

Whilst the case can be described as a classic leveraging case where a company seeks to
extend its position on the market where it is dominant into another adjacent market, one
interesting aspect of the case lies in the factoring in of consumer behaviour into the effects
analysis. This is because it had to be established that consumers reacted to the favourable
positioning of Google’s comparison shopping services in terms of ranking on the general
search site by clicking more on Google’s service than on competing services.

In sum, the theories of harm have been relied upon by the Commission in the decisions
related to digital markets are not out of the ordinary and very well in sync with the European
approach to the consumer welfare standards as outlined above, which also focusses on

72 Commission decision of 18 July 2018 in Case AT.40099 Google Android, paras 917 et seq.
73 Commission decision of 4 May 2017 in Case AT.40153 E-book MFNs (Amazon), paras 56 et seq.
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harm to choice and innovation. As illustrated, sometimes however market realities require
an adaptation of the ‘classical’ theories of harm in order to better capture consumer
behaviours in digital markets.

Efficiencies
In particular in two-sided digital markets it may sometimes be difficult to establish whether
specific conduct will on balance result in consumer benefits or harm as very often the
business model of two-sided platforms relies on offering final consumers free-of-charge
products or services whilst charging the other side of the market be it advertisers or sellers.
For online platform markets the question therefore arises – whether the benefits to final
consumers from the provision of the free service have to be balanced against the harm that
might be inflicted by anticompetitive conduct on advertisers or sellers on the platform.

In EU competition law, there is limited scope for so-called ‘cross-market efficiencies’.
The Court of Justice held in Mastercard,

[…] where, as in the present case, restrictive effects have been found on only
one market of a two-sided system, the advantages flowing from the restrictive
measure on a separate but connected market also associated with that system
cannot, in themselves, be of such a character as to compensate for the
disadvantages resulting from that measure in the absence of any proof of the
existence of appreciable objective advantages attributable to that measure in
the relevant market, in particular […] where the consumers on those markets
are not substantially the same.74

This echoes the European Commission’s Guidelines on Article 101(3) TFEU, which state
that:

Negative effects on consumers in one geographic market or product market
cannot normally be balanced against and compensated by positive effects for
consumers in another unrelated geographic market or product market.
However, where two markets are related, efficiencies achieved on separate
markets can be taken into account provided that the group of consumers
affected by the restriction and benefiting from the efficiency gains are
substantially the same.75

74 Judgment of 1 September 2014 in Case 382/12 P Mastercard, ECLI:EU:C:2014:2201, para. 242.
75 Commission Guidelines on the application of Article 81(3) of the Treaty, OJ C 101/97, para. 43.
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This approach avoids that a court or competition authority has to ‘side’ with one specific
consumer group and to value harm to this group higher than to another group.76

V Interplay between ex-ante regulation and EU competition law

It has been correctly pointed out in the FIDE questionnaire that there is an increasing
interplay between ex-ante regulation and EU competition law enforcement in particular
in digital markets. In the author’s view in the majority of cases, ex- ante regulation and
competition law enforcement are complements rather than substitutes, that is to say that
that the parallel application of regulation and competition law enforcement may actually
lead to better market outcomes overall. To avoid staying at a theoretical level, I would like
to illustrate this point with three examples of legislation that has recently been adopted or
entered into force at EU level and that has or will undeniably have an impact on EU
competition law enforcement and complements it usefully.

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)77

Although the Court of Justice pointed out in Asnef-Equifax that ‘[…] any possible issues
relating to the sensitivity of personal data are not, as such, a matter for competition law,
they may be resolved on the basis of the relevant provisions governing data protection’,78

the GDPR has already been factored into many aspects of EU competition law enforcement
and will undoubtedly have to be taken into account to greater extent in the future.

One example is merger analysis, where the Commission assessed in Microsoft/LinkedIn
and Apple/Shazam79 what kind of data gathering and usage would be feasible post-merger
with the GDPR as a benchmark.80

76 It should recalled that the concept of consumer in EU competition law encompasses ‘all direct or indirect
users of the products covered by the agreement, including producers that use the products as an input,
wholesalers, retailers and final consumers, i.e. natural persons who are acting for purposes which can be
regarded as outside their trade or profession. In other words, consumers within the meaning of Article
101(3) are the customers of the parties to the agreement and subsequent purchasers. These customers can
be undertakings as in the case of buyers of industrial machinery or an input for further processing or final
consumers as for instance in the case of buyers of impulse ice-cream or bicycles’, see Commission Guidelines
on the application of Article 81(3) of the Treaty, OJ C 101/97, para. 84.

77 Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection
of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data,
and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation), OJ L 119/1, pp. 1–88.

78 See Judgment of 23 November 2006 in Case C-238/05, Asnef-Equifax, ECLI:EU:C:2006:734, para. 63.
79 Commission decision of 6 December 2016 in Case M.8124 Microsoft/Linkedin, para. 178; see also Commis-

sion decision of 6 September 2018 in Case M.8788 Apple/Shazam, para. 314.
80 Commission decision of 6 December 2016 in Case M.8124 Microsoft/Linkedin, para. 178; see also Commis-

sion decision of 6 September 2018 in Case M.8788 Apple/Shazam, para. 314.
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The question of free consent pursuant to Article 6 lit. a GDPR and how market power
and free consent are interrelated featured prominently in the German Facebook decision,
which was however based on German competition law and not EU law.81

The interpretation of consent can also play a role in remedy design as it may become
necessary to obtain consumer consent before a data access remedy can be implemented.82

And finally, the Article 20 GDPR might have positive effects on competition and
complements competition law enforcement insofar as it seeks to prevent lock-in by enabling
consumers to transfer data from one online platform to another.

The Geo-Blocking Regulation83

Another example for the complementarity of internal market legislation and competition
law enforcement is the Geo-Blocking Regulation. The regulation prohibits the blocking
of access to websites and re-routing without the customer’s prior consent in order to
increase price transparency by allowing customers to access various national websites
(Article 3). The regulation also imposes an obligation to not refuse to sell to customers in
other Member States on grounds of nationality or residence albeit without delivery (Article
4).

This obligation is accompanied by a prohibition of restrictions of passive sales in
distribution contracts. Such contractual restrictions will be void insofar as they run counter
the prohibitions of the Regulation (Article 6.) Article 6 uses a concept developed by EU
competition law, namely ‘passive sales restrictions’ and declares such restrictions void
under internal market rules irrespective of their compliance with EU competition law in
order to avoid circumvention (recital 34).

Article 6 of the Geo-blocking Regulation goes beyond EU competition rules insofar as
it covers passive sales restrictions, which might not affect trade between Member States84

or could be exempted under Article 101(3) TFEU. The stricter rules of the Geo-blocking
Regulation are to be applied in parallel with EU competition law (see recital 34).

81 Bundeskartellamt, Fallbericht v. 15.2.2019 zur Facebook-Entscheidung v. 6.2.2019, Az. B6-22/16.
82 Special Advisers’ Report, 2019, p. 104.
83 Regulation (EU) 2018/302 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 28 February 2018 on

addressing unjustified geo-blocking and other forms of discrimination based on customers’ nationality,
place of residence or place of establishment within the internal market and amending Regulations (EC) No
2006/2004 and (EU) 2017/2394 and Directive 2009/22/EC, OJ L 60I.

84 Judgment 9 July 1969 in Case 5-69, Franz Völk v.S.P.R.L. Ets J. Vervaecke, ECLI:EU:C:1969:35.
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Regulation on promoting fairness and transparency for business users of online
intermediation services (P2B Regulation)85

A further example of complementarity is the so-called the P2B Regulation that by building
on the experience gained with antitrust enforcement in platform markets seeks to establish
more market transparency for business customers of online platforms. To this end, the
Regulation provides for a better control of terms and conditions of online platform (Article
3) and of the suspension and termination of business user accounts (Article 4). It also seeks
to increase the transparency in ranking (Article 5), differential treatment with regard to
the platforms own services (Article 7), data access for business users (Article 9) and MFN
clauses (Article 10). On top of that, platforms must set up internal complaint-handling
systems and allow for mediation in case of disputes (Article 11). The transparency that is
likely to be brought to the market by these obligations may reveal specific competition
issues that can be tackled through enforcement. The regulation can therefore usefully
complement existing EU competition rules.

VI Conclusion

The debate over whether competition law is capable of dealing with new market
developments in innovative markets is as old as EU competition law enforcement. In 1958,
when the competition provisions of the Treaty of Rome entered into force, the skateboard,
and more importantly, microchips, which are today used in virtually every piece of
electronic equipment, had just been invented. Evidently, the drafters of the Treaty of Rome
could not have foreseen the technical developments that followed, such as the smartphone.
However, they wisely formulated Articles 85 and 86 of the Treaty (now 101 and 102 TFEU)
in a manner that allows taking into account technical developments and even turning
them into a yardstick for the assessment of restrictions to competition under EU
competition law.86

The basic tools of European competition law (Articles 101 and 102 TFEU) have been
crafted in a ‘technology neutral’ way and can be applied to ‘new’ or ‘old’ markets alike.
The history of EU competition law enforcement since 1958 shows that the basic EU
competition rules are flexible enough to address technological developments. This is well
illustrated by the examples of the IBM abuse of dominance case on mainframe interface
information in the 1980s, which was settled in 1984, and the Microsoft interoperability
abuse of dominance case, which was decided two decades later in 2004. Both cases addressed

85 Regulation (EU) 2019/1150 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 June 2019 on promoting
fairness and transparency for business users of online intermediation services, OJ L 186/57.

86 See the references to the ‘promotion of technical progress’ in Article 101(3) TFEU and to ‘limiting the
technical development to the prejudice of consumers’ in Article 102(b) TFEU.
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technological challenges of their time (mainframe and work group server interoperability)
within the legal framework set out by the Treaty of Rome in 1958.

EU competition rules as well as their application by the EU courts have therefore proved
flexible enough to address technological developments. This does not, however, mean that
antitrust enforcers should be complacent about new market developments. On the contrary,
in order to remain relevant, the established enforcement principles need to be applied in
the context of new market realities and, where necessary, adapted in the light of these
realities. Market features of digital markets, such as the growing importance of data and
network effects and the provision of ‘free’ services to consumers in two-sided digital
platform markets, can and must be factored into the assessment of conduct under EU
competition law.
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Peter Thyri*

A Wettbewerbspolitik und Digitalwirtschaft: Eine Verlagerung

des Fokus?

1. Welches sind die wichtigsten Fälle, die durch die Wettbewerbsbehörde in Ihrem
Mitgliedsstaat mit Bezug zur Digitalwirtschaft angestrengt und beendet wurden
(mit Fokus auf entweder Digitalunternehmen oder auf den Wettbewerb zwischen
Digitalunternehmen und etablierten Unternehmen)?
Zu dieser Frage ist zuerst auf die allgemeine Dichotomie der Behördenzuständigkeit
im österreichischen Kartellrechtsvollzug hinzuweisen. Während die
Bundeswettbewerbsbehörde (BWB) grundsätzlich – neben dem Bundeskartellanwalt
als zweiter so genannter „Amtspartei” – als Aufgriffs- und Ermittlungsbehörde
konzipiert ist, ist das beim Oberlandesgericht Wien eingerichtete Kartellgericht für
Entscheidungen (auch iSd VO 1/2003) zuständig.1 Es ist diesem Umstand geschuldet,
dass für Österreich zur obenstehenden Frage auch jene Fälle anzuführen sind, die nicht
zu einer förmlichen Entscheidung des Kartellgerichts und damit zu einer formalen
Verfahrensbeendigung geführt haben. In diesen Fällen hat die
Bundeswettbewerbsbehörde nach Verhandlungen mit den betroffenen Unternehmen
Verhaltens- bzw Vertragsänderungen erwirken können, die sie von einer Antragstellung
beim Kartellgericht, und damit einem förmlichen Verfahren iSd VO 1/2003, absehen
haben lassen.
Gerade im Bereich der Digitalwirtschaft, im Zuge derer sich immer wieder neuartige
rechtliche Fragestellungen ergeben, scheint die Bundeswettbewerbsbehörde
vergleichsweise häufig ohne förmliche Bußgeldanträge auszukommen sodass es
dementsprechend nicht zu einer gerichtlichen Klärung des Sachverhaltes kommt.
Während diese Vorgehensweise aus Sicht der Bundeswettbewerbsbehörde und häufig
auch aus Sicht der beteiligten Verkehrskreise eine ressourcenschonende, effiziente
Erledigung bzw auch rasche Abhilfe zu bieten imstande ist, ist die Leitfunktion derartiger
Maßnahmen gegenüber verbindlichen gerichtlichen Entscheidungen, die gem § 37

* Dr., LL.M. (NYU), LL.M. (DUK), Rechtsanwalt und Univ.-Lektor für Europarecht an der Universität Wien.
1 Vgl ausführlich Thyri, Kartellrechtsvollzug in Österreich (2007), Rz 63 ff.
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KartG2 auch zu veröffentlichen sind, geringer. Die Bundeswettbewerbsbehörde ist aber
offensichtlich bestrebt, diesem Umstand mit einer aktiven Öffentlichkeitsarbeit
abzuhelfen.3

Im Folgenden sollen die interessantesten Fälle beschrieben werden, die die
Bundeswettbewerbsbehörde im gegenständlichen Kontext in den vergangenen Jahren
beschäftigt haben:

Der Zusammenschluss Apple / Shazam

Am 12. Dezember 2017 wurde der Erwerb alleiniger Kontrolle über Shazam Entertainment
Ltd. (Shazam) durch Apple, Inc. („Apple”) – offensichtlich erstmals in der EU – bei der
österreichischen Bundeswettbewerbsbehörde (BWB) zur Zusammenschlusskontrolle
angemeldet. Die gegenständliche Transaktion hatte die Schwellenwerte der FKVO für eine
Anmeldepflicht nicht erreicht, erfüllte jedoch die Voraussetzungen des § 9 KartG, dessen
umsatzbezogene Schwellenwerte schon vor Einführung der neuen
Transaktionsswert-Schwelle am 1.11.2017 im internationalen Vergleich verhältnismäßig
niedrig angesetzt waren und sind.4

Am 21. Dezember 2017 stellte die BWB einen Antrag auf Verweisung des angemeldeten
Zusammenschlusses in die Zuständigkeit der Kommission gemäß Art. 22 FKVO
(„niederländische Klausel”), in dem sie darlegte, dass (i) eine Beeinträchtigung des Handels
zwischen den Mitgliedsstaaten vorlag sowie (ii) der Zusammenschluss den Wettbewerb
in Österreich und darüber hinaus erheblich zu beeinträchtigen drohte. Dem Antrag der
BWB schlossen sich in weiterer Folge die Wettbewerbsbehörden Frankreichs, Islands,
Italiens, Norwegens, Spaniens und Schwedens an.

Die Europäische Kommission hat den an sie verwiesenen Zusammenschluss mit
Entscheidung vom 6. Februar 2018 zur Prüfung angenommen. In ihrer Entscheidung
gemäß Art. 22 Abs. 3 FKVO hat die Kommission die Erfordernisse ihrer Mitteilung über
die Verweisung von Fusionssachen5 geprüft und festgestellt, dass selbst bei der Definition
von nationalen Märkten für den Vertrieb digitaler Musikdienste bzw. damit verbundener
Werbedienstleistungen jedenfalls die Märkte mehrerer Mitgliedstaaten betroffen wären

2 BGBl I Nr. 61/2005 idF BGBl i Nr. 56/2017 – Bundesgesetz gegen Kartelle und andere Wettbewerbsbeschränkun-
gen.

3 Vgl zB den überaus umfangreichen Fallbericht zum Amazon-Fall, siehe sogleich unten.
4 Zusammenschlüsse bedürfen demnach der Anmeldung bei der BWB, wenn die beteiligten Unternehmen

im letzten Geschäftsjahr vor dem Zusammenschluss die folgenden Umsatzerlöse erzielten: (i) weltweit
insgesamt mehr als 300 Millionen Euro, (ii) im Inland insgesamt mehr als 30 Millionen Euro und (iii)
mindestens zwei Unternehmen weltweit jeweils mehr als fünf Millionen Euro. Siehe zur Transaktionswert-
Schwelle des Abs. 4 leg. cit. ausführlich unten bei Frage 2.

5 ABl 2005, C 56/2.
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bzw. die Auswirkungen der Transaktion jedenfalls nicht auf Österreich beschränkt bleiben
würden. Zudem hat die Kommission auf ihre in den letzten Jahren erworbene Expertise
bei der Beurteilung von Transaktionen in digitalen Märkten verwiesen.6

Mit Entscheidung vom 6. September 2018 hat die Kommission den an sie verwiesenen
Zusammenschluss letztlich freigegeben.7 Inhaltlich kam die Kommission zu dem Schluss,
dass Apple und Shazam hauptsächlich sich gegenseitig ergänzende Dienstleistungen
anbieten und nicht miteinander im Wettbewerb stehen. Im Zentrum der Untersuchungen
der Kommission stand dabei (i) die Frage, ob Apple Zugang zu wirtschaftlich sensiblen
Kundendaten seiner Wettbewerber, die Musik-Streamingdienste im EWR anbieten, erhalten
würde und ob diese Daten es Apple ermöglichen könnten, direkt an die Kunden seiner
Wettbewerber heranzutreten, um diese von einem Wechsel zu Apple Music zu überzeugen.
Daraus hätte sich ein Wettbewerbsnachteil für konkurrierende Musik-Streamingdienste
ergeben können. (ii) prüfte die Kommission, ob angesichts der starken Marktstellung von
Shazam auf dem Markt für Musikerkennungs-Apps die Wettbewerber von Apple Music
benachteiligt würden, wenn Apple nach dem Zusammenschluss verhindern würde, dass
Nutzer über die Shazam-App an diese verwiesen werden.

Im Ergebnis stellte die Kommission fest, dass das aus dem Zusammenschluss
hervorgehende Unternehmen nicht in der Lage wäre, konkurrierende Anbieter digitaler
Musik-Streamingdienste durch den Zugang zu wirtschaftlich sensiblen Kundendaten vom
Markt auszuschließen. Insbesondere würde der Zugang zu den Daten von Shazam es Apple
nicht wesentlich erleichtern, Musikinteressierte anzusprechen. Jedes Verhalten, das
bezwecken würde, die Kunden zu einem Wechsel zu ermutigen, hätte nur vernachlässigbare
Auswirkungen. Somit würden konkurrierende Anbieter digitaler Musik-Streamingdienste
nicht vom Markt ausgeschlossen. Auch wäre das aus dem Zusammenschluss hervorgehende
Unternehmen nicht in der Lage, konkurrierende Anbieter digitaler Musik-Streamingdienste
durch eine Beschränkung des Zugangs zur Shazam-App vom Markt auszuschließen, weil
die App als Zugangspunkt zu den Musik-Streamingdiensten der Wettbewerber von Apple
Music nur von begrenzter Bedeutung ist. Die Kommission kam weiter zu dem Schluss,
dass die Integration der nutzerbezogenen Datensätze von Shazam und Apple dem
zusammengeschlossenen Unternehmen auf den Märkten, auf denen es tätig ist, keinen
einzigartigen Vorteil verschaffen würde. Jegliche diesbezüglichen Bedenken wurden
ausgeräumt, weil die Daten von Shazam nicht einzigartig sind und die Wettbewerber von
Apple auch nach dem Zusammenschluss noch die Möglichkeit hätten, auf ähnliche
Datenbanken zuzugreifen und diese zu nutzen.

Aus Sicht des österreichischen Fusionskontrollrechts bleibt festzuhalten, dass die BWB
mit ihrem Verweisungsantrag an die Kommission die grenzüberschreitende Bedeutung

6 Entscheidung vom 6.2.2018, Fall M.8788 – Apple /Shazam.
7 Entscheidung vom 6.9.2918, Fall M.8788 – Apple /Shazam.
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der gegenständlichen Transaktion erkannt und im Sinne der FKVO einer Beurteilung
durch die dafür am besten geeignete Behörde zugeführt hat.

Der Fall Eyeo/Google – Adblocker

Bereits seit 2013 erhielt die BWB mehrere Beschwerden über den Werbeblocker Adblock
Plus, der von Eyeo GmbH mit Sitz in Deutschland betrieben wird. Der kostenlose
Werbeblocker Adblock Plus unterdrückt nach Installation Online-Werbung. Zugleich
aktiviert Adblock Plus über eine Software-Voreinstellung das Ausspielen qualifizierter
Werbung von Kooperationspartnern, die sich vertraglich zur Einhaltung der von Eyeo
vorgegebenen Kriterien für akzeptable Werbung verpflichtet haben („Whitelisting”). Die
Voreinstellung kann vom Nutzer manuell ausgeschaltet werden.

Die BWB eröffnete ein Ermittlungsverfahren und prüfte den Sachverhalt umfassend
hinsichtlich möglicher Wettbewerbsbeschränkungen. In diesem Zusammenhant hat die
BWB auch mit dem deutschen Bundeskartellamt kooperiert und zahlreiche Bestimmungen
des Whitelisting-Vertrages zwischen Eyeo und Google auf wettbewerbsbeschränkenden
Wirkungen in Sinn von § 1 KartG bzw Art. 101 lit b AEUV überprüft. In dem
Ermittlungsverfahren wurde vertiefend geprüft, ob Eyeo durch den Whitelisting-Vertrag
mit Google in der Produktgestaltung und in seinen Expansionsmöglichkeiten beschränkt
wird (Einschränkung oder Kontrolle der Erzeugung, des Absatzes, der technischen
Entwicklung oder der Investitionen).

In ihrer abschließenden Pressemitteilung hielt die BWB fest, dass das Geschäftsmodell
des Adblockers aus kartellrechtlichen Gründen – jedenfalls nach der Sachlage zum
Zeitpunkt der Prüfung – nicht beanstandet wird und verwies auf die einschlägige
lauterkeitsrechtliche Judikatur des deutschen Bundesgerichtshof aus April 2018.8 Nach
den Ausführungen der BWB haben Unternehmen, die Onlinewerbung auf eigenen
Homepages vermarkten, verschiedene Möglichkeiten, die Effektivität eines Werbeblockers
und damit auch die nachteiligen Wirkungen auf ihr Werbegeschäft zu begrenzen. Sie
können Software-Lösungen auf ihren Webseiten installieren, die Nutzer mit installierten
Adblockern auffordern, sobald sie diese Homepages aufrufen, ihre Adblocker auszuschalten
oder eine werbefreie Version der Homepage zu abonnieren. Zusätzlich besteht die
Möglichkeit, Onlinewerbung, die den Kriterien für akzeptable Werbung entspricht, einem
Whitelistingprozess zu unterziehen. Whitelisting ist prinzipiell zugänglich für die Betreiber
von Homepages, für Werbenetzwerke, aber auch für Werbekunden und für Unternehmen,
die Adserver-Dienste erbringen. Nach Einschätzung der BWB machen österreichische
Unternehmen mittlerweile auch von diesen Möglichkeiten Gebrauch.

8 ECLI:DE:BGH:2018:190418UIZR154.16.0.
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Nichtsdestotrotz können Adblocker in der konkreten Ausgestaltung ihres Geschäfts
oder ihrer Beziehungen zu Kooperationspartnern den Wettbewerb beschränken oder
verfälschen und allenfalls auch einen Marktmachmissbrauch darstellen.

Im Hinblick auf Vertragsklauseln des Whitelisting-Vertrages zwischen Google und
Eyeo ergab die vorläufige Analyse der BWB, dass Eyeo durch die Vereinbarung mit Google
darin beschränkt wurde, Produkte weiter zu entwickeln, auf dem Markt zu expandieren
oder Investitionen zu tätigen. Nachdem die Bedenken der Wettbewerbsbehörden durch
entsprechende Anpassungen der Vertragsklauseln durch die Unternehmen ausgeräumt
werden konnten, wurde das Ermittlungsverfahren ohne Einleitung eines kartellgerichtlichen
Verfahrens einvernehmlich zum Abschluss gebracht.9

Der Fall Amazon.de Marktplatz

Im Dezember 2018 brachte der Österreichische Handelsverband, eine freiwillige
Interessenvertretung von Handelsunternehmen, eine Beschwerde gegen Amazon Services
Europe S.à.r.l. (Amazon) bei der BWB ein. Diese Beschwerde bezog sich nach dem
veröffentlichten Fallbericht der BWB10 auf Geschäftspraktiken und Verhaltensweisen
gegenüber österreichischen Händlern, welche am Amazon-Marktplatz ihre Waren anbieten.
Die BWB hatte bereits zuvor vereinzelt Beschwerden im Zusammenhang mit den
Verhaltensweisen von Amazon erhalten.

Im Februar 2019 eröffnete die BWB ein Ermittlungsverfahren wegen des Verdachts
von Verstößen gegen österreichisches und europäisches Kartellrecht. Zum Zeitpunkt der
Einleitung der Ermittlungen der BWB führten bereits das deutsche Bundeskartellamt und
die Europäische Kommission Verfahren gegen Amazon, wobei die Beschwerdepunkte
und somit der Untersuchungsgegenstand der Verfahren von BWB und Bundeskartellamt
im Wesentlichen deckungsgleich waren. Die BWB hat sich in ihren Ermittlungen mit
beiden Behörden abgestimmt und insbesondere eng mit dem Bundeskartellamt kooperiert.

In den Beschwerden wurden – teilweise über den Handelsverband, teilweise direkt bei
der BWB –insbesondere folgende Verhaltensweisen angezeigt: (i) Ungerechtfertigte
Sperrungen und Schließungen von Marktplatzhändlerkonten, (ii) Einbehalten von
Guthaben gesperrter Marktplatzhändler, (iii) mangelhafte Kommunikationsmöglichkeiten
für Marktplatzhändler (insbesondere zur Problemausräumung), (iv) weitreichende
Nutzungsrechte an Materialien der Marktplatzhändler (Lizenz), (v) weitreichende
Haftungsausschlüsse und Freistellungsvereinbarungen, (vi) willkürliches Hinaufsetzen

9 Vgl die Mitteilung auf der website der BWB unter: https://www.bwb.gv.at/news/detail/news/googleeyeo_
aendern_ihre_vertragsklauseln_bei_adblockern_ermittlungsverfahren_wurde_eingestellt/.

10 Abrufbar unter https://www.bwb.gv.at/fileadmin/user_upload/Downloads/standpunkte/BWB_Amazon-
Fallbericht_20190717.pdf.
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von Lieferzeiten durch Amazon, (vii) Ungleichbehandlung von Marktplatzhändlern, welche
nicht den Amazon-Logistik-Service nutzen, (viii) die Offenlegung von Einkaufspreisen
der Marktplatzhändler gegenüber Amazon, (ix) Beschränkungen beim Produktvertrieb
für Marktplatzhändler, (x) Erstattungen im Zusammenhang mit ungerechtfertigten
Kundenrücksendungen, (xi) Intransparenz bei Rankings von Produkten und
Marktplatzhändlern, und (xii) Druck, weitere Amazon Services zu nutzen. Zudem wurden
zahlreiche Bestimmungen des Amazon Services Europe Business Solutions Vertrages
(BSA) von der BWB als bedenklich überprüft.

Die BWB hat zu den angezeigten Themen eine umfangreiche Marktbefragung
durchgeführt, deren Ergebnisse zeigten, dass Amazon für eine repräsentative Auswahl
größerer österreichischer Marktplatzhändler über Marktmacht verfügt: Die befragten
Marktplatzhändler sahen kaum relevante Alternativen um ihre Kunden zu erreichen und
würden auch bei spürbaren Gebührenerhöhungen durch Amazon den Marktplatz zum
Großteil nicht verlassen oder wechseln. Jene Marktplatzhändler, die nach ihren Angaben
über Alternativen verfügen, erwirtschaften den weitaus größten Teil ihres Umsatzes auf
Amazon.de. Ein signifikanter Teil der befragten Marktplatzhändler verkauft (fast)
ausschließlich auf Amazon. Der eigene Webshop, der stationäre Handel und sonstige
Onlinehandelsplattformen wurden selten als relevante Alternativen genannt.

Im Ergebnis konnte die BWB auch dieses Verfahren ohne Einleitung eines
kartellgerichtlichen Verfahrens beenden.11 Amazon erklärt sich bereit, seine
Geschäftsbedingungen wie folgt zu ändern:
i. Keine jederzeitige Kündigung oder Aussetzung des Vertrages mit sofortiger Wirkung,

ohne Angabe von Gründen. Eine ordentliche Kündigung erfolgt unter Einhaltung
einer Frist von 30 Tagen. Eine Kündigung bzw. Aussetzung mit sofortiger Wirkung
ist nur mehr unter bestimmten, klar definierte Voraussetzungen möglich.

ii. Kein unentgeltliches, unwiderrufliches, unbefristetes, weltweites Nutzungsrecht durch
Amazon an den von Verkäufern bereitgestellten Materialien sowie keine ausufernde
Lizenz zur Verwendung, Vervielfältigung, Vorführung usw. Somit wird der Umfang
der Lizenz, die Marktplatzhändler Amazon gewähren müssen, reduziert. Das
unentgeltliche, nicht ausschließliche, weltweite Nutzungsrecht bzw. die Lizenz erfassen
zukünftig nicht mehr jede kommerzielle und nichtkommerzielle Nutzung, sondern
sind auf den Betrieb der Programme bzw. andere Produkte oder Dienstleistungen von
Amazon beschränkt. In zeitlicher Hinsicht sind Nutzungsrecht bzw. Lizenz auf die
Dauer der originären und abgeleiteten geistigen Eigentumsrechte der Händler
beschränkt.

11 Siehe zum Verfahren Gassler, “The Austro-German proceedings against Amazon and its online marketplace”,
Journal of European Competition Law and Practice 2019, 61.
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iii. Freistellung/Entschädigung von Amazon durch Händler nur bei Gesetzesverletzungen.
Amazon wird die Verpflichtung der Marktplatzhändler, Amazon und dessen leitende
Angestellte, Vorstandsmitglieder, Mitarbeiter und Vertreter von Ansprüchen Dritter
freizustellen, die auf der nur behaupteten Verletzung der Pflichten aus dem BSA bzw.
der Zusicherungen der Dritthändler beruhen, streichen. Die Verpflichtung der Händler
zur Freistellung von Amazon wird sich in diesem Zusammenhang u.a. auf die
Freistellung im Fall der Verletzung geltender Rechtsvorschriften und die tatsächliche
oder aufgrund konkreter Anhaltspunkte behauptete Verletzung abgegebener
Zusicherungen richten.

iv. Die Klausel zur Beschränkung des Haftungsausschlusses wird neu gefasst, womit beide
Parteien auf Schadenersatz grundsätzlich nur bei Vorsatz oder grober Fahrlässigkeit
haften. Eine Haftung für einfache Fahrlässigkeit ist für Verletzungen der körperlichen
Unversehrtheit und für vorhersehbare, typischerweise eintretende Schäden aus der
Verletzung wesentlicher Vertragspflichten vorgesehen.

v. Änderung der Bedingungen und Bestimmungen des BSA durch Amazon nach freiem
Ermessen nur nach Ankündigung. Die Neufassung der Bestimmung sieht vor, dass
mindestens 15 Tage vor einer Änderung eine Ankündigung zu erfolgen hat.

vi. Auch andere Gerichtsstände als Gerichtsstand Luxemburg Stadt sind nun möglich.
Die Neuregelung dieser Bestimmung sieht grundsätzlich Luxemburg Stadt als nicht
ausschließlichen Gerichtsstand vor. Das bedeutet für Marktplatzhändler eine wesentliche
Erleichterung bei der Rechtsverfolgung.

vii. Streichung des weitgehenden Haftungsausschlusses bzw. der Haftungsfreistellung
betreffend die Lagerhaltung im Programm „Versand durch Amazon”. Ein
Haftungsausschluss betreffend das Programm „Versand durch Amazon”, mit dem
Amazon alle Pflichten eines Verwahrers oder Lagerhalters ausgeschlossen hatte und
mit dem die Händler, die dieses Programm nutzen, auf alle Rechte eines Hinterlegers
verzichteten, wurde – ebenso wie die Freistellungsverpflichtung im Zusammenhang
mit diesem Programm – ersatzlos gestrichen.

viii. Verlängerung der dreitägigen Widerspruchsfrist für Marktplatzhändler bei durch
Amazon gewährten Erstattungen im Rahmen der A-bis-Z Garantie. Die Neufassung
der Bestimmung sieht eine Verlängerung der Widerspruchsfrist von 3 auf 30 Tagen
vor.

Letztlich kam die BWB zu dem Schluss, dass die überarbeiteten Geschäftsbedingungen
grundsätzlich geeignet waren, sowohl dargelegte Bedenken bei einzelnen Bestimmungen
im Wesentlichen auszuräumen, als auch dazu beizutragen, den Großteil der beanstandeten
Geschäftsbedingungen künftig hintanzuhalten. Die Vertragsänderungen traten am 16.8.2019
in Kraft.
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Mit den zugesagten Anpassungen der Geschäftsbedingungen will die BWB die
betreffenden Beschwerdepunkte vorerst nicht weiterverfolgen. Einzelne Aspekte werden
jedoch weiterhin beobachtet. Dies betrifft insbesondere die Punkte Kommunikation und
Logistik. Sollte sich anhand qualifizierter Beschwerden zeigen, dass einzelne im Vorbringen
von Amazon angeführte Maßnahmen oder Änderungen des BSA nicht den gewünschten
Erfolg haben, behält sich die BWB weitere Ermittlungen vor. Ebenso besteht beim
Bekanntwerden neuer, bislang nicht berücksichtigter Sachverhalte die Möglichkeit der
Einleitung eines neuen Verfahrens, wobei auch die Ergebnisse der vorliegenden
Untersuchung Verwendung finden könnten.

Abschließend hat die BWB in ihrer Pressemitteilung zum Fallbericht noch auf die EU
Verordnung zur Förderung von Fairness und Transparenz für gewerbliche Nutzer von
Online-Vermittlungsdiensten12, insbesondere auf die dort vorgesehenen branchenspezifische
Verhaltenskodizes, hingewiesen und den österreichische Gesetzgeber ausdrücklich
aufgefordert, diese Verordnung in Österreich zu „implementieren” sowie darauf aufbauend
Überlegungen zu einer darüberhinausgehenden Regelung verschiedener Themen
anzustellen.

Zahlreiche Fälle von vertikalen Wettbewerbsbeschränkungen im Online-Handel

Wie den Tätigkeitsberichten der BWB zu entnehmen ist, hatte sich die Behörde – wie auch
zahlreiche andere Wettbewerbsbehörden in Europa13 – in den vergangenen Jahren vermehrt
mit Fällen vertikaler Wettbewerbsbeschränkungen im Online-Handel zu beschäftigen, die
allesamt im Rahmen von Settlement-Entscheidungen vor dem Kartellgericht erledigt
werden konnten.14 Dabei wurden regelmäßig (im Rahmen der Settlement-Kooperation
reduzierte) Bußgelder verhängt. So kam es im Jahr 2017 zu Verfahren gegen insgesamt
vier Unternehmen im Bereich Online-Handel, gegen die auf Antrag der BWB insgesamt
Bußgelder in Höhe von EUR 2.538.200 vom Kartellgericht verhängt worden sind. Im
Einzelnen:

Am 14.11.2016 verhängte das Kartellgericht eine Geldbuße in Höhe von EUR 650.000,-
gegen die De ‘Longhi-Kenwood GmbH. Das Unternehmen hatte mit verschiedenen
Händlern einheitliche vertikale Preisabsprachen getroffen, in denen Wiederverkaufspreise
im Sinne von Festsetzung von Mindestpreisen vereinbart wurden. Darüber hinaus wurden
Absprachen mit Händlern über Beschränkungen des grenzüberschreitenden Handels
sowie über ein generelles Internetverkaufsverbot getroffen. Zur Absicherung dieses von

12 Vgl. COM(2018) 238 final.
13 Siehe Hiersche/Harsdorf in Leidenmühler (Hrsg.) Grundprinzipien im Binnenmarkt, 2017, S 75 ff.
14 Zur Technik des Settlements im – von der kartellgerichtlichen Entscheidungsbefugnis geprägten – österre-

ichischen Kartellverfahren siehe etwa Kodek, Absprachen im Kartellverfahren, ÖJZ 2014, 443.
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der Antragsgegnerin als „europäisches Minimum-Preis-System” bezeichneten
Vertikalen-Preiskartells wurden verschiedene Methoden angewandt. So wurde den
Händlern teilweise ein Verbot auferlegt, auf Preissuchmaschinen aufrufbar zu sein, teilweise
wurden die Händler nicht mehr beliefert, solange die Preisvereinbarungen nicht eingehalten
wurden, teilweise wurde angedroht, dass die von der Antragsgegnerin zugesagte
Werbekostenbeteiligung nicht mehr bezahlt werde. Um die Preisstabilität auch außerhalb
der österreichischen Grenzen zu erreichen, kam es vor, dass Mitarbeiter von
Schwesterunternehmen der Antragsgegnerin in Nachbarländern kontaktiert wurden, um
über deren Intervention Händler, die nicht die für die Produkte vereinbarten Mindestpreise
einhielten, zur Preisdisziplin zu bringen.15

Am 7.12.2016 hat das Kartellgericht eine Geldbuße in der Höhe von EUR 1.560.000,-
gegen die Makita Werkzeug Gesellschaft m.b.H. verhängt. Makita hat im Zeitraum von
August 2002 bis September 2015 mit verschiedenen Händlern/Wiederverkäufern
Absprachen über Wiederverkaufspreise getroffen. Diese Handlungen konzentrierten sich
vor allem auf Aktionen und Werbemaßnahmen für die von Makita angebotenen Produkte.
Die Festsetzungen der Verkaufspreise sowie Preisbindungs- und Preispflegemaßnahmen,
an denen Makita direkt beteiligt gewesen war, stellen eine bezweckte Beschränkung des
Preiswettbewerbs dar. Die Handlungen waren darauf gerichtet, in die Preisfestsetzung der
Wiederverkäufer einzugreifen, um den Intrabrand-Wettbewerb zu beschränken bzw. zu
beseitigen und dadurch bestimmte Preise zu sichern. Darüber hinaus beschränkte Makita
im Zeitraum von Juli 2008 bis Dezember 2014, den grenzüberschreitenden Parallelhandel,
indem Händlern verboten wurde, ins Ausland zu liefern. Diese Zuwiderhandlungen
konzentrierten sich vor allem auf Aktionen und Werbemaßnahmen für die von Makita
angebotenen Produkte.16

Am 9.11.2017 verhängte das Kartellgericht eine Geldbuße in der Höhe von EUR
208.200,- gegen die Robopolis GmbH wegen vertikalen Abstimmungsmaßnahmen über
Wiederverkaufspreise sowie Gebietsbeschränkungen mit Wiederverkäufern in Bezug auf
Bodenpflegeroboter der Marke iRobot im Zeitraum von Oktober 2008 bis November 2014.
Das Kartellgericht qualifizierte die vertikalen Preisabsprachen und Gebietsbeschränkungen
als Kernverstöße und bezweckte Wettbewerbsbeschränkungen und verneinte das Vorliegen
von Rechtfertigungsgründen im Sinne des Artikel 101 Abs 3 AEUV.17

Letztlich verhängte das Kartellgericht am 9.11.2017 eine Geldbuße in der Höhe von
EUR 120.000,- gegen die Pioneer and Onkyo GmbH wegen vertikaler
Abstimmungsmaßnahmen über Wiederverkaufspreise in Bezug auf Home Audio and

15 BWB Tätigkeitsbereicht 2017, abrufbar unter: https://www.bwb.gv.at/fileadmin/user_upload/Downloads/
taetigkeitsbereich/Taetigkeitsbericht_2017.pdf, S. 43.

16 Tätigkeitsbericht der BWB 2017, a.a.O., S. 44.
17 Tätigkeitsbericht der BWB 2017, a.a.O., S. 44.
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Visual Equipment Produkte (insbesondere Receiver/Verstärker und Plattenspieler) der
Marken „Onkyo” und „TEAC” im Zeitraum von März 2011 bis April 2017.18

Auch im Jahr 2018 beschäftigten zwei Fälle aus dem Bereich Online-Handel die BWB.
So wurden gegen die Devolo Austria GmbH und die Ingram Micro GmbH
Geldbußenentscheidungen in der Höhe von insgesamt EUR 511.888 durch Anträge der
BWB vom Kartellgericht verhängt:

Auf Antrag der BWB verhängte das Kartellgericht am 28.8.2018 eine Geldbuße in Höhe
von EUR 223.000 gegen die Devolo Austria GmbH. Devolo hatte im Zeitraum von März
2012 bis Dezember 2015 mit verschiedenen Händlern/Wiederverkäufern Absprachen über
Wiederverkaufspreise in Bezug auf Konnektivitätsgeräte für Privatkunden getroffen. Die
Handlungen waren darauf gerichtet, in die Preisfestsetzung der Wiederverkäufer
einzugreifen, um den preislichen Intrabrand-Wettbewerb zu beschränken bzw. zu beseitigen
und dadurch bestimmte Preise zu sichern.19

Auf Antrag der BWB verhängte das Kartellgericht am 6.11.2018 eine Geldbuße in der
Höhe von EUR 288.888 gegen die IngramMicroGmbH. Ingram Micro hatte im Zeitraum
von März 2012 bis Oktober 2017 mit verschiedenen Herstellern und Wiederverkäufern
Absprachen über Wiederverkaufspreise in Bezug auf den Geschäftsbereich „Mobility”
(mobile Endgeräte) getroffen. Die wiederholte und gezielte „Bearbeitung” von Händlern
mit dem Ziel einer möglichst einheitlichen Einhaltung einer Preisempfehlung schloss die
Qualifikation der vorgegebenen Preise als unverbindliche Preisempfehlung aus.20

2. Hat die Wettbewerbsbehörde Ihrer Rechtsordnung ihre Durchsetzungspraktiken
angepasst um mit der Geschwindigkeit des Digitalmarktes mitzuhalten?
Das Wettbewerbsrechtsänderungsgesetz 201721 brachte mit der Einführung einer neuen
Transaktionswertschwelle in der österreichischen Fusionskontrolle (§ 9 Abs 4 KartG),
mit der zum ersten Mal nicht nur auf Umsätze, sondern auch auf den Wert einer
Transaktion abgestellt wird, eine wesentliche Anpassung an die Besonderheiten der
Digitalwirtschaft.
Die neue Anmeldeschwelle ist seit dem 1.11.2017 in Kraft und soll insbesondere den
Erwerb digitaler Unternehmen mit geringem Umsatz aber hohem Unternehmenswert
abdecken. Nach diesem, zusätzlich zu den bestehenden Umsatzschwellen neu
eingeführten, Zusammenschlusstatbestand ist ein Zusammenschluss nach den neuen
Bestimmungen dennoch bei der BWB anzumelden, wenn die beteiligten Unternehmen
Umsatzerlöse von weltweit insgesamt mehr als EUR 300 Mio erzielen, die beteiligten

18 Tätigkeitsbericht der BWB 2017, a.a.O., S. 44.
19 Tätigkeitsbericht der BWB 2018, abrufbar unter: https://www.bwb.gv.at/fileadmin/user_upload/

Taetigkeitsbericht_der_BWB_2018_final.pdf, S. 51.
20 Tätigkeitsbericht der BWB 2018, a.a.O., S 52.
21 BGBl I 56/2017.
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Unternehmen in Österreich Umsatzerlöse von insgesamt mehr als EUR 15 Mio erzielen,
der Wert der Gegenleistung für den Zusammenschluss mehr als EUR 200 Mio beträgt
und das zu erwerbende Unternehmen in erheblichem Umfang in Österreich tätig ist.
Zwar definiert das Gesetz nicht näher, was unter der „Gegenleistung” zu verstehen ist,
allerdings macht die BWB in ihrem gemeinsam mit dem deutschen Bundeskartellamt
erstellten Leitfaden zur Transaktionswert-Schwelle nähere Ausführungen zur
Anwendung dieses Tatbestandselements.22 Auch wann das Zielunternehmen „in
erheblichem Umfang” im Inland tätig ist, wird im Gesetz nicht festgelegt aber im
Leitfaden näher erörtert. So soll dies insbesondere dann der Fall sein, wenn das
Zielunternehmen einen Standort im Inland hat. Liegt kein solcher Standort im Inland
vor, ist nach den Erläuterungen auf „anerkannte Maßzahlen der jeweiligen Branche”
abzustellen. Für den Bereich der digitalen Wirtschaft werden „Nutzerzahlen oder die
Zugriffshäufigkeit in Bezug auf eine bestimmte Webseite” genannt.23

In ihrem Thesenpapier „Digitalisierung und Wettbewerbsrecht” vom November 2019
bemerkt die BWB zuletzt allerdings, dass die neue Aufgriffsschwelle bisher nicht in
erster Linie jene Transaktionen zu erfassen scheint, für die sie intendiert war. Dies
dürfte nach Ansicht der Behörde auch daran liegen, dass die Gestaltung der
umsatzbasierten Schwellenwerte, insbesondere aufgrund des Fehlens einer zweiten
Inlandsschwelle, ohnedies bereits viele Vorgänge erfassen. Wie der Fall Apple/Shazam24

zeigt, ist der Gesamtkontext der betroffenen Transaktionen häufig global, die
Inlandsauswirkung in Österreich lediglich gering bzw mittelbar, sodass die
österreichische Behörden nicht unbedingt primär zu Prüfung solcher Zusammenschlusse
geeignet erscheinen. Das Verweisungssystem der FKVO schaffe hier allerdings eine
gewisse Abhilfe.
Unabhängig von den geschilderten legistischen Anpassungen an die Herausforderungen
der Digitalwirtschaft hat sich die Bundeswettbewerbsbehörde auch ganz allgemein
zum Ziel gesetzt, in ihren Tätigkeitsbereichen verstärkt auf die Digitalisierung Bezug
zu nehmen. Dabei sollen die bestehenden Instrumente des Wettbewerbsrechts zum
Einsatz gebracht werden um neue Phänomene, wie etwa den Einsatz von Algorithmen
auf ihre Auswirkungen auf den Wettbewerb, zu untersuchen. Die Behörde hat dazu
nach eigener Angabe auch bereits spezielles – insbesondere ökonomisches – Know-How
aufgebaut. Auch neue ökonomische Verfahren in der Marktabgrenzung sollen bei

22 Abrufbar unter: https://www.bwb.gv.at/fileadmin/user_upload/PDFs/Leitfaden/20180709_Leitfaden_
Transaktionswertschwellen_final.pdf.

23 Vgl dazu Matousek, Weiss und Gassler, “Zusammenschlusskontrolle – Neuer Transaktionswerttes”, ecolex
2017, 388; Feldner und Cavada, “Der Leitfaden zur Transaktionswert-Schwelle”, ÖZK 2018, pg. 174; Hauck,
“BKA/BWB: Leitfaden zur Transaktionswert-Schwelle für Zusammenschlüsse – im Konsultationsverfahren”,
ÖBl 2018, pg. 217.

24 Siehe dazu ausführlich oben zu Frage 1.
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digitalen Märkten zum Einsatz kommen. Aufgrund der raschen technologischen und
regulatorischen Veränderungen sollen Verfahren beschleunigt werden.25

3. Wird im nationalen Wettbewerbsrecht Ihres Landes der
Verbraucherschutzstandard als alleinige Zielsetzung verwendet?
Den Wertungen des österreichischen Kartellgesetzes liegt das Prinzip des
Leistungswettbewerbs zugrunde. Als Schutzzweck gilt die Aufrechterhaltung
wirtschaftlicher Freiheit als Voraussetzung für Wettbewerb und wirtschaftliche
Effizienz. Diese Ziele werden auch im österreichischen Recht allerdings nicht nur
durch normative, sondern auch durch ökonomische Wertungen konkretisiert. Dabei
werden sowohl die Interessen der Verbraucher, als auch jene der Wettbewerber und
insbesondere wettbewerbsfunktionale Überlegungen berücksichtigt.26 Während der
Verbraucherschutzsstandard27 im österreichischen Kartellrecht also – im Einklang
mit der europäischen Praxis – eine wichtige Rolle spielt, ist das österreichischen
Wettbewerbsrechts im Allgemeinen nach wie vor an einer breiteren, nicht auf die
primären Interessen der Verbraucher verengten, Zielsetzung orientiert.

B Marktdefiniton und Marktmacht

4. Wie definiert die Wettbewerbsbehörde in Ihrer Rechtsordnung den Markt bei
Akteuren der Digitalwirtschaft?
Soweit ersichtlich sind noch keine Fälle bekannt, in denen das Kartellgericht eine
Marktdefinition im Bereich der Digitalwirtschaft vorgenommen hat. Die BWB hat in
ihrem Überweisungsantrag im Zusammenschlussfall Apple / Shazam28 auf die
Besonderheiten der – insbesondere geographischen – Marktabgrenzung in diesem Fall
hingewiesen, denen die Kommission in ihrer Entscheidung Rechnung getragen hat.
Eine besondere, von der klassischen Marktabgrenzung abweichende, Methode der
Marktabgrenzung für die Digitalwirtschaft wurde soweit ersichtlich in Österreich aber
bisher nicht angewendet. Im Fall Amazon.de Marktplatz hat die BWB ausdrücklich
keine abschließende Position zur Marktabgrenzung eingenommen, wobei von einem
Markt für Onlinehandelsplattformen ausgegangen worden ist.

25 Siehe dazu die öffentlichen Ankündigungen des Generaldirektors der Bundeswettbewerbsbehörde, publiziert
unter Thanner, “Kartellrecht neu denken”, ÖZK 2018, pg. 43, 46.

26 Vgl Eilmansberger und Bien in MüKo Kartellrecht2 (2015) Art. 102 Rz 3ff; F. Schuhmacher, “Zum Wettbe-
werbsverständnis im österreichischen Recht, wbl 2019”, pg. 376 und 378.

27 Vgl allgemein F. Schuhmacher, “Effizienz und Wettbewerb”, 2010, pg. 24f.
28 Siehe oben zu Frage 1.
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5. Wie wird Marktmacht bei Akteuren der Digitalwirtschaft durch die
Wettbewerbsbehörde in Ihrer Rechtsordnung etabliert?
Auch zur Definition von Marktmacht in der Digitalwirtschaft gibt es soweit ersichtlich
in Österreich noch keine besonderen Erkenntnisse. Wie die BWB in einem – bislang
erst im Entwurf vorliegenden – Thesenpapier „Digitalisierung und Wettbewerbsrecht”
vom November 2018 betont, belässt § 4 Abs 1 Z 2 KartG bei der Beurteilung des
Vorliegens einer marktbeherrschenden Stellung einen breiten Beurteilungsspielraum,
der es erlaubt, auch die Stellung großer Technologie- und Internetkonzerne zu
beurteilen. Ebenso verbietet § 5 KartG (ebenso wie Art 102 AEUV), wie auch der
Oberste Gerichtshof in ständiger Rechtsprechung bestätigt,29 jeglichen Missbrauch
einer marktbeherrschenden Stellung, unabhängig davon, ob dieser in einem analogen
oder digitalen Kontext erfolgt.30

6. Können Sie einen Unterschied zwischen ex post Bewertung (Fälle bzgl. von
Missbrauch der Marktmacht) und ex ante Bewertungen (Fälle bzgl. von
Konzentration bei Fusionskontrollverfahren) mit Blick auf die Marktdefinition
sowie die Konzeptualisierung von Marktmacht feststellen?
Zu dieser Frage kann lediglich nochmals auf die neue Transaktionswertschwelle des
§ 9 Abs 4 KartG hingewiesen werden, die der ex ante Kontrolle von Konzentrationen
im Digitalbereich im Sinne einer höheren Aufgriffsdichte dienen kann, ohne aber
inhaltliche Bewertungen zu Marktdefinition oder Marktmacht zu enthalten. Im Übrigen
gilt in Österreich (neben Italien und Luxemburg) für die materielle Prüfung von
Zusammenschlüssen nach wie vor der Marktbeherrschungstest, der im Bereich der
FKVO bereits 2004 durch den SIEC-Test abgelöst worden ist. Die BWB plädiert in
ihrem Thesenpapier „Digitalisierung und Wettbewerbsrecht” für einen Übergang zum
SIEC-Test, der es nach Ansicht der Behörde eher erlauben würde marktübergreifende
unternehmerische Strategien insbesondere zur Steuerung und Beeinflussung von
Innovationsprozessen, zu erfassen.31

Im Bereich der ex post Bewertung sind noch keine konkreten Neuerungen erkennbar.
Die BWB deutet im Entwurf ihres Thesenpapiers „Digitalisierung und Wettbewerb”
allerdings an, dass sich insbesondere aus den Wirkungen der am 12.7.2020 in Kraft
tretenden Plattform-Verordnung32 im Zusammenspiel mit lauterkeitsrechtlichen
Regelungen Konstellationen ergeben könnten, in denen unterhalb der Schwelle

29 OGH als KOG, RIS-Justiz RS0063530.
30 Siehe Entwurf für ein Thesenpapier „Digitalisierung und Wettbewerbsrecht“, November 2019, noch nicht

auf der website der BWB veröffentlicht, S. 4.
31 Siehe Entwurf Thesenpapier, S. 6.
32 Vorschlag für eine Verordnung des Europäischen Parlaments und des Rates zur Förderung von Fairness

und Transparenz für gewerbliche Nutzer von Online-Vermittlungsdiensten, COM/2018/238 final.
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kartellrechtlich definierter Marktmacht Verhaltensweisen untersagt werden könnten,
die die den leistungsgerechten Wettbewerb gefährden.33

C Wettbewerbsfeindliches Verhalten in Der Digitalwirtshaft

7. Welches Verhalten auf digitalen Märkten oder welches Vorgehen das
Digitalunternehmen involviert wurde in der Entscheidungspraxis oder in der
Rechtsprechung Ihrer Rechtsordnung analysiert?
Siehe dazu ausführlich zu Frage 1. oben.

8. Welche Gründe wurden von Unternehmen angeführt um (prima facie)
wettbewerbsfeindliches Verhalten zu rechtfertigen?
Den publizierten Informationen zu den beschriebenen Fällen sind keine konkreten
Angaben zu den Rechtfertigungen der betroffenen Unternehmen zu entnehmen. Auf
die Defizite der Vollzugspraxis hinsichtlich für die Rechtssicherheit wichtiger, in vollem
Umfang publizierter kartell(höchst)gerichtlicher Entscheidungen wurde bereits eingangs
hingewiesen.

9. Beobachten Sie das Aufkommen von bestimmten Schadenstheorien die auf
Digitalmärkte zugeschnitten sind?
Bestimmte auf Digitalmärkte zugeschnittene Schadenstheorien wurden in der
österreichischen Vollzugspraxis soweit ersichtlich noch nicht vertreten. Grundsätzlich
geht die BWB im Entwurf für ein Thesenpapier „Digitalisierung und Wettbewerbsrecht”
davon aus, dass die bestehenden Regeln offen und neutral formiert sind und aufgrund
ihrer Flexibilität auch auf neuartige Sachverhalte angewandt werden können. In diesem
Zusammenhang wird zutreffend insbesondere auf das Gebot der wirtschaftlichen
Betrachtungsweise in § 20 KartG hingewiesen, wonach Sachverhalte nach ihrem wahren
wirtschaftlichen Gehalt, und nicht nach ihrem äußeren Erscheinungsbild zu beurteilen
sind.34

An dieser Stelle ist auch auf die zutreffende Analyse der BWB in ihrem Thesenpapier
hinzuweisen, wonach für praktische Schwierigkeiten im Umgang mit Sachverhalten
in der Digitalwirtschaft weniger das Fehlen spezieller Instrumente als eine mangelnde
Fallpraxis verantwortlich ist. Der notwendige Begründungsaufwand, um die
erkennenden Gerichte vom Vorliegen der jeweiligen Tatbestandsvoraussetzungen zur
überzeugen, sei daher im digitalen Kontext regelmäßig viel höher. Die BWB plädiert

33 Siehe Entwurf Thesenpapier, S. 7.
34 Siehe Entwurf Thesenpapier, S. 4.
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deshalb für die Aufnahme von exemplarischen Beispielsachverhalten in gesetzliche
Vorschriften.
Auf der Ebene ihrer Ermittlungsbefugnisse rückt die BWB in ihrem Thesenpapier
– zum Nachweis ihrer Schadenstheorien – die Bedeutung der (End-)Nutzer in den
Vordergrund, die nach den bestehenden Regeln (noch) nicht befragt werden können.
Einerseits könnte Art 8 der ECN+ Richtlinie35 hier Abhilfe schaffen, andererseits
könnten bereits jetzt über die Beiziehung von Sachverständigen die Instrumente der
Marktforschung nutzbar gemacht werden.

10. Welche Rechtsmittel wurden in Fällen mit Bezug auf Digitalmärkte verwendet?
Sehen Sie etwaige Unterschiede mit Rechtmitteln in anderen Märkten?
Wie bereits erwähnt, wurden die wenigen Fälle, von denen berichtet werden kann,
durch gerichtliche „Settlements” beendet. Darin unterscheiden sich die beschriebenen
Fälle aus der Digitalwirtschaft allerdings nicht von der Mehrzahl der „konventionellen”
Fälle. Teilweise hat die Behörde – ohne eine rechtskräftige gerichtliche Entscheidung
in diese Richtung zu erwirken – durch Verhandlungen Verhaltensänderungen erreicht.
In Entwurf für ein Thesenpapier „Digitalisierung und Wettbewerbsrecht” betont die
BWB im Zusammenhang mit der hohen Dynamik der digitalen Wirtschaft allerdings
auch die – in § 48 KartG bereits bestehenden und durch die Einführung von
Entscheidungsfristen und/oder Vermutungsregeln noch nachzuschärfenden – Regeln
des einstweiligen Rechtsschutzes.36 Soweit ersichtlich hat die Behörde die bestehende
Möglichkeit, als Amtspartei den Erlass einstweiliger Verfügungen zu beantragen, im
Kontext der Digitalwirtschaft jedoch noch nicht genutzt.

D Regelungsüberschneidung und Herausfoderungen für die

Rechtsdurchsetzung

11. Gab es in der Praxis eine Überschneidung von ex ante Regulierung die auf die
Kontrolle vonMarktverhalten abzielt – z.B., aber nicht begrenzt auf, Verbraucher-
schutzgesetzgebung, die vorgeschlagene Plattformregulierung, die DSGVO oder
die Geoblocking-Verordnung / ePrivacy Richtlinie und/oder die vorgeschlagene
ePrivacyVerordnungoder vergleichbarenationale gesetzliche Instrumente inBezug

35 Richtlinie (EU) 2019/1 des Europäischen Parlaments und des Rates vom 11. Dezember 2018 zur Stärkung
der Wettbewerbsbehörden der Mitgliedstaaten im Hinblick auf eine wirksamere Durchsetzung der Wettbe-
werbsvorschriften und zur Gewährleistung des reibungslosen Funktionierens des Binnenmarkts, ABl. 2019
L 11/3.

36 Siehe Entwurf Thesenpapier, S. 9.
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auf Meistbegünstigungsklauseln – und der wettbewerbsrechtlichen
Durchsetzungspraxis der Wettbewerbsbehörden?
Soweit ersichtlich gab es bislang keine Überschneidungen in diesem Bereich.
Maßnahmen zur Vermeidung von Überschneidungen oder Konflikten wurden soweit
ersichtlich noch nicht ergriffen.

12. Welche Behörden sind in Ihrer Rechtordnung für die Durchsetzung von
Wettbewerbsrecht in der Digitalwirtschaft zuständig?
Kartellgericht und BWB sind, wie eingangs beschrieben, mit der Durchsetzung des
österreichischen und europäischen Wettbewerbsrechts betraut. Weitere Zuständigkeiten
für die Durchsetzung von ex ante Regulierung der Digitalwirtschaft bestehen nicht.
Jedoch ist davon auszugehen, dass die BWB – etwa im Bereich Datenschutz – mit der
zuständigen Behörde kooperieren kann und wird. Im Entwurf eines Thesenpapiers
„Digitalisierung und Wettbewerbsrecht” betont die BWB die Bedeutung
interdisziplinärer Kooperation, insbesondere im Datenschutzbereich.37

Mit der Rundfunk- und Telekom Regulierungsbehörde (RTR) hat die BWB bereits
eine konkrete Kooperation gestartet: Die RTR entwickelt gegenwärtig ein
Monitoringsystem für digitale Plattformen, welches die wesentlichen in Österreich
genutzten digitalen Kommunikationsplattformen sowie Plattformen, die großen Einfluss
auf die Nutzung des Internets haben, erfassen soll und diese einer Beurteilung auf ihre
wettbewerblichen Auswirkungen unterzieht. Darunter fallen beispielsweise Sprach-
und Messaginganwendungen, Sprachassistenten, Betriebssysteme und App-Stores oder
Browser. Im Rahmen dieses Monitoringsystems werden nun der Fachbereich
Telekommunikation und Post der RTR und die BWB eine gemeinsame Task Force
bilden und im Hinblick auf Wettbewerbsthemen ihre Zusammenarbeit vertiefen. RTR
und BWB kündigen einen regelmäßigen Erfahrungsaustausch, das gemeinsame Arbeiten
an Digitalthemen, das Finden gemeinsamer Positionen, das Sichten nationaler und
internationaler Entwicklungen sowie gemeinsame Veranstaltungen zu einschlägigen
Themen an.38

37 Entwurf Thesenpapier, S. 10.
38 Siehe die Pressemitteilung der BWB vom 14.11.2019, abrufbar unter: https://www.bwb.gv.at/news/detail/

news/fachbereich_telekommunikation_und_post_der_rtr_und_bwb_vertiefen_ihre_zusammenarbeit_bei_
digital_the/.
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Belgium

Romain Alderweireldt, Joëlle Froidmont, Annabelle Lepièce and Dirk Van Liedekerke*

A Competition policy in the digital economy: a shift in focus?

1. What are the main cases dealing with the digital economy (focusing on digital
businesses or on the competition between digital businesses and incumbent
operators) initiated and completed by your competition authority?
Over the last 15 years, the Belgian Competition Authority (BCA) devoted specific

attention to competition law cases in the digital sector, in particular: cases in the electronic
communications sector, against the backdrop of convergence with the media sector, and
more recently a first online platform case.

Given that all sectors of the economy have gradually become exposed to digital
technology solutions, the BCA has also been confronted with questions related to
digitalisation in various other business sectors (such as retailing, sports betting or film
business) and notably with the question of the competitive interaction between online and
offline sales. Those types of cases are also considered below as relating to the ‘digital
economy’.

Antitrust cases1

Decisions on the merits (substantive analysis)

– Base/BMB (2009)2

– Dialo/Google (2012)3

– Tele2/Belgacom – ‘Happy Time’ (2012)4

– Nationale Loterij (2015)5

* Avocats, Brussels Bar. The authors thank their colleagues for their valuable input. All web pages in this
report were last accessed on February 26, 2020.

1 The term antitrust encompasses cases dealing with both anticompetitive agreements and abuse of dominant
position.

2 Decision of 26 May 2009, CONC-P/K-05/0065.
3 Decision of 17 April 2012, CONC-P/K-06/0029.
4 Decision of 29 November 2012, MEDE-P/K-05/0042.
5 Decisions of 22 September 2015, MEDE-P/K-13/0012 and CONC-P/K-13/0013.
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– Immoweb (2016)6

– The Great Circle (2019)7

– MediCare Market (2019)8

– Alpha 11 (2019)9

– Ordre des pharmaciens (2019)10

Interim measures decisions (prima facie analysis)
– Proximus/Telenet, SBS, VV – ‘Superprestige’ (2015)11

– Norkring België (2019)12

– Proximus/Orange Belgium – network sharing (2020)13

Merger cases

– Crédit Agricole/Keytrade Bank (2005)14

– Tecteo/Brutélé – ‘Câble wallon’ (2008)15

– Belgacom/Scarlet (2008)16

– De Vijver Media/Waterman (2011)17

– Belgacom/Wireless Technologies – ‘The Phone House’ (2011)18

– Corelio/Concentra/Mediahuis (2013)19

– De Persgroep/Humo (2015)20

– Medialaan/Jim Mobile/Mobile Vikings (2016)21

– Delhaize/Ahold (2016)22

– Cebeo/Cheyns (2016)23

6 Decision of 7 November 2016, MEDE-I/O-15/0002.
7 Decision of 15 February 2019, CONC-V/M-19/0002.
8 Decision of 28 May 2019, CONC-I/O-16/0011.
9 Decision of 10 July 2019, MEDE–I/O–19/0009.
10 Decisions of 15 October 2019, CONC-P/K-10/0024 a.o.
11 Decision of 5 November 2015, MEDE-V/M-15/0024.
12 Decision of 22 January 2019, MEDE–V/M–18/0043.
13 Decision of 28 January 2020, MEDE–V/M–19/0036.
14 Decision of 17 August 2005, CONC-C/C-05/0048.
15 Decision of 25 April 2008, CONC-C/C-07/0028.
16 Decision of 7 November 2008, MEDE-C/C-08/0006.
17 Decision of 7 September 2011, MEDE-C/C-11/0014.
18 Decision of 23 December 2011, MEDE-C/C-11/0010.
19 Decision of 25 October 2013, MEDE-C/C-13/0020.
20 Decisions of 4 August 2015 and 30 September 2015, MEDE–C/C–15/0017.
21 Decision of 3 April 2013, MEDE–C/C–15/0043.
22 Decision of 15 March 2016, MEDE–C/C–16/0002.
23 Decision of 14 December 2016, CONC-C/C-16/0035.
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– Mediahuis 3.0 (2017)24

– Telenet Group/Coditel Brabant (2017)25

– Lyfra (2017)26

– Roularta/Sanoma (2018)27

– Intergamma Holding (2018)28

– Telenet/De Vijver Media (2019)29

– Kinepolis cases (2017)(2018)(2019)30

– Conway/Alvadis (2019)31

– Boulanger/Krëfel (2019)32

Informal policy

The President of the BCA may, insofar as the resources and priorities permit, issue informal
opinions on arrangements envisaged by undertakings and raising novel legal issues.

The digital economy sector is conducive to such an approach, which prioritises faster
outcomes (and therefore faster market impact) and a more specific guidance.

For example, in 2011, the Belgian Minister for Economy asked the BCA to launch an
investigation into whether Apple abused its dominant position by forcing newspaper and
magazine publishers to sell their services via iTunes.33 This did not result in a formal
competition investigation but informal discussions took place and led to an agreement.34

Together with its Benelux counterparts, the BCA recently expressed some renewed
readiness to follow this informal guidance path when dealing with cases involving
fast-moving digital markets.35 An objective is to ensure swift intervention in highly
concentrated sectors where (too) slow intervention could cause irreparable damage.

Another avenue through which swift interventions have been ensured is through (i)
the specific mechanism of interim measures (see Superprestige (2015) and Norkring (2019))

24 Decision of 26 April 2017, MEDE–C/C–17/0006.
25 Decision of 12 June 2017, MEDE–C/C–17/0011.
26 Decision of 18 September 2017, CONC-C/C-17/0026.
27 Decision of 29 June 2018, MEDE–C/C–18/0016.
28 Decision of 10 July 2018, MEDE–C/C–18/0017.
29 Decision of 13 May 2019, MEDE–C/C–19/0006.
30 Decisions of 31 May 2017, 26 April 2018 and 25 March 2019, MEDE–C/C–17/0014.
31 Decision of 23 July 2019, MEDE–C/C–19/0015.
32 Decision of 12 November 2019, MEDE–C/C–19/0031.
33 “Belgian Government: Van Quickenborne asks for competition probe into Apple iPad subscriptions”, MLex,

17 January 2011.
34 BCA, 2011 Annual Report, pp. 2 and 12. See also: CCE, Opinion nr. 2012-0873, 27 August 2012, p. 4.
35 J. Steenbergen, M. Snoep, P. Barthelmé, ‘Joint memorandum of the Belgian, Dutch and Luxembourg com-

petition authorities on challenges faced by competition authorities in a digital world’, 2 October 2019.
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and (ii) the use of fast-track investigations (see Alpha 11 (2019) where an ex officio
investigation was completed within 5 months).

1a.

The BCA has been confronted with certain features of the digital economy, such as:
– fast-moving/dynamic markets characterised by innovation;
– two- or multisided markets and online platforms;
– zero-priced offers;
– network effects;
– evolving competitive interaction between online and offline players;
– questions related to risks of access foreclosure to essential inputs;
– increasing competitive relevance of (access to) data.

The BCA has gradually become aware that those features of the digital economy make
market definition, market power, and competitive assessment (including theories of harm)
more complex and require going beyond the traditional static view of competition.

1b.

The following pending investigations have been identified based on publicly available
information.

A decision on the merits is awaited in the Superprestige case regarding questions about
access to so-called ‘must-have’ content (broadcasting rights to sports content). An
investigation is pending regarding the mobile network sharing case in Proximus/Orange
Belgium.

The BCA is also investigating a management platform that helps insurance companies
and leasers to digitalise their automotive expertise processes, Informex.36

2. Has your competition authority adapted its enforcement practices in order to keep
up with the pace of digital markets?
2a.
As indicated above, the BCA makes use of different fast-track tools and devotes specific

attention to digital economy cases whenever it is confronted with specific enforcement
cases.

36 BCA, ‘Demande de renseignements – Experts en automobile’, 28 March 2019.
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Furthermore, it appears from different policy materials that the BCA is fully aware of
the issues arising in the sector and the need to deal with them on a priority basis in an
appropriate manner and at the appropriate level.

Priority notes

The BCA did not specifically mention the “digital economy sector” as an enforcement
priority in its 2019 Priority note, whereas it was the case in 2015 and 2016.

However, in every Priority note regarding its policy since 2014, reference is made to
one or more sectors directly or indirectly related to the digital economy.

BCA’s priorities related to the digital economy (source: Priority notes
2014-2019)

Table 1.1

201920182017201620152014Priority sectors related to the digital
economy

nyyyyyLiberalised sectors and network
industries

ynnnnnTelecom

nnnnnyMedia

nnnyynMedia and digital economy

yyynnn(Online) distribution

President of the BCA

A recent interview with its President (Prof. Dr. Jacques Steenbergen) confirms the BCA’s
conviction that some of the digital economy’s challenges can be addressed more effectively
at EU level (preferably with coherent ex ante guidance and/or by regulation).37

Similarly, the BCA decided in April 2012 to close an investigation regarding a complaint
submitted by Dialo against Google alleging discriminatory treatment when displaying
Dialo’s websites on Google’s search engine results pages. The BCA considered that it was
not the best-placed authority, notably because the European Commission had opened
several investigations against Google.38

37 J. Steenbergen, ‘On Competition Policy and Online Markets’, CoRe Journal, Vol. 3, Is. 1, 2019, p. 3.
38 Dialo/Google (2012), p. 1.
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European Competition Network (ECN)

Whereas the BCA does not appear to promote itself as being at the forefront of enforcing
digital competition issues, that does not mean that it does not wish to contribute actively
to the discussions, quite the contrary. In particular, it is understood that the BCA actively
participates in the development of the European policy within the ECN.

For example, in 2016, the BCA participated in a coordinated monitoring exercise in
the online booking sector with 9 other NCAs and the European Commission.39 This exercise
covered various aspects of the way hotels market and sell their rooms, focusing notably
on the wide/narrow parity clauses used in the contracts with hotels. This initiative led to
a Report on competition in the online hotel booking sector40 and to commitments made
by certain online booking platforms with regard to the application of parity clauses in the
EU and notably in Belgium.

More recently, the BCA took part in a joint initiative with the Dutch and Luxembourg
competition authorities which led to a Joint memorandum on challenges faced by
competition authorities in a digital world.41 This memorandum discusses what the
authorities consider as the appropriate policy actions in relation to merger control in the
digital sector, the need for ex ante guidance in fast-moving markets and the possibility of
developing an ex ante non punitive instrument providing for binding commitments without
establishing an infringement.

2b.

The BCA recently adopted Guidelines on information exchange within business
associations42 addressing, amongst others, the issue of price comparison websites. As a
general rule, price comparison websites are considered as improving competition. When
business associations set up such websites, they must however ensure that objective criteria
are in place to select the prices displayed and that information is not misleading. It is also
stated that per se prohibitions on the use of price comparison tools may infringe competition
law.

Moreover, two instruments have already contributed to fast-track intervention in the
digital sector or have the potential of being used effectively in the sector:

39 BCA, ‘Résultats de l’exercice de monitoring dans le secteur hôtelier’, 6 April 2017.
40 Commission report on the monitoring exercise carried out in the online booking sector by EU competition

authorities in 2016, 6 April 2017.
41 J. Steenbergen, M. Snoep, P. Barthelmé, 2019.
42 BCA, ‘Guide sur l’échange d’informations dans le cadre d’associations d’entreprises’, 1 October 2019.
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– In 2013, the procedure for interim measures was substantially revised and mirrors now
to a large extent the characteristics of a fast-track cease and desist procedure in which
the complainant can, within 3 months, obtain a decision on interim measures. Cases
such as Superprestige (2015) and Norkring (2019) illustrate that this is an effective
instrument through which access to certain essential inputs can be ensured, awaiting
the outcome of a full-fledged investigation.

– In 2019, the Belgian competition rules in the Code of Economic Law (CEL) have been
extended to cover also abuses of economic dependency (new Article V.2/1 that will
enter into force on 1 June 2020). Three conditions must be met for establishing this
abuse: (i) the existence of a position of economic dependency; (ii) an abuse of the said
position; and (iii) competition must be affected actually or potentially on the Belgian
market concerned or a part of it. Although it remains to be seen how the BCA will
enforce these provisions, they may play a specific role in the digital sector in which
several types of market players may hold significant market power.43

2c.

Review of the Belgian merger control jurisdictional thresholds

In a 2017 review44, the BCA acknowledged that jurisdictional thresholds exclusively based
on turnover may not capture so-called “killer acquisitions” and noted that other countries
were reviewing their notification thresholds against that backdrop. However, the BCA
concluded that it was not (yet) necessary to amend the Belgian jurisdictional thresholds.

Digitalisation and collaborative economy

In 2017, the Conseil Central de l’Economie (CCE) issued a Report about digitalisation and
collaborative economy.45 This report notably addresses the two-sided nature of online
platforms, network effects and the role of data in value creation. According to the CCE,
the platform economy offers opportunities for employment, entrepreneurship and
innovation, but also poses some challenges.

43 The BCA’s President stated that while discussions related to the principle of economic dependency tended
to focus on large retailers and the food chain, the recent development of internet platforms had convinced
him of the need to include the provision in the Competition Act (see M. Richards, ‘Belgium looks to ease
claims of antitrust abuse’, GCR, 15 March 2019).

44 BCA, ‘Evaluation des seuils de notification des concentrations en Belgique’, 16 May 2017.
45 CCE, ‘Digitalisation et économie collaborative’, 4 October 2017.
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Joint memorandum on challenges faced by competition authorities in a digital
world

In their aforementioned Joint memorandum46, the Benelux NCAs consider that it would
be most useful for DG COMP to commission an economic study on merger control in the
digital sector.

They also highlight the need for competition authorities to develop the ability to offer
in due time ex ante guidance on specific issues in fast-moving markets and propose to
examine the possibility of developing an approach that would allow the Commission and
NCAs to sidestep the infringement route in a much less formal and fast-track commitment
procedure.

Finally, they support the proposal of the Netherlands’ Secretary of State for Economic
Affairs to introduce an ex ante intervention mechanism to prevent anticompetitive
behaviour by dominant companies acting as gatekeepers to an online ecosystem.

3. Is your domestic competition lawusing the consumerwelfare standard as its specific
goal?

3a.

N.A.

3b.

Directly or indirectly improving consumer welfare constitutes the ultimate goal of Belgian
competition law.47

According to the BCA, competition law enforcement is aimed at practices which may
directly cause damage to consumers, but also at those which are indirectly detrimental to
them through their impact on an effective competitive structure.48

More specifically, the BCA considers that competition law enforcement can either
directly improve consumer welfare through a price effect or an allocation effect or indirectly
through the achievement of a better and fairer competitive environment.49

46 J. Steenbergen, M. Snoep, P. Barthelmé, 2019.
47 See notably Chambre, 1989-1990, nr. 1282/1, pp. 1-3.
48 BCA, 2018 Annual Report, pp. 33-36. See also, BCA, 2019 Priority Note, p. 1.
49 BCA, 2018 Annual report, p. 33.
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3c.

In digital economy cases, the BCA’s intervention appears to be primarily driven by the
objective of ensuring effective competition between market players and by the objective
of keeping markets open rather than providing a direct benefit to consumers.

It appears from interim measures cases such as Norkring (2019) that the ‘general
economic interest’ also plays an essential role in interim measures decisions.

B Market definition and market power

4. How does your competition authority define the market with regard to digital
economy players?

4a.

The BCA has consistently relied on the more conventional price/product and geographic
area criteria, whether in antitrust or merger control cases. The relevant market being
defined as a group of products regarded as substitutable by the consumer on the basis of
their characteristics, prices and intended use within an area in which the conditions of
competition applying to the products concerned are sufficiently homogeneous.

The BCA is, however, well aware that digital markets exhibit specific features that
challenge the traditional market definition and require attention, amongst which (1) the
competitive relationships between online and offline counterparts, (2) the two-sided nature
of certain businesses and (3) the data-driven nature of digital markets.

Competitive relationships between online and offline counterparts

In terms of product market definition, the rise of (pure) online players has raised the
question whether online products/services compete or not with their offline counterparts,
and whether online activities have proper substitutes in the offline world at all.

The BCA has examined the impact of certain specific features of the online activity on
the delineation of the relevant market, notably its interactivity, portability, accessibility,
availability 24/7 and wide-ranging up to date content. It has also investigated the possible
difference in investment costs, service level, pricing policy and regulation between offline
and online activities and the sociological/behavioural differences between offline and
online consumers.
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In terms of geographic dimension, the increasing significance of (pure) online players
has also raised the question whether the relevant markets should be extended given that
these players may exert competitive pressure in a wider area.

Over the last 15 years, the BCA examined these offline/online competitive relationships
in various sectors, such as banking, retailing, advertising, sports betting, newspaper/media,
and film business. It reached different conclusions depending on the concrete circumstances
of each case.

Moreover, within the field of the digital activity itself, the BCA explored additional
segmentations. It notably envisaged a distinction between an individual website and an
online platform, between a journal website and a journal digital copy, between a media
website and other websites such as social media sites and search engines, between different
types of websites according to specific themes/target groups or between different online
retailing activities according to product categories.

Illustrations: Crédit Agricole/Keytrade Bank (2005)50, De Vijver Media/Waterman
(2011)51, Corelio/Concentra/Mediahuis (2013)52, Nationale Loterij (2015)53, Jim
Mobile/Medialaan (2016)54, Immoweb (2016)55, Delhaize/Ahold (2016)56, Cebeo/Cheyns
(2016)57, Mediahuis 3.0 (2017)58, Lyfra (2017)59, Intergamma Holding (2018)60,
Roularta/Sanoma (2018)61, Telenet/De Vijver Media (2019)62, Kinepolis (2019)63, The Great
Circle (2019)64, MediCare Market (2019)65, Ordre des pharmaciens (2019)66.

50 Online stock exchange brokerage v. other forms of stock exchange brokerage.
51 Online news services v. printed news services; online advertising v. advertising in printed newspapers.
52 Ibid.
53 Physical v. non-physical distribution of sports betting.
54 Sale of advertising space on respectively national radio/TV channels v. other channels (including Internet).
55 Real estate agency websites, prints, newspaper advertisements and street signs v. online portals exclusively

dedicated to real estate and online portals with a significant offer in real estate properties.
56 Online sales of daily consumer goods that are collected by the customer v. physical sales of daily consumer

goods; physical sales of non-food products v. online sales of non-food products.
57 Physical sales of electrical equipment to wholesalers v. online sales.
58 Newspaper websites v. printed newspaper; advertising in newspapers v. online advertising; sale of advertising

space on national television channels v. other channels (including Internet).
59 Wholesale distribution of prepaid online payment cards - “e-vouchers” (no offline counterpart).
60 Offline retail sales of DIY products v. online sales.
61 Digital version of a magazine v. printed version; online website of a magazine v. printed version (including

the digital copy); sale of advertising in printed magazines v. sale of online advertising; online retail trade v.
offline retail trade; online trade of food products v. online trade of non-food products.

62 Retail and wholesale TV services: linear v. non-linear services, satellite and terrestrial infrastructure v. dig-
ital infrastructure; sale of advertising space on TV channels v. other channels (including Internet).

63 Cinema film screening v. alternative forms of film experience, such as streaming services, Netflix, etc.
64 Commercial provision of raw digital weather information that may be used directly or processed for com-

mercial use (no offline counterpart).
65 Effect on trade between Member States because of sales website.
66 Ibid.
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Judicial judges have also been confronted with the online/offline paradigm in cases
involving competition law issues.67

Two-sided markets

Faced with two-sided/platform markets, the question arises whether there are two
(interrelated) markets to be defined or only one market encompassing the two sides. The
complexity lies in the fact that the market definition must be able to capture both the
inextricable links between the two sides of the market and the interchangeability patterns
on each side of the market.

The BCA has long acknowledged the multisided nature of certain markets in traditional
sectors such as the newspaper/media sector. In those cases, the BCA so far consistently
opted for a distinct market definition for each side of the activity, that is to say a
reader/viewer’s market on one side and a (derived) market for advertising space on the
other side (see De Vijver Media/Waterman (2011), Corelio/Concentra/Mediahuis (2013),
Medialaan/Jim Mobile (2016), Roularta/Sanoma (2018), Telenet/De Vijver Media (2019)).

By contrast, the BCA explicitly decided to disregard the two-sided nature of the mobile
telephony (with a market for outgoing calls on one side and a market for termination of
incoming calls on the other side) although the incriminated party argued that this two-sided
nature had implications in terms of market definition, market power and competitive
assessment of the incriminated margin squeeze practice (see Base/BMB (2009)).

More recently, in its first genuine online platform case, Immoweb (2016), the BCA
accepted the two-sided nature of the real estate online platform and opted for a single
relevant market encompassing the two sides of the activity (viewers and advertisers).

Data-focused relevant market test

There is little experience in the BCA’s published decisions with the economics of personal
data and their impact on market definition.68 It can however be anticipated that in such
cases, in line with its existing practice of intense cooperation with other sector authorities,

67 See notably decision of 20 February 2006 of the President of the Commercial Court, Peters v. Les Editions
Urbaines, A.C. 4.620/2005 and the subsequent Brussels Court of Appeal judgment of 24 April 2009,
2006/AR/903. Printed classified ads v. online classified ads.

68 In Telenet/De Vijver Media (2019), the BCA did deal with certain questions of access to user data (of the
cable-TV network, generated through the installed basis of set-top boxes) that were considered essential
by the TV-channels in the context of, in particular, new forms of targeted advertising and that could be
used by the merging party to foreclose certain types of market access. The BCA also verified and determined
that the (third-party) data access would be authorised under the GDPR-rules.
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it would cooperate closely with the Data Protection Authority (DPA) in order to come to
coherent solutions.69

In respect of other types of data, it is noteworthy that, in view of the increased complexity
of the market definition exercise, it has gradually become common practice for the BCA
to require raw data (of different kinds) from market participants. For example, in
Roularta/Sanoma (2018), it required datasets from market test participants concerning
their advertising expenditures in Belgian magazines. A similar data-driven approach was
followed in Intergamma Holding (2018) where raw customer card data were requested.

4b.

Immoweb (2016) is the only genuine ‘online platform’ case dealt by the BCA to date.
In its preliminary assessment, the Prosecutor (Auditeur) delineated a relevant market

comprising online portals dedicated exclusively to real estate and online portals with a
large offer in real estate properties based on their similarities in terms of characteristics,
price and intended use.

However, besides this traditional approach, the Auditor also underlined the
non-transactional nature of the platform (‘matching platform’/advertising based) and its
two-sided nature.

4c.

In Immoweb (2016), the Auditeur took into account the two-sided nature of the online
real estate platform and held that a single relevant market had to be defined.

He justified this approach by the fact that Immoweb’s intermediation service is essential
for both viewers and advertisers and that, therefore, a distinction between these two user
groups would not adequately reflect the economic process and the interdependencies
between them.

4d.

The Immoweb (2016) case concerns a two-sided platform with a zero-price side: a zero
price to viewers subsidised by profits made on the advertising side of the platform. In other

69 It is noteworthy that the Belgian DPA has been investigating Facebook since 2015 in relation to the way in
which it processes personal data through cookies, social plug-ins and pixels. The BCA has however not
addressed this issue so far.
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words, Immoweb sells the attention of the viewers to advertisers and by using the service,
the viewers increase the benefits that advertisers derive from the platform.

This interdependence between both groups seems to explain why the zero-price side
of the platform has been considered as being part of the relevant market in the case
concerned.

5. How is market power established in the practice of your competition authority in
cases relating to digital economy players?

5a.

In its traditional approach, the BCA has systematically given decisive weight to the market
shares by volume or value.

However, when it comes to digital markets, it appears that at least certain other
indicators are envisaged for assessing the shares of the players in the market, such as the
yearly number of website visitors, the daily average number of website visitors or the
number of clicks.70

In Immoweb (2016), market shares were assessed on the basis of the daily average
number of visitors on the platform, the number of listings posted on the platform and the
sales conversion ratio of the properties offered for sale.

More generally, in digital economy cases, the BCA tends to look beyond (static) market
shares and market concentration (see section (d) below).

5b.

Market power in related markets is taken into consideration.
Especially in merger control cases, the vertical and conglomerate effects of the

contemplated transaction are consistently considered.
The BCA examines whether the merged entity could foreclose competition by raising

the costs at which competitors can operate on a downstream market (input foreclosure)
or by lowering the expected revenue streams of upstream competitors (customer
foreclosure). In accordance with the relevant (EU) guidelines, the BCA takes into account
the ability and incentives of the new entity to do so and the consequences of such conduct.
For example, in Telenet/De Vijver Media (2019), the BCA considered that given the
importance of Telenet’s distribution platform (in terms of access to data), Telenet had the
ability and incentive to foreclose competing broadcasters from accessing their own viewers’

70 Notably Corelio/Concentra/Mediahuis (2013).
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data and from accessing the platform allowing to do targeted advertising on the set-top
boxes of Telenet’s customers.

The BCA also examines whether the merged entity could use its market power in one
market in another neighbouring market by organising its sales in such a way as to link
non-competing but closely related products. It takes into account the ability and incentives
of the new entity to do so and the consequences of such conduct. For example, in De Vijver
Media/Waterman (2011), the BCA examined the market shares of the new entity and the
possibility of pursuing a bundling/tying strategy.

5c.

The BCA considers potential/future competition when assessing market power.
In some cases, the BCA was of the opinion that past/current (high) market shares may

not be truly representative of the competitive constraints exercised by potential/future
competitors because barriers to entry/expansion into the digital environment concerned
could be considered to be low. For example, in Conway/Alvadis (2019), it concluded that
despite the parties’ high market shares, several competitors would still remain present
post-transaction and could easily increase their capacity given that the distribution of
pre-paid vouchers is a mainly digital operation that does not require any physical
infrastructure or a lot of human resources.

However, in other cases, the BCA considered that high market shares combined with
the possession/accumulation of (user) data tend to increase market power and act as a
barrier to entry for potential competitors, such as in Telenet/De Vijver Media (2019) where
the BCA feared that Telenet would become a gatekeeper of personalized viewers’ data
gathered via its set-top boxes and would use this position to foreclose actual or potential
competitors.

5d.

In digital economy cases, the BCA tends to look beyond (static) market shares and market
concentration.

It increasingly gives significant weight to other criteria such as barriers to
entry/expansion, potential competition, non-price aspects of competition such as quality,
service level, innovation or (access to) data and specific competitive dynamics observed
on fast-moving and multisided markets.
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By way of illustration:

– In Corelio/Concentra/Mediahuis (2013), the assessment of individual or combined
revenue market shares and the HHI (concentration ratio) were considered insufficient
to gain a full picture of the competitive dynamics in the very heterogeneous two-sided
newspaper markets.

– In Roularta/Sanoma (2018), the BCA noted that the transaction would result in a
substantial market share, but it went on to consider that the results of the market
consultation and the specific dynamics of the two-sided magazine market implied that
the new entity would not be able or incentivised to use this increased market power to
implement any significant price increases.

– In Telenet/De Vijver Media (2019), the BCA took into account the increasing
competitive relevance of data, new technologies and innovation when assessing market
power of the new vertically integrated entity.

6. Can you notice a difference in ex post assessments (abuse of dominance cases) and
ex ante assessments (concentrationmerger control cases), both in relation todefining
markets and conceptualizing market power?
Regarding the substantive assessment of market power, it is difficult to identify any
such notable differences. It is fair to add that more detailed and explicit assessments
can be found in merger control cases than in antitrust cases but this may be due to a
limited number of antitrust (infringement) cases available.

C Anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy

7. Whichpractices indigitalmarkets or involvingdigital businesses have been analyzed
in the decision-making practices or case law of your jurisdiction?

7a.

Deterring innovative business models

In MediCare Market (2019), and although this case is not a digital case as such, the BCA
ruled that various actions of the Order of Pharmacists were aimed at protecting the
traditional distribution model by preventing the emergence of innovative distribution
models and thus deterring potential competitors such as online sales platforms. According
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to the BCA, the business association’s actions were so harmful to consumers (to price and
non-price competition (especially innovation)), that they restricted competition by object.

Prohibition of online advertising

In Ordre des pharmaciens (2019), the BCA considered that certain positions of the Order
of Pharmacists unduly led to the prohibition of the main (new) online advertising
mechanisms for personal care products (e.g. Google AdWords, social media, banners on
third-party sites). Given that the deployment of pharmacists’ activity on the Internet
represents a vector for innovation in terms of services, offer diversification and cost
reduction (leading to lower consumer prices), the prohibition was considered as restricting
competition by object.

Most Favoured Nation clauses (MFN)

In Immoweb (2016), the Auditeur considered that the MFN clauses contained in the
contracts that Immoweb concluded with developers of software for real estate agents raised
questions with regard to Articles 101(1) TFEU and IV.1(1) CEL and did not fulfil the
conditions for exemption.

The probe was closed following Immoweb’s commitment to abandon and not
reintroduce such clauses for a period of five years. Therefore, no formal decision was taken
as to whether Immoweb had infringed competition law. No clear parameters were spelled
out for determining the conditions under which MFNs would be considered restrictive
(by object or effect).

7b.

Discrimination when displaying search engine results

In Dialo/Google (2012), the BCA decided to take no further action regarding a complaint
against Google alleging discriminatory treatment when displaying search engine results.
The BCA did therefore not rule on the conditions under which the practice of discriminating
when displaying search engine results would be considered as abusive.
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Most Favoured Nation clauses (MFN)

In Immoweb (2016), the Auditeur considered that the MFN clauses contained in the
contracts concluded with developers of software for real estate agents also raised questions
with regard to Article 102 TFEU and IV.2 CEL. As previously mentioned, the probe was
closed following Immoweb’s commitments to abandon and not reintroduce such clauses.
Those commitments were considered sufficient to address the concerns identified by the
Auditeur.

Use of non-publicly available data

In Nationale Loterij (2015), the BCA considered that when an undertaking holding a
dominant/monopoly position on a certain market (i.e.: public lottery) uses non-publicly
available information to launch a new product on a neighbouring market (i.e.: offline and
online sports betting), this might constitute an abuse. This depends on the circumstances
in which the dominant undertaking obtained this information, as well as on the ability of
competitors to reproduce it. When the data were acquired outside the framework of
merits-based competition and cannot be reproduced by competitors in the market on
reasonable financial terms and within a reasonable time, the use of such data can constitute
an abuse if it is likely to drive ‘as efficient’ competitors out of the market. In the case
concerned, based on the aforementioned criteria, the use of certain customer contact details
was considered abusive.

Cross-subsidisation

In Nationale Loterij (2015), the BCA decided that a public undertaking having a legal
monopoly and using the resources of its monopoly activity (notably data) to subsidise a
new activity on a neighbouring market does not necessarily abuse its dominant position.
Cross-subsidies only constitute an abuse if they are used for predatory purposes or if they
allow a commercial practice which, even in the absence of the predatory effect, leads to a
lasting distortion of the market which would otherwise not have occurred.

(Discriminatory) refusal to sell

In Norkring (2019), the BCA concluded that from the perspective of avoiding damage to
the general economic interest, it was not manifestly unreasonable to consider that refusing
reasonable access to masts used for the broadcasting of the FM-radio signals of the public
broadcaster constitutes a prima facie abuse of dominant position.
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In The Great Circle (2019), the BCA decided that it was prima facie insufficiently
established that the refusal to provide the applicant with raw digital weather information
to operate its marine weather and routing software constitutes an abusive refusal to sell
and discrimination given that the applicant did not demonstrate the unavoidable or at
least dominant position of the defendant on the relevant market.

Excessive pricing

In Base/BMB (2009), the BCA considered that it was not possible to qualify tariffs as
excessive if they have been set by a sector specific regulatory authority after a thorough
examination and by adopting a methodology based on the European regulatory framework.
According to the BCA, a price can only be excessive when relatively strict conditions are
met.

In Norkring (2019), the BCA did not decide whether the prices being negotiated for
the access to the masts used for public FM broadcasting should be considered excessive.
It nevertheless underlined that what a customer considers to be commercially too high is
not automatically excessive.

Price squeeze

In Base/BMB (2009), the BCA dealt with an alleged price squeeze between the on-net
mobile tariffs of Proximus (tariffs between two customers on its own mobile telephony
network) and the mobile termination rates (rates charged to the competitors for terminating
a call on the Proximus network). The BCA considered that since Proximus’ mobile
termination rates were, based on its analysis, higher than the tariffs for its on-net
communications, its competitors would be unable to compete. Disregarding the two-sided
nature of mobile networks and the effects of the practice, the BCA imposed a fine on
Proximus.

In Happy Time (2012), the BCA dealt with an alleged price squeeze between wholesale
interconnection prices and the ‘Happy Time’ retail tariff (fixed voice telephony). The BCA
performed four different price squeeze tests following different methodologies (in terms
of information used, cost standard and aggregation level). None of them led to the
conclusion that the retail offer was not replicable.
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7c.

Just as in non-digital cases, the BCA assesses whether the envisaged transaction is likely
to significantly impede competition on the Belgian market or a substantial part of it,
through coordinated or non-coordinated effects (whether horizontal, vertical or
conglomerate in nature).

The BCA examines whether the envisaged transaction raises serious doubts as to its
compatibility with the functioning of competition in the market.

The seriousness of the doubts regarding the admissibility of the concentration must
be assessed in light of (i) the likelihood that negative consequences will occur, (ii) the
severity of those consequences, and (iii) the likelihood of those negative effects being caused
by the concentration. A speculative or hypothetical risk is not sufficient to launch a
complementary investigation, prohibit the concentration, or impose remedies.71

Some features of the digital economy make the forward-looking merger competitive
analysis more complex, such as the unstable/fast-moving nature of the digital markets and
the two-sided nature of certain digital businesses.

Fast-moving nature of digital markets

In a rapidly evolving landscape characterised by innovation, convergence and changing
consumer behaviour, the BCA appears to be reluctant to draw consequences from uncertain
future developments on the relevant or neighbouring markets which, even if they occur,
may have very different causes than the envisaged concentration.

See for example Corelio/Concentra/Mediahuis (2013):

“702. As regards the effect of such a development on the structure of the market,
it follows from the market consultation that advertisers are not inclined to think
that the market position of Mediahuis’ titles in the advertising market improves
sufficiently to give rise to the feared effects. Therefore, as stated by the auditor,
the effects should be longer-term. But in such an unstable environment as the
media landscape, it is very difficult now to attach consequences to a very uncertain
future development which, even if it occurs, may have very different causes than
the concentration. The Competition College therefore considers that this concern
expressed by the auditor cannot lead to a decision … that the concentration is
not admissible …”.72

71 Corelio/Concentra/Mediahuis (2013) and Jim Mobile/Mobile Vikings (2016).
72 Free translation of para 702.
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Two-sided nature of certain digital businesses

In concentrations involving two-sided businesses, the BCA has paid due attention to the
fact that the investigation cannot only focus on analysing the effects of the transaction on
each side, but must also examine how players on one side react to events occurring on the
other side of the market.

“279. Magazine publishers operate in a two-way market, as they sell both content
to readers and advertising space to advertisers, with at least the number of readers
and their characteristics … influencing the demand for advertising space.
280. It is therefore important that the investigation not only focuses on analysing
the effects of the transaction on each side separately, but also examines how
players on one side react to events that occur on the other side of the market,
such as a price increase or a decline in quality.”73

In Corelio/Concentra/Mediahuis (2013), the BCA considered that the two-sided nature
of the newspaper market makes unprofitable and therefore impossible an increase in
consumer price or a decrease in quality by newspaper publishers. Such conduct would
indeed lead to a reduction in the number of readers, which would in turn imply a lesser
willingness of advertisers to pay for advertisements and consequently affect the advertising
revenue on which the newspaper largely depends.

Similarly, in Medialaan/Jim Mobile/Mobile Vikings (2016), the BCA considered that
given the two-sided nature of the media market, the new entity neither had the incentive
nor the possibility to foreclose some competing operators from the advertising space
market given that the media side of its activity heavily relies on the revenues derived from
the advertising side of its activity.

8. What reasons have been offered by the businesses concerned to justify (prima facie)
anticompetitive behaviour?

8a.

In its analysis, the BCA assesses the pro-competitive effects (efficiencies) that an agreement,
unilateral conduct or a concentration produces.

Article IV.1(3) CEL specifically foresees that an agreement which restricts competition
may nevertheless be unproblematic where the agreement gives rise to efficiencies offsetting

73 Roularta/Sanoma (2018). Free translation of para 279.
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the restriction of competition. Such efficiency defence was (prima facie) refused in
Immoweb (2016). It was also rejected in Ordre des pharmaciens (2019).

The wording of Article IV.2 CEL, which prohibits abuses of a dominant position, does
not contain any efficiency defence. However, the BCA accepts that dominant companies
have the opportunity to advance efficiency arguments in order to justify their conduct.
For example, in Norkring (2019), the incriminated party notably submitted that its market
conduct (i.e. alleged refusal to sell at reasonable conditions/excessive pricing) was necessary
to realise an adequate return on investments. The BCA did however not decide on this
justification in its interim measures decision.

In merger control, for example in De Vijver Media/Waterman (2011), the BCA
considered that the transaction was likely to stimulate innovation and creativity on the
magazine and television market for the benefit of both readers/viewers and advertisers.
Similarly, in Kinepolis (2019), the BCA agreed to partially lift the remedies imposed on
Kinepolis (i.e. prohibition to build new complexes) on the grounds that it was likely to
stimulate cinema attendance by creating new offerings and a wider consumer choice.

8b.

See section (a) above.

8c.

As mentioned above, the BCA has recognised that when multisided markets are involved,
the effects of the practice/concentration (whether pro- or anticompetitive) must not be
assessed on each side separately but jointly on both sides. Consequently, if a theory of
harm is examined on one market side, the possible impact on the other side should also
be taken into account.

8d.

See section (a) above.

9. Have you witnessed the emergence of specific theories of harm tailored to digital
markets?
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9a.

In cases involving traditional sectors, the BCA tends to give significant weight to the
negative effects on competition and ultimately on consumers in terms of price and output
while in digital economy cases involving emerging business models which create and
capture economic value in new ways, effects on quality, choice, service level, variety and
innovation are increasingly given attention.

It is however difficult to tell whether there are significant differences in the theories of
harms that are applied by the BCA. Having said that, the administrative practice (especially
in merger control) tends to show that it is willing to examine the different theories of harm
that are presented to it, including innovative ones.

9b.

Arguments focused on innovation are examined in the competitive assessment.
In antitrust cases, deterring innovative business models is considered as a restriction

by object; see the discussion above of MediCare Market (2019) and Ordre des pharmaciens
(2019).

In merger cases, the effects of the envisaged transaction on innovation also play a
certain role in the competitive assessment.

– In De Vijver Media/Waterman (2011) and Kinepolis (2019), the BCA considered that
the transaction/partial lifting of remedies was pro-competitive in that this was likely
to stimulate innovation on the market.

– On the contrary, in Telenet Group/De Vijver Media (2019), the BCA considered that
the vertical integration was likely to limit the use of new forms of technology (targeted
advertising) and limit innovation.

9c.

In antitrust cases, the BCA considers that in order to establish harm to competition, it is
required to demonstrate that the company’s behaviour is anticompetitive by object or
effect.

When it comes to the effects analysis, the BCA considers that the practice must “at
least be likely” to have anticompetitive effects, implying that the BCA’s analysis may be
limited to potential effects.
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– In Base/BMB (2009), the concrete effects of the incriminated margin squeeze practice
were not touched upon. Potential effects were inferred from the conditions for
establishing the margin squeeze.

– In Nationale Loterij (2016), the BCA examined the effects of the contested practices
and considered it sufficient to demonstrate that “as efficient” competitors could
potentially be driven out of the market. It nevertheless briefly examined the concrete
evolution of market shares of competitors since the launch of the incriminated offer.

– In Ordre des pharmaciens (2019), the BCA examined both the potential and concrete
effects of the measures taken to prohibit online advertising for personal care products.
According to the BCA, these measures concretely resulted in exemplary disciplinary
sanctions which impacted the behaviour of the entire profession.

In merger cases, the BCA must assess whether the concentration raises serious doubts as
to its compatibility with the functioning of competition in the market. As already
mentioned, the mere fact that negative consequences cannot be excluded is not sufficient.
It must be “sufficiently likely” that the concentration will have anticompetitive effects. If
it is at least as likely that the consequences would occur without the concentration, the
BCA cannot launch an in-depth investigation, forbid the transaction or impose remedies
(e.g. Corelio/Concentra/Mediahuis (2013)).

10. What kind of remedies have been employed in cases relating to digital markets. Do
you see any differences to remedies in other markets?
In cases related to digital markets, the BCA tends to employ mainly behavioural

remedies, such as commitments to maintain product diversity/quality, to modify contract
terms or to grant access to data/services, etc.

– In Corelio/Concentra/Mediahuis (2013), the parties undertook – for five years – to
maintain all existing newspaper titles with a sufficiently developed editorial staff, and
to ensure the distribution of a specific title in a specific area through sufficiently
developed coverage.

– In Immoweb (2016), the platform committed to unilaterally abandon its existing MFN
clauses and not to reintroduce them in any future contract for a period of five years.

– In Telenet/De Vijver Media (2019), the commitments concerned a.o. the access for/to
channels, the classification of channels in the electronic program guide, the distribution
fees, the access to a platform enabling targeted advertising and the access to viewers’
data.

In a limited number of (merger control) cases in the digital sector, the BCA worked with
a combination of structural and behavioural remedies. For example:
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– In Belgacom/Scarlet (2008), the concentration was made subject to nine conditions
including the divestiture of the Scarlet network infrastructure and the release without
contractual restriction of Scarlet’s customers for high-speed Internet access.

– In The Phone House (2011), the clearance of the acquisition of a distribution network
was subject to Belgacom divesting nearly half of the acquired points of sale, operating
the points of sale as a multi-operator distribution network for five years and operating
a Chinese wall policy for the multi-operator points of sale.

– In Medialaan/Jim Mobile/Mobile Vikings (2016), the parties committed to divest an
existing virtual operator to a new entrant in the retail mobile market.

D Regulatory overlap and enforcement challenges

11. Has there been any overlap in practice between ex ante regulation aimed at
controlling market behaviour and the enforcement practice of competition
authorities?

11a.

Reference is made to the BCA’s practice of closely cooperating with sector-specific
authorities such as those in the electronic communications and media sectors. Sector
regulators are frequently, if not systematically, invited to express their views and provide
their input regarding the cases investigated by the BCA. This provides at least some comfort
that outcomes of competition cases will not conflict with other regulatory requirements.

11b.

No instances of such conflicting outcomes have been identified, quite the contrary.
In a case like Base/BMB (2009), the BCA considered that for reasons of legal certainty

and consistency, when applying the competition law concept of excessive pricing, it was
not possible to come back to specific pricing and tariffing solutions that had been developed
by the national regulatory authority (in respect of wholesale prices) for policy reasons that
were considered relevant and decisive by the said authority.

Also, as already indicated, in Telenet/De Vijver Media (2019), the BCA verified that
the remedy that it would impose would be permissible under GDPR rules.74

74 See footnote 69.
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12. Which authorities are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital
economy in your jurisdiction?

12a.

Competition law rules are enforced by the BCA and by any judicial judge confronted with
a competition law issue, whereas:
– electronic communications regulation rules are enforced by the BIPT.
– privacy rules are enforced by the DPA.
– (unfair) market practices and consumer protection rules fall within the competence

of the judicial judge and the Ministry of Economic Affairs.

The enforcement of the (not yet in force) rules on abuse of economic dependency will fall
within the BCA’s competence.

12b.

N.A.

12c.

These authorities cooperate through cooperation procedures, advisory powers and
formal/informal contacts.

In accordance with the Act of 3 December 2017 establishing the DPA75, the ‘knowledge
centre’ of the DPA delivers opinions on any question relating to the processing of personal
data.76

Cooperation between the BIPT and the BCA is governed by a Royal Decree of 8 May
201477, and by the Act of 13 June 2005 on electronic communications.78 Both authorities
must consult each other annually and exchange all relevant information, more in particular
on (i) developments in the postal and telecommunications sectors; (ii) developments in
competition law; and (iii) the interpretation of general competition law and sectoral law.

75 M.B., 10 January 2018.
76 See i.e. DPA Opinion nr. 39/2019 of 6 February 2019 on the reform of Book IV of the Belgian Code of

Economic Law.
77 M.B., 14 July 2014.
78 M.B., 20 June 2005.
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The BCA must also inform the BIPT when the Auditeur envisages to adopt certain
types of decisions in cases concerning the postal and telecommunications sectors.
Conversely, the BIPT must submit its market analysis decisions to the BCA for prior
consultation.

12d.

The so-called ‘Market Court’ – a specialised chamber within the Brussels Court of Appeal
– has exclusive competence to hear appeal cases against decisions of the BCA as well as
the appeals against virtually all sector-specific regulators.
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Bulgaria

Donka Stoyanova*

A Competition policy in the digital economy: a shift in focus?

1. What are the main cases dealing with the digital economy (focusing on digital
businesses or on the competition between digital businesses and incumbent
operators) initiated and completed by your competition authority?
The overview of the competition cases referred to the Bulgarian Competition Protection

Commission (CPC) dealing with digital economy will start with a highlight review of the
framework of competition protection, applied by the national competition authority. This
is necessary because majority of cases concerning digital market reviewed by CPC are not
antitrust cases.

The Bulgarian Competition Protection Act provides for three main types of infringement
of competition regulations – antitrust cases (e.g. abuse of dominant position and cartel
cases), unfair competition and abuse of superior bargaining positions.

The national law antitrust regulations concur with Article 101 and 102 of TFEU, i.e.
Article 15 of the Bulgarian Competition Protection Act (CPA) corresponds to the definition
and types of conduct on the market determined as prohibited restrictive practices in Article
101 TFEU and Article 21 of Bulgarian CPA corresponds to the definition of abuse of
dominance according to Article 102 of TFEU. The Bulgarian CPC also applies the EU
Commission Guidelines on vertical and horizontal agreements and all notices and other
acts of the EU Commission related to the application of the antitrust law1.

* Donka Stoyanova is a Senior Associate at Dimitrov, Petrov and Co. with practice areas on competition,
public procurement, EU law, administrative and civil litigation, e-commerce and regulatory matters in
telecommunications and data protection. Donka Stoyanova a doing a PhD thesis in International Private
Law Section at the Institute for Legal Studies of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences. The research paper is
focused on the implications of ordre public concept in the European International Private Law with a focus
on acknowledgement and recognition of foreign acts and choice-of-law issues. Contact details: Sofia, 28
Todor Alexandrov Blvd., floor 7, T: +359 2 421 42 01; M: +359 884 862 822; donka.stoyanova@dpc.bg. All
web pages in this report were last accessed on February 26, 2020.

1 Commission Notice on the co-operation between the Commission and the courts of the EU Member States
in the application of Articles 81 and 82 EC (2004/C 101/04); Communication from the Commission —
Notice — Guidelines on the application of Article 81(3) of the Treaty OJ C 101/97; Communication from
the Commission — Notice on agreements of minor importance which do not appreciably restrict competition
under Article 101(1) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (De Minimis Notice) OJ C
291/1; Commission Notice on the definition of relevant market for the purposes of Community competition
law; Commission Notice – Guidelines on Vertical Restraints SEC(2010) 411; Communication from the
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Infringements concerning unfair competition are a specific practice under the national
competition law aimed at protection of the competition among direct competitors as well
as consumer welfare. Thus, the requirements concerning misleading and comparative
advertisement from Directive 2006/114/ EC2 are transposed in Article 32 and 33 of the
CPA. Certain rules concerning the protection of consumers from misleading or false
information announced or published by commercial operators are set forth in Article 31
of the CPA. The protection of competitors from imitation (such as imitation of products,
misuse of domain and company name or trademark) is provided in Article 35
(imitation/counterfeit) of the CPA. Another set of requirements in Article 36 of the CPA
restrict unfair commercial practices such as offering conditions which solicit the termination
of contracts with current suppliers, offering prizes or awards (of a significant value) to
purchases, sales below costs of significant volumes, etc. The general prohibition of unfair
competition also covers any commercial conduct which is against the standard rules and
common practices (conduct which contradicts legal regulations and rules or conduct which
is against the established good faith commercial practices that have no specific regulation,
i.e. not discrediting the other traders’ reputation; not using pressure or threats on
competitors to refrain from certain market or target group of consumers, etc.) and aims
at attracting customers through their redirection to other commercial operators.

A middle position between the antitrust and unfair competition rules is the regulation
of the abuse of superior bargaining position which protects the interests of the relevant
market players from an enterprise which does not hold a dominant position but nevertheless
has a more advantageous position (because of the type of rights operated or the essence
of its activities) and is therefore capable of unilaterally influencing the market position of
the other market players. The abuse of superior bargaining position is the recent addition
to the infringements which are covered by Bulgarian law (since 2016) and is frequently
referred to in competition cases, including e-commerce.

The most recent cases dealing with the digital economy reviewed by the Bulgarian CPC
are mainly cases of unfair competition and abuse of superior bargaining position:

The Uber case

In 2015 the CPC initiated an investigation against Uber for its operation on the Bulgarian
market with allegations of unfair competition practices for offering transport services
(similar to taxi services) without complying with the licensing and permit regulations for

Commission — Guidelines on the applicability of Article 101 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the
European Union to horizontal co-operation agreements OJ C 11/1.

2 Directive 2006/114/ EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 December 2006 concerning
misleading and comparative advertising OJ L 376/21.
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such type of service. The CPC issued a decision3 in 2015 imposing a sanction with the
amount of BGN 50,000 (EUR 25,000) per company on two Uber subsidiaries through
which the service Uber X was offered in Sofia. The CPC’s reasoning was that the service
offered by Uber concerned the market of taxi services. The platform is used for making
the connection between the driver and the passenger but the essence of the economic
activity was the transport service for two reasons: (a) Uber determined the conditions for
eligibility of the drivers and (b) Uber determined the pricing policy applied to the customer
and the fee paid to the driver. This means that the Uber service is a direct competitor of
taxi services. Providing the Uber X service without the relevant permits put Uber in
competitive advantage compared to typical taxi services which was the reason for imposing
the sanction.

The CPC’s decision was appealed, however, the Supreme Administrative Court (SAC)
suspended the case until a preliminary ruling was issued on CJEU case C-434/2015
Asociaciуn Profesional Elite Taxi vs. Uber Systems SpainSL. With the decision issued in the
beginning of 2019 the SAC4 confirmed the sanctions imposed on the Uber subsidiaries.
The Bulgarian supreme court upheld the reasoning in case C-434/2015, in particular
paragraphs 38 to 40 of the judgement that intermediation service through the Uber
application forms an integral part of an overall service whose main component is a transport
service and, accordingly, must not be classified as ‘an information society service’ within
the meaning of Article 1(2) of Directive 98/34, to which Article 2(a) of Directive 2000/31
refers, but as ‘a service in the field of transport’ within the meaning of Article 2(2)(d) of
Directive 2006/123. Since Uber did not hire licensed taxi drivers for offering the service
such market conduct was regarded by the SAC as contradicting the standard commercial
practices and therefore – unfair competition. In the end of 2019, a cassation panel of the
SAC upheld the decision of the first instance panel,5 thus finally confirming the imposed
sanction.

BTC vs. Apple case

In 2019 the incumbent telecom operator on the Bulgarian market – Bulgarian
Telecommunication Company (offering electronic communications services with the

3 Decision No. 540 of 30.06.2015, case 227/281/2015 of CPC, available at http://
reg.cpc.bg/Dossier.aspx?DossID=300047734.

4 Decision No. 2996 of 28.02.2019, case 11136/2015 of Supreme Administrative Court, 3-member panel,
available at http://www.sac.government.bg/court22.nsf/d038edcf49190344c2256b7600367606/
4c933561203e8c68c22583ab00357227?OpenDocument.

5 Decision No. 15283 of 12.11.2019, case 6790/2019 of the Supreme Administrative Court, 5-member panel,
available at http://www.sac.government.bg/court22.nsf/2ac9e8adcd0dabe6c2256ee700493d97/
57f7eab282ca4889c22584a1002d8726?OpenDocument.
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trademark Vivacom) filed a complaint against Apple Inc. for abuse of superior bargaining
position. The allegations were focused on Apple refusing to provide terms for distribution
of Apple products (iPhone) by BTC. All mobile operators on the Bulgarian market offer
packages of mobile services where the end-user could purchase a mobile device with its
subscription plan for the mobile service. The other two mobile operators on the Bulgarian
market – A1 and Telenor offered (among other mobile devices) iPhone as part of such
packages. BTC did not have distribution contract with Apple Inc. and therefore – was at
competitive disadvantage. According to the statements made by BTC Apple refused to
enter into negotiations and to provide terms for distribution of iPhone by BTC. In October
20196 the case was terminated as BTC withdrew the complaint with the statement that
following the initiation of the investigation Apple Inc. offered terms and entered into
negotiations for the distribution of iPhone by Vivacom.

Telenor case

In 2016 the CPC imposed on the Bulgarian subsidiary of Telenor a sanction amounting
to BGN 5,241,930 (EUR 2,699,170) for distributing misleading information on its website7.
The sanction related to two press releases and customer information published on Telenor’s
website regarding the average and maximum speed for data traffic though the then newly
launched 4G network. The focus was that the spectrum operated by Telenor did not allow
capacities for data traffic with maximum speed for download reaching 75 Mbps. Telenor
was the first mobile operator to offer 4G services through its mobile network in the end
of 2015, thus surpassing the launch of 4G services by its competitors with more than half
a year. The CPC’s decision was appealed and through several technical expert opinions
Telenor proved that the capacities of the 4G network back in 2015 allowed data traffic with
average and maximum speeds as announced on the website and the press releases. At the
end of 2019 with final decision of Supreme Administrative Court the sanction was annulled.8

The rest of the cases reviewed by the CPC in the recent years concerning e-commerce
or digital markets are focused on infringements concerning misleading ads or information
on websites, competition between on-line websites platforms and off-line stores.

6 Decision No. 1140 of 24.10.2019, case 604/2019 of CPC, available at http://reg.cpc.bg/Dossier.aspx?DossID=
300054605.

7 Decision No. 851 of 14.10.2016, case 171/2016 of CPC, available at http://reg.cpc.bg/Dossier.aspx?DossID=
300049095.

8 Decision No. 17342 of 18.12.2019, case 11118/2019 of the Supreme Administrative Court, 5-member panel,
available at http://www.sac.government.bg/court22.nsf/d038edcf49190344c2256b7600367606/
369c78dbc2552602c22584cc0044b17f?OpenDocument. The reasoning is that until 30.04.2016, the mobile
service providers were not legally obliged to publish information on maximum and advertised download
and upload speeds. The obligation was introduced by Art. 4, § 1, para. 2 in conjunction with para. 1, b. ‘D’
of Regulation / EU / 2015/2120 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November 2015.
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In a case in 2015 the CPC fined Dante International, which operates the site www.e-
mag.bg, for conducting misleading advertising campaigns through the marketplace on the
site. The CPC has analyzed several promotional campaigns with attracting slogans such
as “Shock prices”; “Crazy days”; “Discount hunters”, etc. It was found that the prices offered
to the end-users by the marketplace partners who use the marketplace platform were either
(a) not discounted compared to the regular prices offered by these traders in the period
before the promotional campaign or (b) did not correspond to the level of discount (as %
from the price) announced by e-mag.bg. Dante International was also sanctioned for
misleading customers that for the second anniversary of the website they could collect
vouchers with discounts amounting to appr. EUR 500,000 when the actual limitation of
the value of discounts was EUR 500.

The CPC has reached the conclusion that the traders were those who did not comply
with the terms and conditions of the promotional campaign as the goods offered by them
were not discounted to the level announced by e-mag (in majority of cases, the prices
offered during the promotional campaign were the same as the regular prices). Nevertheless,
the traders were not sanctioned since, on one side, e-mag.bg did not bring allegations
against them for not complying with the terms and conditions of the promotion, and, on
the other side, the traders did not organize the marketing campaign with the slogans. It
was Dante International as an organizer who did not monitor the compliance of its terms
and conditions and therefore is responsible for the customers being misled by the traders
taking part in the promotion.

In several cases CPC has imposed sanctions on various commercial operators for
misleading customers by using identical or very similar designs of websites or using similar
or same domain names9, publishing misleading information for competitors10 or misleading
ads (mainly promotional offers and discounts)11.

1a.

According to the CPC’s case law the unfair commercial practices of the on-line platforms
operators represent the following types of conduct: (a) applying promotional discounts
which are not completely actual or verified, (b) offering not completely accurate prices for

9 Decision No. 248 of 20.04.2016, case 559/2005 of CPC, available at http://reg.cpc.bg/Dossier.aspx?DossID=
300048234; Decision No. 1137 of 18.09.2013, case 290/2013 of CPC, upheld with Decision 9652 of 09.07.2014,
case 15123/2013 of Supreme Administrative Court – http://www.sac.government.bg/court22.nsf/
d038edcf49190344c2256b7600367606/de606d01147398e8c2257d1000296149?OpenDocument.

10 Decision No. 170 of 16.02.2017, case 788/2016 of CPC, available at http://reg.cpc.bg/Dossier.aspx?DossID=
300050307.

11 Decision No. 273 of 05.03.2014, case 1290/2013 of CPC, available at http://reg.cpc.bg/Dossier.aspx?DossID=
300044610.
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products; (c) publishing inaccurate or unverified statements on the important characteristics
of the service/goods; (d) misuse of competitor’s website appearance or domain for
misleading customers.

With respect to the pricing policy of on-line platforms, no case has been reviewed by
the CPC for predatory pricing or different pricing models applied to goods offered offline
and online. The only sanction concerning opposition between offline and online traders
was reviewed by the CPC in 2011-2013 with regard to a comparative ad between the online
platform www.store.bg and the offline stores of Hippoland (www.hippoland.net)12. The
ad encouraged the customers to purchase merchandise online as it was safer in terms of
hygiene, integral packages and security and recognisably used Hippoland’s as a base. The
CPC sanctioned store.bg for discrediting the level of service offered by Hippolend at the
physical store while the trader was a direct competitor of store.bg on the online services
market.

The Uber case (see item 2.1. in question 1) shows that the national competition body
takes the same approach in terms of the essence of apps which act as intermediary between
the customer and the service supplier, accordingly – the relevant product markets are
defined in a similar way. The case BTC vs. Apple (item 2.2. in question 1) shows that the
competition issues concerning unilateral behaviour relate mostly to the terms for
distribution and offering Apple products on the national market, rather than competition
vis-à-vis platforms and online services.

1b.

The most important cases currently reviewed by CPC are listed above in item 2. All the
cases have been completed as to the date of the present report; there are no pending
investigations against major on-line service providers or digital platforms.

1. Has your competition authority adapted its enforcement practices in order to keep
up with the pace of digital markets?
The most common competition issues concerning digital markets in Bulgaria are unfair

commercial practices which are qualified as unfair competition – the general prohibition
for not applying the standard rules and common practices; misleading customers by misuse
or omission of essential features of the offered services or disseminating untrue or
discrediting information about competitors.

12 Decision No. 812 of 17.07.2012, case 1450/2012 of CPC, available at http://reg.cpc.bg/Decision.aspx?DecID=
300033365, upheld by Decision No. 6510 of 14.05.2013, case 10000/2012 of Supreme Administrative Court,
available at – http://www.sac.government.bg/court22.nsf/d038edcf49190344c2256b7600367606/
a7824d8874b98613c2257b58004757e9?OpenDocument.
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None of the cases referred to the CPC investigated directly the competition issues
outlined in European Commission’s Final Report on the E-commerce Sector Inquiry. The
famous digital platforms such as www.aliexpress.com, www.ebay.com, www.amazon.com,
www.olx.com; www.e-mag.bg; www.fashiondays.com etc. have marked an increase in the
on-line trade in Bulgaria. Irrespective, the Bulgarian market, in terms of active users
purchasing on-line and generated turnovers by online retailers, remains below the average
for the common European market.13 This could bring some clarity as to why the national
competition authority has dealt with cases concerning mainly unfair commercial practices.
So far the CPC has not detected a conduct by the incumbent digital players such as Google
or Apple that could be considered anticompetitive with detrimental effects on the national
market.

As a result, the Bulgarian CPC has not undertaken particular enforcement measures
for the operators on the digital market operating in Bulgaria. In the recent years no changes
to the Bulgarian Competition Protection Act (CPA) have been implemented or proposed
as a result of the growth of the digital market, and no separate rules about online services
have been issued or proposed by the Commission for the Protection of Competition. We
could say that the competition on the digital market in Bulgaria is mainly influenced by
the sanctions or measures undertaken against the incumbent operators by the EU
Commission.

2a.

No specific changes or policies have been introduced in the recent years which specifically
address the digital market and online services. The national competition body investigates
the conduct of the operators on the digital market by applying the traditional unfair

13 According to Statista Market Forecast (https://www.statista.com/outlook/243/102/ecommerce/europe),
the digital market overview for Europe is:
– Revenue in the eCommerce market amounts to US$387,790m in 2020.
– The market’s largest segment is Fashion with a market volume of US$112,113m in 2020.
– User penetration is 72.6% in 2020 and is expected to hit 78.0% by 2024.
– The average revenue per user (ARPU) amounts to US$630.12.
The digital market overview for Bulgaria (https://www.statista.com/outlook/243/130/ecommerce/bulgaria)
is:
– Revenue in the eCommerce market amounts to US$766m in 2020
– The market’s largest segment is Electronics and Media with a market volume of US$246m in 2020
– User penetration is 62.5% in 2020 and is expected to hit 69.9% by 2024.
– The average revenue per user (ARPU) amounts to US$176.30.
According to EMAG presentation and research: In 2014 user penetration was 53% in average from which
online shoppers were 15%; in 2018 user penetration was 58 % in average from which on-line shoppers were
20,8%. Compared to peer countries Romania and Hungary – the online shoppers in 2018 were 65% to 76%
compared to 32.5% for Bulgaria (on the basis of last 12 months buyers).
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competition or abuse of superior bargaining position regulations. Due to the growth of
the digital market, the volume of such cases has increased in the recent years, with sanctions
imposed mainly for the imitation of the appearance of websites and using the same or
similar domain name as those of the incumbent operators or locally successful online
platform.

2b.

The enforcement measures are mainly on a legislative level, i.e. introducing more or stricter
rights for the operators offering online services. Online sales and purchases are regulated
by the Electronic Commerce Act and the Customer Protection Act, from the perspective
of protection customer’s rights (in addition to the Competition Protection Act). Provisions
regarding online services or online payment systems are provided in regulatory acts such
as the Payment Systems and Payment Operations Act and the Electronic Communications
Act. The regulators, such as the Competition Protection Commission or the
Communications Regulations Commission, have not adopted specific policies or strategies
ahead of digital market trends. So far, no specific negative outcome has been detected on
the national market specifically for the online services, which is the reason for the lack of
tailored policies or administrative rules addressed to competition on the digital market.

2c.

The Bulgarian Competition Protection Commission has not initiated specific market
analysis or evaluation of the conditions of competition on the digital market. In a case
initiated against Youtube the CPC has stated that the requirements of the Bulgarian
competition legislation apply to operators providing information society services in
Bulgaria, irrespective of their place of establishment.14 In this respect the E-commerce
Directive determines the applicable requirements for the commencement and pursuit of
an activity and prevents restricting the freedom to provide these services.15 At the same
time, the Directive does not exclude the possibility for a court or administrative authority,
in accordance with Member States’ legal systems, to set requirements for termination or
prevention of an infringement. Therefore, the Bulgarian CPC’s approach is that even if
the applicable rules are established on a EU level, this does not exclude the application of

14 Decision No. 395 of 12.05.2015, case 1260/2014 of CPC, available at http://reg.cpc.bg/Dossier.aspx?DossID=
300047257.

15 Directive 2000/31/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2000 on certain legal aspects
of information society services, in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal Market, OJ L178/1.
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the CPA and its administrative penalties, as suppliers are required to comply with the
national laws of the country in which they actually provide their services.

3. Is your domestic competition lawusing the consumerwelfare standard as its specific
goal?
From an economic standpoint, consumer welfare refers to the individual benefits

derived from the consumption of goods and services. In theory, individual welfare is
defined by an individual’s own assessment of satisfaction, given prices and income. It
therefore requires information about individual preferences. At the same time, summarising
individual preferences to reflect the general benefit is difficult. In economics consumer
surplus is used to measure consumer welfare. The direct intermediary to the welfare is the
price; the consumer welfare therefore could be reduced to a price advantage16.

From legal standpoint, the consumer welfare is a legitimate aim of the competition law
enforcement in Bulgaria, both for antitrust cases and for unfair competition cases17.
However, no specific methodology or guidelines are used by the CPC when assessing if
certain market conduct is capable of harming the consumers. Rather, it is a matter of
case-by-case approach.

Nevertheless, price is always used as one of the metrics of consumer welfare. Both for
online and offline markets the price at which services and goods are offered is considered
as one of the most important feature that motivates the consumer to use one service or
good instead of another. The CPC in its caselaw often adopts the position that through
the pricing policy the operators could determine the consumer’s preferences and incentives.
Therefore, one of the standards for customer welfare is the price of the services or goods.

In terms of other features of services or goods in the digital business, according to the
local practice data protection and the cybersecurity are considered essential parts of the
consumer welfare. Overly restrictive privacy rules for the digital economy may increase
prices, reduce free access to products and services, and hinder innovation in ways that
harm businesses and consumers.

B Market definition and market power

4. How does your competition authority define the market with regard to digital
economy players?

16 Victoria Daskalova, ‘Consumer Welfare in EU Competition Law: What Is It (Not) About?’, The Competition
Law Review, Vol. 11 Is. 1, 2015, pp. 131-160.

17 Article 21 of CPA (abuse of dominance) and Article 29 CPA (general prohibition of unfair commercial
practices) aims at protection of the interests of the consumers, therefore the consumer welfare standard is
a goal.
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Due to the lack of antitrust cases reviewed by the Bulgarian competition authority, the
product and geographical scope of the digital market so far has been analysed only in
merger control cases.

With Decision No. 822 of 15.10.201518 concerning the acquisition of Fashion Days
from Dante International, the CPC assessed whether online and in-store sales form one
or different product markets. The CPC took the approach of the European Commission
in determining that the product market cannot be divided into different channels for sales
(online and offline sales) since the products’ prices are similar and customers often search
about a product online but purchase it in-store or vice versa. The Commission outlined
that for customers, the price is the key factor and not the channel for sale (online or
offline)19. This means that the online and offline stores are viewed as interchangeable.
Thus, the CPC ruled that the online and offline (e.g. in-store) purchases form part of one
product market – in the specific case, the retail of non-food products.

The same approach is upheld by the Commission in the most recent case clearing the
acquisition of Pulsar by Ozone Entertainment (the company operating the on-line store
www.ozone.bg)20. The CPC defined the product market as the retail of non-food products
where online and in-store channels, from consumer’s standpoint, are interchangeable.
Further, most traders with physical stores also operate on-line stores, offering the same
products at the same prices. Therefore, the same market operators compete both on the
online and offline market of non-food products. The CPC takes the view that, if
segmentation is to be made, from demand side, the product market should be segmented
into home appliances, electrical appliances, communication and information applications,
etc. At this point there are no indications that the online market is mature to such extent
to reason the segmentation to various submarkets. Therefore, the CPC confirmed its
previous market definition, that the online and offline retail of non-food products form
one and the same product market.

18 Decision No. 822 of 15.10.2015, case 463/2015 of CPC, Dante International and Fashion Days available at
– http://reg.cpc.bg/Decision.aspx?DecID=300044516.

19 The CPC analysis is based on the findings in Case No COMP/M.5721-Otto/ Primondo Assets with regard
to the non-food retail market. The CPC has stated that from demand perspective the different submarkets
(i.e. fashion, electronics, cosmetics, cloths, etc.) are not interchangeable. From supply perspective the
competition among traders is based on a portfolio of non-food products and their prices. Many retailers
offer portfolios with the same types of non-food goods which means that from supply perspective traders
with similar portfolio of products are interchangeable. The goods offered by these traders in physical stores
or on-line is of the same quality and characteristics. The higher the price of the product, the more likely is
that the consumer will make research on the price with all traders offering the product (offline and online).
This makes the price (not the channel of sale) the key factor for the end-user’s decision for purchasing the
produc. The same reasoning is applied in case 463/2015 of CPC, Ozone Entertainment and Pulsar case.

20 Decision No. 906 of 01.08.2019, case 567/2019 of CPC, Ozone Entertainment and Pulsar available – http://
reg.cpc.bg/Search.aspx.
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With respect to online advertising, in Decision No. 1106 of 4.09.2013 CPC21 assessed
online advertising and compared it to traditional advertising (e.g. radio and television
advertising). The regulator’s conclusion was that the different advertising platforms such
as Internet, radio and television reach different customers and have different effects and
therefore form separate product markets. Thus, online advertising forms a separate product
market from traditional advertising.

With regard to online payment services, in Decision No. 402 of 28.03.201922 the CPC
has analysed the payment services markets with the conclusion that electronic payment
services do not represent a separate market compared to the traditional payment services
market. The lack of segmentation is reasoned with the argument that the service is one
and the same irrespective of whether it is initiated on paper or electronically. Therefore,
electronic payment services is a segment of the payment services market but not
distinguishable enough to represent a separate market.

The above-mentioned cases show that the CPC uses the traditional criteria for defining
the interchangeability of the products. Among them, the price is one of the major factors
that define the demand. In zero priced markets (such as operating a news or entertainment
websites, social media, etc. with no subscription fees paid by the users) the dimensions of
the product market are also defined on the basis of the demands and preferences of the
end-users that use the website and the advertisers which are attracted by the specific
audience of the website.

5. How is market power established in the practice of your competition authority in
cases relating to digital economy players?
The market share of the participants in digital markets is evaluated on the basis of

standard market merits such as (a) the turnover generated from the respective activity; (b)
the number of registered accounts (users), if applicable; (c) other profit generated from
the digital application or website (i.e. from advertising). As a rule, the market shares
calculated in this manner are relied on when estimating the market power of a participant.
The CPC’s view on defining dominance is based on the understanding that market shares
of 40% and above on the relevant market are a pretty clear indication of dominance23. The

21 Decision No. 1106 of 04.09.2013, case 962/2013 of Competition Protection Commission, Nova Broadcasting
Group and Darik, NetInfo available – http://reg.cpc.bg/Decision.aspx?DecID=300037581.

22 Decision No. 1106 of 4.09.2013 CPC, case 175/2019 of CPC, Nova Broadcasting Group and Darik, NetInfo,
available at http://reg.cpc.bg/Dossier.aspx?DossID=300054013.

23 Item 3.2. of the Methodology on the market analysis and determining the market position of the undertakings
on the relevant market (adopted with the CPC Decision No. 393/2009; http://www.cpc.bg/Competence/
ConcentrationsLegislation.aspx) sets forth that:
a. The Competition Protection Act does not determine a specific market share associated with dominance;
b. Research and analysis on various markets has shown that in most cases market shares below or around

40% are not associated with market power significant enough to be determined as dominant undertaking.
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essence of the service and the commercial relations are also taken into consideration;
however, the competition authority would always give precedence to the market share
indicator rather than defining market power based only or mostly on the ability of other
market players to assert competition pressure. The market share is always used, either as
the principal or as a balancing criterion for determining the market power of an enterprise.
As part of the market analysis, the CPC usually considers whether the respective market
is mature or new and underdeveloped. This reflects the potential pressure that could come
from future competition.

In cases concerning mergers and acquisitions of enterprises operating online and offline
stores, the market share is calculated on the basis of the generated turnover of all
participants on the market in total and then – compared to the total turnover on the
respective participant. So far the CPC has accepted that for online trade, this criterion is
considered to reflect properly the actual market power of the digital operators. The CPC
has not had a chance to analyse the market shares of digital players that do not offer goods
or services but only facilitate the online marketplace (such as amazon or ebay, etc.).

In cases of mergers and acquisitions of enterprises which operate different online sites
not related to trade (i.e. news, online TV, or entertainment websites, blogs etc.) the CPC
similarly uses a profit based criterion – the turnover generated from advertisements.
However, the CPC has separated the online advertisement market from the market of TV
and radio advertisements. The market shares of the companies are calculated separately
for these markets. If the enterprises taking part in the concentration operate also TV and
radio programs, the market share is determined on the basis of the turnover and, as a
balancing criterion – the number of TV and radio operators in Bulgaria. In this way the
concentration on the market is taken into account.

With respect to online payment services, when defining the market the CPC24 has used
two parallel criteria: (a) the volume of payment transactions initiated on-line (through
web or application) and (b) the total value of the transactions completed online, compared
to the total value of payment transactions completed. The market power of online platforms
is assessed through various other criteria apart from the market shares and market
concentration. Those criteria include: profit margins, availability of alternative providers,
costs of switching to alternative providers, availability of large data sets, business models
of enterprises, level of innovation and market trends.

In certain cases, though, if the other market players are not capable of asserting enough competition
pressure (not enough production capacity; incumbent operator on the market), even if the 40% threshold
is not reached, the undertaking may be assessed as a dominant one.

24 Decision No. 402 of 28.03.2019, case 175/2019 of CPC, BTC and BACB, available on http://reg.cpc.bg/
Decision.aspx?DecID=300054731.
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6. Can you notice a difference in ex post assessments (abuse of dominance cases) and
ex ante assessments (concentrationmerger control cases), both in relation todefining
markets and conceptualizing market power?
With respect to defining markets, so far the Bulgarian CPC has not reviewed a case of

abuse of dominance or abuse of superior bargaining position by the players active on digital
markets. As a result, the available analysis of market definition and determining the market
shares is based only on merger control cases. Details on the markets reviewed and the
approach of the CPC in defining the product market and the competition concentration
thereon is provided above in answers to questions 4 and 5. In the few merger cases reviewed
by the CPC, the national competition authority takes the approach of the European
Commission when defining markets concerning digital platforms.

C Anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy

7. Whichpractices indigitalmarkets or involvingdigital businesses have been analyzed
in the decision-making practices or case law of your jurisdiction?
The Commission for Protection of Competition has reviewed various cases between

digital platform operators; however, these cases are not related to abuse of dominance or
abuse of superior bargaining position. As provided in answers to questions 2 and 3 above,
the CPC has dealt with unfair competition cases only. The unfair commercial practices
concerning on-line platforms are concentrated on platform operators using inaccurate or
non-verified information regarding promotional discounts or other essential elements of
the price as well as not presenting other essential features of the service/goods in a proper
way; misuse of competitor’s website appearance or domain for misleading customers. In
some cases the CPC has recognised another type of contradicting commercial practice
concerning advertisement through search engines – namely misusing search tags: platform
operators use Google Adwords for advertising their activity but set the name of a competitor
or big market player as a keyword, so that in the search results the first suggestion is their
website instead of the competitor’s website that was actually searched.

The only case concerning abuse of superior bargaining position that was referred to
the Bulgarian CPC is the BTC vs. Apple Inc. case25. The unilateral behaviour referred by
BTC is the unjustified refusal to supply iPhone devices for distribution through BTC’s
network. The case was terminated in the end of 2019 since BTC withdrew its complaint
once negotiations with Apple Inc. started. This case is the pioneer one in Bulgaria against
the incumbent operator and indicates the type of competition issues with effect on the

25 See answer to question 1.
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national market that may arise (i.e. refusal to deal and/or distribution terms offered by
Apple Inc. that place operators at competitive disadvantage).

The merger control cases reviewed concern mergers or acquisitions of digital platform
operators when the concentration affects the national market and only with respect to
thresholds set in the Competition Protection Act. The following concentrations relevant
to the digital market have been reviewed and cleared by the CPC.

The acquisition of Darik Net, Darik News and NetInfo by Nova Broadcasting Group
in Decision 1106/2013. Nova operates free to air TV channels plus several pay TV channels
with sports, films, etc. NetInfo operates online platforms with various target groups –
news, entertainment, sports, e-mail hosting, etc. Darik is a registered radio broadcaster
and operates news website. The relevant market was defined as the market for online
content creation, support of websites and online advertising. Details for the definition of
the relevant market are provided in the answer of question 4, item 2. The market shares
of the participants were calculated on the basis of the turnover generated through
advertising on the respective platform (radio, TV or online). The CPC has not used other
balancing criteria such as the number of users on the site, popularity on the basis of search
and visits or other behavioural/non-economic measure.

Between 2015 and 2019 Dante International who operates the online store www.e-
mag.bg has acquired several online stores with effect on the national market, namely: In
2015 the CPC cleared the acquisition of Fashion Days26 (www.fashiondays.com) and in
2019 the CPC cleared the acquisition of Extreme Digital27, who operates the online store
www.edigital.bg. In both cases the CPC sustained that the product market is the retail of
non-food goods. The CPC followed the definition determined so far by the EU case law28

and stated that the market cannot be divided into different channels for sales – specifically
online and offline sales – since the products’ prices are similar and customers use online
and offline stores for search and purchases or vice versa. The market power was assessed
on the basis of only one criterion – the generated turnover from the sales of non-food
goods. The merger was cleared due to the small market shares of both enterprises in the
concentration – estimated at 5-10% market share.

In 2019 the CPC cleared a concentration between Bulgarian Telecommunication
Company and Bulgarian American Credit Bank29 on the online payment services market.

26 Decision No. 822 of 15.10.2015, case 463/2015 of CPC, Dante International and Fashion Days available
online – http://reg.cpc.bg/Decision.aspx?DecID=300044516.

27 Decision No. 647 of 30.05. 2019, case 349/2015 of CPC, Dante International and Extreme Digital.
28 Commission decision of 12 February 2010 in Case No COMP/M.5721 - OTTO/ PRIMONDO ASSETS,

Commission decision of 26 June 2011 in Caase COMP/M.6226 – Media-Saturn/ Redcoon, Commission
decision of 21 December 2016 in Case COMP/M.8274 – Cinven / Permira / Allegro/Ceneo.

29 Decision No. 402 of 28.03.2019, case 175/2019 of CPC, BTC and BACB, available on http://reg.cpc.bg/
Decision.aspx?DecID=300054731.
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BTC and BABC established a joint venture for providing online payment services (through
mobile apps, mobile portfolios, etc.) where BTC and BACB will provide initial funding
and clients base for launching the service on the market. The relevant product market was
defined as the payment services market, both traditional and online. According to the
CPC’s analysis the payment services market should be separated from other financial
and/or payment services offered by banks and other financial institutions. At this point
though the regulatory obligations of payment services providers are the same, irrespective
of whether the payment is initiated online or in-office (offline). At the same time, according
to data provided by MasterCard, up to 70% of the card holders in Bulgaria would pay with
cards, irrespective of whether the purchase is made online or in-store; the most active
segment of cardholders who pay online or with a card are the age groups 18-24 an 25-34.
With respect to electronic means of payment, the CPC has assessed that the market
definition should be left open at this point since the online payment services market is
expected to further develop and would potentially give reason for segmentation in a separate
market in the near future.

8. What reasons have been offered by the businesses concerned to justify (prima facie)
anticompetitive behaviour?
The cases referred to the CPC concerning digital markets and online services are unfair

competition cases – concerning mostly unfair commercial practices, imitation of websites
and misuse of domain names of competitors. The other group of unfair competition cases
reviewed by the CPC concern misleading discounts offered online or misleading online
advertising. In those cases the digital market players rarely use the classic justification
defences as in antitrust cases such as meeting the competition, lack of competitive
disadvantage, objective justification of the dissimilar conditions or the predatory pricing,
etc. The main defence argument used by the operators is that the information which was
published on the website was true and accurate. In terms of imitation of the appearance
of other websites – the defence is focused on the lack of similarities or identical appearances
between websites or that such similarities cannot mislead the average consumer. In terms
of comparative or misleading advertisement – the main defence used is that the
advertisement was not intended to invoke a particular competitor and/or to gain credits
at the account of another competitor.

The most common justification used by digital market players is that any misleading
or comparative advertising or imitation of websites are not capable of misleading the
average end-user of online services. In this respect, the CPC has taken a consistent approach
when defining the notion of the “average consumer who uses online services or other
digital market services”. In the CPC’s view such end-user is relatively well informed, makes
researches before making a decision. The test of the average end-user has been broadly
used in cases concerning misleading advertising, misleading terms for offering services –
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such as the final price or quality of the service (speed, coverage of data traffic and voice
services on specific territory), packages with free devices or data plans, etc.

For certain types of unfair commercial practices though the test of the average end-user
cannot be applied with such success for instance, with misleading discounts or periods of
discounts, etc. (since usually the end-user cannot verify the terms during the promotion
period compared to non-promotional periods). In these cases the relevant data is verified
by the CPC through other means (i.e. actually offered products to end-users in previous
periods or after the promotion).

Other typical defence statements are that:
a. The packaging of the products, including the packaging design, is decided by the

manufacturer, or that the instructions and advertising materials are provided by the
manufacturer;

b. The product design is similar due to the fact that the product can only fulfil its purpose
through this specific design.

c. The economic operator claiming imitation of his products by another operator, has
not established that he owns the rights to the design of the product or that the product
has been launched and made recognisable among the consumers by him and not the
operator forfeiting the product.

The multisided nature of digital platforms has not been assessed in any of the cases reviewed
by the CPC so far. As outlined above, the side of the market which represents the
consumer/end-user of the service is relevant for the assessment of the terms and conditions
offered by the online operator (i.e. whether these terms are true and accurate to the
service/goods offered to the end-user). The effects of free-riding or the impact of potentially
redirecting a target group from one online store to another where similar/same services
or goods are offered has not been analysed by the CPC. Therefore, no particular competition
concerns can be identified at this stage.

9. Have you witnessed the emergence of specific theories of harm tailored to digital
markets?
No specific theories of harm with respect to competition in digital markets have been

analysed by the national competition authority. The customer welfare standard is applied
based on the understanding that whenever misleading or inaccurate information is provided
by a digital operator with respect to essential features of services or goods, the customer
welfare is affected negatively. Commercial practices contrary to rules and provisions or
contrary to the standard market conduct affects the consumer welfare by default – either
because such actions interfere with their decision-making process on a case-by-case basis
or interfere the whole market behaviour.
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10. What kind of remedies have been employed in cases relating to digital markets. Do
you see any differences to remedies in other markets?
Since most cases concerning digital markets are mainly unfair commercial practices,

the most common remedy is dropping out the respective market conditions identified by
the national competition authority as misleading the consumers, including termination
of publication of certain messages of advertisements. In the Uber case following the CPC’s
decision Uber suspended the supply of the service on the Bulgarian market and probably
would not start (soon or again), given the final court decisions30. With respect to imitation
of websites and misuse of domain names, the remedies are the change of the design of the
website or re-registration of domain names.

With respect to unfair commercial practices such as misleading discount prices and
other misleading or inaccurate conditions for the use of online services, the remedies are
mostly the same as applied to in-store operators or offline services – revising the respective
terms in accordance with the regulator’s instructions.

D Regulatory overlap and enforcement challenges

11. Has there been any overlap in practice between ex ante regulation aimed at
controlling market behaviour – such as, but not limited to, consumer protection
legislation, the proposed platform Regulation, the GDPR, the geo-blocking
Regulation, the ePrivacyDirective and/or proposed ePrivacyRegulation, or similar
national instruments of legislation in relation to most favoured nation clauses–
and the enforcement practice of competition authorities?
The information society services and customer protection regulations in Bulgaria

comply with the regulations set on European level. For certain aspects there is partial
overlap with regard to the ex ante regulations. For instance – the electronic trade and the
consumer protection regulations set similar requirements for providing full and explicit
information about the service provider, the essence of the services, prices or other financial
obligations stemming from the use of online platform. At the same time, there is partial
contradiction between other requirements – for instance the operators providing services
or goods online in Bulgaria are obliged to provide Bulgarian version of the website. The
geo-blocking Regulation allows the consumer to use the operator’s website targeted for
another country without having Bulgarian version of this site (which is understandable
from the point of view of free access and geo neutrality of the service but still contradicts
the regulations aimed at protecting the consumer by guaranteeing a service in his native
language). Data protection regulations aiming at the minimal processing of data partially

30 See item answer to question 1.
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contradict some consumer protection requirements for on-line registration of accounts
and purchasing online.

For cases where overlap or conflict is identified, at this stage no legislative or other
types of measures are taken. Rather, the principle is that the stricter regulation applies and
justifies the processing of data and information for the end-user.

12. Which authorities are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital
economy in your jurisdiction?
The Bulgarian Commission for Protection of Competition is the national competition

authority entrusted to apply national and EU competition law and cooperates with other
competent competition authorities in the EU. The jurisdiction of the CPC covers also the
appeal procedures in respect to public procurements according to the Public Procurement
Act and concession procedures under the Concessions Act.

12a.

With the exception of the competition aspects of e-commerce plus the competence to carry
out sector analysis for assessment of competition in various sectors, the Bulgarian CPC is
not competent to enforce ex ante regulations with respect to digital economy.

The competent authority for the application of the data protection regulations (both
national and EU) is the Commission for Personal Data Protection.

The competent authority for monitoring the compliance with the geo-blocking
regulation for Business-to-Consumers (B2C) cases is the Commission for Consumer
Protection. Business-to-Business (B2B) cases and disputes stemming from the geo-blocking
regulation should be referred to the national courts.

12b&c.

The competent authorities cooperate and exchange information where necessary. In most
cases the Competition Protection Commission cooperates with all other regulatory bodies
when making assessment of the competition on relevant markets or in sector analysis. The
analysis or regulations set by other regulatory bodies are taken into consideration by the
CPC. In such cases the position of other regulatory bodies may affect the CPC’s analysis
of the relevant market, the position of the market players or the regulatory matters relevant
to the case.

In addition, the Bulgarian CPC is competent to give its opinion on potential competition
compliance or non-compliance of regulations in administrative or legislative acts. This is
the competition advocacy procedure. The opinions given by the CPC are not compulsory
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for the issuing authority; however, they are a good indication of potential competition
issues on the market.

12d.

The majority of acts issued by the competent administrative authorities are reviewed by
courts. The acts of the competent authorities are not reviewed by one and the same court,
however, the principle of two-instance court proceedings applies to such decisions. This
means that the respective administrative act is reviewed in first instance by an administrative
court whose decision is subject to review by a cassation administrative court. For
administrative matters the first instance courts in Bulgaria are the respective administrative
courts (and in some cases – three-member panel of the Supreme Administrative Court)
and the cassation instance is always the Supreme Administrative Court in Bulgaria.
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Croatia

Melita Carević and Siniša Petrović*

A Competition policy in the digital economy: a shift in focus?

1. What are the main cases dealing with the digital economy (focusing on digital
businesses or on the competition between digital businesses and incumbent
operators) initiated and completed by your competition authority?

1a.

So far, there have not been any completed cases dealing with the digital economy before
the Competition Agency.

The most relevant case with regard to the digital economy that the Competition Agency
dealt with was the Gorenje Zagreb case.1 In this case, Gorenje Zagreb, a retailer of household
appliances was fined on the basis of Article 8(1) of the Competition Act (that corresponds
with Article 101 TFEU) for fixing minimum online resale prices for its partner retailers.
However, since Gorenje Zagreb operates on the traditional market, as well as online, this
case is not a typical representative of the digital economy line of cases.

Furthermore, it should be mentioned that even though it never formally opened
proceedings in this case, the Competition Agency decided on an initiative submitted by
the Association of taxi drivers in Dubrovnik, which demanded that a case be opened against
Uber d.o.o.2 The Association of taxi drivers claimed that Uber d.o.o. entered into an illegal
price-fixing agreement with its drivers and also abused its dominant position. The position
of dominance was held by Uber, according to the complainants, in light of the fact that

* Dr. sc. Melita Carević, LL.M., Assistant Professor at the Department of European Public Law, University
of Zagreb – Faculty of Law; Dr. sc. Siniša Petrović, Professor at the Department of Company Law and the
Department of Commercial Law, University of Zagreb – Faculty of Law. All web pages in this report were
last accessed on February 26, 2020. The author’s contribution was drafted with support of the grant project
of the Czech Science Foundation “Koncept soutěžitele v českém a unijním právu” [Concept of Undertakings
in Czech and EU Law], grant no. GA18-21829 S.

1 Croatian Competition Agency, Decision of 20 December 2016, UP/I 034-03/13-01/035, https://www.aztn.hr/
ea/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/UP-I-034-032013-01035.pdf. Gorenje was fined for its violation and ordered
to stop its anticompetitive practice, but no monitoring tools were imposed in the case.

2 Croatian Competition Agency, Decision of 24 July 2018, UP/I 034-03/18-01/004, http://www.aztn.hr/ea/
wp-content/uploads/2018/11/UPI-034-032018-01004.pdf.
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number of drivers working for Uber was greater than the number of independent taxi
drivers in Dubrovnik. The position of dominance was claimed to be abused because Uber
allegedly fixed unfair prices and imposed other obligations on its users. The Competition
Agency rejected, however, the initiative to open a case, stating that Uber d.o.o. only
determined the recommended price or maximum price to its drivers, and did not determine
the final price charged from consumers. Moreover, the Competition Agency stated that
similar price-fixing practices were also applied by taxi drivers associations and that these
were not considered problematic. Finally, the Competition Agency stated that the claims
regarding the abuse of a dominant position were not sufficiently substantiated and that
they only alleged a violation of other rules, the application of which fell outside the scope
of jurisdiction of the Competition Agency. The Competition Agency did not address the
question of the market definition in the scope of this decision.

1b.

The Competition Agency staff has confirmed that up to June 2019 no cases dealing with
the digital economy have been initiated before the Competition Agency.

2. Has your competition authority adapted its enforcement practices in order to keep
up with the pace of digital markets?

2a.

There have not been any specific legislative or policy changes, nor changes in enforcement
strategies which the Competition Agency undertook in order to adapt its enforcement
practices to the digital markets. However, the Competition Agency is aware of the
importance of keeping up with the pace of digital markets and has been following the
developments in other jurisdictions and on the European Union level closely. The
Competition Agency is actively participating in the European Competition Network and
its staff participates at various professional and academic events relating to the digital
economy ensuring that the Agency does not stay behind the current trends in competition
law enforcement. In that regard, the biggest challenges that the Competition Agency
foresees concern the definition of the relevant market, the assessment of market power,
especially in relation to zero-price markets, the development of new theories of harm, and
the potential shifting of the burden of proof to the big players of the digital economy.
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2b.

The Competition Agency has not yet drafted any reports dealing specifically with digital
markets. No such report has been planned for the near future. Furthermore, neither
guidelines nor administrative rules for digital businesses have been adopted. This is not
surprising, given the limited resources that the Competition Agency has at its disposal,
and the fact that no such cases have occurred yet in practice.

2c.

As far as the authors are aware, no such evaluations have been conducted.

3. Is your domestic competition lawusing the consumerwelfare standard as its specific
goal?
The Croatian Competition Act, like most other national competition acts, does not

specifically list the goals of Croatian competition law. On the one hand, this legislative
solution leaves a high degree of flexibility to the Competition Agency, but on the other, it
might arguably also contribute to legal uncertainty. Nonetheless, it can be deducted from
certain provisions of the Competition Act that consumer harm is one of the central concerns
of the national competition law framework. This can be seen from Articles 8 and 13 of the
Competition Act, which represent a counterpart of Articles 101 and 102 TFEU, and Article
21 of the Competition Act, which prescribes that the effects of a merger on consumers
should be taken into account when assessing its legality.3

Despite the lack of express enumeration of goals of the Croatian competition law, it should
be noted that the majority of the Competition Act represents the national counterpart of
the European Union legislation, and that the Competition Agency has jurisdiction to apply
Articles 101 and 102 TFEU. The Croatian authorities, such as the Competition Agency
and national courts, are therefore obliged to interpret the corresponding provisions of
Croatian law in line with European Union law, hence in line with the goals of EU
competition law, as much as logically possible. Furthermore, when applying EU competition
law directly, Croatian authorities are obliged to apply them in line with the goals of EU

3 Similar concern about consumer harm can be found in other sectoral legislation, such as the Act on the
prohibition of unfair trading practices in the business-to-business food supply chain (Zakon o zabrani
nepoštenih trgovačkih praksi u lancu opskrbe hranom (Official Gazette 117/17), which, on the basis of
Article 3(2) of Regulation 1/2003, prescribes stricter national rules for violations committed by dominant
undertakings.
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competition law. They are therefore obliged to apply the consumer welfare standard,
among other goals of European Union competition law.

The Competition Agency has been paying special attention to consumer protection
and consumer welfare since its earliest decisions. This can be seen from its Opinion on
taxi services, issued in 2005, where it stated that consumers can benefit from the
liberalisation of taxi services, which is expected to improve consumer choice, increase the
quality of the service and lower prices.4 Since there have not been any decisions by the
Competition Agency concerning the digital economy, it is impossible to describe the
Competition Agency’s approach to the consumer welfare standard in this context. However,
on the basis of the Competition Agency’s aforementioned analysis of consumer welfare,
it is likely that factors other than lower prices for consumers would be taken into account.
Since consumer harm can occur in forms other than high prices, consumer welfare should
include “consumer privacy and choice, personal data protection, switching costs and
lock-in effects of dominant platforms”.5 Special attention should also be paid to potential
quality degradation of the service or product in question, which can lead to consumer
harm.6 Last but not least, in line with the existing approach at the European Union level,
the notion of consumer should encompass both the final consumer and the intermediate
consumer,7 since both categories can be considered users of the digital economy services.
For the time being, it is highly unlikely that the consumer welfare standard will be
abandoned in digital economy cases.8

B Market definition and market power

4. How does your competition authority define the market with regard to digital
economy players?
The Croatian Competition Act does not contain any specific market definitions

regarding digital economy players, only the standard definitions of a product market and
a geographic market. Since the Competition Agency has not yet dealt with digital market

4 Croatian Competition Agency, Decision of 28 December 2005, pp 7-8, http://www.aztn.hr/uploads/
documents/odluke/TN/031-022005-01021.pdf.

5 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, Competition Issues in the digital economy, Note
by the UNCTAD secretariat, p 5, https://unctad.org/meetings/en/SessionalDocuments/ciclpd54_en.pdf.

6 A. Ezrachi, ‘EU Competition Law Goals and the Digital Economy, Oxford Legal Studies Research Paper
No. 17/2018, p 5, https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3191766##.

7 European Commission, ‘Competition policy for the digital era’, A report by Jacques Crémer, Yves-
Alexandre de Montjoye and Heike Schweitzer, 2019, p 41, http://ec.europa.eu/competition/publications/
reports/kd0419345enn.pdf.

8 A. D. Melamed, N. Petit, ‘The Misguided Assault on the Consumer Welfare Standard in the Age of Platform
Markets’, Review of Industrial Organization, Vol. 54, 2019, p 770, https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/
10.1007%2Fs11151-019-09688-4.pdf.
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cases, it has not yet had a chance to develop specific criteria for the market definition in
such cases. However, it is to be expected that significant adjustments to the market definition
will have to take place and that special attention will have to be paid to fast changing
consumer trends. Given the impossibility of reliance on price as an important factor which
reveals product substitutability, the SNNIP test is not particularly useful, especially not in
zero-price markets.9 The market definition therefore has to encompass the functionalities
of the service in question and focus on its characteristics.10 Finally, the market definition
should also take into account emerging digital ecosystems, which, due to the interconnected
nature of various services they provide, act as multipurpose “access points” to consumers.11

5. How is market power established in the practice of your competition authority in
cases relating to digital economy players?
Given the fact that the Competition Agency has not yet decided on any cases dealing

with the digital economy, specific data is inexistent. However, given the recent developments
in other jurisdictions, such as the German Bundeskartellamt’s Facebook decision,12 it can
be expected that besides market shares, factors such as data control, data accessibility of
competitors, network effects, economies of scale, multi-homing, switching costs and other
barriers to market entry will be analysed.13

6. Can you notice a difference in ex post assessments (abuse of dominance cases) and
ex ante assessments (concentrationmerger control cases), both in relation todefining
markets and conceptualizing market power?
Similarly, as in previous questions, since national case-law in the area of digital economy

does not exist, it is impossible to offer any data driven analysis. However, it is to be expected
that unlike the determination of the relevant market and market power in traditional
markets, cases involving digital economy players will necessarily focus on the assessment
of data access and data control, since they represent monetary value. It can be expected
that ex ante merger assessments will take a more cautious approach when it comes to the
assessment of market definition and market power. Since markets in the digital economy
are characterised by rapid developments and are highly dependent on data availability, it
might be expected that competition authorities will take a stricter approach to risk

9 Jacques Crémer, Yves-Alexandre de Montjoye and Heike Schweitzer, 2019, pp 44-45.
10 Ibid., p 45.
11 Ibid., pp. 47-48.
12 Bundeskartellamt, Decision of 6 February 2019, Ref. B6-22/16. Case summary available at https://

www.bundeskartellamt.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidung/EN/Fallberichte/Missbrauchsaufsicht/2019/B6-22-
16.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=3.

13 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, Competition Issues in the digital economy, Note
by the UNCTAD secretariat, p 6. https://unctad.org/meetings/en/SessionalDocuments/ciclpd54_en.pdf.
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assessment than they would in traditional markets and therefore prohibit more mergers.
Such an approach is preferable because it is capable of preventing the merging entities
from obtaining levels of data which could act as barriers to potential market entrants. As
pointed out by McSweeny and O’Dea “in the context of digital markets, that the elimination
of a firm that would have challenged a dominant incumbent is likely to be far more
consequential from a competition perspective than the consumer welfare loss associated
with an individual false positive”.14 On the other hand, when dealing with Article 102
TFEU cases, which necessarily encompass ex post assessments of market power and market
definitions, due to the fact that competition authorities will already have at their disposal
some information on the effects of undertaking’s actions, they will be better placed to
assess the violation and will not necessarily take such a risk averse approach.

Unspecific to merger cases, it has been suggested that due to the specific features of
digital economy markets, it is generally more preferable to “err on the side of disallowing
potentially anticompetitive conducts, and impose on the incumbent the burden of proof
for showing the pro-competitiveness of its conduct”.15 However, such a shift of the burden
of proof has not yet occurred in the national practice.

C Anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy

7. Whichpractices indigitalmarkets or involvingdigital businesses have been analyzed
in the decision-making practices or case law of your jurisdiction?

7a.

The Competition Agency has not dealt with any case of anti-competitive practice in the
digital economy so far. The Agency itself has also not analysed neither the market in general
nor the practices of undertakings involved in the digital economy. Consequently, it may
be only presumed that in practice the Agency would employ the same standards and
principles of investigation and undertakings’ behaviour as in the other traditional markets.
That would mean that cartel collusion will be considered illegal by object and no effect
will be required. This standard has been developed by the Agency in its previous decisions
on the issue in the traditional markets.16 The elements taken into account as evidence of

14 T. McSweeny, B. O’Dea, Data, ‘Innovation, and Potential Competition in Digital Markets – Looking Beyond
Short-Term Price Effects in Merger Analysis’, CPI Antitrust Chronicle, 2018, p 7, https://www.ftc.gov/
system/files/documents/public_statements/1321373/cpi-mcsweeny-odea.pdf.

15 Jacques Crémer, Yves-Alexandre de Montjoye and Heike Schweitzer, 2019, p 4.
16 E.g. decisions Klasa UP/I 030-02/11-01/024 Urbroj 580-04/70-2012-070 from 27.12.2012 http://www.aztn.hr/

uploads/documents/odluke/TN/UPI-030-022011-01024.pdf (cartel of bus transfer companies, price fixing);
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the collusive behaviour included, inter alia, records from the meetings of the undertakings
or association of undertakings, public statements made by the representative of the
association of undertakings, report from the meeting of the undertakings in the newsletter
of their association and by-laws adopted by the association of undertakings. In each case,
the mentioned elements were, in view of the Competition Agency, supported by the
evidence of subsequent price-fixing or fixing the expenses calculated into the price.

7b.

The same applies to unilateral practices. Even though the national competition authority
has not resolved any case in the digital economy sector in practice, one can only conclude
that the expected behaviour of undertakings would follow the pattern of behaviour of
undertakings in other sectors, with appropriate adjustments bearing in mind the
characteristics of digital markets. In the practice of the Competition Agency in previous
cases concerning traditional markets, the review of unilateral practices of the concerned
undertakings notably included alleged tying, fidelity rebates, price squeezing and refusal
to supply.

7c.

The only merger case concerning the digital economy (in the wider sense) that took place
in Croatia involved two undertakings in electronic communication. However, the merger
was not notified to the Competition Agency since the turnover of the undertakings
concerned did not achieve the thresholds set by the national competition law and the
Merger Regulation was not applicable as it did not have a Community dimension.
Nevertheless, the merger was notified to the Croatian Regulatory Authority for Network
Industries (HAKOM) by virtue of the application of the Electronic Communications Act.17

Klasa: UP/I 034-03/13-01/034 Urbroj: 580-04/88-2014-038 from 12.6.2014, http://www.aztn.hr/uploads/
documents/odluke/TN/UPI-034-032013-01034.pdf (decision of association of orthodontists, minimum
price); Klasa: UP/I 034-03/14-01/002 Urbroj: 580-09/88-2015-100 from 17.3.2015., http://www.aztn.hr/
uploads/documents/odluke/TN/UPI-034-032014-01002.pdf (association of security firms; price fixing);
Klasa: UP/I 034-03/13-01/047 Urbroj: 580-09/74-2015-164 from 17.3.2015, http://www.aztn.hr/uploads/
documents/odluke/TN/UPI-034-032013-01047.pdf (decision of association of marinas, price fixing); Klasa:
UP/I 034-03/2015-01/010 Urbroj: 580-09/64-2015-093 from 22.12.2015., http://www.aztn.hr/ea/wp-content/
uploads/2016/02/UP-I-034-032015-01010.pdf (association of betting firms, price-fixing). It is to be noted,
however, that the decisions in orthodontists cartel and cartel of marinas were annulled by the High
Administrative Court, on merits, while the decisions of that court confirming the decisions of the Compe-
tition Agency in the cases of cartels of bus transfer companies and security firms were annulled by the
decisions of the Constitutional Court on the ground of insufficient standard of proof.

17 Official Gazette No. 73/08, 90/11, 133/12, 80/13, 71/14, 72/17; Article 68.
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The HAKOM did not appraise the merger18 based on the general provisions of the
Competition Act but rather made reference to its general competence to monitor and
supervise the market and state of competition in the electronic communications sector.
The issues which emerged in the appraisal were nevertheless not specific to the digital
economy. Thus the case did not reveal any criteria and tests which would be applicable in
the appraisal of concentrations in the digital economy.

8. What reasons have been offered by the businesses concerned to justify (prima facie)
anticompetitive behaviour?
There have been no cases concerning the digital economy. Consequently, no

justifications have been offered.
However, in 2014 the Competition Agency conducted a sector inquiry on the market

of payment cards.19 The research focused on the competition issues in connection with
the two-sidedness of the market. The issues identified as characteristic for this type of
markets included elasticity of demand, externalities, competition among platforms,
multi-homing, and an inclination to tying. Consequently, one can only expect and conclude
that the Competition Agency would factor the multi-sidedness of digital markets and the
business models used in such markets as well as the corresponding economic principles
in the general assessment of the behaviour and potential justifications of the concerned
undertakings in each particular case.

Taking into account the previous answer, one can only speculate that the Competition
Agency would indeed take possible justifications other than those in economic efficiency.
Such a conclusion would seem logical based on the previous case-law of the Competition
Agency. Even though the economic efficiency is primarily considered, innovations as
justification for prima facie anticompetitive behaviour might indeed be reasonably taken
as an exculpatory reason. However, as already indicated, the answer is purely speculative
and represents a mere expectation without any practical experience or proof.

9. Have you witnessed the emergence of specific theories of harm tailored to digital
markets?

18 Decision KLASA: UP/I-344-01/18-08/02 URBROJ: 376-11-19-37 from 27.2.2019, the merger of Hrvatski
Telekom d.d. and HP Produkcija d.o.o., https://www.hakom.hr/UserDocsImages/2019/odluke_rjesenja_
presude/Odluka-Kona%C4%8Dno%20rje%C5%A1enje%20mjere%20-EVO%20TV-20190227%20v%20
1.0..pdf. The merger was appraised as compatible with commitments.

19 http://www.aztn.hr/ea/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Istrazivanje_trzista_platnih_kartica_u_republici_
hrvatskoj.pdf.
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9a.

There have been no cases in the digital economy so it has not been possible to witness any
specific theories of harm in the digital economy that would differ from those in other
sectors of the economy. On the speculative level, as evidenced by cases in other jurisdictions,
we may not expect the harm to consumers in the form of prices since many and even
majority of services are offered free of charge and the “fee” paid by the consumers is in the
provision of their personal data. Thus, one may expect that the Competition Agency would
also be inclined to identify the loss of consumers’ control over the use of personal data as
harm inflicted to consumers.

9b.

On the basis of the assumptions in the answer 8.d, it is reasonable to conclude that
innovation would be taken into account. It is generally considered that innovation plays
an important positive role in the development of the economy and thus to the general
welfare, and consequently contributes to consumer well-being as well as to the general
well-being. In the world of the digital economy, innovation is crucial for the satisfaction
of consumers who are the ultimate judges of the undertakings’ performance. Consumer
satisfaction determines the success or failure of the undertakings’ presence on the market.
In that respect, there is not much difference with the situation in the more traditional
sectors of the economy. Still, in the digital economy, consumers measure their benefits
increasingly based on their evaluation of innovations made by undertakings. More
innovation means, in principle, more customers. Furthermore, technological
inter-connections among customers exponentially also enable undertakings to reach new
customers. At the same time, the advantages of using a particular platforms are greater
with the greater number of its users. Thus, a new entrant on the market faces challenges
of convincing the users of the existing platforms to switch to the new platform and it might
not suffice to offer a better price or better quality; ideally for the new entrant would be to
attract simultaneously a large number of customers on the sides of its respective platform.
In conclusion, we might expect that arguments focused on innovation would be an
important factor in determining whether there is harm to competition, i.e. whether the
expected innovation outweighs the harm to consumers or vice-versa.
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9c.

There have been no cases in the digital economy. Hence, it is not possible to offer any
evidence of the different standard of proof which would apply specifically to the digital
economy.

10. What kind of remedies have been employed in cases relating to digital markets. Do
you see any differences in remedies in other markets?
No remedies have been employed since no relevant cases have been dealt with by the

competition authority.

D Regulatory overlap and enforcement challenges

11. Has there been any overlap in practice between ex ante regulation aimed at
controlling market behaviour – such as, but not limited to, consumer protection
legislation, the proposed platform Regulation, the GDPR, the geo-blocking
Regulation, the ePrivacyDirective and/or proposed ePrivacyRegulation, or similar
national instruments of legislation in relation to most favoured nation clauses–
and the enforcement practice of competition authorities?

11a.

So far, based on the very limited experience of the national authorities with the application
of the relevant national or European Union legislation, the competent authorities claim
that there has not been any overlap in practice. Consequently, there have not been any
conflicting interpretations by different authorities.

11b.

Even though the issue of overlap and/or different interpretations is not tackled specifically
for the area of the digital economy, general national law does have some means to prevent
possible conflicting decisions.20 However, these national provisions are definitely not
designed particularly for digital economy cases. Depending on the development of the EU
legislation and, irrespective thereof, observance of problems in the enforcement by different

20 All decisions of the Competition Agency may be reviewed by the High Administrative Court and ultimately
by the Constitutional Court.
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national authorities, it is possible that there might arise the need to address the issue
specifically in the context of the digital economy.

12. Which authorities are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital
economy in your jurisdiction?

12a.

According to the Act on the Implementation of General Data Protection Regulation21, the
supervisory authority within the meaning of Article 51 of the GDPR is the Croatian Personal
Data Protection Agency (Data Protection Agency). The Data Protection Agency is an
independent legal entity with public authorities in accordance with the GDPR and the
Council of Europe Convention 108 for the Protection of Individuals with regard to
Automatic Processing of Personal Data and Additional Protocol to the Convention for
the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data
regarding supervisory authorities and cross-border data flows. Its public tasks include
supervising the implementation of personal data protection, indicating the violations
noticed during personal data collecting, compiling a list of countries and international
organizations which have adequately regulated personal data protection and resolving
requests to determine possible violations of rights guaranteed by the Act and the GDPR.
Just like the national independent regulators do have some competences and jurisdiction
for ex ante regulation in their respective fields (e.g. Croatian Regulatory Authority for
Network Industries (HAKOM) for electronic communications, postal services and rail
services; Croatian Energy Regulatory Agency (HERA) for energy activities; Croatian
Financial Services Supervisory Agency (HANFA) for financial markets and financial
services), the Data Protection Agency has all the competencies foreseen by the GDPR.
These competencies arise from the direct applicability of the GDPR and the provision of
the national Act on its implementation stating that the Data Protection Agency has all the
authorities prescribed by the GDPR.

12b.

Enforcement of competition law is the sole competence of the Competition Agency, which
is an independent and autonomous body, part of the ECN, responsible for all cases of
prevention, distortion, and restriction of competition. Its competences and powers are fall
under the scope of Council Regulation 1/2003 and Council Regulation 139/2004. Thus,

21 Official Gazette No. 44/18; Article 4 of the Act.
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the Competition Agency has the sole competence for all competition cases. Consequently,
such competence includes also the enforcement of competition law in the digital economy.

12c.

The national legislation applicable to sector-specific areas (such as e.g. energy, electronic
communications) provides for the obligation of the independent regulators to work in
close cooperation with the Competition Agency in their ex-ante regulation. De lege lata,
such obligation is not provided for the bodies entrusted with the enforcement of the GDPR
and the Geo-blocking Regulation. There are also no specific tools in place to guarantee
the coherent and streamlined enforcement by different authorities. Nevertheless, the
specific authorities and the Competition Agency are obliged to cooperate based on the
general obligation of all state bodies to ensure a consistent application of the national and
European provisions in their respective fields. E.g. Article 14 of the Act on Implementation
of General Data Protection Regulation requires all state bodies and the Data Protection
Agency to cooperate in all matters related to data protection. Furthermore, the Competition
Act provides for the obligation of the Competition Agency to cooperate with “regulatory
and other authorities in resolving cases concerning undue distortions of competition”.22

This general obligation might be interpreted as also including the obligation to cooperate
with the bodies responsible for enforcement of the GDPR and the Geo-blocking Regulation.
Nevertheless, it can be argued that a more specific provision would better serve the purpose
of ensuring a fully coherent and harmonized enforcement framework for competition
related issues by all the relevant responsible authorities.

12d.

Decisions of the Data Protection Agency are final in administrative procedures. However,
a legal remedy available against these decisions is an action submitted to the administrative
court23. Judgments of the administrative court may be appealed in the second instance to
the High Administrative Court.

Likewise, administrative decisions of the State Inspectorate, including those on the
enforcement of the Geo-blocking Regulation, are subject to review before two instances,
which include the administrative courts with the final decision by the High Administrative
Court according to the Act on State Inspectorate.

22 Article 66 of the Competition Act.
23 Article 34 of the Act on Implementation of General Data Protection Regulation.
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Decisions of the Competition Agency may also be appealed in court proceedings. The
difference is, however, that these proceedings are only subject to a review by one instance.
Accordingly, the competent court for review is the High Administrative Court. These
proceedings are considered urgent and require the Court to review the decisions in a timely
manner.
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Czech Republic

Jiří Kindl and Michal Petr*

A Competition policy in the digital economy: a shift in focus?

1. What are the main cases dealing with the digital economy (focusing on digital
businesses or on the competition between digital businesses and incumbent
operators) initiated and completed by your competition authority?
In the period between January 2014 and July 2019 that constitutes the review framework

for this report, the Czech Competition Authority (hereinafter referred to as the “CCA”)
issued 53 final decisions on anticompetitive agreements and abuse of dominance.1,2,3 Out
of these, only four decisions (7.5 %) dealt with abuse of dominance. All the decisions on
agreements dealt with object restrictions, the vast majority of them (almost 90 %) in
horizontal relations; the CCA focused primarily on bid rigging cases.

Out of the reviewed decisions, only one case may be considered to relate to the digital
economy – a putative abuse of dominance by an internet platform enabling on-line search
in public transportation timetables (CHAPS).4 In addition to that, it is also worth
mentioning that the CCA issued a decision on Booking.com concerning its vertical

* Jiří Kindl is Mgr. (Charles University, Prague), M.Jur. (Oxon), JUDr. (Charles University, Prague), Ph.D.
(Charles University, Prague). The author is a partner with Skils law firm (Prague) and a member of the
Czech Bar Association and lectures Czech and EU competition law and economics at the Faculty of Law,
Charles University in Prague jiri.kindl@skils.cz or jiri.kindl@univ.oxon.org; Michal Petr is Mgr. (Palacky
University, Olomouc), JUDr. (Masaryk University, Brno), Ph.D. (Masaryk University, Brno). The author
is an assistant professor at the Faculty of Law of the Palacky University in Olomouc, michal.petr@upol.cz.
All web pages in this report were last accessed on February 26, 2020. The author's contribution was drafted
with support of the grant project of the Czech Science Foundation “Koncept soutěžitele v českém a unijním
právu” [Concept of Undertakings in Czech and EU Law], grant no. GA18-21829 S.

1 Under the Czech law, the CCA’s decision may by appealed to its chairman, who can approve it, change it
or return it for a new consideration; thus in a single case, more than on decision may be issued. For the
purposes of this report, only the final ones, i. e. those that became enforceable, were taken into account.

2 The CCA’s final decision may be appealed to an administrative court for judicial review; sometimes, the
court refers the case back to the CCA for a new consideration. For the purposes of the statistics in this
report, these “new” decisions are not taken into account as they are connected with a case that had already
been calculated.

3 This methodology and most of the statistical data is based on M. Petr, E. Zorková, ‘Kvantitativní analýza
rozhodování soutěžního úřadu’ [Quantitative Analysis of the CCA’s Decision Making], ANTITRUST, 2018,
No. 3, pp. 78-82.

4 The decision of the Chairman of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-R12/2016/HS of 16 January 2018 and the previous
first-instance decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S669/2013/DP of 22 December 2015, which has been
partially changed. Please note that Jiří Kindl has been representing CHAPS in the said case.
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agreements with providers of accommodation.5 Both of these cases will be described in
detail below. The authors are not aware of any other ongoing investigations concerning
the digital economy.6

As far as the merger control is concerned, the CCA issued 236 decisions in the said
period of time, all of them clearing the notified concentration (though occasionally, in
circa 2 % of cases, the concentration was cleared subject to fulfilment of commitments put
forward by the merging parties). The majority of those decisions (circa 70 %) were taken
following a simplified procedure, meaning in practice that the decision did not entail any
substantive analysis carried out by the CCA. Conversely, a phase II decision, containing
a detailed market analysis, was issued in less than 5 % of the cases.

Out of the reviewed merger decisions, about 14 cases may be considered to concern
the digital economy, covering matters such as e-commerce,7 e-commerce in combination
with price-comparison sites,8 software production in combination with IT solutions,9 and
car sharing and car rental applications.10 Out of these, 10 were cleared following a simplified
procedure; the remaining four were cleared in phase I, out of which in one case,

5 The decision of the Chairman of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-R0219/2018/HS of 1 November 2019 and the
previous first-instance decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S664/2015/KD of 12 December 2018.

6 It is worth mentioning that some investigations by the CCA relating to the digital economy could have
ended without the CCA taking any action and the information about those cases is very sparse and the
CCA is not transparent about it. For instance, there is no information about that in recent annual reports
of the CCA. From publicly available sources it follows that in 2013 the CCA e.g. dealt with a complaint on
abuse of dominant position by the owner of website sreality.cz (a big platform for real estate sales offers
owned by Seznam.cz – a big Czech internet business player). The CCA rejected the complaint (did not
initiate formal investigation) while, inter alia, pointing out that the respective business was a multi-sided
platform and that all those sides need to be taken into account when assessing the market power and,
eventually, that Seznam.cz did not have a dominant position. It is also known that there was a complaint
to the CCA against Uber arguing about alleged cartel nature of the related sharing economy business but
the complaint was rejected (no formal investigation was initiated) while the CCA pointed out that Uber
actually brought competition to a sector where it was lacking. Please note that Jiří Kindl has been advising
Uber in the Czech Republic.

7 Decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S1067/2014/KS Gradient Group/ ALFA COMPUTERS of 12 December
2014; decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S704/2015/KS E-commerce Holding / J. M. /CZC.cz of 29 October
2015; decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S50/2016/KS Rockaway Capital / Invia.cz of 17 February 2016;
decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S223/2016/KS Rockaway Capital / Netretail Holding of 26 June 2016;
decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S327/2017/KS HP Invest / GFP / HP Tronic – elektro of 25 September
2017; and decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S150/2018 enterstore / Leeuw of 10 may 2018.

8 Decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S13/2016/KS Rockaway Capital / Heureka Shopping s.r.o. of 16 May
2016; decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S140/2016/KS Rockaway Capital / Digital Investments CEE of
24 March 2016; decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S504/2018/KS DRFG / J. P. / Chytrý Honza of
21 December 2018; decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S84/2019/KS DRFG / Chytrý Honza of 18 March
2019.

9 Decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S393/2015/KS Konica Minolta Business / WEBCOM of 24 July 2015;
decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S653/2016/KS FLEX / RIB / YTWO of 1 November 2016; and decision
of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S417/2017/KS KKCG Investments / BJOORGEA / AutoCont Holding of
8 November 2017.

10 Decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S196/2018/KS SmileCar / Mobility lab / HoppyGo of 25 June 2018.
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commitments were accepted by the CCA. These cases will be discussed in more detail
below.

As it will be apparent from the answers to the subsequent questions, the authors were
not able to identify any significant differences in the current CCA’s approach to digital
economy cases.

2. Has your competition authority adapted its enforcement practices in order to keep
up with the pace of digital markets?
The CCA has not issued any official statement concerning its approach to digital

economy. There have been no publications specifically addressing that issue. The CCA’s
annual reports practically do not mention that issue.11 The only exception is a brief note
in the Annual Report for 2017 which mentioned as the likely focus for competition law
agenda in 2018 also the competition law issues in the digital economy. Accordingly, the
CCA mentioned the following:

The Office is going to concentrate on the enforcement of new phenomena in
the field of competition law that follow from the developing digitalisation across
all business sectors. Such digitalisation can be observed especially in the case
of digital platforms, which disrupt and change the current thinking on the
functioning of present economic relations. A big challenge in this regard will
be the assessment of the functioning and behaviour of digital algorithms which
have the ability of autonomous learning and which substitute human
decision-making in some sectors. That will bring about a number of questions,
for example, who would be liable for the potential infringement of competition
law: the user of the algorithm or its designer; or how to assess a mutual
agreement between two or more algorithms which would be contrary to
competition law principles. The Office will also focus on the issues of digital
sales both concerning sale of goods and services, and also on internet price
comparison websites.12

However, in 2018 this new proclaimed focus was not visible in the CCA’s investigations
or its decision-making practice. The authors are also not aware of any CCA’s published
substantive opinion on this topic.13

11 The CCAs annual reports are available (also in English) at: https://www.uohs.cz/en/information-centre/
annual-reports.html.

12 The CCA’s 2017 Annual Report, p. 84 (own translation).
13 For example, the CCA has not prepared any report for any of the OECD roundtables on digital economy.
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The CCA organizes an annual conference on competition law and enforcement (the
so-called St. Martin’s conference). In 2016 and 2017, there were topics specifically dedicated
to the digital economy, the CCA however did not indicate its views and its representatives
were only chairing the corresponding panels. The CCA’s Chairman proclaimed at the
opening of the conference in 2017 without further details that digital economy “… is a
topical issue which the competition authorities need to deal with”.14 No legislative changes
addressing the specifics of competition law enforcement in the field of the digital economy
have been adopted and, pursuant to the authors’ knowledge, none is being considered.

As it will be apparent from the specific cases dealt with by the CCA discussed below,
the strategy and methodology employed by the CCA in the field of digital economy does
not differ appreciably from its general enforcement techniques. The judicial review of the
only digital economy case, concerning an alleged abuse of dominance by an internet
platform, is still pending. Other CCA’s decisions have not yet reached the stage of judicial
review.

With regard to the activities of other public authorities, following frequent complaints
of traditional providers of taxi services (against Uber) and accommodation providers
(against Airbnb), the Government commissioned a study on the shared economy in 2017.
The study has been published with disclaimer that it does not necessarily correspond with
the Government’s views,15 and it will therefore not be further described. There have been
also quite a few studies commissioned by various governmental entities concerning the
sharing economy. Furthermore, in April 2018 the Government and the City of Prague
(where the protests of taxi drivers against Uber were most intense) entered into a
memorandum of understanding with Uber stating in essence that Uber is prepared to
follow the respective Czech legislation.16 Since then a new amendment to the Czech Road
Act is in the legislative process. This new legislative act is intended to bring more certainty
into this field, especially by explicitly addressing on-line enabled intermediators of taxi
transport services and subjecting them to regulatory rules, which are less stringent than
those covering classic taxi service providers.17 In connection with the sharing economy it
is worth mentioning that there are also various civil litigation cases on the basis of the

14 CCA’s press release from the Conference https://www.uohs.cz/cs/hospodarska-soutez/aktuality-z-
hospodarske-souteze/2345-svatomartinska-konference-2017-se-nesla-v-duchu-digitalni-ekonomiky.html.

15 Shared Economy Study https://www.vlada.cz/cz/media-centrum/dulezite-dokumenty/studie-sdilena-
ekonomika-163619/.

16 Government’s press release https://www.vlada.cz/cz/media-centrum/aktualne/vlada-uzavrela-memorandum-
se-spolecnosti-uber-165182/. The regulatory situation concerning Uber’s and other sharing economy
companies’ operations in the Czech Republic was discussed e.g. in J. Kindl, M. Koudelka. ‘Regulatorní výzvy
sdílené přepravy’ [‘Regulatory Challenges to Shared Transport’] Právní rozhledy, 2017, No. 7, pp. 229-236.

17 Cf. government’s draft legislative amendment to the Act 111/1994 Coll., the Road Act, as amended,
Chamber of Deputies Print No. 431/0, VIIIth Election Period; available at http://www.psp.cz/sqw/text/
tiskt.sqw?O=8&CT=431&CT1=0.
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unfair competition rules (provided for in the Civil Code) against Uber or Bolt (formerly
Taxify) pending.

In the case of the accommodation sector, an amendment to the Act on Local Fees was
adopted at the end of 2019.18 According to the act, municipalities should be allowed to
introduce a fee of up to CZK 21 (circa EUR 1), to be increased in 2021 to CZK 50 (circa
EUR 2), for every day of a paid-for stay, irrespective of the kind of accommodation, thus
also including non-professional providers. In the amendment, it is explicitly mentioned
that today’s legislation is not able to adequately address accommodation services provided
in the shared economy, for example by Airbnb.

3. Is your domestic competition lawusing the consumerwelfare standard as its specific
goal?
The CCA has not yet addressed this question explicitly, and neither did the Czech

courts. According to academic literature, consumer welfare should be the goal of antitrust
enforcement, and it is indeed so in most cases.19

There were, however, some noteworthy exceptions. In some cases concerning exclusivity
obligations, it was stressed by courts that the free will of the undertakings (freedom to
contract) needs to be protected.20 In another decision concerning export bans, the CCA
opined (among other reasons) that the fact that the number of competing undertakings
decreased was in itself anticompetitive.21 In those cases, the CCA or the court did not
balance the other goals against the consumer welfare standard, they simply mentioned the
alternative criterion as the leading one in the case.

In the case of the digital economy decisions, this question has not yet been addressed
in merger review decisions. In the case of the car-sharing merger, the CCA did not carry
out any analysis of the impact of the merger due to the low market shares of the merging
parties. The CCA did the same with respect to the mergers concerning e-commerce. All
the other decisions were taken in the simplified procedure, but for the case of a merger
among on-line retailers and price-comparison sites.22 In that case, the CCA listed a number
of possible anticompetitive effects of the merger, including the risk of preferential treatment
of the “in-house” retailers by the price comparison site. No in-depth analysis was none
the less carried out, in particular, due to the commitments put forward by the merging

18 Act No. 286/2019 Coll., amending the Act No. 565/1990 Coll., on local fees.
19 J. Kindl, J. Munková. ‘Zákon o ochraně hospodářské soutěže. Komentář’, [Act on the Protection of Compe-

tition. A Commentary]. Prague, C.H.Beck, 2016, p. 15-16; J. Munková, J. Kindl, P. Svoboda, Soutěžní právo.
[Competition Law] Prague, C.H.Beck, 2012, p. 28-46; M. Petr,’ Vztah českého a unijního soutěžního práva’.
[Relationship between Czech and EU Competition Laws] Prague, C.H.Beck, 2018, pp. 5-8.

20 Judgement of the Regional Court in Brno Ref. No. 62 Af 37/2010 of 7 June 2011.
21 Decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S355/2007/KD of 8 January 2010.
22 Decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S13/2016/KS Rockaway Capital / Heureka Shopping s.r.o. of 16 May

2016.
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parties; the CCA accepted the commitments with an argument that they would prevent
the merged entity, including both retail and price comparison services, from discriminating
against its competitors – other retailers, without specifically referring to the consumer
welfare standard.

The situation is similar with regard to antitrust decisions. In the Booking.com case,
the consumer welfare was not mentioned at all; the CCA concluded that the parity clauses
were anticompetitive because they were harming both the Booking.com’s competitors and
the providers of accommodation services. Concerning the CCA’s decision in the CHAPS
case, the CCA stated that the putative dominant position was abused to the detriment of
(potential) competitors (two according to the first-instance decision and just one pursuant
to the second-instance decision) and consumers. The consumer welfare standard as the
test for the allegedly anticompetitive nature of the behaviour in question was briefly
discussed. The CCA implicitly accepted that the consumer welfare standard is the one to
assess and disagreed with the arguments of CHAPS that the conduct in question was not
to the detriment of consumers. Accordingly, the CCA argued that the consumers were
worse of as the conduct of CHAPS allegedly delayed an introduction of a putative (not
specified and unexplained) superior and innovative product (a timetable search engine)
by Seznam.cz (a big Czech internet player).

B Market definition and market power

4. How does your competition authority define the market with regard to digital
economy players?
The authors were able to identify only a few examples of the CCA’s approach to

definition of relevant market in the area of digital economy (see below). This results from
a very sparse experience with such kind of cases. In addition, even in the cases where the
issue of the relevant market definition was touched upon by the CCA, the CCA mostly
applied standard relevant market methodology with only slight modifications due to the
nature of the affected markets which can be subject to criticism (the peculiar nature on
those markets, esp. their two- or multi-sided nature should have been taken into account
more).

Despite the fact that both antitrust cases where the CCA dealt with the digital economy
(see below) involved a zero price market (in so far as consumers were concerned), that
aspect was not really taken into account. For example, in the CHAPS case the CCA omitted
to do SSNIP test for the purpose of the market definition with the argument that it did not
make sense to apply this test in the zero priced market. Furthermore, the CCA failed to
undertake any other possible recognised methodologies or economic tools to define the
relevant market (e.g. a test based on hypothetical worsening of the quality of service) and
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based its market definition on just qualitative approach referring to alleged market
characteristics of extremely narrowly defined markets (see below). The CCA also did not
take into account the multi-sided platform-character of the markets in question.

In the CHAPS case it failed to take the multi sided nature of the market into account
even though that point was heavily argued by the investigated undertaking. In that regard
the CCA also refused to assess the level of multi-homing and other relevant consumer
behaviour patterns and stuck to the aforementioned qualitative approach. That neglect of
the multi-sided character of the market was unfortunate also taking into account the CCA
previous proclamations on how the multi-sidedness needs to be reflected upon in practice
(that was e.g. the case in the complaint against sreality.cz and Seznam.cz for alleged abuse
of dominance that was rejected).23 It will be seen whether the qualitative approach and
narrow definitions of the relevant markets in the digital economy will survive judicial
review (the CCA’s decision in the CHAPS case is challenged currently before the Regional
Court in Brno). Given the lack appreciation of the multi-sided character of the markets,
the CCA also did not address the differences between transaction and non-transaction
platforms or between business models and functionalities.

As far as merger review cases are concerned, there has not been any shift in the definition
of relevant markets. In e-commerce cases, the market is systematically defined as on-line
retail,24 with an exception of merger of brick-and-mortar retailers of electronic appliances,
having their own e-shops, where the CCA indicated that in those cases, the relevant market
may include both on-line and off-line retail.25 Price-comparison web sites were also
considered to constitute a separate product market,26 as well as providing space for on-line
advertisement.27

In the Booking.com case, there were two markets identified, the market of on-line
reservation of accommodation, enabling instantaneous search, comparison and reservation
of accommodation, on the one hand, and the market of provision of temporary
accommodation, including both commercial and non-commercial providers, on the other.

23 See e.g. Mikeš, S. ‘K aplikaci soutěžního práva na trhy s vícestrannými platformami’ [‘On the application
of competition law in markets with multisided platforms’]. ANTITRUST, 2016, No. 4, pp. 114-120 at 116.

24 Decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S13/2016/KS Rockaway Capital / Heureka Shopping s.r.o. of 16 May
2016; decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S223/2016/KS Rockaway Capital / Netretail Holding of 26 June
2016.

25 Decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S327/2017/KS HP Invest / GFP / HP Tronic – elektro of 25 September
2017.

26 Decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S13/2016/KS Rockaway Capital / Heureka Shopping s.r.o. of 16 May
2016.

27 Decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S13/2016/KS Rockaway Capital / Heureka Shopping s.r.o. of 16 May
2016.
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In the CHAPS case, the approach of the CCA towards relevant market definition was
quite peculiar.28 The CCA defined three very narrow relevant markets which follow each
other in the downstream chain. The first relevant market was defined as the “market of
up-to-date data on timetables submitted by subjects to the National Information System
on Timetables (NIST)”. The second relevant market was defined as the “market with
information on existing variants of transport connections” and the third one as the “market
of services of automated search of transport connections with full national coverage”. As
it was mentioned above, the CCA failed to take into account the multi-sided character of
the market, esp. by entirely neglecting to deal with the on-line advertising which provided
the revenue stream for otherwise for-free service in the form of on-line search for transport
connections in timetables. In addition, the definition of the markets by the CCA was
insufficient due to the unsubstantiated presumption of the CCA that only complete data
set with all transport connections in the Czech Republic allows to compete in the same
market with CHAPS (which had access to that data set mostly due to its role as the
administrator of the NIST) and so excluded from all levels of the market entities which
had partial (irrespective of how broad) data set and which offered searches in those data
sets (e.g. search engines relating to all transport in Prague, all train transports etc.). By the
said presumption, the CCA excluded all partial substitutes from the relevant markets and,
accordingly, it eventually defined the markets in a way which meant that there was just
one entity active in those markets and that was CHAPS. That relevant market definition
has been strongly contested before the judicial review court where the case is still pending.

In quite stark contrast with the approach in CHAPS case, the CCA took multisided
character into account in the letter by which it rejected a complaint against Seznam.cz in
connection with sreality.cz (a well frequented Czech website with offers space for sales of
real estate).29 In that matter (which did not reach the stage of formal proceedings) the CCA
defined the relevant market for the purposes of its investigation as the “market for provision
of advertising space for presentations of immovables (real estate) on the Internet” and it
explicitly said that the respective relevant market was a two-sided market with two distinct
customer bases (namely, advertisers and visitors).

5. How is market power established in the practice of your competition authority in
cases relating to digital economy players?
On the basis of the practice of the CCA – to the extent available to the authors – it

cannot be said that there would be so far any appreciable variations or specifics used by

28 See in this regard also e.g. Mikeš, S. ‘Aplikace soutěžního práva na trzích s vícestrannými platformami’
[Application of competition law in markets with multisided platforms], a doctoral thesis, Faculty of Law,
Charles University in Prague, available at: https://dspace.cuni.cz/handle/20.500.11956/99879. pp. 68-72.

29 The CCA’s letter is available at website: https://www.realitnikomora.cz/constructor/downloads/5/
1384537887_0489_0001.pdf.
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the CCA in its approach for establishing market power in cases concerning the digital
economy. In the letter rejecting the complaint against Seznam.cz concerning the online
service of sreality.cz, the CCA proclaimed to take into account the multi-sidedness of the
concerned service when assessing the relevant market and the market power (alleged
dominance) possessed by the concerned undertaking on such market. Accordingly, the
CCA said with respect to the market for provision of advertising space for presentations
of real estate properties on the Internet that it can be considered to be:

“… the so-called two-sided market which is characterised by two distinct
customer bases both of which are essential for the existence of the offered
service (in this case for presenting real estate in the internet environment).
Positive externalities indirectly arise between those customer bases or, in other
words, the value of the respective services for one side of the customers increase,
at least to some extent, the value of the services for the second side”.30

Subsequently, the CCA found that once this two-sided character was taken into account
it could not conclude that Seznam.cz (as the owner of that website) would have a dominant
position and, hence, opted for not initiating an investigation. The CCA’s analysis of
Seznam.cz’s market power was not elaborated in detail in the respective letter. The CCA
just pointed out that the assessment of dominance could not have been based just on the
figures on visits of the respective on-line real estate web pages (which was stressed by the
complainant) but that other indicators (such as volume of advertised real estate to be sold
or number of real estate agencies using those sites) had to be taken into account and that
on the basis of all those indices the conclusion on Seznam.cz’s dominance was not
established.

However, in other antitrust cases (esp. in the CHAPS case) the CCA did not reflect
upon the multi-sided character of the markets in question at all; neither at level of market
definition nor when assessing market power. In fact, due to the extremely narrow market
definition in the CHAPS case, the company CHAPS was found to have a monopoly position
on the said markets despite the fact that there have been multiple other websites and
applications offering a similar kind of services (i.e. online search of timetables for various
transport connections) albeit offering potentially lower quality and robustness.

Given the old-fashioned approach of the CCA (neglecting the specifics of the digital
economy) the market shares of the undertakings involved were the main indicator of
market power when assessing the alleged position of dominance. A similar approach was
also taken in the Booking.com case, where the CCA also relied on its market share,

30 A letter of the CCA dated 15 November 2013 available at website: https://www.realitnikomora.cz/constructor/
downloads/5/1384537887_0489_0001.pdf (own translation).
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calculated out of the volume of payments the platform received from the providers of
accommodation.

Potential and future competition has not been taken into account in the assessment of
market power. Also, business’ power was not taken into account which has been taken as
relevant in some other cases by the CCA. For instance, in the CHAPS case the CCA was
prepared to find abuse by the company CHAPS (at that time a small family owned company
with an annual turnover of approx. EUR 3 million and a statutory position as the
administrator of NIST) to the alleged detriment of Google (at the first-instance;
subsequently dropped) and Seznam.cz (one of the biggest central European Internet players
with a turnover of several billions). Also, when rejecting the complaint against Seznam.cz
in relation to the sreality.cz website (see above) the CCA did not at all discuss the fact that
Seznam.cz is active on many related online markets.

In merger review cases, the market power was assessed in more detail only in the
price-comparison sites decision.31 For the purposes of establishing market shares, the CCA
took into account the number of customers visiting the concerned sites. It also took into
consideration the brand awareness of the comparison sites among customers; this was
based on a study published in 2015.

6. Can you notice a difference in ex post assessments (abuse of dominance cases) and
ex ante assessments (concentrationmerger control cases), both in relation todefining
markets and conceptualizing market power?
In the merger review cases not entering phase II, the relevant markets are typically only

broadly outlined and not defined precisely (sometimes more variants of market definitions
are discussed), as are the competition concerns, which are not addressed specifically.
Conversely, in antitrust cases, the relevant markets are defined quite narrowly (see e.g. the
above mentioned CHAPS case) and competition concerns are substantiated in more detail
(though in some cases still in relatively formalistic way). The tendency to define relevant
markets in a more narrow way in ex post assessment of alleged restrictive practices is,
however, quite prevalent also in the cases involving other markets, not specifically with
regard to the digital economy.

As none of the digital economy cases was reviewed in phase II yet, the ex ante and ex
post assessment cannot be meaningfully compared on top of the abovementioned general
remark. The authors nonetheless take the view that the assessment should be generally
quite similar, as may be observed in the case law concerning other areas of the economy,
despite the said tendency to a more narrow definition in antitrust cases.

31 Decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S13/2016/KS Rockaway Capital / Naspers OCS Czech Republic of
16 May 2016.
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C Anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy

7. Whichpractices indigitalmarkets or involvingdigital businesses have been analyzed
in the decision-making practices or case law of your jurisdiction?
As mentioned above, the decision-making practice of the CCA in the digital economy

is scarce and there are practically just two cases that can be mentioned. These are the
CHAPS case and the Booking.com case. In the CHAPS case, the CCA found that CHAPS
had abused its dominant position by refusing to provide access to data on timetables as
submitted to NIST to Seznam.cz which led to a restriction of competition on the
downstream services markets to the detriment of Seznam.cz and consumers. The analysis
of the CCA was quite schematic. As mentioned above, the CCA defined the relevant
markets in the case very narrowly leading to the finding that CHAPS was a monopolist.
The CCA then said that Seznam.cz wanted to introduce potentially superior product to
the existing search engine IDOS which has been operated by CHAPS. However, by not
allowing Seznam.cz to have access to the same data set that CHAPS had access to as the
administrator of NIST, CHAPS prevented Seznam.cz from doing so. Apart from many
other controversies, which are challenged by CHAPS before the judicial review court, the
finding of the CCA was striking due to the fact that practically the same data set was
publicly available in MS Excel format to which CHAPS explicitly pointed out. Seznam.cz,
however, wanted to have access to the CHAPS source data files, which CHAPS refused as
there was no meaningful discussion about the price for such access. Nevertheless, Seznam.cz
eventually (after years of quarrels) introduced its timetable search product on the basis of
the MS Excel files. That (among other factors) indirectly showed that the access to the
NIST dataset in source format was not indispensable for providing a competing product
and yet the CCA considered data held by CHAPS as an essential facility and CHAPS’
conduct to had been abusive.

In the Booking.com case, the CCA investigated – as did other EU competition authorities
– the parity clauses applied by Booking.com to the providers of accommodation. The CCA
concluded that the wide parity clauses (which guaranteed that the offers the provider of
accommodation made via Booking.com are at least as favourable as the most favourable
offer made to anybody else) are anticompetitive vertical agreements that have the effect
of restricting competition. By contrast, the narrow parity clauses (which enable the providers
of accommodation to make a more favourable offer via other on-line platforms or via
off-line distribution channels) were found to be compliant with competition law. The
CCA’s findings were thus mostly in line with those of the French, Italian and Swedish
competition authorities, which in parallel negotiated the commitments of Booking.com
in 2015 (see also below with respect to commitment decisions).

The merger decisions that dealt with digital businesses were mentioned above. None
of them reached the so-called Phase II and, accordingly, the analysis undertaken by the
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CCA was not detailed. Usually the mergers were allowed without much ado due to the
low market shares of the involved parties. The only exception in this regard is the case of
concentration Rockaway Capital / Heureka Shopping s.r.o.32 where a private equity company
acquired control over a major Czech price comparison website (Heureka.cz) and other
related online businesses. While the acquiror at that time controlled also one of the major
Czech online shopping malls (mall.cz). The CCA held that the market share of Heureka.cz
on the market of price comparison websites in the Czech Republic was in the range of
45-55%33 and there was a concern that after the acquisition by Rockaway Capital, the said
price comparison website would start preferring other online businesses controlled by
Rockaway Capital. Furthermore, there was a concern that Heureka.cz would ask
participating online shops to provide excessive data about their customers which could
have been then used to favour Rockaway Capital businesses. In order to overcome those
concerns, the acquirer proposed commitments which the CCA accepted and eventually
approved the concentration. The commitments were meant to provide transparency (a
clear link between Heureka.cz and other Rockaway Capital activities were to be published
visibly on the website) and non-discrimination of independent sellers (esp. prescribed
number of positions of recommended shops and minimum number of search results) as
well as to limit the possibility to gather excessive data. With regard to the gathering of data
Heureka.cz was not allowed to oblige sellers to provide other data than the underlying
customers’ email addresses and nor was it allowed to provide benefits those who provided
more data or to disadvantage those who did not.

8. What reasons have been offered by the businesses concerned to justify (prima facie)
anticompetitive behaviour?
Given the scarcity of cases dealt with by the CCA relating to the digital economy and

the nature of those cases, economic efficiency justifications were not discussed in a
significant manner. This was also due to the fact that in neither of those cases the
investigated conduct could have been considered prima facie anticompetitive. In the
Booking.com case, it was argued in particular that the parity clauses were necessary to
prevent free riding. The CCA accepted that in order to do so, it was sufficient to prevent
the accommodation providers from making more favourable offers online (the narrow
parity clause), whereas the wide parity clause could not have been justified on that basis.
Booking.com also extensively argued the benefits to final consumers brought about by its
business model, this was however not analysed by the CCA.

32 Decision of the CCA Ref. No. ÚOHS-S13/2016/KS Rockaway Capital / Heureka Shopping s.r.o. of 16 May
2016.

33 The precise figure of the market share is not available in the publicly accessible decision.
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In CHAPS case the parties pointed to the multi-sided character of the relevant market
and the fact that the attention of customers brought about by the content (timetables search
engine) generated interest on the side of advertisers. Henceforth, the CCA should have
taken that rationale into account. As mentioned above, the CCA refrained from doing so.
CHAPS also argued that its search engine was an innovative product and that the forced
provision of underlying data (whereas the activities relating to the NIST were undertaken
by CHAPS for the public good for free34 and the economic feasibility of that service related
to ancillary services and revenues generated from advertising) would (due to the potentially
resulting decrease in resources on its development) have led to its deterioration contrary
to the interest of consumers. The CCA did not accept that argument.

9. Have you witnessed the emergence of specific theories of harm tailored to digital
markets?
No specific theories of harm have been witnessed by the authors in the digital economy

cases. The discussion over the theories of harm in both of the abovementioned cases
(CHAPS case and Booking.com case) was rather brief and schematic. It cannot be said that
there would be any significant differences tailored for digital economy cases. As already
mentioned above, in the CHAPS case the harm should have been caused due to alleged
restriction of Seznam.cz to introduce its superior (allegedly innovative) timetables search
engine product. That should have then led to a derivative harm to consumers. The CCA,
however, did not describe the allegedly innovative product and did not provide any more
details on the actual restriction on Seznam.cz’s side apart from describing Seznam.cz’s
allegations. Accordingly, it is difficult to state what standard of proof was applied by the
CCA in that case. Normally, under the Code of Administrative Procedure the CCA should
have established the facts on the basis of ‘beyond reasonable doubt’ standard and in case
of uncertainty it should have ruled in favor of the alleged perpetrator. In the respective
case, however, the CCA was satisfied with allegations by Seznam.cz claiming that it was
inhibited by CHAPS conduct in bringing into the market a would-be innovative product
without any specific evidence showing any harm to competition (in the sense of a negative
impact on the key parameters of competition).

In the Booking.com case, the CCA argued in essence that the wide parity clauses were
harming Booking.com’s competitors, as they were not able to make a more favorable offer

34 It was also argued by CHAPS that it should not have been treated as an undertaking in the particular case
because it acted in the position of the public body (similar to EU case law in Judgment of 12 July 2012 in
Case C-138/11, Compass-Datenbank GmbH v Austria, ECLI:EU:C:2012:449) but the CCA disagreed. The
CCA also refused the argument that in any case CHAPS conduct was related to public services and the
provision of that public services should not be inhibited by the CCA. Again, the CCA disagreed. Also these
questions are subject to the pending judicial review proceedings.
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than Booking.com itself, as well as the providers of accommodation; concerning the latter,
however, the CCA did not substantiate what their harm consisted of.

10. What kind of remedies have been employed in cases relating to digital markets. Do
you see any differences to remedies in other markets?
There was no special approach to remedies in the said cases before the CCA. The CCA

simply imposed fine and prohibited the infringing conduct going forward. In the CHAPS
case the apparent absence of a remedy was also due to the fact that the applicable legislation
(a Decree by Ministry of Transport) has changed in the course of proceedings and imposed
a mandatory obligation upon CHAPS (as the administrator of NIST) to publish the source
file submitted to the NIST at the dedicated website.

The Booking.com case was peculiar as far as the commitments are concerned. The
CCA opened the proceedings only after Booking.com committed itself to switch from
wide parity clauses to narrow ones, which resulted in closure of the proceedings before
French, Italian and Swedish competition authorities. As the commitments were
Europen-wide, it was generally believed that further investigation was not necessary, and
indeed, other competition authorities in the EU brought their investigation to an end after
the commitments were approved in France, Italy and Sweden. Conversely, the CCA was
the only one to open formal investigation thereafter. As Booking.com had already modified
its behaviour, no commitments were possible in the proceedings before the CCA. The
CCA concluded that Booking.com’s conduct before the commitments (i.e. wide parity
clauses) was anticompetitive and imposed a fine; it also scrutinized its conduct after the
commitments (i.e. narrow parity clauses) and concluded that the conduct was not
anticompetitive.

D Regulatory overlap and enforcement challenges

11. Has there been any overlap in practice between ex ante regulation aimed at
controlling market behaviour – such as, but not limited to, consumer protection
legislation, the proposed platform Regulation, the GDPR, the geo-blocking
Regulation, the ePrivacyDirective and/or proposed ePrivacyRegulation, or similar
national instruments of legislation in relation to most favoured nation clauses–
and the enforcement practice of competition authorities?
The authors are not aware of any practically significant overlaps in practice between

any ex ante regulation relating to the digital economy and the enforcement practice of the
CCA. There has been some overlap in the past in relation to the energy sector where certain
practices were considered contrary to Act No. 526/1990 Coll., on Prices, as amended (“Price
Act”) which, inter alia, prohibits a misuse of advantageous market position in order to
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extract unfair purchasing or selling prices (esp. Section 2(3) of the Price Act). In one case
that overlap has led to a competency dispute between the CCA and the Energy Office. It
was argued by the affected party (an energy company) that the CCA and the Energy Office
could not have parallel powers to assess similar conducts under both the Price Act and the
CCA. The Supreme Administrative Court disagreed and accepted the possibility of parallel
investigations due to differences in the applicable laws and different public interests being
protected by those two authorities.35 Similar parallel cases were also dealt with in respect
to various other energy companies and one heavy industry company. The overlap concerned
was that unfair pricing practices were claimed to be both an infringement of the Price Act
and also an abuse of dominant position under the Competition Act.

The possibility of concurring powers as regards the assessment of pricing conduct of
the price control authorities (now esp. the Special Financial Office) and the CCA exists
also with respect to digital market companies. In other areas, such as GDPR, ePrivacy,
geoblocking etc., the authors are not aware of any overlapping cases in practice. The authors
are not aware of any steps to overcome potential conflicts in the future either. The CCA
entered into memoranda on cooperation with some other public authorities, such as the
Energy Office and the Czech Telecommunications Office which serve as the basis for
sharing experience and know-how in dealing with cases relating to those regulated sectors.
No similar memoranda have been, however, yet entered into for example with the Czech
Data Protection Office that enforces GDPR and associated Czech laws.

12. Which authorities are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital
economy in your jurisdiction?
In the Czech Republic the CCA is entrusted with the enforcement of competition law,

which also applies to the digital economy. On the other hand, the CCA does not have any
powers with regard to the enforcement of ex ante regulations concerning the digital
economy. In that area other public authorities whose main aim is the protection of interests
of consumers are involved. These other authorities are esp. the Data Protection Office (as
regards GDPR and ePrivacy) and general consumer protection authorities, incl. Czech
Commercial Inspection or the State’s Agricultural and Food Inspection, which deal also
with practices of e-shops, incl. potential geo-blocking. Compliance with regard to
Geo-blocking is ultimately also supervised by the Ministry of Industry and Trade.

As regards the judicial review of decisions of the CCA and those of the other ‘ex ante
digital economy regulatory’ authorities, there is not a single judicial review court. Their
decisions are subject to general judicial review rules applicable in the Czech Republic.
Accordingly, the decisions are reviewed by regional courts pursuant to the seat of the
authority that delivered the decision subject to review. Ultimately, however, the final arbiter

35 See the judgment of the Supreme Administrative Court, Ref. No. Komp 3/2006-511 of 18 December 2007.
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would be the Supreme Administrative Court. That court does not have any specialist panels
or tribunals that would deal with the digital economy agenda.
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Denmark

The Danish Competition and Consumer Authority*

Introduction

Digitalisation and online platforms play an increasing role for European consumers and
create significant benefits for Europe. Digitalisation can lead to great opportunities when
creating new business, new competitors, new business models, new technology, better
products and services and also better and/or lower prices.

There are, however, some concerns within the scope of digitalisation. There is a risk
that the use of algorithms, price robots and artificial intelligence can facilitate collusion.
This type of exchange can turn into an exchange of commercially sensitive information.
Digitalisation may increase barriers to entry in the sense that digital markets are
characterized by network effects and can create barriers to entry as well as data collection
and access to valuable data.

A Competition policy in the digital economy: a shift in focus?

1. What are the main cases dealing with the digital economy (focusing on digital
businesses or on the competition between digital businesses and incumbent
operators) initiated and completed by your competition authority?
The Danish Competition and Consumer Authority (the DCCA) has not yet issued

formal decisions in cases specifically regarding the digital economy. This following
contribution therefore focuses on which initiatives in Denmark that digitalisation has
resulted in for the present.

2. Has your competition authority adapted its enforcement practices in order to keep
up with the pace of digital markets?

* www.kfst.dk. All web pages in this report were last accessed on February 20, 2020.
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2a.

The DCCA has intensified the focus on digital platforms. Accordingly, the DCCA has
adapted its organizational structure and expanded the staff in order to keep up with the
pace of the digital economy.

The Digital Platform Division

A new division dedicated to digital platforms; the Digital Platform Division (“DPD”) was
established on 1 May 20191. The DPD is responsible for a variety of tasks regarding digital
platforms. The division oversees the enforcement of competition rules for digital platforms
along with activities in relation to Danish companies and platforms. Furthermore, the
DPD conducts analyses of behavioural tools in digital platforms as well as competitive
analyses of digital platforms. Additionally, the division develops analyses on big data,
machine learning, artificial intelligence and algorithms.

In order to be up to date with the digital development the DCCA works systematically
with the newest knowledge and research within data science, also with a consumer welfare
angle. Furthermore, the DCCA will, in cooperation with other EU competition authorities,
develop and work with new methods for e.g. defining the relevant market and for analyses
of e.g. multi-sided markets.

As an example the DCCA has arranged the conference “Competition and Digitisation”
on 29 November 2019 to promote the importance of efficient markets and competition
and digitisation.2

The Media and Merger Division

Since 1 January 2017, the DCCA has rooted all merger cases in one division; the Media
and Merger Division (“MMD”). MMD provides businesses one entry in regards to the
case handling of mergers.

The DCCA has not yet handled any mergers between “digital economy businesses” as
defined in the questionnaire. However, the DCCA has handled merger cases where digital
solutions, various kinds of data and new technologies played a certain role, including
mergers concerning (online) advertising, e-commerce, data-driven pricing, software,
IT-services and IT-outsourcing. The DCCA assesses such mergers on a case-by-case basis

1 The Digital Platform Division (CDP): https://www.en.kfst.dk/about-us/organisation/.
2 https://www.kfst.dk/konferencer/konference-om-velfungerende-markeder-og-konkurrence-og-digitalisering/.
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while applying the general tools and criteria for merger assessments and taking duly into
account the product and market specific circumstances and facts in each case.

It has been considered to add transaction value-based notification thresholds to the
Danish merger notification system. The DCCA will study the experiences from Austria
and Germany where transaction value-based notification thresholds were introduced in
2018, before deciding on the issue.

Investigations and Cartels Division

The DCCA has a specific division related to the investigation of possible cartels called
Investigations and Cartels Division. As a new initiative, it has been decided to build a
dedicated digital forensics lab in order to process large amounts of data. It is essential to
have massive computer power and special software to perform a sufficient digital
investigation. On average, an investigation involves around three terabytes of data. Four
computer specialists, each covering different technical areas, operate the lab. Recently the
DCCA has expanded its competences to copy full databases and being able to read,
investigate and extract relevant information from this kind of data source. These techniques
will be relevant in relation to investigations of digital platforms, where all transactions are
stored in databases.

All investigations in the DCCA involve some sort of Open Source Intelligence (OSINT).
These operations are also a part of the digital forensic lab. During the last couple of years,
the DCCA has implemented a new OSINT technique called Web Scraping. Such automatic
monitoring and collecting of information from web pages can give very valuable information
to an investigation.

Finally, the DCCA has also participated in the negotiations regarding the new Platform
to Business Regulation – also called P2B as well as the Directive “New Deal for Consumers”.
The DCCA has participated in drafting a Danish act stipulating how the P2B regulation
will be enforced in Denmark. The draft act states that the DCCA will be responsible for
enforcing the P2B regulation in Denmark. “New Deal for Consumers” will require a change
in the Danish Marketing law.

2b.

The DCCA has published the analysis ‘Booking platforms, hotels and consumers’, in which
the DCCA examined the conditions for hotels and consumers in relation to online booking
platforms (see https://www.kfst.dk/analyser/kfst/publikationer/dansk/2019/20190201-
bookingplatforme/). The analysis also examines the booking platforms’ use of MFN-clauses.
The study states that the booking platforms are of increasing value to the Danish consumers,
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yielding a higher demand for accommodations in Denmark. Booking platforms are however
also associated with challenges. These challenges are e.g. the difficulty for the consumer
to fully figure out the booking platforms’ ranking of the hotels and the pressure on
consumers to book a hotel room.

2c.

The DCCA has published an article concerning the benefits and challenges relating to
digital platforms. The article contains an introduction to the concept of digital platforms
and an explanation of the enhanced focus on digital platforms in competition authorities.
Lastly the article outlines which digital platforms are active in Denmark.3

3. Is your domestic competition lawusing the consumerwelfare standard as its specific
goal?

3a&b.

The Danish Competition Act states directly in section 1, that “the purpose of this Act is to
promote efficient resource allocation in society through workable competition for the benefit
of undertakings and consumers”.

3c.

In Denmark the national rules in the Danish Competition Act that prohibit anticompetitive
agreements and abuse of dominant position are identical to the EU prohibitions on
anticompetitive agreements and abuse of dominant position in the EU Treaty. These
national prohibitions follow the same purpose (incl. the consumer welfare standard) and
are interpreted and enforced in the same way as the corresponding EU competition rules.
This will also apply in digital cases.

B Market definition and market power

4. How does your competition authority define the market with regard to digital
economy players?

3 https://www.kfst.dk/publikationer/kfst/2019/20191127-digitale-platforme-en-introduktion/.
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4a.

So far, the DCCA has not decided on many cases involving digital business/online platforms
and has not developed new standard methodologies when defining markets or establishing
market power. However, the DCCA is attentive to the challenges that the digital business
might pose on the traditional market definition and market power tools and concepts.

4b.

In a specific merger case, which was withdrawn, concerning a two-sided market, the DCCA
adjusted the traditional tools with respect to both market definition and unilateral effects
to take account of the interdependence between the two sides of market. This particular
case concerned a non-transaction (not online) platform, and the two sides of the market
were therefore defined as separate markets.

4c.

The particular nature of a platform market will be taken into account when defining
markets. Especially characteristics such as high degree of returns to scale, network
externalities and the importance of data.

In the context of the digital business the DCCA has in previous and ongoing cases
emphasized the distinction between substitution and migration in defining markets
concerning for instance advertising in online versus offline media and sale of products
online vs. in ‘brick and mortar’ shops

4d.

Concerning zero price markets the traditional SSNIP test will not apply and focus will be
on the competitive parameters of quality, choice, innovation and functionalities. However,
the basic principles behind SSNIP are still useful as a conceptual guide to define markets.

5. How is market power established in the practice of your competition authority in
cases relating to digital economy players?
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5a.

Market shares are still considered a relevant indicator for measuring market power.
However, the assessment of market power is always case-specific and takes into account
all the ways incumbents are protected from competition. Market shares by themselves do
not tell the full story, and a thorough assessment of market power involves analyses of
other quantitative and qualitative evidence as well. In the digital economy, traditional
measurements of market shares based on revenue may not be sufficient – particularly in
cases involving a zero-price market. In some cases, it may be relevant to calculate market
shares on the basis of alternative quantities.

5b.

The DCCA includes many different factors in the assessment of market power including
the ease with which other companies can enter the market; the existence of countervailing
buyer power; the overall size and strength of the company which may also include the
company’s market shares in related markets; and the extent to which it is present at several
levels of the supply chain (vertical integration).

5c.

Potential competition is still taken into account in the assessment stage of the competition
analysis. Since digital markets are characterized by network effects, the barriers for potential
competition might be even stronger. Digital markets are often more concentrated and the
risk of “tipping” will be even more pronounced. Therefore, a case-by-case assessment
which takes account of the actual dynamics in the markets affected is therefore still required.

5d.

The fundamental concepts and traditional criteria of defining the market and market
power are still applied but as in any case the DCCA considers moderations in the way they
address those concepts on a case-by-case basis, whether it is in the digital economy or not.
The DCCA has no general observations on variations in the use of the concept of market
power in digital economy cases compared to other fields.

6. Can you notice a difference in ex post assessments (abuse of dominance cases) and
ex ante assessments (concentrationmerger control cases), both in relation todefining
markets and conceptualizing market power?
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Merger control intervenes ex ante and is meant to protect the future competition
leading to a forward-looking approach in defining markets. The challenge of market
definition in digital economies arises when a dynamic market environment leads to fluid
and quickly-changing substitution patterns. The DCCA has to analyse the likely future
evolution of the market and technology, which is even more difficult when the markets
are rapidly developing and exposed to changing technologies.

C Anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy

7. Whichpractices indigitalmarkets or involvingdigital businesses have been analysed
in the decision-making practices or case law of your jurisdiction?
The DCCA has not yet issued formal decisions in cases specifically regarding the digital

economy.

8. What reasons have been offered by the businesses concerned to justify (prima facie)
anticompetitive behaviour?
The DCCA has not yet issued relevant formal decisions.

9. Have you witnessed the emergence of specific theories of harm tailored to digital
markets?
The DCCA has not yet issued formal decisions in cases specifically regarding the digital

economy.

10. What kind of remedies have been employed in cases relating to digital markets. Do
you see any differences to remedies in other markets?
N/A

D Regulatory overlap and enforcement challenges

11. Has there been any overlap in practice between ex ante regulation aimed at
controlling market behaviour – such as, but not limited to, consumer protection
legislation, the proposed platform Regulation, the GDPR, the geo-blocking
Regulation, the ePrivacyDirective and/or proposed ePrivacyRegulation, or similar
national instruments of legislation in relation to most favoured nation clauses–
and the enforcement practice of competition authorities?
There has been no overlap in practice.
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12. Which authorities are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital
economy in your jurisdiction?

12a.

Partly no. The Danish Data Protection Agency is responsible for the enforcement of the
GDPR. The Danish Consumer Ombudsman is responsible for the enforcement of the
Marketing Practices Act while the DCCA enforces the P2B regulation. See also the answer
to b and c.

12b.

Partly yes. As per P2B, the enforcement of P2B and antitrust enforcement will be handled
in the same unit in the DCCA (given that the draft act on P2B-enforcement will be passed
by the Danish parliament).

12c.

The DCCA and the Danish Consumer Ombudsman have close cooperation with regular
meetings etc. We regularly refer relevant cases to the Danish Consumer Ombudsman. As
per February 2020, the DCCA, the Danish Consumer Ombudsman and the Danish Data
Protection Agency are physically located in the same building.

12d.

There is not designated one specific court responsible for reviewing cases coming from
different authorities.
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Estonia

Martin Mäesalu and Andrei Nirk*

A Competition policy in the digital economy: a shift in focus?

1. What are the main cases dealing with the digital economy (focusing on digital
businesses or on the competition between digital businesses and incumbent
operators) initiated and completed by your competition authority?
The Estonian Competition Authority (the ECA) has not specifically focused on the

digital economy. To this day the focus has been primarily on the infrastructure and energy
related topics. This is attributable to the fact that these sectors have notoriously been the
subject of most acute competition law issues, specifically due to possible cases involving
abuses of dominance.

However, regardless of this, there is a developing body of cases dealing with undertakings
active in the digital economy. One reason why there is no separate precedent dealing
exclusively with the digital economy is the fact that it is not always easy (or from an
economic perspective even justified) to distinguish between digital and traditional economy
players. As there have been only a few publicly available cases that deal with the digital
economy, the supervisory approach is still very much “under-development”.

The most recent case with some digital economy elements is Sõprade Takso OÜ/
Osaühingu TON MÄRTS/ Osaühingu IDA TAKSO of the ECA.1 The case involved a
ridesharing platform SmileTaxi that was entering the market in one part of Estonia.
SmileTaxi organized an introductory event, where it intended to introduce the ridesharing
platform and call for the local taxi drivers to join the platform. However, allegedly a few
hours before the said event, the managements of the local taxi companies had organized
a meeting with the taxi drivers, where they promised to terminate their contractual
relationships with drivers who would attend the introductory event and join the SmileTaxi
platform.

The ECA determined that such ridesharing platforms and conventional taxi services
were viewed as substitutable by the consumers, inter alia, because ridesharing platforms
and taxi service operators both mediated transport services, while having a relatively similar

* Martin Mäesalu is senior associate, Law firm Ellex Raidla, Tallinn; Andrei Nirk is a lawyer, Law firm Ellex
Raidla, Tallinn. All web pages in this report were last accessed on February 26, 2020.

1 Decision of 26 February 2019 in Case No 5-5/2019-013 Sõprade Takso OÜ/ Osaühingu TON MÄRTS/
Osaühingu IDA TAKSO.
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pricing policy and the same method of payment. The ECA found that such coordinated
collective pressure by taxi companies on the taxi drivers amounted to anti-competitive
behaviour the object of which was market sharing with the ultimate purpose of restricting
access to the market for the new entrant. However, despite the possible anti-competitive
nature of the taxi companies’ behaviour, the ECA decided to end its supervisory proceedings
because in the meantime another ridesharing platform had successfully entered the market
and the overall competitive situation on the market had considerably improved.

Similar potentially exclusionary practices appear to be relevant in the case involving
various Estonian real estate brokers and the leading real estate online portal kv.ee. According
to the information that has been made available to the public (no public decision is available
and likely no decision was ever drafted due to how the case ended) some real estate brokers
allegedly agreed to not use the services of the leading online real estate classified portal
kv.ee due to its new pricing policy. The Estonian authorities initiated criminal proceedings
against these real estate brokers for anti-competitive behaviour. Based on the information
available to the public these proceedings ended without convictions based on the principle
of opportunity – i.e. the proceedings ended without admission of guilt, but with payments
to the state proceeds.2

Another example of supervisory proceedings dealing with the digital economy is the
ECA’s Shoppa OÜ,3 where the ECA evaluated agreements in light of potential sales
restrictions. Shoppa OÜ operated an online store where it sold its own as well as other
undertakings’ products. In its general terms and conditions, Shoppa OÜ reserved the right
not to publish or remove the listings of products in its online store, if the undertakings
were offering their products at a higher price compared to the general price level of the
products or at a higher retail price than the undertakings charged at their own online stores
(i.e. price parity clauses/ MFN clauses).

The ECA found Shoppa OÜ’s agreements to be restrictive and in principle amounting
to price fixing, as undertakings were not able to operate independently of Shoppa OÜ. By
agreeing to the Shoppa OÜ terms of sale, undertakings were forced to sell their products
at a certain price level and were discouraged from offering their products at lower prices,
which ultimately had a negative effect on the free competition, thus harming the consumers.
The supervisory proceedings ended due to the significant improvement in the competitive
situation on the market, as Shoppa OÜ had amended its general terms and conditions to
be in line with competition law.

2 Ann-Marii Nergi, Kartellikahtlusega uurimise alla sattunud kinnisvarafirmad pääsesid oportuniteediga
(Ärileht 2018), www.arileht.delfi.ee/news/uudised/kartellikahtlusega-uurimise-alla-sattunud-
kinnisvarafirmad-paasesid-oportuniteediga?id=84351543.

3 Decision of 20 April 2018 In Case No 5-5/2018-029 Shoppa OÜ.
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Lastly, with AS Tallink Grupp the ECA approved the remedies proposed by AS Tallink
Grupp (the leading ferry operator on the Baltic Sea) for allegedly abusing its dominant
position in the market for purchasing of ticket resale services in Estonia by restricting
online agents real-time access to the ticket sales system of AS Tallink Grupp.4 The
proceedings were terminated, as AS Tallink Grupp agreed to allow access to their
information system by online ticket agents under specific conditions. Hence, the ECA did
not fully develop its case and it is not clear if it would have considered AS Tallink Grupp
as being in breach of competition law.

The cases referred to above did not identify specific issues attributable to digital
economy. Rather, these cases have involved typical competition law considerations of
anti-competitive behaviour that are also common to other sectors. In general, these
supervisory proceedings have focused on exclusionary type of practices (both via allegedly
abusing dominance or via anti-competitive agreements) that share the same characteristics
and tendencies with non-digital market cases.

In addition to supervisory proceedings the ECA has dealt with the digital economy in
merger control proceedings, where it has reviewed mergers involving online businesses.
For example, in Tulika Takso and AS Tallink Takso / TAXOFON EESTI OÜ the ECA was
tasked with reviewing a proposed creation of a new undertaking by two competing taxi
service providers.5 The two companies intended to create a joint venture that would operate
a new ride-sharing platform that would allow customers to order both undertakings’ taxi
services via a mobile app. The case of auto24 and Meediamootor OÜ dealt with acquisition
of control over an undertaking whose main activity was operating web pages.6 Neither of
these mergers were considered to be overly problematic by the ECA due to the relatively
modest market shares of the parties concerned and as such the product markets were
defined quite widely and the exact market definitions were left open. In the former case,
the relevant product market was considered to be taxi booking mobile app market, while
in the latter merger it was held to be the sale of advertisement on the internet. It is highly
likely that ECA would possibly reassess its market definitions in light of the developments
in the digital economy if it will be faced with more problematic merger cases. Consequently,
these two decisions do not necessarily create precedents for future references.

In addition to the abovementioned resolved cases, it has been reported in the Estonian
media that the online real-estate classifieds portals kv.ee and city24.ee are under
investigation for a potential abuse of dominance (both portals belong to the same group).
The portals have arguably abused their position due to excessive pricing and exclusionary

4 Decision of 3 June 2016 in Case No 5.1-5/16-021 AS Tallink Grupp.
5 Decision of 26 February 2016 in Case No 5.1-5/16-006 Tulika Takso and AS Tallink Takso / TAXOFON

EESTI OÜ.
6 Decision of 30 May 2017 in Case No 5-5/2017-031 auto24 and Meediamootor OÜ.
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practices (not allowing data transfers in XML format).7 It is not known whether the ECA
has initiated supervisory proceedings and no specific comments on the case have been
made public.

The authors are also aware that there are two ongoing cases involving companies active
in the digital sector. One of such cases has reached quite an advanced stage and should be
resolved by the ECA within months. The other case is at a quite early stage and it is not
certain if any official proceedings will follow.

It is also possible that there are other pending cases and that there are cases where
decisions have not been made public. The ECA does not usually announce the opening of
new supervisory proceedings nor does it publish all the decisions it has taken.

2. Has the ECA adapted its enforcement practices in order to keep up with the pace
of digital markets?
Based on the public information available the ECA has not changed its priorities in its

enforcement practices due to developments in digital markets.
One reason for this is the fact that the Estonian Competition Act does not directly

allow to prioritize cases in its supervisory practice. In addition, all anti-competitive
agreements are criminalized in Estonia and the abuse of dominance is a misdemeanour
(a quasi-criminal) offence. Thus, under the principle of legality, the authorities are obliged
to initiate criminal and misdemeanour proceedings if potential breaches of law appear.8

This means that the ECA does not have the capacity to prefer digital economy cases over
other cases.

The Estonian Competition Act has not seen changes that would have shifted the focus
to enforcement in digital markets (e.g. changes to merger control thresholds, any digital
market specific market power provisions, regulations on platforms or the like). Such
changes of the law are also not in the current legislative pipeline and are not expected in
the near future. Previous as the focus of the legislative agenda has been on introducing the
ECN+ Directive into Estonian law.9 The transposition of ECN+ Directive will require
significant changes to the Estonian law. The ECN+ Directive requires the Member States
to ensure, as a minimum, that national administrative competition authorities may impose
on legal persons by decision in their own enforcement proceedings or request in
non-criminal judicial proceedings, effective, proportionate and dissuasive fines or periodic

7 Konkurentsiamet uurib Linnamäe kinnisvaraporaalide tegevust (Ärileht 2019) www.aripaev.ee/uudised/
2019/03/19/konkurentsiamet-uurib-linnamae-kinnisvaraportaalide-tegevust.

8 Code of Misdemeanour Procedure (Väärteomenetluse seadustik), 15.03.2019, published in Riigi Teataja
(State Gazette) RT I, 13.03.2019, 200, para 3(1).

9 European Parliament and the Council Directive (EU) 2019/1 to empower the competition authorities of
the Member States to be more effective enforcers and to ensure the proper functioning of the internal
market [2019] OJ L11/13.
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penalty payments.10 However, Estonian law does not allow the imposition of fines via
supervisory proceedings or other non-criminal proceedings. Separate criminal or
misdemeanour proceedings must be initiated for these purposes. In order to comply with
the ECN+ Directive requirements, competition law violations will likely have to be partially
decriminalized and the national legal system might have to introduce administrative fines
for violations of competition law. This, however, will likely require considerable changes
to the Estonian law system.

In case of any breach of competition law, the ECA would have the same tools available
for both digital and traditional markets. This means that in supervisory proceedings it
would be possible to issue a precept ordering the undertaking to end the infringement11

or the ECA can accept remedies proposed by the concerned undertaking.12 In addition to
supervisory proceedings, in case of anti-competitive agreements criminal proceedings and
criminal punishments (including imprisonment) are foreseen.13 For abuse of dominance
the ECA can initiate misdemeanour proceedings (quasi criminal proceedings), which can
lead to the imposition of fines on both a natural and a legal person.14

The ECA has not issued guidelines or otherwise binding administrative rules. In general,
for any digital economy related cases the ECA would be expected to follow the guidelines
and the practice of the European Commission and the European courts. This has also been
the solution in the past for purely Estonian cases, i.e. cases where the European Union
competition law was not directly applicable. For example the Estonian Supreme Court
held in MTÜ Lääne-Viru Jäätmekeskus that the Estonian Competition Act is largely based
on European Union law and as such even when there is no effect on trade between Member
States,15 it is still justified to rely on precedents set by the European Court of Justice in
order to avoid situations where two different sets of competition law norms are applicable
depending on the nature of the case. This solution has also been affirmed by in Kaupo
Kaljuvee, AS KPK Teedeehitus.16

It is not known that the authorities or legislators would have carried out any evaluations
on competition policy regarding digital markets.

10 Ibid., Articles 13 and 16.
11 Competition Act (Konkurentsiseadus), 15.03.2019, published in Riigi Teataja (State Gazette) RTI I,

13.03.2019, 92; paras 61 and 63.
12 Ibid., para 63.
13 Penal Code (Karistusseadustik), 01.07.2019, published in Riigi Teataja (State Gazette) RTI I, 19.03.2019,

30; para 400.
14 Competition Act (Konkurentsiseadus), 15.03.2019, published in Riigi Teataja (State Gazette) RTI I,

13.03.2019, 92; para 73.
15 Decision of 25 April 2019 in Case No. 3-16-1267 MTÜ Lääne-Viru Jäätmekeskus.
16 Decision of 4 May 2011 in Case No. 3-1-1-12-11 Kaupo Kaljuvee, AS KPK Teedeehitus.
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3. Is your domestic competition lawusing the consumerwelfare standard as its specific
goal?
According to the Estonian Competition Act § 1(1) the scope of application of the act

is “the safeguarding of competition in the interest of free enterprise.” Therefore, the
legislation does not directly consider the consumer welfare as a relevant goal for competition
law enforcement.

This approach, which is focusing on safeguarding competition in the interest of free
enterprise is also apparent in its enforcement practice. The focus tends to be on ensuring
that the competition on the market is unfettered instead of specifically focusing whether
this somehow causes harm to the consumers.

The consumer-welfare centric approach is more evident in the merger control practice
where the analysis focuses not only on the market structure and ability of undertakings to
compete (which is usually the important centre-piece of the analysis), but also on the
specific consequences a merger could have for consumers. For example, in Parma Oy/ AS
TMB the ECA referred specifically to the merger leading to potential harm to consumers
of precast concrete products and in Orkla ASA / AS Gutta / NP Foods SIA / AS Staburadze
/ AS Laima / UAB Margiris / SIA Detente the companies were required to make concessions
in order to not harm the consumers in the chocolate products market.17 More specifically
Orkla ASA undertook not to increase its prices in Estonia for chocolate bars, chocolate
candies and candy boxes before 31 December 2016 (i.e. for a bit less than two years from
the clearance decision), unless the price increase was necessary due to rise in input prices
(e.g. price increase of cocoa, sugar, dairy, nuts, fat products, electricity or as a result of
changes in legislation, regulatory or administrative measures, food safety, packaging or
labelling requirements). This shows a tendency of the ECA (at least in the past) to equate
consumer welfare specifically with prices and the willingness of the authority to directly
regulate prices on the market. It could be argued that in the last few years the ECA has
tended to focus less on price regulation and attempted to avoid behavioural remedies in
merger control cases.

There is nothing to suggest that the competition authority’s approach would differ
when it comes to the digital sector.

B Market definition and market power

4. How does the ECA define the market with regard to digital economy players?

17 Decision of 4 January 2019 in Case No 5-5/2019-001 Parma Oy/ AS TMB; Decision of 12 February 2015 in
ase No 5.1-5/15-003 Orkla ASA / AS Gutta / NP Foods SIA / AS Staburadze / AS Laima / UAB Margiris /
SIA Détente.
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The ECA has not developed new approaches to defining markets in the digital economy
and in general has relied on the traditional approaches. The Estonian Competition Act
§ 3 defines the relevant goods market as an area covering, inter alia, the whole of the
territory of Estonia or a part thereof where goods which are regarded as interchangeable
or substitutable by the buyer by reason of price, quality, technical characteristics, conditions
of sale or use, consumption or other characteristics are circulated. This closely resembles
the product market definition provided for in the Commission Notice on the definition
of relevant market,18 thus the Commission Notice and Commission’s and European courts’
interpretation are most relevant and serve as a precedent to the national authorities.

The ECA has not yet had cases where it would differentiate in its market definitions
between transaction and non-transaction platforms, also there have not been any zero
price markets related cases.

Regardless of the above, should the ECA be faced with a specific digital market case
(in its supervisory or merger control capacity), it is very likely that the definition of markets
would be defined in line with the principles and practice of the European Commission
and other European Member States. Hence, the EU wide developments in this area are
quite relevant from the Estonian national proceedings perspective.

5. How is market power established in the practice of your competition authority in
cases relating to digital economy players?
The market power analysis has usually centred around market shares. This is partly

due to the fact that under Estonian law market shares of 40% or higher are considered as
a prima facie evidence of the existence of a dominant position.19 In Estonian supervisory
and court practice it has historically been difficult to rebut this presumption.

However, this does not mean that the competitive analysis focuses only on the market
shares. The analysis of market power has also focused, inter alia, on the market structure,
existence of obstacles for possible new entrants to the market as well as other factors. For
example, in Eesti Energia AS the ECA concluded that Eesti Energia AS possibly did not
have a dominant position on the market for retail trade of electricity, even though its
market shares were above 40% (in fact even above 60%).20 The ECA reached this conclusion
among others because Eesti Energia AS was not in a position where it could operate
independently of its customers, as switching the supplier was arguably very easy and the
market was very transparent. Additionally, the ECA found that Eesti Energia AS was not
able to operate independently of its competitors despite its high market shares, because

18 Commission Notice on the definition of relevant market for the purposes of Community competition law
[1997] OJ C372/03; article 7.

19 Competition Act (Konkurentsiseadus), 15.03.2019, published in Riigi Teataja (State Gazette) RTI I,
13.03.2019, 92; para 13(1).

20 Decision of 6 August 2018 in Case No. 5-5/2018-011 Eesti Energia AS.
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many of the competing undertakings were found to be part of larger company groups,
which gave them access to sufficient financial resources to effectively compete with the
market leader.

There have been no cases published, where business power in related markets was
taken into consideration.

Additionally, possible future competition has not been factored into the assessment of
an undertaking’s dominance on the market, however this has been taken into consideration
in merger control proceedings. E.g. the assessment of the effects of the merger in Parma
Oy/ AS TMB included an analysis of possible entrants and future competitors.21 The same
type of analysis was evident in AS Maag Grupp/ Elveda OÜ (involving producers of fresh
dairy products) where the question of some undertakings switching to producing products
competing with the parties to the merger and possible competition from geographically
close areas were the central elements of the analysis of the competitive situation.22

In general, to this day there seems to be little difference in the ECA’s approach regarding
the market power in digital and non-digital markets. However, specifically for digital
markets, which are evolving faster than traditional markets, the possible future competition
will likely be a more relevant factor in the cases to come. A good reason for such a prediction
was given in the interview of Mr Märt Ots (Director General of the ECA) concerning real
estate classifieds portals, where it was pointed out that even though the real estate classifieds
portals market had been problematic in the past, a new entrant to the market had led to a
reduction of problems on the market.23 One would assume that the same reasoning could
be used in other cases involving digital market players as well, as long as a credible entrant
can be demonstrated.

6. Can you notice a difference in ex post assessments (abuse of dominance cases) and
exante assessments (concentrationmerger control cases), both in relation todefining
markets and conceptualizing market power?
In general, the approach in ex post and ex ante assessments would rely on the same

principles and consequently the approach of the authority should not differ.
For ex ante assessments there has been a tendency to take into account possible future

competition and also to assess market dynamics (during the merger and in the near future
after the merger). An example is the abovementioned Parma Oy/ AS TMB and AS Maag
Grupp/ Elveda OÜ.24 Ex post assessment has in general been more simplistic in its approach,

21 Decision of 4 January 2019 in Case No 5-5/2019-001 Parma Oy/ AS TMB.
22 Decision of 4 July 2017 in Case No 5-5/2017-040 AS Maag Grupp/ Elveda OÜ.
23 BNS, Konkurentsiameti juht: olukord kinnisvaraportaalide turul on hea (Postimees 2019) https://

majandus24.postimees.ee/6505775/konkurentsiameti-juht-olukord-kinnisvaraportaalide-turul-on-hea.
24 Decision of 4 January 2019 in Case No 5-5/2019-001 Parma Oy/ AS TMB; Decision of 4 July 2017 in Case

No 5-5/2017-040 AS Maag Grupp/ Elveda OÜ.
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i.e. relying more on the market shares and on the market structure as it is. The realistic
reason for this is that the supervisory ex post practice has very often involved undertakings
operating as natural monopolies (e.g. decisions relating to gas and electricity related
infrastructure or to the provision of towing services in specific harbours) or undertakings
with very high market shares (e.g. decisions involving cash transportation services where
one market player had over 80% of the market). In such circumstances, naturally, the room
and need for a more dynamic approach to market power is less significant.

As has been previously mentioned, due to the relatively small amount of digital economy
cases it is still not possible to differentiate between the approach of the ECA to digital
sector in comparison to the traditional sector.

C Anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy

7. Whichpractices indigitalmarkets or involvingdigital businesses have been analysed
in the decision-making practices or case law in Estonia?
For cases involving collusive behaviour, all the decisions concerning digital businesses

have involved alleged object restrictions. The case of Sõprade Takso OÜ/ Osaühingu TON
MÄRTS/ Osaühingu IDA TAKSO involved an alleged agreement between taxi companies
to deny access to the market for a competing ride sharing platform, that was a possible
restriction by object.25 The same applies to the case concerning real estate agencies that
focused on a possible agreement not to purchase services from an online real estate
classifieds portal. The case of Shoppa OÜ involved more a MFN type of agreement, which
the ECA considered as an agreement between competitors and hence considered as a price
fixing agreement (hence an object restriction).26

For abuse of dominance cases, the only case involving digital businesses in more detail
was AS Tallink Grupp that related to a refusal to provide access to its information system.27

The ECA has analysed two more relevant mergers in the digital sphere (Tulika Takso
ja Aktsiaselts Tallink Takso / TAXOFON EESTI OÜ and auto24 AS ja Meediamootor OÜ).28

In both cases the ECA focused on the market shares of the parties to the merger and as
these were relatively low (below 25%) the dynamic of the concerned markets was not
analysed in further detail.

25 Decision of 26 February 2019 in Case No 5-5/2019-013 Sõprade Takso OÜ/ Osaühingu TON MÄRTS/
Osaühingu IDA TAKSO.

26 Decision of 20 April 2018 in Case No 5-5/2018-029 Shoppa OÜ.
27 Decision of 3 June 2016 in Case No 5.1-5/16-021 AS Tallink Grupp.
28 Decision of 26 February 2016 in Case No 5.1-5/16-006 Tulika Takso ja Aktsiaselts Tallink Takso / TAXOFON

EESTI OÜ; Decision of 30 May 2017 in Case No 5-5/2017-031 auto24 AS ja Meediamootor OÜ.
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8. What reasons have been offered by the businesses concerned to justify (prima facie)
anticompetitive behaviour?
All the cases that were referred in the answer to question 1 were terminated by the

ECA accepting remedies or by the concerned undertakings taking measures to improve
the competitive situation of the relevant goods market. This means in turn that the ECA
did not come up with a final verdict on whether the arguments put forward by the relevant
undertakings were correct or not.

In the Sõprade Takso case the three taxi companies involved gave conflicting
justifications to their anticompetitive behaviour.29 Sõprade Takso OÜ denied that there
had been a meeting where it was decided that the taxi drivers were forbidden to join the
ridesharing platform. Rather it was seen as a gathering where three competing taxi
companies gave explanations to questions relating to the ridesharing platform. Ida Takso
OÜ admitted that they saw ridesharing platform as a direct competitor and the main focus
of the meeting was to reach an agreement on a possible countermeasure in order to mitigate
the potential loss of clients to the new entrant. Lastly, OÜ Ton Märts admitted that potential
countermeasures were discussed, however in their view no agreement was reached.
Nevertheless, it was determined and agreed at the meeting that taxi drivers could have
only one contractual employment relationship at a time due to specificities of taxi services
(taxi drivers’ taxi cards are registered in the name of the taxi company, which is ultimately
liable for potential legal issues).

In the Shoppa30 case, the online shop operator justified that without such clauses in its
general terms and conditions, undertakings would start free riding and using Shoppa’s
online platform to accumulate more customers to their own online stores that did not
have so much customer traffic. In essence, Shoppa feared that undertakings would offer
their products at a much higher price at Shoppa’s online store and subsequently, the
customers would search for these products online and find them at a much lower price in
the undertakings own online stores, ultimately redirecting potential Shoppa’s customers
to other online stores.

In the AS Tallink Grupp31 case the company argued that denying real-time access to
the ticket sales system was not feasible and would have required considerable extra
investments in the system. As concerns the decision to not renew the particular agency
contract, it was argued that there was no agreement with the complainant on continued
real-time access to the ticket sales system and the complainant was treated similarly to
other agent’s, as he had the same access to the ticket reservation system as other agents.

29 Decision of 26 February 2019 in Case No 5-5/2019-013 Sõprade Takso OÜ/ Osaühingu TON MÄRTS/
Osaühingu IDA TAKSO.

30 Decision of 20 April 2018 in Case No 5-5/2018-029 Shoppa OÜ.
31 Decision of 3 June 2016 in Case No 5.1-5/16-021 AS Tallink Grupp.
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In fact, it was argued that the decision to not renew the agency contract was attributable
to the complainant acting in bad faith. Apparently, the complainant had decided to
unilaterally and without prior consent to implement an IT application into the reservation
system of Tallink Grupp’s, which had ultimately considerably slowed down the system.

Economic efficiency justifications have not been offered by the digital economy players
thus far, nor has the multi-sidedness of the markets been factored into the assessment of
potential efficiency justifications. Additionally, arguments based on innovation brought
by the digital players are yet to be brought up.

9. Have you witnessed the emergence of specific theories of harm tailored to digital
markets?
In the current cases dealing with digital markets, the ECA has not used any theories

of harm that are specific to digital markets.

10. What kind of remedies have been employed in cases relating to digital markets. Do
you see any differences to remedies in other markets?
The only digital market case, which ended with an acceptance of remedies, was AS

Tallink Grupp.32 In the referred case AS Tallink Grupp agreed to conclude agreements
with undertakings wishing to sell the company’s tickets online and to provide access to its
ticketing information system. In general, the remedies package does not considerably differ
from what would have been agreed on in a non-digital case. The one element that is different
is the fact that in digital markets, the undertakings obtaining access to another company’s
information system can potentially harm the IT-security of their counterpart. Additionally,
for the IT systems-based remedies to work, the IT capabilities have to be at certain level
and the provision of such remedies involves the development and implementation of
specific data exchange standards. It can be presumed that in future access-type remedies
cases the important factor will be the question on the applicable standards and if such
standards are reasonable and useable or not.

In other cases that have been previously decided, the undertakings ended the allegedly
abusive behaviour themselves. Hence, it is not correct to consider these as proceedings
where remedies were offered.

D Regulatory overlap and enforcements challenges

11. Has there been any overlap in practice between ex ante regulation aimed at
controlling market behaviour – such as, but not limited to, consumer protection

32 Decision of 3 June 2016 in Case No 5.1-5/16-021 AS Tallink Grupp.
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legislation, the proposed platform Regulation, the GDPR, the geo-blocking
Regulation, the ePrivacyDirective and/or proposed ePrivacyRegulation, or similar
national instruments of legislation in relation to most favoured nation clauses–
and the enforcement practice of competition authorities?
The ECA’s decisions that have been made public do not have any apparent overlaps

with other sector specific regulations in the digital sphere. Also, the current legislative
agenda does not appear to envisage preventing any possible future overlaps. It is likely that
the hope is that relevant regulators will continue to supervise cases relevant for their
purposes and not intrude on each other’s competences. Estonian administrative law does
not exclude the possibility of simultaneous supervisory proceedings by the ECA and other
relevant authorities.

12. Which authorities are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital
economy in your jurisdiction?
The authority responsible for competition law enforcement in Estonia is the ECA. This

also applies to the enforcement of competition rules in the digital economy.
The ECA has specialist regulatory powers for specific sectors such as energy (electricity,

natural gas, district heating), postal services, railway (issuing licences, monitoring the
competitive situation, eliminating unfair treatment and dealing with complaints regarding
the conditions of use of railway infrastructure), public water supply and sewerage system
and aviation activities sector (resolving disputes relating to airport charges and processing
airport users complaints).33 However, this does not encompass the GDPR for which the
Estonian Data Protection Inspectorate is responsible or the Geo-blocking Regulation that
is enforced by the Consumer Protection and Technical Regulatory Authority.

In practice, usually the various public authorities in Estonia exchange information
upon necessity. In theory the powers of the various relevant authorities should not come
into conflict, as different authorities would be tasked with applying different rules. It follows
that the ECA does not have the power to supervise or sanction any undertaking for breach
of the GDPR or geo-blocking rules while the Estonian Data Protection Inspectorate and
Consumer Protection and Technical Regulatory Authority do not supervise or sanction
any undertaking for breach of competition rules. In case a behaviour of an undertaking is
in potential violation of various laws supervised by different authorities then authorities
should act in a manner that is most efficient and it is possible to stop proceedings, share
information or co-ordinate actions among each other. Depending on specific situation
any co-operation could either be based on general principles enshrined in the procedural
laws or in some cases on specific provisions on sharing information and assisting other

33 Statute of the Competition Authority (Konkurentsiameti põhimäärus), 18.11.2017, published in Riigi Teataja
(State Gazette) RTI I, 15.11.2017,2; para 6.
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authorities. It is important to note that as supervisory proceedings are not aimed at
punishing (misdemeanour or criminal proceedings are needed for this) then the questions
of double jeopardy usually do not arise in such cases.

Any supervisory decision of the ECA (or other authorities) is open to challenge and
subject to review by the Estonian administrative courts. In most cases for the ECA, Estonian
Data Protection Inspectorate and Consumer Protection and Technical Regulatory Authority
the relevant court would be the Tallinn Administrative Court. The decisions of the Tallinn
Administrative Court are in turn subject to appeal before the Tallinn Circuit Court and
finally before the Estonian Supreme Court. However, any imposed sanctions would have
to be subject to criminal or misdemeanour proceedings. The judicial review of these
proceedings takes place in general courts that are separate from the Administrative Courts.
This could mean (and there are such cases) that same behaviour leads to both supervisory
and misdemeanour proceedings. In such cases these processes are handled by different
officials at the ECA and also different courts hear possible challenges to the decisions of
the ECA.
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Beata Mäihäniemi, Patrick Günsberg and Liisa Tarkkila*

A Competition policy in the digital economy: a shift in focus?

1. What are the main cases dealing with the digital economy (focusing on digital
businesses or on the competition between digital businesses and incumbent
operators) initiated and completed by your competition authority?
The Finnish Competition and Consumer Authority (hereinafter “FCCA”) has

investigated two cases related to digital platforms, but it has concluded both investigations
without taking any further action. Under Section 12 of the Finnish Competition Act
(“FCA”),1 a penalty payment should be imposed on an undertaking that has infringed
competition law, unless the conduct is deemed minor or the imposition of the penalty
payment would otherwise be unjustified. The penalty payment is imposed by the Market
Court upon a proposal from the FCCA. The FCCA did not propose a penalty payment in
the above-mentioned competition law infringement investigations related to digital
platforms, and therefore they have not been heard before the Market Court.

In 2017, the FCCA published its ruling/decision on the case of the Pizza-online,2 which
concerned an alleged abuse of dominance by Pizza-online, a digital food ordering and
payment platform that connects restaurants and consumers, allowing dishes made at
participating restaurants to be ordered via the digital platform. In addition to placing
orders for dishes, the consumer can also compare the available dishes and prices of the
restaurants listed in the service. The alleged abuse was an exclusive supply clause
Pizza-online had included in its agreements with the restaurants that prohibited them
from entering into agreements with Pizza-online’s competing food order services. The
FCCA came to the preliminary conclusion that the exclusive supply clause could have had
a restrictive effect on competition, potentially hindering the entry of competing services

* Beata Mäihäniemi is a post-doctoral researcher in law and digitalisation at the Legal Tech Lab, University
of Helsinki; Patrick Günsberg is a visiting researcher at the University of Helsinki; Liisa Tarkkila is a doctoral
student in law at the University of Helsinki. The authors would like to thank Dr Jarkko Vuorinen and Mr
Kalle Markkanen for their help with editing the report. All web pages in this report were last accessed on
February 20, 2020.

1 The unofficial English translation of the Competition Act (No 948/2011) can be found at https://
www.finlex.fi/en/laki/kaannokset/2011/en20110948.pdf.

2 FCCA decision of 21 December 2017 no.23/KKV14.00.00/2014, 21.12.2017, see https://www.kkv.fi/
globalassets/kkv-suomi/ratkaisut-aloitteet-lausunnot/ratkaisut/kilpailuasiat/2017/muut-ratkaisut/r-2014-
00-0023.pdf.
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into the market for food order services. Pizza-online subsequently informed the FCCA
that it had removed the mandatory exclusive supply clauses from its agreements and that
the restaurants were free to use other food order service providers. The FCCA therefore
ended the investigation without concluding whether Pizza-online had infringed competition
law.3

In June 2017, the FCCA published a report on digital platforms where it examined the
electronic reservation service channels for hotel rooms from a competition and consumer
law perspective.4 The booking of hotel rooms via electronic reservation service channels
has become more common in recent years. Such channels include Booking.com, Hotels.com
and Expedia. The phenomenon is also interesting from the point of view of the competition
authorities, particularly in regard to the parity conditions of reservation service channels,
which have been the subject of investigation by the authorities in several countries. The
parity terms apply to room availability and rates.5

In August 2017, the FCCA conducted a survey of hotels and hotel chains to investigate
the implementation of their service channels for electronic reservations. The FCCA was
particularly interested in broad parity clauses. The questionnaire utilized data from the
European Commission’s Directorate-General for Competition and from a similar inquiry
by the competition authorities of 10 Member States. In parallel with the hotel survey, a
consumer survey was conducted to identify consumers’ views and experiences with hotel
online booking sites. These two surveys were completed simultaneously in order to obtain
the perspectives of both hotels and hotel consumers.6

The purpose of the FCCA survey was to examine the removal of broad parity clauses
in hotel and online reservation channels and the potential benefit that hotels have derived
from increased freedom, especially in pricing. The survey was market-oriented in nature
and provided valuable new information on the relationship between hotels and hotel chains
and electronic reservation service channels, in particular on pricing and room availability
in Finland. The study also provided information on the importance and role of reservation
service channels for hotels and hotel chains.7

3 See Kilpailu- ja kuluttajavirasto, ‘Kilpailu- ja kuluttajaviraston vuosikirja 2017’, p. 11 https://www.kkv.fi/
globalassets/kkv-suomi/julkaisut/vuosikirjat/kkv/kkv-vuosikertomus-2017.pdf.

4 M. Saastamoinen – K. Järvelä – A. Raijas, ‘Hotellien näkemyksiä sähköisistä varauspalvelukannoista’, Kilpailu-
ja kuluttajaviraston selvityksiä 6/2017, December 2017, https://www.kkv.fi/globalassets/kkv-suomi/julkaisut/
selvitykset/2017/kkv-selvityksia-6-2017-varauspalvelukanavat.pdf.

5 Ibid, p. 9.
6 Ibid, p. 5.
7 Ibid, p. 10.
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Finally, the FCCA has also approved commitments offered by Faba osuuskunta, ProAgria
Keskusten Liitto ry and Suomen Maatalouden Laskentakeskus Oy (MLOY) in the markets
for selective breeding and output tracking records and the software that utilizes them.8

In Finland, pedigree animals of particular breeds are entered in a herd book maintained
by a breeding establishment approved by the authority. The cattle herd book is maintained
by the Faba Cooperative and the sheep book is maintained by the ProAgria Centers
Association. Herd books also maintain processing and output registers, which are closely
related to these books.9

Suomen Maatalouden Laskentakeskus Oy (The Finnish Agricultural Accounting Center)
offers farm management software that enables the sending of information to and the
retrieval of information from the processing and production registers. Thus far, the Finnish
Agricultural Accounting Center has been the only body who has enjoyed the opportunity
to use the data in the registers.10

In June 2014, the FCCA expressed its preliminary view that Faba osuuskunta, Keskusten
Liitto ry and Suomen Maatalouden Laskentakeskus Oy had abused their dominant position
by denying other companies access to their processing and yield tracking registers.11

More specifically, the FCCA came to the conclusion that these companies had abused
their dominant position by preventing other companies from accessing their selective
breeding and output tracking records.12 According to the preliminary assessment of the
FCCA, the refusal to supply could be considered to impede effective competition in the
wider livestock software market. Based on Union case law, the refusal of a dominant
undertaking to enter into a business relationship, in exceptional circumstances, may be
abusive. Consequently, this represents an interesting case of a refusal allow access to records
that were considered an essential aspect of effective competition in the market.

As a result, the parties offered certain commitments, included interfaces that would
allow third parties, i.e. companies operating in the commercial software market, to access

8 Commitment decision of 18 December 2014 no. 956/14.00.00/2011, available at https://www.kkv.fi/
globalassets/kkv-suomi/ratkaisut-aloitteet-lausunnot/ratkaisut/kilpailuasiat/2014/muut-ratkaisut/r-2011-
00-0956.pdf.

9 KKV, ‘KKV:n päätös lisää kilpailua maatilatalouden ohjelmistojen markkinoilla’ (18.12.2014). Available at
https://www.kkv.fi/ajankohtaista/Tiedotteet/2014/18.12.2014-kkvn-paatos-lisaa-kilpailua-maatilatalouden-
ohjelmistojen-markkinoilla/.

10 Ibid.
11 Ibid.
12 KKV, ‘KKV:n päätös lisää kilpailua maatilatalouden ohjelmistojen markkinoilla’ (18.12.2014) https://

www.kkv.fi/ajankohtaista/Tiedotteet/2014/18.12.2014-kkvn-paatos-lisaa-kilpailua-maatilatalouden-
ohjelmistojen-markkinoilla/.
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the registers. According to the FCCA, this would allow other companies to enter the market
and offer software services to farms.13

1a.

See the discussion above on the Pizza-Online case.

1b.

According to an interview conducted by the research group on 20 May 2019 with a member
of the FCCA team (Senior Adviser, Doctor of Laws, Jarkko Vuorinen), the FCCA has no
cases pending before the Market Court which would concern the digital market. However,
in view of particular trends in other Nordic countries, such as investigations into MFN
cases, geo-blocking, and going after social media, such investigations could also be possible
in Finland.

2. Has your competition authority adapted its enforcement practices in order to keep
up with the pace of digital markets?

2a.

At present, no specific legislative changes have been observed that would require taking
digitalisation into account for the application of competition law; neither have official
FCCA documents, such as newsletters, focused on this issue.14

2b.

The FCCA has produced two reports on the matter. The report on digital platforms15

provides, among others, an extensive definition of online platforms for the purposes of

13 Commitment decision of 18 December 2014 no. 956/14.00.00/2011, available at https://www.kkv.fi/
globalassets/kkv-suomi/ratkaisut-aloitteet-lausunnot/ratkaisut/kilpailuasiat/2014/muut-ratkaisut/r-2011-
00-0956.pdf, para 75.

14 See K. Leivo, Finnish Competition and Consumer Authority, Uutiskirje 2/2019, ‘Suomella ei ole varaa
heikosti toimiviin markkinoihin’ http://www.anpdm.com/article/0/40/434159427145415A4171/5496743.

15 T. Björkroth – K. Järvelä – A. Raijas – R. Rosendahl – M. Saastamoinen – J. Vuorinen, ‘Alustat kilpailu- ja
kuluttajaoikeudellisessa tarkastelussa’, Kilpailu- ja kuluttajaviraston selvityksiä 4/2017, April 2017, https://
www.kkv.fi/globalassets/kkv-suomi/julkaisut/selvitykset/2017/kkv-selvityksia-4-2017-alustat.pdf.
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competition law as well as guidelines on the assessment of market power, definition of the
relevant market and recommendations on the regulation of online platforms.

In its report on digital platforms, the FCCA expresses the view that changes in
competition laws are, at least to some degree, justified and competition authorities may
increasingly use temporary solutions in the future, such as injunctions and behaviour
remedies, in connection to digital platforms. However, according to the report, Finnish
competition law regulations, in particular sections 5 and 7 of the Finnish Competition
Act, are fit to address the anticompetitive behaviours of online platforms.16 The report
finds that competition law is sufficiently flexible to accommodate the economic changes
arising from digitalisation.17

The other report on the data economy emphasises the importance of competition,
consumer protection and data protection regulation in data economies.18 The aim of this
report was to tackle questions arising from and challenges to competition law and consumer
protection concerning the data economy at different levels as well as to analyse the data
economy through a number of specific examples.19 The findings of both reports are explored
throughout this report.

2c.

A joint letter of 4 April 2016 addressed to the Vice-President of the European Commission
from Finland and a number of other countries20 illustrates Finland’s stance regarding
considerations to be taken into account by the EC when developing policies and initiatives
relating to digital platforms.21 The letter calls for platforms to be seen as an opportunity,
not a threat, as they offer advantages for businesses and consumers alike, allow more
consumers to be reached, and promote expansion into other markets. Secondly, the letter
stresses that platforms are already subject to significant regulation that should, if possible,
be used as the preferred option to address any concerns about the way platforms operate.
The letter then emphasises that ‘[e]xisting legislative and non-legislative instruments,
including data protection law, competition law and consumer law, already apply to

16 Björkroth et al., 2017, p. 19.
17 Ibid.
18 A. Raijas – R. Rosendahl – M. Saastamoinen – J. Vuorinen, ‘Kilpailun ja kuluttajansuojan kysymyksiä

datataloudessa’, Kilpailu- ja kuluttajaviraston selvtyksiä 1/2019, January 2019, https://www.kkv.fi/globalassets/
kkv-suomi/julkaisut/selvitykset/2019/kkv-selvityksia-1-2019-kilpailun-ja-kuluttajansuojan-kysymyksia-
datataloudessa.pdf, p. 9.

19 Ibid, p. 10.
20 Joint Letter from the United Kingdom, the Czech Republic, Poland, Luxembourg, Finland, Sweden, Denmark,

Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Bulgaria. Available at https://www.vlada.cz/assets/evropske-zalezitosti/
aktualne/Platforms-letter.pdf.

21 Ibid., p. 1.
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platforms and can be used to regulate them.’22 Nonetheless, this is not entirely correct, as
new digital cases highlight the inconsistency between existing competition law and digital
markets. The letter also underlines the role of self-regulation as an important regulatory
tool. However, self-regulation could lead to a situation where suboptimal solutions arise
as products of self-regulation but are nonetheless later codified in the form of soft law or
even regular codification.

The letter also criticises as undesirable and a matter of last resort the adoption of the
new ex-ante regulation targeting online platforms as a segment of the digital economy.
Such a regulation could be risky due to the dynamic nature of the sector. There is also a
need to avoid introducing legislation that may act as a barrier to the development and
growth of digital markets. The letter is, however, very vague, emphasising the role of ‘big
issues’ such as innovation, competitiveness and the economic growth of digital industries.23

Nevertheless, based on the interview with Dr Vuorinen from the FCCA, it would be
wrong to state that the FCCA has a specific policy on digital markets. The FCCA Director,
Rainer Lindberg, has observed that the Competition Division of the FCCA is involved in
almost 40 international working groups,24 many of which involve cooperation on digital
markets. Lindberg stresses that certain competition authorities are no longer separately
addressing the competitive challenges posed by digital markets, as they no longer consider
it necessary, since the whole economy is already extensively digitized. In his view, the
widespread digitalisation of national economies should be taken as a fact, and competition
law is simply applied whilst recognizing and accepting this new situation.25

3. Is your domestic competition lawusing the consumerwelfare standard as its specific
goal?
Yes, Finnish competition law explicitly gives preference to consumer welfare standards.

Section 1 paragraph 1 of the Finnish Competition Act states that purpose of the legislation
is to ensure ‘healthy and effective economic competition’ and prevent ‘harmful restrictions
of competition.’26 What is more, the Act also states that in applying the law ‘particular

22 Ibid., pp. 1-2.
23 Ibid., p. 2.
24 FCCA is e.g. part of the European Competition Network (ECN), which is a source of information on digital

matters from other countries, such as their policy priorities and ongoing cases. ECN members meet regularly
in so-called general meetings and the meetings of sectoral and other working groups. It is also possible to
initiate cooperation in case handling. See Kilpailu- ja kuluttajavirasto, ‘ECN’, https://www.kkv.fi/en/facts-
and-advice/competition-affairs/international-cooperation-related-to-competition-affairs/ecn/.

25 R. Lindberg, ‘Digimarkkinoiden kilpailukysymykset kiinnostavat kansainvälisesti’, Ajankohtaista kilpailusta,
12 March 2019, https://ajankohtaistakilpailusta.fi/2019/03/12/digimarkkinoiden-kilpailukysymykset-
kiinnostavat-kansainvalisesti/.

26 Finnish Competition Act, No 948/2011, para 1.
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account shall be taken of the need to protect market conditions and the freedom to conduct
a business in such a way that customers and consumers also benefit from competition.’27

3a.

N/A.

3b.

The FCCA emphasises that business customers must be able to choose the options that
they consider best.28 Moreover, according to Professor Kuoppamäki, a Finnish specialist
in competition law, consumer welfare and customers interests should be taken into account
when interpreting competition law.29 Consequently, while assessing anticompetitive
behaviours or mergers and their possible efficiencies, the authorities should consider the
benefits that this behaviour may bring to consumers and customers.30 Competition law is
not, therefore, a regulation that is supposed to work as a tool for consumer protection;
however, the well-being of consumers is indirect. By ensuring effective competition, the
level of consumer well-being improves significantly.31 When interpreting competition law,
the rule of thumb in terms of consumer welfare is that practices which clearly benefit
consumers should not be condemned.32

3c.

As noted earlier, consumer welfare standards are applied to all competition law cases,
including abuse of dominance, cartels and mergers. Consumer welfare constitutes the basis
of the investigations and decisions. For example, the FCCA based its decision on consumer
welfare when individual bus companies priced their ticket products extensively in line
with Matkahuolto’s one-off miles fares (Matkahuolto being the second largest parcel

27 Ibid. See also Kilpailu- ja kuluttajavirasto, ‘Kilpailunrajoitukset’, https://www.kkv.fi/Tietoa-ja-ohjeita/
kilpailuasiat/kilpailunrajoitukset/.

28 Kilpailu- ja kuluttajavirasto, ‘Kilpailunrajoitukset’, https://www.kkv.fi/Tietoa-ja-ohjeita/kilpailuasiat/
kilpailunrajoitukset/.

29 P. Kuoppamäki, Uusi kilpailuoikeus, 3 ed., Lithuania, Alma Talent Oy, 2018, pp. 42-43.
30 See e.g. Kuoppamäki, 2018, p. 43.
31 Ibid., p. 45.
32 Ibid.
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delivery company after Posti Group Corporation).33 A consensus amongst traders had
thus been reached to adhere to the same prices, which limited consumer choice, as the
different cost structures of the individual carriers were not taken into account. In such a
situation, the price level was likely to remain high, to the detriment of consumers, as lower
cost carriers had no incentive to lower prices.34 An example of similar harmful behaviour
was when a hockey league club decided not to hire mid-season players from the hockey
team Jokerit or play training matches with the team.35 In this instance, consumers were
considered be either customers who bought, for example, tickets to matches or companies
who, for instance, sponsored the games.36 According to the FCCA, such an arrangement
must be regarded as harmful because market-sharing provides companies with a protected
area in which they are able to charge consumers unfavourable prices.37

B Market definition and market power

4. How does your competition authority define the market with regard to digital
economy players?

4a.

The Finnish Competition Authority published a report which noted that platforms may
change the way relevant geographical markets are defined, as platforms are often
independent of geographic boundaries. The report went on to state that the relevant product
market could be defined in wider geographic terms in the future. This development is
related to the growth of e-commerce and the resulting pressure to redesign the way
geographic markets are determined.38

33 KKV, ‘Kertalippujen hinnoittelua koskeva menettely’(Summary of the case 20.3.2018) https://www.kkv.fi/
ratkaisut-ja-julkaisut/ratkaisut/arkisto/2018/kielto--sitoumus--ja-toimitusvelvoiteratkaisut/6514.00.002015-
ja-kkv29214.00.002018/.

34 KKV Commitment decision of 20 March 2018, no. KKV/292/14.00.00/2018, available at https://www.kkv.fi/
globalassets/kkv-suomi/ratkaisut-aloitteet-lausunnot/ratkaisut/kilpailuasiat/2018/kielto--sitoumus--ja-
toimitusvelvoiteratkaisut/r-2015-00-0065-ja-2018-00-0292.pdf para 28.

35 KKV, ‘Sopimus pelaajahankintojen rajoittamisesta ja harjoitusottelukiellosta,’ (Summary of the case
31.10.2019) https://www.kkv.fi/ratkaisut-ja-julkaisut/ratkaisut/arkisto/2019/kielto--sitoumus--ja-
toimitusvelvoiteratkaisut/kkv30314.00.002017/.

36 KKV Decision of 31 October 2019, no. KKV/303/14.00.00/2017, available at https://www.kkv.fi/globalassets/
kkv-suomi/ratkaisut-aloitteet-lausunnot/ratkaisut/kilpailuasiat/2019/kielto--sitoumus--ja-
toimitusvelvoiteratkaisut/r-2017-00-0303.pdf, para 7.

37 Ibid. para 37.
38 Björkroth et al. 2017, p. 14.
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The report also discussed potential alternatives to the SSNIP test. Firstly, it noted that
the traditional SSNIP test (a small but significant and non-transitory increase in price) has
allowed the identification of an independent market where the prices of a group of products
may be increased profitably without consumers turning in significant numbers to other
products. However, in practice, the SSNIP test cannot be applied to the platform economy
in its usual form due to the interdependence of demand between the different customer
groups (of such platforms).39 For instance, two sided markets where one side of the market
enjoys services free of charge undermine the application of the traditional SSNIP test, as
services without any payment invalidate the test, which relies on a price increase. However,
one solution could be to assess the effects of absolute price changes or variations in terms
of quality. Regarding the latter, the SSNDQ test (a small but significant non-transitory
decrease in quality) refers to the extent to which a business can reduce the quality of its
products without consumers turning to other products. To the extent that consumers stick
with the product, the product would constitute a market of its own. Thus, the SSNDQ-test
could potentially be used instead of the SSNIP test.40 By way of example, another report
by the FCCA observed that the level of data protection could present firms with a way to
compete in quality.41

4b.

Officially, however, no uniform methodology has emerged, as it remains for the Market
Court to decide cases involving platforms.42

4c.

The FCCA report observes that in two or multi-sided markets where platforms are typically
present, interdependent demand requires the modification of traditional market

39 Björkroth et al., 2017, p. 15; the FCCA report referred to the discussion in Dewenter R., Rösch J., and Ter-
schüren A, ‘Abgrenzung zweiseitiger Märkte am Beispiel von Internetsuchmaschinen’, No. 151, Diskussion-
spapier, Helmut- Schmidt-Universität, Fächergruppe Volkswirtschaftslehre, available at https://
www.econstor.eu/bitstream/10419/103404/1/799249998.pdf.

40 Björkroth et al., 2017, p. 14-15; The report made reference to the analysis in Quihoo360 v. Tencent and cited
an English language account of the case, http://www.crai.com/sites/default/files/publications/China-
Highlights-Qihoo-360-v-Tencent-0215_0.pdf.

41 Raijas et al., Kilpailun ja kuluttajansuojan kysymyksiä datataloudessa, Kilpailu- ja kuluttajaviraston selvi-
tyksiä 1/2019, p. 27.

42 See the discussion above on the Pizza-Online case.
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definitions.43 The report further indicates that, due to the benefits derived from network
effects and scalability, platform markets tend to concentrate. Additionally, the difficulty
of developing applications and services for multiple platforms may strengthen the
aforementioned tendency. Platforms seek to lock in customers, and consequently, for
instance, the transferability of user data from one platform to another may be weak.44 The
so-called platform economy essentially consists of digital platforms which enable economic
activity and connect different user groups. A platform economy is often characterised by
‘competition for the market’ rather than ‘competition in the market’. As a result, businesses
may be prepared to lose money in the early stages of their development in order to
subsequently make up for those losses as the user base grows.45 On the other hand, network
effects could work the other way around too, as an abrupt and rapid loss of market share
remains a possibility. While start-ups could challenge market leaders, existing internet
companies may also be poised to be the next big breakout (by refocusing their businesses)
– here, the example of Amazon comes to mind, as the company began as an e-retail business
and subsequently became the leader of cloud services. Consequently, defining markets
and competitors may be difficult – despite diverging business models, firms could still
offer similar services to consumers.46

4d.

The Pizza-Online case discussed above concerned a potential abuse of dominance in the
online-platform market for ordering food. The FCCA, however, closed its investigation

43 Björkroth et al., 2017, p. 14; The report referred to the discussion in Evans David S., ‘The Consensus Among
Economists on Multisided Platforms and its Implications for Excluding Evidence that Ignores It’, April 13,
2013, available at https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2249817.

44 Björkroth T et al., 2017, p. 14; Ailisto H. (Ed.), Collin J. (Ed.), Juhanko J. (Ed.), Mäntylä M. (Ed.), Ruutu S.
(Ed.), Seppälä T. (Ed.), Halén M., Hiekkanen K., Hyytinen K., Kiuru E., Korhonen H., Kääriäinen J.,
Parviainen P., and Talvitie J., 2016, Onko Suomi jäämässä alustatalouden junasta?, Valtioneuvoston selvitys-
ja tutkimustoiminnan julkaisusarja 19/2016, Available at https://tietokayttoon.fi/documents/10616/2009122/
19_Onko+Suomi+jäämässä+alustatalouden+junasta.pdf p. 18.

45 Björkroth T et al., 2017, p. 14; Van Eijk N., Fahy R., van Til H., Nooren P., Stokking H. and Gelevert H.,
Digital platforms: an analytical framework for identifying and evaluating policy options, TNO report 2015,
available at https://www.ivir.nl/publicaties/download/1703.pdf p. 24.

46 Björkroth T et al., 2017, p. 14; See also Van Gorp N., and Batura O., Challenges for competition policy in
digitalized economy, European Parliament, Directorate General for Internal Policies, Policy Department A
2015: Economic and Scientific Policy, available at http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/
2015/542235/IPOL_STU(2015)542235_EN.pdf; O’Connor D.H., ‘Understanding Online Platform Compe-
tition: Common Misunderstandings, in Ortiz A (ed.), Internet Competition and Regulation of Online Plat-
forms, Competition Policy International, available at https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=
2760061.
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into the case after Pizza-Online changed its contractual terms. As a result, the FCCA
refrained from taking a definitive stance on the relevant markets.47

Customers paid online for orders placed with SLM Finland Oy, the company behind
Pizza-Online, (whereas cash payments were made directly to the restaurants). SLM Finland
Oy deducted its commission from customer payments and then delivered the balance to
the restaurants. Pizza-online made it possible for consumers to compare menus and prices.
Here too, as tends to be the case with other similar food ordering businesses, the service
provider makes a profit by charging restaurants a fee. By contrast, consumers typically use
such services without any additional payment (zero-price markets).48

5. How is market power established in the practice of your competition authority in
cases relating to digital economy players?

5a.

The report produced by the FCCA noted that disruptive innovations that could strongly
shape market positions are more frequent in markets where attention platforms prevail
than in traditional markets – attention platforms typically provide services free of charge,
while consumers watch advertisements in return.49 It follows that the investigation of
market power should observe more closely the pressure caused by dynamic competition
and new services and products. As a result, the report noted that market shares fail to
reflect market power in such markets as reliably as they would in traditional markets.50

5b.

The FCCA report noted that a platform could try to leverage its market power from one
market to another and touched upon the case where Microsoft tied Windows Media Player
to its Windows operating system. The report stated that the investigations into the practices

47 FCCA decision of 21 December 2017 no.23/KKV14.00.00/2014, 21.12.2017, see https://www.kkv.fi/
globalassets/kkv-suomi/ratkaisut-aloitteet-lausunnot/ratkaisut/kilpailuasiat/2017/muut-ratkaisut/r-2014-
00-0023.pdf p. 4.

48 See OECD, ‘Quality considerations in the zero-price economy – Note by the United Kingdom’,
DAF/COMP/WD (2018)134, 14 November 2018, p. 4.

49 Björkroth T et al., 2017, p. 15; OECD, Big Data: Bringing Competition Policy to the Digital Era,
DAF/COMP(2016)14, 27-Oct-2016, p. 12.

50 Björkroth T et al., 2017, p. 15; See OECD, DAF/COMP(2016)14; Evans David S., ‘Multisided Platforms,
Dynamic Competition and the Assessment of Market Power for Internet-Based Firms,’ in Ortiz A., (Ed.)
Internet Competition and Regulation of Online Platforms, Competition Policy International, 2016, pp. 78-
94.
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of Microsoft and Google demonstrate that the types of restrictions on competition associated
with traditional industry, such as tying, require an updated assessment in the digital
environment. The report noted, moreover, that major competition authorities have to
some extent reached diverging conclusions – legal action was not taken in the US in
connection with the case concerning allegations of biased Google search results.51

5c.

On its webpages, the FCCA states that the assessment of market power takes into account
the extent to which a company’s existing and potential competitors, customers and suppliers
can limit its ability to use its market power. Even a company with a high market share
cannot charge supra-competitive prices if it is likely that customers will turn to competing
companies’ less pricey products in an adequately timely fashion and in sufficiently large
numbers. Indeed, the mere spectre of a rival growing or a potential competitor entering
the market could limit a company’s ability to use its market power.52

The FCCA report also considered the possibility of established technology giants
attempting to maintain their position by acquiring promising smaller firms that could
otherwise turn into rivals. The services introduced by such new companies could disrupt
the business models of these established firms. For example, the acquisition of WhatsApp
by Facebook could arguably be explained by the afore-mentioned reasoning.53

5d.

The FCCA referred to studies that discuss two-sided markets. Here, the report noted that,
in terms of market power, it was unjustified to assess only one side of the market.54 The

51 Björkroth T et al., 2017, pp. 20-21; FTC, ‘Google Agrees to Change Its Business Practices to Resolve FTC
Competition Concerns In the Markets for Devices Like Smart Phones, Games and Tablets, and in Online
Search, January 3, 2013, available at https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2013/01/google-agrees-
change-its-business-practices-resolve-ftc.

52 See FCCA, ‘How to detect dominant position?’, updated on May 18, 2014, available at https://www.kkv.fi/
en/facts-and-advice/competition-affairs/abuse-of-dominant-position/miten-maaraava-markkina-asema-
todetaan/. For example, in one merger control case, some responses to a consultation exercise suggested
that the strong market position of Etuovi.com, a digital market place for apartments, could be bolstered as
a result of a proposed merger. Nevertheless, the FCCA took the position that the intention of estate agents
to establish their own marketplace for apartments could prevent Etuovi.com from, amongst other things,
unilaterally raising prices, see FCCA decision 10/14.00.10/2010, 14 July 2010, see paras 62-67.

53 Björkroth T et al., 2017, p. 21; See also the discussion under section A and Question 6.
54 Björkroth T et al., 2017, p. 16; See also D.S. Evans, ‘Multisided Platforms, Dynamic Competition and the

Assessment of Market Power for Internet-Based Firms,’ University of Chicago Law School, Coase-Sandor
Institute for Law and Economics Working Paper No. 753, March 2016, p.23; Judgment of 29 November
2012 Groupement des cartes bancaires (CB) v European Commission ECLI:EU:T:2012:633.
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report cited Rochet and Tirole, who propose that a market is two-sided when a platform
can affect the number of its users by increasing the price on one side of the market and by
cutting prices on the other side. Thus, a price that is below production costs in relation to
one group may be worthwhile if the size of another group or its level of activity makes up
for that loss.55 Furthermore, whether user groups value the size of the user base of another
group differently should also be taken into account. For instance, one user group may
need to be pressurised into becoming a member of the network, while another would be
required to cover the costs that the former user group incurs while joining that network.
This would then contradict the perception in relation to one-sided markets that there is
an immediate link between cross-subsidization and market power.56

The report also suggested that platforms typically benefit from network effects. When
a new user makes the network more valuable to others, it becomes more likely that even
more new users will join the growing network. Thus, a snowball effect may occur. One
may also point to critical mass, which refers to the number of users that is required to
trigger self-perpetuating growth.57

Finally, the report observed that with the growing importance of digitalization and big
data, the availability of platform-related data and the ability to benefit from available data
affect a company’s market power. In short, the FCCA is closely monitoring developments
in the platform economy.58

6. Can you notice a difference in ex post assessments (abuse of dominance cases) and
ex ante assessments (concentrationmerger control cases), both in relation todefining
markets and conceptualizing market power?
In terms of ex ante assessments, the FCCA report noted the potential difficulty of

becoming alerted to the elimination of rivals, since an acquisition may concern future
markets and the potential of new business models could be challenging to assess.59 This
difficulty can also be seen from an old (2010) FCCA merger-control decision regarding

55 Björkroth T et al., 2017, pp. 15-16; Rochet J.C., and Tirole J., ‘Platform competition in two-sided markets’,
Journal of the European Economic Association, Vol. 1, No. 4, 2003, pp. 990-1029.

56 Björkroth T et al., 2017, pp. 15-17; Wright J., ‘One-sided logic in two-sided markets,’ Review of Network
Economics, Vol.3 No.1, 2004, pp. 44-64.

57 Björkroth T et al., 2017, p. 16.
58 Björkroth T et al., 2017, p. 5, 17; Lerner A.V., ‘The Role of “Big Data” in Online Platform Competition,’

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2482780 visited 13 May 2020.
59 Björkroth T et al., 2017, p 21; The FCCA report cited an article that appeared in The Economist where it

was stated, inter alia, that ‘[t]rustbusters tend to ignore mergers of businesses in unrelated markets and big
firms hoovering up small fry. Buyers of firms with an EU-wide turnover of less than €100m do not have to
notify the European Commission. Rules that take into account how markets may develop over longer
periods will be fiendish to craft. But they are needed,’ see The Economist, Online platforms, Nostrums for
rostrums, May 26th 2016, https://www.economist.com/leaders/2016/05/26/nostrums-for-rostrums, visited
13 August 2019.
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digital marketplaces.60 In this decision, the FCCA concluded that a digital marketplace
planned by competitors of the companies involved in the transaction would permanently
change the competitive environment and thus based its approval decision partially on
anticipated competition.61 However, the marketplace project now appears to have been
abandoned, and the competitive landscape did not change, at least not as envisioned by
the FCCA.

C Anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy

7. Whichpractices indigitalmarkets or involvingdigital businesses have been analysed
in the decision-making practices or case law of your jurisdiction?

7a.

As previously noted, the FCCA has yet to decide on a case of collusive behaviour. However,
there has been discussion on price-based cartels in Finland, as a number of companies
around the world are using such collusive algorithms.62 The report on digital platforms
stresses that the relationship between price algorithms and competition law is thus far an
open question and awaits answers from case law, which to date has not been developed.63

The report also emphasises that the Topkins case64, although not ultimately heard in court,
is of great importance. The case demonstrates that price algorithms can circumvent
competition law because if the algorithm is designed to coordinate the prices charged by
competitors, it would function similarly to a traditional price cartel. Nevertheless, there
seems to be sufficient room for companies to use algorithms that determine prices in their
business, as they can create significant efficiency gains.65

The report also notes that it remains unclear whether disclosing the rules by which an
algorithm works to competitors would imply a prohibited exchange of information.66

Finally, the report stresses that, in the future, competition authorities may need to examine

60 FCCA decision 10/14.00.10/2010, 14 July 2010.
61 Ibid, para 66.
62 See e.g. OECD, ‘Algorithms and collusion. Competition policy in the digital age’, 2017, https://www.oecd.org/

daf/competition/Algorithms-and-colllusion-competition-policy-in-the-digital-age.pdf, visited 31 August
2019, see also Judgment of 21 January 2016 in Case C-74/14 “Eturas” UAB and Others v Lietuvos Respublikos
konkurencijos taryba ECLI:EU:C:2016:42. Reference for a preliminary ruling from Lietuvos vyriausiasis
administracinis teismas.

63 Björkroth T et al., 2017, p. 22.
64 United States v. David Topkins, Case No. 3:15-cr-00201, 2015 California Northern District Court.
65 Björkroth T et al., 2017, p. 22.
66 Ibid, p. 22.
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the way in which a particular algorithm works; however, this would require new skills
from the authorities. What is more, the report suggests that cartels created through
algorithms tend to last longer than traditional ones.67

Finally, the investigations into MFN clauses have not, as noted in question 1, been
continued.

7b.

In the Pizza-online case analysed in detail in relation to question 1, the alleged abuse was
an exclusive supply clause that was included in agreements between Pizza-online and the
restaurants whose food orders it processed. The clause prohibited the restaurants from
entering into agreements with Pizza-online’s competing food order services; however, the
FCCA terminated the investigation without concluding whether Pizza-online had infringed
competition law.68

The FCCA’s official blog also expresses concern about personalised pricing and
zero-price services.69 The first of these may be difficult to identify, as while shopping online
the consumer may also stumble upon a ‘regular’ price change due to an increase in demand
without it actually being a personalized price change (dynamic pricing).70 In the second
instance, a zero-price commodity may be offered for free, for example to develop a
long-term customer base or encourage the customer to pay for a higher quality paid version
later on. This is provided, however, on the condition that customers share their personal
data with the service provider.71 Consequently, the service is not free at all. Instead, it is
offered in order to gather significant amounts of data that is of great business value to
online platforms.72

7c.

There is growing concern, also at the FCCA, about large companies who buy up their
start-up competitors long before they represent a threat to these giants (killer acquisitions).73

67 Ibid, p. 23.
68 See KKV, ‘Kilpailu- ja kuluttajaviraston vuosikirja 2017’, 2017, https://www.kkv.fi/globalassets/kkv-suomi/

julkaisut/vuosikirjat/kkv/kkv-vuosikertomus-2017.pdf, visited 30 August 2019, p. 11.
69 Lindberg, 2019.
70 Ibid.
71 Ibid.
72 Ibid.
73 On killer acquisitions see e.g. M Holmström, J Padilla, R Stitzing, P Sääskilahti, ‘Killer Acquisitions? The

Debate on Merger Control for Digital Markets’, in A. Mentula (Ed.), Kilpailuoikeudellinen Vuosikirja 2018,
Suomen Kilpailuoikeudellinen Yhdistys Ry, Grano Oy, Vantaa, 2019, pp. 35-54.
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As a result, the FCCA has drawn attention to the discussion on the need to focus merger
acquisition assessment not on the turnover of the merger but on the ‘value-based’
assessment. Another possibility would be to divide large companies into smaller companies
that compete with each other.74

Moreover, as the FCCA mostly investigates merger cases, one relevant digital case on
mergers would be worth noting here. In 2010, the FCCA investigated an arrangement
where several Finnish media companies and newspaper and magazine publishers jointly
acquired a company and, as part of the transaction, acquired several digital marketplaces
used by consumers.75 The digital marketplaces in question were for advertising homes,
cars and consumer products to consumers. In its investigation, the FCCA paid particular
regard to the digital advertising of homes and cars, due to the parties’ high market shares.
It nevertheless approved the acquisition without remedies, as the threshold for intervening
had not been met. Instead, the FCCA concluded that competitors’ existing digital
marketplaces and planned projects for market entry were sufficient to prevent the
consolidation from harmfully affecting competition.76

8. What reasons have been offered by the businesses concerned to justify (prima facie)
anticompetitive behaviour?

8a.

In its report on online platforms, the FCCA emphasised that, for instance, the positive
networks effects arising from the use of platforms can lead to increased concentration and
consequently an alleged dominant position.77 What is more, the FCCA states that in markets
that are based on networks, limiting interoperability may be one of the ways in which a
company can strategically affect competition in the market (so-called incompatibility). In
such a situation, the positive indirect network effects that can arise when platforms
complement each other, for example when third parties offer users innovative additional
services that add to the platform’s value, should be taken into account.78 However, according
to the FCCA, in digital markets one can also observe the lowering of search and transaction
costs that do not remove the danger of locking users into the platforms.79

74 Lindberg, 2019.
75 FCCA decision of 14 July 2010, Reference N:o 10/14.00.10/2010.
76 Ibid., paras 58-60 and 67.
77 Björkroth T et al., 2017, p. 18.
78 Ibid.
79 Ibid.
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The FCCA also recognises that platforms may achieve such a degree of dominance
that competitors are unable to achieve a similar scale, which in turn can lead to exclusion
from the market. It would then be the task of the authorities to assess whether this ‘tipping
point’ had arisen as a natural result of gaining larger value as a platform or as a consequence
of an exclusionary strategy aimed at driving competitors out of the market.80

8b.

As to the particular cases, in Pizza online, such justifications were not employed, since the
company involved in the anticompetitive behaviour had announced, in August 2015, that
it had changed its practice in such a way that restaurants were no longer required to enter
into an exclusive relationship with Pizza-online in order to use its services.81 Since
Pizza-online had stopped the anticompetitive behaviour that the FCCA had originally
found potentially anticompetitive, it saw no need to analyse the case further or take action
against the company.82 Furthermore, as there has been no public investigation into hotel
reservation systems, we do not know what their explanations would have been. In the case
involving Faba osuuskunta, ProAgria Keskusten Liitto ry and Suomen Maatalouden
Laskentakeskus Oy (MLOY), the FCCA found no objective basis for refusing the deal.83

8c.

No, not to our knowledge. However, some FCCA members have expressed the idea, which
does not necessarily represent the FCCA’s official view, that there is a need to focus on
platforms more holistically. This refers to the two sides of a platform, which may need to
be analysed separately, but whose interdependencies must nevertheless be taken into
account.84 Otherwise, pricing above the marginal cost on one or other side of a two-sided
market could be considered proof of market power.85

80 Björkroth T et al., 2017, p. 17.
81 KKV Decision of 21.12.2017, Dnro 23/KKV14.00.00/2014, para 32. Available at https://www.kkv.fi/

globalassets/kkv-suomi/ratkaisut-aloitteet-lausunnot/ratkaisut/kilpailuasiat/2017/muut-ratkaisut/r-2014-
00-0023.pdf.

82 Ibid, para 33.
83 KKV Commitment decision of 18 December 2014 Dnro 956/14.00.00/2011, available at https://www.kkv.fi/

globalassets/kkv-suomi/ratkaisut-aloitteet-lausunnot/ratkaisut/kilpailuasiat/2014/muut-ratkaisut/r-2011-
00-0956.pdf para 61.

84 T. Björkroth – K. Järvelä – A. Raijas – R. Rosendahl – M. Saastamoinen – J. Vuorinen, 2017, p. 322.
85 Ibid.
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8d.

When considering economic efficiency justifications, the FCCA follows the Commission
Guidelines on horizontal cooperation agreements.86 The FCCA can also take into
consideration other justifications than those grounded in economic efficiency. For example,
in a case involving cooperation between two competing mobile communication network
operators, the FCCA recognized in a preliminary assessment that the efficiency gained by
consumers in the case was new and better-quality mobile communication services in Eastern
and Northern Finland. However, the FCCA did not consider the achieved efficiency gains
sufficient for the parties to benefit from the exemption established in Section 687 of the
Competition Act.88

As was stated earlier in section a. on digital platforms, the FCCA has recognized several
factors that may need to be considered in order to assess market power in the digital
economy. For example, in its report on digital platforms, the FCCA emphasises the
importance of big data in the growth of the market power of such platforms – particularly
access to this data as well as the ability of the platform to utilise it.89 The report also stresses
that companies are better placed to achieve a competitive advantage when they can use
current information in contrast to historical information. Nevertheless, this depends on
the market concerned.90 These issues could also be taken into account by the FCCA when
considering any justifications based on non-economic efficiencies in competition law
procedures.

9. Have you witnessed the emergence of specific theories of harm tailored to digital
markets?

9a.

The Market Court has not ruled in any of the cases related to question 1. Even though
there is one commitment decision available, the commitment decisions made by the FCCA

86 Guidelines on the applicability of Article 101 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union to
horizontal co-operation agreements (2011/C 11/01) 14.1.2011.

87 Section 6 of the Finnish Competition Act is based on Article 101(3) TFEU.
88 Commitment decision of 5 November 2015, Dnro 438/14.00.00/2014, available at https://www.kkv.fi/

globalassets/kkv-suomi/ratkaisut-aloitteet-lausunnot/ratkaisut/kilpailuasiat/2015/kielto--sitoumus--ja-
toimitusvelvoiteratkaisut/r-2014-00-0438.pdf paras 33-38.

89 Björkroth T et al., 2017, p. 17, on the importance of information for digital platforms see also B. Mäihäniemi,
Imposing access to information in digital markets based on competition law: in search of a possible theory of
harm in the EU Google search investigations, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, 2017. See also B. Mäihäniemi,
Competition Law and Big Data, Edward Elgar Publishing, Cheltenham, 2020.

90 Björkroth T et al., 2017, p. 17-18.
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are not forwarded to the Market Court for confirmation. This particular commitment
decision is referred to in detail in question 1.91 In the case in question, the abusiveness of
the refusal to deal was based on the argument that companies wishing to operate in the
market for software for conversion and production tracking logs were unlikely to create
an effective alternative source of supply that would allow them to exert competitive pressure
in this market.92 According to the preliminary assessment of the FCCA, access to breeding
and production tracking registers should therefore be considered objectively necessary for
the operation of software utilizing the breeding and production tracking registers.93

Consequently, the FCCA noted that the emergence of competition in the market for
software utilising processing and output registers was impossible unless the registers
contained interfaces that allowed data to be sent and received through competitor software.94

9b.

In its decision accepting the commitments of Faba osuuskunta, ProAgria Keskusten Liitto
ry and Suomen Maatalouden Laskentakeskus Oy,95 the FCCA in fact referred to the
importance of innovation. More specifically, it emphasised that the consumer can be
harmed when the dominant undertaking prevents the emergence of innovative products
or services.96 What is more, as underscored by Björkroth et al, the presence of disruptive
innovations that affect market structure is particularly marked in relation to so-called
attention platforms, which are platforms where no transactions can be observed, such as
search engines, social media and dating websites.97 Dynamic competition and the pressure
from new products and services should therefore be taken into account when assessing
the market power of digital platforms.98

91 Commitment decision of 18 December 2014 Dnro. 956/14.00.00/2011, available at https://www.kkv.fi/
globalassets/kkv-suomi/ratkaisut-aloitteet-lausunnot/ratkaisut/kilpailuasiat/2014/muut-ratkaisut/r-2011-
00-0956.pdf.

92 Ibid., para 49.
93 Ibid., para 53.
94 Ibid., para 55.
95 KKV Commitment decision of 18 December 2014 no. 956/14.00.00/2011, available at https://www.kkv.fi/

globalassets/kkv-suomi/ratkaisut-aloitteet-lausunnot/ratkaisut/kilpailuasiat/2014/muut-ratkaisut/r-2011-
00-0956.pdf.

96 Ibid., para 44.
97 T. Björkroth – K. Järvelä – A. Raijas – R. Rosendahl – M. Saastamoinen – J. Vuorinen, 2017, p. 320.
98 Ibid., p. 320-321.
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9c.

See the discussion above; however, since this has yet to be tested in case law, it is impossible
to state any conclusions before we have a Market Court decision.

10. What kind of remedies have been employed in cases relating to digital markets. Do
you see any differences to remedies in other markets?
The FCCA has not employed any remedies regarding cases relating to digital markets.

One interesting question raised in the international arena is whether, as suggested by a
FCCA Director, Rainer Lindberg, a dominant company could be mandated to grant its
competitors access to its databases on the basis of competition law. This is connected to
the question of who owns that data, the dominant undertaking or customers.99 However,
this issue has not been discussed beyond the FCCA’s newsletter in our jurisdiction.
Therefore, it has only been raised as a theoretical possibility.

D Regulatory overlap and enforcement challenges

11. Has there been any overlap in practice between ex ante regulation aimed at
controlling market behaviour – such as, but not limited to, consumer protection
legislation, the proposed platform Regulation, the GDPR, the geo-blocking
Regulation, the ePrivacyDirective and/or proposed ePrivacyRegulation, or similar
national instruments of legislation in relation to most favoured nation clauses–
and the enforcement practice of competition authorities?
There has been no overlap seen yet; nor has there been any separate legislation. However,

a FCCA’s Director, Rainer Lindberg, notes that a number of new regulations have been
passed, such as the Regulation on geo-blocking100 and the P2B Regulation,101 which are
complementary to competition law. Therefore, according to Lindberg, there is a need to
decide whether specific rules on competition should be developed to address more
effectively competition issues in the digital age.102

What is more, according to Lindberg, it is a moot point whether situations concerning
free services are a matter of competition law or of contract law/consumer protection. The

99 Lindberg, 2019.
100 Regulation (EU) 2018/302 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 28 February 2018 on

addressing unjustified geo-blocking and other forms of discrimination based on customers’ nationality,
place of residence or place of establishment within the internal market and amending Regulations (EC) No
2006/2004 and (EU) 2017/2394 and Directive 2009/22/EC, OJ L 60/1.

101 Regulation (EU) 2019/1150 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 June 2019 on promoting
fairness and transparency for business users of online intermediation services, OJ L 186/57.

102 Lindberg, 2019.
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latter contention could be supported by the argument that customers are in fact agreeing
to give their information to the service provider, as when customers log in to a free service
and accept marketing cookies and the use of their data, the process is supported by a mutual
agreement.103

11a.

The report on the data economy issued by the FFCA recognises that markets cannot by
themselves resolve the problems connected to data protection. Weak competition in the
market can in fact lead to extensive data collection and an insufficient level of data
protection. By contrast, in a well-functioning market, users would be able to choose from
a number of different data protection options. Data protection could then be part of
competition between enterprises over quality. However, the effect of competition over
data protection can sometimes be seen as negative. What is more, despite knowledge of
the dangers of paying for free services with data, consumers still continue this practice.104

Furthermore, in the report on the data economy, the FCCA stresses the common interests
of competition and data protection, such as the compatibility and substitutability of data
as well as its portability.105

Moreover, the FCCA recognises that issues of data protection have not previously been
considered part of the agenda of competition authorities, and the issue remains extremely
novel despite the recent investigations of Bundeskartellamt into Facebook,106 which found
its gathering of user data from third-party websites anticompetitive.107 In fact, the very
recent ruling of the Higher Regional Court of Dusseldorf stating that Bundeskartellamt’s
ruling on Facebook may be unlawful and suspending further execution proves that
conflicting interpretations do exist and that ‘mixing’ data protection with competition law
remains contentious. The Higher Regional Court of Dusseldorf noted that, even if the
contested data breached data protection rules, it was NOT an infringement of competition
law.108

103 Ibid.
104 A. Raijas – R. Rosendahl – M. Saastamoinen – J. Vuorinen, 2019, p. 27.
105 Ibid.
106 Bundeskartellamt, ‘Bundeskartellamt Prohibits Facebook from Combining User Data from Different

Sources’, https://www.bundeskartellamt.de/SharedDocs/Meldung/EN/Pressemitteilungen/2019/07_02_
2019_Facebook.html?nn=3591568; See also, M. Wasatjerna, ‘Blurred lines: The German ‘Facebook case
and the interlink between competition law and data protection’ in A. Mentula (Ed.) Kilpailuoikeudellinen
Vuosikirja 2018, Vantaa, Suomen Kilpailuoikeudellinen Yhdistys Ry, Grano Oy, 2019, pp. 23-34.

107 A. Raijas – R. Rosendahl – M. Saastamoinen – J. Vuorinen, 2019, p. 26.
108 The Higher Regional Court of Dusseldorf, ‘Facebook: Anordnungen des Bundeskartellamts möglicherweise

rechtswidrig und deshalb einstweilen außer Vollzug’ (Press release no. 25/2019) http://www.olg-
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Finally, the FCCA’s Director, Rainer Lindberg, has emphasised that, for example, the
practice of personalised pricing may be an issue of consumer protection and data protection,
as these issues have not thus far been solved in case law from the perspective of competition
law.109 Moreover, the provision of free services, which is a matter of competition over the
quality of services, such as the overall usability and speed of a service or privacy concerns,
naturally also raises concerns about data protection. According to Lindberg, where
companies jointly agree on a maximum level of data protection for their customers, better
data protection cannot be offered to customers without breaching the contract. Such
behaviour could thus qualify as a restriction of quality competition.110

11b.

Not yet.

12. Which authorities are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital
economy in your jurisdiction?

12a.

The FCCA, Finland’s competition law watchdog, also monitors compliance with the
Geo-blocking Regulation, whereas the Office of the Data Protection Ombudsman enforces
the GDPR.111

duesseldorf.nrw.de/behoerde/presse/Presse_aktuell/20190826_PM_Facebook/index.php, visited 10 August
2019.

109 Lindberg, 2019.
110 Ibid.
111 For further details, see the Office of the Data Protection Ombudsman at https://tietosuoja.fi/en/european-

data-protection-board, visited on August 28 2019. See also the Finnish Competition and Consumer
Authority at https://www.kkv.fi/en/facts-and-advice/buying-and-selling/online-mail-order-and-telephone-
sales-distance-selling/geo-blocking/; The FCCA cited in its statement to the Commerce Committee of the
Parliament the proposed platform regulation which laid down that public bodies set up in Member States
have the right to take action before competent national courts to stop or prohibit any non-compliance.
Consequently, the FCCA noted that a public body needs to be designated, see to that effect Finnish Com-
petition and Consumer Authority, Lausunto eduskunnan talousvaliokunnalle sekä liikenne- ja viestintä-
valiokunnalle 24.9.2018, Dnro KKV/976/03.03/2018, Dnro KKV/995/03.03/2018. Available at https://
www.kkv.fi/ratkaisut-ja-julkaisut/aloitteet-lausunnot-ja-kannanotot/2018/24.9.2018-valtioneuvoston-
kirjelma-eduskunnalle-komission-euroopan-parlamentin-ja-neuvoston-asetukseksi-/.
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12b.

The Consumer Ombudsman, based at the FCCA, monitors compliance with the
Geo-blocking Regulation. Nevertheless, according to Jarkko Vuorinen, a senior advisor
with the FCCA, it is the Competition Affairs Division that tracks developments within its
competence.112

12c.

According to Jarkko Vuorinen, a senior advisor with the FCCA, the FCCA is in contact
with the Data Protection Ombudsman when needed.113

12d.

In terms of competition law, the FCCA does not exercise an adjudicative function; instead,
the Market Court, acting upon a proposal from the FCCA, has the authority to decide on
cases. The decisions of the Office of the Data Protection Ombudsman may be appealed to
the relevant administrative court.114

112 Interview on January 17, 2020.
113 Interview on May 20 2019.
114 Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment of Finland, at https://tem.fi/en/competition-policy; Office

of the Data Protection Ombudsman at https://tietosuoja.fi/en/your-data-protection-rights-and-legal-
protection, visited 4 May 2020.
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Rafael Amaro and Marie Cartapanis*

Remarques liminaires

1. Peu de décisions significatives mais une « doctrine » institutionnelle diffusée dans
des instruments non contraignants.
L’étude des décisions rendues par les autorités et les juridictions françaises relatives à

l’économie numérique conduit à un premier constat: sur les dix dernières années, on ne
recense quasiment aucune décision vraiment significative jusqu’à la très récente décision
de condamnation de Google pour abus de position dominante en décembre 20191.

Ce bilan n’empêche pas l’Autorité de la concurrence de développer une certaine doctrine
en la matière. Toutefois – et c’est déjà un élément instructif qui renseigne sur la doctrine
en question – l’Autorité a, jusqu’à présent, formulé les grandes lignes de son analyse du
numérique dans des instruments non contraignants, plus que dans des décisions
d’application du droit de la concurrence. Aussi ne croit-on pas déformer les intentions de
l’Autorité en disant, qu’à ce jour, sa méthode de régulation du numérique emprunte plus
au registre de la pédagogie, qu’à celui de la répression. Parmi les sources utiles à la
compréhension de cette doctrine, on consultera tout particulièrement:
– un avis de l’Autorité sur la publicité en ligne de 20182 ;
– des communications et des articles récents de l’actuelle Présidente de l’Autorité sur le

sujet3 ;
– des rapports conjoints élaborés avec les autorités britanniques et allemandes:

* Rafael Amaro, Professeur à l’Université de Caen-Normandie rafael.p.amaro@gmail.com; Marie Cartapanis,
Maître de conférences à l’Université Aix Marseille, membres de Trans Europe Experts – pôle concurrence.

1 Aut. conc., déc. 19-D-26 du 19 déc. 2019 relative à des pratiques mises en œuvre dans le secteur de la publicité
en ligne liée aux recherches.

2 Aut. conc., avis 18-A-03 du 6 mars 2018 portant sur l’exploitation des données dans le secteur de la publicité
sur internet.

3 I. de Silva, « Future of competition law: time to change or time to adapt? », sept. 12, 2019 Keynote, Fordham
Conference, https://www.autoritedelaconcurrence.fr/sites/default/files/2019-09/keynote_article_fordham.pdf;
« 10 years of the French Autorité de la concurrence: looking back and looking ahead », Journal of Antitrust
Enforcement, 2019, 7, pp. 129 à 136; « Assessing online platform mergers: Taking up the new challenges
faced by the French Competition Authority in the digital », Concurrences, N° 2-2018 l pp. 39-49
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un rapport conjoint avec la Competition Market Authority sur les écosystèmes4.–
– un rapport conjoint avec le Bundeskartellamt sur les données5 et un autre sur les

algorithmes6

2. Recension des décisions et avis rendus en matière d’ententes et d’abus de position
dominante (2014-2019). La recension de l’ensemble des décisions qui concernent
l’économie numérique entre 2014 et 2019, synthétisée dans le tableau ci-dessous,
conforte ce premier constat.

Dispositif de la décisionPratiques en
cause

Références de la
décision ou de l’avis

Nombre de
décisions ou
d’avis
concernant
le
numérique

Année

Sanction pécuniaire et
injonction

Abus19-D-2642019

Mesures conservatoiresAbus19-MC-01

Non-lieuAbus19-D-18

Sanction pécuniaireEntente19-D-14

Rejet de la plainteAbus18-D-1322018

--18-A-03 (avis)

Rejet de la plainteAbus17-D-2412017

Rejet de la plainteAbus16-D-252016

--16-A-09 (avis)

Poursuite de l’instruction au
fond et rejet des mesures
conservatoires

Abus15-D-1322015

EngagementsEntente15-D-06

--14‐A‐18 (avis)32014

Non-lieuAbus14‐D‐18

Sanction pécuniaire et
injonction (non-lieu partiel)

Abus14-D-06

4 Aut. conc., CMA, Analyse économique des systèmes ouverts et fermés, 16 déc. 2014, disponible en ligne sur
le site de l’Autorité: http://www.autoritedelaconcurrence.fr/doc/analyse_eco_syst_ouvert_ferme.pdf.

5 Aut. conc., BKamt, Competition law and data, mai 2016, disponible sur le site de l’Autorité: http://
www.autoritedelaconcurrence.fr/doc/reportcompetitionlawanddatafinal.pdf

6 Aut. conc., BKamt, Algorithms and Competition, 6 nov. 2019, disponible sur le site de l’Autorité: https://
www.autoritedelaconcurrence.fr/sites/default/files/algorithms-and-competition.pdf
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3. Premiers enseignements. De cette première recension des avis et décisions en matière
de pratiques anticoncurrentielles, on peut déjà tirer trois enseignements révélateurs:
1) le nombre de décisions et d’avis qui concernent le numérique est limité ;
2) le nombre de décisions de condamnation l’est encore plus. En dehors des

condamnations d’entreprises qui restreignent la vente en ligne (not. déc. 19-D-14)
et de la condamnation de Google en décembre 2019 (déc. 19-D-26), aucune décision
de condamnation n’a été rendue à ce jour contre des entreprises de l’économie
numérique.

3) Depuis cinq ans, les pratiques de certains « Big Tech », à l’instar de Google et de
Facebook, ont été examinées par l’Autorité mais aucune de ces entreprises n’a été
condamnée à une sanction pécuniaire, à l’exception, là encore, de Google dans la
décision de décembre 2019.

4. Concentrations. Par ailleurs, en matière de concentrations, quelques affaires ont
concerné le numérique mais une seule a été traitée en phase II – l’affaire SeLoger /
Locig-Immo78.

5. Première explication. La première explication qui peut être avancée pour comprendre
ce bilan tient à l’appréciation nuancée que porte l’Autorité de la concurrence sur les
comportements des acteurs du numérique. Si l’Autorité dit avoir conscience des risques
pour la concurrence qui résultent d’une concentration massive du pouvoir économique,
elle prend aussi acte du dynamisme du secteur et de la difficulté à anticiper ses
évolutions. Elle n’est d’ailleurs pas la seule à adopter cette position, si l’on en juge à la
prudence du récent Common understanding des autorités de concurrence des pays du
G79.

A La politique de concurrence à l'’ère du numérique: Changement

de Point Focal?

Question 1. Quelles sont les affaires les plus importantes relatives à l’économie
numérique (qui ont trait aux prestataires de services numériques ou à la concurrence

7 Aut. conc., déc. 18-DCC-18 du 1er févr. 2018 relative à la prise de contrôle exclusif de la société Concept
Multimédia par le groupe Axel Springer.

8 V. pour une analyse de cette décision: I. de Silva, « Assessing online platform mergers: Taking up the new
challenges faced by the French Competition Authority in the digital », Concurrences, n° 2-2018, p. 39 et s.

9 Common Understanding of G7 Competition Authorities on “Competition and the Digital Economy” Paris, 5
Juin 2019, publié en ligne sur le site de l’Autorité: http://www.autoritedelaconcurrence.fr/doc/g7_common_
understanding.pdf
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entre ces opérateurs et des opérateurs économiques traditionnels) dont votre autorité
de concurrence a eu à connaitre ?

Plusieurs décisions peuvent être citées, chacune mettant en lumière certaines spécificités
du numérique.

6. Discriminationdans l’applicationde règles d’utilisationde services de référencement
payants: affaire Google Ads (2019).
Comme il a été dit, cette affaire est la première qui conduit à la condamnation pour

abus de position dominante d’une grande entreprise de l’économie numérique. En
l’occurrence plusieurs sociétés du groupe Alphabet, dont les différentes sociétés Google,
sont condamnées à 150 millions d’euros d’amende en raison du caractère confus des règles
d’utilisation du service de référencement payant de Google (Google Ads) et de l’application
discriminatoire et incohérente desdites règles.

Le plus intéressant dans cette décision est sans doute l’analyse des effets de la pratique.
L’Autorité relève d’abord l’importance de Google Ads comme « vecteur essentiel » de
l’entrée ou du maintien sur le marché d’acteurs qui, tout en disposant d’une notoriété
limitée10, animent la concurrence en diversifiant l’offre et en commercialisant des services
innovants11. En ce sens, l’Autorité note que:

« 502. (…) l’opacité des Règles et leur application aléatoire sont de nature à
modifier les incitations des éditeurs de sites, notamment innovants, et à les
décourager de développer des modèles reposant sur une facturation des
utilisateurs. En effet, la possibilité de recours aux services de Google Ads pour
acquérir une visibilité initiale auprès des utilisateurs est sujette à des risques
accrus du fait du comportement de Google. L’application aléatoire des Règles
et leur forte instabilité sont susceptibles de dissuader des acteurs d’investir
dans le développement de nouveaux services numériques, en particulier si
ceux-ci sont susceptibles d’être concernés par la Règle sur la « vente d’articles
gratuits ». Le fait qu’un service ou un contenu soit accessible gratuitement sur
internet n’implique pas pour autant que sa commercialisation sous une forme
payante soit dépourvue de « valeur ajoutée » pour le consommateur, par exemple
en réduisant son exposition à la publicité ou en facilitant ou structurant l’accès
à des informations qui peuvent être éparpillées sur plusieurs sources sur internet.

10 Point 500.
11 Point 501.
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503. En outre, l’applicationdiscriminatoire desRègles est également susceptible
de favoriser, de manière non-justifiée, certaines catégories d’acteurs par
rapport à d’autres et de perturber le fonctionnement concurrentiel desmarchés
de services numériques à l’aval. La définition et l’application inéquitable et
discriminatoire des Règles ne permettent pas d’éviter le maintien de sites
potentiellement nocifs pour le consommateur. Ainsi, le comportement de Google
a également un effet négatif sur l’autre face de l’activité de la publicité liée aux
recherches, les utilisateurs. »

De là, l’Autorité conclut que la qualité de l’offre est affectée négativement par cette
application discriminatoire alors qu’une application transparente aurait, au contraire, un
effet vertueux.12

Si l’on résume, les pratiques de Google ont des effets nocifs sur au moins trois plans
différents:
– Elles désavantagent les entreprises innovantes.
– Elles avantagent les entreprises qui ont des pratiques nocives pour le consommateur.
– Elles ne protègent pas suffisamment le consommateur.

On observera que les données chiffrées citées par l’Autorité de la concurrence dans son
analyse concurrentielle (données confidentielles non publiées) concernent essentiellement
le nombre de clics payants par secteur et selon l’ancienneté de l’entreprise sur le marché13.
En revanche, aucune étude systématique et chiffrée de la qualité des sites avantagés par
l’application discriminatoire des règles d’utilisation et de ceux qui sont désavantagés par
cette application n’est produite au soutien des conclusions de l’Autorité. Il en va de même
pour la mesure du dommage à l’économie qui ne repose que sur des considérations
générales liées à l’importance de Googe dans l’économie numérique14.

7. Modèle freemium et stratégie de prédation: affaire Bottin Cartographes c/ Google
(2015).
Dans cette affaire, un premier jugement du 31 janvier 2012 du tribunal de commerce

de Paris avait condamné Google pour abus de position dominante à réparer le préjudice
causé au demandeur – Bottin Cartographes – à hauteur de 500 000 euros. L’abus constaté
par le Tribunal découlait de la commercialisation gratuite du service de cartographie en
ligne Google Maps API. Or ce service, qui permettait aux professionnels d’ajouter des cartes
Google Maps sur leur site Internet pour indiquer la localisation de leurs lieux de vente,

12 Point 505.
13 Points 453 à 462.
14 Points 546 à 556.
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était concurrencé par l’offre payante de la société Bottin Cartographes. Le Tribunal en
concluait que l’offre gratuite de Google constituait une pratique de prix prédateur. Près
de quatre ans plus tard (sic.), la cour d’appel de Paris infirme ce jugement dans un arrêt
du 20 novembre 201515, après avoir sollicité l’avis de l’Autorité de la concurrence16. La
Cour juge qu’à partir de 2012, l’activité de cartographie de Google était bénéficiaire grâce
à son offre premium payante – Google Maps Portail – qui couvrait les coûts incrémentaux
du service Google Maps API. Elle ajoute qu’avant 2012, un doute persistait quant à la
couverture des coûts mais qu’en l’absence d’intention prédatrice, l’abus n’était pas établi.

Le plus intéressant dans cette affaire est sans doute l’avis de l’Autorité. Il y est procédé à
une application spécifique à l’économie numérique du test Akzo afin d’évaluer le caractère
prédateur ou non de l’offre gratuite proposée par Google. L’Autorité soutient qu’une part
majoritaire des coûts des services de cartographies de Google est commune à Google Maps
API et à Google Maps Portail mais aussi à Google Maps17. Elle en conclut que le service
gratuit Google Maps API n’engendre qu’un coût évitable minime. Rapproché des marges
« très substantielles » de Google pour l’ensemble de ces services de cartographie, ce coût
minime conduit à écarter l’hypothèse d’une stratégie prédatrice.

Au-delà de la question des stratégies de prédation, l’affaire révèle aussi la nécessité
d’appliquer avec discernement les tests dégagés par la jurisprudence en matière d’abus
quand le marché en cause est marqué par certaines spécificités du numérique. En première
instance, le tribunal avait procédé à une analyse fruste et inadaptée des coûts supportés
par Google pour en conclure à sa culpabilité. Se fiant aux suspicions que manifestent
habituellement les autorités de concurrence à l’endroit de la gratuité, il avait occulté un
point crucial: la gratuité est au cœur du modèle économique freemium. Elle y procède
d’une logique rationnelle qui consiste à faire de l’offre free le fer de lance de la
communication destinée à attirer les consommateurs, avant de « convertir » certains d’entre
eux à l’offre premium. Dans ces conditions, les repères habituels auxquels se fient autorités
de concurrence et juridictions pour apprécier le caractère prédateur d’une pratique tarifaire
perdent de leur pertinence. C’est le cas notamment du coût marginal de production, dont
la valeur indique habituellement le prix en-deçà duquel la tarification d’un opérateur
dominant devient suspecte.

8. Stratégies d’exclusivité et effet d’éviction: affaire vente-privée.com (2014).

15 CA Paris, ch. 5-4, 20 nov. 2015, Google France et Google c/ Bottin Cartographe, Concurrences n° 1-2016,
p. 68.

16 Aut. conc., avis 14-A-18, 16 déc. 2014 rendu à la Cour d’appel de Paris concernant un litige opposant la
société Bottin Cartographes aux sociétés Google et Google France.

17 Le service gratuit à destination des internautes du grand public.
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L’affaire vente-privée.com apporte d’autres enseignements. Cette entreprise exploite le
site du même nom (devenu VeePee depuis) qui permet aux grandes marques, notamment
celles de prêt-à-porter, de vendre leurs stocks aux internautes abonnés. Ce marché biface
comporte donc un fort effet de réseau: plus il y a de marques sur le site, plus les abonnés
peuvent trouver les produits qu’ils recherchent et inversement, plus il y a d’abonnés, plus
les marques peuvent trouver des acheteurs intéressés. Les suspicions quant à la légalité de
ce modèle économique venaient du fait que vente-privée.com avait conclu des accords
d’exclusivité avec de nombreuses marques de prêt-à-porter « à forte notoriété ». Il existait
donc un risque que les plateformes concurrentes soient évincées du marché, faute de
pouvoir proposer aux acheteurs des marques attractives. Mais il était possible également
que ces concurrentes parviennent, elles aussi, à conclure des accords d’exclusivité avec
d’autres marques, empêchant ainsi une concentration excessive des parts de marché au
profit de vente-privée.com. Aussi sérieuse que fût la question posée à l’Autorité de la
concurrence, cette dernière ne put y répondre en raison de l’ancienneté des pratiques en
cause qui rendait impossible une délimitation fiable du marché pertinent18.

Elle en conclut toutefois que:

« Inséré dans les contrats conclus par une entreprise qui serait en situation de
domination sur le marché, ce type de clause pourrait être susceptible de constituer
un abus. »

Ajoutant que:

« En l’espèce, si la qualification d’abus de position dominante au titre des articles
L. 420-2 du code de commerce et 102 du TFUE doit être écartée pour la période
comprise entre 2005 et 2011 pour les raisons précédemment exposées, l’Autorité
relève toutefois qu’interrogée en séance, Vente-privee.com n’a pas été en mesure
de justifier les clauses d’exclusivité litigieuses au-delà d’une durée de seize
semaines. »19

On peut retenir de cette décision, deux enseignements. Premièrement, plus peut-être que
les stratégies de prix, comme celles examinées dans l’affaire Bottin carthographe, ce sont
les stratégies d’exclusivité qui semblent les plus suspectes aux yeux de l’Autorité.
Deuxièmement, la régulation du numérique suppose une certaine réactivité des autorités

18 Aut. conc., déc. 14-D-18, préc., points 99 à 115.
19 Points 126 à 127.
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pour être efficace. En l’espèce, l’Autorité n’a pu répondre aux questions qui lui étaient
posées en raison de l’ancienneté des faits.

9. Affaire des clauses MFN / Booking.com (2015).
On peut citer aussi l’affaire, connue ailleurs en Europe, des clauses MFN (pour most

favoured nation ou clause de parité tarifaire) insérées par Booking.com dans les contrats
avec les établissements d’hôtellerie20. Cette affaire présente deux intérêts.

D’abord, elle est instructive par certaines de ses spécificités factuelles, propres au numérique.
Sans retracer ici les détails de l’analyse concurrentielle de ces clauses, on rappellera
seulement qu’elles pouvaient produire un effet anticoncurrentiel en incitant les hôtels à
ne pas abaisser leur prix. Toutefois, cet effet pouvaient potentiellement être contrebalancé
par un effet proconcurrentiel consistant à maintenir un certain niveau de qualité sur le
marché en décourageant les stratégies de free riding de certains opérateurs low cost.
L’uniformité des prix sur tous les sites permettrait donc de décourager, au moins
partiellement, ces stratégies en incitant le consommateur à finaliser son achat sur le site
qui lui offre la meilleure information. En résumé, l’inhibition de la concurrence sur les
prix serait compensée par l’investissement des plateformes dans la qualité de leurs services.
La difficulté posée par ces clauses MFN était donc épineuse et prenait un relief particulier
en raison de l’effet amplifiant d’internet.

Par ailleurs, l’affaire est aussi instructive par les solutions contrastées qui ont été apportées
par les autorités de concurrence et les juridictions qui ont eu à en connaître. L’ancien Office
of Fair Trading britannique avait clôt l’affaire en janvier 2014 par des engagements
permettant aux hôtels de proposer des promotions qui ne seraient pas sur les plateformes21.
Le Bundeskartellamt allemand avait interdit ces clauses à l’opérateur dominant22. Quant
à l’autorité française23, elle avait accepté des engagements de Booking.com limitant le
domaine des clauses MFN aux seuls sites des hôtels, afin d’éviter le free riding de ces
derniers, tout en les autorisant à proposer des prix plus bas sur d’autres plateformes
concurrentes. Mais de façon quasiment simultanée, les juridictions françaises adoptèrent
une solution plus radicale consistant à interdire per se ces clauses sur le fondement de
l’ancien article L. 442-6, I, 2° du code de commerce qui sanctionne le déséquilibre significatif

20 Aut. conc., déc. 15-D-06 du 21 avr. 2015 sur les pratiques mises en œuvre par les sociétés Booking.com B.V.,
Booking.com France SAS et Booking.com Customer Service France SAS dans le secteur de la réservation
ho ̂telière en ligne.

21 OFT, déc. IHG, Booking.com and Expedia, janv. 2014.
22 BKamT, déc. HRS, B9 - 66/10 du 20 déc. 2013.
23 Déc. 15-D-06 du 21 avr. 2015, préc.
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dans les contrats entre professionnels24 avant que le législateur n’intervienne quelques
mois plus tard, par la loi Macron de 201525, et prohibe purement et simplement ces clauses
en insérant de nouvelles dispositions au code de tourisme qui, de plein droit, les répute
non-écrites26. Ce manque de coordination entre autorités, juge et législateur témoigne
donc aussi des difficultés à concevoir une régulation cohérente face aux questions nouvelles
que pose le développement de l’économie numérique.

10. Refus d’accès à des bases de données: affaire Cegedim (2014).
On notera aussi l’existence d’une intéressante décision qui condamne un opérateur

dominant – la société Cegedim – opérant sur les marchés des bases de données et de gestion
de clientèle destinées aux laboratoires pharmaceutiques27. En l’espèce, Cegedim refusait
de vendre l’accès à sa base aux clients d’Euris, un concurrent, qui offrait uniquement un
service de gestion de clientèle. Les laboratoires qui utilisaient sa solution logicielle, ou
souhaitaient le faire, étant privés de la possibilité d’accéder à la principale base de données
du marché se détournèrent alors de son offre. Euris aurait ainsi perdu 70% de sa clientèle
entre 2008 et 2012.

Ce traitement discriminatoire organisé par Cegedim sera jugé abusif par l’Autorité de la
concurrence qui enjoindra par ailleurs à Cegedim de cesser toute discrimination entre ses
clients en fonction du logiciel de gestion utilisé.

Si cette décision ne concerne pas un « Big Tech », elle livre une première illustration de
condamnation pour abus d’une entreprise dominante qui refuse l’accès à des données. On
observera que la base en question n’a pas été qualifiée de facilité essentielle. Le seul
traitement discriminatoire a été suffisant pour que l’abus soit constaté.

11. Les avis « publicité en ligne » et les éventuels abus de position dominante deGoogle
et de Facebook (2018-2010).
Sont également instructifs les deux avis sur la publicité en ligne, déjà mentionnés, de

201828 et 201029.

Précisons que les avis ne sont pas rendus au terme d’une procédure contentieuse et
contradictoire. Leurs conclusions sont donc prudentes et nécessairement provisoires. Leur

24 T. com. Paris, 7 mai 2015, n° 2015000040, AJCA, 2015, p. 376, obs. R. Maulin.
25 Loi n° 2015-990 du 6 août 2015 pour la croissance, l'activité et l'égalité des chances économiques.
26 Art. L. 311-5-2 C. tourisme.
27 Aut. conc., déc. 14-D-06 du 8 juill. 2014, préc., points 165 à 191.
28 Aut. conc., avis 18-A-03 du 6 mars 2018, préc.
29 Aut. conc., avis 10-A-29 du 14 déc. 2010, préc.
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étude n’en reste pas moins instructive car l’Autorité de la concurrence y identifie un certain
nombre de pratiques de Google et de Facebook notamment, susceptibles d’être qualifiées
d’abus de position dominante. En outre, et comme il a déjà été dit plus haut, ces avis sont
aussi utiles à la pratique car l’Autorité y formule sa doctrine de façon plus aboutie que
dans les décisions recensées.

Parmi les pratiques susceptibles d’être jugées abusives par l’Autorité, dans son avis de 2018,
on peut relever:
– Des stratégies de couplages, de ventes liées, de prix bas et d'exclusivités qui résulteraient

de l’association de plusieurs services d'intermédiation, de l’association de services
d'intermédiation et de fourniture de données de ciblage, ou encore de l’association
entre un service d'intermédiation et l'accès exclusif à l'inventaire d'un site.

– Des effets de levier qui résulteraient de l’utilisation de positions prépondérantes sur
certains marchés de services pour se développer sur d'autres marchés (notamment
dans les secteurs de l'audit média et des agences média et dans ceux de la fourniture
de services publicitaires et de services d'exploitation de données aux annonceurs).

– Des pratiques de traitement discriminatoires, notamment quant à la possibilité de
monétiser certains types de contenus, et dans les conditions d'accès des DSP aux places
de marché et à certains inventaires.

– Des freins à l'interopérabilité dans le secteur de l'intermédiation publicitaire qui
pourraient affecter les conditions d'interconnexion de certains intermédiaires avec
d'autres dans le cadre des enchères en temps réel et de la mise en œuvre des campagnes
de leurs clients annonceurs.

– Des restrictions sur les possibilités de collecter et d'accéder à certaines données en
raison du refus par des opérateurs dominants d’autoriser l'intégration d'éléments de
tracking des campagnes pour certains formats publicitaires, la fourniture des données
relatives à la qualification par impression des audiences, ou la fourniture de statistiques
de recherches des marques des annonceurs.

Parmi d’autres pratiques suspectées par l’Autorité dans son avis de 2010, d’être constitutives
d’abus de position dominante, on peut relever encore:
– la possible manipulation des scores de qualité attribué par Google à ses partenaires.
– les évolutions brutales et pour certains observateurs – injustifiées – de ces scores et

l’attribution de scores plus favorables aux services de Google ou de ses filiales
(notamment le service de vidéo Youtube et le service de recherche géographique Google
Maps).
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12. Concentration SeLoger/ Logic-Immo (2018).
En matière de concentrations, on citera surtout la décision SeLoger / Logic-Immo30 du

1er février 2018 qui traite pour la première fois en France d’un rapprochement entre
plateformes numériques.

SeLoger et Logic-Immo sont spécialisées dans la diffusion en ligne d’annonces immobilières
de professionnels de l’immobilier. En 2017, SeLoger notifie à l’Autorité un projet de rachat
de Logic-Immo. Après un examen sommaire, l’Autorité ouvre une phase d’examen
approfondi en raison des risques qu’elle décèle dans l’importante part de marché que
détiendra l’entité concentrée (supérieure à 50 %). On retiendra de cet examen approfondi
deux séries d’enseignements:
– Quant à la méthodologie de l’Autorité, d’abord, il ressort que l’examen s’est notamment

fondé sur « des auditions réalisées auprès des clients et des concurrents, d’un
questionnaire administré en ligne par les services d’instruction auprès de plus de 30
000 professionnels de l’immobilier, de l’examen de nombreux documents internes des
parties et de plusieurs études économiques ».

– Quant à l’analyse concurrentielle de l’Autorité, ensuite, on relèvera qu’elle se concentre
surtout sur trois risques: les hausse de prix, l’éviction des concurrents et les effets
coordonnés sur le marché des petites annonces immobilières en ligne de professionnels.
– L’Autorité conclut que des hausses de prix ne seraient pas rentables en raison des

reports de demande qu’elles induraient vers la concurrence (notamment
LeBonCoin).

– L’Autorité arrive à une conclusion comparable pour l’éviction des concurrents qui
résulterait de stratégies de couplage de l’entité fusionnée et du rabais offerts aux
annonceurs s’ils couplent les offres sur les deux plateformes. Elle estime peu probable
sur le long terme qu’une telle stratégie puisse avoir un effet d’éviction. Elle parvient
à cette conclusion par une analyse statique et dynamique qui prend notamment en
compte les effets potentiels de réseau. Dans son analyse dynamique, elle anticipe
une diminution du chiffre d’affaires des principaux concurrents mais en conclut
que l’ampleur de cette diminution et le modèle économique plus diversifié des
concurrents de l’entité fusionnée (à l’instar de LeBonCoin) ne suffisent pas à ce que
cette diminution ait des effets suffisamment sérieux sur la concurrence.

– Enfin, l’Autorité écarte aussi les risques d’effets coordonnés entre la nouvelle entité
et le groupe Le Bon Coin en raison du caractère limité de la transparence des prix.

L’Autorité de la concurrence autorise la concentration sans engagement.

30 Aut. conc., déc. 18-DCC-18 du 1er févr. 2018, préc.
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Question 2. Est-ce que votre autorité de concurrence a adapté sa stratégie d’application
du droit de la concurrence afin de saisir les évolutions constatées sur les marchés
numériques ?

2a.

13. Évolutions récentes de la pratique décisionnelle de l’Autorité.
Il est sans doute un peu tôt pour tirer des conclusions définitives sur les méthodes de

régulation de l’Autorité de la concurrence en la matière. Cela étant, l’étude des différentes
affaires évoquées dans ce rapport, met en lumière au moins un enseignement: l’attitude
de l’Autorité est à la prudence. Cette prudence se manifeste d’abord par une inclination
marquée pour les méthodes de régulation négociée, mais aussi par la fréquence des décisions
de non-lieu à l’encontre des entreprises de l’économie numérique31.

Cette attitude semble d’ailleurs différer de celle du Bundeskartellamt, qui semble plus
offensive. Interrogé sur la procédure contentieuse ouverte par l’autorité allemande à
l’encontre de Facebook, l’ancien Président de l’Autorité, Bruno Lasserre déclarait ainsi
dans une conférence du 8 mars 2016 préférer pour sa part « poser les enjeux calmement
dans un cadre coopératif et non contentieux »32.

On pourrait évoquer aussi, en ce sens, les différentes « affaires Google »33 qui n’aboutissent
jamais à une condamnation, à l’exception notable de la dernière décision en date du 19
décembre 2019. D’ailleurs, cette décision pourrait marquer un infléchissement de la
politique de l’Autorité en faveur d’une attitude moins conciliante que par le passé mais
elle pourrait tout autant n’être qu’une exception dont il serait excessif d’extrapoler outre
mesure les enseignements.

2b.

14. Outre les éléments évoqués à la réponse précédente, on peut relever au moins deux
techniques de régulation utilisées par l’Autorité de la concurrence pour adapter son
action au secteur du numérique.

31 V. p. ex. Aut. conc., déc. 13-D-07, préc.
32 B. Lasserre, intervention aux Rendez-Vous de l'Autorité, tenus à Paris le 8 mars 2016: https://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=EbqXJXrt4IU
33 V. supra n° 6 et suivants et n° 9, l’affaire Booking et le traitement des clauses MFN par l’Autorité, plus con-

ciliant que celui que lui réservent les juridictions judiciaires et le législateur.
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1°) La publication de rapports conjoints à l’Autorité de la concurrence et à d’autres
autorités nationales34.

–

– 2°) Des avis sur le secteur de la publicité en ligne35.

2c.

15. Cf. réponse précédente.

Question 3. Est-ce que votre autorité de concurrence emploie le critère de bienêtre du
consommateur comme finalité assignée au droit de la concurrence ?

3b.

16. Le standard du « bien-être du consommateur » est utilisé par l’Autorité de la concurrence
sans toujours être désigné explicitement. L’Autorité porte notamment son analyse sur
les effets des pratiques sur le pouvoir d’achat des consommateurs, sur le choix dont ils
bénéficient sur les marchés36 et sur la qualité de l’offre37. L’application du standard
permet donc la prise en compte de l’effet sur les prix et des effets qui ne concernent
pas les prix. L’actuelle Présidente de l’Autorité de la concurrence a récemment proposé
la définition suivante du bien-être du consommateur:

« If consumer welfare mainly addresses price variation, it can also take into
account variations in quantity or in quality or diversity of products and services.
In other words, the consumer welfare standard allows an analysis of price effects
and non-price effects as well, whenever relevant. »38

Dans l’affaire Bikeurope, par exemple, c’est l’effet d’une pratique sur le choix du
consommateur qui a été analysé. Au stade de l’évaluation de la nocivité de la pratique sur
la concurrence, l’Autorité a mis en avant l’importance que revêt le choix du consommateur
sur Internet. Elle relève, à cet égard, que l’intérêt d’Internet réside – pour un consommateur
– dans la possibilité de choisir le distributeur qui offre le meilleur prix ou le meilleur
service et d’obtenir des produits non disponibles chez les distributeurs de sa zone de

34 V. supra n° 1.
35 V. supra n° 11.
36 Voir https://www.autoritedelaconcurrence.fr/fr/les-vertus-de-la-concurrence#concurrence-et-pouvoir-

achat et https://www.autoritedelaconcurrence.fr/fr/les-vertus-de-la-concurrence#concurrence-et-choix.
37 V. not. l’aff. Google Ads, supra n° 6.
38 I. de Silva, « Future of competition law: time to change or time to adapt? », préc., p. 3.
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chalandise physique39. L’Autorité a également fait référence au bien-être du consommateur
au stade de l’évaluation de la gravité de la pratique en relevant que « s’agissant de la qualité
des personnes susceptibles d’être affectées, il s’agit en l’espèce des consommateurs individuels
dont la possibilité (…) de bénéficier du meilleur prix a été limitée »40.

Dans d’autres affaires qui ne concernaient pas le numérique, l’Autorité a pris en compte
la qualité du service médical (lors d’un rapprochement entre hôpitaux)41 ou le pluralisme
dans le secteur de la presse et des médias42.

Quant aux éventuelles évolutions de ce standard, qui consisteraient à y inclure d’autres
objectifs, l’actuelle Présidente de l’Autorité ne s’y montre pas favorable, comme l’atteste
une récente déclaration en ce sens:

« All in all, the consumer welfare standard is well-grounded, well-tested, and
multi-dimensional. It is a good existing toolbox. Should we then try to change it
by broadening its content? I would argue that we should not go down that road,
for a number of reasons. First, the consumer welfare standard serves its purpose:
protecting consumers and delivering results for them. Second, broadening it
would introduce subjectivity into our enforcement, which could in turn expose
enforcers to more pressure by interest groups, and weaken the existing standard
that offers legal safeguardsfor parties. Third, applying the consumer welfare
standard – as it is – makes it possible to have competitive markets and therefore
supports broader goals of social justice and democracy: there is no need to formally
incorporate them as they are a natural consequence of the work made by enforcers
and regulators upstream.

Public interest should, inmyopinion, constitute a different step (and inmany
jurisdictions, falls in the hand of other authorities than the competition
agency): industrial policy and promoting national or European champions
are clearly not on the list of the things we consider; but we firmly believe that
amongst the benefits of solid competition lay greater innovation for the consumer,
as well as dynamic industries and services. » 43

39 Aut. conc., déc. 19-D-14 du 1er juil. 2019, Bikeurope, préc.
40 Aut. conc., déc. 19-D-14 du 1er juill. 2019, Bikeurope, préc.
41 Aut. conc., déc. 17-DCC-95 du 23 juin 2017 relative à la prise de contrôle exclusif du groupe MédiPôle

Partenaires par le groupe Elsan.
42 Aut. conc., déc. 19-DCC-141 du 24 juillet 2019 relative à la prise de contrôle exclusif de la société Mondadori

France par la société Reworld Media.
43 I. de Silva, « Future of competition law: time to change or time to adapt? », préc., p. 4.
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B La définition du marché et le pouvoir de marché

Question 4. Comment votre autorité de concurrence définit-elle le marché à l’égard
des acteurs de l’économie numérique ?

17. Concernant la délimitation des marchés pertinents, l’Autorité de la concurrence applique
les méthodes habituelles et s’appuie sur la pratique décisionnelle antérieure – la sienne
ou celle de la Commission européenne44. Elle s’attache essentiellement aux
fonctionnalités des services proposés par les acteurs du numérique.

Par exemple, dans son avis « publicité en ligne » de 2018, déjà cité à plusieurs reprises, elle
reprend en substance les conclusions de la Commission dans ses décisions
Facebook/WhatsApp (2014) et Microsoft/LinkedIn (2017) pour la délimitation des marchés
des réseaux sociaux45 et dans sa décision Google Shopping (2017)46 pour la délimitation des
marchés de recherche en ligne.

Axant son analyse sur les fonctionnalités des réseaux sociaux, elle ajoute, par ailleurs, qu’un
acteur comme Facebook peut être présent sur d’autres marchés pertinents que celui des
seuls réseaux sociaux:

« À cet égard, l’Autorité a constaté que les fonctionnalités et les informations
accessibles sur le réseau social Facebook étaient de plus en plus nombreuses
(météo, jeux, place de marché…), et ne sont pas uniquement disponibles sur des
services de réseaux sociaux. Ces développements ne remettent toutefois pas en
cause les fonctionnalités de base qui font de Facebook un réseau social. Cette
évolution du service est, a priori, susceptible en revanche d’illustrer la présence
de Facebook sur d’autres marchés pertinents que celui des réseaux sociaux.
De nombreuses offres de produits et de services numériques, telles que les offres
de services de téléphonie mobile, sont composées de plusieurs services, et ceux-ci
peuvent appartenir à des marchés pertinents distincts, sans que cela fasse obstacle
à la délimitation du marché principal en cause. »

Question 5. Dans la pratique, comment votre autorité de la concurrence définit-elle le
pouvoir de marché dans les affaires qui impliquent des acteurs de l’économie
numérique?

44 Aut. conc., avis 18-A-03 du 6 mars 2018, préc. points 154 à 189.
45 Aut. conc., avis 18-A-03 du 6 mars 2018, préc. point 166.
46 Aut. conc., avis 18-A-03 du 6 mars 2018, préc. point 161.
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5a.

18. Oui, en cohérence avec la jurisprudence de la Cour de justice et la pratique décisionnelle
de la Commission européenne47. L’Autorité de la concurrence rappelle régulièrement
que:

« de manière générale, l’examen des parts de marché constitue un paramètre
essentiel dans l’appréciation de la dominance éventuelle d’une entreprise sur son
marché. »48

Elle note toutefois la difficulté à établir de façon exacte les parts de marché détenues par
les opérateurs du numérique, notamment Facebook et Google, ce qui la conduit à s’en
remettre à des estimations afin « d’appréhender de façon générale et de comparer le poids
respectif des entreprises. »49

L’Autorité tient également compte d’autres facteurs. Citons, par exemple, la notoriété des
acteurs – pour estimer « la solidité et l’importance » de la position dominante – la qualité
du trafic, ou encore l’existence de plusieurs modèles économiques compétitifs. Elle a ainsi
nettement différencié le modèle open source, le modèle payant et le modèle freemium et a
relevé que le modèle freemium semblait faire concurrence aux autres modèles et se
développer plus rapidement, au point de remettre en cause la viabilité de certains acteurs50.

5b.

19. Oui, l’Autorité accorde une importance particulière au pouvoir détenu sur les marchés
connexes en raison du caractère biface de nombreux marchés du numérique. Comme
l’Autorité le rappelle dans ses lignes directrices sur le contrôle des concentrations:

« [d]ans le cas de marchés bifaces, l’équilibre économique sur un marché ne peut
être appréhendé indépendamment des conditions prévalant sur un autre marché.
Les deux marchés, bien que distincts, fonctionnent en effet de façon
interdépendante, spécificité qui peut être prise en compte aussi bien au stade de

47 Aut. conc., avis 18-A-03 du 6 mars 2018, préc. points 196 et s.
48 Aut. conc., déc. n° 14-D-05 du 13 juin 2014 relative à des pratiques mises en œuvre dans le secteur de la

téléphonie mobile à destination de la clientèle résidentielle à La Réunion et à Mayotte.
49 Aut. conc., avis 18-A-03 du 6 mars 2018, préc. point 197.
50 Aut. conc., avis 14-A-18 du 16 déc. 2014, préc.
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la délimitation du marché que de l’analyse des effets de l’opération sur la
concurrence et des gains d’efficience »51

L’Autorité ajoute, dans son avis « publicité en ligne » de 2018, que:

« selon les cas, l’examen d’un marché biface peut donc être mené en définissant
un marché unique avec ses deux faces indissociables ou en délimitant les deux
faces distinctes de ce marché. Les marchés connexes sont des marchés qui sont «
en amont ou en aval les uns des autres », ou des marchés qui concernent « des
prestations semblables, à défaut d’être complètement substituables »52.

Son analyse reste donc logiquement conditionnée par le contexte spécifique du marché
examiné. Par exemple, elle relève, toujours dans son avis « publicité en ligne » de 2018,
que:

« certains services de Google et Facebook, qui sont des plateformes de
référencement et de distribution de contenus, ont la capacité de créer des barrières
à l’expansion sur des marchés sur lesquels elles ne sont pas nécessairement actives,
mais qui peuvent être connexes. Plusieurs acteurs ont à cet égard souligné
l’importance de services tels que Google Search, Facebook, ou YouTube pour le
développement du trafic de leurs propres sites et applications. » 53

5c.

20. Oui. La concurrence potentielle est prise en compte, notamment à travers l’étude des
barrières à l’entrée et des contrepouvoirs.

21. L’existence d’importantes barrières à l’entrée.
Dès 2005, l’ancien Conseil de la concurrence intégrait l’examen de la concurrence

potentielle à son analyse à travers la problématique des coûts de changement dans l’affaire
CEGID54. Le Conseil avait tenu compte de la formation du personnel (les coûts
d’apprentissage) et des coûts associés aux transferts des données.

51 Lignes directrices révisées du 10 juillet 2013 relatives au contrôle des concentrations, https://
www.autoritedelaconcurrence.fr/sites/default/files/ld_concentrations_juill13.pdf, point 421

52 Aut. conc., avis 18-A-03 du 6 mars 2018, préc. point 191.
53 Aut. conc., avis 18-A-03 du 6 mars 2018, préc. point 231.
54 Cons. conc., avis no 05-A-24, 14 déc. 2005, relatif à l’acquisition de la société CCMX Holding par la société

S.A. Cegid dans le secteur des progiciels de gestion à destination de la profession comptable.
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Idem dans son avis « publicité en ligne » de 201855. Parmi les barrières identifiées, l’Autorité
cite:

– le niveau des parts de marché et l’écart par rapport au premier concurrent. L’Autorité
évoque notamment les marchés suivants sur lesquels Google et Facebook ont une
avance considérable sur leurs concurrents: moteurs de recherche, services de
cartographie, réseaux sociaux, plateformes de partage de vidéos et services de courrier
électronique56.

– la nécessité de procéder à des investissements significatifs, qu’il s’agisse d’améliorer la
qualité des services, de développer de nouveaux services ou de réaliser de la croissance
externe57. L’Autorité relève, à cet égard, l’importance considérable des investissements
qui devraient être consentis par les concurrents de certains « Big Tech » pour arriver
à collecter des jeux de données leur permettant de rivaliser avec eux. Elle cite en ce sens
l’exemple d’Amazon58.

– les économies d’échelles qui permettent d’abaisser les coûts de production. L’Autorité
note ainsi que les audiences de Google et Facebook leur permettent la collecte des
volumes de données plus importants que leurs concurrents, ce qui, en retour, facilite
l’amélioration de la qualité de service, notamment celle des algorithmes utilisés pour
la fourniture du service59. L’Autorité relie ce constat aux puissants effets de réseau
directs et indirects qui permettent à Google et Facebook d’améliorer « l’audience et les
revenus générés par ces services »60.

– L’Autorité pointe également les stratégies de croissance externe sur le secteur de
l’intermédiation publicitaire de Google, Facebook et Amazon. Elle observe ainsi que
sur ce secteur, la faiblesse des barrières à l’entrée est « relativisée » par les acquisitions
des « Big Tech » qui « empêchent de nouveaux acteurs d’acquérir une taille significative
et donc de contester les positions des acteurs établis » 61.

– L’Autorité précise, enfin, que certains services de Google et Facebook ont la capacité
de créer des barrières à l’expansion sur des marchés connexes (cf réponse précédente).

55 Aut. conc., avis 18-A-03 du 6 mars 2018, préc.
56 Aut. conc., avis 18-A-03 du 6 mars 2018, préc., point 227.
57 Aut. conc., avis 18-A-03 du 6 mars 2018, préc., point 228.
58 Aut. conc., avis 18-A-03 du 6 mars 2018, préc., point 234: « De nombreux acteurs considèrent que les données

d’achat générées sur les services de commerce électronique d’Amazon présentent un intérêt pour les annonceurs
et bénéficient de la qualité des données générées dans des environnements logués. D’autre part, Amazon est
le leader mondial des services de Cloud Computing, devant Microsoft, Google et IBM. Elle dispose de capacités
d’exploitation de données qui figurent parmi les plus avancées, avec celles de Google. »

59 Aut. conc., avis 18-A-03 du 6 mars 2018, préc., point 229.
60 Ibid.
61 Aut. conc., avis 18-A-03 du 6 mars 2018, préc. point 239.
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22. L’absence de contrepouvoirs significatifs des annonceurs et des éditeurs.
L’Autorité de la concurrence relève aussi dans son analyse du marché de la publicité

en ligne, l’absence de contrepouvoir des annonceurs et des éditeurs de contenu de nature
à animer la concurrence sur les marchés où opèrent des « Big Tech ». Elle explique la
faiblesse de ces contrepouvoirs par le rapport de force asymétrique entre ces derniers et
leurs clients:

« Chaque éditeur représente une partie infime de la demande totale de services
d’intermédiation, qu’elle concerne la publicité Search ou la publicité Display. De
même, chaque annonceur représente également une partie très limitée de la
demande d’achats d’espaces publicitaires. »62

On peut citer encore la décision SeLoger / Logic-Immo où la concurrence potentielle a été
prise en compte au terme d’une étude dynamique63.

5d.

23. N/A en France (hormis la prudence et les ajustements que supposent les spécificités
de certains marchés du numérique dans l’application de ces concepts).

Question 6. Avez-vous remarqué des différences entre les examens ex-post (cas d’abus
de position dominante) et les examens ex-ante (cas de contrôles des concentrations)
dans le cadre de la définition du marché pertinent et de la détermination du pouvoir
de marché ?

24. L’Autorité estime, de façon théorique, que l’analyse des marchés pertinents et du
pouvoir sur les marchés connexes peut varier selon que qu’il s’agit d’un contrôle ex
post ou ex ante64. Les décisions recensées ne font toutefois pas apparaître de différence
significative à ce jour.

62 Aut. conc., avis 18-A-03 du 6 mars 2018, préc. point 244.
63 V. supra n° 12.
64 Aut. conc., avis 18-A-03 du 6 mars 2018, préc. point 192.
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C Pratiques anticoncurrentielles dans l’économie numérique

Question 7. Quelles sont les pratiques propres au marché numérique ou impliquant
des entreprises numériques qui ont été analysées dans le cadre de décisions adoptées
dans votre juridiction ?

25. Essentiellement des suspicions d’abus. – Cf. propos liminaires et la réponse à la question
n° 1.

7a.

26. Cf. propos liminaires.

7b.

27. Cf. réponse à la question 1.

7c.

28. Oui mais leur nombre est limité.

On peut ajouter que lorsqu’une concentration dans le secteur du numérique est notifiée,
l’analyse y est assez classique.

Par exemple, lors de la prise de contrôle par TF1 d’Aufeminin65, l’Autorité a procédé à une
analyse concurrentielle circonstanciée et l’étude a révélé à cet égard que les concurrents
en place sur le marché de la vente d’espaces publicitaires en ligne étaient suffisamment
puissants pour écarter le risque d’effets anticoncurrentiels d’une éventuelle stratégie de
couplage. L’Autorité a aussi considéré que la qualité de la programmation télévisuelle se
définissait par sa diversité, laquelle tend à diminuer lors de la mutualisation des programmes
au sein des différentes chaînes.

65 Aut. conc., déc. n° 18-DCC-63 du 23 avril 2018, préc.
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On peut noter, toutefois, que dans l’affaire SeLoger / Logic-Immo66, l’Autorité a procédé à
une analyse globale des effets de la concentration sur les différents marchés affectés plutôt
qu’à une analyse des effets sur chaque marché pris isolément.

Question 8. Quelles sont les raisons qui ont été avancées par les entreprises concernées
afin de justifier des comportements anti-concurrentiels ?

8a.

29. Il y a peu d’affaires où de telles justifications ont été avancées. Citons cependant l’affaire
Cegedim, impliquant un refus de vente de base de données. L’entreprise avait invoqué
des justifications objectives. Selon elle, ce refus était justifié par ses soupçons « fortement
étayés » de contrefaçon de sa base de données et, partant, par son souci de protéger ses
intérêts légitimes contre un comportement de nature à lui causer un préjudice. L’autorité
a réfuté cet argument67. Idem dans l’affaire Booking où les risques de « free riding »
ont été écartés68.

Trois éléments peuvent expliquer cette situation. Premièrement, les conditions sont strictes:
les gains d’efficacité allégués doivent être quantifiables, vérifiables, spécifiques à la
concentration et une partie des gains doit être transférée aux consommateurs.
Deuxièmement, il incombe aux parties qui souhaitent faire valoir des gains d’efficacité de
construire un argumentaire étayé et quantifié démontrant que les gains d’efficacité
économique de l’opération sont susceptibles de contrebalancer ses effets anticoncurrentiels.
Les parties doivent donc présenter ces gains avec un haut degré de détails69. Troisièmement,
l’analyse des décisions révèle que les parties notifiantes ne font pas valoir de gains
d’efficience. Il n’est donc pas nécessaire que l’Autorité procède à l’analyse de tels gains70.

8b.

30. Non, les justifications n’ont pas été retenues par l’Autorité.

Question 9. Avez-vous pu remarquer la naissance de théories du préjudice spécifiques
au contexte numérique?

66 Aut. conc., déc. 18-DCC-18 du 1er févr. 2018, préc., cf. supra n° 12.
67 Aut. conc., déc. n° 14-D-06 du 8 juill. 2014, préc.
68 Aut. conc. déc. 15-D-06 du 21 avr. 2015, préc. ; cf. infra n° 9.
69 Conseil d’État, 9 avril 1999, 201853, Coca-Cola / Orangina.
70 Voir par exemple l’affaire SeLoger / Logic-Immo: Aut. conc., déc. n° 18-DCC-18, préc.
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31. Non. On peut relever simplement que l’actuelle Présidente de l’Autorité de la
concurrence insiste sur l’intérêt de recourir à l’abus d’exploitation dans le contexte du
numérique sans pour autant préconiser d’évolutions particulières de la notion de
restriction de concurrence71. C’est aussi ce qui ressort de propos tenus par l’actuel chef
du service « Concentrations »72.

Question 10. Quels sont les remèdes utilisés dans les affaires relatives aux marchés
numérique ?Ces remèdes sont-ils différents des remèdes applicables àd’autresmarchés ?

32. Essentiellement des engagements, quand un « remède » a été appliqué par l’Autorité
de la concurrence et quasiment aucune condamnation. Comme il a été noté plus haut,
l’attitude de l’Autorité est plus prudente et peut-être plus conciliante que sur d’autres
marchés, comme celui de la téléphonie, par exemple.

L’actuelle Présidente de l’Autorité préconise le recours le plus systématique possible aux
mesures conservatoires et aux injonctions73.

D Chevauchements législatifs et difficultés liées à l’application

du droit de la concurrence

Question 11. En pratique, avez-vous constaté l’existence de chevauchements
réglementaires entre les réglementations ex-ante destinées à régir le comportement
des acteurs sur le marché – ce qui inclut notamment les règles relatives à la protection
du consommateur, la proposition de règlement sur les plateformes numériques, le
RGPD, le Règlement sur le blocage géographique, la Directive vie privée et
communications électroniques ou la proposition de règlement vie privée et
communications électroniques ainsi que les instruments législatifs nationaux similaires
relatifs aux clauses de la nation la plus favorisée – et la pratique développée par les
autorités de la concurrence dans le cadre de l’application du droit de la concurrence ?

33. Oui, on peut citer les cumuls de qualifications entre droit des pratiques
anticoncurrentielles et le déséquilibre significatif prohibé per se à l’article L. 442-1, I
al. 2 du code de commerce (anc. art. L. 442-6, I, 2° du même code)74.

71 I. de Silva, « Future of competition law: time to change or time to adapt? », préc., p. 6.
72 E. Chantrel, « Poursuivre la réforme du contrôle des concentrations », Concurrences, n° 3-2019 l pp. 14 et

s., spéc. p. 17.
73 I. de Silva, « Future of competition law: time to change or time to adapt? », préc., p. 7.
74 V. l’affaire Booking: supra n° 9.
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En revanche, l’Autorité de la concurrence semble désireuse de veiller à la complémentarité
entre la politique de concurrence, d’une part, et les politiques en matière de données et de
contenu, d’autre part. Elle perçoit ces deux autres politiques comme d’importants moyens
de favoriser l’animation de la concurrence et leur consacre d’importants développements
dans son avis de 201875.

11a.

11b.

34. Oui, cf. l’affaire Booking76.

Question 12. Dans votre juridiction, quelles sont les autorités responsables de
l’application du droit de la concurrence dans le contexte de l’économie numérique ?

35. L’Autorité de la concurrence et les juridictions judiciaires: tribunaux judiciaires (anciens
tribunaux de grande instance) et tribunaux de commerce en première instance ; Cour
d’appel de Paris comme juge du second degré.

12a.

36. Non. Le GDPR est appliqué par une autre autorité administrative indépendante: la
CNIL (Commission nationale de l’informatique et des libertés).

12b.

37. Pas encore sous une forme institutionnalisée.

75 Aut. conc., avis 18-A-03 du 6 mars 2018, préc. point 258 et s. « les règles en matière de protection des données
vont continuer à jouer un rôle important dans le fonctionnement concurrentiel du secteur et cette place va
croître, dans le contexte de l’entrée en vigueur du règlement général sur la protection des données et de la loi
relative à la protection des données personnelles. Les règles applicables à la protection des données auront
ainsi, de fait, une influence significative dans la régulation économique du secteur de la publicité sur internet. »
(point 260)

76 V. supra n° 9.
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12c.

38. Oui. La Cour d’appel de Paris pour les décisions de l’Autorité de la concurrence, le
Conseil d’État pour les décisions de la CNIL.
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Mark-Oliver Mackenrodt*

A Wettbewerbspolitik und Digitalwirtschaft: Eine Verlagerung

des Fokus?

1. Welches sind die wichtigsten Fälle, die durch die Wettbewerbsbehörde in Ihrem
Mitgliedsstaat mit Bezug zur Digitalwirtschaft angestrengt und beendet wurden
(mit Fokus entweder auf Digitalunternehmen oder auf den Wettbewerb zwischen
Digitalunternehmen und etablierten Unternehmen)?

1a.

Plattform-Fusionen • Partnerschaftsvermittlungs-Plattform
• BKartA, 22.10.2015, B6-57/15 – OCPE/EliteMedianet.

• Immobilien-Plattform
• BKartA, 25.06.2015, B6-39/15 – Immonet/Immowelt.

• Vergleichsportal-Plattform
• BKartA, 05.08.2015, B8-76/15 –

ProSiebenSat.1/Verivox.

• Ticketing-Plattform 1
• BKartA, 03.01.2017, B6-53/16 – CTS Eventim/FKP

Scorpio.

• Ticketing-Plattform 2
• BKartA, 23.11.2017, B6-35/17 – CTS Eventim/Four

Artists.

BKartA, 09.12.2013, B6-46/12 – amazon.Paritätsklauseln

BKartA, 20.12.2013, B9-66/10 – HRS.

BKartA, 03.06.2015 – verivox.

BKartA, 22.12.2015, B9-121/13 – booking.

BKartA, 06.02.2019, B6-22/16 – facebook.Missbrauch

BKartA, 17.07.2019, B2-88/18 – amazon.

* Jurist (Dr. iur, LL.M. (NYU), Attorney at Law (New York)) und Wettbewerbsökonom (Dr. rer. pol.) sowie
wissenschaftlicher Referent am Max-Planck-Institut für Innovation und Wettbewerb in München, mark-
oliver.mackenrodt@ip.mpg.de.
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BKartA, 08.09.2015, B6-126/14 – Google/VG Media.

BKartA, 04.12.2017, B6-132/14-2 – CTS Eventim.

Weitere Fälle betreffen insbesondere den Digitalvertrieb.

1b.

Die facebook-Entscheidung des Bundeskartellamtes1 wurde vom Oberlandesgericht (OLG)
Düsseldorf2 im einstweiligen Rechtsschutz außer Vollzug gesetzt. Diese Entscheidung wird
derzeit durch den Bundesgerichtshof (BGH) überprüft. In der Hauptsache hat das OLG
Düsseldorf noch keine Entscheidung getroffen.

Die Untersagung von engen Paritätsklauseln bei booking.com3 durch das
Bundeskartellamt wurde vom OLG Düsseldorf4 aufgehoben und wird derzeit durch den
BGH überprüft.

2. Hat die Wettbewerbsbehörde ihrer Rechtsordnung ihre Durchsetzungspraktiken
angepasst, um mit der Geschwindigkeit des Digitalmarktes mitzuhalten?

2a.

Der deutsche Gesetzgeber hat in Hinblick auf die Digitalwirtschaft fundamentale
Änderungen des Kartellrechtes (GWB) vorgenommen und geplant:

Die 9. GWB-Novelle im Jahr 2017 hat mehrere Regelungen speziell mit Bezug zur
Digitalwirtschaft eingeführt:

Die Unentgeltlichkeit einer Leistung steht – so ausdrücklich § 18 Abs. 2a GWB – der
Annahme eines Marktes nicht entgegen (siehe 4d).

Zur Bestimmung von Marktmacht enthält § 18 Abs. 3a GWB eine Auflistung von
Faktoren, die insbesondere bei mehrseitigen Märkten und Netzwerken zu berücksichtigen
sind (siehe auch 5).

Verbraucherschutzrechtliche Befugnisse wurden für das Bundeskartellamt nur sehr
begrenzt eingeführt. So wurden Sektoruntersuchungen und eine Beteiligung des
Bundeskartellamtes an Gerichtsverfahren auch in Bezug auf den Verbraucherschutz
ermöglicht.

1 BKartA, B6-22/16 – facebook.
2 OLG Düsseldorf, 28.08.2019, VI-Kart 1/19 (V) – facebook.
3 BKartA, B9-121/13 – booking.
4 OLG Düsseldorf, 04.06.2019, VI-Kart 2/16 (V) – booking.
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In der Fusionskontrolle wurde in § 35 Abs. 1a GWB eine neue Aufgreifschwelle
eingeführt. Diese stellt erstmalig nicht nur auf den Umsatz, sondern auch auf den Wert
der Gegenleistung bei einer Fusion ab. Damit kann insbesondere der Erwerb von digitalen
Start-ups erfasst werden, die noch keine großen Umsätze aufweisen.

Grundlegende und neuartige Vorschriften zur Digitalwirtschaft finden sich im
Referentenentwurf (E-GWB) zu der im Jahr 2020 geplanten 10. GWB-Novelle.

Bei der Bestimmung von Marktmacht ist nach § 18 Abs. 3b E-GWB insbesondere die
Intermediationsmacht, also die Bedeutung einer Plattform-Vermittungsdienstleistung
für den Zugang zu Beschaffungs-und Absatzmärkten zu beachten.

Unterhalb der Marktmachtschwelle, also beiAbhängigkeit, wird das Missbrauchsverbot
in § 20 Abs. 1 E-GWB verstärkt: Es greift nicht mehr nur zu Gunsten kleiner und mittlerer
Unternehmen (KMU) und erfasst explizit auch Intermediationsmacht. In einem
mehrseitigen Plattformmarkt kann es zudem einen Missbrauch darstellen, wenn für
abhängige Unternehmen die eigenständige Erzielung von Netzwerkeffekten behindert
wird, § 20 Abs. 3a E-GWB.

Die Verweigerung eines Zugangs zu Daten wird in § 19 Abs. 2 Nr. 4 E-GWB bei
Marktmacht und in § 20 Abs. 1a E-GWB bei Abhängigkeit explizit als möglicher Missbrauch
aufgeführt.

§ 19a E-GWB enthält eine neuartige Form erhöhter Unternehmensverantwortlichkeit
für Unternehmen mit überragender marktübergreifender Bedeutung: In einer ersten
Stufe kann das Bundeskartellamt feststellen, dass einem Unternehmen, das auf einem
mehrseitigen Plattformmarkt tätig ist, eine solche Bedeutung für den Wettbewerb zukommt.
In einer zweiten Stufe kann das Bundeskartellamt sodann diesen Unternehmen bestimmte
Verhaltensweisen untersagen.

§ 32c E-GWB vereinfacht es für Unternehmen, von der Kartellbehörde eine
Unbedenklichkeitsentscheidung zu erlangen. Dies kann etwa bei Datenpools die
Rechtssicherheit erhöhen. EinstweiligeMaßnahmen werden in § 32a E-GWB erleichtert.

Das Bundeskartellamt hat der Digitalwirtschaft in seiner Fallpraxis (siehe 1a) und in
fachlichen Untersuchungen (siehe 2c) eine hohe Priorität zugemessen.

2b.

Das Bundeskartellamt kann gemäß § 32a GWB einstweilige Maßnahmen anordnen. Bislang
wurde hiervon selten Gebrauch gemacht.5 Die 10. GWB-Novelle erleichtert die

5 Karbaum und Schulz, “Einstweilige Maßnahmen der Kartellbehörden – wirksamer Wettbewerbsschutz im
Zeitalter digitaler Ökosysteme”, NZKart 2019, 407, 414. Auch außerhalb des Digitalbereichs sind kaum
Fälle bekannt, siehe Bornkamm und Tolkmitt, in: Langen/Bunte (Hrsg.), Kommentar zum deutschen und
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Voraussetzungen für einstweilige Maßnahmen gerade mit Blick auf die Schnelllebigkeit
der Digitalwirtschaft.

Zudem ermöglicht der geplante § 32c E-GWB einen Anspruch der Unternehmen auf
eine Kartellamtsentscheidung mit dem Inhalt, dass kein Anlass zum Tätigwerden der
Behörde besteht. Dies kann für Kooperationen im Digitalbereich die Rechtssicherheit
erhöhen.

Eine Beschleunigung bei behördlichen Kartellverfahren kann nach § 32b GWB durch
Verpflichtungszusagen erreicht werden: Nach einer Verfahrenseinleitung durch das
Bundeskartellamt können Unternehmen Abhilfemaßnahmen vorschlagen. Wenn diese
die kartellrechtlichen Bedenken des Bundeskartellamtes nach vorläufiger Beurteilung
ausräumen, kann das Bundeskartellamt die Verpflichtungszusagen für verbindlich erklären,
das Verfahren beenden und unter bestimmten Bedingungen wieder aufnehmen. Im
Digitalbereich hat sich etwa amazon im Jahr 2013 dazu verpflichtet, auf die Verwendung
von Preisparitätsklauseln zu verzichten.6 Verpflichtungszusagen ermöglichen ein
konsensuales, flexibles und schnelleres Vorgehen, jedoch besteht ein geringeres Maß an
Transparenz und gerichtlicher Kontrolle.

Durch Verhandlungen des Kartellamtes mit Unternehmen kann ebenfalls eine
Beschleunigung erreicht werden. Im Jahr 2019 wurden in einem weiteren Verfahren gegen
amazon7 beim Bundeskartellamt die allgemeinen Geschäftsbedingungen (AGB), die amazon
gegenüber Dritthändlern verwendete, beanstandet (siehe auch 7). Nach einer Änderung
der AGB durch amazon wurde das Verfahren ohne eine formelle Entscheidung eingestellt.

Gutachten werden unter 2c dargestellt.

2c.

Das Bundeskartellamt hat in Arbeitspapieren Kartellrechtsfragen der Digitalwirtschaft
analysiert, so etwa die Marktmacht von Plattformen8 oder – jeweils gemeinsam mit der
französischen Kartellbehörde – die Themen „Kartellrecht und Daten”9 sowie „Algorithmen
und Wettbewerb”.10 Die Befugnis des Bundeskartellamtes für Sektoruntersuchungen wurde
durch die 9. GWB-Novelle bezüglich bestimmter verbraucherschutzrechtlicher Vorschriften

europäischen Kartellrecht, Köln, Luchterhand, 2018, para 32a, Rn. 2. Zur Änderung durch die 10. GWB-
Novelle siehe Podszun/Deuschle, “Einstweilige Maßnahmen im Kartellrecht”, WuW 2019, 613.

6 BKartA, B6-46/12, Fallbericht – amazon.
7 BKartA, B2-88/18, Fallbericht – amazon.
8 BKartA, Marktmacht von Plattformen und Netzwerken, 2016.
9 Autorité de la concurrence/Bundeskartellamt, Competition Law and Data, 2016.
10 Autorité de la concurrence/Bundeskartellamt, Algorithms and Competition, 2019; siehe auch BKartA,

Algorithmen und Wettbewerb, 2020.
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erweitert. Das Bundeskartellamt hat zu Vergleichsportalen eine Sektoruntersuchung11

durchgeführt sowie eine zu Nutzerbewertungen eingeleitet.12 Wettbewerb in der
Digitalwirtschaft ist auch Gegenstand der internationalen Zusammenarbeit des
Bundeskartellamtes.13

Die Monopolkommission, ein ständiges unabhängiges Expertengremium, hat in
mehreren Hauptgutachten Fragen der Digitalwirtschaft analysiert, so etwa die
Themenbereiche „Google, facebook & Co.”14 sowie Plattformfusionen, Paritätsklauseln,
sharing economy15 und zuletzt Algorithmen, Kundendaten, Drittplattformverbote.16 Ein
Sondergutachten erörtert Herausforderungen digitaler Märkte.17

Das Bundeswirtschaftsministerium hat ein Grünbuch18 sowie ein Weißbuch19 zu
digitalen Plattformen veröffentlicht sowie Expertenstudien zu Digitalwirtschaft und
Kartellrecht anfertigen lassen.20 Diese bildeten eine Grundlage für die 10. GWB-Novelle.

3. Wird imnationalenWettbewerbsrecht IhresLandesderVerbraucherschutzstandard
als alleinige Zielsetzung verwendet?

3a.

3b.

Die Formulierung der Frage unterscheidet sich in den verschiedenen Sprachfassungen.
Nur die deutschsprachige Fragestellung stellt darauf ab, ob der genannte
Verbraucherschutzstandard „alleinig” zur Anwendung gelangt. Zudem ist keine hinreichend
universal gültige Definition für „Verbraucherschutzstandard/consumer welfare standard/
bienetre du consommateur” ersichtlich, die eine aussagefähige Klassifizierung der deutschen
oder anderer Kartellrechtsvorschriften gestattet. Es handelt sich um ein ökonomisches
und nicht um ein normatives Konzept. Jedenfalls ist die gegenwärtige US-amerikanische

11 BKartA, Sektoruntersuchung Vergleichsportale, 2019.
12 BKartA, Sektoruntersuchung Nutzerbewertungen, Pressemeldung, 2019.
13 Siehe etwa BKartA, G7, Gemeinsame Erklärung zu Wettbewerb in der digitalen Wirtschaft, Pressemeldung,

18.7.2019.
14 Monopolkommission, 20. Hauptgutachten, 2014.
15 Monopolkommission, 21. Hauptgutachten, 2016.
16 Monopolkommission, 22. Hauptgutachten, 2018.
17 Monopolkommission, Herausforderung digitale Märkte, 2015.
18 BMWi, Grünbuch Digitale Plattformen, 2016.
19 BMWi, Weißbuch Digitale Plattformen, 2017.
20 Schweitzer/Haucap/Kerber/Welker, Modernisierung der Missbrauchsaufsicht für marktmächtige

Unternehmen, Baden-Baden, Nomos, 2018; Schallbruch/Schweitzer/Wambach, Ein neuer Wettbewerbsrah-
men für die Digitalwirtschaft, Bericht der Kommission Wettbewerbsrecht 4.0, 2019.
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Diskussion zum „consumer welfare standard” nicht übertragbar. Dort wird der Begriff
der consumer welfare teilweise in dem Sinne verwendet, dass zur Kartellrechtsanwendung
ausschließlich auf die neoklassischen statischen Wettbewerbsparameter abzustellen wäre.
Dies ist im deutschen Kartellrecht nicht der Fall und würde eine Verengung der Ziele des
Kartellrechts sowie seines Anwendungsbereiches darstellen.

Beim Begriffsverständnis von „Verbraucherschutzstandard” ist zu unterscheiden: Wenn
es darum geht, ob das Kartellrecht einer Förderung der Konsumentenwohlfahrt und eines
(zumindest indirekten) Schutzes der Konsumenten dient, so ist dies für das deutsche
Kartellrecht zu bejahen. Hingegen stellt der konkrete Nachweis einer Schädigung der
Konsumenten keine zwingende Voraussetzung zur Anwendung des deutschen Kartellrechts
dar, da ein Schutz des Wettbewerbs als Institution angestrebt wird. Ferner ist dies von
dem kartellrechtlichen Grundsatz im deutschen wie im europäischen Kartellrecht
abzugrenzen, dass Effizienzen nur dann zur Rechtfertigung einer Wettbewerbsbeschränkung
herangezogen werden können, wenn die Konsumenten daran beteiligt werden.

Das deutsche Kartellrecht dient zunächst dem Schutz des Wettbewerbs als Institution.21

Dies zeigt der Wortlaut von § 1 GWB, der parallel zu Art. 101 Abs. 1 AEUV vor
„Verhinderung, Einschränkung oder Verfälschung” des Handels schützt und die
Konsumenten nicht erwähnt. Zugleich erfolgt aber auch ein Individualschutz in Bezug
auf die Aufrechterhaltung der wirtschaftlichen Handlungsfreiheit, deren Gebrauch
Wettbewerb ermöglicht und der seinerseits Wahlmöglichkeiten sichert.22 Durch den Schutz
des Wettbewerbs erfolgt damit auch ein Schutz der Verbraucher. Die angestrebte Förderung
der Konsumentenwohlfahrt durch das Kartellrecht ist daher von der Frage zu unterscheiden,
ob eine Verbraucherschädigung eine Anwendungsvoraussetzung für das Kartellrecht
darstellt.

In den Fällen des Bundeskartellamtes sind die Begriffe „consumer welfare” bzw. die
deutschen Übersetzungen „Konsumentenwohlfahrt” oder „Verbraucherschutzstandard”
so gut wie nicht anzutreffen. Das Bundeskartellamt erwähnt das Konzept der „consumer
welfare” in zumindest drei Fällen – jeweils im Zusammenhang mit der Fusion von
Supermärkten und der Analyse von Nachfragemacht – und lehnt das Konzept explizit ab:
Das Bundeskartellamt hält dabei ausdrücklich fest, dass der Nachweis einer unmittelbaren
Schädigung der Konsumentenwohlfahrt keine Voraussetzung für die kritische Bewertung
einer Unternehmensfusion ist.23 Das Kartellrecht schütze den Wettbewerb als

21 Siehe etwa Nordemann, in: Loewenheim/Kersting/Meyer-Lindemann (Hrsg.), Kartellrecht, München,
C.H.Beck, 2016, para 1, Rn. 8.

22 Zimmer, in: Immenga/Mestmäcker (Hrsg.), GWB, München, C.H.Beck, 2014, para 1 GWB, Rn. 12; Bunte,
in: Langen/Bunte (Hrsg.), Kommentar zum deutschen und europäischen Kartellrecht, Köln, Luchterhand,
2018, Einleitung GWB, Rn. 110.

23 BKartA, B2-51/16, Rn. 246 – Rewe; BKartA, B2-96/14, Rn. 604 – Edeka.
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funktionsfähigen Prozess und ein konkreter Nachweis einer unmittelbaren Schädigung
der Konsumentenwohlfahrt ist keine zwingende Voraussetzung für seine Anwendung.24

Die Verbindung von Institutionen- und Individualschutz im deutschen GWB entspricht
der Feststellung des EuGH, dass die europäischen Wettbewerbsvorschriften nicht lediglich
einzelne Wettbewerber oder Verbraucher schützen, sondern den Wettbewerb als solchen,
und dass daher ein unmittelbarer Verbraucherschaden keine Anwendungsvoraussetzung
darstellt.25

3c.

Der Wettbewerb in digitalen Märkten kann auf Grund ökonomischer und technischer
Besonderheiten typischerweise durch andere Charakteristika geprägt sein als in
traditionellen Märkten. Dies fließt in die Anwendung der rechtlichen Standards ein. Eine
Abweichung bei den rechtlichen Standards kann darin jedoch nicht gesehen werden.

B Marktdefiniton und Marktmacht

4. Wie definiert die Wettbewerbsbehörde in Ihrer Rechtsordnung den Markt bei
Akteuren der Digitalwirtschaft?

4a.

Bei der Marktabgrenzung gilt grundsätzlich das Bedarfsmarktkonzept und auch in
Digitalfällen gelangen die allgemeinen Kriterien zur Anwendung. Die ökonomischen
Besonderheiten in Digitalmärkten verändern jedoch teilweise deren Aussagekraft.26

4b.

Erörterungen zur Marktdefinition und zu Besonderheiten bei Onlineplattformen finden
sich in mehreren Entscheidungen des Bundeskartellamtes, zumeist bei der Fusionskontrolle.

24 BKartA, B2-47250 – Fa – 52/10, S. 99 – Edeka.
25 EuGH, 04.06.2009, T-Mobile Netherlands, C-8/08, ECLI:EU:C:2009:343, Rn. 38 f.; EuGH, 06.10.2009,

GlaxoSmithKline, C-501/06, ECLI:EU:C:2009:610, Rn. 63 f.; EuGH, 02.09.2010, TeliaSonera, C-52/09,
ECLI:EU:C:2011:83, Rn. 24 f.

26 Siehe etwa BKartA, Marktmacht von Plattformen und Netzwerken, 2016, S. 44 ff.
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Fusionen von Partnervermittlungs-Plattformen27, Immobilien-Plattformen28 und
Vergleichsportalen29 wurden jeweils freigegeben. Bei Ticketsystem-Plattformen hat das
Bundeskartellamt eine Fusion freigegeben30, eine Fusion untersagt31 sowie
Exklusivitätsvereinbarungen32 als Marktmachtmissbrauch untersagt.

Der deutsche Gesetzgeber hat Grundsätze zur Bestimmung der Marktstellung von
Plattformen und Netzwerken in § 18 Abs. 3a GWB sowie im geplanten § 18 Abs. 3b E-GWB
festgelegt.

Bei der Frage, ob verschiedene Marktseiten einen einheitlichen Markt bilden, nimmt
das Bundeskartellamt grundsätzlich bei Transaktionsplattformen einen einheitlichen Markt
an (siehe (1)) und bei Aufmerksamkeitsplattformen separate Märkte an (siehe (2)). Jedoch
ist eine konkrete Einzelfallbetrachtung vorzunehmen (siehe (3)).

Transaktionsplattformen und einheitliche Märkte

Bei Transaktions- oder Matchingplattformen wird grundsätzlich eine Gesamtbetrachtung
der Marktseiten vorgenommen. In diesem Fall kann der Betrieb einer Plattform einen
einheitlichen sachlich relevanten Markt bilden. Bei einer Transaktionsplattform steht das
Zueinanderbringen von Nutzergruppen im Mittelpunkt; diese spezifische
Vermittlungsleistung ist nicht aufteilbar und bezieht zwingend beide Seiten ein.33 In den
Fällen zu Vergleichsportalen und Immobilien-Plattformen ist das Bundeskartellamt von
Transaktionsplattformen und damit von einem einheitlichen Markt in Bezug auf die
verschiedenen Nutzergruppen ausgegangen.34 In seiner jüngeren Entscheidung zu
Partnerschaftsvermittlungs-Plattformen hat das Bundeskartellamt ausdrücklich einen
einheitlichen Markt der Nutzergruppen Frauen und Männer angenommen.35

Aufmerksamkeitsplattformen und separate Märkte

Bei Aufmerksamkeitsplattformen hingegen, wie etwa Suchmaschinen oder
werbefinanzierten Plattformen, hält das Bundeskartellamt – etwa in Bezug auf die

27 BKartA, B6-57/15 – OCPE/EliteMedianet.
28 BKartA, B6-39/15, Fallbericht – Immonet/Immowelt.
29 BKartA, B8-76/15, Fallbericht – ProSiebenSat.1/Verivox.
30 BKartA, B6-53/16 – CTS Eventim/FKP Scorpio.
31 BKartA, B6-35/17 – CTS Eventim/Four Artists.
32 BKartA, B6-132/14-2 – CTS Eventim.
33 BKartA, B8-76/15, Fallbericht, S. 2 f. – ProSiebenSat.1/Verivox; BKartA, B6-39/15, Fallbericht, S. 2 f. –

Immonet/Immowelt.
34 Ibid.
35 BKartA, B6-57/15, Rn. 71 ff., 78 – OCPE/EliteMedianet.
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Werbedienstleister und die Nachfrager von Produkten auf der Plattform – typischerweise
eine separate Betrachtung der Marktseiten für erforderlich.36 Bei Aufmerksamkeits- oder
Werbeplattformen wird einer Nutzergruppe ein Leistungsangebot – etwa eine Internetsuche
oder ein Medienkonsum – erbracht, ohne dass die Leistungserbringung an eine zweite
Nutzergruppe – etwa das Anbieten von Werbeplätzen – dafür ein zwingender Bestandteil
ist.37 Daher besteht keine einheitliche Nachfrage. So hat das Bundeskartellamt etwa bei
einer Suchmaschine einen separaten Markt für Werbung angenommen.38

Einzelfallbetrachtung

Trotz der grundsätzlichen Differenzierung zwischen Transaktions- und
Aufmerksamkeitsplattformen nimmt das Bundeskartellamt bei der Marktabgrenzung eine
konkrete Einzelfallbetrachtung vor. Für Ticketing-Plattformen hat das Bundeskartellamt39

einen mehrseitigen Markt mit Marktseiten für Veranstalter und für Vorverkaufsstellen
angenommen. Zwar erwähnte das Bundeskartellamt, dass bei einer solchen
Transaktionsplattform die Annahme eines einheitlichen Marktes denkbar sei.40 Jedoch sei
hier wegen der Rolle der Plattform als Handelsvertreter eine separate Betrachtung des
Vermittlungsverhältnisses erforderlich.41

4c.

Siehe 4b.

4d.

Die Unentgeltlichkeit einer Leistung steht der Annahme eines Marktes nicht entgegen.
Dies hat der deutsche Gesetzgeber in § 18 Abs. 2a GWB ausdrücklich klargestellt. Die
Vorschrift will insbesondere mehrseitige Plattformmärkte erfassen, bei denen eine Leistung
ohne unmittelbare monetäre Gegenleistung erbracht wird.42

36 BKartA, B6-57/15, Rn. 80 – OCPE/EliteMedianet.
37 BKartA, B6-39/15, Fallbericht, S. 2 – Immonet/Immowelt.
38 BKartA, B6-126/14, Rn. 124 ff. – Google/VG Media.
39 BKartA, B6-53/16 – CTS Eventim/FKP Scorpio; BKartA, B6-35/17 – CTS Eventim/Four Artists; BKartA,

B6-132/14-2 – CTS Eventim.
40 BKartA, B6-35/17, Rn. 89 – CTS Eventim/Four Artists.
41 Ibid.
42 Regierungsentwurf, BT-Drs. 18/10207, S. 47.
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Das Bundeskartellamt hat bereits vor Einführung der gesetzlichen Regelung ungeachtet
einer Unentgeltlichkeit der Leistung Märkte angenommen, so etwa bei der Fusion von
Dating-Plattformen43 sowie von Immobilien-Plattformen.44 Das Bundeskartellamt hat
etwa die Nutzung einer werbefinanzierten Dating-Plattform demselben sachlich relevanten
Markt zugeordnet wie die Nutzung von entgeltpflichtigen Dating-Vermittlungsdiensten.45

Unter Anwendung des neuen § 18 Abs. 2a GWB hat das Bundeskartellamt bei
Ticketsystem-Dienstleistungen die Marktseiten gegenüber Vorverkaufsstellen trotz
Unentgeltlichkeit als Markt qualifiziert.46

Hingegen hatte die Rechtsprechung vor Einführung des § 18 Abs. 2a GWB stellenweise
eine Leistung, die auf einer Marktseite entgeltlich, auf der anderen Marktseite unentgeltlich
erbracht wurde, lediglich mit der entgeltlichen Seite als Teil des Marktes betrachtet.47

5. Wie wird Marktmacht bei Akteuren der Digitalwirtschaft durch die
Wettbewerbsbehörde in Ihrer Rechtsordnung etabliert?

5a.

Gesetzlicher Katalog zur Marktmachtbestimmung

§ 18 Abs. 3 GWB führt einen Katalog von acht Faktoren auf, die bei der Bestimmung von
Marktmacht zu berücksichtigen sind. Durch die 9. GWB-Novelle wurden zudem im Jahr
2017 in § 18 Abs. 3a GWB Faktoren aufgelistet, die insbesondere bei Plattformmärkten
zur Bestimmung von Marktmacht zu berücksichtigen sind (siehe unten). In der ersten
Fallpraxis hat das Bundeskartellamt die Kriterien des § 18 Abs. 3a GWB bei Fusions- und
Missbrauchsverfahren in Bezug auf mehrseitige Ticketing-Plattformen angewendet.48 Die
Kriterien in § 18 Abs. 3a GWB stehen gleichrangig neben denjenigen in § 18 Abs. 3 GWB
und beide Kataloge sind nicht abschließend. Es ist eine Gesamtschau vorzunehmen.

Bei Fusionen in der Digitalwirtschaft hat das Bundeskartellamt maßgeblich eine
mögliche Verstärkung von Marktmacht untersucht. Daher finden sich zusätzliche
Ausführungen zu den Kriterien bei 7c. Weitere Faktoren werden bei 5c erörtert.

43 BKartA, B6-57/15, Rn. 79 – OCPE/EliteMedianet.
44 BKartA, B6-39/15, Fallbericht, S. 3 – Immonet/Immowelt.
45 BKartA, B6-57/15, Rn. 71, 81 ff. – OCPE/EliteMedianet.
46 BKartA, B6-132/14-2, Rn. 144 – CTS Eventim; BKartA, B6-35/17, Rn. 123 – CTS Eventim/Four Artists.
47 OLG Düsseldorf, 09.01.2015, VI-Kart 1/14 (V), Rn. 43 – HRS.
48 BKartA, B6-132/14-2, Rn. 163 ff. – CTS Eventim; BKartA, B6-35/17, Rn. 154 ff. – CTS Eventim/Four Artists.
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Marktanteile

Marktanteile sind nach § 18 Abs. 3 Nr. 1 GWB ein Faktor bei der Bewertung der
Marktstellung eines Unternehmens. Ab einem Marktanteil von 40% wird Marktmacht
widerleglich vermutet, § 18 Abs. 4 GWB. Jedoch stellen Marktanteile lediglich einen von
mehreren Faktoren dar. Auch in digitalen Märkten ist eine Gesamtbetrachtung aller
Umstände vorzunehmen.49

In der Fallpraxis bilden Marktanteile auch bei Digitalmärkten den Ausgangspunkt für
die Bestimmung von Marktmacht.50 Dort kann die Aussagekraft von Marktanteilen jedoch
geringer sein. Bei der Fusion von Partnervermittlungs-Plattformen hielt das
Bundeskartellamt (umsatzbasierte) Marktanteile von zusammen 45-50 %, bei Marktanteilen
des nächsten Wettbewerbers von 30-35 %, in der Gesamtschau für unbedenklich.51 Beim
Zusammenschluss von Immobilien-Plattformen erachtete das Bundeskartellamt einen
gemeinsamen Marktanteil der Fusionspartner von über 75 % für unbedenklich.52 Bei einem
konglomeraten Zusammenschluss eines Fernsehsenders mit einer Vergleichsplattform53

hielt es das Bundeskartellamt für unbedenklich, dass die fusionierende Plattform gemeinsam
mit einer an der Fusion unbeteiligten Plattform in einem Segment einen Marktanteil von
95% innehatte.

In Digitalmärkten sind häufig auch Modifikationen bei der Bestimmung der
Marktanteile erforderlich: So kann etwa bei unentgeltlichen Leistungen auf zumindest
einer Marktseite zur Ermittlung der Marktanteile nicht auf Umsatzzahlen zurückgegriffen
werden. Ohnehin erfassen Umsätze die Marktposition von mehrseitigen Plattformmärkten
unzureichend in Hinblick auf Netzwerkeffekte, deren Marktwirkungen durch andere
Faktoren wie insbesondere die Nutzerzahl bestimmt werden.54 Als Alternativen zu
Umsatzzahlen hat das Bundeskartellamt etwa bei Suchmaschinen die Anzahl der
Suchanfragen herangezogen55 sowie bei Dating-Plattformen56 die Anzahl registrierter
Mitglieder und Besucherzahlen. Bei Transaktionsplattformen – konkret bei
Ticketverkaufsplattformen – hat das Bundeskartellamt das Transaktionsvolumen als
besonders aussagekräftig angesehen.57

49 Regierungsentwurf, BT-Drs. 18/10207, S. 49.
50 Siehe etwa BKartA, B6-126/14, Rn. 154 – Google/VG Media.
51 BKartA, B6-57/15, Rn. 138 – OCPE/EliteMedianet.
52 BKartA, B6-39/15, Fallbericht, S. 3 – Immonet/Immowelt.
53 BKartA, B8-76/15, Fallbericht, S. 3 – ProSiebenSat.1/Verivox.
54 BKartA, B6-57/15, Rn. 135 – OCPE/EliteMedianet.
55 BKartA, B6-126/14, Rn. 154 – Google/VG Media.
56 BKartA, B6-57/15, Rn. 132 – OCPE/EliteMedianet.
57 BKartA, B6-132/14-2, Rn. 154 – CTS Eventim.
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Netzwerkeffekte

In digitalen Märkten stellen gemäß § 18 Abs. 3a Nr. 1 GWB insbesondere Netzwerkeffekte
einen marktmachtrelevanten Faktor dar. Das Bundeskartellamt hat – bereits vor Einführung
der Vorschrift – die Rolle von Netzwerkeffekten als Marktzutrittsschranke erörtert: Für
einen erfolgreichen Marktzutritt müsse gleichzeitig auf mehreren Marktseiten eine kritische
Masse an Nutzern aufgebaut werden.58 Bei Ticketing-Plattformen hat das Bundeskartellamt
argumentiert, dass sich aus indirekten Netzwerkeffekten eine erhebliche
Marktzutrittsschranke ergebe.59 Hingegen ist das Bundeskartellamt bei der Fusion von
Dating-Plattformen trotz des Vorliegens von Netzwerkeffekten von insgesamt niedrigen
Marktzutrittsschranken ausgegangen.60 Im konkreten Fall seien – dies habe auch das
Beispiel der Tinder-App gezeigt – Marktzutritte und der Aufbau einer kritischen Masse
auch mit geringerem Investitionsaufwand möglich.

Parallelnutzung von Netzwerken

Eine Parallelnutzung mehrerer Plattformen (Multi-Homing) und der Wechselaufwand
stellen gemäß § 18 Abs. 3a Nr. 2 GWB Parameter zur Bestimmung der Marktmacht dar.
Eine verbreitete Parallelnutzung sowie geringe Kosten für einen Plattformwechsel oder
für eine Mehrfachnutzung verringern die Wirkung von Netzwerkeffekten und die damit
verbundenen Marktzutrittsschranken, die Konzentrationstendenz sowie die Neigung des
Marktes zum Umkippen.61

Im Fall von Ticketing-Plattformen hat das Bundeskartellamt festgestellt, dass sowohl
auf Seiten der Veranstalter als auch auf Seiten der Vorverkaufsstellen ein Multi-Homing
nur beschränkt möglich war;62 daher könne keine hinreichende Verringerung von
Marktzutrittsschranken als Folge einer Parallelnutzung angenommen werden. Die
Beschränkung einer wirksamen Parallelnutzung ergab sich in dem Fall auf der Seite der
Veranstalter als Folge von Exklusivitätsvereinbarungen und daraus, dass für die
beschränkten Plätze keine vergleichbaren Ticketkontingente an mehrere Ticketsysteme
vergeben wurden.63 Die Vorverkaufsstellen hatten konkurrierende Plattformen lediglich
komplementär oder sequentiell genutzt.64

58 BKartA, B6-57/15, Rn. 142 – OCPE/EliteMedianet.
59 BKartA, B6-132/14-2, Rn. 165 f. – CTS Eventim; BKartA, B6-35/17, Rn. 162 – CTS Eventim/Four Artists.
60 BKartA, B6-57/15, Rn. 184 ff. – OCPE/EliteMedianet.
61 Regierungsentwurf, BT-Drs. 18/10207, S. 50 f.; BKartA, B6-57/15, Rn. 151 – OCPE/EliteMedianet.
62 BKartA, B6-35/17, Rn. 177 ff. – CTS Eventim/Four Artists.
63 Ibid., Rn. 178 ff.
64 Ibid., Rn. 186.
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Hingegen hat das Bundeskartellamt bei der Fusion von Immobilien-Plattformen auf
beiden Marktseiten eine Parallelnutzung konstatiert, die ausreiche, um einem Umkippen
des Plattformmarktes entgegenzuwirken.65 Bei der Fusion von Dating-Plattformen hat das
Bundeskartellamt ein marktmachtbeschränkendes Multi-Homing bejaht, da 72% mehrere
Dating-Plattformen nutzten und dies einfach und schnell umsetzbar war.66

Größenvorteile

Größenvorteile eines Unternehmens können schon allgemein in traditionellen Märkten
als Marktzutrittsschranken wirken. Bei Plattformmärkten sind zudem nach § 18 Abs. 3a
Nr. 3 GWB Größenvorteile im Zusammenhang mit Netzwerkeffekten zu beachten. Bei
der Bewertung der Marktmacht von Ticketing-Plattformen stellte das Bundeskartellamt
fest, dass auf Grund der hohen Fixkosten einer Datenbankherstellung und der geringen
variablen Kosten Größenvorteile bestanden.67 Dadurch werde im Zusammenhang mit
Netzwerkeffekten die Aufholbarkeit gegenüber der führenden Plattform verringert und
die Marktmacht gestärkt.

Datenzugang

Bei der Bestimmung von Marktmacht ist in digitalen Märkten gemäß § 18 Abs. 3a Nr. 4
GWB der Zugang zu wettbewerbsrelevanten Daten zu berücksichtigen. Dabei ist nicht nur
die Menge der Daten, sondern auch deren Auswertung und Verarbeitung von Bedeutung.68

Das Bundeskartellamt hat bei Ticketing-Plattformen in Hinblick auf Kundendaten
deren Sammlung und Nutzung zu Marketingzwecken als Faktor für Marktmacht
berücksichtigt:69 Dabei stellte es insbesondere fest, dass die Plattform fremden Veranstaltern
die Buchungsdaten für deren eigene Veranstaltungen lediglich in aggregierter Form zur
Verfügung stellte, so dass diesen der Aufbau eines eigenen Kundenstammes unmöglich
war.70 Hingegen wurden solche Daten zumindest teilweise an andere Unternehmen wie
facebook weitergegeben. Zudem konnten wechselwillige Kunden der Plattform ihre Daten
nicht erhalten, um zu einem anderen Ticketing-System zu wechseln.71

65 BKartA, B6-39/15, Fallbericht, S. 4 – Immonet/Immowelt.
66 BKartA, B6-57/15, Rn. 153 f. – OCPE/EliteMedianet.
67 BKartA, B6-132/14-2, Rn. 194 – CTS Eventim.
68 Regierungsentwurf, BT-Drs. 18/10207, S. 51.
69 BKartA, B6-35/17, Rn. 190 ff. – CTS Eventim/Four Artists; BKartA, B6-132/14-2, Rn. 195 ff. – CTS Eventim.
70 BKartA, B6-35/17, Rn. 195 – CTS Eventim/Four Artists; BKartA, B6-132/14-2, Rn. 200 – CTS Eventim.
71 Ibid.
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Intermediationsmacht

Nach dem in der 10. GWB-Novelle geplanten § 18 Abs. 3b E-GWB ist bei der Bestimmung
der Marktstellung einer mehrseitigen Plattform insbesondere auch die Bedeutung der von
ihr erbrachten Vermittlungsdienstleistungen für den Zugang zu Beschaffungs- und
Absatzmärkten zu beachten. Damit wird die Intermediationsmacht einer Plattform –
neben der Nachfrage- und Angebotsmacht – als dritte Form der Marktmacht im deutschen
Kartellrecht explizit aufgeführt.

Relative Marktmacht (Abhängigkeit)

Die deutschen Missbrauchsvorschriften greifen bereits unterhalb der Marktmachtschwelle
ein, also bei relativer Marktmacht. Der geplante § 20 Abs. 1 E-GWB beseitigt die bisherige
Beschränkung dieser Vorschrift auf kleine und mittlere Unternehmen (KMU). Zudem
wird der Paragraf ausdrücklich auf Vermittlungsplattformen anwendbar, von deren
Vermittlungsleistungen Unternehmen mit Blick auf den Zugang zu Absatz- und
Beschaffungsmärkten abhängig sind.

Außerdem stellt die Neuregelung klar, dass Abhängigkeit auch darauf beruhen kann,
dass ein Unternehmen auf den Zugang zu Daten angewiesen ist, die von einem anderen
Unternehmen kontrolliert werden.

Überragende marktübergreifende Bedeutung

Nach dem in der 10. GWB-Novelle geplanten § 19a Abs. 1 E-GWB kann das
Bundeskartellamt feststellen, dass ein Unternehmen eine überragende marktübergreifende
Bedeutung für den Wettbewerb innehat. Dabei sind verschiedene Faktoren zu
berücksichtigen, insbesondere sein Zugang zu wettbewerbsrelevanten Daten sowie die
Bedeutung seiner Tätigkeit für den Zugang Dritter zu Absatz- und Beschaffungsmärkten.
Gegenüber solchen Unternehmen kann das Bundeskartellamt sodann bestimmte Verbote
aussprechen (siehe 7).

5b.

Das Bundeskartellamt hat insbesondere in Digitalfällen den Einfluss auf benachbarte
Märkte als Faktor bei der Feststellung von Marktmacht berücksichtigt, etwa wenn
Internetplattformen über die Möglichkeit verfügen, Nutzer in einem benachbarten Markt
auf das eigene Angebot umzulenken.72

72 BKartA, B6-126/14, Rn. 164 ff. – Google/VG Media.
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Bei der Fusion eines Fernsehsenders mit dem Preisvergleichsportal verivox hat das
Bundeskartellamt etwa erörtert, ob eine mögliche Bevorzugung des eigenen Portals bei
der Fernsehwerbung den Markt für Vergleichsportale zum Umkippen bringen könnte
(siehe auch 7c).73

Bei einer Ticketing-Plattform, also einer internetbasierten Plattform zum Verkauf von
Tickets für Konzertveranstaltungen, hat das Bundeskartellamt die erhebliche vertikale
Integration sowohl auf Veranstalterseite als auch auf der anderen Marktseite mit
Vorverkaufsstellen als Faktor berücksichtigt, der zu den indirekten Netzwerkeffekten
beiträgt.74

Aus den in der 10. GWB-Novelle geplanten Vorschriften ergibt sich ausdrücklich, dass
ein Einfluss auf andere Märkte für die Feststellung von Marktmacht beachtlich ist: So stellt
das Konzept der Intermediationsmacht in § 18 Abs. 3b E-GWB und § 20 Abs. 1 Satz 2
E-GWB auf benachbarte Beschaffungs- und Absatzmärkte ab und § 19a E-GWB regelt die
marktübergreifende Bedeutung von Unternehmen (siehe jeweils 5a).

5c.

Innovationsgetriebener Wettbewerbsdruck

Zukünftiger Wettbewerb kann sich durch Innovationen ergeben und zur Angreifbarkeit
von Marktmacht führen. Innovationsgetriebener Wettbewerbsdruck stellt nach § 18 Abs.
3a Nr. 5 GWB insbesondere in digitalen Märkten einen Faktor zur Bestimmung von
Marktmacht dar. Dabei ist es jedoch nicht ausreichend, wenn lediglich eine abstrakte und
zeitlich vage Angreifbarkeit festzustellen ist.75 Auch nach dem Bundeskartellamt lässt sich
eine Annahme von Marktmacht nicht durch einen bloßen abstrakten Hinweis auf die
generelle Innovationskraft des Internets ausräumen.76 Eine allgemeine „internet defence”
wird also abgelehnt. Vielmehr sind eine Einzelfallprüfung und konkrete Anhaltspunkte
für innerhalb des jeweiligen Prognosezeitraumes hinreichend wahrscheinliche,
innovationsgetriebene oder disruptive Veränderungen erforderlich.77

Bei der Fusion von Dating-Plattformen hat das Bundeskartellamt – bereits vor
Einführung des § 18a Abs. 3a Nr. 5 GWB – einen konkreten dynamischen
Wettbewerbsdruck konstatiert, der einer möglichen Marktmacht von Dating-Plattformen

73 BKartA, B8-76/15, Fallbericht, S. 4 – ProSiebenSat.1/Verivox.
74 BKartA, B6-132/14-2, Rn. 170, 174 – CTS Eventim; BKartA, B6-35/17, Rn. 164 ff. – CTS Eventim/Four

Artists.
75 Regierungsentwurf, BT-Drs. 18/10207, S. 51.
76 BKartA, B6-57/15, Rn. 176 – OCPE/EliteMedianet.
77 BKartA, B6-57/15, Rn. 176 – OCPE/EliteMedianet.
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im Internet entgegenwirkt:78 Mobile Internet-Dating-Anwendungen wie etwa die
Smartphone App Tinder waren erst etwa drei Jahre vor der Fusion neu in den Markt
eingeführt worden, verzeichneten stark anwachsende Nutzerzahlen und boten neuartige
Funktionalitäten wie etwa Lokalisierung von Personen, jederzeitige Verfügbarkeit und
Erreichbarkeit.

Bei Ticketing-Plattformen hat das Bundeskartellamt eine hinreichende Beschränkung
der Marktmacht durch einen Innovationsdruck verneint:79 Insbesondere sei die Plattform
nicht Teil des offenen Internets, sondern technische Grundlage für die Vertriebsfunktion,
bedeutende Markteintritte durch soziale Plattformen seien nicht hinreichend wahrscheinlich
und 35% der Ticketverkäufe würden ohnehin über angeschlossene Vorverkaufsstellen im
stationären Vertrieb erfolgen.

Potentieller Wettbewerb und Marktzutrittsschranken

Potentieller Wettbewerb bildet nach § 18 Abs. 3 Nr. 6 GWB einen Faktor zur Feststellung
von Marktmacht. Das Maß der von möglichem oder zukünftigem Wettbewerb ausgehenden
wettwerblichen Disziplinierung wird durch die Stärke der Markteintrittsbarrieren bestimmt.
Markteintrittsbarrieren stellen gemäß § 18 Abs. 3 Nr. 5 GWB einen Faktor zur Bestimmung
der Marktmacht dar.

5d.

Das Konzept der Marktmacht wird wesentlich durch ökonomische Kriterien ausgefüllt.
Unterschiede zwischen der Digitalwirtschaft und traditionellen Märkten ergeben sich
daher eher durch das graduell unterschiedliche Vorliegen spezifischer, ökonomischer
Eigenarten und weniger durch eine Abweichung bei Inhalt und Gebrauch des Konzeptes.
Dies spiegelt sich auch in den rechtlichen Regelungen sowie der Fallpraxis wider:

Die Kriterien in § 18 Abs. 3a GWB gelten insbesondere, aber nicht ausschließlich für
Plattformmärkte und zielen darauf ab, den besonderen Anforderungen der digitalen
Wirtschaft und der Technologiemärkte Rechnung zu tragen80 und insbesondere
Monopolisierungsgefahren etwa durch das Umkippen von Märkten zu erfassen.81 Jedoch
verändert die Vorschrift die Definition der marktbeherrschenden Stellung in § 18 Abs. 1
GWB nicht und erweitert damit auch nicht den Kreis der marktbeherrschenden

78 Ibid. Rn. 177 ff.
79 BKartA, B6-35/17, Rn. 199 ff. – CTS Eventim/Four Artists.
80 Regierungsentwurf, BT-Drs. 18/10207, S. 39.
81 BKartA, B6-35/17, Rn. 154 – CTS Eventim/Four Artists.
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Unternehmen.82 Die Kriterien des § 18 Abs. 3a GWB sind mit den allgemeineren Kriterien
in § 18 Abs. 3 GWB gleichrangig, verdrängen diese nicht, konkretisieren sie und sind nicht
abschließend.

Auch das Bundeskartellamt hebt hervor, dass neben den Kriterien des § 18 Abs. 3a
GWB alle bislang herangezogenen Faktoren weiterhin maßgeblich sind, dass eine
Gesamtbetrachtung erforderlich ist, dass kein Kriterium alleine maßgeblich ist und dass
umgekehrt das Fehlen eines Faktors die Marktbeherrschung nicht ausschließt.83 Die in
§ 18 Abs. 3a GWB genannten Faktoren für Marktmacht spielen in einseitigen Märkten
regelmäßig keine Rolle.84 Dennoch gelten sie nach dem Gesetzeswortlaut auch außerhalb
des Bereichs von Plattformmärkten.

Auch in Fällen außerhalb der Digitalwirtschaft hat das Bundeskartellamt – vor allem
bei Fusionen im Zeitungsbereich – mehrseitige Märkte analysiert, Effekte der
Selbstverstärkung berücksichtigt und bereits 2008 Netzwerkeffekte wohl erstmalig
ausdrücklich benannt.85 Die dabei aufzufindenden Argumentationslinien entsprechen
denjenigen in Fällen der Digitalwirtschaft: So werden Leser- und Anzeigenmärkte separat
betrachtet,86 es werden die Bedeutung von Netzwerkeffekten für Marktzutritte und für
den potentiellen Wettbewerb87 erörtert sowie das Erfordernis einer kritischen Masse88 auf
einer Marktseite für erfolgreiche Markteintritte sowie die – im konkreten Fall geringe –
Rolle von Multi-Homing.89

6. KönnenSie inderDigitalwirtschaft einenUnterschied zwischenexpostBewertungen
und ex ante Bewertungen mit Blick auf die Marktdefinition sowie die
Konzeptualisierung von Marktmacht feststellen?
Die Kriterien zur Feststellung von Marktmacht in § 18 GWB gelten sowohl bei der

Fusionskontrolle als auch beim Missbrauchsverbot.
Allerdings ist bei der Fusionskontrolle Marktmacht keine zwingende

Untersagungsvoraussetzung. Nach § 36 GWB ist eine Fusion zu untersagen, wenn sie
einen wirksamen Wettbewerb erheblich behindern würde. Erst bei dem Regelbeispiel für
eine Untersagung kommt es auf Marktmacht an.

82 Grave, in: Kersting/Podszun, 9. GWB-Novelle, München, C.H.Beck, 2017, S. 17 ff., Rn. 7.
83 BKartA, B6-132/14-2, Rn. 162 – CTS Eventim; BKartA, B6-35/17, Rn. 53 – CTS Eventim/Four Artists.
84 BKartA, B6-35/17, Rn. 154 – CTS Eventim/Four Artists.
85 BKartA, B6-52/08 – Intermedia/Health&Beauty.
86 Ibid, S. 21 ff.
87 Ibid, S. 58.
88 Ibid, S. 22 f.
89 Ibid, S. 23.
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Anders als beim Missbrauchsverbot ist bei der Fusionskontrolle der Blick auch auf die
künftigen Wettbewerbsverhältnisse gerichtet und eine Prognose bezüglich der künftigen
Marktmacht notwendig.

In Bezug auf den mehrseitigen Markt von Ticketsystemdienstleistungen hat das
Bundeskartellamt in zwei separaten Fällen sowohl eine Fusion untersagt90 als auch einen
Machtmissbrauch durch Exklusivitätsvereinbarungen91 gesehen. Bei Marktdefinition und
Marktmacht ist dabei eine nahezu gleiche Vorgehensweise festzustellen.

C Wettbewerbsfeindliches Verhalten in der Digitalwirtshaft

7. Welches Verhalten auf digitalen Märkten oder welches Vorgehen, das
Digitalunternehmen involviert, wurde in der Entscheidungspraxis oder in der
Rechtsprechung Ihrer Rechtsordnung analysiert?

7a.

Die Frage bezieht sich ausweislich der englischen Sprachfassung auf kollusive Absprachen.
Der in der deutschsprachigen Frage angesprochene Geheimnischarakter einer Absprache
ist für deren mögliche Kartellrechtswidrigkeit nach deutschem wie auch nach europäischem
Kartellrecht irrelevant.

Wiederholt wurden Absprachen, die verschiedene Formen von Paritätsklauseln
enthielten, im Digitalbereich als bewirkte Wettbewerbsbeschränkungen eingeordnet:

Bereits im Jahr 2013 hatte das Bundeskartellamt ein Verfahren gegen die
Verkaufsplattform amazon eröffnet. Die von amazon verwendeten Paritätsklauseln
untersagten es Dritthändlern im Wesentlichen, ihre über die amazon-Plattform angebotenen
Waren auf anderen Internet-Plattformen oder in ihren eigenen Online-Shops billiger
anzubieten. Das Bundeskartellamt stufte diese Preisparitätsklauseln als nicht gerechtfertigte
horizontale Kernbeschränkungen ein.92 Nachdem amazon in einer Verpflichtungszusage
auf die Verwendung solcher Paritätsklauseln verzichtet hatte, stellte das Bundeskartellamt
das Verfahren ein.

Gegenüber Paritätsklauseln des Vergleichsportals für Strom- und Gaslieferungen
verivox hatte das Bundeskartellamt Bedenken, dass diese die Preissetzungsfreiheit der
Anbieter beschränken und den Wettbewerb zwischen Plattformen behindern würden.93

90 BKartA, B6-35/17 – CTS Eventim/Four Artists. Zuvor war eine Fusion mit einem anderen Transaktionspart-
ner genehmigt worden: BKartA, B6-53/16 – CTS Eventim/FKP Scorpio.

91 BKartA, B6-132/14-2 – CTS Eventim.
92 BKartA, B6-46/12, Fallbericht – amazon.
93 BKartA, 03.06.2015, Pressemeldung – verivox.
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Nach einem Verzicht auf die Verwendung von Paritätsklauseln hat das Bundeskartellamt
das Verfahren eingestellt.

In den Fällen zu Hotelbuchungsplattformen verpflichteten weite Paritätsklauseln die
Hotels dazu, ihre Zimmer auf der Plattform mindestens zu gleich günstigen Konditionen
anzubieten wie auf anderen Plattformen und wie auf der eigenen Hotelwebseite.94 Bei
engen Paritätsklauseln mussten die Angebote auf der Plattform lediglich mindestens so
günstig sein wie auf der eigenen Webseite des Hotels.

Weite Paritätsklauseln bei der Hotelbuchungsplattform HRS wurden vom
Bundeskartellamt95 und in Bestätigung dieser Entscheidung durch das OLG Düsseldorf96

als kartellrechtswidrig eingestuft. Die weiten Paritätsklauseln würden eine Beschränkung
der Handlungsfreiheit der Hoteliers bewirken sowie des Wettbewerbs auf dem
Hotelplattformmarkt sowie auf dem Hotelzimmermarkt. Die Vertikal-GVO war wegen
Überschreitung der dreißigprozentigen Marktanteilsschwelle nicht anwendbar und eine
Einzelfreistellung wegen Effizienzvorteilen wurde verneint.

Weite Paritätsklauseln unterhalb der dreißigprozentigen Marktanteilsschwelle der
Vertikal-GVO hat das OLG Düsseldorf97 in einem kartellrechtlichen Privatklageverfahren
(expedia) als zulässig eingestuft. Es greife jedenfalls eine Freistellung durch die
Vertikal-GVO ein und es liege insbesondere keine Kernbeschränkung vor. Daher könne
jeweils offenbleiben, ob eine Wettbewerbsbeschränkung oder eine Einzelrechtfertigung
gegeben sind.

Enge Paritätsklauseln bei Hotelbuchungsplattformen (booking) wurden vom
Bundeskartellamt98 untersagt. Das OLG Düsseldorf99 hat diese Entscheidung aufgehoben
und dabei enge Paritätsklauseln als notwendige Nebenabreden (ancillary restraints)
qualifiziert. Trotz Bewirkens einer Wettbewerbsbeschränkung seien diese dem
Anwendungsbereich des Kartellverbotes entzogen100 (siehe 8). Auf eine mögliche
Rechtfertigung oder auf eine Einzelfreistellung kam es daher nicht mehr an. Die
Entscheidung des OLG wird durch den BGH überprüft.

94 Demgegenüber waren in den Hotelbuchungsplattformfällen in anderen Mitgliedstaaten die „weiten“Pa-
ritätsklauseln teilweise noch weiter formuliert. Sie bezogen sich nicht nur auf online-, sondern auch auf
offline-Vertriebskanäle. Siehe etwa Pressemeldung der tschechischen Kartellbehörde vom 11.11.2019,
https://www.uohs.cz/en/competition/news-competition/2691-the-chairman-of-the-office-confirmed-fine-
imposed-on-bookingcom-for-prohibited-vertical-agreements-preventing-competition.html (aufgerufen
am 04.02.2020).

95 BKartA, B9-66/10 – HRS.
96 OLG Düsseldorf, 09.01.2015, VI-Kart 1/14 (V) – HRS.
97 OLG Düsseldorf, 04.12.2017, VI-U (Kart) 5/17 – Expedia.
98 BKartA, B9-121/13 – booking.
99 OLG Düsseldorf, 04.06.2019, VI-Kart 2/16 (V) – booking. Ein Vergleich mit der schwedischen booking-

Entscheidung findet sich bei Mackenrodt, “Price and conditions parity clauses in contracts between Hotel
booking platforms and hotels”, IIC 50 (2019), 1131.

100 OLG Düsseldorf, 04.06.2019, VI-Kart 2/16 (V), S. 9 ff. – booking.
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Exklusivitätsvereinbarungen auf beiden Marktseiten von Ticketing-Plattformen wurden
als bezweckte Wettbewerbsbeschränkung und als Kartellverstoß eingestuft.101

In Bezug auf Verhaltenskoordinierungen von Unternehmen unterhalb der Schwelle
einer Vereinbarung (Kollusion) hat das Bundeskartellamt im Rahmen von
Fusionskontrollentscheidungen festgestellt, dass diese in mehrseitigen Plattformmärkten
aufgrund der andersartigen Anreize weniger wahrscheinlich seien als in traditionellen
Märkten (siehe 7c).

7b.

Missbräuchliche Exklusivitätsvereinbarungen

Exklusivitätsvereinbarungen auf beiden Marktseiten der Ticketing-Plattform CTS Eventim
wurden als Verstoß gegen das Missbrauchsverbot sowie gegen das Kartellverbot
eingestuft.102 Die Plattform hatte Konzertveranstalter verpflichtet, alle ihre
Veranstaltungstickets oder – mit engen Begrenzungen – mindestens 80 % ihrer jährlichen
Ticketkontingente über das CTS System zu verkaufen. Auf der anderen Marktseite der
Plattform wurden Vorverkaufsstellen mit nur engen Ausnahmen dazu verpflichtet, ihren
Gesamtbedarf an Veranstaltungstickets aus dem CTS-System zu beziehen. Die jeweiligen
Exklusivitätsvereinbarungen galten unbefristet oder über mehr als zwei Jahre und wurden
bei einer automatischen Verlängerung unbefristet. Das Bundeskartellamt konstatierte
einen per se-Missbrauch sowie eine tatsächliche Marktabschottung.103 Die Mehrseitigkeit
des Marktes verstärke die Abschottungswirkung noch.104 Eine sachliche Rechtfertigung
wurde verneint (siehe 8).105

Verkürzung von Suchergebnissen

Auf Grundlage eines nationalen Leistungsschutzrechtes konnten Presseverlage einer
Suchmaschine die Anzeige ihrer Texte untersagen, wenn dies über kleinste Textausschnitte
hinausgeht. Google hatte daher gegenüber Verlagen erklärt, Suchergebnisse für deren
Inhalte nur verkürzt anzuzeigen, wenn die Verlage nicht unentgeltliche Lizenzen zur
Nutzung ihrer Inhalte erteilen würden.

101 BKartA, B6-132/14-2 – CTS Eventim.
102 BKartA, B6-132/14-2 – CTS Eventim.
103 BKartA, B6-132/14-2, Rn. 256 ff. – CTS Eventim.
104 BKartA, B6-132/14-2, Rn. 255 – CTS Eventim.
105 BKartA, B6-132/14-2, Rn. 287 ff. – CTS Eventim.
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Das Bundeskartellamt sah hier keinen Anlass zum Einschreiten gegen Google wegen
Missbrauchs.106 Google wolle sich lediglich vor einer rechtlichen Inanspruchnahme
schützen. Jedoch stellte das Bundeskartellamt klar, dass eine komplette Auslistung aus den
Suchergebnissen gegen das kartellrechtliche Diskriminierungsverbot verstoßen könnte.

Konditionenmissbrauch bei einer Verkaufsplattform

In der Verwendung von bestimmten allgemeinen Geschäftsbedingungen (AGB) durch
die Verkaufsplattform amazon gegenüber Dritthändlern hat das Bundeskartellamt einen
möglichen Ausbeutungsmissbrauch gesehen.107 Es erschien ihm möglich, dass auf dem
Markt für Marktplatzdienstleistungen eine Marktbeherrschung durch amazon oder eine
Abhängigkeit der Dritthändler bestand.

Daraufhin änderte amazon auf seinen online-Marktplätzen weltweit seine AGB, etwa
in Bezug auf Haftungsregeln, Kündigung, Gerichtsstand, Retouren und Kostentragung,
Transparenz, Geheimhaltung, Produktrezensionen, Verkäuferbewertungen,
Produktinformationen, Parität und die Nutzung von IP-Rechten. Das Verfahren wurde
sodann ohne eine formelle Entscheidung eingestellt.

Konditionenmissbrauch bei Datenzugriff

Einen Konditionenmissbrauch durch übermäßigen Datenzugriff hat das Bundeskartellamt
bei dem sozialen Netzwerk facebook angenommen.108 Jedoch hat das OLG Düsseldorf in
einer vorläufigen summarischen Entscheidung zum einstweiligen Rechtsschutz ernsthafte
Zweifel am Vorliegen eines Machtmissbrauchs geäußert.109 Die vorläufige Entscheidung
wird durch den BGH überprüft und die Hauptsacheentscheidung des OLG steht noch aus.
Daher sind zum gegenwärtigen Zeitpunkt verallgemeinerungsfähige Schlussfolgerungen
aus dem Fall mit Schwierigkeiten belastet.

106 BKartA, B6-126/14 – Google/VG Media.
107 BKartA, B2-88/18, Fallbericht – amazon. Siehe die Pressemeldung zur Verfahrenseröffnung BKartA,

Pressemeldung – amazon.
108 BKartA, B6-22/16 – facebook.
109 OLG Düsseldorf, 26.08.2019, VI-Kart 1/19 (V) – facebook.
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Paritätsklauseln

Weite Paritätsklauseln wurden – als Alternativbegründung zum Kartellverstoß – auch als
unbillige Behinderung der von der Hotelbuchungsplattform abhängigen Hotels
qualifiziert.110

Bei engen Paritätsklauseln hat das OLG Düsseldorf einen Missbrauch verneint.111 Als
notwendige Nebenabrede gewährleiste sie einen fairen und loyalen Leistungsaustausch
zwischen der Hotelplattform und dem Hotel. Diese Entscheidung wird durch den BGH
überprüft.

Einseitige Praktiken in der 10. GWB-Novelle – E-GWB

Die geplante 10. GWB-Novelle benennt an verschiedenen Stellen Verhaltensweisen, die
speziell in digitalen Märkten einen Missbrauch darstellen.

Datenzugang
Der in der 10. GWB-Novelle geplante § 19 Abs. 2 Nr. 4 E-GWB passt die essential facilities
Doktrin an die Digitalwirtschaft an. Danach kann die Verweigerung des Zugangs zu Daten
einen Missbrauch darstellen, wenn der Datenzugang objektiv für eine Tätigkeit auf einem
vor- oder nachgelagerten Markt notwendig ist. Zudem muss eine Ausschaltung von
wirksamem Wettbewerb auf diesem Markt drohen und die Weigerung darf nicht sachlich
gerechtfertigt sein. Bei einer Abhängigkeit kann die Verweigerung des Datenzugangs
ebenfalls eine unbillige Behinderung darstellen.

Behinderung der Erzielung von Netzwerkeffekten
Durch ein Unternehmen mit überlegener Marktmacht auf einem mehrseitigen Markt
kann nach § 20 Abs. 3a E-GWB eine unbillige Behinderung vorliegen, wenn es die
eigenständige Erzielung von Netzwerkeffekten durch Wettbewerber behindert.

Missbrauch durch Unternehmen mit überragender marktüberragender Bedeutung,
§ 19a Abs. 2 E-GWB
Nach Feststellung der überragenden marktübergreifenden Bedeutung eines Unternehmens
für den Wettbewerb kann das Bundeskartellamt diesem gemäß dem geplanten § 19a Abs.
2 E-GWB bestimmte Verhaltensweisen untersagen. Dazu zählen unter bestimmten
Bedingungen etwa die Selbstbevorzugung, das Hebeln von Marktmacht, die Nutzung von

110 OLG Düsseldorf, 09.01.2015, VI-Kart 1/14 (V), Rn. 193 – HRS; BKartA, B9-66/10, Rn. 235 ff. – HRS.
111 OLG Düsseldorf, 04.06.2019, VI-Kart 2/16 (V), S. 32 – booking. (nicht rechtskräftig).
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Daten als Marktzutrittsschranken oder eine Erschwerung der Datenportabilität. Für eine
mögliche Rechtfertigung durch Effizienzen trägt das Unternehmen die Beweislast.

7c.

Eine Fusion ist nach § 36 GWB vom Bundeskartellamt zu untersagen, wenn dadurch
wirksamer Wettbewerb erheblich behindert würde oder wenn insbesondere zu erwarten
ist, dass eine marktbeherrschende Stellung begründet oder verstärkt wird.
Marktbeherrschung stellt also keine zwingende Voraussetzung zur Untersagung einer
Fusion dar, sondern lediglich ein Regelbeispiel.

In den vom Bundeskartellamt geprüften Fusionen von Digitalplattformen wurde
maßgeblich auf das Marktmachtkriterium abgestellt, das bereits unter 5 erörtert wurde.
Insbesondere greifen die auf die Digitalwirtschaft bezogenen Marktmachtkriterien des
§ 18 Abs. 3a GWB auch in Bezug auf die Fusionskontrolle.

Horizontale Fusionen

In einem Markt, in dem drei Immobilien-Plattformen drei Viertel des Marktvolumens
abdeckten, wurde eine Fusion der zweit- und der drittgrößten Plattform genehmigt. Das
Bundeskartellamt argumentierte, dass dieser Zusammenschluss der Neigung des
Plattformmarktes zum Umkippen sogar entgegenwirke:112 Die Fusion erhöhe nämlich die
bereits bestehende Mehrfachnutzung von Immobilien-Plattformen sowie die Symmetrie
der verbliebenen Plattformen.

Das Bundeskartellamt hat die Fusion von zwei Partnervermittlungs-Plattformen
genehmigt113, die die Anzahl der führenden Plattformen von 3 auf 2 verringerte. Dabei
konstatierte es eine verbreitete Mehrfachnutzung, einen hohen Grad an
Plattformdifferenzierung, heterogene Nachfragepräferenzen, niedrige
Marktzutrittsschranken, ein starkes Neukundengeschäft sowie starken
Innovationswettbewerb.114

Vertikale Integration

Bei Untersagung der Fusion einer Plattform für Ticketing-Systemdienstleistungen mit
einem Konzertveranstalter hat das Bundeskartellamt eine Verstärkung der

112 BKartA, B6-39/15, Fallbericht, S. 4 f. – Immonet/Immowelt.
113 BKartA, B6-57/15 – OCPE/EliteMedianet.
114 Siehe bereits die Ausführungen zu den einzelnen Faktoren bei 5.
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Marktbeherrschung in dem mehrseitigen Markt für Ticketingsystem-Dienstleistungen
angenommen:115 Es erfolge eine Erhöhung der ohnehin schon bestehenden vertikalen
Integration sowie des Anreizes zu einer Abschottung des Zugangs für konkurrierende
Ticketing-Plattformen zu Veranstaltern als Kunden. Das Bundeskartellamt stellte dabei
fest, dass wegen der Zweiseitigkeit des Marktes und der Netzwerkeffekte die
Abschottungswirkung der Vertikalfusion stärker sei als in klassischen Märkten.116 Bei
Genehmigung einer vorhergehenden (vertikalen) Fusion derselben Ticketing-Plattform
mit einem anderen Veranstalter war eine Verstärkung der marktbeherrschenden Stellung
noch verneint worden.117

Konglomerate Fusion

Das Bundeskartellamt genehmigte eine konglomerate Fusion des Fernsehsenders
ProSiebenSat1 mit der Preisvergleichs-Plattform verivox. Dabei verneinte es eine
hinreichende Wahrscheinlichkeit dafür, dass durch eine mögliche Bevorzugung der eigenen
Plattform bei den Fernsehwerbeplätzen ein Umkippen des benachbarten Plattformmarktes
zu befürchten sei.118 Zum zügigen Aufbau einer kritischen Masse an Nutzern von
Preisvergleichsplattformen stellten Fernsehwerbung und Suchmaschinen-Platzierungen
wesentliche Instrumente dar.119 Gegen einen Anreiz zur Benachteiligung konkurrierender
Preisvergleichsplattformen bei den Fernsehwerbeplätzen sprach jedoch der damit
verbundene Verlust an Werbeeinnahmen.120 Zudem bestand auf Seiten der Produktanbieter
eine Parallelnutzung mehrerer Preisvergleichs-Plattformen, Exklusivangebote spielten
eine geringe Rolle und es bestand eine hinreichende Symmetrie in Bezug auf andere
Preisvergleich-Plattformen.121

115 BKartA, B6-35/17, Rn. 224 ff. – CTS Eventim/Four Artists.
116 BKartA, B6-35/17, Rn. 282 – CTS Eventim/Four Artists.
117 BKartA, B6-53/16, Rn. 183 ff. – CTS Eventim/FKP Scorpio.
118 BKartA, B8-76/15, Fallbericht, S. 5 – ProSiebenSat.1/Verivox.
119 Damit war in dem Fall aber Fernsehwerbung auch nicht der einzige Weg zur Generierung einer kritischen

Masse an Nutzern.
120 BKartA, B8-76/15, Fallbericht, S. 4 – ProSiebenSat.1/Verivox.
121 BKartA, B8-76/15, Fallbericht, S. 5 – ProSiebenSat.1/Verivox. Allerdings wurden im selben Fall der

fortbestehende Grad an Asymmetrie als hinreichend erachtet, um einer Kollusion entgegenzuwirken.
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Unilaterale Effekte bei Fusionen

Auch ohne Marktbeherrschung kann eine Fusion wegen unilateraler Effekte untersagt
werden. Bei der Fusion von Dating-Plattformen hat das Bundeskartellamt dies ausdrücklich
verneint.122

Koordinierte Effekte bei Plattform-Fusionen

Das Bundeskartellamt hat bei Plattform-Fusionen auch die Gefahr von koordinierten
Effekten untersucht. Grundsätzlich ist die Kollusionswahrscheinlichkeit bei mehrseitigen
Transaktionsplattformen geringer als in traditionellen Märkten.123

8. Welche Gründe wurden von Unternehmen angeführt, um wettbewerbsfeindliches
Verhalten zu rechtfertigen?

8a.

Siehe 8b.

8b.

Förderung der Warenverteilung durch eine Verkaufsplattform

Als mögliche Rechtfertigung für Paritätsklauseln bei der amazon-Verkaufsplattform hat
das Bundeskartellamt hervorgehoben, dass die Verkaufsplattform die Warenverteilung
fördert.124 Jedoch wurde eine Rechtfertigung nach Art. 101 Abs. 3 AEUV abgelehnt. Zur
Realisierung dieser Effizienzen seien die von der Paritätsklausel ausgehenden
Beschränkungen nicht unerlässlich. Zudem sei angesichts der Preiserhöhungswirkung der
Paritätsklauseln eine angemessene Verbraucherbeteiligung nicht gegeben.

122 BKartA, B6-57/15, Rn. 197 – OCPE/EliteMedianet.
123 BKartA, B6-39/15, Fallbericht, S. 5 – Immonet/Immowelt; BKartA, B8-76/15, Fallbericht, S. 5 – ProSieben-

Sat.1/Verivox; BKartA, B6-57/15, Rn. 200 – OCPE/EliteMedianet.
124 BKartA, B6-46/12, Fallbericht, S. 3 – amazon.
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Vermeidung von Trittbrettfahren bei weiten Paritätsklauseln

Bei weiten Paritätsklauseln haben das Bundeskartellamt125 sowie das OLG Düsseldorf126

eine Rechtfertigung nach Art. 101 Abs. 3 AEUV/§ 2 GWB abgelehnt. Als mögliche
Effizienzen wurde angeführt, dass weite Paritätsklauseln Anreize zur Qualitätsverbesserung
der Plattform sichern, Trittbrettfahrerprobleme lösen sowie die Markttransparenz erhöhen
würden. Gegen eine Unerlässlichkeit von Paritätsklauseln sprach jedoch, dass etwa auch
durch eine Listungsgebühr oder ein Cost per click-Modell eine Amortisierung der
Investitionen denkbar sei.127 Ein Anreiz, in die Qualität und Attraktivität der Plattform zu
investieren, ergebe sich bereits aus dem Eigeninteresse der Plattform.128 Zudem spreche
gegen eine angemessene Beteiligung der Verbraucher, dass die Paritätsklauseln
Preissenkungen gerade entgegenwirken.129

Unterhalb der Marktanteilsschwelle von 30% wurde in einem Privatklageverfahren
eine pauschale Rechtfertigung von weiten Paritätsklauseln durch die Vertikal-GVO bejaht.130

Fairer und ausgewogener Leistungsaustausch

Bei engen Paritätsklauseln hat das OLG Düsseldorf131 zwar keine Rechtfertigung nach Art.
101 Abs. 3 AEUV diskutiert. Inhaltlich hat es jedoch Effizienzerwägungen erörtert. Zwar
würden enge Paritätsklauseln Wettbewerbsbeschränkungen bewirken.132 Jedoch seien enge
Paritätsklauseln als notwendige Nebenabreden (ancillary restraints) dem
Anwendungsbereich des Kartellverbots entzogen.133 Nach dem Auffinden eines Hotels auf
der Plattformwebseite könne der Gast es auf einem anderen, billigeren Vertriebsweg
buchen. Zur Sicherung eines fairen und ausgewogenen Leistungsaustauschs zwischen der
Hotelplattform und dem Hotel seien die engen Paritätsklauseln daher notwendig.134 Der
BGH überprüft dieses Urteil.

125 BKartA, B9-66/10, Rn. 195 ff. – HRS.
126 OLG Düsseldorf, 09.01.2015, VI-Kart 1/14 (V), Rn. 178 ff. – HRS.
127 Ibid., Rn. 181.
128 Ibid., Rn. 181.
129 BKartA, B9-66/10, Rn. 226 – HRS.
130 OLG Düsseldorf, 04.12.2017, VI-U (Kart) 5/17 – Expedia.
131 OLG Düsseldorf, 04.06.2019, VI-Kart 2/16 (V) – booking (nicht rechtskräftig).
132 Ibid., S. 7 f.
133 Ibid., S. 9.
134 Ibid., S. 25 ff.
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Keine Effizienzen als Folge von Exklusivitätsvereinbarungen

In Bezug auf Exklusivitätsvereinbarungen einer Ticketing-Plattform sowohl gegenüber
Konzertveranstaltern als auch gegenüber Vorverkaufsstellen wurde eine Rechtfertigung
verneint.135 Es bestünden keine Effizienzgewinne als Folge der
Ausschließlichkeitsvereinbarungen, die Ausschließlichkeit sei jedenfalls nicht unerlässlich
und es drohe eine Ausschaltung von wesentlichem Wettbewerb. Insbesondere greife auch
das Handelsvertreterprivileg nicht, soweit das Vermittlungsverhältnis betroffen ist.136

8c.

Die im amazon-Verfahren als Rechtfertigungsgrund diskutierte Verbesserung der
Warenverteilung ergibt sich beispielsweise aus der Mehrseitigkeit der
Transaktionsplattform.

8d.

Andere Gründe als wirtschaftliche Effizienzen können nicht beim Bundeskartellamt,
sondern bei einer Ministererlaubnis zur Rechtfertigung dienen: Das
Bundeswirtschaftsministerium kann nach § 42 GWB eine wettbewerbsschädliche Fusion
genehmigen, nachdem sie zuvor vom Bundeskartellamt untersagt worden ist. Voraussetzung
ist – gemäß der geplanten 10. GWB-Novelle – dass die Wettbewerbsbeschränkung durch
gesamtwirtschaftliche Vorteile der Fusion aufgewogen und durch ein überragendes Interesse
der Allgemeinheit gerechtfertigt wird.

Hingegen sind Innovationen Effizienzen, die auch vor dem Bundeskartellamt einen
möglichen Rechtfertigungsgrund darstellen. Dies zeigt bereits der Wortlaut in § 2 GWB
und dem identischen Art. 101 Abs. 3 AEUV, der auf eine Verbesserung der
Warenerzeugung sowie die Förderung des technischen Fortschritts abstellt.

Innovationswettbewerb kann auch einer Annahme von Marktmacht entgegenstehen
und damit zur Verneinung eines Kartellrechtsverstoßes führen. Jedoch lehnte das
Bundeskartellamt eine abstrakte Internet Defence ab, die nur allgemein auf Innovationen
verweist; vielmehr sei im Einzelfall zu prüfen, ob konkrete dynamische
Wettbewerbsprozesse zu einer Angreifbarkeit der bestehenden Marktstrukturen führen
(siehe auch 9b).137

135 BKartA, B6-132/14-2, Rn. 314 ff. – CTS Eventim.
136 Ibid., Rn. 287 ff.
137 BKartA, B6-57/15, Rn. 176 – OCPE/EliteMedianet.
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9. Beobachten Sie das Aufkommen von bestimmten Schadenstheorien, die auf
Digitalmärkte zugeschnitten sind?

9a.

Siehe auch 2 und 7c.
Die allgemeinen Schadenstheorien erhalten in Märkten mit unterschiedlichen

ökonomischen Eigenschaften typische Ausprägungen. Bei Fällen der Digitalwirtschaft
wird wiederholt mit der Mehrseitigkeit von Märkten, Netzwerkeffekten und einem
möglichen Umkippens von Märkten argumentiert (siehe 5 und 7c). Dies kann auch zur
Verneinung eines Wettbewerbsschadens führen. Beispielsweise hat das Bundeskartellamt
die Fusion von zwei Immobilien-Plattformen genehmigt, weil die Fusion der Gefahr eines
Umkippen des Marktes entgegenwirkte.138

Die in der 10. GWB-Novelle benannten Missbräuche repräsentieren Schadenstheorien
in der Digitalwirtschaft (siehe 7b).

9b.

Innovationen können als Effizienzen zur Rechtfertigung von Wettbewerbsbeschränkungen
führen, siehe 8d. Innovationswettbewerb kann zudem zur Genehmigung einer Fusion
führen, wenn er die Angreifbarkeit einer Marktposition ermöglicht. (Zu
Innovationswettbewerb und Marktmacht siehe 5).

Die Innovationskraft des Internets wird vom Bundeskartellamt ausdrücklich als
schützenswert bezeichnet.139 So kann eine Beschränkung von Innovationen auch unterhalb
der Schwelle von Marktmacht zur Untersagung einer Fusion führen, da dies eine
Behinderung des Wettbewerbs darstellt. Ebenso kann eine Beschränkung des
Innovationswettbewerbs durch eine Kartellabsprache oder durch Machtmissbrauch einen
Kartellrechtsverstoß begründen.140

9c.

Der erste Teil der deutschen Frage spricht von Beweislast, während die englische Fassung
sich auf das Beweismaß zu beziehen scheint.

138 BKartA, B6-39/15, Fallbericht, S. 4 f. – Immonet/Immowelt.
139 BKartA, B6-57/15, Rn. 176 – OCPE/EliteMedianet.
140 Ibid.
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Die Beweislast entspricht den in Art. 2 VO 1/2003 niedergelegten Grundsätzen und
obliegt der Behörde.141

Auch für das Beweismaß gelten bei Kartellabsprachen die Grundsätze der europäischen
Regelung. So muss bei der Bewirkung einer Wettbewerbsbeschränkung deren tatsächliches
Vorliegen nicht abgewartet werden, sondern potentielle Auswirkungen sind ausreichend.142

Bei der Fusionskontrolle ist eine Wahrscheinlichkeitsprognose notwendig. Dabei ist eine
bloße Möglichkeit nicht ausreichend.143 Teilweise wird eine hohe Wahrscheinlichkeit
gefordert.144

10. Welche Rechtsmittel wurden in Fällen mit Bezug auf Digitalmärkte verwendet?
Sehen Sie etwaige Unterschiede zu Rechtsmitteln in anderen Märkten?
Im Regelfall wird eine Unterlassungsverfügung ausgesprochen oder ein Bußgeld

verhängt. Insbesondere bei neuartigen Sachverhalten wie in der Digitalwirtschaft kann
das Bundeskartellamt von einem Bußgeld absehen. Im facebook-Fall wurde kein Bußgeld,
sondern es wurden lediglich Verbote von bestimmten Datenerhebungsstrategien
ausgesprochen. In den Fällen zu Paritätsklauseln wurde die Klauselverwendung untersagt.
Bei Tickting-Plattformen wurden Exklusivitätsklauseln145 verboten.

Die Genehmigungen der betrachteten Digitalwirtschaftsfusionen erfolgten ohne
Auflagen. Eine Fusion von Ticketing-Plattformen wurde untersagt.

Der in der 10. GWB-Novelle geplante § 19a E-GWB sieht für Plattformen mit
überragender marktübergreifender Bedeutung eine neuartige zweistufige Vorgehensweise
vor, die einer selektiven Regulierung ähnelt: In einer ersten Stufe stellt das Bundeskartellamt
die überragende marktübergreifende Bedeutung fest und kann dann nachfolgend in einem
zweiten Schritt solchen Plattformen bestimmte Verhaltensweisen untersagen.

141 Nordemann, in: Loewenheim/Kersting/Meyer-Lindemann (Hrsg.), Kartellrecht, München, C.H.Beck, 2016,
para 1, Rn. 38.

142 Krauß, in: Langen/Bunte (Hrsg.), Kommentar zum deutschen und europäischen Kartellrecht, Köln,
Luchterhand, 2018, para 1, Rn. 183.

143 Kallfaß, in: Langen/Bunte (Hrsg.), Kommentar zum deutschen und europäischen Kartellrecht, Köln,
Luchterhand, 2018, para 36, Rn. 40.

144 Thomas, in: Bornkamm/Montag/Säcker (Hrsg.), Münchener Kommentar Kartellrecht, München, C.H.Beck,
2015, para 36, Rn. 617. Differenzierend: Kallfaß, in: Langen/Bunte (Hrsg.), Kommentar zum deutschen
und europäischen Kartellrecht, Köln, Luchterhand, 2018, para 36, Rn. 40.

145 BKartA, B6-132/14-2, Rn. 317 ff. – CTS Eventim.
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D Regelungsüberschneidung und Herausforderungen für die

Rechtsdurchsetzung

11. Gab es in der Praxis eine Überschneidung von einer ex ante Regulierung, die auf
die Kontrolle von Marktverhalten abzielt – z.B., aber nicht begrenzt auf
Verbraucherschutzgesetzgebung, die vorgeschlagene Plattformregulierung, die
DSGVO oder die Geoblocking-Verordnung / ePrivacy Richtlinie und/oder die
vorgeschlagene ePrivacy Verordnung oder vergleichbare nationale gesetzliche
Instrumente in Bezug auf Meistbegünstigungsklauseln – und der
wettbewerbsrechtlichen Durchsetzungspraxis der Wettbewerbsbehörden?

11a.

Für Paritätsklauseln fordert Art. 10 Abs. 1 Plattform-VO eine Angabe von Gründen sowie
eine leichte öffentliche Verfügbarkeit.

11b.

Widersprüchliche Interpretationen sind derzeit nicht ersichtlich. Die Zweifel in der
vorläufigen Entscheidung des OLG Düsseldorf gegenüber der facebook-Entscheidung des
Bundeskartellamtes beziehen sich auf das deutsche Kartellrecht, insbesondere auf das
Kausalitätskriterium, und nicht auf das Datenschutzrecht.146

12. Welche Behörden sind in Ihrer Rechtsordnung für die Durchsetzung von
Wettbewerbsrecht in der Digitalwirtschaft zuständig?

12a.

12d Gerichte12a BehördeRechtsgebiet

OLG Düsseldorf
BGH

BundeskartellamtKartellrecht

Verwaltungsgericht, bei
Bußgeld: ordentliche
Gerichte

Bundesdatenschutzbeauftragter
Landesdatenschutzbeauftragte

DSGVO/Bundesdatenschutzgesetz
Landesdatenschutzgesetze

VerwaltungsgerichtBundesnetzagenturRecht der Telekommunikation und
weiterer Netzindustrien

146 OLG Düsseldorf, 26.08.2019, VI-Kart 1/19 (V) – facebook.
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12d Gerichte12a BehördeRechtsgebiet

e-Privacy-VO (nur Entwurf)

Insbesondere
Verwaltungsgerichte

Insbesondere
Bundesnetzagentur,
Datenschutzbehörden

e-Privacy-Richtlinie, umgesetzt in
TKG, TMG, UWG

VerwaltungsgerichteBundesnetzagenturGeoblocking-VO

OffenPlattform-VO

Zivilgerichtekeine BehördeLauterkeitsrecht

Zivilgerichtekeine BehördeVerbraucherschutz

12b.

12c.

Im facebook-Fall erfolgte zwischen dem Bundeskartellamt und führenden
Datenschutzbehörden eine enge Zusammenarbeit.147

12d.

Siehe 12a.
Eine einheitliche Zuständigkeit des deutschen Bundesverfassungsgerichts (BVerfG)

existiert für Fragen der Verfassungsmäßigkeit. Einheitlich zuständig ist auch der EuGH,
insbesondere für Vorabentscheidungsverfahren.

147 BKartA, Pressemeldung, S. 3 – facebook.
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Greece

Assimakis Komninos and Emmanuela N. Truli*

A Competition policy in the digital economy: a shift in focus?

1. What are the main cases dealing with the digital economy (focusing on digital
businesses or on the competition between digital businesses and incumbent
operators) initiated and completed by your competition authority?
It is no surprise that Greece, a country with strong traditional economic sectors (services

and agriculture), has so far experienced a very limited number of cases tackling the
competition challenges of the digital economy. In fact, the Hellenic Competition
Commission (HCC) seems to have addressed digital economy concerns lately, in one case,
and, interestingly, with a press release, that of 22 September 2015.1 In this press release,
which has been issued, without a respective precedent, in lieu of an HCC decision, the
HCC declared its intention “not to proceed with a formal investigation into Booking &
Expedia’s cooperation agreements with hotel businesses in Greece”.

As the press release further explains, the HCC reviewed the revised parity terms in the
agreements between online travel agencies (OTAs) Booking.com and Expedia with their
hotel partner businesses in Greece, following relevant inquiries conducted by other National
Competition Authorities (NCAs), and in coordination with the European Commission.
It stated that there were, at that time, no grounds to investigate these agreements further,
in view of the fact that, according to the amended contractual terms, partner hotel businesses
in Greece would be able to: (a) set different prices and/or offer better terms and availability
between different on-line travel agencies (OTAs), (b) offer lower prices and/or better terms
to off-line channels (such as reservations by telephone or at the hotel reception or in the
framework of loyalty programs), provided that hoteliers do not publicise or advertise those
lower prices online, and (c) engage in promotional activities to all prior visitors of the

* Assimakis Komninos, Ph.D. (EUI), LL.M. (NYU), LL.M. (Cambridge), Partner, White and Case LLP, Vis-
iting Research Fellow, University College London, former Commissioner and Member of the Board of the
Hellenic Competition Commission; Emmanuela N. Truli, Dr. iur., LMU (Munich), LL.M. Columbia (NY),
Assistant Professor in Civil Law, Athens University for Economics and Business, Attorney at Law (Athens
and New York Bars), former Commissioner and Member of the Board of the Hellenic Competition Com-
mission. Emmanuela N. Truli has been responsible for the answers to Questions 1-2, 4-5, 7 and 12, and
Assimakis Komninos for the answers to Questions 3, 6 and 8-11, respectively. The views expressed herein
are purely personal. All web pages in this report were last accessed on February 20, 2020.

1 See HCC Press Release of 22 September 2015, available (also in English) on the site of HCC at the following
address: https://www.epant.gr/en/.
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hotel, regardless of the mode with which such visitors made their reservations (including
reservations previously made through OTAs).2

The HCC then concluded that the implementation of the new parity terms by the
online travel agencies Booking.com and Expedia was expected to enhance competition
between the traditional travel agencies, telephone reservations or other type of reservations,
to the benefit of the hotel businesses and consumers.

The above-mentioned press release did not provide further information on the actual
facts of the case, the relevant markets and the contractual terms examined by the HCC.
In view of its references to relevant investigations conducted by other NCAs and the
European Commission, we can, however, infer that the press release refers to the change
from a “wide” parity clause, also known as “Most Favoured Nation” or “MFN” clauses,
obliging the hotel to give the OTA the lowest room prices and best room availability relative
to all other sales channels, to a “narrow” parity clause,3 which Booking and Expedia both
decided to apply EU-wide, the first from July 2015, and the second from August 2015.4 It
is, hence, our understanding, that the HCC compared the “wide” parity clauses, which
were previously in place5 and under serious competition scrutiny in a number of
jurisdictions, with the “narrow” parity clause, which the OTAs proposed in order to escape
such scrutiny. “Narrow” parity clauses allow the hotel to offer lower room prices and better
room availability on other OTAs and on off-line sales channels, but, notably, also allow
the OTA to prohibit the hotel from publishing lower room prices on the hotel’s own
website.6 Moreover, under a narrow parity clause, if a hotel wishes to price-differentiate
between its OTA partners the hotel is obliged to offer a room price on its own website that
is higher than the price it offers on at least one of the OTAs it uses. With this press release,
which, as already noted, addressed the respective questions affecting a major sector of the
national economy, tourism, in a timely manner, but, did not follow the regular procedure
of a published and reasoned HCC decision, available for review, the HCC positioned itself
in the group of NCAs, including the Commission, that allowed such clauses.7

2 Ibid.
3 See the Report on the Monitoring Exercise Carried Out in the Online Hotel Booking Sector by EU Compe-

tition Authorities in 2016, p. 4, para. 2, available at: http://ec.europa.eu/competition/ecn/hotel_monitoring_
report_en.pdf.

4 Ibid.
5 Ibid.
6 Ibid.
7 Ibid., para. 1. The Monitoring Exercise Carried Out in the Online Hotel Booking Sector by EU Competition

Authorities in 2016, which resulted in the respective Report, consisted of the Belgian, Czech, French, German,
Hungarian, Irish, Italian, Dutch, Swedish and UK national competition authorities and DG Competition,
and notably, not the HCC. The Austrian and Swiss NCAs also participated during the design phase of the
monitoring exercise. The exercise was commissioned by the heads of the European Competition Network
(ECN) in November 2015. The purpose was to measure the effects of recent changes to the parity clauses
used by OTAs in their contracts with hotels. The conclusions of their discussion can be found at the following
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A second case with some relevance to the digital economy is the controversial Audatex
case, which related to a system consisting of a database and a software programme for
processing this data. The HCC first decided the case already back in 2009,8 concluding, by
majority vote, that the Audatex software programme, which collected and processed data
for the calculation of repair costs of automobiles involved in car accidents, infringed Article
101 TFEU and the equivalent national provision.9 The case had been initiated by a local
car-repair association. It complained that the Greek company – owner of the software
programme, Audatex Hellas and its shareholders, some of the country’s largest insurance
companies, unilaterally fixed prices for car-repair services and spare-parts, thus eliminating
competition in the respective markets.10

Under the insurance indemnity procedure, every time the insurance company is required
to reimburse a car owner for car damage (e.g. on behalf of one of its clients who was at
fault for causing the accident), the insurance company assigns an expert to estimate the
cost of repairs and to compile a report. Such cost estimation report could either be carried
out in a conventional manner, where the estimated work and repair costs were calculated
on the basis of his/her prior expertise (empirically), or through the digital Audatex system
which used the specific database. Notably, the database contained full details of (a) the
price of each spare part, (b) the time required for replacing it or repairing a particular
damage and (c) the remuneration of the repair person’s labour hour.11

According to the complaint, the insurance companies only reimbursed the car owners
for the cost estimated by the experts as appropriate for the necessary repair services.
Therefore, a car repair service provider would either accept to do the repair work at this
price or risk losing the client, who wanted to have full indemnity for the repair work on
his/her car. The complaint included also the allegations that the insurance companies
favoured the Audatex experts and estimations, and that Audatex Hellas determined both
the cost of work hour and the amount of time required for any repair or replacement. Also,

address: http://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/ECN_meeting_outcome_17022017.pdf and seem to be
in line with the HCC’s position to allow the “narrow” parity clauses. The conclusions do, however, make
reference to the need to keep the online hotel booking sector under review and to re-assess the competitive
situation “in due course”.

8 See HCC 460/V/2009 (1st Audatex decision, with majority vote). All national decisions in this report are
available only in Greek at the following address: https://www.epant.gr/Pages/DecisionDetail?ID=1551.

9 Article 1 of Law 703/1977, the Greek Competition Act, later abolished and substituted by Law 3959/2011.
On the changes introduced by the latter law see indicatively E. Truli, “New Greek Law on the Protection
of Free Competition: Key Changes and First Impressions”, European Competition Law Review Vol. 33,
Issue 6, 2012, pp. 280-285.

10 The HCC considered as relevant market the market for car repair services covered by insurance companies
and reimbursed following the estimation of the repair services cost by an appointed expert, either electron-
ically or not (HCC 460/V/2009, pp. 34, 36). The relevant geographic market was Greece.

11 The software combined spare parts and tasks according to the specifications of the automobile for any
replacement or repair, based on the actions and time required for repair of any car identified by it.
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that the car repair service providers were forced to accept MFN clauses in their respective
contracts with the insurance companies.

HCC decision 460/V/2009, indeed, concluded that the insurance companies had
infringed Article 101 TFEU (at the time 81 EC) as well as the equivalent Article 1 of the
Greek Competition Act.12 In particular, the authority found that the insurance companies
had jointly set up a public limited company (Audatex Hellas),13 after obvious consultation
and mutual contact, to buy and use the Audatex software and database. Thus, they came
to a clear understanding with regard to an ad hoc coordination of their car repair service
reimbursement policies, and most distinctively, the hourly rate for repair services, whereby
Audatex Hellas supervised such coordination via the above software system. In addition,
the HCC found that Audatex Hellas had imposed, through private agreements, a clause
to affiliated workshops not to provide other customer groups more favourable terms and
prices than those offered to insurance companies (MFN clauses). It, therefore, issued an
infringement decision and imposed fines which, collectively, exceeded 32 million Euros
and ordered that each insurance company should: (a) negotiate independently the price
of hourly repair service and (b) eliminate the MFN clauses with the repair services
workshops.

The insurance companies filed an appeal against the HCC decision 460/V/2009 and
succeeded in having it annulled, on the basis of formal/procedural grounds, regarding the
person who should preside in the hearings.14 The Athens Administrative Court of Appeal
did not go into the merits of the case. On further appeal, the Council of State confirmed
the annulment of the decision on the same formal grounds regarding which Member of
the Board should be presiding, and the case was remanded to the HCC for re-adjudication,
again without any review of merits of the case.15

Following a revised and updated statement of objections submitted to the HCC by its
Directorate General, which seems to have included more evidence and to have found a
longer duration for the infringement, the HCC, nevertheless, concluded (again by way of
majority vote) that the evidence was insufficient to find an infringement.16 The HCC

12 Law 703/1977 as was then in force. The law has since been abolished and substituted by Law 3959/2011,
whereby the provision regarding the prohibition of restrictive agreements and concerted practices has
remained, in essence, unchanged.

13 Notably, the HCC fined only the insurance companies and not Audatex Hellas, which was considered to
constitute only the mechanism, the mere instrument for implementing the agreement of the insurance
companies through their shareholding position and the total control of its management bodies (Board of
Directors and General Assembly), and therefore could not be found to have committed an independent
offense (HCC 460/V/2009, p. 45).

14 See Athens Administrative Court of Appeal 3850/2013, 3849/2013, 3848/2013, 3847/2013, all available in
Greek.

15 See the Council of State cases 2135/2010, 2134/2010, 2133/2010, all available in Greek.
16 See HCC 640/2017 (2nd Audatex decision) [in Greek]. The minority vote included the vote of the President

of the HCC and considered that there was indeed an infringement of Article 101(1) TFEU / Article 1(1) of
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proclaimed, instead, that the Audatex digital system intended to ensure a reasonable
compensation for the insured car owners, the streamlining of the cost determination
process and a more efficient car insurance market. In this respect, the HCC evaluated the
positive footprint of the e-expertise system under consideration, resulting in the reduction
of over-pricing and fraud, the combating of inefficiencies in the claims management process
and the rationalisation of insurance costs. In particular, with regard to the common setting
of hourly prices for car services by all involved insurance companies, the HCC decision
declared that the determination of a common ground (or a “springboard value”) was
necessary for the operation of the electronic expertise system and for the proper
implementation of the payment of a reasonable indemnity to the insured person, and
hence an ancillary restraint to the agreement to establish Audatex Hellas; also that Audatex
mainly proposed the hourly prices and did not actually set them in a mandatory manner.17

Despite the unconvincing argument as to the necessity18 of setting a “springboard
value” in the Audatex system, and hence, its, arguably19 unconvincing anchoring to ancillary
restraints as a means to justify a a number of competition restrictions, the analysis, in
practice, placed great emphasis on the efficiency gains of the system. In this respect, the
ambivalent manner in which the HCC handled the Audatex case could be indicative of
the competition enforcement difficulties which are to be expected in digital cases, in
particularly where, although the restraints of competition are obvious, the efficiency gains
of an anti-competitive practice are substantial. The future case-law will reveal to what
extend this balancing exercise could indeed, set a trend, whereby digital economy cases
will be, more likely, dismissed – despite some obvious anti-competitive effects, based on
efficiency justification grounds.

As regards other, ongoing, investigations, it is not customary for the authority to make
public statements and the HCC, has, to this day, not officially informed about a pending
case relating to the digital economy. Nevertheless, it is probable that the authority is indeed
currently handling one or more complaints regarding online platforms, search engines
and/or e-shops. In the latter case, it is possible that the HCC will soon have to settle the
competition concerns between digital businesses and incumbent operations, especially in

Law 703/1977 and that the requirements of Article 101(3) TFEU / Article 1(3) of Law 703/1977 were not
fulfilled, thus the agreement could not be exempted (para 413 onwards). Additionally, the minority explained
that the restraints of competition under scrutiny were not an ancillary restraint to the establishment of the
Audatex Hellas company, as they were imposed on the actions of third parties and not on the parties to the
agreement (the insurance companies).

17 See HCC 640/2017, paras 389- 412.
18 Compare Judgment of 5 July 2000 in Case T-111/99 MasterCard, Inc. v. Commission, EU:T:2012:260, para

89 onwards.
19 See in favor of such understanding the attorney of Audatex Hellas, H. Soufleros, “Comment to the 460/2009

Audatex Hellas case”, in L. Kotsiris/K. Noussia (Eds.), Lieber Amicorum in Honor of I. Rokas, Athens,
2017, p. 811.
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relation to Resale Price Maintenance (RPM) and geo-blocking practices, albeit, following
its usual lengthy procedures.

2. Has your competition authority adapted its enforcement practices in order to keep
up with the pace of digital markets?
So far the HCC has not taken particular steps to adapt its enforcement practices to

digital markets. Indeed, in the past years’ Annual Reports of the Authority, little weight
was placed on digital economy considerations. During and in the aftermath of the economic
crisis in Greece, the HCC has focused its priorities on traditional markets, often with
particular emphasis on large scale consumer products, on retail and supermarkets.20 Thus,
the HCC has issued neither reports, nor policy papers and evaluations in relation to
enforcement of competition law in digital markets. Nonetheless, in its 2018 Annual Report,
the HCC expressed the wish to keep up with market developments and made a short
reference to digital platforms, e-commerce and use of personal data.21

Also, the aforementioned press release regarding the Booking and Expedia case could,
arguably, be seen as a new enforcement paradigm. It is, namely, possible, that the HCC
did not follow the customary decision making process with the publishing of a reasoned
decision, in order to achieve a more timely response to a digital markets case. Should this
be the reason for the issuance of a press release in lieu of a reasoned HCC decision, there
is, however, room for improvement in the HCC’s policy, as the authority could have issued
a more informative document with more detail on the relevant facts, markets, practices
and policy considerations.

More generally, the HCC has a number of standard enforcement tools which can be
used for a timely response to the fast pacing digital economy. It can issue an interim
measure decision and guidance papers, or it can make use of the commitments procedure.
In addition, the HCC could adjust its point system for prioritisation of cases,22 to address
anticompetitive practices in the digital sector.

20 See e.g. Annual Report on Competition Policy in Greece – Year 2018; Annual Report on Competition
Policy in Greece – Year 2016; Annual Report on Competition Policy in Greece – Year 2015; Annual Report
in Competition Policy in Greece – Year 2014; Annual Report in Competition Policy in Greece – Year 2013,
etc., all available at the following address: https://www.epant.gr/Pages/Publications. The HCC has not
published its Annual Report for year 2017 in English. It is available in Greek at the following address: https://
www.epant.gr/.

21 See Annual Report on Competition Policy in Greece – Year 2018, p. 68 onwards.
22 In 2012, the HCC adopted a system which awards points, based on pre-defined criteria, to complaints and

pending cases. The Directorate-General investigates pending cases according to their ranking. The ranking
depends on the nature of the infringement, its anticipated impact and the economic importance of the
products under investigation. Any cases awarded three points or fewer will not be investigated by the HCC
and will be closed with a decision by the President. The system was updated in 2015, see the OECD (2018),
Peer Reviews of Competition Law and Policy: Greece https://www.oecd.org/daf/competition/GREECE-
OECD-Reviews-of-Competition-Law-and-Policy-2018.pdf, p. 98. Most recently, the HCC updated again
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With regard to raising awareness, the HCC can also undertake advocacy initiatives and
has in the past done so.23 Also, it has issued an announcement informing the public about
the entry into force of the General Data Protection Regulation (2016/679) and about its
commitment in protecting personal data when enforcing competition policy.24 What is
more, it seems to have advised (in relation to competition matters) on the incorporation
of the implementation measures, prescribed by EU Regulation 2018/30225 on geo-blocking,
into Greek national law. Additionally, the HCC seems to be following closely the efforts
of the European Commission in relation to competition in the digital markets, as its
employees regularly take part in ECN working group meetings.26

Finally, it is worth noting that on 27 August 2019, the new President of the HCC in
his mission statement before the Parliament, during the hearings for his appointment,
specifically mentioned digital markets as an area of utmost priority for the HCC, so further
action is to be expected here.

3. Is your domestic competition lawusing the consumerwelfare standard as its specific
goal?
Greek competition law is not interpreted in a different way than EU competition law.

Of course, the question of the goals of competition law is highly ideological and, therefore,
different views have been expressed in Greek academic circles. Some authors consider that
competition law protects competition as a market mechanism, as well as economic
freedom.27 Other authors stress that competition law protects competition as such, the
market itself,28 as the optimal mechanism for the attainment of optimal economic results,29

and not the “personal freedom of economic development” or economic freedom.30 Of

its priority point system, according to its decision 696/2019, issued on 21.11.2019 (published in the Gov’
Gazette on 13.12.2019).

23 See the Conference on “Business and Competition in Greece in the context of the digital single market”,
which the HCC co-organised with the American Chamber of Commerce in Greece, on 23 February 2017.

24 See Press release of 2.7.2018.
25 See Regulation (EU) 2018/302 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 28 February 2018 on

addressing unjustified geo-blocking and other forms of discrimination based on customers’ nationality,
place of residence or place of establishment within the internal market and amending Regulations (EC) No
2006/2004 and (EU) 2017/2394 and Directive 2009/22/EC, OJ [2018] L/I 1.

26 See, indicatively, HCC Annual Report – Year 2017, p. 108 onwards.
27 See T. Liakopoulos, The Economic Freedom as Object of Protection in Competition Law, Athens, 1981, p.

202 onwards; T. Liakopoulos, Industrial Property, Athens, 2000, pp. 494-498; L. Kotsiris, Competition Law
(Free and Unfair), Athens/Thessaloniki, 2000, p. 399. See generally also T. Christoforou, ‘Protection of
Competition and Economic Analysis in the Framework of L. 703/77’, Hellenic Review of European Law
Vol. 6, 1986, p. 887. [all in Greek].

28 See L. Georgakopoulos, ‘The Legal Order of Competition: Enquiry and Appreciation of the Greek System’,
Nomiko Vima Vol. 35, 1987, p. 883.

29 See T. Christoforou, 1986, p. 897.
30 See L. Georgakopoulos, 1987, p. 883.
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course, private rights can be derived from the competition rules, but are worthy of
protection only to the extent that the institution of competition needs protection.31

Indeed, this reflects also the EU case law, which stresses that the competition rules aim
at protecting competition as such (Institutionsschutztheorie) and not necessarily private
interests of market players or consumers (Individualschutztheorie).32 However, this does
not mean that protecting competition as such does not reflexively33 result in protecting
economic freedom and private interests.34

That being said, the question of the protective scope of the EU and Greek competition
rules does not shed much light on the question of the methodology (legal and economic)
and the general framework of analysis35 that must be followed in order to find a “restriction
of competition”. The latter question is dependent on the economic theories that are
dominant from time to time. Depending on which school or economic theory finds favour
with enforcers and judges, the framework of analysis may vary and may give more emphasis
to economic efficiency, total welfare, consumer welfare, ensuring competitive market
structures or even protecting economic freedom from excessive market power.36

With that in mind, it can be said that Greek competition law, like EU competition law,
aims at ensuring competitive market structures with a view to protecting consumer welfare.
However, consumer welfare has the meaning of not simply ensuring low prices, high
quality and innovation, but also ensuring consumer choice, which can be better served in
conditions of competition rather than of monopoly. Besides, while consumer welfare
remains an ultimate political aim, such an aim is rather abstract and does not mean that
concrete harm to consumers must always be proven in order to find a restriction of
competition. In the area of Articles 102 TFEU and 2 of the Greek Competition Act
(unilateral conduct), the European Court of Justice’s guiding principles remain of utmost
relevance: “Article 102 TFEU must be interpreted as referring not only to practices which
may cause damage to consumers directly […] but also to those which are detrimental to
them through their impact on competition”.37

31 See T. Christoforou, 1986, p. 893 onwards.
32 On these theories, see T. Liakopoulos, 1981, p. 194 onwards.
33 On the reflexive protection of private interests by means of rules of public or general interest, see T.

Liakopoulos, 1981, p. 131.
34 Council of State 27/1993.
35 For the use of this term, see Communication from the Commission - Guidance on the Commission’s

enforcement priorities in applying Article 82 of the EC Treaty to abusive exclusionary conduct by dominant
undertakings, OJ [2009] C 45/7, para. 2.

36 See T. Liakopoulos, 2000, p. 490 onwards.; E. Kassotakis, “The Protective Scope of Community Competition
Law in the Angle of the Commission’s Competition Policy and the Case Law of the Community Courts”,
Epitheorisi Emporikou Dikaiou Vol. 61, 2010, p. 286.

37 Judgment of 17 February 2011 in Case C-52/09, Konkurrensverket v. TeliaSonera Sverige AB,
ECLI:EU:C:2011:83, para. 24. See also Judgment of 15 March 2007 in Case C-95/04 P, British Airways plc
v. Commission, ECLI:EU:C:2007:166, para. 86; Judgment of 16 September 2008 in Joined Cases C-468/06
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B Market definition and market power

4. How does your competition authority define the market with regard to digital
economy players?
Since the Expedia & Booking case has been dealt with only in a press-release, there is

no evidence as to any particular changes to the traditional price/product and geographic
market criteria. The HCC instead, seems to have assumed and relied on the services market
delineation of the Report on the Online Hotel Booking Sector38.

In the Audatex case the HCC provided some analysis on market definition on the basis
of rather traditional criteria. In particular, in its 2009 decision,39 the HCC viewed the digital
Audatex repair services cost estimation system as an alternative to the empirical system,
based on conventional estimation reports. Although the concrete market shares of appraisers
using Audatex (and appraisers that do not) were not published in the decision, they were
in fact calculated, and the decision stated clearly that the Audatex system was the prevailing
system for digital car service repair appraisals. It also stated that all major insurance
companies were participating in the Audatex system and, hence, a very large number of
reimbursed insurance car repair service costs were calculated on the basis of this digital
system, especially in the most populated region of the country (Athens). In 2017, the HCC,
apparently applied once again the same traditional relevant market criteria but defined in
its 2nd Audatex decision as relevant markets “the market for the insurance of car accident
repairs” and “the market for providing services for a digital system for the calculation of the
cost for car repair services”.40

As a result, in both decision texts, the HCC failed to analyse and take into account the
potential importance of the extensive data set that was essential to the Audatex system and
which could possibly affect, both the substitutability of the empirical method with the
Audatex digital calculation system, and the potential difficulty for the entry of a new digital
competitor. Hence, the HCC has not, until now, developed a new data-focused market
test in markets affected by the use of data.

In any case, neither the Booking and Expedia platforms nor the Audatex system were
a zero price market. Therefore, we cannot safely conclude how the HCC would define the
relevant market in a respective case. The same lack of precedent applies also as to whether
the HCC makes a distinction between transaction and non-transaction platforms or

to C-478/06, Sot. Lelos kai Sia EE and Others v. GlaxoSmithKline AEVE Farmakeftikon Proionton,
ECLI:EU:C:2008:504, para. 68.

38 See the Report on the Monitoring Exercise Carried Out in the Online Hotel Booking Sector by EU Compe-
tition Authorities in 2016, p. 4, para. 2, available at the following address: http://ec.europa.eu/competition/
ecn/hotel_monitoring_report_en.pdf.

39 See HCC 460/V/2009, p. 34 onwards.
40 See HCC 640/2017, paras 85, 88.
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between business models and functionalities. The HCC, however, regularly follows the
EU developments in market definition, so we could safely conclude that the HCC would
also follow closely such developments at EU level, and would not easily diverge from any
practice to be formed by the EU Commission and Courts. Thus, in the above circumstances,
it is safe to predict that the HCC will follow the methodologies employed by the European
Commission in such cases as Google Shopping and Google Android.41

5. How is market power established in the practice of your competition authority in
cases relating to digital economy players?
As shown by the cases mentioned above, the HCC has not yet dealt with an abuse of

dominance case relating to digital economy players. Interestingly, although both of the
above-mentioned cases (Expedia and Booking, and Audatex) could have benefited from
some market power analysis, this has not actually taken place. As already mentioned above,
the HCC handled the competition issues presented in the Expedia and Booking case with
a press release, stating that no action was necessary. So in the press release, there was very
little with regard to market analysis, let alone market power analysis of the biggest or of
the two companies together.

Also, in both Audatex decisions,42 the HCC took into account the relevant market
shares and concluded that Audatex was the prevailing digital appraisal system. It,
furthermore, conceded that all major insurance companies were participating in the
Audatex system and, that a very large number of insurance reimbursed car repair services
costs were calculated on the basis of this digital system, especially in the most populous
region of the country (Athens). Nonetheless, the HCC did not drive any concrete conclusion
on the market power of Audatex and it did not examine competition issues under that
light.

As the HCC has not handled any abuse of dominance case in the digital economy
markets, we cannot safely conclude as to whether it would alter its understanding of the
concept of market power and/or apply it differently, when enforcing competition law in
the digital economy. Presumably the HCC will continue to rely on market shares, and to
take into consideration a business’s market power in the relevant markets, following, in
particular, the EU paradigm.43

41 Commission decision of 27 June 2017 In Case AT. 39740- Google Search (Shopping) and Commission
decision of 18 July 2018 In Case AT. 40099-Google Android, respectively.

42 See HCC 460/V/2009 and 640/2017.
43 See indicatively HCC 590/2014, paras 124-137, 223 onwards; 552/VI/2012, para 23 onwards; 434/V/2009,

paras 9-32. For a clear and direct reference to potential and future competition as a consideration for the
existence of market power, see HCC 581/VII/2013, paras 101, 143 onwards. An extensive analysis of
potential or future competition usually takes place in merger cases. See indicatively HCC 465/VI/2009,
paras 118 onwards; 598/2014, para 250 iv.
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In this respect, the HCC takes into account potential or future competition when
defining market power in abuse of dominance cases in traditional markets, often indirectly,
through its analysis on barriers to entry.44 A business’s power in related markets is also
taken into consideration, mostly again in relation to general market conditions and barriers
to entry.45 We can assume that the respective considerations would also be taken into
account for a case in relation to the digital economy, even (or especially) when additional
considerations are introduced, such as the use of data and access to such data.

Finally, it may be interesting to note that the HCC is no longer competent to examine
relative dominance (abuse of economic dependence) cases,46 which may gain in significance
in addressing digital market competition concerns, presumably in digital platform cases.
The respective provision of Article 2A of the previous Competition Act – Law 703/1977,47

has been relegated, for valid efficiency reasons, to the Greek Law on Unfair Commercial
Practices – Law 146/1914,48 as Article 18A. The latter provision is now enforceable not by
action of the HCC but only by private action before a civil court. Although the wording
of the particular provision did not change in substance, the relocation marked the shift
from public enforcement to (exclusively) private enforcement and the loss of the HCC
enforcement tools such as investigatory measures and the imposition of administrative
fines.49 These changes would be relevant in a possible application of the prohibition to
abuse economic dependence (Article 18A of Law 146/1914 on relative dominance) in
digital platform cases.

6. Can you notice a difference in ex post assessments (abuse of dominance cases) and
ex-ante assessments (concentration merger control cases), both in relation to
defining markets and conceptualizing market power?
The HCC is regularly applying the criteria prescribed by the pertinent EU Regulations,

Communications and Guidelines, even when it applies its national law, e.g. with regard
to national merger cases. Generally, while the HCC does not follow a different methodology

44 See indicatively HCC 590/201, paras 223 onwards.
45 See indicatively HCC 581/VII/2013, paras 101, 143.
46 Greece has specific rules prohibiting the abuse of economic dependence like a few other EU Members, see

indicatively Section 20 of the German GWB and Article L-420-2(2) of the French Commercial Code.
47 Law 703/1977 was abolished and substituted by the current Competition Act, Law 3959/2011. Article 2a of

Law 703/1977 stated that “the abuse by one or more undertakings of a relationship of economic dependence
connecting an undertaking having the quality of a client or supplier to the undertaking(s) mentioned above,
[…], and lacking any equivalent alternative, is prohibited. This abuse of a relationship of economic dependence
may particularly consist in imposing arbitrary trading terms, applying a discriminatory treatment, or suddenly
and unjustifiably terminating longtime commercial relations”.

48 See about the significance of this transfer E. Truli, “Relative Dominance and the Protection of the Weaker
Party: Enforcing the Economic Dependence Provisions and the Example of Greece”, Journal of European
Competition Law And Practice, Vol 8, Issue 9, 2017, pp. 579-585.

49 Ibid, p. 581 onwards.
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in ex post and ex ante cases, divergences do exist. Thus, the HCC has held that the
methodology for market definition may lead to different results, even for the same products
or services, depending on whether the authority analyses a change in the demand structure
for the future (in merger cases) or evaluates competition problems that have been created
by past conduct (in abuse of dominance cases.50 The possibility of such divergence has also
been confirmed by Greek case law.51

C Anti-competitive policy in the digital economy

7. Whichpractices indigitalmarkets or involvingdigital businesses have been analysed
in the decision-making practices or case law of your jurisdiction?
The HCC has to this day only handled two cases involving collusive behaviour (in

reality, agreements) in digital markets, and no abuse of dominance cases. In the first case
(Expedia and Booking) the HCC seems to have prima facie52 examined the “narrow” parity
clause, which the OTAs proposed in order to escape such scrutiny.53 As already explained
above, the one-page press release only declared the HCC’s intention to refrain from a
formal investigation.

In the second case, the HCC concluded, by majority vote, in its 2009 decision that the
Audatex software programme, which collected and processed data for the calculation of
repair costs of automobiles involved in car accidents, infringed Article 101 TFEU and the
equivalent national provision. In that decision, the HCC found that the insurance companies
had jointly set up a public limited company (Audatex Hellas),54 after obviously agreeing
among themselves to buy and use the Audatex software and database. Thus, they came to
a clear understanding with regard to an ad hoc coordination of their car repair service
reimbursement policies, and in particular, the hourly rate for repair services, whereby
Audatex Hellas supervised such coordination via the above software system. In addition,
the HCC found that Audatex Hellas had imposed, through private agreements, a clause
to affiliated workshops not to provide other customer groups with more favourable terms
and prices than those offered to insurance companies (MFN clauses). The HCC imposed

50 HCC 520/VI/2011, para. 79.
51 Athens Administrative Court of Appeal 2265/2010, para. 27.
52 See the HCC press release of September 22, 2015, as above, published without a formal decision on the

subject.
53 See above.
54 Notably, the HCC fined only the insurance companies and not Audatex Hellas, which was considered to

constitute only the mechanism, the mere instrument for implementing the agreement of the insurance
companies through their shareholding position and the total control of its management bodies (Board of
Directors and General Assembly). Therefore, no independent offence was attributed to Audatex Hellas
(HCC 460/V/2009, p. 45).
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fines which, collectively, exceeded 32 million Euros and ordered that each insurance
company should: (a) negotiate independently the price of hourly repair services and (b)
eliminate the MFN clauses with the repair service workshops.

Following the annulment of the decision on formal/procedural grounds55 the HCC
re-examined the case and instead concluded56 that the evidence was insufficient to find an
infringement.57 The HCC emphasized, instead, that the Audatex digital system intended
to ensure a reasonable compensation for the insured car owners, the streamlining of the
cost determination process and a more efficient car insurance market. In this respect, the
HCC declared, arguably erroneously, as an ancillary restraint, the positive footprint of the
e-expertise system under consideration, resulting in the reduction of over-pricing and
fraud, the combating of inefficiencies in the claims management process and the
rationalisation of insurance costs. In particular, with regard to the common setting of
hourly prices for car services by all involved insurance companies, the HCC declared that
the determination of a common ground (or a “springboard value”) was necessary for the
operation of the electronic expertise system and for the proper implementation of the
payment of reasonable indemnity to the insured person. In addition, according to the
HCC, Audatex mainly proposed the hourly prices and did not actually set them in a
mandatory manner.58

8. What reasons have been offered by the businesses concerned to justify (prima facie)
anticompetitive behaviour?
Generally, efficiency considerations can outweigh restrictive features of certain conduct

and, procedurally, such considerations are put forward by way of defence.59 These benefits
relate to both static and dynamic efficiency and may be of an allocative, productive or
transactional nature.60 In the more “traditional” markets, the HCC has analysed such
efficiency justifications on a number of occasions.61 However, due to the absence of case

55 See Athens Administrative Court of Appeal 3850/2013, 3849/2013, 3848/2013, 3847/2013; see also Council
of State 2135/2010, 2134/2010, 2133/2010, all available in Greek.

56 See again HCC 640/2017, and fn 16, above.
57 Ibid.
58 Ibid., paras 389- 412.
59 See generally T. Christoforou, 1986, p. 902 onwards.; D. Riziotis, “Efficiency Defence in Article 82 EC”, in:

M.-O. Mackenrodt, B. Conde Gallego and S. Enchelmaier (Eds.), Abuse of Dominant Position: New Inter-
pretation, New Enforcement Mechanisms?, Berlin/Heidelberg, 2006, p. 89 onwards.; E. Rousseva,
Rethinking Exclusionary Abuses in EU Competition Law, Oxford/Portland, 2010, p. 281 onwards. In merger
control, see A. Gavala, ‘Economic Efficiency in Community Merger Control, Comparative Analysis with
US and Canadian Law’, Athens, 2010, p. 24 onwards.

60 On efficiency benefits, see N. Vettas and G. Katsoulakos, ‘Competition Policy and Regulatory Policy, The
Economics of Regulatory Intervention in Markets with Monopoly Power’, Athens, 2004, p. 510 onwards;
A. Gavala, 2010, pp. 4-6.

61 See A. Komninos, “Objective Justification in Abuse of a Dominant Position – The Greek Practice and Case
Law”, in Liber Amicorum Ioannis K. Dryllerakis, Athens, 2015, pp. 51-72.
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law, we can only speculate how the HCC would address efficiency justifications in the
digital sector. In the only case of relevance, the Audatex case that was analysed above,
clearly efficiency considerations played a role in the majority opinion of the 2017 HCC
decision and ultimately led to the finding that there was no infringement. Interestingly,
the HCC preferred to see those efficiencies through the angle of the ancillary restraints
doctrine rather than through Articles 101(3) TFEU and 1(3) of the Greek Competition
Act. Hence, it found that there was no restriction of competition in the first place.

It is also noteworthy that the HCC has not had the chance to deal with multi-sided
markets so far and, therefore, it is unclear how it would analyse efficiencies in multiple
sides and how it would balance efficiencies in one side against restrictive effects in another
side. In such cases, the EU case law would provide some guidance. The EU competition
rules possess the right tools to allow for the taking into account of the new realities in the
digital economy and the emergence of multi-sided markets. Indeed, the Court of Justice
has made clear in Groupement des cartes bancaires that it is always necessary to take into
consideration the real conditions of the functioning and structure of the markets, as part
of the economic or legal context in which the conduct concerned takes place.62 That must
be the case, in particular, with regard to the interactions between the relevant market and
a different related market and, all the more so, when, “there are interactions between the
two facets of a two-sided system”.63

9. Have you witnessed the emergence of specific theories of harm tailored to digital
markets?
Since the HCC has decided no cases pertaining to digital markets, it is not possible to

address the question of theories of harm. In the Audatex case that was described above,
the theory of harm examined by the HCC was a rather traditional one, i.e. a theory of
collusion and decrease of competition by the participants’ co-operation with regard to the
digital system put in place.

Like the European Commission and other NCAs that have been dealing with cases in
digital markets, the HCC will undoubtedly have to make difficult choices, when it comes
to theories of harm. One alternative is to feel unrestrained by existing case law and not

62 Judgment of 11 September 2014 in Case C-67/13 P, Groupement des cartes Bancaires (CB) v. Commission,
EU:C:2014:2204, para. 78. The requirement to examine conduct within the economic and legal context in
which it arose is valid not only for Article 101 TFEU but also for Article 102 TFEU. See Opinion of Advocate
General Ruiz-Jarabo Colomer, of 1 April 2008 in Joined Cases C-468/06 to C-478/06, Sot. Lelos kai Sia EE
and Others v. GlaxoSmithKline AEVE Farmakeftikon Proionton, EU:C:2008:180, para. 71; See also Opinion
of Advocate General Bobek of 5 September 2019 in Case C-228/18, Gazdasági Versenyhivatal v. Budapest
Bank Nyrt. and Others, ECLI:EU:C:2019:678, paras. 45-46.

63 Case C-67/13 P, Groupement des cartes Bancaires (CB) v. Commission, EU:C:2014:2204, para. 79. On the
other side of the Atlantic see Ohio v. American Express Co., 138 S. Ct. 2274, a case where the US Supreme
Court stressed the need to take into account the multi-sided nature of the market (at II.B).
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shy away from applying the basic principles of the competition rules to new phenomena,
even at the risk of adopting new theories of harm. This option, however, makes the decisions
vulnerable to legal challenges. Another alternative is to try and fit each case into existing
theories of harm, but this is not always possible in view of several special features of such
cases, e.g. the multi-sided nature of the market, the possibility that certain products or
services are offered for free, the fact that we are invariably talking about innovation-driven
practices, which means that there are serious Type I errors at stake, etc. The recent Facebook
decision of the German Competition Authority and its rather inglorious fate before the
German courts64 are a testament to these difficulties.

Certainly, a challenge for the HCC (and all competition authorities) is to balance the
need to protect competition in this fast-moving area against safeguarding the consistency
of the overall system of Articles 101 and 102 TFEU and existing legal tests.

This is a serious risk particularly for the rules on unilateral conduct. Each form of
conduct falling under Article 102 TFEU is governed by its respective legal test and
conditions, as crystallised in the case law. These legal conditions are binding and enforcers
cannot evade them by relying on generic and abstract terms without any limiting principles.
This could undermine predictability and legal certainty for businesses. Indeed, the case
law on Article 102 TFEU and exclusionary practices, in particular, reflects a coherent
system of prescriptions. Each type of exclusionary practice is subject to a specific legal test.
These legal tests reflect an internal logic, a “system” that characterises the whole of Article
102 TFEU. Thus, when interpreting and applying Article 102 TFEU, authorities and courts
must do so in a “systematic” way (“systematic interpretation” – “systematische Auslegung”).65

Consistency and coherence in the “system” of Article 102 is particularly important. This
is stressed by Advocate General Wahl in his Opinion in Intel:

“It goes without saying that it is of the utmost importance that legal tests applied
to one category of conduct are coherent with those applied to comparable
practices. Sound and coherent legal categorisation benefits not only
undertakings in terms of increased legal certainty, but also assists competition
authorities in the enforcement of competition law. Arbitrary categorisation
does not.”66

64 OLG Düsseldorf, 26.08.2019, Facebook (VI-Kart 1/19 (V)).
65 On the systematic interpretation of EU law, see K. Lenaerts and J. A. Gutiérrez-Fons, “To Say What the

Law of the EU Is: Methods of Interpretation and the European Court of Justice”, 20 Columbia JEL 3 (2013-
2014), p. 17 onwards.

66 Opinion of Advocate General Wahl of 20 October 2016 in Case C-413/14 P, Intel Corporation Inc. v.
Commission, EU:C:2016:788, para. 103, with references to case law.
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10. What kind of remedies have been employed in cases relating to digital markets. Do
you see any differences to remedies in other markets?
As explained above, there is no Greek case law on this matter. The practice of the HCC

is generally not to be very prescriptive in its decisions on remedies. This means that a
general cease and desist order is preferred to more specific measures of positive or negative
nature. Besides, not all theories of harm can be addressed by means of adequate competition
remedies. Alternative (regulatory/supervisory) remedies may instead have to be considered,
especially in an area such as digital markets.

D Regulatory overlap and enforcement challenges

11. Has there been any overlap in practice between ex ante regulation aimed at
controlling market behaviour – such as, but not limited to, consumer protection
legislation, the proposed platform Regulation, the GDPR, the geo-blocking
Regulation, the ePrivacy Directive and/or proposed clauses – and the enforcement
practice of competition authorities?
No such conflicts have been ascertained in the Greek decisional practice or case law.

12. Which authorities are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital
economy in your jurisdiction?
The HCC has the competence to enforce (Greek and) EU competition law in all sectors

of the Greek economy, therefore also in the digital economy.67 The only sector exempted
is telecommunications, for which the Hellenic Telecommunications and Posts Commission
(EETT) has been designated as competition authority, in addition to being the sectoral
regulator.68 The Greek Competition Act prescribes, however, that the authorities may
collaborate on any matter relating to the application of the Greek Competition Act and
EU competition law.69

67 See Articles 14 and 28 of Law 3959/2011 (Greek Competition Act). The HCC is an independent adminis-
trative authority whose decisions are reviewed, on appeal by the Athens Administrative Court of Appeal,
whose judgments can be further appealed on points of law to the Council of State (Articles 30 and 32 of
Law 3959/2011).

68 See Article 12(f) of Law 4070/2012 on telecommunication services. The EETT is also an independent
administrative authority whose administrative decisions are reviewed, on appeal by the Athens Administrative
Court of Appeal, whose judgments can be further appealed on points of law to the Council of State (Article
78 of Law 4070/2012).

69 See Article 24 of Law 3959/2011 with the title “Relations with regulatory authorities”: “1. The Competition
Commission shall cooperate with regulatory or other authorities which monitor particular sectors of the
national economy, and shall assist such authorities, upon request, on matters of application of Articles 1 and
2 of this Law and Articles 101 and 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union in the relevant
sectors. The Competition Commission may also request the assistance of the above authorities in cases where
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The application of all pertinent (Greek and) EU data protection legislation has been
entrusted to another independent administrative authority, the Hellenic Data Protection
Authority.70 The enforcement of the Geo-Blocking Regulation has been entrusted to the
Directorate for Consumer Protection at the Directorate General of Commerce and
Consumer Protection in the Ministry of Economy and Development.71 Since the new
Platform Regulation has not yet entered into force, it has not yet been determined which
authority will be responsible for its enforcement in Greece.72

In light of the above, it is clear that very different authorities are entrusted with the
enforcement of ex ante regulation that is of relevance to the digital economy (such as the
GDPR, the Geo-Blocking Regulation, Platform Regulation) and of competition law. As
mentioned above, the Greek Competition Act includes a specific provision on cooperation
with other authorities for any matters pertaining to competition law. This provision is
mainly aimed at the facilitation of the co-operation between the HCC and the EETT. It
may, in the meantime, have gained in importance, in view of the new, fast expanding, legal
framework for the digital economy and the increased necessity for the application and
enforcement of the various EU provisions in a coherent and coordinated manner, which
is not expected to be an easy task. The HCC is, furthermore, competent to address
information requests to all and every (private or) public authority. In particular, according
to the Greek Competition Act:

“[w]hen necessary for the exercise of the powers of the Competition
Commission stipulated in the present law, the President of the Commission

the responsibility of implementing the above articles in those specific sectors lies with it. 2. The provisions of
the previous paragraph shall be also valid accordingly for Articles 5 to 10 in relation to concentrations between
undertakings that involve the participation of undertakings active in the above specific sectors of the national
economy.”

70 See Law 4624/2019, which replaced Law 2472/1997. Law 4624/2019 also introduced the implementation
provisions of EU Regulation 2016/679 (GDPR) and the provisions of EU Directive 2016/680 into Greek
Law. The Data Protection Authority is also an independent administrative authority whose administrative
decisions are reviewed directly by the Council of State (Article 20 of Law 4624/2019). Notably, according
to Article 13 i) of Law 4624/2019 the Data Protection Authority “monitors related developments to the extent
that they have an impact on the protection of personal data, in particular with regard to developments in
information technologies, communications and commercial practices”.

71 See Common Ministerial Decision 18898/13.2.2019 (Gov’t Gazette B’ 746/5.3.2019), prescribing the
respective competence to find an infringement. Notably, the same Ministerial Decision provides that the
contact point for the submission of complaints of consumers residing in Greece regarding disputes with
traders residing in another Member State is the European Consumer Centre of Greece (ECC-Greece)
(Article 6). Also, according to Article 7 of the same Decision, in case of a dispute between a consumer and
a trader in relation to the Regulation, consumers may seize either ECC-Greece or the entities for Alternative
Dispute Resolution for Consumers listed in the Register of the Directorate General for Consumer Protection.

72 See Article 15 of Regulation (EU) 2019/1150 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 June
2019 on promoting fairness and transparency for business users of online intermediation services, OJ [2019]
L 186/57.
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or the Vice-President, Director-General, Director or other executive of the
Directorate-General for Competition authorized by him/her, may request in
writing information from undertakings, associations of undertakings or other
natural or legal persons or public or other authorities.”73 The law further clarifies
that “[w]ithout prejudice to any lex specialis establishing the duty of
confidentiality, all public authorities and legal persons governed by public law
shall have a duty of information and shall assist the Competition Commission
and the employees acting under its authority, in the performance of their
duties”.74

The decisions by administrative authorities in Greece are generally reviewed by the
administrative courts. The decisions of the HCC and the EETT are both reviewed by the
Athens Administrative Court of Appeal and there is a further appeal on points of law to
the Council of State. The decisions of other authorities do not necessarily follow the same
review process. It may be presumed, however, that most administrative decisions would
be reviewed, ultimately, by the highest administrative court of Greece, the Council of State,
whereby the possibility of conflicts of resolution should ultimately be limited.

73 See Article 38(1) of Law 3959/2011.
74 See Article 38(2) of Law 3959/2011.
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Hungary

Pál Szilágyi and Farkas D. Kovács*

A Competition policy in the digital economy: a shift in focus?

1. What are the main cases dealing with the digital economy (focusing on digital
businesses or on the competition between digital businesses and incumbent
operators) initiated and completed by your competition authority?

1a.

At the time of writing the report there were only few published abuse of dominance cases
in the last 6 years. (1 in 20191, 0 in 2018, 1 in 20172, 0 in 2016, 6 in 20153 and 3 in 20144.
None of these are related to the digital economy which warrant a particular focus. There
have been some cases concerning unfair commercial practices, which are related to the
digital economy and will be discussed later in this report.

1b.

In Hungary the competition authority does not publish cases at the moment they are
initiated, only cases which are decided by the authority are published. This is also true for
cases which were initiated by the authority, but closed later.

2. Has your competition authority adapted its enforcement practices in order to keep
up with the pace of digital markets?
There is no publicly available document that was adopted in order to keep up with the

pace of digital markets in antitrust law. However, the authority published a medium-term
digital strategy concerning unfair commercial practices: Medium-term consumer protection

* Both members of the Competition Law Research Centre, Hungary pal.szilagyi@versenyjog.com,
farkas.d.kovacs@gmail.com. All web pages in this report were last accessed on February 20, 2020.

1 Case Vj-11/2019/32.
2 Case Vj-34/2017/20.
3 Cases Vj-14/2015/194, Vj-15/2015/147, Vj-47/2015/6, Vj-49/2015/174, Vj-60/2015/35, Vj-61/2015/7.
4 Cases Vj-15/2014/166, Vj-43/2014/137, Vj-61/2014/460.
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strategy.5 The strategy focuses mainly on consumer protection (unfair commercial
practices). One reason for this approach is that such actions are faster and lighter on
resources. Costly and burdensome antitrust investigations shall be an exception.

2a.

As mentioned above, the GVH adopted a strategy: medium-term consumer protection
strategy. The strategy is also a reflection of a mix of cases. Antitrust cases concerning digital
markets (not including merger control) are basically non-existent. Meanwhile unfair
commercial practices cases, like consumer deception are flourishing. E.g. there are numerous
cases concerning influencer marketing. Based on the strategy, the NCA also initiated a
market study on digital comparison tools (like webpages and apps) to have a better
understanding how these influence consumer decision making.

2b.

See the answer above.

2c.

No such studies have been finalized and published yet. There is an ongoing market study
mentioned at point a).

3. Is your domestic competition lawusing the consumerwelfare standard as its specific
goal?
Yes. The preliminary and overriding goal of Hungarian competition law is to protect

consumer welfare. The HCA consistently maintains that the main goal of competition law
is the protection of consumer welfare.6 Consumer welfare is not, however, mentioned in
the competition act itself. The (official translation of the) preamble of the act states the
following: “The public interest attached to the maintenance of competition on the market
ensuring economic efficiency and social progress, the interests of undertakings complying
with the requirements of business fairness and the interests of consumers require the state
to protect by law the fairness and freedom of economic competition. To this end, it is
necessary to adopt competition rules which prohibit market practices that are contrary to

5 Available in Hungarian here: http://www.gvh.hu/data/cms1039191/GVH_Stategia_Digitalis_fogyved_
startegia_2018_09_27.pdf.

6 See e.g. cases VJ/3/2008., Vj/42/2006.
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the requirements of fair competition or that restrict economic competition, and which
prevent concentrations of undertakings that are disadvantageous to competition, while at
the same time as to provide for the necessary institutional and procedural background. In
order to achieve these objectives — also taking into consideration the requirements of the
approximation to the law of the European Community and the traditions of Hungarian
competition law — Parliament passes the following Act.”

There are some specific rules that allow or require intervention in specific cases or
sectors (like agriculture, media plurality, protection of SMEs), but still the goal remains
the protection of consumer welfare.

3a.

The consumer welfare standard is the overriding goal of competition law. The President
of the HCA recently stated that “competition is an important public interest, but it derives
its value by the fact that it contributes to the increase of consumer welfare, so it has a
welfare enhancing effect for consumers”7.

3b.

The consumer welfare standard is understood as a goal which enhances the welfare of
consumers and thereby competitiveness in the long term. The consumer welfare standard
is more of a theoretical measure in Hungarian legal practice. There are only seven court
cases since 2005 which expressly mention consumer welfare, but none of these provide
any sort of definition for this concept. The cases usually refer to the terms used by the
NCA in its decisions. As a general proposition we can assume that in Hungarian
competition law the consumer welfare standard is the textbook case, so the net welfare
gain of consumers due to more competition leading to lower prices, better quality, more
output and more innovation.

3c.

There are very few antitrust cases dealing with the digital economy, but there are many
more that concern unfair commercial practices. The GVH is consistent in applying the
consumer welfare standard in antitrust matters and merger control procedures. The
overriding principle of enforcement is the protection of consumer welfare, except where

7 Miklós Juhász: Serving a competition for a quarter centurty. 11 November 2015, Budapest.
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express legal provisions are in place to incorporate other interests (e.g. media plurality,
protection of SMEs).

B Market definition and market power

4. How does your competition authority define the market with regard to digital
economy players?

4a.

Since there are basically no antitrust cases on this issue it is difficult to give guidance. As
a general principle we can state that there are no radical changes in the market definition
process. The NCA is traditionally using economic analysis in its decisions, so large amount
of data is taken into account when the relevant markets are defined. The specifics of
two-sides markets are taken into account if relevant.8

4b.

There are no cases on which we can base our answer.

4c.

Based on limited number of relevant cases, but looking at past decisional practice, we can
state that the NCA is usually taking into account the particular nature of platform markets.
It has decided several cases that concerned two-sided markets, but those cases were mainly
not antitrust cases. Most of these cases are unfair commercial practices cases or merger
control cases. The authority recognizes that two-sided markets are special types of markets.
The authority looks at both sides of the market as independent relevant markets, but also
looks at the interplay between the two sides of the two-sided market.

4d.

Some merger cases and unfair commercial practices cases concerned two-sided markets,
where on one side of the market the service was free.9 Usually in these cases there were no

8 See e.g. case Vj/36/2018.
9 See e.g. case Vj/49/2016.
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detailed analysis of each side of the market, but the outcome of market definition would
have not made any difference or the case concerned unfair commercial practices and
therefore a detailed analysis was not necessary. In Phase I cases the GVH is rarely defining
exact relevant markets. It looks at the narrowest market definition possible and if it finds
that even on that, there are no competition concerns, it will allow the merger.

5. How is market power established in the practice of your competition authority in
cases relating to digital economy players?

5a.

Since there are basically no antitrust cases it is difficult to give a definitive answer. Most
of the unproblematic cases are closed with an official certificate so there is no published
decision. There are also basically no really useful cases which would give guidance on the
specifics of defining the market power of digital economy players.

5b.

There are no cases that would serve as guidance. Conglomerate and portfolio effects are
usually taken into effect in merger cases, so if this would be relevant, business’ power in
related markets would be taken into account.

5c.

Potential competition is a question that is considered by the NCA. In a merger case
concerning a start-up company for example the NCA evaluated whether the concentration
would hamper innovation and thereby potential competition.10 In another case potential
import was a relevant factor in the evaluation of the effects.11 The GVH looked at the
possibility of future import and found that potential future import can have a
pro-competitive effect on the behavior of the incumbent undertakings. In another merger
case the potential entry of a competitor to a geographic area was taken into account.12

10 See e.g. case Vj/27/2017.
11 See e.g. case Vj/45/2011.
12 See e.g. case Vj/43/2017.
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5d.

Due to the lack of relevant cases this is not possible. There is, however, a strong difference
between the concept of market power in competition law and market power in media law.
Hungarian media regulation provides for media plurality. Market power is defined based
on a legal presumption of market power taking into account geographical coverage and
user base. In competition cases however there is an actual evaluation of market conditions.

6. Can you notice a difference in ex post assessments (abuse of dominance cases) and
ex ante assessments (concentrationmerger control cases), both in relation todefining
markets and conceptualizing market power?
No such difference can be found due to the lack of relevant and detailed cases.

C Anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy

7. Whichpractices indigitalmarkets or involvingdigital businesses have been analysed
in the decision-making practices or case law of your jurisdiction?
With regard to digital markets the main areas of interest of the Hungarian Competition

Authority (“HCA”) have been related primarily to unfair commercial practices to the
detriment of consumers. Such cases dealt especially with abusive behaviours by platforms
and misleading or comparative advertisings. In addition to these types of cases, certain
mergers have been concerned with digital businesses. Cases examining collusive behaviour
with digital market relevance are atypical in the decision-making practice of the HCA.

According to the standpoint of the HCA explained in its Medium-term Digital
Consumer Protection Strategy, its practice is applicable to digital markets because the free
choice of consumers and the fairness of the transactions shall be ensured irrespective of
the characteristics of the goods/services in question.13 Therefore the competition authority
handles cases arising in the field of digital economy primarily by way of competition
supervision procedure, taking into account the latency of the respective cases and their
difficult recognisability by the consumers.14 In addition, the efficiency of such procedures
can be supplemented by other activities of the authority, such as market analysis,15 sectorial

13 Gazdasági Versenyhivatal, Középtávú digitális fogyasztóvédelmi stratégia, 2018, p. 2, section 13.
14 The HCA highlights that in such cases outstanding information asymmetry exists to the detriment of con-

sumers, in addition the dynamics of the technological development is also outstanding; See also Gazdasági
Versenyhivatal, Középtávú digitális fogyasztóvédelmi stratégia, 2018, p. 3, section 15.

15 In the framework of these activities the HCA launched a market analysis in March 2019 in order to assess
digital comparative tools (websites and applications in the field of retail, accommodation and travel services
and financial and insurance services). The use of digital comparative tools enhances the more effective
decision-making of the consumers, but it is important that the consumers are appropriately informed about
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inquiries,16 issuing guidelines or other source of information17 enhancing consumer
consciousness. According to the HCA pre-emptive activities (such as consumer education
or the enhancing of competition compliance programmes) can be as effective as surveillance
(such as market analysis, sectorial inquiries) or sanctioning/reparatory actions (such as
establishing the violation of competition law, imposition of fines, notification and
undertaking of commitments).18

In relation to digital markets the recent practice of the HCA touched upon inter alia:
(i) the abusive behaviour of the tech giants Apple Inc.19 and Google LLC20 related to
Hungarian jurisdiction; (ii) the abusive behaviour by travel and accommodation platform,
Airbnb;21,22 (iii) the abusive behaviour by the financial services provider, PayPal (Europe)
s.á.r.l;23 (iv) the abusive behaviour by e-commerce and real estate websites (such as the
commercial conducts of the online warehouse “www.extremedigital.hu”24 or the conduct
of the real estate portals “ingatlan.com”25 and “otthonterkep.hu”26); (v) the activities of
Hungarian “influencers” actively using the platform Instagram;27 or (vi) the sudden rise
of the followers of a Facebook profile capable of influencing consumer decisions.28

In addition to the above sphere of activities, the authority will assess the business
conducts of online dating platforms in the future according to the Mid-term Digital
Consumer Protection Strategy of the organization.29

In connection to digital markets collusive behaviour appears rarely in the practice of
the HCA, albeit the recent decision of the competition authority in the Husqvarna case30

the product specifications and the ranking aspects applied by the platforms. The results of the market
analysis will be summarised in a market study, which will be published in January 2020. Press release
available https://www.gvh.hu/en/press_room/press_releases/press_releases_2019/the_gvh_will_assess_the_
operation_of_digital_compa.html; See also Gazdasági Versenyhivatal, Középtávú digitális fogyasztóvédelmi
stratégia, 2018, p. 6, section 29.

16 The HCA conducted such inquiry in the field of online accommodation reservations in 2016.
17 For instance after certain cases related to social media platforms, especially Instagram, the HCA published

its “#GVH#Compliance#Influencer” guidance document, which aims to provide assistance for users publishing
content to online platforms.

18 Gazdasági Versenyhivatal, Középtávú digitális fogyasztóvédelmi stratégia, 2018, page 1, sections 5-6.
19 Case VJ/32/2016.
20 Case VJ/88/2016.
21 Case VJ/89/2016.
22 Not only Airbnb is in the focus of the HCA, there is an ongoing proceeding against another accommodation

platform “Booking.com” due to the suspected application of pressure selling by the operator of the site at
the time of the writing of the report.

23 Case VJ/18/2017.
24 Case VJ/65/2016/91.
25 Case VJ/3/2018.
26 Case VJ/36/2018.
27 Case VJ/110/2016., VJ/111/2016., VJ/112/2016.
28 Gazdasági Versenyhivatal, Középtávú digitális fogyasztóvédelmi stratégia, 2018, p. 4, section 3.1.4.
29 Gazdasági Versenyhivatal, Középtávú digitális fogyasztóvédelmi stratégia, 2018, p. 4, section 3.1.5.
30 Case VJ/103/2014.
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bears some relevance in that regard. After the assessment of the details of the business
conduct the HCA established that Husqvarna Magyarország Kft. in collaboration with a
number of its distributors, unlawfully set the online retail prices of certain gardening
brands, which constituted a restriction of competition by object.31 In line with the practice
prevailing in the concerned industry, Husqvarna had provided the recommended retail
prices of certain gardening brands between 2013 and 2016, a conduct which in itself did
not constitute a competition law infringement. However, in collaboration with their
distributors, the undertaking indirectly set the minimum online prices of its products by
also fixing the maximum level of discount that distributors could grant with regard to the
recommended prices. These kinds of practices are considered as particularly serious
restrictions of competition, as they ultimately result in increased consumer prices given
the fact that retailers are prevented from competing with each other by lowering their
prices.

Taking into account the above activities and the leniency submission of the undertaking,
the HCA imposed a fine of HUF 111 million (approx. EUR 330 thousand) on Husqvarna
Magyarország Kft., no fines were imposed on the concerned online distributors,
nevertheless, all of the undertakings involved in the proceeding were obliged to adopt
measures aiming at preventing such infringements in the future.32

In the case of Apple Inc. the HCA deemed it unlawful that the undertaking did not
inform customers about certain features of its so-called Wi-Fi-Assistant service. As a result
of this newly developed “by-default” function, cell phones connected to mobile Internet
networks automatically in case of weak Wi-Fi signal, which resulted in an increase of
mobile data traffic and additional costs for consumers. The competition authority
established that Apple had pursued an unfair commercial practice, as it did not sufficiently
bring the automatic activation of the “Wi-Fi-Assistant” to the attention of consumers when
they were installing/updating the operating system. The HCA imposed a fine of HUF 100
million (approx. EUR 312 thousand) for the infringement and prohibited the continuation
of Apple’s unlawful behaviour.33 Furthermore, the undertaking had to provide information
to its consumers, in an unequivocally clear manner.

The well-established decision-making possibility of consumers was in the focal point
of the proceeding against Google LLC. The HCA investigated the communications practices
of Google in relation to its “Internet and applications services of advertisement

31 Case VJ/103/2014, section 197.
32 Hungarian Competition Authority, Press Room, Press Releases 2019, www.gvh.hu/en/press_room/press_

releases/press_releases_2019/the_gvh_imposes_a_fine_of_huf_100_million_on_husqv.html.
33 The HCA calculated the fine taking into consideration all of the aspects of the case, in particular the gravity

and duration of the infringement, the gains obtained as a result of the infringement and the market position
of the infringer; furthermore, the imputability, the cooperative behaviour of the infringer, recidivism and
the frequency of the violation were also taken into account; see case VJ/32/2016, section 531.
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personalisation”, and its data processing of “Allo” chat clients. The authority examined
whether consumers had received the necessary information to be able to make
well-established decisions about the data processing activity of the undertaking, but the
assessment did not cover data protection aspects. The HCA expressed that the rights of
consumers may be violated even if data protection rights are properly observed if consumers
are not supplied with information, which would be necessary to make well-established
decisions. The HCA concluded that a potential violation with regard to the communication
made towards consumers in the context of the data processing of Allo may be efficiently
remedied by the commitment package submitted by Google. In the framework of the
commitments Google LLC undertook to update and extend the information regarding its
data processing activities within 120 days from the receipt of the decision (including the
establishment of a separate website for handling personal data with easily accessible
hyperlink, sending a message with the related hyperlink to the Hungarian users and
displaying an attractive data protection banner on the YouTube channel, highlighting the
importance of data protection). In addition, the company also undertook to maintain such
level of consumer information in the future.

The consumer’s appropriate access to information (especially concerning fares and
costs) and the consumer’s conscious decision-making were assessed in the procedure
against Airbnb Ireland, which was launched on the presumption that the information
provided by the undertaking was misleading to consumers. The HCA closed the procedure
with commitments undertaken by Airbnb, according to which Airbnb had to modify the
information about the fares it provided to consumers. In addition to the submitted
commitments the competition authority also required the undertaking to bring to an end
the differences resulting from the application of a conversion fee and the use of rounding.
As a result of the commitments, the competition authority did not establish an infringement
and therefore no fines were imposed.

The matter of appropriate, timely and complete information appeared again during
the procedure initiated against the payment service provider, PayPal (Europe) S.á.r.l. The
HCA initiated a competition supervision procedure on the grounds that the information
applied to payments requiring conversion was both outdated and incomplete with regard
to the exchange rates. Furthermore the information was also inadequate with regard to
the options to modify exchange rates. Consequently, the competition authority considered
the information to be misleading for consumers. The procedure was also closed by
commitments undertaken by PayPal, according to which the information was to be
simplified in such way that consumers would be able to decide more easily about the
exchange rates offered. Additionally, PayPal also committed to reshaping the contracts it
concludes with consumers to be more transparent.

Having regard to the commitments made, the competition authority did not establish
any infringement in the case and therefore did not impose any fine.
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In addition to the above, the HCA assessed the activities of two popular online real
estate advertising sites, “ingatlan.com” and “www.otthonterkep.hu” on the presumption
of unfair commercial practices to the detriment of consumers by way of misleading slogans.
At the end of each proceeding the competition authority notified the undertaking and
ordered competition compliance program to be implemented.34

In the field of unilateral practices the HCA has been active in proceedings related to
misleading or comparative advertisings in the online space. The HCA conducted a
proceeding against Extreme Digital Zrt. on the basis of a “Black Friday” commercial
campaign. The authority established that the undertaking implemented an unfair
commercial practice with its advertisement stating “up to 70% discount”, because solely
less than 1% of the products were effectively available under the terms of the offered
discount (and rest of the advertised products which were available with the discount were
not typical products of the undertaking). The HCA imposed a fine of HUF 20 million
(approx. EUR 62 thousand).35 Other proceedings in this field concerned mostly
telecommunication companies such as Telenor Magyarország Zrt. or Magyar Telekom
Nyrt. and their advertising practices which resulted in different amounts of fines imposed.36

In the case of the activity of Hungarian influencers, the HCA conducted three
procedures,37 each of which was ended up with undertaking of commitments. According
to the commitments the communication practice of the particular influencer and the
contracting practice relating to marketing cooperation with influencers had to be changed.
Additionally, communication activities with educational purposes were determined. The
HCA did not establish any infringement in the related cases and therefore did not impose
any fine. In connection with the proceedings, the competition authority published a
guideline entitled #GVH#Megfeleles#Velemenyvezer in order to enhance future compliance.

With regard to merger clearance, the recent practice of HCA handled cases related to
digital businesses. The affected undertakings were engaged inter alia in online travel and
accommodation services,38 online insurance services,39 e-commerce,40 online ticket sales41

or data storage.42 Irrespective of the field of activity of the affected undertaking the merger
procedures were conducted according to the general rules determined by Chapter IX/A
of the Act LVII of 1996 on the Prohibition of Unfair and Restrictive Market Practices

34 See cases VJ/3-71/2018. P. 1. and VJ/36-27/2018. p. 1.
35 Case VJ/65-60/2016, p. 1. In addition, there is an ongoing proceeding against the undertaking related to

the recent „Black Friday” commercial campaign of 2018.
36 Case VJ/4/2018; case VJ/006/2017.
37 Cases VJ/110/2016, VJ/111/2016 and VJ/112/2016.
38 Case ÖB/014/2019.
39 Case ÖB/8/2018.
40 Case ÖB/12/2019 and B/239/2018.
41 Case B/818/2017.
42 Case B/145/2018.
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(“Hungarian Competition Act”), no special test or criteria have been worked out for digital
businesses yet.

In the course of the merger clearance procedure the case handler of the HCA can act
within 8 days from the receipt of the merger clearance submission as follows: i) ordain the
detailed examination of the case, or ii) issue a certificate, according to which the detailed
examination of the merger is unnecessary.

8. What reasons have been offered by the businesses concerned to justify (prima facie)
anticompetitive behaviour?
In the delivered justifications both Google LLC and Apple Inc. stated that the examined

behaviour did not constitute a commercial practice because it lacked the direct link with
sales. Additionally, Apple Inc. stated that the Wi-Fi-Assistant service did not cause any
detectable actual or potential consumer harm. The undertaking also added that should
there be potential consumer harm such harm would then be compensated by better user
experience.43

8a.

No clear reference was made to economic efficiency as a justification; however the
innovative nature of the solution provided by Apple Inc. was emphasized in the referred
case.

8b.

The mentioned justifications were evaluated by the HCA, but the reasoning could not lead
to the acquittal of the undertakings. In the Apple case the HCA acknowledged that the
wi-fi assistant service is innovative, and its aim is to provide a better user experience, but
the attributes of the service may lead to additional data traffic, which is relevant for the
consumer decision. This relevant information was hidden from the consumers, therefore
the practice of Apple was deemed to be violating the consumer protection regulations.44

The Google case was closed by commitments, therefore the procedure ended without the
establishment of the violation of the legal provisions.45

43 Case VJ/32/2016 sections 230, 235 and 294; Case VJ/88/2016 section 157.
44 Case VJ/32/2016, section 519.
45 Case VJ/88/2016, section 264.
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8c.

No multi-sidedness reference was made in the examined proceedings.

8d.

The justification used by the undertakings, other than economic efficiency, was the so-called
“SME defence” provided in subsection 8 article 78 of the Hungarian Competition Act.
According to this provision the competition council may issue a warning as a sanction
instead of imposing a fine on the SME if the infringement was committed for the first time,
with the exception of cases involving infringement of European Union law. The “SME
defense” may play a role in the context of imposition of fines, but not for the authorization
of the examined behaviour.

9. Have you witnessed the emergence of specific theories of harm tailored to digital
markets?
No specific theories of harm have arisen on the basis of the examined proceedings.

9a.

Harm is defined on a case-by-case basis taking into account the specificities of the given
case; no sector-specific difference is detectable in this regard. However, it is important to
highlight here that in consumer protection cases the ability to influence the transactional
decision of the consumers is sufficient to establish the infringement, the actual distortion
and the market effect are not prerequisites in such situations.46

9b.

Apple Inc. referred to the innovative nature of its service during the related proceeding,
but the acting competition council highlighted that “a specifically determinable harm for
the consumers or the existence of a quantified detriment is not a prerequisite for establishing
an infringement”.47

46 Case VJ/32/2016, section 414.
47 Case VJ/32/2016, section 500.
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9c.

In cases closed by undertaking of commitments there is no possibility to conduct a test
aiming to determine the violation of competition rules, because such test would require
the clarification of the details of the case and the thorough estimation of the questioned
activity. According to Article 75 of the Hungarian Competition Act in case of undertaking
commitments such test is to be conducted with which the activity in question can be made
in compliance with the relevant legal provisions and the protection of the public interest
can be ensured effectively in the same time.48,49

In cartel cases the practice of the HCA is considerably “expanding”, i.e. on the basis of
rather sporadic but coherent evidence (mostly e-mails, details of meetings etc.) the
infringement can be established.50

10. What kind of remedies have been employed in cases relating to digital markets. Do
you see any differences to remedies in other markets?
The applied remedies are: imposition of fines,51 notification and initiation of competition

compliance programmes,52 undertaking of case-specific commitments,53 educational
activities, publication of an educational banner on certain websites,54 appointment of
competition compliance officer, extension of the existing compliance programme,
amendment of the affected contractual agreements by the application of a competition
compliance clause in the contract,55 other amendments on the contracting policy of the
undertaking.56

The remedies are tailored to the specificities of the case; the undertaking of case-specific
commitments is common in the examined proceedings, albeit taking into account the
diversity of the cases related to digital markets no clear trend can be drawn with regard to
the application of a specific type of remedies.

48 A Gazdasági Versenyhivatal Versenytanácsának Tpvt-vel kapcsolatos elvi jelentőségű döntései, 2018, section
75.3. www.ort.hu/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/vt_elvi_jelentosegu_dontesek_tpvt_2018.pdf.

49 The guidance was also resorted for instance in the Google LLC case (VJ/88/2016 section 247) or in the
Airbnb case (VJ/89/2016 section 60.)

50 In the Husqvarna vertical cartel case numerous e-mails underpinning the violation were deemed to be
sufficient evidence; See also case VJ/103/2014 sections 183 and 209.

51 Cases VJ/103/2014.; VJ/32/2016.; VJ-65/2016.; VJ/006/2017.; VJ/4/2018.
52 Cases VJ/3/2018.; VJ/36/2018.
53 Cases VJ/88/2016.; VJ/89/2016.; VJ/110/2016.; VJ/111/2016; VJ/112/2016; VJ/18/2017.
54 Case VJ/88/2016.
55 Case VJ/103/2014.
56 Case VJ/18/2017.
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D Regulatory overlap and enforcement challenges

11. Has there been any overlap in practice between ex ante regulation aimed at
controlling market behaviour – such as, but not limited to, consumer protection
legislation, the proposed platform Regulation, the GDPR, the geo-blocking
Regulation, the ePrivacyDirective and/or proposed ePrivacyRegulation, or similar
national instruments of legislation in relation to most favoured nation clauses–
and the enforcement practice of competition authorities?
No such overlap is detectable on the basis of the examined proceedings.57

11a.

In addition to the competence division determined by the Hungarian Competition Act58

and other legal provisions,59 the HCA concluded cooperation agreements with other
authorities involved, inter alia with Hungarian National Authority for Data Protection
and Freedom of Information (“Data Protection Authority”).

11b.

Not applicable.

12. Which authorities are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital
economy in your jurisdiction?
Regardless of the sphere of the business conduct, or market segment the HCA is the

sole authority responsible for competition law enforcement in the territory of Hungary
on the basis of the provisions of the Hungarian Competition Act.60

57 However in the proceeding against Apple Inc, the undertaking attempted to question the jurisdiction of
the HCA in a consumer protection case, without success. See case VJ/32/2016 section 238.

58 Hungarian Competition Act, articles 33 and 44-45.
59 For instance Articles 10-11 of the Act XLVII of 2008 on the prohibition of unfair commercial practices

against consumers.
60 Hungarian Competition Act, articles 33 and 44-45.
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12a.

No, the Data Protection Authority is responsible for the enforcement of the GDPR
regulation61 and the consumer protection authorities62 are responsible for the enforcement
of the geo-blocking regulation.

12b.

Not applicable.

12c.

The HCA concluded cooperation agreements with these organisations, which regulate the
terms of inter-institutional cooperation, including exchange of information. There are
several forms for the cooperation such as professional consultation in individual cases,
during which the information requests are to be answered within 15 days. In addition a
yearly high-level consultation amongst the leaders of the authorities also exists. The
authorities mutually inform each other about such findings in individual cases, which are
deemed to be in the scope of interest of the other authority. The participating authorities
review their conduct yearly and execute modification thereon, if it is necessary.

12d.

Yes. The decisions of HCA are appealable,63 the judicial review is provided by the
Metropolitan Court of Budapest. The decisions of the Data Protection Authority are also
subject to judicial review, provided by the Metropolitan Court of Budapest. The decisions
of other authorities are also subject to judicial review according to the general provisions
of the Act CL of 2016 on the General Public Administration Procedures.64,65

61 On the basis of article 38 of the Act CXII of Informational Self-determination and Freedom of Information.
62 The European Consumer Centre within the organization of the Ministry for Innovation and Development

and Government Office of Pest County.
63 Article 83 of the Hungarian Competition Act.
64 Articles 112-114 provides the right of appeal against administrative decisions.
65 Article 13 of the Act I of 2017 on the Administrative Procedure.
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Ireland

Patrick Horan, Maureen O’Neill and Claire Waterson*

A Competition policy in the digital economy: a shift in focus?

1. What are the main cases dealing with the digital economy (focusing on digital
businesses or on the competition between digital businesses and incumbent
operators) initiated and completed by your competition authority?
The digital economy and its relationship with competition law was a key issue in the

Irish investigation into alleged anti-competitive practices by Booking.com. This
investigation was undertaken in 2015 by the Competition and Consumer Protection
Commission (the “CCPC”)1 and is, to date, the only case dealing with the digital economy
that has been initiated and completed by the CCPC. This was one of several similar probes
across the EU.

Booking.com provides a platform for use, on one hand, by hotels and other
accommodation providers in order to attract customers and, on the other hand, by
consumers to find such accommodation. The CCPC investigated whether certain terms
and conditions agreed between Booking.com and the accommodation providers that avail
of its services could constitute an infringement of Section 4 of the Competition Act 2002
(the “2002 Act”) and its EU equivalent, Article 101 of the Treaty on the Functioning of
the European Union (“TFEU”).

Concerns arose in respect of “price parity”, “condition parity” and “availability parity”
obligations which Booking.com had placed on accommodation providers in Ireland. This
is better known as a “wide most-favoured nation” clause (wide MFN) as it restricted price
competition of accommodation providers on all online channels. These clauses allow
online travel agents (“OTAs”), price comparison websites and other selling platforms to
market themselves by offering the “best price” for a particular product or service.

The CCPC found that some aspects of Booking.com’s arrangements restricted price
competition and risked infringing both Irish and EU competition law. In particular, the
CCPC found that the “Best Price Guarantee” meant that the lowest price available to

* Patrick Horan is a partner in Arthur Cox Solicitors; Maureen O’Neill is the Principal of MON Legal Con-
sulting; and Claire Waterson is a partner in William Fry Solicitors. All web pages in this report were last
accessed on 26 February, 2020.

1 CCPC Closed Investigations summaries: Booking.com investigation dated 9 November 2015: www.ccpc.ie/
business/enforcement/civil-competition-enforcement/closed-investigations/booking-com-investigation/.
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consumers was based, not on open competition across different channels, but on an
underlying agreement not to undercut the Booking.com price.

Following the investigation, the CCPC entered into an agreement with Booking.com
(the “Agreement”),2 in which Booking.com gave commitments, to apply for five years,
that would alter its terms and conditions with regards to bookings made for accommodation
providers in Ireland. Among other things, the commitments required Booking.com to
remove the wide MFNs from its contracts with hotels, whilst permitting “narrow MFNs”
to remain. These narrow MFNs prohibit accommodation providers offering better prices,
conditions or availability to consumers by way of “publishing online” or “marketing online”.
These terms are defined in the Agreement as follows:

“Published Online” means made available to the general public online by any
means, including on mobile applications. In the case of rates, publication
includes the display of the actual rates or sufficient detail for the consumer to
calculate rates.
“Marketed Online” means marketed to the general public online by any means,
including on mobile applications. This definition does not include online
marketing that is not aimed at the general public: it excludes in particular email,
SMS and instant messaging communications.

Therefore, accommodation providers may offer better terms to consumers directly by way
of e-mail, SMS, loyalty clubs, drop-in or any other communication that is not considered
“online”.

1a.

The commitments entered into by Booking.com highlight the separation of the OTA or
digital market and more traditional methods of offering accommodation to consumers.

OTAs such as Booking.com operate internet platforms on which consumers can search
for, compare and book hotel rooms free of charge. Hotels only pay commission to the
OTA for its services when a booking is made. The fact that the CCPC considers narrow
MFNs to be acceptable recognises that if accommodation providers could offer better
prices than OTAs on their own websites consumers would avoid booking through the
OTA entirely but still avail of the comparison tools (free riding).

2 Agreements and Undertakings, The Competition and Consumer Protection Commission and Booking.com,
dated 25 September 2015.
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While there is little in the Booking.com investigation that warrants a particular focus
on the Irish digital economy (the Agreement replicated the French, Italian and Swedish
equivalents) it is noteworthy that the commitments entered into in the Agreement come
to an end in October 2020. It will be interesting to see if Booking.com raises any issues
with how these commitments have operated over the 5-year period. Increased Irish focus
on this sector may be imminent as accommodation providers are reportedly trying to
reduce dependency on facilities such as Booking.com.

1b.

The CCPC has a number of ongoing investigations, some of which involve issues specific
to the digital economy. For example, one ongoing investigation involves potential resale
price maintenance conduct in the retail sector, including the use of intellectual property
rights to restrict online advertising. Another investigation involves suspected
anti-competitive conduct in relation to the provision of tickets and the operation of ticketing
services for live events, including services provided over online ticketing platforms.

However, there would not appear to be such a volume of cases involving issues specific
to the digital economy to warrant a particular focus on that segment of the economy over
and above others.

2. Has your competition authority adapted its enforcement practices in order to keep
up with the pace of digital markets?

2a.

There have been no legislative or policy changes or changes in the CCPC’s enforcement
strategy to address competition law issues with respect to digital markets. However, the
CCPC has been increasing its capabilities to keep pace with digital markets, for example
by recruiting staff with specific skills and competencies in digital forensics, investigative
and analytical skills and providing training for staff in these areas.3

Furthermore, the implementation of the ECN+ Directive will result in legislative changes
and in that context the CCPC is seeking enforcement tools which are not currently available
to it (see further below). However, any legislative changes will be in respect of competition
enforcement in general, rather than to deal specifically with digital markets.

3 CCPC Annual Report 2017, pp. 38 and 42, available at: https://www.ccpc.ie/business/wp-content/uploads/
sites/3/2018/08/Annual-Report-2017-1.pdf.
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2b.

Neither the Irish legislature nor the CCPC has adapted any of the available enforcement
tools specifically for the digital economy, nor have any relevant guidelines been introduced.
Moreover, there does not seem to be any immediate intention to take such action.4

The CCPC has established a dedicated Digital Investigations Unit (the “DIU”) which
deals with digital data in the case of a search operation and/or investigation by the CCPC.
The DIU operates regardless of whether the undertaking under investigation is a digital
business (in practice, digital data will be relevant to the investigation of any undertaking).5

Under the Competition and Consumer Protection Act 2014 (the “2014 Act”), which
entered into force on 31 October 2014, the National Consumer Agency and the Competition
Authority were dissolved to establish a single agency, the CCPC, with responsibility for
consumer protection and competition enforcement.

When investigating a suspected breach of competition law under the 2002 Act,
authorised officers of the CCPC may, on production of a warrant, conduct an unannounced
search or dawn raid of an undertaking’s business premises and/or the home of any relevant
director, manager or member of staff of the undertaking. The CCPC may use reasonable
force where necessary.6

During a search, authorised officers have various powers,7 including to:
a. seize and retain books, documents and records;
b. take copies of and inspect books, documents and records; and
c. require any person present to provide books, documents and records in that person’s

power or control to the CCPC.

The CCPC may compel the disclosure and take possession of information (defined broadly),
even if it might reasonably be considered protected by legal privilege, provided it is kept
confidential until a determination on the matter is made by the High Court.8

The CCPC has investigatory powers other than those available during a search,
including:
a. the power to summon witnesses, examine witnesses and require a witness to produce

any books, documents and records in his or her control;9

4 OECD Annual Report on Competition Policy Developments in Ireland 2018 dated 21 May 2019 (“OECD
Report”) at sections 2 and 4; CCPC Strategy Statement 2018-2020.

5 CCPC Protocol for dealing with claims of privacy rights in connection with unannounced searches conducted
on foot of a search warrant under section 36 or section 37 of the Competition and Consumer Protection
Act 2014, 1 June 2018; OECD Report fn 5, p 4, para 6.

6 Section 37 of the 2014 Act.
7 Section 37 of the 2014 Act.
8 Section 33(2) of the 2014 Act.
9 Section 18(1) of the 2014 Act.
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b. the power to request data from a telecommunications provider, where it is satisfied
that the data may be required for the prevention, detection or prosecution of a
competition offence.10,11

While the CCPC has effective powers of investigation under the 2002 Act and the 2014
Act, its powers of enforcement are relatively limited, in that there is no provision for the
CCPC to penalise anti-competitive behaviour through administrative fines. This may
change in the context of implementation of the ECN+ Directive: the CCPC is seeking
legislative change to allow it to impose administrative or civil penalties where there has
been a breach of competition law.

In the meantime, the effectiveness of the CCPC’s enforcement is significantly curtailed
by having to initiate proceedings in court seeking a finding of breach of competition law
and the imposition of penalties.

Under the 2002 Act, all breaches of competition law constitute a criminal offence.
Where suspected anti-competitive conduct is not considered to be a hardcore cartel or
abuse of dominance, the CCPC has the power to bring summary prosecutions before the
District Court. The District Court may impose fines of up to €5,000 on an undertaking
and/or individual and/or impose a prison sentence of up to 6 months on an individual.12

If the CCPC considers the conduct to be more serious (in particular, hard-core cartels),
it may send a file to the Director of Public Prosecutions seeking prosecution on indictment
before the Central Criminal Court. On indictment, perpetrators may be fined up to €5
million or 10% of annual turnover (whichever is greater). Individuals can be imprisoned
for up to 10 years.

From a civil enforcement viewpoint, the CCPC may bring proceedings and seek a
declaration of illegality or an injunction from the courts.13 Furthermore, in circumstances
where it accepts commitments from an undertaking in order to settle civil enforcement
proceedings, the CCPC may apply to the High Court to have such settlement made a rule
of court.14 A subsequent breach of the Court’s order would constitute contempt of court
and be punishable accordingly.

10 Section 6(3A) of the Communications (Retention of Data) Act 2011 (the “2011 Act”).
11 The 2011 Act was adopted in implementation of Directive 2006/24/EC, which was subsequently declared

invalid by the CJEU in Judgment of 8 April 2014 in Joined Cases C-293/12, Digital Rights Ireland Ltd v
Minister for Communications, Marine and Natural Resources and Others and C-594/12, Michael Seitlinger,
Christof Tschohl and others v Kärntner Landesregierung ECLI:EU:C:2014:238. Notwithstanding the CJEU’s
judgment, the 2011 Act has not been repealed, although the position under Irish law may soon change. In
the meantime, the 2011 Act is vulnerable to challenge.

12 Section 8 of the 2002 Act.
13 Section 14A(3) of the 2002 Act.
14 Section 14B of the 2002 Act.
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There is little sign of the CCPC seeking to adapt its enforcement tools specifically for
the digital economy and to date it seems to consider that there is no need for modification.

2c.

The Irish Government is developing a new National Digital Strategy, to cover a broad
range of societal and economic areas including infrastructure and security; data, privacy
and regulation; education and skills; trust, wellbeing and inclusion; digital public services,
and innovation, the digital economy, and labour market changes.15

The CCPC and other Irish economic regulators are supporting the Government in its
development of this strategy, setting out the role that regulation can play in capitalising
on the benefits of the digital economy and ensuring that digital markets develop in the
public interest, protecting consumers, enhancing competition and innovation. As part of
this, regulators, including the CCPC, will assess the impact of digitalisation on their work.
This process is at an early stage, so it may be some time before we see the outcome of these
evaluations.

3. Is your domestic competition lawusing the consumerwelfare standard as its specific
goal?
The 2002 Act does not specifically identify consumer welfare as a goal of competition

law. However, it has long been established that the consumer welfare standard is central
to competition law and policy in Ireland. In particular, case law has established that the
promotion of consumer welfare is the sole purpose of Ireland’s national competition law
regime. As noted by the Supreme Court in Competition Authority v O’Regan and Others:16

The entire aim and object of competition law is consumer welfare. Competitive
markets must serve the consumer. That is their sole purpose. Competition law,
as is often said, is about protecting competition, not competitors, even if it is
competitors who most frequently invoke it.17

Building on established case law and regulatory practice, the 2014 Act identifies the
promotion of consumer welfare as one of the core functions of the CCPC. In particular,
Section 10(1)(b) provides that the CCPC shall “promote and protect the interests and welfare

15 Department of the Taoiseach press release “Government seeks views on Ireland’s Digital Strategy”,
22 October 2018: https://www.gov.ie/en/press-release/69baa0-government-seeks-views-on-irelands-digital-
strategy/.

16 Competition Authority v O’Regan and Others [2007] IESC 22.
17 Ibid., at para 106.
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of consumers”. While the 2014 Act offers no further explanation as to how this mandate
is to be implemented, a 2013 Competition Authority guidance document “Complying
with Competition Law: A Guide for Businesses and Trade Associations” has been adopted
by the CCPC, and provides that:

In Ireland, the Competition Authority is the independent statutory body
responsible for enforcing Irish and European Union competition law and our
mission is to ensure that markets work well for Irish consumers… We enforce
competition law, tackling anti-competitive practices that negatively impact on
the competitive landscape, thus harming consumers (which includes businesses
as consumers).18

Similarly, in the context of merger control, while there is no statutory definition of
“substantial lessening of competition” (SLC), which is the substantive test that the CCPC
must apply in carrying out merger reviews, the CCPC’s guidance makes clear that consumer
welfare is the key focus of its analysis:

Any Commission finding in relation to the presence or absence of an SLC will
be based on all available information considered in the light of all credible
theories of consumer harm arising from possible adverse competitive effects
[…].

In applying the SLC test the Commission analyses not only the effect on the
price of affected products but also other effects that can impact on consumers,
such as changes to output (quantity), quality, consumer choice and innovation
(e.g., development of new products or enhancements to existing products).

In applying the SLC test the Commission will examine not only the competitive
effects on the immediate customers of the merged entity but also effects on
subsequent, intermediate and final customers. For example, retailers or final
customers may be affected by a merger in the supply chain upstream from the
retail level.19

18 Complying with Competition Law: A Guide for Businesses and Trade Associations, pg. 4: https://www.ccpc.ie/
business/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2017/02/Complying-with-Competition-Law.pdf.

19 CCPC Guidelines for Merger Analysis, paras 1.7, 1.9 and 1.10.
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The CCPC does not look to broader considerations of industrial policy, employment or
sector-specific measures in implementing its competition mandate under the 2002 and
2014 Acts.

3a.

Not applicable.

3b.

Decisions of the CCPC have tended to focus on the substantive outcomes of particular
cases, rather than the interpretation of the consumer welfare standard. However, the
CCPC’s approach to the interpretation of the consumer welfare standard has typically
been consistent with that of competition authorities in other European jurisdictions, in
particular the European Commission.

For example, in reviewing a merger or acquisition and in applying the SLC test, the
CCPC will assess primarily how it is likely to impact on consumers, in particular in terms
of prices, changes to output (quantity), quality, consumer choice and innovation. The
CCPC may also take into account other factors that may be relevant to the assessment of
effects on consumer welfare, depending on the circumstances of an individual case.

The CCPC’s review of the merger between Paddy Power plc and Betfair Group plc20

is instructive in this respect. The CCPC was primarily concerned with the impact of the
merger on consumers and identified potential unilateral effects arising from increased
prices, which it considered could arise through lower fixed-odds on events, higher
commissions for betting exchange customers and/or less attractive promotions (e.g., fewer
free bets, etc.). However, in approving the merger and specifically in concluding that the
parties were not close competitors, the CCPC appeared to place emphasis on the results
of a consumer survey it commissioned, suggesting that the consumer welfare standard
was to the forefront of its assessment.

The interpretation of the consumer welfare standard in respect of other areas of
competition law in Ireland generally follows similar principles.

20 Case M/15/059 – Paddy Power/Betfair.
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3c.

There has been limited direct discussion of the consumer welfare standard in cases dealing
with digital businesses or with competition between digital business and incumbent
operators. Nonetheless, the consumer welfare standard does appear to be applied
consistently in these types of cases.

The CCPC is also acutely aware of specific challenges to consumer welfare in light of
the growing importance of the digital economy. In its briefing note for the Department of
Business, Enterprise and Innovation on the 2019 OECD Ministerial Council Meeting dated
20 May 2019 (the “DBEI Briefing Note”), the CCPC highlighted that changes in the digital
economy had given rise to questions around the suitability of the current competition law
and enforcement regime and specifically the role of the consumer welfare standard:

The high level of network effects platforms possess means there have been a
wide variety of responses put forward on how to deal with some of these
problems. At one end of the spectrum, some say there should be no change to
how competition authorities are acting now. At the other, there are some who
have proposed a full breakup of the platforms, or separating the operational
and retail parts of the business. In between are other options, such as drastically
increasing data interoperability …, giving standards of consumer welfare or
potential disruption to future competition more emphasis within competition
policy, or placing restrictions upon using data sharing between companies
owned by a platform operator to construct comprehensive ‘individual profiles’.

Despite the challenges involved in applying competition law to digital economy cases, the
CCPC acknowledged that competition law remains a robust tool to tackle complex issues:

Competition law enforcement has shown itself to be flexible in its ability to
adapt to changing market conditions in all sectors of the economy and the
stable core principles of EU competition rules have ensured consistent
enforcement.

There is no indication currently that the CCPC (or the Government) intends to depart
from established principles of competition law in relation to digital businesses.
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B Market definition and market power

4. How does your competition authority define the market with regard to digital
economy players?

4a.

Reflecting the criteria in its Merger Guidelines, the CCPC has so far generally adopted
traditional price/product and geographic approach in defining relevant markets. In this
respect, the CCPC’s approach broadly mirrors that of other major competition authorities
and includes an assessment of potential relevant product markets and geographic markets
on the basis of qualitative and quantitative information. While we note recent reported
comments of then incoming Commission President Ursula Von Der Leyen in relation to
reconsidering how market definition is assessed in EU competition policy,21 there is no
indication that the CCPC intends to change its established approach in the near to medium
term.

There have been relatively few cases involving digital economy players coming before
the CCPC and it remains to be seen whether the CCPC may adapt its approach in future
cases to take account of a new data-focussed market test.

4b.

The CCPC has not made use of any specific methodology when defining markets for online
platforms and the cases coming before the CCPC have not generally required it to reach
firm conclusions to distinguish between, for example, transaction and non-transaction
platforms or between business models and functionalities. However, the CCPC has taken
into account the particular nature of platform markets in its decisional practice. For
example, in the Booking.com case, the CCPC’s approach to market definition was on the
basis of functionalities, while in Case M/17/040 Independent Newspapers &
Caltray/Offscript/JV, which concerned the distribution of online digital content, the CCPC
considered the vertical relationship between the acquirers’ online platform and the content
produced by the target company, without reaching any firm view on market definition.

21 Global Competition Review “Von der Leyen May Change Market Definition”, 4 September 2019.
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4c.

The CCPC has not yet considered in detail, from a market definition perspective, the nature
of digital platforms. However, it has taken into account the multi-sided nature of certain
markets in its decisional practice in the context of merger control.

For example, the CCPC has consistently recognised that the newspaper industry can
be classified as a two-sided platform. In Metro/Herald AM,22 the CCPC considered that
the market for newspaper readers was separate from the market for newspaper advertising.
Similarly, while the CCPC has not clearly stated that the consumption of online news by
readers occurs in a separate market to that of online advertising, it has recognised the
existence of a market for the sale of online advertising in previous cases, including Irish
Times/Sappho (Irish Examiner)23 and Trinity Mirror/Northern Shell.24

4d.

Although not directly concerning digital markets, the CCPC has previously considered
zero price markets, most prominently in the context of the newspaper industry. For
example, in Metro/Herald AM, the CCPC found the relevant product market for readership
encompassed all daily (morning and evening) paid-for and free newspapers. In support
of this conclusion, the CCPC noted that the content of daily paid-for and free newspapers
was similar, consisting of a mix of national and international news, sport, entertainment,
travel, and food and health features. Similarly, an analysis of newspaper readership
confirmed that the audience for daily free newspapers was broadly comparable to that of
daily paid-for newspapers in terms of age, socio-category and readership habits.25 The
CCPC also found that daily paid-for and free newspapers were part of the same newspaper
advertising market.26

5. How is market power established in the practice of your competition authority in
cases relating to digital economy players?
The CCPC’s assessment of market power is case-specific. However, it typically takes

into account a number of common factors when examining whether parties have market
power, including market shares, the position of competitors and the degree of concentration
in the relevant sector. These aspects are considered in further detail below.

22 Case M/09/013 – Metro/Herald AM.
23 Case M/17/068 – Irish Times/Sappho (Irish Examiner).
24 Case M/18/016 – Trinity Mirror/Northern and Shell.
25 Case M/09/013 – Metro/Herald AM, para 3.7.
26 This view was reiterated in case M/18/001 – CMNL/North Dublin Publications.
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In addition, although not forming part of the CCPC’s assessment in a particular case,
the CCPC has recognised the challenges that online platforms may pose for traditional
competition law analysis of market power, observing that:

Platform firms, such as Amazon, Apple or Facebook, raise particular issues.
[The European Commission report] Competition Policy for the Digital Era
identifies the ‘extreme returns to scale’ of these (and other digital) firms,
whereby total costs decline as the quantity of demand continues to increase,
and the Short Run Marginal Costs of serving additional customers are minimal.
In turn, this can result in a competitive advantage being afforded to an
incumbent digital firm, as their financial capability (with which they can acquire
smaller growing firms) increases.

These markets frequently demonstrate “tipping”, whereby network effects and
economies of scale are so strong that, once a company achieves a certain market
share, the attractiveness of its competitors’ offerings declines to the point where
the market “tips” towards a single operator in a “winner-takes-all” scenario.27

5a.

An analysis of market shares typically forms the starting point for the CCPC’s assessment
of market power, including in relation to digital markets. In this respect, the CCPC’s
Merger Guidelines provide:

Market shares are important when measuring concentration. The market shares
of firms in the market can give an indication of the extent of a firm’s market
power. The combined market share of the merging parties, when compared
with their respective market shares pre-merger, can provide an indication of
the change in market power resulting from the merger. Competition concerns
are more likely to arise when the merger creates a merged entity with a large
market share.28

Like other competition agencies, the CCPC recognises that market shares are just one
factor in a particular competitive assessment, and that due consideration must be given
to other relevant circumstances. The CCPC will take into account evidence of new or

27 DBEI Briefing Note, Section 2 (footnotes omitted).
28 Merger Guidelines, para 3.4.
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potential entry, ease of switching, innovation and shifting consumer preferences among
the wide range of factors assessed in an individual case.

5b.

The power of a business in related markets to those under investigation may be taken into
account by the CCPC as part of an assessment of conglomerate effects. The CCPC’s Merger
Guidelines outline two potential theories of harm in this context, both of which concern
leveraging market power in one area into a neighbouring one:
a. Portfolio effects, i.e., where a merger that may not increase concentration in any one

market creates a merged entity with a strong position in several markets.
b. Tying or bundling of products, i.e., where the merged entity is able to tie the purchase

of one product to the purchase of one or more other products.29

In addition, the CCPC’s Merger Guidelines outline how the CCPC approaches the
assessment of unilateral effects in such cases and provide that the CCPC will consider:

(i) the strength of competitive constraints and/or consumer behaviour, (ii) the
ability of the merged entity to bundle or tie products, (iii) the merged entity’s
incentive to bundle or tie products, and (iv) the effect on competition,
particularly whether bundling or tying would result in an SLC.30

The CCPC adopts the same approach to cases of tying and bundling as the European
Commission and other European competition agencies. Both Section 4 (concerning
anti-competitive agreements) and Section 5 (concerning abuses of dominance) of the 2002
Act specifically refer to “making the conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by other
parties of supplementary obligations which by their nature or according to commercial
usage have no connection with the subject of such contracts”.

The issue of a business’s power in related markets has arisen relatively infrequently in
the context of cases relating to digital economy players coming before the CCPC. The
CCPC could nonetheless be expected to apply this analytical framework as a starting point,
taking into consideration any specific factors relating to the analysis of digital sectors.

29 Merger Guidelines, para 5.20.
30 Merger Guidelines, para 5.23.
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5c.

Other than Booking.com, there have been relatively few digital economy cases before the
CCPC. However, it is clear that the CCPC has taken into account the increasing impact
of potential competition from digital sources in its decisional practice.

For example, in a number of merger reviews relating to newspapers, the decline in
newspaper circulation and the related increase in the consumption of news through online
sources was seen as an important competitive constraint on newspaper operators. In
particular, in Irish Times/Sappho (Irish Examiner)31 and Trinity Mirror/Northern & Shell,32

the CCPC noted that the merging parties faced a growing competitive constraint from
free online news sources.

5d.

While there have been a limited number of cases concerning the digital economy, there
are no apparent significant deviations in the concept of market power applied by the CCPC.
Given the challenges associated with determining clear market definitions in digital
economy cases, including in particular the identification of clear market boundaries in
fast-moving sectors, it can reasonably be expected that the CCPC will adapt the concept
of market power to the relevant factual circumstances in future cases concerning the digital
economy.

Indeed, the CCPC has recognised the specific challenges that competition authorities
face in analysing market power in the context of digital sectors noting that:

the scale of how issues arise in the digital arena, and the ability for such
characteristics to cross jurisdictions (and markets) quickly is an aspect that
competition policy makers and competition authorities need to be acutely
aware of.33

Similarly, the CCPC noted the possibility for novel issues to arise during the assessment
of cases involving businesses operating in the digital economy:

Firstly, as the European Commission report Competition Policy for the Digital
Era points out, digital cases raise new issues, meaning that the determination
of the relevant competitive forces takes time. This can be at odds with the speed

31 Case M/17/068 – Irish Times/Sappho (Irish Examiner).
32 Case M/18/016 – Trinity Mirror/Northern and Shell.
33 DBEI Briefing Note, Section 3 (footnotes omitted).
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of change in digital markets, which is aided by a distribution channel that can
seamlessly cross national boundaries and markets, whereby companies can
position themselves across multiple markets in a short period. The challenge
for competition policy and enforcement may be to simply identify and action
issues in a timely manner, and to react nimbly where issues arise.34

6. Can you notice a difference in ex post assessments (abuse of dominance cases) and
ex ante assessments (concentrationmerger control cases), both in relation todefining
markets and conceptualizing market power?
There have been relatively few cases relating to abuse of dominance in Ireland and

public enforcement is rare. In recent years, the CCPC has more frequently utilised
negotiated settlements with the relevant parties in relation to investigations of alleged
abuses of dominance. As a result, there is a limited amount of decisional practice, in
particular in relation to cases involving the digital economy.

Nonetheless, the CCPC generally adopts a similar approach in relation to defining
markets and conceptualising market power in ex post and ex ante assessments, taking into
account the relevant circumstances of each particular case. In this respect, the CCPC
typically follows the approach of the European Commission in relation to the definition
of relevant markets and the assessment of market power.

C Anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy

7. Whichpractices indigitalmarkets or involvingdigital businesses have been analyzed
in the decision-making practices or case law of your jurisdiction?

7a.

The CCPC adopts the same approach to the concepts of restriction by object and effect as
that of the European Commission, with hardcore cartels, price-fixing and market sharing
agreements between competitors being treated as the most serious forms of “by object”
restrictions under Irish competition law. The CCPC’s recent enforcement practice illustrates
the breadth of conduct which may be investigated, including alleged price fixing and
exchanges of competitively sensitive information, bid rigging (leading to a successful
criminal prosecution before the Irish courts), collective actions/boycotts by trade
associations and resale price maintenance.

34 DBEI Briefing Note, Section 2 (footnotes omitted).
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While the CCPC’s decisional practice in digital markets is relatively limited, there does
not appear to be any significant difference between digital and non-digital markets as
regards the types of behaviour that are likely to be investigated. The leading case in the
area is Booking.com, which, as noted above, concerned certain “price parity”, “condition
parity” and “availability parity” obligations on accommodation providers (see further
response to Question 1).

7b.

There does not appear to be any significant distinction between digital and non-digital
markets regarding the CCPC’s approach to the investigation of “unilateral practices”, or
abuses of dominance. While the CCPC has not, to date, focused specifically on abuse of
dominance in digital markets, it has investigated dominance cases concerning rebates and
alleged exclusionary practices in the bagged cement sector, exclusivity discounts by An
Post (the postal services provider) and discount schemes for television advertising by RTÉ
(the State broadcaster). Like other national competition agencies, the CCPC typically
adopts an effects-based approach to alleged abuses of dominance, focusing on economic
evidence of exclusionary effects arising from particular behaviours.

7c.

There have been relatively few mergers or other concentrations involving digital businesses
coming before the CCPC. However, the CCPC has considered the provision of online
services in the context of the gambling sector in two recent merger control cases as well
as newspaper mergers, discussed above.35

In Paddy Power/Betfair, the CCPC considered the merger of two significant providers
of online gambling and online gaming services. The CCPC applied the
Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (“HHI”) to the parties’ shares in the provision of online
gambling services and found that the post-merger HHI would exceed 2,500 and the change
in HHI would surpass 500, which, according to CCPC’s Merger Guidelines, raised a
presumption of potential competition concerns.

However, having investigated the potential for unilateral effects, the CCPC found that
Betfair and Paddy Power were not sufficiently close competitors in the provision of online
gambling services to make an increase in price profitable. In particular, the CCPC appeared
to place significant weight on the results of an online consumer survey, which indicated
that consumers would switch to many different competitors if either of the parties were

35 See response to Question 5c.
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to increase their prices. Furthermore, given the nature of the online betting market,
including the low switching costs for consumers, the CCPC found that the transaction
would not substantially lessen competition in the potential market for the provision of
online betting services (encompassing both online fixed-odds betting and online exchange
betting) in Ireland.

Similarly, in the context of its review of the acquisition of the Sky Betting and Gaming
group of companies by The Stars Group Inc.,36 the CCPC found that no concerns arose
in relation to the provision of online gaming services given the high degree of market
transparency for consumers of online gaming services and the ability of consumers to
multi-home.

8. What reasons have been offered by the businesses concerned to justify (prima facie)
anticompetitive behaviour?
No efficiency type arguments have been raised by any of the parties in the limited

number of cases concerning digital economy players. However, the CCPC is cognisant of
EU developments in this area and could be expected to be influenced by the approach of
the European Commission in this regard.

9. Have you witnessed the emergence of specific theories of harm tailored to digital
markets?

9a.

There is no evidence of emerging theories of harm tailored specifically to digital markets.
This is an area that the CCPC is actively monitoring and in which it is developing expertise.

9b.

This has not arisen; however, the CCPC could be expected to be influenced by the approach
of the European Commission in this regard.

9c.

As discussed above,37 the CCPC must initiate either criminal or civil court proceedings to
establish harm to competition. In criminal proceedings, the standard of proof is “beyond

36 Case M/18/038 – Stars Group/Sky Betting (Cyan Blue).
37 See response to Question 2c.
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a reasonable doubt”. In civil proceedings, the standard of proof is “on the balance of
probabilities”.

10. What kind of remedies have been employed in cases relating to digital markets. Do
you see any differences to remedies in other markets?
The remedies employed in cases relating to digital markets have been reflective of the

type of remedies used to address competition concerns in other markets. In the
Booking.com case, modifications to contractual relationships were required to address
online price parity issues (see response to Question 1).

The question of effective remedies for cases relating to digital market is seen by the
CCPC as a developing area and the agency is closely monitoring European and international
developments in this regard.

D Regulatory overlap and enforcement challenges

11. Has there been any overlap in practice between ex ante regulation aimed at
controlling market behaviour – such as, but not limited to, consumer protection
legislation, the proposed platform Regulation, the GDPR, the geo-blocking
Regulation, the ePrivacyDirective and/or proposed ePrivacyRegulation, or similar
national instruments of legislation in relation to most favoured nation clauses–
and the enforcement practice of competition authorities?
There has been little to no overlap of this kind in Ireland.
As noted above, the CCPC has a dual mandate to enforce both competition law and

consumer protection law. The CCPC has also been assigned responsibility for the
enforcement of the Geo-Blocking Regulation.38 The CCPC has stated that the Geo-Blocking
Regulation39 provides it with

“the necessary structures, powers and procedures to ensure that it can deal
effectively with widespread infringements of consumer protection laws which
carry the risk of harming consumer welfare on a wide scale”.40

38 Regulation (EU) 2018/302 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 28 February 2018 on
addressing unjustified geo-blocking and other forms of discrimination based on customers’ nationality,
place of residence or place of establishment within the internal market and amending Regulations (EC) No
2006/2004 and (EU) 2017/2394 and Directive 2009/22/EC, OJ L 60/1.

39 Regulation 3 of the European Union (Unjustified Geo-Blocking of Consumers) Regulations 2018.
40 CCPC news item ‘New Geo-blocking Regulation commences’, 10 December 2018: www.ccpc.ie/business/

new-geo-blocking-regulation-commences/.
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As the Regulation only entered into force in December 2018, we are yet to see any
enforcement by the CCPC.

There has been no overlap with the General Data Protection Regulation41 (“GDPR”)
and the enforcement practice of the CCPC. The Data Protection Commission (the
competent authority) (the “DPC”) has instigated a significant number of investigations
(including against Facebook, Apple and Twitter) under the GDPR. There have been no
decisions to date,42 but the DPC is expected to issue its first enforcement decisions under
the GDPR, and corrective actions where there are findings of infringements shortly.

The DPC is also a competent authority for the purposes of co-operation in respect of
the E-Privacy Directive since 2009. The updated Consumer Protection Regulation
(Regulation 2017/2394) entered into application in January 2020. It is likely that the DPC
will continue to be the competent authority for the purpose of ePrivacy matters.

11a.

No steps have been taken explicitly to tackle potential overlap. However, as the CCPC has
been designated to enforce the Geo-Blocking Regulation, any potential overlap with
competition law will be dealt with by a single authority, thus reducing the risk of conflicting
interpretations.

As regards any potential overlap and conflicts with the DPC in future cases, legislation
provides for mechanism for cooperation between statutory bodies, including the DPC and
the CCPC (see further response to Question 12).

11b.

Not applicable.

12. Which authorities are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital
economy in your jurisdiction?
The CCPC has power to enforce competition law across all sectors in Ireland, including

the digital economy.43 As noted in response to Question 2b, the CCPC investigates suspected
breaches of competition law, but currently does not have the power to make any findings

41 Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection
of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data,
and repealing Directive 95/46/EC, OJ L 119/1.

42 Data Protection Commission, List of Judgments as of 21 August 2019: www.dataprotection.ie/en/legal/
judgments.

43 Section 10(1) of the 2014 Act.
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of a breach or to impose fines or other sanctions. Rather, it must instigate proceedings in
court to obtain a ruling on infringement, to impose sanctions, or to seek injunctive or
interim relief.

The Commission for Communications Regulation (“ComReg”), is responsible for the
enforcement of competition law in the electronic communications and postal sectors.44

Telecommunications, radio communications, broadcasting transmission and premium
rate services are all included within the ambit of electronic communications. ComReg also
has similar powers to the CCPC to investigate certain matters relating to communications,
such as “dawn raid” powers. There are cooperation agreements in place between the CCPC
and ComReg.45

12a.

There is slight overlap in respect of the authorities entrusted with the enforcement of ex
ante digital economy regulation and the enforcement of competition law, with the CCPC
being the leading authority.

The CCPC is designated as the body responsible for the enforcement of the
Geo-Blocking Regulation in Ireland as well as competition law generally. While the
Geo-Blocking Regulation governs transactions with both consumers and businesses, the
CCPC has stated that it will only have responsibility for consumer contracts and, as such,
any business-to-business compliance issues will be dealt with in the Irish courts. In
publishing its Guide to the Geo-Blocking Regulation, the CCPC has emphasised that
businesses ought to “undertake a review of their trading terms and digital platforms to
ensure compliance”.46

The GDPR and the Data Protection Act 2018 established the DPC as the State’s
supervisory data protection authority to protect personal data. Therefore, there is no
overlap between the enforcement of the GDPR and competition law.

The aim of the “Platform-to-Business Regulation”,47 which applies from 12 July 2020,
is the creation of a fair, transparent and predictable business environment for smaller
businesses and traders when using online platforms. Ireland has not yet designated an
organisation to enforce this Regulation.

44 Section 12(1) of the Communications Regulation Act 2002.
45 See further response to Question 12c.
46 https://www.ccpc.ie/business/new-geo-blocking-regulation-commences/ and the CCPC Geo-Blocking

Guide for Business: www.ccpc.ie/business/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2018/12/Geo-blocking-Guide.pdf.
47 Regulation (EU) 2019/1150 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 June 2019 on promoting

fairness and transparency for business users of online intermediation services, OJ L 186/57.
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12b.

The Geo-Blocking Regulation is in its infancy and the effect this will have on the CCPC’s
powers of enforcement in competition law remains to be seen. The CCPC has
well-established internal procedures to ensure its enforcement powers in respect of its
various remits, including competition law and under the Geo-Blocking Regulation, are
exercised in a coherent and streamlines manner.

12c.

The 2014 Act enables the CCPC to enter into agreements with certain prescribed bodies
to co-operate in performing their respective functions relating to consumer protection
and welfare issues, or competition issues between undertakings, including ComReg and
the DPC. This facilitates co-operation, the avoidance of duplication and consistency of
regulation.

As mentioned, ComReg has competition powers in the area of electronic
communications services, electronic communications networks and associated facilities.
The then Competition Authority and ComReg entered into co-operation agreements in
2002 and 2008 relating to the rules surrounding the exchange of information between the
authorities and the authorities’ respective functions where there is crossover in jurisdiction.
These co-operation agreements remain in force.

While there is currently no co-operation agreement between the CCPC and the DPC,
section 24 of the 2014 Act recognises the importance of the CCPC collaborating with other
regulators and provides for an exemption from the general prohibition on the disclosure
of confidential information by the CCPC to certain other regulators, including the DPC,
where that information may relate to the commission of any offence. A similar provision
in the Data Protection Act 2018, section 26, allows disclosure of confidential information
by the DPC to certain other statutory bodies in order to facilitate co-operation between
them in the performance of their respective functions.

12d.

As noted above, the CCPC does not have the power to impose sanctions, such as fines or
other measures, for infringements of competition law as this is reserved to the Irish courts.

There is no specialist competition court in Ireland and competition law cases generally
are heard before the Circuit Court or the High Court. However, the Rules of the Superior
Courts were amended in 2006 to introduce a High Court Competition List to hear:
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– proceedings brought by the CCPC or ComReg under Section 4 (anti-competitive
agreements) or Section 5 (abuse of dominance) of the 2002 Act;

– appeals against the making of a declaration by the CCPC under Section 4(3) of the
2002 Act (block exemption regulations);

– appeals against certain determinations of the CCPC under Irish merger control rules;
and

– proceedings for judicial review of a decision of the CCPC.
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Italy

Gabriella Muscolo, Mario Siragusa, Fausto Caronna and Paolo Caprile*

A Competition policy in the digital economy: a shift in focus?

1. What are the main cases dealing with the digital economy (focusing on digital
businesses or on the competition between digital businesses and incumbent
operators) initiated and completed by your competition authority?
The Italian Competition Authority (“ICA” or “Authority”) has a two-fold competence

in both enforcement of competition law and consumer protection law.1 This allows the
ICA to address issues relating to the digital activity of large operators by using the most
suitable instrument.

Consumer Law Cases

E-commerce and the use of algorithms behind comparison tools.
Comparison tools allow consumers to quickly compare prices and other conditions of
products or services across a large number of online sellers. In this context, algorithms
may be used to meet consumer demands. By reducing the search costs, consumer mobility
increases. This, in turn, leads firms to compete more aggressively on prices. These positive
effects on competition depend on the extent to which consumers are provided with
transparent and trustworthy information and might thus be undermined by unfair practices
that can distort consumer choice. So far, the ICA has found several unfair practices that
were employed through online comparison tools and their underlying algorithms.

In August 2017, the ICA imposed a EUR 5 million fine on Trenitalia (case PS10578),
Italy’s main rail passenger transport operator, because the travel options proposed by its
corporate website neglected regional trains. The algorithm steered consumers towards

* Gabriella Muscolo is Commissioner of the Italian Competition Authority; Paolo Caprile is Head of the Staff
of Commissioner Gabriella Muscolo; Mario Siragusa is Senior Counsel at Cleary Gottlieb Steen and
Hamilton LLP; Fausto Caronna is Senior Attorney at Cleary Gottlieb Steen and Hamilton LLP. All web
pages in this report were last accessed on February 20, 2020.

1 All the ICA decisions mentioned in this report are available at the following web pages: 1) for antitrust cases
see https://www.agcm.it/competenze/tutela-della-concorrenza/intese-e-abusi/liste-intese-e-abusi; 2) for
consumer law cases see https://www.agcm.it/competenze/tutela-del-consumatore/pratiche-commerciali-
scorrette/lista-pratiche-commerciali-e-pubblicita; 3) for advocacy activity see https://www.agcm.it/
competenze/tutela-della-concorrenza/attivita-di-segnalazione/lista-segnalazioni-e-pareri.
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more expensive travel solutions (high-speed and Intercity train options), without informing
consumers that the results displayed did not include all the options available.

In April 2015, the Authority closed an investigation by a commitments’ decision
concerning the potential infringement of the rules on unfair practices by two companies
(“Facile.it” and “6Sicuro”) for misleading online comparison activities related to consumer
car insurance on their respective websites. Other similar cases were conducted by the
Authority in 2017 and 2018 with regard to comparison websites for insurance policies,
loans, mortgages, as well as telephone and energy services.

Data cases
In the digital economy, new business models tend to arise in a specific market structure,
the two or multi-sided markets, generally consisting of online platforms where companies
offer free services to consumers in exchange for data, while advertisers subsidize these free
services in exchange for the possibility to profile consumers and offer them targeted
advertising. In the zero-price economy, quality could thus become a crucial factor to assess.
Quality considerations require a complex analysis that often entails a multidisciplinary
approach. In the field of consumer protection, which enables interventions directly targeted
to consumers, the ICA has focused its action on transparency as a necessary requisite for
users to make informed and appropriate economic choices. Fairness and clarity on the
collection and use of personal data provided in exchange for free services have also proved
to be particularly relevant criteria.

In the WhatsApp case (case CV154), the ICA ascertained the unfair nature of some
contractual clauses included in WhatsApp Messenger’s “Terms of Use”. The Authority
deemed the very broad and general exclusions and limitations of responsibility in favour
of WhatsApp unfair. The terms of use included the limitation and exclusion of liability
for intentional or gross operator misconduct, as well as the option to unilaterally interrupt
service for any reason and without warning or to unilaterally terminate a contract at any
time and for any reason. In addition, WhatsApp’s general right to make changes, including
those of an economic nature, to the Terms of Service without informing consumers was
also deemed unfair.

In a second case related to WhatsApp (case PS10601), the ICA found that WhatsApp
had de facto forced WhatsApp Messenger users to accept the new Terms of Service,
including the provision to share their personal data with Facebook. The Authority claimed
that users were misled into believing that without granting their consent they would no
longer be able to use the service. In the ICA’s view, the practice was implemented through:
i) an emphasis on the need to subscribe to the new conditions within the following 30
days, and failure to do so would result in losing the opportunity to use the service; ii)
inadequate information on the option to deny consent to share personal data with Facebook;
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iii) the pre-selection of the option to share the data (users would have had to deselect a
default-checked box to opt-out).

More recently the ICA concluded its investigations against Facebook Inc. over alleged
unfair practices regarding the information provided by the company when registering on
the Facebook platform (the recurring claim was “It’s free and always will be”). According
to the Authority, the case concerned two distinct unfair practices: (i) Facebook did not
adequately and immediately inform the user, during the activation of the account, of the
collection and use, of the data that it transfers for commercial purposes; (ii) Facebook
unduly influenced registered users who, in return for using their service, consented to the
collection and use of all information about them (information derived from their personal
profiles, their use of Facebook and their experiences on third party sites and applications).
This was done unwittingly and automatically through a system of pre-selection of consent,
where consumers only maintain the status quo in order to avoid any limitation in the use
of the service.2

Planned obsolescence cases
Planned obsolescence is the industrial policy of purposely designing a product with a
limited life-span. Especially in very high concentrated markets, undertakings might wish
to reduce the durability of products and thus increase profits by forcing the consumer to
routinely buy updated versions of their products. In these cases of planned obsolescence,
there is often an information asymmetry between the manufacturer, who knows how long
the product was designed to last, and the consumer. In the digital realm, where products
(such as smartphones, laptops, printers) often need to be technologically fixed by the
manufacturer in order to properly function, for instance through an updated version of
software, this information asymmetry might be exacerbated.

The ICA fined Samsung and Apple (respectively EUR 5 million and EUR 10 million)
for the alleged planned obsolescence of devices. The Authority found the traders guilty of
unfair practices over firmware updates that allegedly reduced the performance of cell
phones and caused serious malfunctions, so users would be forced to replace them.
According to the ICA, the two companies repeatedly prompted consumers to install
software updates that were not adequately supported by their devices. Moreover, they
failed to offer them adequate information or provide them with an effective way to recover
full functionality of their devices. The ICA has also ascertained that Apple had not
adequately informed consumers about certain essential characteristics of lithium batteries,

2 The decision has been upheld on appeal with regard to the first practice and quashed with regard to the
second practice (see Administrative Tribunal of Lazio “TAR Lazio” 10 January 2020 No. 260).
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such as their average duration and deterioration factors, or about the correct procedures
to maintain, verify and replace batteries in order to preserve full functionality of the devices.3

Competition law cases

So far, in the digital sector, the antitrust cases relating to the digital economy initiated and
concluded by the ICA have not had as their main object conduct aimed at directly exploiting
consumers by imposing unfair purchase or selling prices or other unfair trading conditions.
Most of the anticompetitive conducts employed by dominant undertakings, which have
been ascertained as such by the ICA, were of an exclusionary nature.

Cartels
In the digital economy, sophisticated pricing algorithms allow collusive conducts that were
typically confined to oligopolistic and highly concentrated markets to arise even in markets
that do not have structural features that facilitate collusion. Horizontal price transparency
underpinned by digital innovation and algorithms has also blurred the boundaries between
tacit (and thus, according to well established case law, legal) and explicit (illegal) collusion.
In view of this, the ICA is taking a cautionary approach, being aware that the latter kind
of potential collusion is complex and requires strong evidence to be proven. So far there
have been no ICA cases concerning cartels in the digital economy.

Vertical restraints
At the same time, as in other relevant antitrust cases in the digital economy, the ICA has
launched several cases in the E-commerce sector, which mainly addressed alleged vertical
restraints.

The Online hotel bookings case (I779) is probably the most notable example. According
to the ICA, Booking and Expedia were allegedly imposing contract clauses which restricted
horizontal competition among online travel agencies (“OTA”). The focus was on the price
parity clause (also known as most-favoured-nation, “MFN”, clause), which is a contractual
arrangement whereby the vendor guarantees the customer the best price that the vendor
offers to everyone. The Authority’s main competition concerns were that the MFN clauses
could (i) soften competition among OTAs, particularly as regards the commissions required
by OTAs to hotels, and (ii) foreclose the expansion of new and smaller OTAs, ultimately
affecting final prices paid by consumers for hotel rooms. In order to address the ICA’s
concerns, Booking committed to amend the said clause, in such a way that it applies only
to prices and other conditions publicly offered by hotels through their own direct sale

3 The Apple and Samsung decisions are both under judicial review before the TAR Lazio.
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channels, both online and offline, and no longer to the prices suggested by other OTA. So
the commitment was to move from broad parity to a narrower clause. The company also
undertook to allow all its hotel partners to apply discounts on the tariffs offered on its own
platform to clients belonging to closed user groups. In March 2016, the ICA closed the
parallel proceedings against Expedia, following the company’s unilateral decision to adopt
similar “narrow” MFN clauses.

Other interventions which could be considered in some way emblematic of the attention
that the ICA has devoted to the development of the digital economy over the last decade
are those related to the niche markets involving the online sale of stoves (case I813) and
dietary supplements (case I718). In these cases, the commercial policies adopted by
manufacturers for their online distribution channels apparently had the aim of preventing
online dealers from selling their products at excessively low prices or outside the national
territory, thus frustrating the benefits of digital markets, which are generally perceived to
lead to lower prices, increased transparency and improved product quality. The Authority
closed the cases in light of the companies’ commitments not to set (directly or indirectly)
retail prices and to strike down the other contested clauses.

By two decisions of 27 June 2018 (concerning two distinct geographic markets, the
cities of Rome and Milan), the Authority concluded that the agreements between taxi
dispatch operators and taxi drivers constituted a network of vertical agreements having a
cumulative foreclosing effect towards Mytaxi, the new entrant in the market. The decision
was based upon an analysis of the competitive conditions of the two markets, which showed
that Mytaxi was unable to acquire enough taxi drivers’ capacity and, as a result, was unable
to fulfil more than 50% of users’ requests for taxi services. The decisions were, however,
annulled on appeal by the TAR Lazio, on the grounds of insufficient reasoning and
insufficient demonstration of the causal link between the exclusivity clauses and Mytaxi’s
inability to operate according to its different business model. The TAR Lazio found that
the ICA had not adequately discharged the burden of proof required to show that the
market was not contestable and that the clauses had effectively foreclosed MyTaxi (whose
market share was, in fact, growing).

Abuse of dominant position
One of the most relevant cases concluded by the ICA in the digital sector is the Google
News case. The Italian publishers – who did not receive any form of direct remuneration
for the use of their content on Google News – complained that, had a publisher not allowed
their content to appear on Google News, this would have led to the exclusion of their
content from Google’s search engine. The ICA’s investigation was aimed at determining
whether Google’s conduct, made possible by its dominance in online search services, was
such as to adversely affect fair competition in the online advertising market with the further
effect of consolidating its position as an intermediary in the sale of online advertising.
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Subsequently, the ICA decided to widen the investigation to determine whether the
contractual conditions imposed on Italian publishers for online ad-serving represented
an abuse of dominant position by Google: the focus was on calculating the fees of AdSense
subscribers which, in essence, was considered to be left entirely to Google’s discretion. To
address these concerns, the following commitments were proposed by Google and made
binding by the ICA. Google ensured the provision of separate Google News software that
allowed publishers to choose the journalistic content to be offered through Google News,
without jeopardizing the indexing on the Google Web Search engine. More specifically,
publishers could decide whether or not to provide Google News with access to their sites,
to selectively exclude specific articles or images and to display article titles without any
text excerpts. Google also ensured that the AdSense program was to be managed
transparently, making it possible for publishing companies to check the economic terms
and conditions that determined the amount of compensation due.

In 2017, the ICA found another exclusionary abuse by a digital operator. Società
Iniziative Editoriali (SIE), the leading local news company, was deemed to have unduly
refused to license its copyrights on news content to a digital operator wishing to use that
content to provide online press monitoring services. According to the ICA, SIE’s news
content was indispensable for providing the service. Moreover, SIE’s refusal was (i) to
prevent the introduction of a new product, for which there was substantial consumer
demand, and (ii) not justified by objective reasons. As a result, the Authority found an
abuse of dominant position and adopted a prohibition decision.

Pending cases

Between the end of 2018 and the first half of 2019, the ICA opened four new major antitrust
proceedings related to the digital economy. All these cases relate to alleged exclusionary
abuses.

On 20 September 2018 the ICA decided to open an investigation into TicketOne S.p.A.
and its parent company, the German CTS Eventim AG and Co. KGaA, to establish whether
they violated Article 102 TFEU. According to the ICA’s preliminary assessment, TicketOne,
which holds a dominant position in the market for ticketing services for live music events
(pop and rock concerts), allegedly implemented an exclusive strategy to tie the most
important live music event promoters active in Italy to its ticketing platform, thereby
preventing its competitors from gaining access to tickets (i.e. to the inputs necessary to
compete on the market). The exclusivity clause contained in the contracts between
promoters and TicketOne was considered to be particularly stringent with respect to the
online channel, which is currently the main means of selling tickets to this type of event.
This abusive strategy could also be capable of harming final consumers. Indeed, by
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hindering competing platforms, TicketOne may be able to charge higher pre-sale prices
for tickets to live music events, thus limiting the consumers’ choice between different
ticketing services providers.

On 16 October 2018, the ICA opened a proceeding into Società Cooperativa Taxi
Torino – the company that manages the Turin radio taxi service – for a possible abuse of
dominant position, once again following a report filed by Mytaxi Italia S.r.l. As in the
previous Radiotaxi Rome and Radiotaxi Milan cases, the investigation concerns both
non-compete obligations applicable to members of the Cooperativa Taxi Torino contained
in its Statute. These obligations aim to prevent the members from using several
intermediaries contemporarily in the supply and sorting of taxi demand, forcing them to
devote all their capacity (in terms of trips per shift) to the cooperative.

At its meeting of 10 April 2019, the ICA launched an investigation against five
companies of the Amazon group, namely Amazon Services Europe S.à r.l., Amazon Europe
Core S.à r.l., Amazon EU S.à r.l., Amazon Italy Services S.r.l. and Amazon Italy Logistics
S.r.l., for an alleged abuse of a dominant position in breach of Article 102 TFEU. According
to the ICA, Amazon has allegedly discriminated in favour of third-party merchants who
use Amazon’s logistics services on its e-commerce platform. In particular, Amazon allegedly
granted improved visibility of the seller’s offerings, higher search rankings and better to
consumers on Amazon.com only to third-party sellers that subscribe to “Amazon Logistics”
or “Fulfillment by Amazon” (FBA). Such practice did not seem to amount to competition
on the merits as the benefits are not necessarily related to the efficiency and quality of the
service provided by the seller and are based solely on its subscription to Amazon’s FBA
(“self-preferencing”). In such a way, Amazon could unduly exploit its dominant position
in the market for platforms for e-commerce intermediary services in order to significantly
restrict competition in the e-commerce logistics market, as well as – potentially – in the
e-commerce platform market, to the detriment of final consumers.

At its meeting of 8 May 2019, the ICA also decided to launch an investigation against
Alphabet Inc., Google LLC and Google Italy S.r.l. (indicated together as Google) with a
view to ascertain an alleged abuse of a dominant position in breach of Article 102 TFEU.
According to the ICA, Google, through its Android operating system, holds a dominant
position in the market for operating systems for smart devices. Google allegedly refused
to integrate the “Enel X Recharge” app, developed by Enel to provide end users with
information and services for charging electric car batteries in the Android Auto
environment. Android Auto allows owners of Android smartphones to easily and safely
use certain apps and mobile phone features when driving a vehicle. Therefore, the exclusion
of the Enel X Recharge app from Android Auto allegedly reduces the usability of this app
for users and restricts their ability to use the application’s utilities, including booking
charging columns. The ICA’s preliminary view is that Google seems to have an interest in
defending and strengthening the business model of its Google Maps app, which offers a
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wide range of services to end users, including information on the location of columns for
charging electric cars and directions on how to reach them. Google Maps also represents
a point of access to end users as well as to the data stream generated by their activities.

Advocacy activity

The ICA has specifically addressed the digital economy, also applying its broad set of
advocacy powers. Three examples can be cited.

In particular, the ICA has called for a reform of the regulation of non-scheduled
transportation services, including both licensed taxis and authorized professional drivers
in order not to unduly block the development of platforms such as Uber. More specifically,
the ICA advocated that such regulation should be as least intrusive as possible, limited to
foreseeing the registration of platforms in a public register and the identification of specific
requirements and obligations for platforms and drivers.

Moreover, the Authority also lodged a direct challenge before the administrative law
court against the regulation of the Lazio Region, which, in practice, made the operation
of platforms such as AirBnb very difficult. The ICA observed that the regulation introduced
by the Lazio Region, which established unreasonably demanding requirements for non-hotel
accommodation facilities, resulted in an unjustified limitation of competition. The court
accepted the reasons put forward by the Authority, declaring the said regulation null and
void.

Lastly, with respect to the regulation of home restaurant activities, consisting of social
eating events in private homes of non-professional cooks, the ICA highlighted several
restrictions that were not applied to traditional providers, which were capable of hindering
the development of digital platforms specialized in offering these kinds of services. In the
ICA opinion, such measures were unnecessary and disproportionate to the stated objective
of guaranteeing fair competition in the sector and of promoting a culture of traditional
food and quality.

2. Has your competition authority adapted its enforcement practices in order to keep
up with the pace of digital markets?
In recent years, preserving competition in digital markets has been one of the ICA’s

priorities.
Together with a sound understanding of global market dynamics in the digital realm,

the ICA decided to equip itself with adequate technical expertise to monitor market
conducts and strengthen coordinated effects analysis. The ICA has expanded its skills in
the area of IT and artificial intelligence. In particular, it has set up a team of economists,
computer scientists and data scientists in order to address new digital challenges with the
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implementation of new auditing, artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms.
These tools will serve to asses digital markets and to identify collusive outcomes.

The ICA’s decision was therefore not to create a single digital unit, but rather to develop
the digital skills of the staff of the various Directorates, including through the creation of
interdisciplinary study groups on digital algorithms and themes.

It is worth mentioning that, on May 2017, the ICA, together with the Italian Authority
for Communications (“AGCOM”) and the Italian Data Protection Authority (“IDPA”),
launched a Sector Inquiry on “Big Data”, the aims of which were to: (i) assess whether and
under which conditions Big Data may provide market power; (ii) analyse possible abusive
or collusive conducts by online operators stemming from Big Data; (iii) understand the
competitive relevance of privacy; and (iv) identify regulatory frameworks suitable to foster
static and dynamic competition.

It is interesting to underline that, as part of this sector inquiry, a survey on a sample
of two thousand Internet users was conducted. This survey seemed to confirm the existence
of the privacy paradox, i.e., a discrepancy between expressed privacy concerns and actual
online behaviour. In fact, despite claims that information contained in privacy policies is
generally unclear, only a tiny minority of users read it and typically devote a very short
time on it. Moreover, only 60% of the users declared that they were aware that their online
actions generate data that can be used to analyse and predict their behaviour. The findings
of the research show a low willingness to pay by users of free services in order to avoid the
use of their personal data for advertising purposes.

Secondly, the three Authorities have recently published the following shared guidelines
and policy recommendations on Big Data (“Digital Guidelines”). The Government and
Parliament are called upon to: (i) promote an open discussion on the need to introduce
an appropriate regulatory framework addressing the issue of full and effective transparency
in the use of personal information (vis-à-vis individuals and the community); (ii) strengthen
international cooperation on policy design for the governance of Big Data; (iii) promote
a unified, transparent policy on the extraction, accessibility and use of public data for
public policy making to further benefit businesses and citizens; (iv) enhance coordination
with existing European strategies for the establishment of a digital single data market; (v)
reduce information asymmetries between users and digital operators, in the data collection
phase, as well as between the large digital platforms and other operators using them; (vi)
identify the nature of the data and properties, as well as the concrete likelihood of personal
identification from ‘anonymous’ data, prior to the processing operations; (vii) adopt new
tools for the promotion of online pluralism and transparency in the selection of content,
as well as users’ awareness about the selection of content and the nature of the information
received online; (viii) pursue the objective of protecting consumer welfare with the aid of
the instruments of antitrust law, including the evaluation of objectives related to quality
of services, innovation and equity; (ix) reform the merger control procedure to increase
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the effectiveness of competition authorities’ actions; (x) simplify the process of data
portability and mobility among different platforms, through the adoption of open and
interoperable standards; (xi) strengthen the powers of AGCM and AGCOM to acquire
information beyond the preliminary proceedings and to increase the maximum sanctions
limit in order to guarantee an effective deterrent effect of consumer protection laws. The
Sector Inquiry report has been published on February 10, 2020.

Considering the global dimension of digital markets, the ICA has been involved in very
close cooperation with foreign competition agencies in order to guarantee consistent
approaches and coordinated outcomes at a global level. On June 5th, 2019, together with
the competition authorities of the G7 countries (Canada, France, Germany, Japan, United
Kingdom, USA), and with the European Commission, the ICA presented the Common
Understanding reached on the issues raised by the digital economy for competition analysis.

Moreover, as from December 3, 2018, the EU Geo-blocking Regulation, No. 2018/302
(“GBR”) bans unjustified geo-blocking and other forms of discrimination based on the
nationality, place of residence or establishment of the customer within the European Union.
Pursuant to article 6 of Law No. 37/2019, the ICA has been entrusted with the public
enforcement of the GBR in Italy with the same powers as for unfair practices (see below).

To date, there have been no other specific legislative changes issued in order to cope
with digital markets and that could interfere or overlap with the current enforcement of
antitrust laws by the ICA.

3. Is your domestic competition lawusing the consumerwelfare standard as its specific
goal?
The ICA employs the consumer welfare standard. This standard is deemed capable of

encompassing not only prices and quantity aspects, but also other factors such as product
quality, variety, innovation, fairness, level of employment, protection of small businesses,
market integration and limitation of the political power of large businesses.

Incumbents could therefore abuse their dominant positions in a number of ways, which
are not directly related to price and output effects.

In the zero-price economy, the quality dimension (in terms of desired levels of fairness,
variety, advertising congestion, innovation, privacy, etc.) and its possible degradation has
clearly become a crucial element. Considering the traditional antitrust toolbox, which
mainly focuses on prices and quantities, the quality dimension could prove very difficult
to assess. From a competition standpoint, the current standard of proof and available data
suggest that difficulties could arise when assessing whether quality considerations, such
as privacy, represent significant competitive factors in the near future.

As it has been already stated, all the antitrust cases dealing with the digital economy
initiated and completed by the ICA did not focus on conducts aimed at directly exploiting
consumers or imposing unfair trading conditions. With respect to these kinds of possible
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unfair practices employed by large digital undertakings, the ICA has so far preferred to
intervene by applying its national consumer law.

As for the conducts which have attracted the ICA’s attention, it seems possible to argue
that the ICA has maintained a consistent approach over the last decade. Indeed, the ICA
has applied its enforcement and advocacy activities in the non-scheduled transportation
services, in the non-hotel accommodation facilities, and in home restaurant activities to
promote the elimination of regulatory obstacles to the digital and sharing economy. This
has been done with the clear understanding that the latter has the potential to greatly
benefit consumers by providing them innovative, diverse and higher-quality services.

B Market definition and market power

4. How does your competition authority define the market with regard to digital
economy players?
The advent of the digital revolution and the data-driven economy is questioning the

current notion and understanding of the assessment of the relevant market. Indeed, some
scholars argue that competition authorities should treat the relevant market as a dynamic
concept, and focus more on the business model of the firm under investigation.

The question is whether competition authorities should look at the bigger picture and
not just at the product market in question, especially when they intervene against
platform-based operators active in multiple markets.

In its digital markets investigations, the ICA has made a clear distinction between
transaction and non-transaction markets. When transaction markets were involved, for
instance in the Booking-Expedia decisions (case I779), it identified one relevant market
by contrast, whereas in decisions regarding non-transaction markets (i.e. the Google News
decision – case A420) the two sides of the platform were considered as separate product
markets.

The offer of zero-price services clearly challenges the use of traditional price tests, and
for this reason other factors were taken into account when defining the product market.

Particularly, when identifying the relevant market a service offered for free makes it
difficult to apply the traditional SSNIP test. Therefore, it has been suggested to introduce
a quantitative assessment of quality, for instance using a SSNDQ test (Small but Significant
Non transitory Decrease in Quality).

Consumer preferences, especially in terms of search habits, have been taken into account
when assessing the substitutability between online and offline when intermediation markets
have been involved (Google News decision: ongoing Amazon investigation - A528).

Supply-side factors were also considered, especially the range of services offered – in
terms of guarantees and the availability of choice among different brands – to assess whether
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e-marketplaces and producers’ own websites (the most notable example is the ongoing
Amazon investigation, A528) belonged to the same product market.

5. How is market power established in the practice of your competition authority in
cases relating to digital economy players?
The supply of zero price- services does not allow for reliance on revenue-based market

shares alone, and as a result new data, such as the number of active users, are becoming
crucial, especially when multi-homing is important for one or even both sides of the
platforms. In this framework, data on active users allowed the ICA to appropriately assess
the Parties’ and complainants’ market positions, regardless of their business models (open
versus closed platforms).

Promoting market contestability is crucial since these markets tend to favor a winner
takes all outcome. The characteristics of the digital economy call for a new balance to be
struck between the risk of discouraging innovative processes and the risk of under
enforcement. The profiling ability, brought to its extremes, and the centrality of the network
effects (tipping threshold) can facilitate abusive behavior, thus reducing the challenge
ability of the ecosystems dominated by the big tech platforms, making their market power
persistent over time.

The analysis of market power has been carried out taking into account other features
of the digital markets, such as the presence of network externalities in the Google News
decision, the Booking decision (I799) and in the ongoing Amazon investigation. Likewise,
the Parties’ market position in related markets is generally taken into account when
assessing their dominance: in the Google News decision, the ICA recognized its dominant
position in the search engine market, whereas its market power was also assessed in the
recent Google investigation (A529) in the light of its dominance in the market for the
licensing of smart mobile operating systems.

6. Can you notice a difference in ex post assessments (abuse of dominance cases) and
ex ante assessments (concentrationmerger control cases), both in relation todefining
markets and conceptualizing market power?
During recent years, the digitalization of the markets has been a factor which has been

taken into consideration in the assessment of market power in merger control cases.
Notably, during last five years, the ICA has increasingly scrutinized the extent to which
the growth potential of digital operators could represent an element to alleviate antitrust
concerns in concentrations involving large undertakings active in the traditional distribution
systems.

As a general rule, since merger control also requires a prospective analysis of future
market developments, the overall assessment of the merger may be more complex than
that made in abuse of dominance cases.
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Considering the ICA’s case law in the digital sector, it is not possible to assess whether
and to what extent the robustness of the analysis employed in these cases largely differs
from those needed for the above mentioned abuse of dominance cases. In this respect, the
time constraints to which the ICA merger proceedings are subject could, however, play
an important role.

In the near future, it could be argued that, with the spread of big data, merger control
could take a new central role. At this stage, a reform at national and international level has
been considered desirable. This would allow competition authorities to fully assess those
mergers that have the potential to lead to a substantial reduction in competition, even if
their turnover falls below the current thresholds. Examples include acquisitions by large
digital operators of particularly innovative start-ups, also known as killer acquisitions.

C Anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy

7. Whichpractices indigitalmarkets or involvingdigital businesses have been analysed
in the decision-making practices or case law of your jurisdiction?
To date, the Authority’s practice concerning digital markets or involving digital

businesses focused on the analysis of (1) vertical restrictions and (2) abusive behaviour by
dominant firms, mainly of an exclusionary nature (see above, Section [1]). As regards (3)
mergers involving digital operators, the Authority only conducted phase I investigations.

Vertical restrictions

As regards the vertical practices, the Authority assessed: (i) RPM clauses and other
“hardcore” vertical restrictions, and (ii) MFN and exclusivity clauses, capable of causing
cumulative foreclosure effects.

RPM clauses and other “hardcore” vertical restrictions
In two cases (Restrictions to online sales of stoves and Dietary supplements) the Authority
investigated whether vertical agreements between manufacturers and their online dealers
were in breach of Article 101 TFEU. The analysis mainly concerned so-called “hardcore”
restrictions within the meaning of Commission Regulation (EU) No. 330/2010 (resale
price maintenance and territorial restrictions imposed on distributors).

MFN and exclusivity clauses
The Authority analysed parallel networks of vertical agreements and their potential
restrictive effects (cumulative foreclosure) on competition.
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The Online hotel booking case concerned MFN clauses entered into between OTA and
their hotel partners. As described in Section [1], the Booking case was closed in April 2015
by a commitment decision, while the Expedia case was closed without finding any
infringement after the undertaking unilaterally adopted similar “narrow” MFN clauses.

Recently the Authority also investigated exclusivity clauses in the two taxi operators
cases described above in Section [1].

Abusive unilateral behaviour

With regard to abusive unilateral behaviour by dominant firms, the ICA assessed the
following conducts

Refusal to deal
In two cases, the Authority decided to start proceedings with a view to investigate whether
the refusal to deal of a dominant company could constitute an abusive conduct.

In particular, one case concerned an abusive refusal to license copyright-protected
content to a competitor (SIE); the second case, currently ongoing, relates to the refusal to
integrate a third-party app into an operating system for smartphones (Google/Enel X).

When assessing the possible abusive nature of the refusal to deal the Authority took
into account the following elements:

In SIE, as described in detail above (see Section [1]), the Authority considered
whether the contents of SIE were indispensable to provide the service and
whether SIE’s refusal was justified by objective grounds and whether it was
capable of preventing the introduction of a new product.

In the Google/Enel X case, Google communicated to Enel the impossibility to
integrate the app in Android Auto, based on driver safety concerns, while
offering Enel two alternative solutions: (i) integrate Enel X Recharge’s
functionalities into Google Maps, or (ii) use Google’s software development
kit made available to car manufacturers to develop Enel X Recharge for each
car maker’s different multimedia systems.

The ICA took the preliminary view that both solutions were inadequate since
they allow Google to divert t the data flow generated by Enel X Recharge users
to itself. Moreover, Google’s refusal might not be justified by objective reasons
relating to driver safety.
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As a result, the ICA envisaged an abusive refusal to deal by Google, aimed at
delaying the growth of a new digital service and protecting Google’s Maps
service, with the ultimate aim of maintaining and strengthening its own data
acquisition capabilities.

The ICA is also concerned that this conduct might be likely to significantly
undermine the competitive dynamics in terms of quality and variety of services
offered, thereby hindering the emergence of competition and limiting consumer
choice.

Exclusivity clauses having foreclosure effects
In the Radiotaxi Turin and TicketOne (both currently pending) the Authority is
investigating the potential foreclosing effects caused by exclusivity clauses entered into
between dominant companies and their trading partners. In both cases, as described in
Section [1], the ICA took the preliminary view that the conducts were aimed at preventing
entry or expansion of digital players in the relevant market (Mytaxi, in the Radiotaxi case;
rival online ticketing platforms, in TicketOne).

Self-preferencing
The FBA Amazon investigation, launched in April 2019, is centred on a “self-preferencing”
practice carried out by the e-commerce platform. As already described above (see Section
[1]), the ICA suspects that Amazon discriminates in favour of third-party sellers who
choose to use its logistic services (Fulfilment by Amazon, “FBA”), by granting them better
visibility, higher search rankings and better access to consumers, to the detriment of
third-party sellers using other delivery services.

Through this investigation, the Authority seems to endorse the recent enforcement
trend against self-preferencing conducts by dominant digital platforms. The Authority
has not yet spelled out the legal test (non-discrimination, tying) that it will employ to assess
Amazon’s conducts pursuant to Article 102 TFEU.

Exploitative practices
The Google News case concerned two alleged exploitative conducts respectively relating
to Google News Italia (a service grouping, indexing and displaying online publishers news)
and Adsense system (a subscription service for the sale of advertising space). As described
in detail above (see Section [1]), the case was closed following Google’s commitments,
which the Authority considered apt to remove the possible exclusionary and exploitative
effects resulting from Google News and Google Adsense.
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Mergers

To date, the Authority has cleared in Phase I a number of concentrations in which at least
a digital operator was involved, but has not carried out an in-depth analysis of the digital
markets involved, or of the competitive conditions in such markets, given the parties’ low
market share.

In general, the Authority has recently expressed concerns as to the adequacy and
effectiveness of the current merger control system to analyse mergers involving digital
businesses (see above Sections 2 and 6)

8. What reasons have been offered by the businesses concerned to justify (prima facie)
anticompetitive behaviour?
The Authority closed most of the investigations by commitment decisions, which,

regrettably, offer few details on the arguments potentially advanced by the companies to
justify their behaviour. However, in some cases the Authority assessed the parties’
justifications, and namely:
– The need to prevent free-riding

In online hotel booking cases, both Booking and Expedia argued that the inclusion of
MFN clauses in their contracts with hotel partners was aimed at protecting the correct
functioning of their business models, and particularly at avoiding “free-riding” issues,
i.e. consumers checking offers on the OTA website, but later booking rooms elsewhere
at lower prices.
The OTAs also argued that the MFN clauses were indispensable to protect investments
in their own platforms and to offer consumers innovative services (such as a
user-friendly review system), while guaranteeing them to book rooms at the lowest
prices.
The Authority did not state its views on these justifications; however, by accepting
commitments that limit significantly the scope of the MFN clauses while “at the same
time [ensuring] that consumers can continue to use free of charge the comparison, search
and reservation services provided by [the OTA]”, the Authority seems to accept the
validity of the OTAs concerns, while balancing them with the need to guarantee a more
competitive marketplace.

– The need to ensure the safety of drivers
In Google/Enel X, Google justified its refusal to integrate the Enel app into Android
Auto on grounds related to driver safety. However, the ICA has preliminarily rejected
this justification, on the assumption that (i) Enel allegedly developed the app in
compliance with Google’s guidelines setting out requirements for the apps to be
compatible with Android Auto, and (ii) Google already offers, through Google Maps,
some of the functionalities of Enel X Recharge.
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It may be noted in passing that the need to guarantee drivers’ and passengers’ safety
has also been stressed by the ICA in the already cited advocacy activities regarding
ride-sharing (see above, Question [1]).

As regards the multi-sidedness of markets, in the Radiotaxi Rome and Radiotaxi Milan
cases, the TAR Lazio annulled the ICA’s decisions on the basis that, among others, the
Authority had failed to adequately take into account the two-sided nature of the market
in which the taxi dispatch companies and Mytaxi are operating.

On the other hand, in other cases which have been mentioned above, the ICA had to
take into account the dual nature of the digital markets involved and the presence of
network effects as a barrier to entry for new operators.

9. Have you witnessed the emergence of specific theories of harm tailored to digital
markets?
The theories of harm employed by the Authority are not specific to digital markets.

Most of the investigations conducted under Article 102 TFEU alleged that the dominant
undertaking’s conducts were liable to raise rivals’ costs and therefore reduced the ability
of those rivals to compete on the relevant market. In most cases, the Authority was also
concerned that consumers would ultimately be harmed, either in terms of increased prices
or reduced quality and choice of the products/services offered.

Moreover, it has already been noted that the recent Google and Amazon investigations
appear to expose more innovative theories of harm: with regard to Google, the main
competition concern is that its allegedly abusive strategy allows it to acquire more data
from users; as for the Amazon case, it refers to a “self-preferencing” conduct, in line with
other recent cases involving digital platforms at EU or Member State level. As regards the
Amazon case, it is not clear yet whether the ICA will use the legal test regarding
discrimination or tying (see Question [7]). However, it may be noted that both the Google
and Amazon’s theories of harm might differ from the traditional theories of harm insofar
as they appear to mitigate the need to demonstrate the anticompetitive effects of the conduct
under investigation for the finding of an abuse.

Arguments related to the innovation brought by digital companies played an important
role in many investigations. For instance, in the SIE case, the Authority took the view that
the dominant undertaking’s refusal to deal was such as to prevent the realization of a new
digital product, for which there was substantial consumer demand. In the Radiotaxi cases,
the ICA held that the exclusivity clauses constituted an “obstacle to the development of
open platforms using innovative technologies, potentially capable to increase overall welfare”;
equally, in Google / Enel X, the ICA is alleging that Google’s refusal is “hampering the
development of an innovative service”.
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As a matter of policy, as already recalled, the Authority has recently stated that “in
order to pursue the objective of protecting consumer welfare” it is appropriate, when analysing
potentially harmful conducts in the digital environment, “not to confine the analysis to
traditional parameters linked to prices and quantities, but to extend it to quality, innovation
and fairness”.

10. What kind of remedies have been employed in cases relating to digital markets. Do
you see any differences to remedies in other markets?
In cases involving digital markets, the ICA has been particularly prone to accept

commitments. The main reason for this approach lies in the fast-changing and dynamic
nature of such markets, which often requires swift remedial action and warrants a degree
of flexibility in the nature of the remedies involved.

The commitments involved the modification of the companies’ commercial policies
as regards online distribution of their products (Dietary Supplements; Restrictions to online
sales of stoves); or the modification of contractual clauses entered into with their commercial
partners (Booking; Google/FIEG).

In other cases, the Authority considered that the commitments offered were not
sufficient to address its competition concerns: for instance, in the Radiotaxi cases, the
Authority rejected the taxi dispatch companies’ commitment to include a clause whereby
taxi drivers could terminate their affiliation in case they wished to join MyTaxi. According
to the Authority, this remedy was insufficient to mitigate the restrictive effects ensuing
from the exclusivity clauses imposed on the taxi drivers.

In various instances, the ICA also adopted interim measures, with a view to prevent
irreparable harm to competition. For instance, in SIE the Authority compelled the dominant
company to provide the digital news aggregator with its news content, and went as far as
establishing the FRAND rate at which this content had to be provided. The case is notable,
since it was the first time in which a competition authority directly set a FRAND rate.

Interim measures were also adopted in the Radiotaxi Turin case and were contemplated
in the Radiotaxi Naples case. However, in this last instance, the taxi dispatch companies
decided to unilaterally strike down the exclusivity clauses, thus avoiding an interim order.

As regards mergers, as already noted, there have been very few cases in which digital
operators were involved, and mergers were always cleared in Phase I without imposing
any remedies on the parties involved.

D Regulatory overlap and enforcement challenges

11. Has there been any overlap in practice between ex ante regulation aimed at
controlling market behaviour – such as, but not limited to, consumer protection
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legislation, the proposed platform Regulation, the GDPR, the geo-blocking
Regulation, the ePrivacyDirective and/or proposed ePrivacyRegulation, or similar
national instruments of legislation in relation to most favoured nation clauses–
and the enforcement practice of competition authorities?
To date, there have been no major cases of overlap between ex ante regulation and ex

post competition enforcement by the Authority.
In the Online Hotel Booking case, the Italian Parliament intervened by enacting a law

pursuant to which any price parity clause stipulated between a hotel and an intermediary
providing hotel booking services (such as an OTA) is null and void.4

However, we are currently experiencing a growing interconnection among competition,
consumer and data protection rules. The ICA, AGCOM and IDPA have recently addressed
this issue in the already mentioned Digital Guidelines (see Question [2]), and have
committed to strengthen the cooperation and coordination mechanisms in order to prevent
overlaps. The point is described in more detail below (Question [12]).

Because the ICA is responsible for the enforcement of both competition and consumer
protection law, coordination issues and potential conflicting interpretations are less likely
to occur in this field.5 As already noted above (Question [1]), the Authority has been
particularly active in ensuring that digital market players do not impose unfair contractual
terms, or carry out unfair practices to the detriment of consumers.

12. Which authorities are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital
economy in your jurisdiction?
The ICA is the sole authority responsible for the enforcement of competition law in

Italy. In addition, the Authority is also entrusted with the enforcement of consumer
protection law. This gives the Authority the opportunity to analyse market issues from a
twofold perspective and to use these two competences cooperatively, while avoiding
potential overlaps in its enforcement activity.

Since May 2019, the Authority has also been entrusted with the enforcement of the
geo-blocking Regulation. To this end, it has been granted the same powers that it can use
to enforce violations of consumer protection law (among others, interim measures;
cease-and-desist orders; fines up to EUR 5,000,000).

4 See in particular Article 1, para. 166 of Italian Law No. 124/2017. After France and Austria, Italy became
the third EU Member State banning MFN clauses in the online hotel booking sector. Notably, the Italian
provision has a broader scope than the French and Austrian ones, since it includes any MFN arrangement,
regardless of whether the intermediary is a digital operator or a “traditional” one.

5 Lately, the ICA has also been entrusted with enforcing the provisions of the geo-blocking Regulation. This
choice seems appropriate, given that some of the conducts prohibited by the geo-blocking Regulation are
also caught by Articles 101 and 102 TFEU.
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Compliance with the GDPR is ensured by the IDPA, which has the power to issue
reprimands to a controller or a processor where processing operations have infringed
provisions of the GDPR and to impose temporary or definitive limitations, including a
ban on processing, as well as to impose fines of up to 4 percent of the total annual worldwide
turnover of the preceding financial year.

In order to ensure cooperation and coordination, the ICA has signed a series of
cooperation protocols with other independent authorities (inter alia, AGCOM, the Bank
of Italy, the Authority for Gas and Electricity). As of July 2019, no such agreement has
been concluded between the ICA and the IDPA.

Cooperation also takes place on other levels. As already mentioned, on 30 May 2017,
the ICA, the IDPA and the AGCOM launched a joint inquiry to assess the antitrust,
regulatory and data-related implications of the development of the digital economy and
the “Big Data” phenomenon.

The decision to favour an interdisciplinary approach and to carry out a joint
investigation was based on the acknowledgment that the characteristics of the digital
economy very often involve the objectives of the three authorities and are not always easily
distinguishable.

In connection with the joint inquiry, the Authorities recently published the Digital
Guidelines, in which they outlined: (i) the main policy proposals for a more effective
ex-ante and ex-post regulation of the digital environment, and (ii) a number of proposals
to strengthen cooperation between the Authorities.

Some of the most relevant policy recommendations as regards antitrust enforcement
have already been outlined above. With regard to cooperation, the Authorities acknowledge
that

“the challenges posed by the development of the digital economy and Big Data
require a full exploitation of existing synergies between ex ante and ex post
instruments for the protection of privacy, competition, and pluralism”.

To this end, the Authorities commit to developing stricter forms of collaboration in
interventions affecting digital markets, including through the subscription of a
memorandum of understanding.

A final mechanism which ensures dialogue and coordination is provided by the opinions
which the regulatory authorities for the banking, insurance, and telecommunications sector
(respectively, Bank of Italy, Institute for the Supervision of Insurance and AGCOM) are
required to issue when the ICA intends to adopt a decision involving companies active in
the respective sectors. These opinions are mandatory, and while the ICA may deviate from
it, it may only do so by explaining the reasons for such a deviation. It is submitted that the
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role of the opinions would be strengthened if the regulatory authorities were required to
publish them.

The ICA’s decisions in the competition and consumer protection domains are reviewed
by the TAR Lazio and, on appeal, by the Council of State, Italy’s Supreme Administrative
Court.6 The same judicial review framework applies to AGCOM’s decisions, while IDPA’s
decisions are reviewed by ordinary civil courts.

6 Judgments by the Supreme Administrative Court are subject only to: (i) appeals to the Italian Supreme
Court (Corte di Cassazione) on jurisdictional grounds; and (ii) appeals for revocation, only on exceptional
specific grounds set out in Article 396 of the Italian Civil Code of Procedure.
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Luxembourg

Pierre Barthelmé et Mattia Melloni*

A La politique de concurrence à l’ère du numérique: changement

de point focal?

1. Quelles sont les affaires les plus importantes relatives à l’économie numérique (qui
ont trait aux prestataires de services numériques ou à la concurrence entre ces
opérateurs et des opérateurs économiques traditionnels) dont votre autorité de
concurrence a eu à connaitre?
Trois affaires en relation avec l’économie numérique ont, jusqu’à présent, été traitées

devant le Conseil de la concurrence du Luxembourg (ci-après: le “Conseil”), à savoir
l’affaire Etix,1 l’affaire Amazon I2 et l’affaire Webtaxi.3 Deux affaires sont en cours devant
le Conseil, à savoir les affaires Amazon II et III.

1a.

Non, mais elles ont souligné une fois de plus que l’économie numérique ne se soustrait
pas aux règles européennes et nationales de concurrence, que le Conseil est censé faire
respecter sur le territoire du Grand-Duché.

Ainsi, l’affaire Etix (Décision du 5 décembre 2016 No. 2016-RP-09) qui s’est conclue
avec le classement sans suites d’une plainte pour abus de position dominante à l’encontre
du Centre de musique amplifiée (“CMA”), concernait la vente “sur une plateforme de
billetterie appelée Etix” des tickets pour concerts de musique contemporaine et classique
(Zucchero, Ben Arper, Bryan Adams, Le lac des cygnes etc…).

L’affaire Amazon I (Décision du 21 juin 2017 n°2017/C/02), qui s’est conclue avec le
classement sans suites d’une plainte pour abus de position dominante déposée contre
Amazon Services Europe S.àr.l., a permis au Conseil d’examiner pour la première fois le
fonctionnement d’un marché biface caractérisé par le marché en amont de la fourniture

* Pierre Barthelmé, President of the Luxembourg Competition Council (pierre.barthelme@concurrence.etat.lu);
Mattia Melloni, Member of the Luxembourg Competition Council (mattia.melloni@concurrence.etat.lu).
Toutes les pages Web ont été consultées pour la dernière fois le 26 février 2020.

1 Décision Conseil du 5 décembre 2016 2016/RP/09.
2 Décision Conseil du 21 juin 2017 2017/C/02.
3 Décision du Conseil du 7 juin 2018 2018/FO/01.
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de services de plateforme aux vendeurs indépendants et par le marché en aval de la vente
de produits divers, marché sur lequel Amazon peut se retrouver en concurrence avec les
vendeurs indépendants actifs sur ses sites Internet.

Enfin, l’affaire Webtaxi (Décision du 7 juin 2018 n°2018/FO/01) a permis au Conseil
d’exempter un accord de fixation des prix entre la société Webtaxi et ses adhérents. Le
système de réservation préalable de taxis au Luxembourg, qui proposait via une centrale
de réservation, non seulement des taxis de Webtaxi, mais également ceux d’entreprises
concurrentes adhérentes moyennant un loyer mensuel, déterminait le prix de chaque
course via un algorithme qui tenait compte de variables prédéterminées (prix par kilomètre,
prise en charge, longueur de la course, état de la circulation), tout en offrant au
consommateur une réduction importante du prix de chaque course.

1b.

Deux nouvelles affaires sont actuellement en cours d’instruction par un conseiller, tel que
désigné par le Président du Conseil. Il s’agit de deux affaires ciblant Amazon (Amazon II
et Amazon III), dans lesquelles deux vendeurs utilisant les services d’Amazon Marketplace,
allèguent que les conditions générales des contrats de vente d’Amazon Marketplace ainsi
que les pratiques commerciales générales d’Amazon constitueraient un abus de sa position
dominante sur le marché des services en ligne. Les plaignants font valoir, devant le Conseil,
plusieurs violations: différentes dispositions contractuelles en matière de responsabilité et
de confidentialité seraient injustes et biaisées; des modifications unilatérales et rétroactives
des conditions commerciales; la perturbation unilatérale et rétroactive des services; la
clôture unilatérale et de manière opaque des comptes des vendeurs; des modifications
inexpliquées des prix et des délais de livraison; le gel puis la destruction des stocks après
clôture des comptes. Les deux enquêtes portent donc sur des prétendus abus d’exclusion
ou d’exploitation, contraires à l’article 102 du Traité sur le fonctionnement de l’Union
européenne (ci-après: “TFUE”) ainsi qu’à l’article 5 de la loi modifiée du 23 octobre 2011
relative à la concurrence (ci-après: la “Loi”).

2. Est-ce que votre autorité de concurrence a adapté sa stratégie d’applicationdudroit
de la concurrence afinde saisir les évolutions constatées sur lesmarchésnumériques?
Non.
Toutefois, le 2 octobre 2019, le Conseil a adopté conjointement avec les autres autorités

de concurrence des pays du Benelux, à savoir les autorités belge et néerlandaise, un
mémorandum qui met en lumière les difficultés auxquelles le droit de la concurrence est
exposé face au développement rapide des marchés du numérique. Ce Joint Memorandum
axe les débats autour de trois volets, à savoir les concentrations à l’ère numérique, un
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système ex ante de conseil à destination des marchés à évolution rapide – comme ceux
concernés par la révolution du numérique – et enfin, l’introduction possible d’un instrument
ex ante prévoyant des engagements contraignants même en l’absence de caractérisation
d’une infraction.

Ce mémorandum constitue un outil important pour la future pratique décisionnelle
du Conseil au regard des marchés à évolution rapide, comme ceux du digital.

2a.

Voir réponse à la question Q.2.

2b.

Le Conseil n’a pas de pouvoir réglementaire mais peut adopter des textes tels que des lignes
directrices ou des communications (“soft law”). Il n’a toutefois pas encore utilisé cette
possibilité concernant les évolutions dans le monde du digital.

2c.

Une récente intervention du Président lors de la journée luxembourgeoise du droit de la
concurrence a permis au Conseil de se pencher sur la relation entre droit de la concurrence
et marchés numériques. Ci-dessous en bref extrait de son intervention:

Le monde des plateformes en ligne présente des défis importants pour les
autorités de concurrence et ce défi est susceptible de s’accentuer au fil des
avancées technologiques potentiellement révolutionnaires: véhicules autonomes,
drones et intelligence artificielle toujours plus sophistiquée. Si les plates-formes
en ligne offrent d’énormes avantages aux consommateurs, le droit de la
concurrence – et l’article 102 du TFUE en particulier – doit être utilisé de
manière appropriée pour minimiser les effets anticoncurrentiels potentiels,
sans pour autant faire perdre aux consommateurs leurs avantages incontestables.
Je pense que l’action de la Commission européenne dans les dossiers Google,
et, potentiellement, Amazon, tout comme les procédures auprès de nombreuses
ANC impliquant des entreprises comme Amazon, Facebook ou Booking
montrent le chemin et démontrent que les règles traditionnelles du droit de la
concurrence restent pertinentes. En guise de conclusion laissez- moi vous dire
ceci: Dans une mesure plus ou moins grande, toutes les entreprises ont
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aujourd’hui une dimension numérique dans leur activité quotidienne.
Personnellement, je pense qu’un nouveau « droit de la concurrence numérique »
ne s’impose pas. Il est suffisant d’appliquer les règles existantes. Or, les nouveaux
défis étant surtout d’ordre méthodologique, il faudra demain recourir davantage
aux analyses de cas en cas et, si nécessaire, à des adaptations méthodologiques
ponctuelles pour évaluer les faits relevant du droit de la concurrence dans le
monde numérique. L’important est que le droit de la concurrence ne soit pas
« politisé » et que l’on n’en abuse pas, à des fins de politique régionale ou
industrielle.

3. Est-ce que votre autorité de concurrence emploie le critère de bien-être du
consommateur comme finalité assignée au droit de la concurrence?
En principe oui. Toutefois, d’autres finalités ont également été prises en compte par le

Conseil comme, par exemple, la promotion de l’efficacité économique ou le principe de
loyauté, qui suppose un respect équivalent des règles de concurrence par les entreprises
opérant sur un même marché.

3a.

Elle ne s’applique pas.

3b.

Le bien-être du consommateur représente pour le Conseil le principal standard de mise
en œuvre du droit de la concurrence (national et européen).

3c.

Oui. Par exemple, dans l’affaire Webtaxi, l’algorithme utilisé par la centrale de réservation
produisait un bénéfice pour le consommateur en ce qu’il était capable de proposer un
service moins onéreux par l’application de critères neutres et objectifs, comme, par exemple,
le calcul du tarif kilométrique de base à 2,50€, là où les concurrents directes affichaient un
tarif par kilomètre qui variait entre 2,80€ et 3,30€, induisant dès lors une réduction nette
des prix pour chaque course.4

4 Voir la décision Webtaxi, précitée, para 34 et 86.
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B La définition du marché et le pouvoir de marché

4. Comment votre autorité de concurrence définit-elle lemarché à l’égard des acteurs
de l’économie numérique?
En règle générale, nous avons constaté qu’il n’est pas aisé de définir le marché pertinent

dans les secteurs du numérique du fait notamment du caractère multiface des plateformes
ainsi que du fait que les entreprises du numérique sont souvent à la fois concurrents et
partenaires.5

4a.

Ce sont les critères classiques du prix, du produit/service et de la zone géographique, aucun
nouveau critère ayant été utilisé jusqu’à présent.

Ainsi, dans la décision Amazon I, le Conseil s’était longuement penché sur la définition
du marché de produits. Le Conseil avait tout d’abord constaté que le marché concerné
était un marché biface et que la méthode de détermination classique du marché pertinent
n’était pas facilement transposable au cas des marchés multifaces.6 Ensuite, il avait distingué
deux marchés de services pertinents. D’une part, le marché en amont sur lequel Amazon
offrait des services de plateforme aux vendeurs qui vendaient leurs produits sur les sites
Amazon (1er marché de services), ce qui permettait auxdits vendeurs d’avoir une visibilité
importante et à Amazon de leur offrir des services complémentaires relatifs aux transactions
générées sur ses sites. D’autre part, le marché en aval sur lequel Amazon offrait des services
aux clients finals (2ème marché de services). Or, en l’espèce, les faits reprochés à Amazon
concernaient la relation entre ce dernier et un vendeur tiers et reposaient sur l’hypothèse
d’un abus de position dominante d’Amazon, contraire à l’article 102 du TFUE et 5 de la
Loi, sur le “marché des services de plateforme sur lequel Amazon s’adresse aux vendeurs et
non sur le marché de détail des produits vendus en ligne”.7

S’agissant de la définition du marché géographique, le Conseil avait considéré dans la
décision Webtaxi que le marché de la réservation préalable d’un taxi était d’ordre national,
le client pouvant réserver un taxi à partir de n’importe quel lieu sur le territoire
luxembourgeois et quelle que soit la zone géographique de la licence d’exploitation du
taxi.8

5 Voir la décision Amazon I, précitée, para 30 et ss.
6 Voir la décision Amazon I, précitée, para 32.
7 Voir la décision Amazon I, précitée, para 38 et 39.
8 Voir la décision Webtaxi, précitée, para 54 et 55. Toutefois sur la définition géographique du marché pertinent

dans l’affaire Amazon I, le Conseil n’a pas pris de position car les éléments du dossier ne permettaient pas
au Conseil de prendre position. Voir la décision Amazon I précitée, para 40.
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Cela étant, le Conseil connaît actuellement des difficultés dans la détermination du
marché géographique dans les affaires Amazon II et Amazon III.

4b.

Non.

4c.

Non, pas jusqu’à présent.

4d.

Jusqu’à présent non.

5. Dans la pratique, comment votre autorité de la concurrence définit-elle le pouvoir
de marché dans les affaires qui impliquent des acteurs de l’économie numérique?
Le Conseil n’a jusqu’à présent pas d’expérience en termes de traitement d’une position

dominante détenue par des entreprises sur des marchés numériques, ni de leur pouvoir
de marché. Toutefois pour le traitement de la position dominante pour une entreprise
opérant dans les marchés numériques rien ne s’opposerait à recourir aux critères classiques
pour mesurer la position de l’entreprise sur le marché pertinent (parts de marché, barrières
à l’entrée, concurrence potentielle, mesures comportementales etc.).

5a.

Voir réponse précédente.

5b.

Oui, surtout si l’entreprise détient une position dominante sur le marché A et commet
l’abus sur le marché B, ce dernier étant étroitement connexe au marché A, d’après une
jurisprudence bien établie de la Cour de Justice de l’Union (Tetra Pak II et British Airways).9

Toutefois, le Conseil n’a pas eu l’occasion de traiter cette question.

9 Voir les arrêts du Tribunal du 6 octobre 1994 T/83/91 – Tetra Pak/Commission, ECLI:EU: T:1994:246; et
du 17 décembre 2003 T/219/99 – British Airways/Commission, ECLI:EU: T:2003:343.
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5c.

Oui, en tant que facteur pour établir la position dominante ou le pouvoir de marché.
Toutefois, le Conseil n’a pas eu l’occasion de traiter cette question.

5d.

En principe non. Toutefois, le Conseil n’a pas eu l’occasion de traiter cette question.

6. Avez-vous remarquédesdifférences entre les examens ex-post (cas d’abusdeposition
dominante) et les examens ex-ante (cas de contrôles des concentrations) dans le
cadre de la définition du marché pertinent et de la détermination du pouvoir de
marché?
Le Luxembourg n’ayant pas introduit de contrôle des concentrations, il est impossible

de répondre à la question.

C Pratiques anticoncurrentielles dans l’économie numérique

7. Quelles sont les pratiques propres au marché numérique ou impliquant des
entreprises numériques qui ont été analysées dans le cadre de décisions adoptées
dans votre juridiction?

7a.

Dans l’affaire Webtaxi, qui touchait à la question de fixation de prix par un algorithme, le
Conseil a considéré qu’une telle fixation représentait une restriction de la concurrence par
“objet” contraire à l’article 3 de la Loi. Toutefois cette restriction se justifiait aux termes
de l’article 4 de la Loi, comme il sera démontré dans les réponses à la question 8 ci-dessous.10

7b.

Dans les deux affaires touchant à un prétendu abus de position dominante, à savoir les
décisions Etix et Amazon I susmentionnées, le Conseil a procédé à leur classement sans
autres suites.

10 Il convient de rappeler que l’article 101 du TFUE ne trouvait pas d’application dans la présente affaire, la
pratique anticoncurrentielle n’affectant notamment pas le commerce entre Etats membres.
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7c.

Voir réponse à la question 6.

8. Quelles sont les raisons qui ont été avancées par les entreprises concernées afin de
justifier des comportements anti-concurrentiels?

8a.

Dans l’affaire Webtaxi, les entreprises ont su démontrer l’existence de plusieurs gains
d’efficacité résultant directement de l’accord (1ère condition cumulative de l’article 4 de
la Loi). Tout d’abord, l’accord permettait de diminuer les voyages à vide des exploitants
de taxi dès lors que la centrale de réservation affectait à la commande le taxi le plus proche
du lieu de prise en charge.11

Les entreprises ont également su démontrer qu’une partie équitable du profit était
réservée aux consommateurs (2ème condition cumulative de l’article 4 de la Loi). En termes
d’effets quantitatifs bénéficiant aux consommateurs, l’algorithme utilisé par la centrale de
réservation permettait notamment de proposer un service moins onéreux aux clients,
reposant sur des critères neutres et objectifs tels qu’un tarif kilométrique dégressif à mesure
que la distance de la course augmentait, alors qu’en termes d’effets qualitatifs bénéfiques
aux consommateurs, l’algorithme permettait d’affecter au client le taxi le plus proche grâce
au suivi GPS continu des taxis.12

Les entreprises ont ensuite su démontrer que les restrictions à la concurrence
ressortissant de l’accord de fixation de prix calculé grâce à un algorithme étaient
indispensables pour obtenir les bénéfices induits de l’accord (3ème condition cumulative
de la Loi). En l’espèce, selon les entreprises, l’intérêt de la centrale de réservation résiderait
dans l’offre et l’application d’un prix uniforme calculé par l’algorithme et permettant
notamment l’affectation du chauffeur le plus proche du lieu de prise en charge. Sans ce
prix uniforme, le client n’aurait aucun intérêt à recourir aux services prestés dans le cadre
de la centrale. En ayant recours à la centrale le consommateur ne cherche pas un “bien de
sélection”, mais choisit une prestation correspondant à un trajet dont le prix est fixé à
l’avance.13 Un autre avantage du modèle économique du prix uniformisé connu d’avance
par le client consistait à anéantir le risque lié aux aléas d’une course, ce risque étant
exclusivement supporté par la centrale de réservation. Ainsi, dans l’hypothèse d’un
embouteillage, le surplus de temps occupé pour effectuer ce trajet serait pris en charge par

11 Voir la décision Webtaxi, précitée, para 83.
12 Ibid., para 86 et 87.
13 Ibid., para 88 et 89.
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l’opérateur et non par le client, le prix du trajet ayant déjà été fixé avant même le début de
celui-ci. Le recours à l’algorithme permettait de transférer une partie du risque inhérent
aux conditions de circulation sur la centrale de réservation, permettant ainsi un gain net
sur les prix pour le consommateur. En revanche, dans l’hypothèse d’une fixation des prix
par taximètre, le consommateur prendrait en charge ce risque.14

Enfin, les entreprises ont démontré que la restriction de la concurrence sur le marché
en cause n’était pas substantielle (4ème condition cumulative de la Loi), la centrale
n’impliquant que 26% des taxis luxembourgeois.15

Dans l’affaire Amazon I, l’entreprise visée (Amazon) a fourni des justifications à la
cessation de la relation contractuelle avec le plaignant, en montrant notamment que ce
dernier avait mis en vente ou essayé de mettre en vente sur la plateforme Amazon.de des
articles non conformes aux politiques d’Amazon stipulées dans le contrat en cause, d’où
la résiliation unilatérale dudit contrat.16

8b.

Dans l’affaire Webtaxi, le Conseil avait entériné le premier et deuxième argument des
entreprises sur les gains d’efficacité de l’accord (1ère condition et 2ème condition cumulative
de l’article 4 de la Loi). S’agissant, en particulier, de l’existence de gains d’efficacité
ressortissant de l’accord, le Conseil avait constaté que la répartition des courses par la
centrale permettait de diminuer la pollution engendrée par la circulation du taxi et
participait en conséquence à la réduction des émissions de gaz à effets de serre. Au surplus,
l’accord permettait un accès maximal de la clientèle au secteur des taxis tout en permettant
à la centrale de réguler l’offre de taxis afin de l’adapter au mieux aux périodes de pointe
mais également durant les périodes creuses durant lesquelles la demande était plus faible.
La certitude pour un client de pouvoir bénéficier d’un service de taxi via la centrale de
réservation, de manière continue, participait ainsi à la valorisation du secteur. Le Conseil
avait également retenu que l’image de marque Webtaxi participait à l’augmentation des
standards de confort et d’exigence des taxis voyageant sous l’enseigne de la centrale, assurant
un service de qualité uniforme.17 S’agissant de la 3ème condition présentée par les entreprises
sur le caractère indispensable de l’accord de fixation des prix, le Conseil avait entériné les
différents arguments présentés par celles-ci. Il en va de même également pour la 4ème et
dernière condition présentée par les entreprises au Conseil.18

14 Ibid., para 92.
15 Ibid., para 67 et 95.
16 Ibid., para 47.
17 Ibid., para 83, 84 et 87.
18 Ibid., para 95.
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Dans l’affaire Amazon I, le Conseil avait constaté que la résiliation du contrat était
objectivement justifiée et que, en tout état de cause, il ne ressortait pas du dossier
qu’Amazon avait ou aurait eu un intérêt à évincer un concurrent comme le plaignant,
vendeur d’articles électroniques, du marché des services de plateforme (le marché en
amont) qu’offrait Amazon, alors que le modèle économique d’Amazon lui-même reposait
sur la coexistence dans ledit marché de nombreux vendeurs.19

8c.

Le caractère multiface du marché avait été examiné dans l’affaire Amazon I. Toutefois, le
Conseil n’avait établi aucun comportement abusif de la part de l’entreprise visée, d’où
l’absence d’analyse d’une justification à l’abus, y compris, d’éventuelles justifications liées
aux efficacités économiques.

8d.

Jusqu’à présent non. Toutefois cela n’est pas exclu à l’avenir.

9. Avez-vouspu remarquer lanaissancede théories dupréjudice spécifiques au contexte
numérique?
Aucune théorie du préjudice spécifique n’a pu être constatée car parmi les 3 décisions

rendues jusqu’à présent par le Conseil, deux décisions ont fait l’objet d’un classement sans
suite (Etix et Amazon I) et dans l’autre décision (Webtaxi) le Conseil a constaté que l’accord
était justifié à la lumière des quatre conditions reprises à l’article 4 de la Loi et évoquées à
la question 8 ci-dessus.

9a.

Voir réponse ci-dessus.

9b.

Voir réponse ci-dessus.

19 Voir la décision Amazon, précitée, para 52.
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9c.

Voir réponse ci-dessus.

10. Quels sont les remèdes utilisés dans les affaires relatives aux marchés numérique?
Ces remèdes sont-ils différents des remèdes applicables à d’autres marchés?
Les mêmes remèdes que l’on pourrait appliquer dans d’autres affaires qui ne concernent

pas les marchés numériques. Toutefois, le Conseil n’a pour l’instant adopté aucune décision
touchant aux marchés numériques dans laquelle des remèdes ont été adoptés, que ce soit
sous forme d’engagements proposés par les entreprises ou sous forme de mesures
structurelles ou comportementales imposées par le Conseil aux entreprises.

D Chevauchement léglislatifs et diffultés liées à l’application du

droit de la concurrence

11. Enpratique, avez-vous constaté l’existence de chevauchements réglementaires entre
les réglementations ex-ante destinées à régir le comportement des acteurs sur le
marché – ce qui inclut notamment les règles relatives à la protection du
consommateur, la proposition de règlement sur les plateformes numériques, le
RGPD, le Règlement sur le blocage géographique, la Directive vie privée et
communications électroniques ou la proposition de règlement vie privée et
communications électroniques ainsi que les instruments législatifs nationaux
similaires relatifs aux clauses de la nation la plus favorisée– et la pratiquedéveloppée
par les autorités de la concurrence dans le cadre de l’application du droit de la
concurrence?

11a.

Non, pas pour l’instant. Le Conseil reste toutefois attentif à cette possibilité. Ainsi, le Conseil
suit de près la réaction de ses homologues européens face à l’expiration future des
engagements pris par Booking.com et Expedia concernant les clauses de la nation la plus
favorisée. En outre, le Conseil continue de s’intéresser aux formes potentielles de ces clauses
et à leur impact sur les marchés.

12. Dans votre juridiction, quelles sont les autorités responsables de l’application du
droit de la concurrence dans le contexte de l’économie numérique?
Le Conseil de la concurrence.
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12a.

Pour le RGDP, c’est la Commission nationale pour la protection des données (« CNPD
»). Pour le règlement sur le blocage géographique, c’est le centre européen des
consommateurs Luxembourg.

12b.

Voir réponse ci-dessous.

12c.

Oui, mais de manière informelle, aucune disposition spécifique reprise dans la Loi ou dans
d’autres textes législatifs nationaux prévoient une telle coopération.

12d.

Oui, toute décision du Conseil en formation collégiale peut faire l’objet d’un recours devant
le Tribunal administratif (en premier ressort) et devant la Cour administrative (en dernier
ressort). Dans les deux cas, les juges administratifs exercent un contrôle de pleine juridiction
sur les décisions du Conseil. Les juridictions administratives (le Tribunal administratif et
la Cour administrative) sont également compétentes pour toiser les amendes imposées
par la CNPD. En revanche, pour les litiges surgissant en matière de blocage géographique,
c’est le juge civil qui est compétent, à savoir le président de la chambre du Tribunal
d’arrondissement siégeant en matière commerciale.
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The Netherlands

A. Gerbrandy, H-J. Albers, A. van der Beek, H. Kooijman, M. Kuijper, A. Looijestijn-Clearie,
E. Oude Elferink, R. Repasi, M. Temme and H. Vedder*

Introduction

In response to the challenges of the digital economy, national competition authorities
cannot yet rely on clear guidance from the European Commission or the Court of Justice.
Within this setting, the Dutch competition authority, the ‘Authority for Consumers and
Markets’ (ACM),1 has recently shifted gears. It has expressly designated the digital economy
as one of its top priorities, not only for competition law, but also with regard to its
telecommunication and consumer protection tasks.2 ACM wants to be leading in this field,
while stressing the importance of close cooperation with the European Commission and
other competition authorities.3 So far, however, only a few cases with relevance for the
digital economy have been made public. Very few resulted in a final decision. Therefore,
this report also includes market studies and other policy papers, summaries of which are
provided in the boxes included in the text. Where possible, we refer to the English versions
of these documents.

* Anna Gerbrandy is a professor of Competition Law at Utrecht University and a deputy judge at the Trade
and Industry Appeals Tribunal. She was (academic) advisor on ACM’s Appstore market study. Henk-Jaap
Albers is a judge at the Trade and Industry Appeals Tribunal. Annemieke van der Beek is a partner at
Kennedy Van der Laan. Hanneke Kooijman is an attorney-at-law at Brinkhof. Marc Kuijper is a partner at
Dentons Boekel. Anne Looijestijn-Clearie is a senior lecturer at Radboud University Nijmegen. Edmon
Oude Elferink is a partner at CMS. Hans Vedder is a professor of Economic Law at the University of
Groningen and a deputy judge in the Leeuwarden Appeals Court. Aron Bouman is a casehandler and Anke
Prompers is Head of Litigation at the legal service department of ACM. Special thanks go to Giancarlo
Piscitelli and Clio Zois. The members of the working group participated in their personal capacity. All web
pages in this report were last accessed on February 26, 2020. Support by Anke Prompers and Aron Bouman.

1 Following ACM’s example, we use ‘ACM’ as abbreviation (not ‘the ACM’).
2 ACM, created on 1 April 2013, is a merger of the Consumer Authority, the Post and Telecommunications

Authority and the Competition Authority, charged with enforcement of (EU and national) competition
law, as well as sector-specific regulation and consumer protection laws. The Dutch Competition Act came
into force in 1998 and mirrors European competition rules. National competition law is often applied in
conjunction with EU provisions and is, in practice, for a large part ‘Europeanised’.

3 Cees Dekker, Anna Gerbrandy and Gunnar Niels, ‘Wij staan op het punt om uit het peloton te demarreren
naar de koplopers- Interview met Martijn Snoep’, M&M, 2019, No. 3, pp. 87-95.
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A Competition policy in the digital economy: a shift in focus?

1. What are the main cases dealing with the digital economy (focusing on digital
businesses or on the competition between digital businesses and incumbent
operators) initiated and completed by your competition authority?
ACM has indicated that the digital economy is one of its top priorities for 2018 and

2019.4 It is expected that this will lead to new cases. So far, however, ACM has taken a
decision dealing with the digital economy explicitly in only two cases:

Thuisbezorgd.nl

A small cafeteria requested enforcement action against the online meal order platform
Thuisbezorgd.nl. The complaint concerned a ‘narrow across platform price parity’ clause,
which formed part of Thuisbezorgd.nl’s general terms and conditions. The clause stipulated
that restaurants affiliated to Thuisbezorgd.nl agreed to charge the same prices on their
own sales channels and on the website of Thuisbezorgd.nl. The restaurants were, however,
free to charge different prices on other websites or platforms. According to the cafeteria,
this clause infringed Dutch competition law.

In response to the complaint, ACM carried out an initial investigation. Its analysis
showed that there are many ways in which consumers can order meals. Furthermore,
restaurants affiliated to Thuisbezorgd.nl have a margin to differentiate in terms of the price
of delivered meals, despite the price parity clause.

On this basis ACM concluded that the narrow price parity clause applied by
Thuisbezorgd.nl does not harm consumer welfare. ACM decided not to undertake further
investigations.5

LegalDutch

LegalDutch is a price-comparison website that brings together clients and lawyers. It
claimed to be the largest Dutch purchasing platform for legal services. LegalDutch requested
ACM to take action against the Netherlands Bar Association (NOvA).

The complaint concerned the so-called ‘transaction fee rule’. This rule prevents lawyers
practising in the Netherlands from receiving payments for securing cases. LegalDutch

4 ACM’s key priorities for 2018 and 2019: digital economy, green energy, prescription drug prices, and ports,
13 February 2018: https://www.acm.nl/en/publications/acms-key-priorities-2018-and-2019-digital-economy-
green-energy-prescription-drug-prices-and-ports.

5 Case number 15.1073.53.ACM/DM/2016/207286, 18 November 2016: https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/
files/old_publication/publicaties/16836_besluit-thuisbezorgd-english-new.pdf.
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argued that the existing uncertainty over the interpretation of this rule by NOvA prevented
price-comparison websites for lawyers from getting off the ground, infringing competition
law.

ACM launched an initial investigation into the ‘transaction fee rule’. It concluded that
this rule, in combination with the contested explanation, prevents lawyers from using an
online platform where they have to pay a fee per case. This can deter lawyers from using
such platforms. ACM informed NOvA of its findings and, subsequently, NOvA publicly
clarified its interpretation of the provision.6

ACM found that no further action was necessary.7

1a.

Firstly, in these cases ACM noted that indirect network effects are a typical feature of
online platforms. In Thuisbezorgd.nl ACM discussed the network effects of online platforms
for the delivery of meals. In LegalDutch ACM noted that similar effects apply to the
price-comparison websites for lawyers.

Secondly, in both cases ACM set out its prioritisation policy,8 recalling that (also in the
digital economy) it prioritises cases based on the harmfulness of the conduct for consumer
welfare, the significance of its action and the extent to which ACM action will be efficient
and effective.

1b.

At present, there are two cases known to be pending and several market studies worth
mentioning.9 The first case is an investigation into (vertical) pricing agreements:

6 See: http://regelgeving.advocatenorde.nl/content/regel-2-onafhankelijkheid-partijdigheid-geen-provisie.
7 Case number ACM/17/012061, 14 December 2018: https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/2019-

01/besluit-handhavingsverzoek-legal-dutch.pdf.
8 Prioritisation policy, 18 March 2016: https://www.acm.nl/en/publications/publication/16182/Prioritization-

of-enforcement-investigations-by-ACM/.
9 Also note an article (written on personal title) on ACM’s website: “Price effects of non-brand bidding

agreements in the Dutch hotel sector”, 7 June 2019: https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/2019-
06/working-paper-acm-price-effects-of-search-advertisement-restrictions.pdf.
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Ongoing investigation into vertical pricing agreements

In December 2018, ACM started an investigation into (vertical) pricing agreements between
manufacturers of goods and retailers.10 ACM suspects that ‘certain manufacturers’ of
consumer goods such as television sets, bicycles and fashion items, are imposing minimum
sales prices on retail stores which sell online. Allegedly, minimum prices are imposed at
the request of brick-and-mortar stores that find it difficult to compete with the lower prices
offered by online stores, to protect their own position on the market. Presently, no
additional information is available.

The second case is the Apple App Store case, which was the direct result of a market
study into appstores:11

Ongoing investigation into Apple App store

On 11 April 2019, ACM started an investigation into the Apple App Store12 as a follow-up
to its 2019 market study into mobile appstores. The investigation focuses on Dutch apps
for news media that are offered in Apple’s App Store. In response to complaints about the
Apple App Store, ACM focuses on Apple, but it cannot be excluded that ACM will expand
its investigation to also cover Google’s Play Store at a later stage. Presently, no additional
information is available.

Two further market studies are relevant:

Market study ‘Fintechs in the payment system. The risk of foreclosure’

Tech companies in the financial sector need access to their customers’ payment accounts.
Previously, this information was only available to the banks. However, under the Revised
Directive on Payment Services of 13 January 2018,13 providers other than the customer’s
own bank also have access to that information. To gain access, payment service providers
have to meet certain conditions. These are to be laid down by the suppliers of the payment
systems.

10 “ACM onderzoekt prijsafspraken tussen fabrikanten en winkeliers consumentengoederen”, 27 December
2018: https://www.acm.nl/nl/publicaties/acm-onderzoekt-prijsafspraken-tussen-fabrikanten-en-winkeliers-
consumentengoederen.

11 See Market study into mobile appstores, 11 April 2019: https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/
market-study-into-mobile-app-stores.pdf.

12 “ACM launches investigation into abuse of dominance by Apple in its App Store”, 11 April 2019: https://
www.acm.nl/en/publications/acm-launches-investigation-abuse-dominance-apple-its-app-store.

13 Directive (EU) 2015/2366 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November 2015, OJ 2015,
L337/35.
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In its market study of 19 December 2017 ACM concludes, inter alia, that there is a risk
of foreclosure of new providers of payment services.14

So far, no follow-up actions have made public.

Market study ‘Taking a closer look at online video platforms’

In this market study of 22 Augustus 2017 ACM analyses possible anti-competitive risks
to consumer welfare.15 The document is structured like a traditional competition law
analysis: relevant markets are defined, market shares are calculated and ACM uses a set
of theories of harm. ACM investigates the complex multi-sided markets in which online
video platforms are active. It encounters difficulties in determining the market power of
players such as YouTube and Facebook. ACM concluded that even though Google and
Facebook hold substantial positions in the relevant markets, the dynamic and innovative
nature of these markets ensures that they remain competitive. Google and Facebook are
not found to have a dominant position.

No follow up actions have been made public.

2. Has your competition authority adapted its enforcement practices in order to keep
up with the pace of digital markets?

2a.

ACM announced its first formal investigations only recently.16 Policy documents show
how apparently ACM has moved towards a more activist ambition. This is also reflected
in the way ACM views the challenges posed by ‘big tech’-companies.

The first of these relevant documents is a 2016 research document:

14 Fintech market study, 19 December 2017: https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/2018-02/acm-
study-fintechs-in-the-payment-market-the-risk-of-foreclosure.pdf.

15 Market study online video platforms, 22 August 2017: https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/
2017-10/acm-a-closer-look-at-online-video-platforms-2017-10-16.pdf.

16 The investigation into vertical pricing agreements from 27 December 2018; The investigation into Apple
App store from 11 April 2019.
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Research document ‘Big Platforms, Big Trouble?’

In this research document of 21 September 2016 ACM focused on gaining knowledge of
digital markets and online platforms.17 ACM is confident that it can apply competition
law successfully when required, but is, at the same time, aware that defining the relevant
market and ensuring a timely enforcement is specially challenging. ACM states, however,
that its biggest challenge would be to determine whether there is a competition problem
at all. ‘Big tech’ may be creating problems, but they are also creating huge benefits for
consumers.

In 2017 ACM published its market study into online video platforms.18 The study
confirms the focus on consumer welfare, but it also shows the difficulty of carrying out a
competition law analysis of the digital economy.

More recently, like other NCA’s, ACM seems to have reconsidered its position. Perhaps
the challenges posed by digital markets cannot be resolved by competition law alone, and
what is required is additional legislation or a change of perspective. In 2018 ACM states
that it is in favour of an evaluation of the current balance of ex post competition law and
ex ante regulation, preferably at a European level.19 The Dutch legislator has followed up
on this request.20 The new approach is set out in a 2019 market study:

Market study into mobile appstores

In this study, published on 11 April 2019, ACM focused on the two largest appstores,
Google’s Play Store and Apples’ App Store.21 With regard to these appstores’ market
behaviour, ACM identifies three potential types of conduct that may warrant a further
investigation: (1) Apple and Google may favour their own apps over apps from competing
app providers; (2) in certain instances comparable apps may be treated differently; and (3)
Google and Apple may not be transparent in their communication with app developers.

ACM does not take a pure competition law perspective. There is no focus on a relevant
market. Instead, ACM looks at the Apple and Google ‘ecosystems’. It does not calculate
market shares, but considers whether Apple and Google are ‘gatekeepers’, i.e. whether they
control access to their respective appstores. ACM analyses whether the platforms create

17 Research document “Grote platforms, grote problemen?”, 21 September 2016: https://www.acm.nl/nl/
publicaties/publicatie/16333/Grote-platforms-grote-problemen.

18 ACM Market study online video platforms, 22 August 2017.
19 InSight 2018: https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/2018-04/insight-2018.pdf.
20 Kamerbrief, “Toekomstbestendigheid van het mededingingsinstrumentarium in relatie tot online platforms”

17 May 2019: https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/kamerstukken/2019/05/17/kamerbrief-over-
toekomstbestendigheid-van-het-mededingingsinstrumentarium-in-relatie-tot-online-platforms.

21 Market study into mobile appstores, 11 April 2019: https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/
market-study-into-mobile-app-stores.pdf.
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‘a bottleneck’ for app developers, and includes considerations concerning the relevant
public interests of both competitors and consumers.

The study led to the investigation into a possible abuse by Apple in its App Store. No
further actions have been taken yet.

In conclusion, ACM seems to be in the process of gaining a better understanding of
complicated digital markets and is changing its enforcement practices. It appears to be
‘zooming out’ from its specific legal competencies and advocating for the use of ex ante
instruments. Though this undoubtedly helps ACM in gaining knowledge of these markets
and in shaping its response accordingly, this approach also has drawbacks as it may cause
the companies that are the subject of such market studies to face legal uncertainty for
extended periods of time.

2b.

There are no specific guidelines for digital businesses; the research document on big
platforms, however, contains some indications.22 ACM has also adopted new versions of
its guidelines on horizontal cooperation and vertical restraints,23 which contain examples
of prohibited practices in digital markets (restrictions of online sales, online advertising
and price differentiation between online and offline retail channels). Furthermore, the
Dutch legislator is advocating changes to the enforcement tools and guidelines for
competition authorities at the EU level.24

2c.

The Ministry published a ‘discussion paper’ on 19 December 2018, setting out the challenges
of competition law and online platforms.25 It asked whether competition law should be
modified (and if so, how) and whether there is added value in introducing ex ante regulation
of online platforms (and if so, what kind).

22 Research document “Grote platforms, grote problemen?”, 21 September 2016.
23 “Leidraad Samenwerking tussen Concurrenten”; “Leidraad Afspraken tussen leveranciers en afnemers”,

26 February 2019: https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/leidraad-samenwerking-tussen-
concurrenten.pdf; https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/leidraad-afspraken-tussen-leveranciers
-en-afnemers.pdf.

24 Kamerbrief, “Toekomstbestendigheid van het mededingingsinstrumentarium in relatie tot online platforms”
17 May 2019.

25 Ministerie van Economische Zaken en Klimaat, “Discussienotitie: toekomstbestendigheid mededingingsbeleid
in relatie tot online platforms”, 19 December 2018: https://www.internetconsultatie.nl/mededinging_
platforms.
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Two days after the consultation closed, on 3 February 2019, a Member of the Dutch
Parliament submitted a memorandum proposing far-reaching measures for dealing with
‘big tech’: a statutory cap on the market share of big tech; an obligation to share data; and
the possibility to stop tech companies from entering the European market following
multiple regulatory breaches.26 The Minister’s proposals, however, are somewhat different:

Minister of Economic Affairs and Climate Policy proposals in relation to platforms

In a Letter to Parliament of 17 May 2019, the Minister advocates changing competition
law in three areas, while stressing that these changes will have to be made on the EU level.27

First, a proposal for a new instrument for competition authorities is put forward, best
described perhaps as inspired by the ‘significant market power’-instrument in
telecommunications regulation, which, in turn, was inspired by the attempts to use
competition law to allow access to the incumbent’s telecommunications monopolies’
networks. The Minister labels this an ex ante measure (rather than ex post punishment).
To use this measure it is not necessary to establish dominance or abuse; a
‘gatekeeper-position’ – where using the platform is necessary for other companies to reach
their customers or for consumers to find products and services – is sufficient. The ex ante
measure can require a dominant platform to share specific data or to provide consumers
with a choice between its own services and the services of competitors.

Second, a proposal to change the current European guidelines to instruct national
authorities how to determine the relevant market in a digital context and how to establish
non-price related abuses.

Third, a (non-controversial) proposal to broaden the notification threshold for mergers
to include the value of the transaction, to prevent ‘killer acquisitions’.

A detailed elaboration of this ex ante measure has not been carried out yet. However,
ACM published a joint discussion paper with the Minister (8 August 2019), in which it
argued that under article 102 TFEU, dominance will still have to be established before the
appropriate ex ante remedies can be used, but that the burden of proof should be lightened
by introducing rebuttable, legal presumptions, particularly in the light of the non-punitive
character of the proposed ex ante instrument.28 Ideally such a tool would be available at
both national and EU level.

26 Kamerstukken II, 2018-2019, 35143, nr. 2: https://www.tweedekamer.nl/kamerstukken/detail?id=
2019Z02054&did=2019D04620.

27 Kamerbrief, “Toekomstbestendigheid van het mededingingsinstrumentarium in relatie tot online platforms”
17 May 2019: https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/kamerstukken/2019/05/17/kamerbrief-over-
toekomstbestendigheid-van-het-mededingingsinstrumentarium-in-relatie-tot-online-platforms.

28 See: https://www.acm.nl/en/publications/acm-supports-dutch-cabinets-call-additional-regulatory-tools-
regarding-online-platforms.
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3. Is your domestic competition lawusing the consumerwelfare standard as its specific
goal?

3a & b.

Until recently, question 3 would have to be answered with a ‘yes’. However, ACM has
changed its ‘strategy document’ and now seems to focus on the more general standard of
‘well-functioning markets’. ACM is a merger of previously separate authorities, and although
the Dutch Competition Act does not contain any prescribed goal for competition law, the
Act instituting ACM does: ACM has to promote well-functioning markets, ensure a proper
treatment of consumers, and promote and protect effective competition.

Until recently, in its policy documents ACM clearly put the interest of consumers first,
making consumer welfare the informal goal of competition law. The effect on consumers
has always been decisive in ACM’s decisions, although the interpretation of ‘consumer
welfare’ has turned out to be rather broad (ranging from price-based interests to innovation,
sustainability and product diversity).29 Also in its 2016 Prioritisation Document, ACM
explains that ‘consumer harm’ is not limited to pure financial harm to consumers and
direct buyers,30 but is a broader concept which includes any potential harm and social
harm that can be avoided or limited by taking enforcement action.

A general point for discussion is that a focus on consumer welfare may lead to less
enforcement action in the digital economy. On the one hand, big tech companies have
promoted consumer welfare with their free, high-quality services and it is, therefore,
difficult to see why enforcement action would be required. On the other hand, as a result
of the very nature of online platforms, competition as such may suffer, because of direct
and indirect network effects, which leads to ‘winner-takes-all’ positions.

ACM is, of course, aware of this and updated its ‘Strategy’, moving away from consumer
welfare and more towards “making markets work well”, in May 2019.31 This change could
mean that ACM may start more cases in which consumer harm is less prominent.

29 For example: “Analyse van duurzaamheidsafspraken ‘De Kip van Morgen’”, 26 January 2015: https://
www.acm.nl/nl/publicaties/publicatie/13758/Analyse-ACM-van-duurzaamheidsafspraken-Kip-van-Morgen;
“Analyse (…) in het kader van het SER energieakkoord”, 6 September 2013: https://www.acm.nl/sites/
default/files/old_publication/publicaties/12033_acm-notitie-sluiting-kolencentrales.pdf; Case 13.0512.22/
Bronovo-Medisch Centrum Haaglanden (MCH-Bronovo), 6 September 2013: https://www.acm.nl/sites/
default/files/old_publication/publicaties/11969_bronovo-mch-concentratiebesluit.pdf.

30 Prioritisation policy, 18 March 2016, p. 2.
31 See: https://www.acm.nl/en/about-acm/mission-vision-strategy/our-mission.
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3c.

In both Thuisbezorgd.nl and LegalDutch the main reason for not taking further action
was that the conduct was found not to adversely affect consumer welfare.32 However, the
changed Strategy notes that in prioritising “the economic harm, the importance of the
problem to society, and the best possible solution” are important.33 Perhaps the investigation
into the Apple App store is indicative of this change, as in this case consumer harm is less
obvious. In future cases, we expect that both consumer welfare as well as the protection
of competition as such are relevant.

B Market definition and market power

4. How does your competition authority define the market with regard to digital
economy players?
ACM does not mention explicitly that it defines the market in a different way with

regard to digital economy players. However, ACM publications show that the ‘traditional’
market definition for digital economy players is perceived as problematic (e.g. in a position
paper on big tech’s market power34) while the recent market study into appstores may
signal a new approach.

4a.

ACM relies on traditional criteria in assessing markets and market power for digital
economy players, but seems to use a more data-focused market test as an add-on to assess
market power.

In its research report of 2016 on ‘big platforms’ ACM considered that the definition
of the relevant market for ‘big platforms’ is somewhat different in that these actors are
active on more than one market. The SSNIP-test appears to be less useful.35 To remedy
this issue, ACM has conducted market studies to gather more information on digital
markets:

32 Case number 15.1073.53.ACM/DM/2016/207286, 18 November 2016; Case number ACM/17/012061,
14 December 2018.

33 ACM’s Strategy 2019: https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/acm-strategy-2019.pdf.
34 Position Paper, ‘Rondetafelgesprek over de marktdominantie van internet- en technologiebedrijven’, 31 January

2018, p. 2 https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/2018-02/positionpaper-acm-over-
marktdominantie-grote-tech-bedrijven.pdf.

35 Research document “Grote platforms, grote problemen?”, 21 September 2016.
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In the 2017 market study on online video platforms,36 ACM seems to rely on traditional
criteria, studying the different revenue models of online video platforms (what product
do they sell to whom) to determine on what sides of this multisided market the players
operate. However, in that same report, ACM also gives significant attention to whether
data collection by online video platform operators can give rise to market power and a
potential abuse thereof. ACM stresses that it is difficult to determine the price/value of a
product for the users of online video platforms (in particular when comparing ‘free’
platforms with paid-for content platforms).

In its 2017 market study on Fintechs,37 ACM also includes data in the definition of the
relevant market. When defining the relevant market, the study takes account of ‘what the
fintech needs from the bank to make its product functional’. Considering the information
on the payment accounts of customers ACM concludes that ‘relevant upstream market
(…) [is] the market for information about the payment accounts of a specific customer’.38

Then, in the 2019 market study on mobile appstores,39 ACM considers the ‘ecosystem’,
including the relationship between appstore and app provider and the impact of this
relationship on the availability of apps for the consumer. The study clarifies that it does
not ‘carry out a competition-law analysis, in which markets are defined’.40 The investigation
into the Apple App store considers the ‘gatekeeper’ function of the Apple App Store: ‘no
realistic alternatives to the App Store and Play Store exist, [giving] (…) in theory, Apple
and Google the opportunity to set unfair conditions’.41 It is as yet unclear whether this
represents a change or whether the ‘bottleneck’ function is to be a relevant criterion.

Considering the investigations that were closed, ACM seems to have applied a rather
‘traditional’ approach. In Thuisbezorgd.nl ACM refrained from defining a relevant market
but considered various markets such as the ‘market for delivered meals’ or the ‘market for
delivered and takeaway meals’ and when analysing these markets, it relied on traditional
price/product criteria42. In LegalDutch ACM defined a relevant market for lawyers’ services
on the basis of traditional criteria and did not deal specifically with the particularities of
data-focused markets.43

36 Market study online video platforms, 22 August 2017.
37 Fintech market study, 19 December 2017.
38 Ibid., pp. 26 and 29.
39 Market study into mobile appstores, 11 April 2019.
40 Ibid., pp. 17-18.
41 ACM launches investigation into abuse of dominance by Apple in its App Store, 11 April 2019.
42 Case number 15.1073.53.ACM/DM/2016/207286, 18 November 2016.
43 Case number ACM/17/012061, 14 December 2018.
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4b.

Relevant here is, first (and most recent), that in the App Store investigation ACM notes
that the battle fought by platform ecosystems is not about dominating markets, but about
becoming the default gateway to the internet (or internet-based services) and content for
a critical mass of users that can be monetised in various ways. Consequently, one and the
same platform may be important for very different companies with different business
models, if it has ‘bottleneck potential’. Competition with regard to this potential bottleneck
comes from a variety of different markets, which makes a traditional market definition
very difficult.

Second, when defining the markets in the market study into online video platforms,
ACM distinguished between transaction and non-transaction platforms. For transaction
platforms, it is sufficient to determine a single relevant market that covers both sides of
the platform. This is not necessarily the same for non-transaction platforms. There are
situations (e.g. free-to-air-television) that call for the identification of a relevant market
on both sides of the platform.44

Third, in Thuisbezorgd.nl,45 ACM considered the market for ‘delivered meals’ or
‘delivered and takeaway meals’ on the basis of the business model of the platform. This
methodology does not refer to any specific features of online platforms.

To conclude, there is no clear methodology to define the relevant market resulting
from these documents. As mentioned also the Minister stresses that the need for clearer
guidance on this issue.

4c.

ACM seems to advocate that the particular nature should be taken into consideration in
order to define the relevant market in which the platform operates. For instance, in its
2018 position paper,46 ACM raised questions as to the nature of Facebook: is it only a social
network or is it also a video platform and/or a news site? ACM remarked that these are
difficult questions, but are necessary to identify possible risks to competition. Furthermore,
in its 2016 market study, ACM referred to the different approaches to different kinds of
platforms.47 In contrast, in Thuisbezorgd.nl,48 of 2016, ACM did not take specific features

44 ACM refers to Filistrucchi et. al., ‘Market Definition in Two Sided Markets – Theory and Practice’ Journal
of Competition Law and Economics, 2014, Vol.10 Is. 2, p. 293.

45 Case number 15.1073.53.ACM/DM/2016/207286, 18 November 2016.
46 Position Paper, ‘Rondetafelgesprek over de marktdominantie van internet- en technologiebedrijven’,

31 January 2018.
47 Market study online video platforms, 22 August 2017.
48 Case number 15.1073.53.ACM/DM/2016/207286, 18 November 2016.
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of the online platform into consideration, but rather understood the platform as one
amongst several channels for customers to order delivery or takeaway food.

4d.

ACM has considered zero price markets in the two reports. In addition, one judgment of
a (non-specialised) civil court touches upon this topic.

The report on online streaming platforms covers a zero price market. ACM notes that
there are 10 different important online video platforms active in the Netherlands. These
platforms differ from each other in the way they show their content, are open to content
from third parties and in how they offer their services and generate revenue. The difference
in their revenue models determines with whom the platforms compete and how they
connect the three sides of their market with each other (i.e. the selection of content, usage
of video content by users and the online advertisement chain). In its 2016 research
document on ‘big platforms’, ACM adds that it is clear that data increasingly acts as a
means of payment.49

In addition there is the Funda.nl judgment of the District Court of Amsterdam:

Funda.nl judgment

In this judgment of 21 March 2018, the District Court of Amsterdam considered zero price
markets.50 The case focused on the online real estate platform funda.nl, on which real estate
agencies can post property. This is a non-transaction advertisement platform.

Funda.nl was founded by the Dutch Association of Real Estate Agents (NVM).
Competing associations, such as VBO, have concluded agreements with Funda.nl so that
their agents can also make use of it. However, NVM-agents receive preferential treatment
in terms of costs, website features and ranking of property offers. VBO claims these are
unfair conditions and an abuse of dominance.

Although abuse was not established, the court did define the relevant product market.
It considered – based on unpublished expert reports – the online real estate advertisement
market, a market that brings together potential residential real estate buyers and real estate
agents by means of online search, and, only considering the relationship between real
estate buyers and agents, established a single relevant market for this multi-sided online
platform.

49 Research document “Grote platforms, grote problemen?”, 21 September 2016, p. 7.
50 Rechtbank Amsterdam, 21 March 2018, Case No. C/13/528337, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2018:1654, VBO/Funda.

Link: https://uitspraken.rechtspraak.nl/inziendocument?id=ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2018:1654.
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5. How is market power established in the practice of your competition authority in
cases relating to digital economy players?
In general, market power is established by relying on several aspects, taken together,

including market shares, access to data, the wider market situation and business to business
relations. The 2016 research document on ‘big platforms’ points at the relevance of data
as a potential source of market power and (indirect) network effects.51 Furthermore, the
market scan concerning appstores considers ‘bottleneck’ positions in the ‘platform
ecosystem’ (see answer to question 2a).

In the offline world, the (competition law specialist) Rotterdam District Court
NS-judgment should be mentioned.52 In this case the incumbent railway carrier was fined
for abusing its dominant position. The court establishes, for the first time, an explicit, high
standard of proof: ACM is required to establish dominance ‘beyond reasonable doubt’.
This standard is at very least more explicit, and perhaps higher than the usual standard
which is (implicitly) applied in administrative (competition law) procedures. If upheld in
appeal, this judgment may thus have relevance for establishing dominance in the digital
world as well, as it might lead to a higher burden for ACM in establishing dominance.

5a.

Market shares are relevant, but it is (now) recognised that a broader approach may be
called for.

Already in the 2016 research document on online platforms, ACM recognised the
challenges of defining the relevant market with regard to online platforms,53 quoting Van
Gorp and Batura: “Competition Authorities in online markets should rely less on market
shares and profit margins and more on the ‘contestability’ of platforms”.54 In its 2018
position paper ACM stated that big tech companies are exceptional in the way that even
though they may have large market shares (e.g. in search engines), they compete fiercely
with each other on different markets and for innovation strength.55

51 Above, footnote 17, p.5. Also see an article (on personal title), in which ACM-employees list four relevant
factors: the importance of data as input (for the product or service), the availability and replicability of the
data, the importance of scale and network effects, and the degree of competition in the market to which
data serves as input; R. Stil et.al., “Beoordeling van datamacht in het mededingingstoezicht”, TvT 2018:
https://www.bjutijdschriften.nl/tijdschrift/tijdschrifttoezicht/2018/2-3/.

52 ROT 18/2537, ECLI:NL:RBROT:2019:5089, https://uitspraken.rechtspraak.nl/inziendocument?id=
ECLI:NL:RBROT:2019:5089.

53 Research document “Grote platforms, grote problemen?”, 21 September 2016.
54 N. van Gorp and O. Batura, “Challenges for Competition Policy in a Digitalised Economy”, July 2015 https://

www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=IPOL_STU(2015)542235.
55 Position Paper, ‘Rondetafelgesprek over de marktdominantie van internet- en technologiebedrijven’,

31 January 2018, p. 2.
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This is re-stated in ACM’s analysis of YouTube’s market power in online advertising.56

Here, ACM referred to the fact that market shares in dynamic markets such as online
advertising are not sufficiently informative to establish a dominant position. Nonetheless,
ACM relies on a fairly classical approach in which the demarcation of relevant markets
and establishing dominance by way of a market share analysis plays an important role.

In the 2019 market study concerning appstores there is less focus on the classical
analysis. In relation to Apple, ACM also refered to the spending behaviour of Apple product
end-customers as compared to other customers.57 Although Apple’s market share may be
smaller in terms of users, the access to this user group is more valuable for app providers
as Apple ‘high-end’ customers tend to spend more on apps. This seems to indicate that in
defining market power other factors besides market share are also relevant.

5b.

Yes, a business’ power in related markets can be relevant. An example is ACM’s analysis
of Google’s potential to use its potentially dominant position in online advertising in the
market for DSP’s, in the online video platforms market study.58

5c.

In the 2018 position paper, ACM questioned the durability of ‘winner-takes-all positions’.
ACM is uncertain if these seemingly inviolable positions are able to withstand the
technological developments through which new, innovative market players can rise up
and trigger competition.59 In the market study into appstores potential competition is
considered when assessing the ‘bottleneck’ function. Alternatives to apps, such as ‘regular
webpages’ or ‘web-apps’, alternatives to appstores, such as ‘sideloading’, ‘pre-installing’
and other app-stores, and the possibilities to switch between app-ecosystems are also
considered. This potential, however, is found to be so limited that the ‘bottleneck’ function
of Apple’s and Google’s appstores translates into significant and stable market power.60

56 Market study online video platforms, 22 August 2017, p. 61.
57 Market study into mobile appstores, 11 April 2019, p. 52.
58 Market study online video platforms, 22 August 2017, p. 56.
59 Position Paper, ‘Rondetafelgesprek over de marktdominantie van internet- en technologiebedrijven’,

31 January 2018, p. 1.
60 Market study into mobile appstores, 11 April 2019, pp. 42-44; 44-51; 51-68; 73.
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5d.

We see no difference. Certain elements will always have to be taken into account when
establishing dominance. The concept of ‘market power’ does not seem to have a different
meaning across different parts of the economy. However, in digital economy cases there
is more uncertainty about how to establish market power. This can be inferred from the
answers provided above.

6. Can you notice a difference in ex post assessments (abuse of dominance cases) and
ex ante assessments (concentrationmerger control cases), both in relation todefining
markets and conceptualizing market power?
Not (yet) in practice. However, in the 2016 research document on online platforms,

ACM weighed the potential advantages and disadvantages of ex ante and ex post
assessments.61 ACM concluded that there are risks and challenges in ex ante regulation of
platforms. These may cause unintentional effects by obliging companies to incur extra
costs. This may harm competition as smaller companies may experience these extra costs
as a barrier to enter the market. Ex post control by competition authorities also remains a
challenge as cases are complex and time consuming. By the time the case is closed, the
market may have changed completely.

As discussed above, the Minister has recently proposed to lobby for an EU-level ex
ante instrument for competition authorities for platforms with a ‘gatekeeper-position’,62

a proposal that is supported by ACM.

C Anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy

7. Whichpractices indigitalmarkets or involvingdigital businesses have been analyzed
in the decision-making practices or case law of your jurisdiction?
Specific practices were analysed by ACM in only two cases: Thuisbezorgd.nl and

LegalDutch. In addition, two other investigations, on vertical price agreements and on the
Apple App Store, have been opened . More general information on market practices can
be found in market studies concerning online video platforms, fintech and appstores. The
new guidelines on vertical agreements also contain examples of certain digital practices
which ACM considers as restrictive by object.63

61 Research document “Grote platforms, grote problemen?”, 21 September 2016, pp. 9-11.
62 Kamerbrief, “Toekomstbestendigheid van het mededingingsinstrumentarium in relatie tot online platforms”

17 May 2019.
63 Leidraad Samenwerking tussen Concurrenten”; “Leidraad Afspraken tussen leveranciers en afnemers”,

26 February 2019.
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As far as known, as to court judgments, there is only the Funda.nl-judgment.

7a.

So far, no conclusions have been reached concerning collusive behaviour in the digital
economy. The Thuisbezorgd and LegalDutch cases were closed without a final decision on
the compatibility of the behaviour. Both cases were decided on the basis of the expected
absence of consumer harm. The investigation into vertical price agreements may give us
more information, but is ongoing.

7b.

So far, there have been no decisions concerning unilateral practices in digital markets.
However, the analysis set out in the online video platforms market study shows that ACM
is considering several theories of harm, which invariably assume the presence of consumer
harm.64 The study does not reach a definitive conclusion as to the compatibility of unilateral
actions with competition law as the platforms under scrutiny were not held to be dominant.

More recent ACM policy documents suggest that ACM may be expanding the scope
of its competition law interventions so as to include ‘gatekeeper’ issues. In this respect
both the market scan into appstores and the Strategy 2019 are relevant indications.65

7c.

So far, ACM has not finalised any such investigations. However, it is noteworthy that a
second phase investigation was opened with regard to the proposed acquisition of Iddink,
a distributor of (digital) learning materials and electronic learning environments (ELO’s)
in secondary education, by Sanoma, a publisher of (digital) learning materials.66 The
potential competition law issue is the possible foreclosure of Iddink’s ELO by providing
preferential treatment or better compatibility with Sanoma-products.

64 Market study online video platforms, 22 August 2017.
65 ACM’s Strategy 2019: https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/acm-strategy-2019.pdf.
66 See: https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/2019-05/concentratiebesluit-nader-onderzoek-nodig-

naar-overname-iddink-holding-door-sanoma-learning-2019-05-03.pdf.
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8. What reasons have been offered by the businesses concerned to justify (prima facie)
anticompetitive behaviour?
Given the absence of cases, there is no concrete information on justifications.

Nonetheless, comments are provided below in so far as possible.

8a.

A recent policy change by ACM concerning vertical agreements may make it more difficult
for undertakings to successfully offer efficiency justifications. In its 2015 policy document
on vertical agreements, ACM based its enforcement strategy on a balancing exercise
between possible theories of harm and possible economic efficiencies.67 This exercise could
result in ACM not pursuing a case, even where invoking article 101 (3) TFEU would
possibly not be successful.

In its 2019 guidelines, replacing the 2015 document, ACM subscribes more closely to
the view of the European Commission and states that it is for the company to prove likely
economic efficiencies that meet the threshold of article 101 (3) TFEU.68

Recent changes to the Strategy, in which ACM focuses on more than mere consumer
welfare, may have an effect on economic efficiency arguments.69

8b.

No cases have been decided.

8c.

In general, the multi-sidedness of markets has been considered in policy documents.70

However, as no cases have been decided, there is no further information.

67 “Het toezicht van ACM op verticale overeenkomsten”, 20 April 2015: https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/
files/old_publication/publicaties/14164_toezicht-acm-verticale-overeenkomsten.pdf.

68 “Leidraad Samenwerking tussen Concurrenten”; “Leidraad Afspraken tussen leveranciers en afnemers”,
26 February 2019.

69 ACM’s Strategy 2019.
70 See e.g. Market study online video platforms, 22 August 2017.
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8d.

ACM seems to suggest that innovation is generally taken into account. This explains a
certain reluctance to intervene, as can be deduced from the analysis set out in the Online
Video Platforms market study.71

9. Have you witnessed the emergence of specific theories of harm tailored to digital
markets?

9a and b.

Specific theories of harm have not emerged in ACM decisions, but rather in more general
analyses. The most recent, in the market study into appstores (see answer to question 2a),
is based on ACM’s overall task to ensure that markets work well:

“ACM also takes the long-term effects on consumer welfare into account (…)
not just the effects on prices, but also (…) on innovation and on the quality
and diversity of products and/or services. (…) not only focused on the conduct
of companies, but also on market structure”.

Furthermore:

“the public interest of consumer protection can be characterised by consumers
who have options to choose from and who are able to make well-informed
decisions. But consumers also benefit from high quality, safe products, their
data being protected safely and consumer rules being enforced”.72

The investigation of Apple focuses on the preferential treatment to Apple’s own apps. This
theory of harm is to a certain extent specific but also fits the general framework of the
market study.

9c.

In the absence of specific cases general administrative law (as applied in competition cases)
is relevant. Generally, in administrative procedures in competition law cases, the standard

71 Ibid.
72 Market study into mobile appstores, 11 April 2019, p. 71.
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of proof is not labelled explicitly, but is understood in terms of a burden of proof for ACM
(under circumstances shifting to an evidentiary burden on the undertakings concerned),
to present sufficient and coherent evidence of an infringement. The approach is similar
to that of the European Union courts.

10. What kind of remedies have been employed in cases relating to digital markets. Do
you see any differences to remedies in other markets?
There are no cases, but the Minister has proposed policy changes that reflect new types

of (ex ante) remedies.73

D Regulatory overlap and enforcement challenges

11. Has there been any overlap in practice between ex ante regulation aimed at
controlling market behaviour – such as, but not limited to, consumer protection
legislation, the proposed platform Regulation, the GDPR, the geo-blocking
Regulation, the ePrivacyDirective and/or proposed ePrivacyRegulation, or similar
national instruments of legislation in relation to most favoured nation clauses–
and the enforcement practice of competition authorities?
We focus on the overlap between general competition law (excluding merger control)

and more specific market regulation, which can be enforced either ex ante (such as some
specific telecom-related obligations) or ex post (such as consumer protection legislation).

The first case that is relevant here is LegalDutch, on the Code of Conduct for lawyers.74

The Code is enacted by NOvA. NovA is established by law, and charged with the task of
ensuring easy access to the legal system and protection of the rule of law; the Code, although
non-binding, is a form of ex ante regulation ‘aimed at controlling market behaviour’. The
case is quite specific, as NOvA has a somewhat hybrid nature of being entrusted with a
public task and being the professional organisation of the legal profession. It shows the
interplay between specific regulation and general competition law. As was decided in the
well-known Wouters case,75 these rules in principle have to conform to general competition
law standards.

The second case is the pending Apple investigation that followed in the wake of the
appstore market study. The rationale for this market study was (inter alia) found in the

73 See Kamerbrief, “Toekomstbestendigheid van het mededingingsinstrumentarium in relatie tot online
platforms” 17 May 2019.

74 Case number ACM/17/012061, 14 December 2018.
75 Judgment of 19 February 2002 in Case C-309/99, Wouters v Algemene Raad van de Nederlandse Orde van

Advocaten ECLI:EU:C:2002:98.
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(objectives of) the Net Neutrality Regulation.76 Although ACM acknowledged that the
Regulation does not address online platforms such as appstores directly, it considers that
the growing importance of appstores, in combination with the objectives of the Net
Neutrality Regulation, provides a sufficient reason to carry out the market study.77 ACM
identifies three types of conduct that may warrant further investigation.78 These seem to
reflect the principles of net-neutrality and b2b protection. It is not yet clear whether ACM
will refer to the Net Neutrality Regulation in the Apple App Store case.

ACM does not address the possible lack of transparency in the communication between
app-stores and app-providers, since this may be solved by the upcoming Platform
Regulation.

11a.

Not applicable.

11b.

As far as known, there are no ‘conflicting interpretations/visions’ between different
enforcement bodies or within ACM.

To illustrate, Martijn Snoep, chairman of ACM, has explained that the market study
into appstores, which resulted in a competition case against Apple, was a very broad
exploration, which might equally have resulted in a consumer protection or regulation
case. However, he considered it unlikely that a violation of privacy legislation would be
picked up by ACM: this would clearly be a case for the Data Protection Authority.79

Although ACM is responsible for the enforcement of competition law,
telecommunication law (including Net Neutrality regulation) and consumer protection
legislation, we are not aware of internal conflicts resulting from diverging interpretations.

12. Which authorities are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital
economy in your jurisdiction? Are the same authorities entrusted with the

76 Regulation (EU) 2015/2120 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November 2015 laying
down measures concerning open internet access [2015] OJ L310/1. https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/
EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32015R2120.

77 Above, footnote 19, p. 15-16.
78 See above discussion on the ACM study into appstores in the answer to question 2a.
79 Cees Dekker, Anna Gerbrandy and Gunnar Niels, ‘Wij staan op het punt om uit het peloton te demarreren

naar de koplopers- Interview met Martijn Snoep’, M&M, No. 3, 2019, pp. 87-95.
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enforcement of ex ante digital economy regulation (such as the GDPR and the
geo-blocking Regulation, platform regulation) and of competition law?

ACM

– Competition law and consumer protection law: ACM is an independent agency,
enforcing both competition law and consumer protection law.80 It views the digital
economy as one of its priorities, but (apparently) not as a separate sector.

– Sector-specific regulation: ACM is charged with oversight of sector-specific regulation
in the telecom, transport, post, energy and healthcare sectors.81

– PSD2: Since 19 February 2019, ACM is responsible for enforcing the provisions
transposed into Dutch law on the basis of the Payment Service Directive (PSD2).82 It
is responsible for access to payment systems and bank account services of financial
institutions and oversees the calculation of surcharges for the use of payment methods.
ACM cooperates with other regulators such as the Dutch central bank (DNB), the
Authority for Financial Markets (AFM) and the Data Protection Authority (AP).

– Financial Sector: ACM is authorised to enforce certain rules with respect to the financial
sector.83 It shares enforcement powers with the DNB and the AFM.84

– Geoblocking: As of 23 February 2019, ACM is the designated regulator to enforce the
rules for geoblocking.85

– Platform Regulation: The so-called Platform Regulation is not yet in force.86 It is very
likely that ACM will become the designated regulator with respect to its enforcement.

AP: Data Protection Authority

The Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens supervises the processing of personal data in order to
ensure compliance with laws that regulate the use of personal data.87 This is an independent

80 Instellingswet ACM, Article 2(2): https://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0033043/2019-01-01.
81 For a full list: https://www.acm.nl/nl/organisatie/missie-visie-strategie/onze-taken.
82 “ACM enforces competition with regard to payment service directive ‘PSD2’”, 19 February 2019: https://

www.acm.nl/en/publications/acm-enforces-competition-regard-payment-service-directive-psd2.
83 “Concurrentie in de financiële sector: Wat doet de ACM op het gebied van de financiële sector?”: https://

www.acm.nl/nl/onderwerpen/concurrentie-en-marktwerking/marktwerking-in-de-financiele-sector/wat-
doet-de-acm-op-het-gebied-van-de-financiele-sector.

84 See: http://ec.europa.eu/competition/sectors/financial_services/national_competent_authorities.pdf/.
85 “ACM enforces compliance with European geo-blocking rules”, 26 February 2019: https://www.acm.nl/en/

publications/acm-enforces-compliance-european-geoblocking-rules.
86 See: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/platforms-to-business-trading-practices.
87 See: https://www.autoriteitpersoonsgegevens.nl/en/node/1930.
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agency whose competences are based on the GDPR and the Dutch GDPR Implementation
Act.88

CvdM: Media authority

The Commissariaat voor de Media supervises compliance with the Media Act 2008 and
the Act on the fixed book price.89

12a.

Not applicable.

12b.

ACM and AP concluded a cooperation agreement (11 October 2016).90 It covers the
exchange of information and sets out situations where competences overlap. The agreement
also covers specific topics such as ConsuWijzer, the consumer information portal of the
Dutch government, the Spam-prohibition, and the Cookie-provision. An example of
cooperation is found in the combined approach to the website stemwijzer.nl in order to
enforce rules applying to cookies.91

Also with the CvdM, ACM has concluded a cooperation agreement (22 December
2015),92 e.g. leading to a joint study on fake news.93

ACM also participates in the meeting of ‘market regulators’, together with the AP, the
AFM, the CvdM, the DNB, the Dutch Gambling Authority and the Dutch Healthcare
Authority. In these meetings, the common concerns are addressed to ensure effective and
efficient supervision.

88 Uitvoeringswet Algemene verordening gegevensbescherming: https://www.officielebekendmakingen.nl/
stb-2018-144.html.

89 See: https://www.cvdm.nl/english/.
90 Staatscourant, 3 November 2016: https://www.autoriteitpersoonsgegevens.nl/sites/default/files/atoms/files/

convenant_acm-ap.pdf.
91 “Toezichthouders ACM en AP treden op tegen StemWijzer.nl”, 8 February 2017: https://www.acm.nl/nl/

publicaties/publicatie/16924/Toezichthouders-ACM-en-AP-treden-op-tegen-StemWijzernl.
92 Staatscourant, 3 November 2016: https://zoek.officielebekendmakingen.nl/stcrt-2015-46967.html.
93 “Take fake news seriously, even if its impact has been limited so far”, 26 July 2018: https://www.acm.nl/en/

publications/take-fake-news-seriously-even-if-its-impact-has-been-limited-so-far.
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12c.

In the administrative law column there are two relevant highest instance courts: the Council
of State and the Trade and Industry Appeals Tribunal. For overarching (procedural) issues
these courts have cooperation mechanisms in place to ensure there is no divergence.

As to ACM decisions, prior to judicial review, an objection must be lodged with ACM
itself. Review is then possible at the specialised Rotterdam District Court. Appeal is possible
with the Trade and Industry Appeals Tribunal.

Also with respect to AP decisions, an objection must be lodged first. Review is then
possible at the administrative sector of the local district court in the district where the
claimant is residing. Appeal is possible before the Administrative Jurisdiction Division of
the Council of State.

Concluding remarks

The conclusion of this report can only be that, so far, punitive enforcement action has
been absent in the Netherlands. This does not mean that no action has been taken: ACM
focused first on strengthening knowledge and expertise and published several market
studies. More recent activity is marked by a broadened perspective.

The digital economy has, of course, a wider reach than only the areas covered above.
Also touched by digitalisation are, for example, health care and education, agricultural
services and labour markets.94 In part, these are regulated markets, with recognised public
interests, bringing further complexities to competition law enforcement in a digitalised
economy. Digitalisation and platformisation may also have wider consequences for
democracy and the rule of law, which may impact the use of competition law: the Minister
of Internal Affairs, is concerned about the impact of big tech on democracy; the Minister
of Justice commissioned reporting on algorithmic decision-making by both public
authorities and market parties.

In the Netherlands, European competition law is never far away; thus raising demands
towards the policy dimension at the EU level. Equally important is the interplay between
national and EU-level courts. So far, with regard to providing legal certainty, the national
(highest) courts are important, also because EU guidance remains scarce. One of the main
worries here, however, is the duration of competition law procedures.

Thus, the digital economy raises complex challenges, not just because new concepts
and procedures will have to be developed, but because this will have to be done in the

94 On 23 July 2019 ACM published a policy document: https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/documents/
2019-07/consultatiedocument-acm-leidraad-tariefafspraken-zzpers.pdf.
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interlocking dimensions of national and European competition law, market regulation
and public interest protection. However, our impression is that ACM is well prepared to
implement a coherent strategy in the Netherlands.
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Norway

Ingrid Halvorsen Barlund, Ronny Gjendemsjø and Eirik Østerud*

Introduction

In this report, we present and discuss the relationship between Norwegian competition
law and policy, on the one hand, and the digital economy, on the other. Our report will
address the general topics raised in FIDE’s background questionnaire, but not all
sub-questions are equally relevant from a distinctly Norwegian viewpoint.

One further clarification here concerns the notion of ‘the digital economy’, which is
not defined in FIDE’s background questionnaire, and which therefore leaves it open to
different interpretations. It may be understood narrowly, for example, as referring to digital
service markets. Conversely, it may be broadly understood as referring to fundamental
changes in (digital) interaction and communication that affect (almost) all markets and
market participants in developed economies. In this report, we attempt to relate Norwegian
competition law and policy to the ‘the digital economy’ in both the narrow and broad
sense.

In light of certain national/EEA specificities, a brief overview of Norwegian and EEA
competition law and practice should also be provided from the very outset. Norwegian
substantive competition law consists of a dual set of rules: the rules of the Norwegian
Competition Act1 and the rules of the European Economic Area Agreement (EEA) between
the EFTA states and the EU member states. The Competition Act (2004) brought Norwegian
substantive antitrust law into line with EU/EEA competition law by prohibiting
anticompetitive agreements/concerted practices (Section 10) and abuse of dominance
(Section 11). Case law relating to the corresponding TFEU and the EEA antitrust
prohibitions is very important when interpreting the Competition Act. Concerning mergers,
the standard of intervention against ‘concentrations’ in the Competition Act (Section 16)

* Ingrid Halvorsen Barlund is a postdoctoral research fellow Ingrid Margrethe Halvorsen Barlund, member
of the Research Group for EU/EEA Competition and Market Law and Bergen Centre for Competition Law
and Economics, the Faculty of Law, University of Bergen. Email: Ingrid.Halvorsen@uib.no; Ronny Gjen-
demsjø is an associate professor and member of the Research Group for EU/EEA Competition and Market
Law and Bergen Centre for Competition Law and Economics, the Faculty of Law, University of Bergen.
Email: Ronny.Gjendemsjo@uib.no; Eirik Østerud is a professor at the Department of Private Law, the
Faculty of Law, University of Oslo. Email: eirik.osterud@jus.uio.no. All web pages in this report were last
accessed on 26 February 2020.

1 Act of March 5, 2004 No 12 on competition between undertakings and control of concentrations.
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was harmonised with the SIEC-standard in the EU Merger Regulation in 2016. The turnover
thresholds for the mandatory and automatic notification obligation for concentrations
were raised to their current level (NOK 1000 million (combined) / 100 (individual)) in
2014. The NCA has retained its competence, however, to intervene against concentrations
below the thresholds, subject to a voluntary or time-limited order of notification.

The legislative objective of the Competition Act (Section 1) is ‘to further competition
and thereby contribute to the efficient utilization of society’s resources’. Moreover, ‘special
consideration shall be given to the interests of consumers’. There is arguably a certain
conflict between the narrowly defined economic objectives of the Norwegian Competition
Act and its substantive provisions linked to its EU/EEA counterparts, which were intended
to integrate a European single market. Potential infringements of the Competition Act are
monitored, investigated and, if deemed appropriate, sanctioned by the NCA. The NCA is
organised in three market-monitoring departments: Finance and Communications;
Construction, Industry and Energy; and Food, Trade and Health. The antitrust prohibitions
are also subject to private enforcement and litigation.

Under the EEA Agreement, Articles 53 and 54 prohibit anti-competitive coordination
and abuse of market dominance. The provisions are equivalent to, and shall be interpreted
in the same manner as, Articles 101 and 102 TFEU. The Main Part of the EEA Agreement,
including the antitrust prohibitions, is incorporated in Norwegian law through the
Norwegian EEA Act (1992).2 Pursuant to Article 56 EEA, competence to enforce Articles
53 and 54 EEA is divided between ESA and the European Commission. A procedure for
decentralised enforcement is set out in the Surveillance and Court Agreement (SCA)3 and
in the Norwegian EEA Competition Act4, which also empowers the NCA to monitor and
enforce Articles 53 and 54 EEA. It is important to note that cross-pillar decentralised
enforcement, i.e. the competence of NCAs within the EFTA pillar to enforce Articles 53
and 54 EEA, has not been recognised by the European Commission, which takes the view
that Articles 55 and 56 EEA vest public enforcement of Articles 53 and 54 EEA exclusively
with ESA and itself. The ongoing process of implementing the Damages Directive of 2014
and the ECN+ Directive of 2019 in the EEA Agreement has brought the debate on
decentralised enforcement within the EFTA pillar back to the table, and the EFTA States
hope to change the Commission’s view on these matters.5

2 Act of November 27, 1992 No 109 on the implementation of the main part of the EEA Agreement.
3 Protocol 4 to the Agreement between the EFTA States on the establishment of a Surveillance Authority and

a Court of Justice.
4 Act of March 5, 2004 No 11 concerning implementation and enforcement of the competition rules of the

EEA Agreement.
5 For more details about decentralised enforcement within the EFTA pillar, see Gjendemsjø R, i Arnesen F

et al., Agreement on the European Economin Area. A Commentary, C.H. Beck/Hart/Nomos/Universitets-
forlaget, 2018.
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The NCA’s enforcement practice since the entry into force of the Competition Act in
2004 can be summarised as follows. The NCA has made four infringement decisions on
abuse of dominance, one of which was later reversed, two were annulled by the courts and
the last is currently pending in the court system. The NCA has moreover decided sixteen
infringement cases concerning anti-competitive coordination, all but one of which address
horizontal concerns, and a high proportion of which concern collusive tendering. With
regard to concentrations, the NCA has intervened in around 47 cases (approx. 40:60
prohibitions: remedy clearances), whereas approximately a third are in retail sectors, where
the NCA expressed concern about local anti-competitive effects. As to ESA’s antitrust
enforcement concerning Norway, two noteworthy decisions were against Norway Post
(2010) for abuse of dominance in relation to its ‘Post-in-shop’ agreements and against
ferry operator Color Line (2011) for both abuse of dominance and anti-competitive
cooperation relating to its exclusionary relations with a Swedish port.

Sections A-D below present and discuss the four topics in FIDE’s background
questionnaire from the perspectives of Norwegian and EEA competition law and policy.
Thus, in section A, we consider Norwegian competition policy in the digital economy. In
section B, we discuss Norwegian case law and practice in relation to market definition and
market power in the digital economy. Section C deals with Norwegian case law and practice
relating to anti-competitive behaviour in the digital economy. Finally, in section D, we
consider the Norwegian experience of regulatory overlaps and enforcement challenges in
relation to the digital economy. Our findings can be summarised as follows:

On a general note, there has been limited competition law enforcement in Norway in
digital service markets. However, the effects of digitalisation of information and
communication in markets for tangible goods and traditional services are regularly
considered by the competition authorities when applying Norwegian competition law in
such markets.

Digitalisation of the economy has not led to general amendments of Norwegian
competition law. As regards competition policy, the Ministry of Trade, Industry and
Fisheries, in its annual instruction letter of January 2020, for the first time instructed the
Norwegian Competition Authority (NCA) to give particular priority to monitoring the
digital economy. The NCA has previously actively enforced the competition rules, inter
alia in the Norwegian telecom and fintech sectors. The NCA has notably also expressed
scepticism about using antitrust law as a means of furthering data protection considerations.

With regard to the use of traditional competition analysis tools, such as market definition
and market structure characteristics of digital service markets, the Norwegian practice is
limited. In cases concerning the digital economy, the NCA has been reluctant to enforce
the Norwegian competition rules in markets that have a broader geographical scope than
Norway. Note also that the Norwegian competition authority (NCA) has progressively
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applied competition analysis methods other than a conventional market structure approach
in other sectors, i.e. brick-and-mortar retail cases.

As to the issue of anticompetitive practices in the digital economy, examples of
enforcement in digital services markets in Norway are relatively scarce. As regards abuse
of dominance, the NCA and the Competition Appeals Committee’s findings against
Norwegian telecom incumbent Telenor should be mentioned. On anti-competitive
coordination, the arguably too broad interpretation of infringements by ‘object’ in
Norwegian practice may also have a bearing on the digital economy. As to merger control,
the NCA’s enforcement emphasis has been on horizontal effects in local and national
markets. Competition in the Norwegian telecom sector has also been a priority for the
NCA.

A Competition policy in the digital economy:a shift in focus?

In this section, we discuss whether and how digitalisation of the economy has affected
Norwegian competition policy. Drawing on the sub-questions in FIDE’s questionnaire,
we address the subject matter from a legislative perspective, an enforcement perspective
and from a broader policy perspective, based, among other sources, on public statements
from the NCA on issues relating to the digital economy.

1. What are the main cases dealing with the digital economy (focusing on digital
businesses or on the competition between digital businesses and incumbent
operators) initiated and completed by your competition authority?
On the issue of competition law enforcement in relation to the digitalised economy,

the NCA has been relatively active in its merger control enforcement. Thus, the NCA has
intervened against several concentrations in the telecom sector (V2005-6 Telenor – Tiscali,
V2012-8 Telenor – LOS, V2015-1 Telia – Tele2/NwN), as well as in the IT services sector
(V2019-23, Tieto – Evry).

The NCA has also intervened against concentrations in both the vehicle rescue sector
(V2006-490 Falck – Viking) and the retail fuel sector (V2015-29 St1 Nordic OY – Smart
Fuel) based on coordinated effects theories, whereby market transparency was allegedly
enhanced by the internet (price announcements on websites).

In Norwegian concentration cases concerning payment systems (V2018-18 Vipps AS
– BankAxept AS/BankID Norge AS), potential competition from global internet giants
(Apple (Apple Pay), Google (Google Pay), Facebook (Facebook Pay) and Amazon (Amazon
Pay)) has been considered.

In the media sector, Google and Facebook have not been regarded as part of the same
advertising market as local newspapers (V2012-11 A-pressen AS – Mecom Europe AS).
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In 2008, telephone number searches on the internet were not considered a sufficient
substitute for telephone number directory services by SMS (V2008-22 Opplysningen Mobil
AS – Aspiro Søk AS).

As to abuse of dominance in the digital economy, in 2018, the NCA imposed a NOK
788 million fine on Telenor (V2018-20 Telenor) for having changed its pricing conditions,
when giving Network Norway wholesale access to Telenor’s national communication
network. This was allegedly an unlawful strategy to reduce Network Norway’s incentives
to vertically integrate upwards by developing its own national communication network.
The NCA’s decision has been upheld by the Competition Appeals Committee and it is
currently pending in the Norwegian courts. Note that ESA is currently also investigating
Telenor for potentially abusive conduct in the form of margin squeeze. ESA is also currently
investigating airline operator Widerøe for refusing to supply competitors with its
satellite-based approach system receivers, which are used to operate local routes in Norway.

The NCA and ESA’s enforcement of anti-competitive agreements in digital services has
been limited. It is noteworthy, however, that in 2016 ESA initiated an investigation into
whether Finance Norway, Bits, BankID, DNB and Nordea had engaged in agreements,
decisions or concerted practices aimed at preventing the Swedish payment initiation
provider Trustly from entering the e-payments market in Norway. The investigation
followed a complaint from Trustly to ESA. It concerned alleged blocking by the Norwegian
banking community of Trustly’s ability to provide a new e-payments service that enables
customers to pay for goods and services online directly from their bank accounts, without
needing a credit or debit card. In April 2019, however, ESA announced that it had
discontinued its investigation.

2. Has your competition authority adapted its enforcement practices in order to keep
up with the pace of digital markets?
On the legislative side, specific concerns about competition in a digital economy have

not led to general amendments of the Competition Act or amendment proposals. As to
the regulation of specific sectors affected by digitalisation, it is worth mentioning that, in
2018, the Norwegian government proposed retaining the provision exempting coordination
of the sale of books from the prohibition on anti-competitive agreements in Section 10 of
the Competition Act. The provision does not and cannot exempt the application of Article
53 EEA insofar as trade between EEA states is affected, which may be the case for eBooks.

In relation to the food and groceries sector, in 2018, the Norwegian parliament ordered
the government to examine policies to further competition, new market entry and
innovation, including a possible sector-specific prohibition on price discrimination for
dominant suppliers. The Norwegian grocery sector is also characterised by high entry
barriers, and ecommerce/home delivery has a very limited market share.
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As regards digital platforms, a government-appointed committee submitted a report
on the ‘sharing economy’ in 2017 (NOU 2017:4 Delingsøkonomien). Among other
proposals, a majority of the committee’s members argued for deregulation of the taxi sector
in order to enhance competition and technological innovation made possible by digital
communication. In June 2019, the Norwegian parliament amended the Act on professional
transport, thereby partly liberalising the taxi sector.

Regarding policy changes, as noted briefly noted above, the Ministry of Trade, Industry
and Fisheries, in its annual instruction letter of 14 January 2020, for the first time instructed
the Norwegian Competition Authority (NCA) to give particular priority to monitoring
the digital economy. The Ministry pointed out that digitalisation contributes to significant
technological development and innovation. While traditional market structures are
challenged, leading to increased competition, digitalisation may also lead to market
dominance and increase the risk of collusion. The Ministry therefore argues that the NCA
should ensure that digitalisation contributes to increased competition in the interest of
consumers and the business community. The NCA should also consider the opportunities
that digitalisation may provide for detecting and investigating competition law violations.

As to the NCA’s express policy concerns, it is notable that many of the issues it has
raised in recent years are related to the digital economy. For example, the NCA has opposed
the development of a publicly funded internet web portal in the grocery sector that would
give consumers access to real-time prices for all goods in Norwegian grocery stores.

The NCA has also expressed opposition to the exemption from Section 10 on
coordination of the sale of books, inter alia based on concern that the exemption could
reduce the number of publications of eBooks. The NCA has publicly voiced concern that
Norwegian fintech cooperation should not lead to coordinated exclusion of international
market participants.6

The NCA has further monitored the use of MFN clauses in the hotel online booking
sector, although it has not taken any direct enforcement actions.7

The NCA has publicly warned against the competitive risks posed by digital coordination
technologies and AI.8

Lastly, the NCA’s director has publicly expressed scepticism about using antitrust law
as a means of furthering data protection considerations, with reference to the German
BKA’s decision against Facebook.9

To summarise our brief account of Norwegian competition policy in the digital
economy, what we see is that digitalisation of the economy has not led to amendments to

6 https://konkurransetilsynet.no/kronikk-samarbeidet-i-finansbransjen-ma-ikke-vippe-over-pa-gal-side/.
7 https://konkurransetilsynet.no/kronikk-hotellbooking-pa-nett-er-til-fordel-for-hotellgjestene/.
8 https://konkurransetilsynet.no/kronikk-er-kunstig-intelligens-fremtidens-kartell/.
9 https://konkurransetilsynet.no/kronikk-digital-regulering/.
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the Competition Act, nor to a shift in the NCA’s enforcement priorities from traditional
sectors to new digital service markets. Digital interaction and communication do, however,
also affect competition law analyses and enforcement in markets for tangible goods and
traditional services. The NCA’s stated policy concerns and ‘soft’ enforcement practices
also reflect a keen interest in the development of the digital economy in Norway.

B Market definition and market power in the digital economy

In this section, we discuss interrelations between the digital economy, the market definition
process and the assessment of market power from the perspective of Norwegian competition
law and practice. On this topic, FIDE’s questionnaire specifically mentions online platforms
and, inter alia, points to challenges related to two-sided markets and to other parameters
for measuring market power than market shares.

As already noted, there are few enforcement decisions by the Norwegian competition
authorities on digital service markets in the narrow sense. We will therefore take a broader
view and address some issues raised by Norwegian competition practice as regards market
definition and market power in general, and relate them to digitalisation of the economy.

4. How does your competition authority define the market with regard to digital
economy players?
To define relevant markets, both the NCA and ESA will generally apply the guidance

provided by ESA’s Notice on the definition of relevant market, which is equivalent to the
European Commission’s notice on the same issue. In concrete cases, the NCA and ESA
will generally also look to the European Commission’s decisional practice for guidance as
to how various markets have been delineated in terms of their product and geographical
scope. In telecom cases, the NCA also looks to the Norwegian Communications Authority’s
practice for defining relevant markets.

As to potential concerns about parts of the tech industry that compile and use personal
data in their business models, it is noteworthy that the NCA rarely enforces competition
rules in markets that have a broader scope than Norway. Since 2004, this has only happened
on one occasion (V2005-11 NOW – Varco (offshore drilling)). In some cases, however,
the NCA has intervened without finding it necessary to conclude firmly on the geographic
scope of the relevant market (see V2019-23, Tieto – Evry). In response to, and perhaps in
contrast to, the enforcement practice of the German BKA, the NCA’s stated policy in
response to concerns about global tech-giants and their compilation of user data has been
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that it is important that national competition authorities in the EU/EEA, including Norway,
act in unison under the direction of the European Commission.10

5. How is market power established in the practice of your competition authority in
cases relating to digital economy players?
With regard to digital platforms, there are no enforcement decisions from NCA or

ESA. In relation to the taxi sector, the NCA has been a vocal advocate of deregulation and
of new business models that use digital platforms to connect drivers and customers (e.g.
Uber). However, the risk that digital platforms may lead to price coordination between
independent service providers has not been on the NCA’s agenda in this sector. In relation
to hotel booking platforms, the NCA’s stated policy is to await further recommendations
from the European Commission.11

The NCA and ESA’s practice is also limited as regards two-sided markets. A notable
exception is the NCA’s intervention against a media concentration. In V2012-11 A-pressen
AS – Mecom Europe AS, the NCA found qualifying anti-competitive effects in the narrowly
defined markets for printed news in the county of Telemark and for advertising in printed
newspapers in the town of Fredrikstad. The NCA defined separate markets for the different
customer groups (readers and advertisers). However, the NCA did address the
two-sidedness of the service in its competitive assessment by discussing whether network
effects could offset the impact of reduced competition in the separate individual markets.
The concentration was accepted subject to conditions.

The general trend, however, is reflected in the NCA’s increased reliance on other
competition analysis methods than market structure and concentration indicators, especially
in merger cases. From the first enactment of the NCA’s competence to intervene in mergers
and acquisitions in 1988 until around 2011, the NCA invariably relied on traditional market
structure analyses. From 2011 to 2016, however, the NCA increasingly based its decisions
(albeit predominantly in horizontal cases concerning unilateral effects and differentiated
products) on assessments of closeness of competition, diversion ratios (often based on
customer surveys) and price pressure indexes. Among other sources, the NCA drew
inspiration from US economic theory and UK merger practice. From a legal dogmatic
point of view, the NCA’s departure from the structuralist approach was arguably made
possible by the previous distinctly Norwegian standard of intervention. From 1 July 2016,
the standard was harmonised with the SIEC standard from the EUMR. Accordingly, the
NCA is now obliged to take the CJEU’s analytical approach into account in its merger
control enforcement.

10 https://www.tek.no/artikler/facebook-palagt-store-begrensninger/457500.
11 https://konkurransetilsynet.no/kronikk-hotellbooking-pa-nett-er-til-fordel-for-hotellgjestene/.
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6. Can you notice a difference in ex post assessments (abuse of dominance cases) and
ex ante assessments (concentrationmerger control cases), both in relation todefining
markets and conceptualizing market power?
As regards whether there may be a difference in the NCA’s practice in relation to market

definition / market power in antitrust and concentration cases, its enforcement practice
in the grocery sector is a notable example. In 2014, the NCA issued a reasoned opinion
that it intended to prohibit a cooperation agreement between the grocery chain
Norgesgruppen and ICA on joint purchasing and distribution. The NCA analysed the
concentration from a national perspective, without detailed assessments of identified local
markets. The cooperation plans were subsequently abandoned by the parties. The year
after, a concentration between the grocery chain COOP and ICA was notified and analysed
by the NCA. In its conditional clearance decision (V2015-14 COOP – ICA), the NCA this
time focused its competition analysis on identified local markets where the undertakings
had an overlapping market presence.

C Anti-competitive behaviour in the digital economy

There have not been many cases concerning anti-competitive behaviour in the digital
economy in Norway. There are a few cases that are worth mentioning, however. These
cases are not of the same nature as the Eturas case referred to in the questionnaire, since
none of them concerned collusion through a digital service platform as such. Hence, the
cases presented in the following rely on the wider meaning of the term ‘digital economy’,
as explained in the introduction to this report.

7. Whichpractices indigitalmarkets or involvingdigital businesses have been analysed
in the decision-making practices or case law of your jurisdiction?

8. What reasons have been offered by the businesses concerned to justify (prima facie)
anticompetitive behaviour?

9. Have you witnessed the emergence of specific theories of harm tailored to digital
markets?

One case worth mentioning concerning restrictions of competition by object is the
Norwegian bid-rigging Ski/Follo Taxi case.12 The case itself perhaps does not fit the label

12 Judgment of 22 December 2016 in case E-3/16, Ski Taxi SA, Follo Taxi SA and Ski Follo Taxidrift AS v The
Norwegian Government, represented by the Competition Authority, EFTA Ct. Rep. 1000.
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‘digital economy’ very well, but the Norwegian Supreme Court’s ruling on the understanding
of restrictions of competition ‘by object’ will most likely have an impact on anti-competitive
practices in the digital economy in future. The case provides insight into how the rules on
establishing a competition restriction by object are to be understood according to the
EFTA Court, with reference to relevant case law from the ECJ, thereby ensuring
homogeneity between the EU and EFTA pillars.13

The case concerned the issue of whether two local taxi companies in the Eastern parts
of Norway, Ski Taxi and Follo Taxi, had participated in illegal bid rigging when jointly
participating in a public tender procedure announced in 2010 by Oslo University Hospital.
The tender was submitted through a joint venture, SFD. The NCA had decided that the
companies had restricted the competition by object pursuant to Section 10 (1) of the
Norwegian Competition Act, since they did not deliver separate, competing tenders when
they could have done so. This further meant that the NCA decided not to proceed with
any further analyses of whether the joint tender had any restrictive effects pursuant to the
same provision. Lastly, the NCA decided that there were no justifying exceptions pursuant
to Section 10 (3) of the Norwegian Competition Act, which mirrors Article 101 TFEU (3).

The main issue in the case was defining the legal test for determining whether an
agreement between competitors restricts competition ‘by object’. The case went all the
way to the Norwegian Supreme Court and is a rare example of a request from the Norwegian
Supreme Court for an Advisory Opinion from the EFTA Court.14 Article 34 SCA does not
mirror Article 267 (3) TFEU, and, in principle, the EFTA states are under no obligation
to refer questions about the understanding of EEA law to the EFTA Court. Statistics from
Norway also illustrate this. Before the Holship case in 2015,15 more than 12 years had
elapsed since the last time a question was sent from the Norwegian Supreme Court to the
EFTA Court.16

In the Ski/Follo Taxi case, the Norwegian Supreme Court submitted the following
specific questions for a preliminary ruling:

‘1. What is the legal test when determining whether an agreement between
undertakings has a competition-restricting object within the meaning of
Article 53 EEA?

13 Ibid., para 90.
14 For an overview of the Norwegian cases up until 2011, see HH Fredriksen, EU/EØS-rett i norske domstoler

[EU/EEA law in Norwegian Courts], Report commissioned by the Norwegian EEA Review Committee, Oslo
2011, pp. 57-59.

15 Judgment of 19 April 2016 in case E-14/15, Holship Norge AS v Norsk Transportarbeiderforbund, EFTA
Ct. Rep. 238.

16 For more about the relationship between the EFTA Court and the highest courts of the EFTA States, see
Franklin C and Fredriksen HH, ‘Of Pragmatism and Principles: The EEA Agreement 20 Years On’, Common
Market Law Review, Vol. 52, No.3, 2015, pp. 629–684, pp. 671-676.
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In this context, is it sufficient in order to be able to categorise a form
of conduct as an infringement by object pursuant to Article 53 EEA,
that the cooperation is capable of restricting competition?

a.

2. What is the legal significance for the consideration of whether a form of
conduct constitutes an infringement by object, that such cooperation took
place openly vis-à-vis the procuring authority?

3. What legal criteria must in particular be emphasised when considering
whether cooperation that takes the form of two competing companies
submitting a joint tender through a joint venture, and where the two
undertakings are to be subcontractors to the joint venture, should be
deemed to constitute an infringement by object?’17

When answering these questions, the EFTA Court emphasised that the restriction by object
criterion is objective, and that the parties’ intentions are therefore not decisive. This meant
that, although openly submitting a joint tender may reveal a lack of anti-competitive
intention, this is in itself not a prerequisite for determining whether an agreement restricts
competition by its object.

The EFTA Court further emphasised that it is not sufficient to establish that the
agreement is capable of restricting competition, having regard to the specific legal and
economic context. In order to qualify as a restriction by object, the agreement must entail
a sufficient degree of harm to competition that there is no need to examine its effects.
Account must also be taken of ‘the substance of the cooperation, its objectives and the
economic and legal context of which it forms part’.18 This means that, in order to establish
whether the criterion is fulfilled, an assessment of the circumstances of each case is
necessary, but only to the extent that the agreement’s harmful nature is ‘easily identifiable’.19

The Norwegian Supreme Court upheld the Norwegian NCA’s findings and ruled that
the agreement between Ski Taxi and Follo Taxi to submit a joint bid through SFT caused
sufficient harm to competition and thus had a competition-restricting object pursuant to
Section 10 (1) of the Norwegian Competition Act. The Supreme Court ruled that, even if
one of the companies would most likely have refrained from submitting a tender on its
own, this was of little importance, since the decisive element was the possibility of a
competing offer.20 Joint bidding by undertakings that have the capacity to submit individual
tenders was considered particularly harmful, since it reduces the number of tenderers and

17 Case E-3/16, Ski Taxi SA, Follo Taxi SA and Ski Follo Taxidrift AS v The Norwegian Government, represented
by the Competition Authority, n 13, para. 24.

18 Ibid., paras. 101-102.
19 Ibid., para. 61.
20 Ski Taxi SA Follo Taxi SA Ski Follo Taxidrift AS mot Staten v/Konkurransetilsynet, HR-2017-1229-A, para.

44.
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eliminates potential competition between the parties submitting the joint tender. Ski Taxi
and Follo Taxi had cooperated on price, quality and capacity in a way that is similar to
horizontal price fixing, which is expressly prohibited and highly likely to amount to an
object restriction of competition pursuant to Section 10 (1) of the Norwegian Competition
Act, and Article 53 1) EEA. There were some efficiency gains, such as increased car capacity
and better utilisation of cars, which would not have been achieved with separate tenders,
but these were not considered sufficient to outweigh the harm to competition pursuant
to Section 10 (3)) of the Norwegian Competition Act.

The Telenor case on abuse of a dominant position is an example of the NCA’s efforts
to promote competition in the telecom sector. This case concerned whether, pursuant to
Section 11 of the Norwegian Competition Act and Article 54 EEA, both of which mirror
Article 102 TFEU, Telenor abused its dominant position between 2010 and 2014 by
preventing the establishment of a third mobile network in Norway. During this period,
Telenor and Telia were the only two mobile operators with a mobile network infrastructure
that covered all of Norway. When a third actor, Network Norway, tried to establish a third
national mobile network, Telenor arguably prevented this from happening by changing
its pricing structure for Network Norway, which rented access to Telenor’s network.

Access to Telenor’s infrastructure was a precondition for Network Norway being able
to establish a network of its own. The new terms from 2010 included a fixed monthly ‘SIM
fee’ that Network Norway had to pay Telenor for each of Network Norway’s subscribers.
The SIM fee was independent of Network Norway’s actual data traffic passing through
Telenor’s network. The new terms allegedly reduced Network Norway’s incentives to
continue work on establishing its own network. Network Norway was incentivised to
merely continue as a service provider in the downstream market. Telenor thus arguably
hindered more competition in the upstream market by preventing the establishment of a
third network. In 2018, the NCA fined Telenor NOK 788 million for this behaviour,
pursuant to the Norwegian Competition Act Section 29, seen together with Article 6 of
the EEA Competition Act.21 This is the highest fine ever imposed for an infringement of
the competition rules in Norway. The NCA’s decision has been upheld by the Competition
Appeals Committee and is currently pending before the Norwegian courts.

It is interesting to note in connection with this case that the changed pricing structure
was actually found to increase competition in the downstream market, for example
providing Network Norway with more customers. However, the improvements in the
downstream market were not found to outweigh the negative impact that the new terms
had on competition in the upstream market, discouraging the establishment of a third
mobile network. The Competition Appeals Committee found in particular that the changed
pricing structure was not reconcilable with the fundamental responsibility a dominant

21 Case V2018-20 Telenor.
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operator, i.e. Telenor, has for not disturbing competition in a market. The behaviour was
therefore found to be in breach of Section 11 of the Norwegian Competition Act, and of
Article 54 EEA as the cross-border dimension was found to be fulfilled.

10. What kind of remedies have been employed in cases relating to digital markets. Do
you see any differences to remedies in other markets?
As mentioned earlier, promoting competition in the telecom sector has been an

enforcement priority for the Norwegian Competition Authority. This is seen, for instance,
in concentration control of the telecom sector, in which the NCA has intervened several
times.22 A common denominator in all these concentration cases is that the concentrations
were in principle found to have qualified anti-competitive effects. Under the Norwegian
Competition Act, however, undertakings can propose modifying commitments in order
to avoid the harm caused to the competition in markets otherwise affected by the
concentration. In the cases referred to in this report, the NCA authorised all the
concentrations after accepting the proposed modifying commitments. Note that, as under
EU law, the modifying commitments are subject to a proportionality test, meaning that
the commitments must not go further than is necessary to address the significant
competitive restraints caused by the concentration.

D Regulatory overlaps and enforcement challenges

In this section, we present regulatory overlaps and possible enforcement challenges in the
digital economy in Norway. As in the previous sections, there is not much to present that
is related to the digital economy in the narrow sense, but there are some cases of regulatory
overlaps and policy disagreements between different agencies that are related to the
digitalisation of the economy.

11. Has there been any overlap in practice between ex ante regulation aimed at
controlling market behaviour – such as, but not limited to, consumer protection
legislation, the proposed platform Regulation, the GDPR, the geo-blocking
Regulation, the ePrivacyDirective and/or proposed ePrivacyRegulation, or similar
national instruments of legislation in relation to most favoured nation clauses–
and the enforcement practice of competition authorities?

12. Which authorities are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital
economy in your jurisdiction?

22 Case V2005-6 Telenor – Tiscali, Case V2012-8 Telenor – LOS, Case V2015-1 Telia – Tele2/NwN.
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The GDPR, protection of privacy and the collection of data are a concern in digital
markets. In Norway, enforcement of the GDPR and protection of privacy more generally,
are tasks assigned to the Norwegian Data Protection Authority. As mentioned above, the
NCA has not focused on big data issues in its competition policy. Instead, it wishes to
follow the EU Commission’s lead on these issues. There is no direct overlap between the
competences of the NCA and the data protection authority. Nor is there any example of
their decisions leading to conflicting interests.

Responsibility for ensuring effective competition in the telecom market is shared
between the NCA and the National Communication Authority. This is probably the best
example from Norway of shared regulatory competence in the digital economy. The
agencies’ respective competences are mostly complementary and not overlapping. The
Communications Authority primarily regulates the market ex ante through general
regulations and by imposing obligations on undertakings, while the NCA enforces the
prohibitions on abuse of dominance and anti-competitive agreements. In addition, as
mentioned in earlier, the NCA has intervened against several concentrations in the telecom
sector. The communications authority may impose certain obligations on undertakings
found to have a dominant position in the telecom sector and it has done so in relation to
Telenor. The obligations imposed on Telenor are an obligation to offer service providers
and MVNOs access to their network on non-discriminatory terms and not to engage in
margin squeezes. As mentioned, there is an ongoing case concerning possible abuse of
dominance by Telenor. This case illustrates that the obligations imposed by the
communications authority do not prevent the NCA from enforcing the prohibition on
abuse of dominance, and that their competences are complementary.

As we briefly mentioned in section A, the Norwegian Consumer Agency developed an
internet web portal that was supposed to show real-time prices of groceries. This was done
on behalf of the Government. The purpose was, among other things, to increase consumer
information about prices. The NCA was highly critical of the portal, because it would lead
to increased market transparency in an oligopolistic market, increasing the risk of
collusion.23 In this case, neither the NCA nor the Consumer Agency had power of decision.
It was the Government that had the final say, and hence would resolve the disagreement.
In the end, development of the portal was terminated in May 2018.

Another example of the NCA opposing regulation of a market, partly because of the
negative effects it would have on digital services, is the regulation of the Norwegian book
market. The Government recently prolonged a regulation exempting what is known as

23 The Norwegian Competition Authority’s consultation submission of 30 November 2011 concerning NOU
2011:4 https://www.regjeringen.no/contentassets/02bc298627934c308f572be0efeae981/026-
konkurransetilsynet.pdf?uid=Konkurransetilsynet; https://konkurransetilsynet.no/forskning-viser-
prisportaler-kan-gi-hoyere-priser/.
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‘the book agreement’ from Section 10 of the Norwegian Competition Act (the prohibition
on anti-competitive agreements).24 The book agreement is an agreement between the
publishers’ association and the bookstores’ association. The agreement allows publishers
to set a fixed price for new books, which the bookstores must comply with (RPM). The
NCA opposed the regulation because of the risk of it leading to high prices and its possible
negative effects on the sale of eBooks and on subscription services for audio books.25 An
important aspect of this case is that the Government’s competence is limited to adopting
exemptions from the Norwegian Competition Act. It cannot adopt exemptions from the
EEA competition rules. Both the NCA and ESA can enforce the EEA competition provisions
in relation to the book agreement if the agreement is found to have an effect on interstate
trade. So far, the agencies appear to be uncertain about whether the agreement has an
appreciable effect on interstate trade. The agreement only covers books in the Norwegian
language, limiting the extent of the effect on interstate trade. The digitalisation of the book
market may increase the effect on interstate trade, however. Foreign companies trying to
offer a subscription service for Norwegian audio books in Norway are a recent example.
They find it difficult to include new books in their library because of the fixed-price clause
in the book agreement. Furthermore, international providers of eBooks find it difficult to
offer new Norwegian books because the fixed prices are well above the prices these
undertakings normally offer. This development related to digital books could tip the effect
on interstate trade towards being appreciable, and possibly lead to the NCA or ESA
intervening.

24 https://lovdata.no/dokument/SF/forskrift/2014-12-19-1716?q=FOR-2014-12-19-1716.
25 See file://general.uib.no/JURHOME$/jprrg/Downloads/2016-0440-2-svar-pa-horing-forslag-til-endring-

i-forskrift-om-unntak-fra-konkurranseloven-10-ved-omsetning-av-boker.pdf and https://
konkurransetilsynet.no/bor-bokbransjens-unntak-fra-konkurransereglene-viderefores/.
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Maciej Bernatt*

A Competition policy in the digital economy: a shift in focus?

1. What are the main cases dealing with the digital economy (focusing on digital
businesses or on the competition between digital businesses and incumbent
operators) initiated and completed by your competition authority?
The practice of the Polish competition authority (Urząd Ochrony Konkurencji i

Konsumentów, UOKiK1) offers limited lessons concerning competition law enforcement
in the digital era. No infringement decision concerning digital business practices has yet
been adopted. This process may be linked to the limited activity of the UOKiK on the
antitrust side in recent years.2 As of 2015-2016, the UOKiK approach could also suggest
that the UOKiK believes that the anticompetitive risks posed by new technologies are not
necessarily significant. The UOKiK’s approach to Uber is exemplary in this regard.3

Having said that, one has to note an interesting pending case concerning Allegro
(https://allegro.pl/), Poland’s leading e-commerce platform. The theory of harm put forward
by the UOKiK is similar to the one taken by the European Commission in the Google
shopping case and actions against Amazon. The UOKiK suspects that Allegro accorded
more favourable treatment to its own online store at the expense of other sellers present
on the Allegro platform.4 First, the UOKiK believes that Allegro might have used

* Dr (habil.) Maciej Bernatt, head of the Department of European Economic Law and scientific secretary of
the Centre for Antitrust and Regulatory Studies, Faculty of Management, University of Warsaw; e-mail:
mbernatt@wz.uw.edu.pl. The author is grateful to Magdalena Gniadzik, Monika Namysłowska, Bartosz
Targański and Laura Zoboli for their feedback. The opinions expressed and all remaining errors are those
of the author alone. The report has been prepared as of 31 December 2019. The author’s research is supported
by the National Science Centre, Poland (decision UMO-2018/31/B/HS5/01192). All web pages in this report
were last accessed on February 26, 2020.

1 www.uokik.gov.pl.
2 For statistics concerning enforcement of competition law in Poland from 1990 to 2016, see M. Martyniszyn

and M. Bernatt, ‘Implementing a Competition Law System—Three Decades of Polish Experience’, Journal
of Antitrust Enforcement, 2019, https://doi.org/10.1093/jaenfo/jnz016, pp. 29-38. See also full report
available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3391298, pp. 32-46. In 2017 and 2018 the UOKiK enforcement
remained at its historical lowest; see the UOKiK annual report for 2017, https://www.uokik.gov.pl/
download.php?plik=22601. For presentation of UOKiK activity in 2018 see www.uokik.gov.pl/news.

3 See more in part C.
4 See the statements of the UOKiK President and the UOKiK vice-president:

“We suspect that by using its high market status, Allegro favoured its own sales activity compared to the sales
activity conducted by other sellers on its platform”;
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information on the platform’s operation, including the relevancy algorithm, unavailable
to other sellers, in order to better position and display its own offers in the search results
according to the relevancy criterion.5 Second, some sales or promotional features were
only available to the Allegro Official Shop, and other sellers were unable to use them.6 For
example, when consumers were searching for a particular product via Allegro’s search
engines, they received an automatic message suggesting they go to the Official Allegro
Shop. Third, Allegro could use special promotional banners on an exclusive basis, which
increased interest in its own offers on the platform.7

The beginning of the case dates back to July 2017, when the UOKiK raided the premises
of Allegro.8 In December 2019 the proceedings against Allegro was opened.9 The length
of the proceedings may be related to the novel character of the case and limited personnel
resources of the UOKiK competition protection division. The press release suggests that
the investigation was launched after several complaints by businesses selling their products
via Allegro had been filed to the UOKiK. The complaints pointed out the changes made
on the Allegro sales platform which allegedly resulted in the products sold on this platform
by the Allegro online store always being listed as the “best match” in search results.10

Even though the UOKiK practice concerning digital economy players is limited, one
should not overlook the UOKiK’s actions aimed at keeping markets open for on-line
competition.11 In particular, the UOKiK addressed vertical restraints which imposed
limitations on online sales by distributors or promoted official channels of distribution at

“Actions taken by Allegro could have adversely affected the competitive situation of independent on-line shops
whose products may have been less visible on the platform compared to Allegro’s offers. Consequently, products
offered for sale by independent sellers may have been less frequently chosen by consumers.”;
“We do not question the fact that Allegro can run a shop on its own platform and compete there with other
entities. We also do not prohibit the company from developing sales algorithms or collecting information on
consumer behaviour. We do however claim that Allegro’s own shop should operate in same conditions as any
other seller selling its products on this company’s platform. It cannot be favoured, says Michał Holeksa, Vice-
president of UOKiK”.
Available at https://www.uokik.gov.pl/news.php?news_id=16014.

5 See https://www.uokik.gov.pl/news.php?news_id=16014.
6 Ibid.
7 Ibid.
8 See https://www.uokik.gov.pl/news.php?news_id=13332.
9 See https://www.uokik.gov.pl/news.php?news_id=16014.
10 See https://www.uokik.gov.pl/news.php?news_id=13332. One of the participants of the market described

the Allegro practice in the following way:
“To find that Allegro favours its own offer, it’s enough to look at the main page of the portal where a third
of the products come from the Allegro store. (…) For several months the service has been diverting attention
from smaller sellers towards its own store and the Brand Zone, i.e. big brands.”
See http://www.rp.pl/Handel/310089929-UOKiK-uderzy-w-Allegro.html.

11 For more, see B. Targański, ‘Online distribution restraints in decisions of the President of the Office of
Competition and Consumer Protection, in Handel wewnętrzny w Polsce 2011-2016, Instytut Badań Rynku,
Kosumpcji i Koniunktur, Warszawa, 2016, pp. 256-265.
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expense of on-line independent sale models.12 It has also dealt with practices setting
minimum prices in on-line distribution13 and with the alleged attempt of producers of
sporting shoes to eliminate on-line sales of their products via the Allegro platform.14

2. Has your competition authority adapted its enforcement practices in order to keep
up with the pace of digital markets?
The available public resources suggest that the UOKiK has not adapted its enforcement

strategies nor evaluated competition policy as far as digital markets are concerned. The
most recent 2015 Competition and Consumer Policy does not mention digital markets as
a UOKiK focus, or even a point of interest.15 Still, the UOKiK’s attention in this respect
may be growing. In December 2018 the UOKiK organized a conference in which one panel
was dedicated to competition in digital markets.16 In addition, the topic has gained
considerable attention among co-producers of the Polish competition law system: scholars,
practitioners, and civil servants.17

3. Is your domestic competition lawusing the consumerwelfare standard as its specific
goal?
The consumer welfare standard is not mentioned directly in the Polish Competition

Act.18 According to the wording of Article 1, the Act determines the conditions for the
development and protection of competition as well as the principles for protecting the
interests of undertakings and consumers in the public interest. This public interest clause
serves both a jurisdictional and an evaluation function.19 It also helps to define the primary

12 See the UOKiK decision of 30 December 2013, RKR-48 /2013 (Royal Canin). All UOKiK decisions are
available at https://decyzje.uokik.gov.pl/bp/dec_prez.nsf; See also the recent investigation concerning the
distribution of bikes: https://www.uokik.gov.pl/news.php?news_id=15582,.

13 See the UOKiK decision of 29 December 2011, DOK-13/2011 (Ronald).
14 See J. Kowalewska, Koniec kupowania znanych marek na Allegro? Nike i Adidas już przeciw, http://

wyborcza.biz/biznes/1,147743,11519804,Koniec_kupowania_znanych_marek_na_Allegro__Nike_
i.html?disableRedirects=true.

15 See https://www.uokik.gov.pl/download.php?plik=16694.
16 See https://uokik.gov.pl/download.php?id=19104.
17 See, in particular, a special issue of Internetowy Kwartalnik Antymonopolowy i Regulacyjny, Polish antitrust

journal published by the Centre of Antitrust and Regulatory Studies of the University of Warsaw, which
was dedicated to digital markets, available at http://ikar.wz.uw.edu.pl/ikar.php?ikar=55, visited 30 June
2019. Please also note that the Centre of Antirust and Regulatory Studies has launched aninitiative dedicated
to digital markets and big data: CARS Digital Markets and Data Economy Laboratory, http://
www.cars.wz.uw.edu.pl/laboratories-05.html, visited 30 June 2019.

18 Act of 16 February 2007 on competition and consumer protection, Journal of Laws of 2015, item 1634.
19 For an understanding of the jurisdictional and evaluation functions of the public interest clause, see M.

Bernatt, A. Jurkowska-Gomułka & T. Skoczny, ‘Interes publiczny w ochronie konkurencji’, in M. Kępiński
(Ed.), System prawa prywatnego. Prawo konkurencji, Vol. 15, Legalis/el. 2014.
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and secondary goals of competition law20 and invites the interpretation of public interest
in the light of antitrust axiology.21 This leads antitrust scholars to conclude that the ultimate
goal of Polish competition law is consumer welfare.22 A similar view was expressed, at least
in 2015, in Competition and Consumer Policy.23 Viewed in such a light, although
competition is equated with rivalry among independent undertakings, competition law is
concerned with the effects of such rivalry and not with the process itself. However, the
case-law of Polish courts is less straightforward in this respect.24 In particular, one can
note a focus on the protection of competition as a process. For example, the Warsaw district
court empowered to review the UOKiK decisions (the Court of Competition and Consumer
Protection) underlined that the protection of consumers takes place by means of protection
of competition; public interest is violated if a practice has a negative impact on the
competition process, even if such negative impact results from practices against individual
competitors.25

In any case, the consumer welfare standard is not understood in Poland in a narrow
way linked (only) to allocation efficiency. In particular, allocation efficiency is not
considered in the case-law of Poland as a leading goal of competition law.26 The recent
case-law suggests that the broader constitutional framework of a social market economy
should be taken into account when defining the goals of Polish competition law. In 2018
the Supreme Court rebuked the Chicago-school oriented reasoning of the Court of Appeal
in Warsaw and rejected the U.S. approach of non-intervention insofar as excessive prices
charged by dominant market players are concerned,27 making a more interventionist
approach in this respect possible. Lastly, it needs to be noted that there have also been rare
instances in which the courts were ready to embrace non-competition considerations (such

20 T. Skoczny and D. Miąsik, ‘Commentary on Article 1 of the Competition Act’, in T. Skoczny (Ed.), Ustawa
o ochronie konkurencji i konsumentów. Komentarz, Legalis/el., 2014.

21 Judgment of the Supreme Court of Poland of 27 August 2003, I CKN 527/01.
22 See, for example, T. Skoczny and D. Miąsik, 2014. See also T. Skoczny, ‘Słowo wstępne’, in B. Kurcz (Ed.)

Prawo i ekonomia konkurencji, Wolters Kluwer, Warszawa, 2010, pp. 28-30; A. Jurkowska and T. Skoczny,
‘Wyłączenia określonych porozumień specjalizacyjnych i badawczo-rozwojowych spod zakazu porozumień
ograniczających konkurencję’, Przegląd Prawa Handlowego, 2003, No. 1, p. 17.

23 According to the Competition and Consumer Protection Policy of 2015 the main goal of competition pro-
tection is to ensure it can flourish to increase economic efficiency, innovation, and as a result increase
consumer welfare. See ‘Polityka Ochrony Konkurencji i Konsumentów’, Urząd Ochrony Konkurencji i
Konsumentów, 2015, https://www.uokik.gov.pl/download.php?plik=16694.

24 For more, see D. Miąsik, ‘Controlled Chaos with Consumer Welfare as the Winner – A Study of the Goals
of Polish Antitrust Law’, Yearbook of Antitrust and Regulatory Studies, Vol. 1, No. 1, 2008, p. 52.

25 Judgment of the Court of Competition and Consumer Protection of 16 November 2005, XVII Ama 97/04.
26 See the Supreme Court judgements of 19 September 2009, III SK 5/09, of 17 March 2010, III SK 41/09, of

23 November 2011, III SK 21/11 and of 13 July 2012, III SK 44/11.
27 Supreme Court judgement of 20 March 2018, III SK 5/17.
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as public health and protection of the environment) when reviewing the UOKiK decisions.28

In this light, the public interest in the protection of competition stemming from Article 1
of the Competition Act could be balanced against public interests of a different nature.
However, it remains unclear under which provision of the Competition Act such balancing
can take place.29

To sum up, public interest remains an evolving concept subject to a dynamic
interpretation that provides space for such an interpretation of the Competition Act, which
could respond to the challenges existing in digital markets without the need to amend
Article 1 of the Competition Act.

B Market definition and market power

4. How does your competition authority define the market with regard to digital
economy players?
As explained above, the practice of the UOKiK related to the digital economy insofar

as practices restricting competition are concerned is limited and does not offer substantial
lessons concerning how the UOKiK defines the market in this context. The statement by
the UOKiK President in the Allegro case suggests that the UOKiK draws some inspiration
from the European Commission’s decision in the Google Shopping case. However, in
contrast to Google, Allegro is not a general internet search engine; its business model is
more similar to Amazon.

Viewed against this background, some lessons can be offered insofar as merger control
is concerned. The UOKiK tends to define markets in a relatively narrow way and
distinguishes separate markets for on-line services. Such approach follows a practice of
narrow definition of relevant market as far as traditional markets are concerned.30 Narrow
definition applied in the case of the market for on-line sales of books (i.e. as separate from
the traditional market of sales of books via bookshops).31 The UOKiK took into account
the different characteristics of on-line transactions (among others, the longer time for
deliberation before purchasing), differences in pricing, delivery costs, direct contacts, trust
in the seller, and the different age group of consumers.32 In addition, the UOKiK practice

28 M. Bernatt and M. Mleczko, ‘Public Interest and a Place for Non-Competition Considerations in Polish
Competition Law’, Concurrences, 2018, No. 1, pp. 5-9 available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3056521.

29 Ibid.
30 See T. Skoczny and I. Szwedziak-Bork, ‘Commentary on Article 4(9) of the Competition Act, in: T. Skoczny

(Ed.), Ustawa o ochronie konkurencji i konsumentów. Komentarz, C.H. Beck, Warszawa, 2014, p. 147.
31 The UOKiK decision of 3 February 2011, DKK-12/2011 (Empik/Merlin).
32 Ibid. Please note that Empik/Merlin decision was issued in 2011, i.e. at a time when e-commerce was far

less popular in Poland.
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suggests that in line with the Commission’s approach in Google/DoubleClick, the on-line
advertisement market constitutes a different market than the off-line one.33

The UOKiK also takes a narrow approach in defining separate on-line markets. In its
decision of 2012 the UOKiK cleared the acquisition of the on-line retail store Agito S.A.
by the owner of the Allegro Internet sales platform, MIH Allegro.34 To define the relevant
product market the UOKiK followed a traditional approach based on Article 4 of the
Competition Act, which defines the relevant market as a market of goods which, by reason
of their intended use, price, and characteristics, including quality, are regarded by the
buyers as substitutes. This led the UOKiK to distinguish two separate markets: the market
for on-line auction services and the market for on-line retail sales. According to the UOKiK
Allegro is providing on-line auction services since it operates as an intermediary platform
between sellers (often a professional ones) and buyers. On the other hand, Agito acts on
the on-line retail sales market via its own on-line shop. In addition, the UOKiK had to
deal with the question whether the acquisition of Agito would affect the on-line price
comparison market, where the owner of Allegro was also present by operating Ceneo.pl
service. The UOKiK distinguished the market for on-line market comparisons as separate
from the general search market and market for on-line advertisement. In particular, the
former services were not considered to be equally useful to compare prices of the products
in a personalized way. The UOKiK followed the traditional approach and took into account
the preferences of users of both services.35 Such definitions of the relevant market led the
UOKiK to conclude that the merger was not horizontal in nature.

So far, the UOKiK has not modified the definitions of the market offered in its 2012
Allegro/Agito decision. Thus, Allegro’s own retail sales via its own Allegro platform (a
service which did not exist back in 2012) and the intermediary on-line sales services
provided by Allegro via its platform are likely to be considered in the future as services
provided on two separate markets. It seems that the UOKiK will have to address this issue
in the Allegro investigation discussed above. The issue whether these markets (if found to
be separate) are interconnected will be of relevance in this context. In the UOKiK practice
it has not been uncommon to conclude that a dominant position on one market led to the
abuse (of this dominant position) on another connected market.36 This was particularly

33 The UOKiK decision of 22 April 2008, DKK-37/2008 (EDSA/Ditel). In this respect, see P. Semeniuk, ‘Kto
posiada pozycję dominującą w Internecie? Uwagi o usługach internetowych i naturze reklamy na tle polskiego
i europejskiego prawa konkurencji’, Internetowy Kwartalnik Antymonopolowy i Regulacyjny, 2013, Vol.
5, No. 2, p. 40.

34 The UOKiK decision of 15 March 2012, DKK-20/2012 (Allegro/Agito).
35 Such an approach was criticized in the Polish literature for not taking into account demand substitution

by the providers of on-line advertisements; see Semeniuk, 2013, pp. 27-51.
36 Skoczny and Szwedziak-Bork, 2014, pp. 160-161.
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the case in both the public utilities market and the network industries market. Such an
approach could conceivably be relied on in the digital context as well.

In any case, the UOKiK Allegro/Agito merger decision does not support the conclusion
that the UOKiK is ready to abandon its existing approach towards defining markets when
dealing with the digital economy. Still, one has to note that the definition of the relevant
market in Polish competition act is in line with EU competition37 what leaves a space for
such interpretation which would be in line with the developments in EU law.

The UOKiK is likely to proceed with caution when defining the relevant market in the
digital context, leaving some space for adjustments. The merger decision of 2015 in United
Internet/home.pl suggests that this is the case.38 In this decision the UOKiK dealt with the
take-over of home.pl by 1&1 Internet (owned by German United Internet). The UOKiK
did not choose to define the relevant market in a clear and determinative way. It had doubts
about whether one should distinguish two markets, i.e. the hosting market and the market
for registering and maintaining web pages, or whether the market should be defined more
broadly. Still, having in mind the opinions submitted during the proceedings the UOKiK
took a cautious approach. It observed that only if the markets are defined as the hosting
market and the market for registering and maintaining web pages would the concentration
be of a horizontal nature. Since such a scenario would pose the largest competitive risks,
the UOKiK decided to review the merger as if the markets were defined in such a way.
Since the final decision cleared the transaction, these hypothetical market definitions
(which were the least beneficial for the merging parties) were not challenged on the judicial
level. In any case, the United Internet/home.pl decision shows that when faced with novel
on-line markets the UOKiK may be tempted not to define the markets precisely and to
take a cautious approach aimed at dispelling any doubts concerning the potential
anticompetitive effect of the notified concentration. The United Internet/home.pl decision
suggest also that similar concentrations are likely be decided in phase two proceedings.

5. How is market power established in the practice of your competition authority in
cases relating to digital economy players?
The limited practice of the UOKiK concerning the digital sector does not allow for

fully answering the question about the way in which the UOKiK establishes market power
insofar as digital market players are concerned. Instead, the cases discussed offer limited
guidance as to how market power is understood by the UOKiK in the digital context.

37 See Article 4(9) of the Competition Act: “Relevant market shall mean a market of goods, which by reason
of their intended use, price and characteristics, including quality, are regarded by the buyers as substitutes,
and are offered in the area in which, by reason of their nature and characteristics, the existence of market
access barriers, consumer preferences, significant differences in prices and transport costs, the conditions
of competition are sufficiently homogeneous”.

38 See the UOKiK decision of 22 December 2015, DKK-216/2015 (United Internet/home.pl).
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However, having in mind that the notion of dominance (i.e. dominant position) has been
legally defined in the Competition Act,39 one can expect that the UOKiK will follow its
existing practice. Therefore, the test will be whether the undertaking concerned is capable
of acting to a significant degree independently of its competitors, contracting parties, and
consumers. The United Internet/home.pl decision suggests that market shares are likely
to be of relevance in this respect.40 However, other factors such as broader market
characteristics41 and (low) entry barriers will play also a role.42 What’s more, the UOKiK
practice to date suggests that future/potential competition may also be a factor to be taken
into account.43 In particular, the dynamics present in the digital market can lead the UOKiK
to the conclusion that an undertaking does not have a dominant position despite the fact
that its market share is above 40% (a legal threshold to presume dominant position under
Article 4 of the Competition Act).44 When dealing with cases involving future digital
markets the UOKiK will have the opportunity to rely on the case-law related to
interconnected markets.45 For example, in the past the UOKiK did not exclude that the
market power related to the airport infrastructure services market can be transferred into
the airline transportation market.46 The fact that market power on one market can produce
effects on another market has been indirectly confirmed in the Supreme Court judgment
in the Polish interchange fee case.47 This judgement suggests that procompetitive gains,
which are subject to assessment under Article 8 of the Competition Act (the counterpart
of Article 101(3) TFEU) can also materialize on neighbouring markets.48

39 Article 4 of the Competition Act defines ‘dominant position’ in the following way: An undertaking’s market
position which allows it to prevent effective competition in a relevant market, thus enabling it to act to a
significant degree independently of its competitors, contracting parties and consumers. It is assumed that
an undertaking holds a dominant position if its market share in the relevant market exceeds 40%.

40 The UOKiK decision of 22 December 2015, DKK-216/2015 (United Internet/home.pl).
41 See for example the UOKiK decision of 26 August 2010, DOK 8/2010 (Wrigley Poland), where the market

power of a chewing gum producer was confronted with the countervailing buyer power of retailers and
wholesalers of a broad range of sweets.

42 The UOKiK decision of 15 March 2012, DKK-20/2012 (Allegro/Agito).
43 See for example the UOKiK decision of 13 January 2011, DKK-1/2011 (PGE/Energa) in which the UOKiK

offered a detailed analysis why it is unlikely that the import of electric energy into Poland will grow in such
a way that the position of Polish producers will be undermined.

44 For such approach in non-digital contexts, see the UOKiK decision of 26 August 2010, DOK-8/2010 (Wrigley
Poland). See also the UOKiK decision of 22 December 2015, DKK-216/2015 (United Internet/home.pl).

45 See for example the Supreme Court judgement of 19 February 2009, III SK 31/08.
46 See the UOKiK decision of 29 August 2008, RWA-27/2008 (Przedsiębiorstwo Państwowe Porty Lotnicze).
47 The Supreme Court of 25 October 2017, III SK 38/16.
48 See more in part C.
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6. Can you notice a difference in ex post assessments (abuse of dominance cases) and
ex ante assessments (concentrationmerger control cases), both in relation todefining
markets and conceptualizing market power?
Due to the lack of definitive cases concerning abuse of dominant position by digital

market players such a difference cannot be observed as far as digital markets are concerned.
As far as traditional markets are concerned, the tendency has been to define markets in
the narrow way so as the effective enforcement of competition law is possible.49 Such
tendency was present both in case of ex post and ex ante assessment. The result is that
finding of market power was relatively easy. While the judicial pronouncements that
relevant markets should be in principle defined in the narrow way50 has been subject to
criticism,51 such approach has not been abandoned. Still, different approaches in case of
ex post and ex ante assessment are considered to be permissible.52 In this context, one has
to be aware that most of Polish abuse of dominance cases were relatively straightforward
and involved former natural monopolies on telecommunication, post, railway or energy
markets. Therefore, one cannot exclude more sophisticated analysis in novel cases such
as Allegro.

C Anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy

7. Whichpractices indigitalmarkets or involvingdigital businesses have been analyzed
in the decision-making practices or case law of your jurisdiction?
As far as collusion on the digital market is concerned, there are two major examples

of UOKiK actions. They concern Uber and on-line hotel booking systems. These examples
suggest that when dealing with the digital economy the UOKiK may be tempted to take a
soft-measure, regulatory approach and not to adopt infringement decisions. In addition,
the UOKiK’s approach to Uber is a prime example of an NCA’s strong belief in the
disruptive character of digital economy services.

49 See Skoczny and Szwedziak-Bork, 2014, pp. 147-148.
50 See for example the judgement of Polish Supreme Court of 14 September 2006, III SK 13/06.
51 The argument being that definition of relevant market should be correct, neither overinclusive nor under-

inclusive. See Skoczny and Szwedziak-Bork, 2014, p. 148. See also the judgment of Court of Appeal in
Warsaw of 8 August 2005, IV Aca 6/05.

52 Skoczny and Szwedziak-Bork, 2014, pp. 149-150 (relying on EU law).
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In May 2016, i.e. at the time when Uber was expanding in Poland, the UOKiK adopted
a precedential statement explaining its position with respect to Uber’s activity.53 It explained
that there were no reasons for the UOKiK to intervene.54

This statement is worthy of close attention. At the outset, in contrast to the approach
taken subsequently at the EU level,55 the UOKiK observed that Uber does not provide a
transportation service. Uber was only seen as an intermediary service connecting drivers
and clients. According to the UOKiK,

“Uber’s liability is correlated to an intermediary service (use of the telephone
application and processing of payment), while the drivers are liable for the
transportation service, rendering it similar to services provided by other
intermediaries such as hotel booking platforms, private apartment rentals, or
private sales websites.”

Seen in such a light, Uber’s technology is believed to bring about disruption and undermine
the position of traditional taxi operators, and therefore to have a positive impact on
competition on the market. What’s more, Uber services are beneficial for consumers while
providing adequate safeguards on the quality of the transportation services offered by Uber
drivers. The UOKiK linked Uber’s services not only with new functionalities for consumers,
but also with lower prices. It believes that the Uber model offers an example of “more
efficient use of a fleet of vehicles”. In this way, Uber is believed to put competitive price
pressure on the traditional taxi service market. According to the UOKiK, Uber services
were not only positive in terms of bringing about more competition, they also do not have
an anti-competitive character. This is primarily dictated by lack of IP-related entry barriers
and the possibility for replication of the Uber business model by its rivals. In addition, the
UOKiK believed that Uber’s offer is not for every consumer, since it does not guarantee
anonymity of the passenger or the option of paying in cash. Seen in such a light, Uber
services complement rather than endanger the traditional taxi service business model.

To sum up, the UOKiK statement regarding Uber offers an endorsement of Uber as a
pro-competitive and pro-consumer disruptive business model.56 The UOKiK statement

53 See the UOKiK statement of 5 May 2016, ‘Uber – Statement of UOKiK’s Position’, available at https://
www.uokik.gov.pl/download.php?plik=17910.

54 Normally, the UOKiK only explains publicly the reasons for its intervention rather than the lack of an
intervention.

55 Judgement of 20 December 2017 in Case C-434/15 Asociación Profesional Elite Taxi v Uber Systems Spain
SL, ECLI:EU:C:2017:981.

56 Please note however that the statement in fact took into account the early period of Uber activity in Poland.
The Uber business model has also been endorsed as being in conformity with Polish competition law in
the literature. For a discussion of the potential anticompetitive characteristics of the Uber business model
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does not discuss the potentially anti-competitive characteristics of Uber, concerning in
particular the alleged anticompetitive hub and spoke characteristics of the Uber price
algorithm.57

The UOKiK’s lack of an appetite to sanction collusion on digital markets is reflected
in the UOKiK’s approach to the application of Most Favoured Nation clauses (MFN
clauses) by hotel booking on-line platforms. In contrast to NCAs in other member states,
the UOKiK did not conclude its investigation by means of a formal decision (either an
infringement or commitment decision). Instead, the investigation was discontinued in
November 2015 after the reservation platforms abandoned the use of MFN clauses.58 While
potentially sufficient to address the anticompetitive concerns posed by MFN clauses,59

such an approach deprived the UOKiK of a (rare) opportunity to offer guidance on how
it interprets competition law in the digital era.

Insofar as abuse of dominance is concerned, the pending case against Allegro potentially
constitutes a prime example of enforcement of competition related to digital markets. The
favouring of its own offer over the offers of other sellers present on the Allegro platform
is the underlying theory of harm.60

As for mergers involving digital markets, the Allegro/Agito merger and United
Internet/home.pl merger are examples of UOKiK’s activity in the digital sector. As regards
the former, due to the way in which the market was defined the merger was deemed not
to have a horizontal character but a vertical one. Since Agito was selling only small fractions
of its products via the Allegro platform, the acquisition of Agito was not believed to

in Polish literature, see M. Toroń and K. Wiese, ‘Aplikacja UBER lub jak ująć sharing economy w istniejące
ramy prawne?’, Internetowy Kwartalnik Antymonopolowy i Regulacyjny, 2017, Vol. 5, No. 6, pp. 8-27.

57 The idea being that the Uber algorithm decides when and where the surge price is charged despite the fact
that Uber drivers are formally independent. It is also argued that Uber’s strategic pricing can eventually
lead to the imposition of supra-competitive prices on the market (a phenomenon linked to the moment
when Uber becomes a dominant player on the market). Please note that the UOKiK has experience with
allegations of a hub-and-spoke conspiracy. See the decision of 18 September 2006, DOK-107/2006 (Polifarb
Cieszyn) concerning an agreement between a major paint and varnishes producer and leading DIY stores,
and a similar decision of 31 December 2010, DOK-12/2010 (Akzo Nobel Polska); see also the decision of
8 December 2015, DOK-4/2015 (Swatch Group Polska), concerning an agreement establishing minimum
retail prices on watches. Hence, the UOKiK in principal has sufficient expertise to address criticism related
to the alleged anticompetitive, hub-and-spoke characteristics of Uber.

58 See the statement of 3 November 2015, ‘UOKiK Concludes Proceedings in the Hotel Online Booking Case’,
available at https://www.uokik.gov.pl/download.php?plik=17212, visited 30 June 2019.

59 The UOKiK pointed out that in June 2015 it called on Hotel Reservation Service, Expedia Lodging Partner
Booking.com, and eTravel to voluntarily cease the use of MFN clauses. The decision of the platforms to do
so enabled, to use the UOKiK’s own words, the “swift elimination of irregularities without the need to
launch antitrust proceedings”.

60 See more in part A.
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significantly limit competition on the market.61 Similar conclusions were reached in relation
to the on-line price comparison market.62

The United Internet/home.pl merger was also cleared unconditionally by the UOKiK.63

The UOKiK found that while the takeover of home.pl will have some impact on the market
of registering and maintaining web pages and on the hosting market, this impact however
would not be sufficiently significant to adversely affect competition. In particular, the
structure of the market and market shares of major players will remain largely unchanged.
The pre-merger market power of home.pl will principally account for the market share of
the combined company. The UOKiK also took into account that the takeover was unlikely
to affect the competitive character of the market or raise the entry barriers.

8. What reasons have been offered by the businesses concerned to justify (prima facie)
anticompetitive behaviour?
There are no UOKiK decisions or publicly known pending investigations which could

help in the issue of efficiencies in digital context. However, the efficiencies identified in
the Uber business model have been taken into account by the UOKiK on its own initiative.
This was one of the reasons why the UOKiK concluded that Uber’s actions are
procompetitive.

What is more, the UOKiK has some previous experience in the assessment of efficiencies
under Article 8 of the Polish Competition Act (the counterpart of Article 101(3) TFEU)
insofar as multi-sided markets are concerned. In its decision in the interchange fee case
the UOKiK analysed whether, despite the established anticompetitive character of the
setting of interchange fees by Polish banks, procompetitive gains could be identified. The
correctness of such approach has been confirmed in the judgement of the Supreme Court
of 2017.64 The Court reasoned that procompetitive gains in cases of merchants need to be
present so that the restrictive effects are compensated. In doing so the Supreme Court
endorsed – in Polish competition law – the approach taken by the CJEU in case C-382/12
Mastercard under which procompetitive effects need also to be identified in the relevant
market on which the anticompetitive practice occurred (and where the anticompetitive
effects materialized). The identification of procompetitive gains on interconnected market
cannot, in themselves, be of such a character as to compensate for the disadvantages
resulting from that measure in the relevant market.65 The approach taken by the UOKiK
and the Supreme Court in the interchange fee case would seem suitable for application in
the multi-party digital context.

61 The UOKiK decision of 15 March 2012, DKK-20/2012 (Allegro/Agito).
62 Ibid.
63 The UOKiK decision of 22 December 2015, DKK-216/2015 (United Internet/home.pl).
64 Judgment of Supreme Court of 25 October 2017, III SK 38/16.
65 Judgment of 11 September 2014 in Case C-382/12 Mastercard, ECLI:EU:C:2014:2201, para 242.
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9. Have you witnessed the emergence of specific theories of harm tailored to digital
markets?
No specific theories of harm tailored to digital markets can be identified so far. However,

the favouring of one’s own products/services is the underlying theory in the Allegro abuse
of dominance case.

10. What kind of remedies have been employed in cases relating to digital markets. Do
you see any differences to remedies in other markets?
So far Poland offers no experience with remedies in digital markets.

D Regulatory overlap and enforcement challenges

11. Has there been any overlap in practice between ex ante regulation aimed at
controlling market behaviour – such as, but not limited to, consumer protection
legislation, the proposed platform Regulation, the GDPR, the geo-blocking
Regulation, the ePrivacyDirective and/or proposed ePrivacyRegulation, or similar
national instruments of legislation in relation to most favoured nation clauses–
and the enforcement practice of competition authorities?
The discussion in Poland on whether and how to regulate digital platforms has not

been particularly intense so far. The proposals made recently concern the tax system.66

From a competition law perspective, it is of relevance that the UOKiK is also a consumer
protection agency with a separate division dedicated to this field.67 It is entitled to find and
to sanctions the infringement of ‘collective consumer interests’. It could be argued that in
recent years the UOKiK’s very active enforcement of consumer law has somewhat
overshadowed its antitrust mandate.68 However, this process has not necessarily included
the application of consumer law in the digital context. Similar patterns can be observed
in consumer and antitrust areas. In particular, some of the actions taken have not been
concluded so far. Most importantly, in December 2016 the UOKiK opened an investigation
concerning Facebook’s practice related to the collection of data of Facebook users.69 In its

66 For a discussion of the developments in this respect, see M. Piasecki, ‘Morawiecki chce opodatkować
Facebooka i Google’a, by sfinansować „piątkę PiS”. Trochę się przeliczył’, https://oko.press/morawiecki-
chce-opodatkowac-facebooka-i-googlea-by-sfinansowac-piatke-pis-troche-sie-przeliczyl/, visited 30 June
2019.

67 For the UOKiK internal structure see https://www.uokik.gov.pl/departments.php#faq499, visited 30 June
2019.

68 In 2017 the UOKiK issued 66 formal decisions under its consumer mandate. The number of decisions on
antitrust side was 19. See the UOKiK annual report for 2017, at p. 16 and p. 38. For a discussion concerning
the challenges of combining different mandates inside the UOKiK, see Martyniszyn, Bernatt, 2019, pp. 21-
23.

69 https://www.uokik.gov.pl/news.php?news_id=12800.
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press release the UOKiK invoked the actions by NCAs of other Member States, including
Germany. While the UOKiK has not to date issued any decision with respect to Facebook,
in light of the UOKiK’s information that Facebook agreed to change its policy70 it is unclear
whether its investigation concerning Facebook will be continued. Other cases in consumer
area have included providing consumers with misleading information as to services offered
on-line.71

12. Which authorities are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital
economy in your jurisdiction?
Being a multi-task agency, the UOKiK needs to properly coordinate its enforcement

actions under its antitrust and consumer mandates. The primarily role in this regard is
played by the president of the authority and two vice-presidents, who are individually
responsible for each of the respective areas. Internal evaluation committees are relevant
as well, since they provide a mechanism for the assessment of the quality and coherence
of the UOKiK proceedings and the UOKiK decisions with the UOKiK’s general policy and
priorities.72

The Polish Office for the Protection of Personal Data (the UODO) can be considered
as another authority which is entrusted with the enforcement of regulation with regard to
the digital economy. The UODO is responsible for the enforcement of the GDPR in Poland.
As of 17 September 2019, the UOKiK has become the competent authority for the
enforcement of the EU Geo-blocking Regulation.73 The UOKiK is entitled to intervene
under both of its competition and consumer powers. As for the former, the UOKiK may
initiate actions for example once a Polish e-store automatically redirects customers from
other countries to sites containing different offer than those applicable in case of
Polish-language site.74 If, on the other hand, an e-store from another EU country blocks
Polish consumers, the UOKiK may intervene through the Consumer Protection
Cooperation network.75 In addition, the UOKiK may establish competition proceedings
once it believes that geo-blocking restricts competition.

Cooperation between the UOKiK and other administrative authorities has been so far
visible mainly with regard to the Polish telecom and energy regulators. However, it is
possible that such cooperation will involve other authorities, such as the UODO. In
particular this regards the exchange of information between these authorities. Article

70 See https://www.uokik.gov.pl/news.php?news_id=15383.
71 The UOKiK decisions of: 20 June 2012, RPZ 11/2012; 22 November 2018, RKR-4/2018; 22 November 2018,

RKR-5/2018.
72 See https://uokik.gov.pl/news.php?news_id=11822.
73 Article 29(2a) of Polish Competition Act.
74 See https://www.uokik.gov.pl/news.php?news_id=15782.
75 Ibid.
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73(2)(5) of the Polish Competition Act offers a legal basis for the UOKiK to provide
“competent authorities with information which may indicate that any separate provisions
have been infringed.”76 However this provision is of a general nature, and no detailed
procedure in this respect is provided for. What is more, the exchange of information under
Article 73(2)(5) is limited only to information which indicates that other provisions were
infringed, and not to all the information collected by the UOKiK. The scope of information
exchanged with the telecom, postal and fuel/energy regulators could be broader and cover
all information necessary to conduct proceedings by these regulators.77 This lack of a
specific regulation and the limited scope of exchange of information may have an impact
on the intensity of exchanges with other administrative authorities dealing with digital
markets, including the UODO.

As far as the courts are concerned, the administrative decisions of the UOKiK, as well
as those of the telecom, postal, energy, and railway transportation regulators are reviewed
by ordinary (civil) courts and not administrative courts (which is a general rule in Poland
when it comes to the review of administrative decisions, including the UODO decisions).
This review is of a de novo and reformatory character in all respects (e.g. concerning the
law, facts, and fines), rather than being of a merely cassation nature. Hence, it is not limited
to the review of legality only (which is a rule in Poland when it comes to the review of
administrative actions). The other difference is that the judicial review is exercised on three
levels (rather than on two). The Court of Competition and Consumer Protection (the XVII
division of the District Court in Warsaw) acts as the court of first instance. Appeal of its
judgments are heard by the Court of Appeal in Warsaw. On the basis of an extraordinary
cassation complaint, a case can reach the Supreme Court. The different judicial structures
and the different character of judicial review may in theory lead to divergent approaches
insofar as digital markets are concerned. However, one needs to keep in mind that the
judicial review in competition law cases happens to be rather superficial and often focuses
on reviews of the amount of fines and alleged procedural irregularities.78 Thus in practice
the differences between the judicial review provided by ordinary courts and administrative
courts may be smaller than one might expect.

76 Please note that Article 73(1) of the Competition Act provides a general ban on exchange of information
obtained by the UOKiK during its administrative proceedings. Article 73(2)(5) is an exception in this
respect.

77 See Article 73(3) of Competition Act.
78 See M. Bernatt, ‘Effectiveness of Judicial Review in the Polish Competition Law System and the Place for

Judicial Deference’, Yearbook of Antitrust and Regulatory Studies, 2016, Vol. 14, pp. 103-115, https://
ssrn.com/abstract=2896823.
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Portugal

Tânia Luísa Faria*

A Competition policy in the digital economy: a shift in focus?

1. What are the main cases dealing with the digital economy (focusing on digital
businesses or on the competition between digital businesses and incumbent
operators) initiated and completed by your competition authority?
First of all, it is important to determine what we are referring to when we mention the

digital economy. In fact, at this stage, as digital technology is adopted across the economy,
segmenting the digital economy is increasingly challenging, i.e., since digital economy is
progressively becoming the economy itself, it would be difficult to “ring-fence” the digital
economy from the rest of the economy.

However, within this context, we will focus on markets which are based on information
and communication technology, in particular, business models which have emerged due
to the widespread use of the Internet, such as e-commerce, online payment services, app
stores, online advertising, cloud computing and participative platforms with user-created
content.

We will focus our assessment on the decision practice of the Portuguese Competition
Authority (“PCA”), under Law 19/2012, of 8 May (“Portuguese Competition Act”) as we
are not aware of any developments resulting from the case law of the specialized competition
court, the Competition, Regulation and Supervision Court headquartered in Santarém,
and decisions from common civil courts are, in general, difficult to perceive.

From the publicly available information, the PCA practice, in terms of actual cases
regarding digital businesses, is rather scarce and we are not aware, from public sources,
of ongoing investigations specifically concerning digital markets1.

This scenario could change in the near future, as the PCA has included in its priorities
for 2019, the assessment of new methods of coordination between competitors and the
abuse of dominance, in particular by deepening the understanding of the use of algorithms

* Head of Competition and European Union Law Practice at Uría Menéndez - Proença de Carvalho, Lisbon,
Assistant Lecturer at the Law Faculty of the University of Lisbon, PhD Researcher. All web pages in this
report were last accessed on February 26, 2020.

1 At the end of 2019, the PCA issued statement of objections addressing telecommunication operators that
may have digital market implications, but we do not have further information on the specific infringements
allegedly at stake. Please refer to the Press Release 25/2019, of 20 December 2019.
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or artificial intelligence by undertakings, which may facilitate anti-competitive practices.
This document also stated that the PCA was going to-- pay particularly close attention to
barriers created by legislation or by anti-competitive behaviour on the part of incumbents
in sectors where innovation brings most benefit to consumers2. The PCA’s priorities for
2020 continue to include big data, algorithms and digital ecosystem and this authority has
announced the creation of an internal task force to tackle issues related to digital markets3.

There were, however, some cases in the past, related to certain aspects of the digital
economy that could be further developed in the future that we would like to refer to at this
stage, irrespective of further references in the sections below.

As regards investigations of restrictive practices, it worth mentioning the PCA’s decision
of 2013 concerning alleged vertical restraints related to online commerce4. In this case,
Sera Portugal, a supplier of aquarium products, allegedly restricted the prices offered by
its online retailers (resale price maintenance – “RPM”), according to a complaint submitted
by one of its online distributors Pet4you.

Even though this complaint concerned prices pertaining to the online offer, the medium
by which the price monitoring took place was more or less traditional, i.e., by means of
emails sent by the supplier to the retailer recalling the “recommended prices”, without the
utilization of more advanced mechanisms based, for instance, on algorithms5. Nonetheless,
it is relevant to point out that the increase in transparency brought about by online retail
channels makes it easier for suppliers, sometimes with the assistance of other retailers, to
detect deviations from the unlawful pricing requirements.

However, while providing favourable conditions for price alignment and monitoring,
the transparency allowed by the presence of businesses on the Internet, besides increasing
consumers’ capacity to compare commercial conditions, also permits the competition
authorities to gather evidence of restrictive commercial practices more easily, even when
undertakings refuse to provide such damming information.

In fact, the transparency provided by the Internet was relevant for the PCA’s
investigation in the cases involving unlawful maintenance contracts in the automobile
sector, where the PCA decided to proceed with the investigation after visiting the infringing
companies’ websites, as the disputed contracts were available online6.

2 Competition Policy Priorities for 2019, available at http://www.concorrencia.pt/vEN/News_Events/Noticias/
Documents/AdC%20Competition%20Policy%20Priorities%20for%202019.pdf.

3 Competition Policy Priorities for 2019, available at http://www.concorrencia.pt/vPT/A_AdC/Instrumentos_
de_gestao/Prioridades/Documents/Ano%20de%202020.pdf.

4 PRC/2019/12 – Sera GmbH e Sera Portugal – Unipessoal, Lda, of 21 March 2013.
5 PRC/2019/12, para 31.
6 PRC/2013/5 – Peugeot Portugal, of 30 December 2014, para 27.
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In the case of merger control, the first case worth mentioning was the joint acquisition
of Tradecom by the banking entities BES, CGD and by the telecom company PT in 2009.
The target company was active in the management of online commerce business-to-business
(“B2B”) platforms and electronic data interchange services (“EDI”)7.

In this case, the PCA considered that B2B platforms were autonomous from traditional
commerce, as well as from business to consumer (B2C) and consumer to consumer (C2C)
platforms, as was the management of said platforms. In turn, the EDI market was
characterized as a tool to disclose data, for instance, data related to order processing,
invoices and payments, i.e., the technology used is apparently similar to electronic mail,
but has a higher level of security.

These markets, in geographic terms, were defined as supra national, and potentially
worldwide in scope, considering that these services were provided using the Internet, and
therefore were accessible under similar conditions in different locations.

Subsequently, the attempt to merge the online marketplaces FixeAds and Custo Justo
was also notified to the PCA, but this notification was withdrawn by the notifying party
and, therefore, we cannot extract any relevant conclusions from this filing. However, as
we will see below, the PCA often quotes this case as the first relevant case on mergers in
digital markets8. The same can be said of the withdrawal of the notification of the proposed
acquisition of the media group Media Capital by the telecom operator Altice, thereby not
allowing the potential analysis that could have been conducted, on Internet content
streaming9.

More recently the Portuguese retailer Sonae and CTT, the Portuguese postal services
provider, have notified the PCA of the creation of a joint venture for the exploitation of
an online marketplace10. The notifying party submitted that there could be a marketplace
market in general, or one which was segmented into B2C or B2B. Nonetheless, the market
definition was left open by the PCA. Even though the assessment of the joint venture was
not in-depth, due to the absence of competition concerns, there was a reference to the
relevance of network effects for online marketplaces, considering that the number of users
on one side of the market affects the value of the services for the users on the other side of
the platform.

As the marketplace will also make advertising spaces available, the PCA has, moreover,
defined an online advertising market within this case. Therefore, it has left further
segmentation between “search” and “non-search” advertising as an open question.

7 Ccent. 22/2009 ES TECH Ventures*Caixa Web*Portugal Telecom/ PT Prime Tradecom, of 23 July 2009.
8 Ccent. 26/2015 – FixeAds/Custo Justo, of 08 June 2015.
9 Ccent. 35/2017 – Altice/Media Capital, of 11 August 2018.
10 Ccent. 27/2018 – Sonae*CTT / Empresa Comum, of 19 July 2018.
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The geographic definition of the marketplace market was still considered national in
scope, even though the exact market definition was left open, as the PCA highlighted that
there is the possibility to offer different prices in view of the client’s location and there are
other relevant factors connected to national markets, namely linguistic factors and consumer
preferences. Also, in terms of online advertising markets, the PCA has left the market
definition open, but it considered that linguistic factors and consumer preferences may
generate different advertising campaigns in view of the location of the Internet users.

In terms of competitive assessment, the PCA recognized as competitors of the new
marketplace the generalist B2C platforms eBay, Aliexpress e Rakuten, and, in what concerns
online advertising markets, large multinationals as Google e o Facebook were identified
as the main players.

Moreover, the vertical aspects of this transaction were also mentioned, as marketplaces
tend to expand to encompass payment and transportation services. In this case, CTT was
present in both these activities, while Sonae was essentially a brick and mortar retailer
entering into the digital environment.

More recently the PCA has assessed the acquisition of another online platform, this
time relating to the provision of travel services in the Siris/Travelport concentration11. This
platform (Travelport) connects travel service providers, such as airlines, cruise lines, hotels,
rent a cars, among others, and travel services acquirers as travel agencies. As it is typical
in these types of platforms, its services include price comparison, invoicing and payment
tools, in a market that the EC has designated Global Distribution Systems (“GDS”).

As regards geographic market definition, the PCA has followed the EC approach,
without particular explanations, considering that that GDS supplier offer their services in
the national market, while service providers that supply content to the platform operate
in the EEA.

More recently, the assessment of the acquisition of the media Group Media Capital by
Cofina, also active in the media sector, by the PCA also included the assessment of markets
related to online news contents and online advertising in Portugal, even though the majority
of the investment is channelled to multinational platforms12.

In sum, the cases decided by the PCA, on restrictive practices and merger control cases
primarily concerned ecommerce businesses and did not entail in-depth discussions on
the potential special features of the digital markets.

2. Has your competition authority adapted its enforcement practices in order to keep
up with the pace of digital markets?

11 Ccent. 1/2019 – Siris/Travelport, of 07 February 2019.
12 Ccent 47/2019 – Cofina / Media Capital, of 30.12.2019.
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Following the international trends, within the last three years, the PCA has published
reports on digital markets.

Firstly, the PCA issued a “Report on Competition and Regulation of Public Passenger
Transport Services by Car Hire” in order to respond to the emergence of transport services
based on electronic platforms13.

In fact, the emergence of this business model seems to have exacerbated the implications
for competition of a restrictive regulatory model for taxi services, based on a limited number
of licences. Therefore, banning alternative transportation business models could deprive
consumers of the benefits of technological innovation and of the competitive pressure that
such services may exercise on traditional taxi services.

Within this context, the PCA recommended an overall regulatory review that, rather
than extending current regulatory provisions to new entrants, would serve to add flexibility
to the framework applicable to passenger transportation services. This would be needed,
as the current rules applicable to traditional taxi service providers limit the PCA’s ability
to react to the competitive pressure brought by the new business models. According to
this report, the regulatory review must comply with the principles of efficient regulation,
in order not to risk aggravating or perpetuating the negative effects on market size.

These recommendations by the PCA had, apparently, some impact on the legislation
allowing the new transportation platforms currently operating in Portugal, but the
recommendation on the increase of flexibility of the taxi activity was not, up until now,
implemented14.

Furthermore, in 2018, the PCA published the final version of the Issues Paper
“Technological Innovation and Competition in the Financial Sector in Portugal”15. In this
report, the PCA reiterates the need to keep up with the challenges posed by innovation in
the financial sector, in particular in terms of access to data by new operators, such as
Fintech and InsurTech players.

The PCA started by highlighting that the use of technologies in the financial sector
provides significant opportunities to intensify the competitive dynamics in the market
“introducing competition in a market with high concentration levels and low contestability”.
It also noted that Portugal has allegedly been slower than other countries in adjusting to
these market developments, as in the PCA’s view, new FinTech and InsurTech firms face

13 Press Release of 28 December 2016.
14 Law 45/2018, of 10 August 2018 is the framework applicable to the individual transportation of passenger

in uncharacterized vehicles using electronic platforms.
15 Press release 15/2018, of 03 December 2018. This report was subject to public consultation including inputs

from regulators (the Bank of Portugal and the Portuguese Securities Market Commission – CMVM),
associations (Portuguese FinTech and InsurTech Association – AFIP, Portuguese Banking Association –
APB, Associação Portuguesa de Empresas de Distribuição – APED, and the Portuguese Consumer Protection
Association – DECO) and market players (such as Easypay, Mastercard, Mutuall and SIBS).
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barriers to entry and expansion in the market that limit their ability to provide services to
consumers. The PCA emphasised the risk of market foreclosure by incumbent banks
concerning data and the infrastructure needed to provide payment services.

The PCA’s specifically refers to the harm deriving from the delay in the transposition
of the 2015 EU Directive on payment services, Directive (EU) 2015/2366 (“PSD2”),
subsequently transposed into the Portuguese jurisdiction by Decree Law 91/2018, of
18 November 2018, as one of the key points of the PSD2 is that new market players should
be granted access to account data16.

The PCA further highlights that, in Portugal, new entrants face increased difficulties
due to the specificities of the Portuguese payment system, considering that the SIBS group,
controlled by the main Portuguese banks, is an important player in the retail payment
system in Portugal, as it holds the nationwide ATM network (Multibanco) and manages
the settlement and clearing platform – SICOI.

After this rather unfavourable diagnosis, the PCA puts forward recommendations
emphasising how the intervention of the legislator and of the sectoral regulator may mitigate
risks that essentially correspond to market foreclosure.

As the PSD2, along with the General Regulation on Data Protection (“GDPR”),
Regulation (EU) 2016/679, determine the end of banks’ exclusive access to account data,
and strengthen the security of the services provided, as well as client information, the PCA
highlights the need for full implementation of this access obligation by legislators and
regulators.

Regarding the barriers emerging from consumer behaviour, the PCA considers that
the State, as a consumer of goods and services, may play a key role in shaping demand
while procuring financial services. Therefore, the PCA emphasised the importance of
designing public tender procedures with technologically neutral specifications, promoting
participation by new FinTech firms.

Also, since crowdfunding has emerged as an alternative and potentially less costly
source for SMEs and consumers to obtain credit and raise capital, thereby widening the
availability of funding for projects and activities in the Portuguese economy, the PCA
underlines the relevance of the sectoral regulator in what concerns legal certainty to FinTech
operators. In this sense it is important that the sector regulator provides information on
the proposal for a EU Regulation on crowdfunding and lending services providers, as well
as on how this legislation will interplay with the national legal framework.

The growing digitalisation of the financial sector has led to the rise of automated or
semi-automated financial dealing and advice provided by FinTech firms, commonly
referred to as robo-advisors. In the insurance sector, InsurTech firms have introduced

16 As stated in the preamble of the transposition legal framework, the PCA was consulted for the preparation
of the legislation.
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customised services with new risk assessment solutions based on data and algorithms. At
this stage, the PCA has not conducted an in-depth analysis into robo-advisors or InsurTech,
even though it advocates for an efficient, proportional and non-discriminatory regulatory
framework that would promote competition and protect the interests of consumers,
together with effective monitoring of potential incumbent strategies aimed at undermining
the entry of new market players.

The PCA has also recommended the creation of innovation hubs to allow FinTech and
InsurTech start-ups to request information from the regulator more easily, and to obtain
guidance as to how to enter the market and set up their business model in compliance
with the existing regulations. The PCA also highlighted the relevance of a regulatory
sandbox regime that allows FinTech and InsurTech firms to test innovative products,
services and business models in the market, whilst safeguarding consumer interests and
the integrity of the system. A sandbox implies eligibility criteria and a set of regulatory or
authorisation exemptions that are applied for a limited period of time (similar to a testing
phase). The regulator(s) that implement(s) the regulatory sandbox accept(s) applications
by FinTech and InsurTech firms: either from start-ups or incumbents.

Finally, the PCA stated that it is fully available to cooperate with the legislator and
sectoral regulator in the implementation of these alternatives, so that competition issues
are accounted for, particularly with regard to preventing the risk of foreclosure.

In July 2019, the PCA published the “Issues Paper on Digital Ecosystems, Big Data and
Algorithms”, aiming to analyse, in a more comprehensive manner, the competition impact
of the emergence of new business models based on multi-sided platforms17.

The PCA starts by presenting important statistics on the digitalisation of the economy
in Portugal. According to this report, in 2019, Portugal apparently ranked 19th among the
28 EU Member States in terms of digital performance. Compared to the EU overall, Portugal
was above average in the utilisation of digital public services and the integration of digital
technologies in firms. It was below the EU average, however, in human capital and in
Internet use.

Furthermore, according to the report, in 2018, 94% of the Portuguese residents with
Internet access made at least one online purchase, considering a wide range of product
categories. The report also evidences an increase in the number of online retail purchases.

17 The PCA characterizes multi-sided platforms by the large volume and diversity of data they collect about
their users (big data) and strong network effects (i.e., the effect that a user of a product/service has on the
value of the product/service for other users). Platforms can be integrated in digital ecosystems that supply
a wide range of products and services, many of which not requiring a monetary payment. These ecosystems
aim at capturing users and attention, so as to direct them to monetised markets of the ecosystem (e.g.,
online advertising). Available online at: http://www.concorrencia.pt/vPT/Estudos_e_Publicacoes/Estudos_
Economicos/Outros/Documents/Digital%20Ecosystems,%20Big%20Data%20and%20Algorithms%20-%20
Issues%20Paper.pdf.
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Even though Portugal has one of the lowest percentage of individuals making online
purchases in the EU (i.e., 37%, below the EU average of 60%), the proportion of individuals
between 16 and 74 years old, who used the Internet to acquire goods and services, increased
almost fourfold since 2018; one of the largest increases in the EU. As regards the business
sector, Portugal ranks as 11th in the EU in an indicator on the integration of digital
technologies within firms, even though the firms with an online presence are mostly large
firms.

Once again, the PCA’s main concerns in this report regarded market foreclosure by
incumbent platforms.

As regards merger control, the PCA addresses the issue of pre-emptive mergers which
may aim at expanding/strengthening the digital ecosystem by incorporating
products/services or discontinuing/limiting the introduction of new products (killer
acquisitions). The PCA considers that one of the challenges for competition policy in the
digital era is avoiding the risk that pre-emptive mergers escape competition authorities’
merger control due to not meeting notification thresholds, namely when the turnover of
the target firm is small.

Even though the PCA mentions the adequacy of introducing additional notification
criteria linked to the value of the merger, as was the case in Germany and Austria, it does
not present a critical view on that possibility, nor does it reflect on the convenience of the
market share threshold set forth in the Portuguese Competition Act18.

Apart from merger control, the PCA also calls the attention to the exclusionary strategies
that incumbent platforms may adopt, for example, by restricting their rivals’ access to the
data they need in order to carry out their activities, even though they are legal and regulatory
developments towards providing users with more control over their data, such as the
abovementioned GRDP.

The PCA understands that exclusionary strategies in the digital area may take specific
forms, namely based on the exploitation of users’ behavioural biases, for example, through
default options or the promotion of “salience effects” that divert consumers from certain
products/services to others.

It also emphasized that big data has allowed the development of pricing, monitoring
and ranking or recommendation algorithms. These may have positive effects through the
reduction of transaction and search costs, and the promotion of product discovery and
price comparison, but they may also facilitate reaching and sustaining explicit and tacit
collusive equilibria in the market. Pricing algorithms may also enable personalised pricing

18 For further development on the potential advantages of the alternative market share threshold see, Faria
Tânia Luísa, ‘Reviewing of Portuguese Competition Act: The Seven Year Itch’, Revista de Concorrência e
Regulação,, 2019, Vol. 39, p. 105.
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strategies that, while potentially causing an output expansion, may also allow for an
improved ability of firms to appropriate consumer surplus.

According to this report, algorithms used to monitor the online prices of competitors
are already a widely used tool by firms in Portugal. In this sense, about 37% of a sample
of firms active online in Portugal have reported using software to automatically track prices
of competitors. These results are in line with those of the e-commerce sector inquiry of
the European Commission (“EC”)19.

Regarding specifically pricing algorithms, the AdC has not found evidence of a prevalent
use of pricing algorithms (7.9%) amongst the sample of firms questioned. However, even
if algorithms are not widely used at present, the analysis developed raises issues as to the
impact that they may already have, in some market contexts and marketplaces, or may
have in the future as they become more widespread.

Nonetheless, the relevance of algorithms is demonstrated by the barometer on online
platforms, which shows that, for 75% of the respondents in Portugal, the order in which
search results are displayed affects their consumption behaviour. This introduces the risk
of creating bottlenecks in the market, which grant a competitive advantage to certain
products at the expense of others. In particular, this ability allows firms to leverage market
power between products and services, especially if algorithms are used in ecosystems or
by vertically integrated vertical platforms (e.g., marketplaces that also sell products).

The PCA warns that firms are responsible for the algorithms they use, and that the
application of competition law, in Portugal, follows and incorporates the realities of the
digital era and the use of these tools as a way to coordinate strategies in the market is not
compatible with competition law.

In sum, these reports, especially the last two, follow the tendency of the reports on
digital markets by other competition authorities, that are focused on the economics of
these markets instead of the legal parameters. From these reports, it is also not clear that
digital markets require new competition law related legal tools, but instead nuanced
approaches to the traditional theories of harm, and the role of competition law and
competition authorities is generally presented as a complement to regulatory intervention20.

3. Is your domestic competition lawusing the consumerwelfare standard as its specific
goal?
In Portugal the competition law enforcers have increasingly relied on a consumer

welfare standard, even though they still rely upon other standards typical of EU competition

19 Final report on the E-commerce Sector Inquiry, 10 May 2017, available at https://ec.europa.eu/competition/
antitrust/sector_inquiry_final_report_en.pdf.

20 In what concerns the vague nature of these reports see Tânia Luísa Faria, Relatórios Minoritários, Jornal
Económico, 2019, available at: https://staging.jornaleconomico.pt/noticias/relatorios-minoritarios-472017.
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law, such as the protection of economic freedom, of competition in itself, the protection
of the market as such and, in particular, the protection of the common market.

In the Sera case, mentioned above, the PCA understood that the RPM practices in the
online channel eliminated or reduced competition, harming final consumers, who are
limited in their options and cannot benefit from products at reduced prices21. Further
along in this decision, the PCA focused on the idea that this alleged competition
infringement corresponded to the restriction to the “freedom of the resellers and retailers”
in establishing their prices22.

In the abovementioned Issues Paper “Technological Innovation and Competition in
the Financial Sector in Portugal”, the PCA stated that it considers it important to promote
competition in the retail payment services market in Portugal “for the benefit of efficiency
and consumer welfare”, even though we cannot fully understand how the efficiency criterion
is distinguished from consumer welfare, and what does consumer welfare mean precisely.23

In turn, in the “Issues Paper on Digital Ecosystems, Big Data and Algorithms” when
referring to pre-emptive mergers, the PCA considered that these discontinue or limit the
scope of ongoing innovation projects or the introduction of innovative products in the
market “at the expense of consumer welfare”24. Furthermore, when addressing the use of
algorithms, the PCA stated that these may affect the market outcome “for example, in
terms of welfare distribution, if firms have an increased ability to appropriate consumer
surplus”25. Consequently, the focus seems to be clearly on the consumer welfare as consumer
surplus, which is not necessarily coherent with the relevance of innovation and qualitative
factors in digital markets.

B Market definition and market power

4. How does your competition authority define the market with regard to digital
economy players?
The PCA did not, so far, have the opportunity to thoroughly define relevant markets

specifically related to digital markets.
In the Sera case mentioned above, related to RPM on online sales, the PCA entailed a

market definition in rather “traditional terms”. As regards the product market definition,
it used a demand substitutability criterion and the relevant product market was defined
as the overall market for aquarium productions, not distinguishing the offline and the

21 Press release 15/2018, of 03 December 2018, para 342.
22 Ibid., para 441.
23 Ibid., para. 25.
24 See Issues Paper on Digital Ecosystems, Big Data and Algorithms, n 18, para 159.
25 Ibid., para 180.
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online channel. The geographic market definition was defined as national in scope,
considering that the distribution agreements are directed to the Portuguese market, where
these products have the same legal and tax regime.

Within merger control proceedings, as previously stated, there were some attempts to
define marketplaces and e-commerce markets, even though the market definitions were,
in general left open. For instance, the PCA tried to define an online advertising market,
but left scope for a possible distinction between search and non-search advertising. Also,
in general the PCA has followed the EC approach, as in the case of the GDI market in the
Siris/Travelport concentration.

The PCA’s Horizontal Merger Guidelines of 2013, namely within the discussion of the
specificities of multisided markets, outline the general principles that govern the analysis
undertaken by the AdC in that context26. In this document the PCA highlights that the
implementation of the SSNIP (Small but Significant Non-transitory Increase in Price) test
is complex for platforms that supply services to two different groups of clients, generating
indirect effects on the other side of the platform and different degrees of market power27.

In these cases the potential limitations in terms of structural indicators can, according
to these guidelines, reduce the importance of the delimitation of relevant markets in the
assessment of concentration in these markets. in the PCA’s view, as included in this
document, the focus should be placed on the analysis of the effects of the concentration,
integrating the indirect effects of the platform and considering its implications in terms
of market power.

More recently, the abovementioned PCA report on Digital ecosystems, Big Data and
Algorithms also addressed this issue, highlighting that the definition of relevant markets
for multi-sided platforms presents some challenges, as network effects should be taken
into account to better frame the competitive environment in which firms interact28.

In this regard, it hints at the potential inadequacy of the quantitative implementation
of the SSNIP test, as it may require additional information to estimate cross-elasticities of
demand for the different sides of the platform and each side may have a different
demand-side substitutability (i.e., for instance, social networks and search engines may be
substitutable for advertisers but not for consumers).

Furthermore, the possibility of setting multiple prices, given the multi-sidedness of the
market, poses additional challenges regarding the exact application of the SSNIP test, as
the possibility of non-monetary transactions, as well as zero-pricing strategies, may also

26 Linhas de Orientação para a Análise Económica de Operações de Concentração, disponíveis em http://
www.concorrencia.pt/vPT/Noticias_Eventos/ConsultasPublicas/Documents/Linhas%20de%20Orienta%C3
%A7%C3%A3o%20para%20a%20An%C3%A1lise%20Econ%C3%B3mica%20de%20Opera%C3%A7%C3
%B5es%20de%20Concentra%C3%A7%C3%A3o%20Horizontais.pdf.

27 Ibid., para 1.6.15 and following.
28 See Issues Paper on Digital Ecosystems, Big Data and Algorithms, n 18, paras 65 to 67.
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weaken the adequacy of market definition tools focused on price (since in these cases the
compensation may correspond, for example, to data transfers or users’ attention that is
monetised by the platform in other business/services).

Within this context the PCA seems to follow the OECD approach, admitting that
within the context of non-price competition other Hypothetical Monopolist Tests (HMT)
may be used, such as the SSNDQ test (Small but Significant Non-transitory Decrease in
Quality), which defines relevant markets by focusing on quality instead of price29.

However, it recognizes that the implementation of tests focused on quality have their
own difficulties, as it is complex measuring the quality of a product. In any case, the PCA
seems to argue that despite these limitations, the SSNDQ test could provide competition
authorities with a conceptual framework for defining relevant markets.

The PCA invokes the EC approach on Google/DoubleClick or Facebook/Whatsapp
mergers stating that it may be more advisable to resort to a more qualitative approach in
market definition, based on the viewpoints of stakeholders and focused on how the different
groups of users on the platform interact (e.g., sellers, consumers or advertisers)30.

Consequently, the PCA has not adopted, so far, market definitions based on different
criteria for digital markets, but it has hinted at the possible need for some adjustments,
quoting the EC Google and Facebook decisions as good examples of a more qualitative
approach.

5. How is market power established in the practice of your competition authority in
cases relating to digital economy players?
Market shares are typically considered relevant by the PCA in order to establish the

existence of market power.
In terms of merger control, the Guidelines on Horizontal Mergers recognize that market

shares reflect the relative positioning of the undertakings in the market and are an
“auxiliary” element in the assessment of market power and on determining the existence
of competition pressure. Even though the PCA’s Guidelines consider that the relationship
between a high market share and market power is not unequivocal, the market share is
the starting point to assess market power, in particular in the case of homogenous
products31. The Guidelines emphasized that the innovation and technological evolution
have important implications for market shares, as historic market shares in a technology
that has become obsolete are not particularly relevant, while potential competitors are
preparing more advanced products or services32.

29 Ibid., para 70.
30 Commission Decision of 11 March in Case No. COMP/M.4731 - Google/DoubleClick; Commission Decision

of 3 October 2014 in Case No COMP/M.7217 – Facebook/Whatsapp.
31 Para 2.2.8 and following.
32 Para 2.2.20.
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In the merger control cases related to digital markets mentioned in our reply to question
1, the assessment was rather swift, precisely because the market shares at stake were limited,
in markets that were, in some cases, wider than the national market. According to the
public information made available by the PCA, in the 2015 case FixeAds/Custo Justo –
even though the proceedings weres terminated after the withdrawal of the merger by the
undertakings – apparently the PCA raised concerns based, not only on the high market
shares of these platforms, but also on the strong demand-side substitutability of the services
provided and in the presence of cross-side network effects33.

As mentioned, to date we have not had abuse of a dominant position cases related to
digital markets. However, traditionally, the market shares are relevant for determining the
existence of a dominant position. For instance, in the decision related to the alleged abuse
of a dominant position by CTT, the Portuguese postal service, the existence of a qualified
form of market power, corresponding to a dominant position, was established based on
an alleged market share of 90% in the retail market for traditional mail, express mail and
packages34.

The PCA’s 2019 report on Digital ecosystems, Big Data and Algorithms highlights, even
though inconclusively, that the existence of cross-side network effects introduces additional
difficulties when assessing the market power of a multi-sided platform. According to this
report, market shares and concentration indexes must be assessed in light of the network
effects on the different sides of platforms.

In this regard, a high market share on one side of a platform may entail, on another
side of the platform, a market power higher than the market share would originally suggest.
The interdependence between the sides of a multi-sided market also introduces specificities
regarding the calculation of market shares and concentration indexes, as other measures
of volume may be used, such as the number of active users on the platform, the number
of queries to servers, page views or the number of user sessions.

The issues paper recalls that market power assessment may be complemented with
additional elements. Some strategies adopted by a platform may indicate market power,
namely strategies that reduce the magnitude of network effects. This may be the case in a
scenario where search engines, for example, have an incentive to distort search results,
decreasing the quality of the search for consumers, in order to maximize the value of
revenues obtained from advertisers. In addition, according to the PCA, the absence of
market entry attempts may also signal the existence of strong barriers to entry and, as such,
be an indicator of the incumbent’s market power35.

33 Issues Paper Digital ecosystems, Big Data and Algorithms, n 18 para 133.
34 PRC/2015/04, of 13 February 2015, para 81.
35 Paras 126 to 133.
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In view of the above, we can reasonably conclude that market shares are still relevant
to ascertain market power in digital markets, even though network effects may quickly
amplify or reduce market power, and the basis for the market power calculation cannot
be, in many cases, value, but other digitally adapted criteria.

6. Can you notice a difference in ex post assessments (abuse of dominance cases) and
ex ante assessments (concentrationmerger control cases), both in relation todefining
markets and conceptualizing market power?
So far we have no knowledge of abuse of dominance cases specifically related to relevant

markets. As concerns merger control, as demonstrated above, we cannot determine a
notable change of paradigm to date.

We understand that the doubts expressed in the issues paper on digital markets applied
both to ex ante and ex post competition assessment.

C Anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy

7. Whichpractices indigitalmarkets or involvingdigital businesses have been analyzed
in the decision-making practices or case law of your jurisdiction?
The most relevant cases involving digital markets were described in the reply to question

1, above. The PCA has not dealt yet with abuses of dominant position related to digital
markets and the mergers analysed were, in general, non-problematic or in view of potential
issues, the notification was withdrawn.

The Sara Lee case addressed vertical RPM conduct, which as mentioned, has the
particularity of being related to the online channel, but that was implemented based on
“traditional tools”.

The issue of vertical RPM is addressed in the Digital ecosystems, Big Data and Algorithms
issues paper, in the sense that monitoring and pricing algorithms may also be used to
implement vertical agreements and may be used to detect deviations from an explicit
vertical agreement which pre-determines fixed or minimum resale prices. Additionally, if
suppliers put pressure on retailers to follow “recommended” prices, monitoring algorithms
may be used by suppliers to detect whether retailers depart from these prices. Also, the
PCA notes that if pricing algorithms are used by competing retailers outside a RPM
agreement, they may stretch the impact of RPM agreements on the market. In particular,
if retailers outside the RPM agreement set their prices as a function of the price of the
retailers covered by the agreement, they will emulate the price set by the suppliers36.

36 Paras 252 to 254.
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The case sanctioned by the PCA corresponded, apparently, to the second hypothesis
described in the issues paper, but apparently without the use of algorithms. In any case,
the PCA’s paper points to the increase in efficiency brought about by digital tools used to
implement “classic” infringements, as the EC has also demonstrated in their latest
investigations regarding vertical limitations in ecommerce37.

8. What reasons have been offered by the businesses concerned to justify (prima facie)
anticompetitive behaviour?
The existing PCA cases, up until now, did not entail in-depth analysis by the PCA, nor

an in-depth justification by the undertaking allegedly in breach.
In the Sara Lee case, the supplier has employed the “classical” justification for RPM

practices, i.e., it stated that the prices were merely recommended prices and that the
distributors, both traditional and online, applied lower prices.

The PCA’s issues paper on Digital ecosystems, Big Data and Algorithms hints, however,
to several possible theoretical justifications.

For instance, the new goods and services that have arisen in the context of big data
may increase the efficiency of the market and consumer welfare. These data may be used
to increase the quality of the goods and services they provide in the market, as well as to
inform their strategic decisions. They also reduce transaction and search costs for both
consumers and other firms, and suppliers may also provide goods and services that are
better adjusted to consumers’ needs, if the information gathered on consumers is
subsequently incorporated into final products. Furthermore, these advantages can only
be obtained by creating significant economies of scale and scope related to data gathering,
storage, processing and analysis, as well as software development, which require
considerable investments in both specific infrastructure, such as data centres, and human
capital38.

Consequently, we understand the fine line between efficiency enhancing strategies in
digital markets, which are typically vertically integrated and require strong investment in
innovation and potential restrictive practices will continue to be tested in the future,

9. Have you witnessed the emergence of specific theories of harm tailored to digital
markets?
So far we cannot determine the emergence of specific theories of harm related to digital

markets, as we understand that the main concern expressed by the PCA in its reports

37 See e.g. the EC’s cases AT. 40465 (Asus), AT. 40469 (Denon and Marantz), AT. 40181 (Philips), AT. 40182
(Pioneer).

38 Issues Paper Digital ecosystems, Big Data and Algorithms, n 18, para 76.
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pertains to the risk of foreclosure, a classic theory of harm, whose principles are the same
irrespective of the particular means for its implementation.

From the PCA’s board Members public interventions on this matter, the PCA seems
to consider that it has the right framework to deal with the digital economy. It states, for
example, that the existence of two-sided markets is something that has been recognized
and discussed for a long time in the economic literature and by the national competition
authorities. However, because its existence is more frequent in the “digital economy” era
when compared to the more traditional markets, two-sided markets have become
increasingly important.

In the presence of such markets, as mentioned for instance, in the case of mergers, it
is possible that classic tool, as the SSNIP test, have to be provided with additional nuance,
since it has been designed for one-sided markets, where only the price level is relevant,
and there are no indirect network effects.

The Issues Paper on Digital ecosystems, Big Data and Algorithms also suggests nuances
worth mentioning.

First of all the Issues Paper refers to recommendation no 10 of the Furman Report, which
proposes a change in the UK’s legal framework to allow for a test which takes into account
the scale, as well as the likelihood of harm a merger may bring to competition. This report
argues that theories of harm should be revisited to properly assess specific cases, such as
the acquisition, by dominant platforms and/or ecosystems protected by strong network
effects and data access, of target firms with low turnover, but with a large or fast-growing
user base and with a high potential for future growth.

Without committing to a view on this matter, the PCA highlights that merger control
faces challenges and uncertainty in highly concentrated markets, characterised by strong
network effects and significant barriers to entry and mergers occur in the beginning of the
life cycle of the target firm’s products39.

In turn, the risk of collusion resulting from common algorithms has been framed
according to the hub-and-spoke theories of harm. In this sense, resorting to the same
algorithm or the same third-party provider of pricing algorithms will be viewed with
suspicion by the PCA, when done by competing firms in the same relevant market. This
will particularly be the case in markets more susceptible to coordinated behaviour, to the
extent that the choice by competitors of using a common algorithm may be conscious and
deliberate40.

Finally, as regards access to data, and potential abuse of a dominant position, the Issues
Paper refers to the debate regarding the suitability of the essential facility doctrine in the

39 Ibid., paras 174 to 176.
40 Ibid., paras 268 and 269.
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case of access to data. The PCA admits the need to revisit the principles underlying the
balance of interests in the essential facility doctrine and put forward some adaptions for
the case of access to data.

It is important to demonstrate the indispensability of data to effectively compete in
the market, as well as to undertake a case-by-case assessment of the specific circumstances
taking into account, on the one hand, the relevance of preserving the dominant firm’s
incentives to invest and, on the other hand, the relevance of those strongly entrenched
market positions, protected by high barriers to entry. In this analysis, the exclusionary
effect associated with a refusal to grant access is particularly high when (i) the degree of
concentration in the market is high and translates into a high degree of data concentration;
and (ii) when data access grants an important competitive advantage in servicing
neighbouring markets. The exclusionary effect, in these cases, may argue in favour of
mandatory access to data, especially when this access is not granted by other regulatory
mechanisms41

In short, the classic theories of harm are essentially the same, adapted to digital
ecosystems. The PCA highlights, however, that the impact of digitalization on competition
enforcers should be focused on detection tools, as dawn raids are increasingly focused on
computers, e-mails, mobile phones and the cloud rather than paper and physical files42.

10. What kind of remedies have been employed in cases relating to digital markets. Do
you see any differences to remedies in other markets?
Enforcers had no opportunity to apply actual remedies to digital markets cases, even

though the PCA has made several recommendations in its sectoral digital reports.
In fact, the PCA has been focusing, so far, on its advocacy role, since antitrust

investigations often take several years and the question may arise as to whether enforcers
can move quickly enough to make a difference in very dynamic markets.

As mentioned, at the end of 2016, the PCA published a report identifying the main
constraints to competition in public passenger transport services by car hire, including a
set of recommendations aimed at promoting competition in the sector.

Within this context, the PCA defended a regulatory review that seeks not favouring a
given type of service provider over the others, but rather one that promotes a level playing
field capable of yielding the benefits of competitive interaction, highlighting the need to
undertake a regulatory review that would not entail replicating the existing regulation for
new entrants but rather to make the set of rules currently applicable to taxi services in

41 Ibid., paras 143 and 144.
42 Margarida Matos Rosa, ‘Competition Law and the Digital economy’, Closing Speech of 05 April 2019,

available at http://www.concorrencia.pt/vPT/Noticias_Eventos/Intervencoes_publicas/Documents/Themis
%20Margarida%20Matos%20Rosa.pdf.
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Portugal more flexible. As mentioned, these recommendations had a direct impact upon
legislation, which permitted ride-hailing services, but they remain to be implemented for
taxis, which could benefit from more flexible rules.

The PCA has also been actively advocating the benefits of FinTech and InsTech for
competition in financial services, stating that competition authorities and other regulators
must ensure that financial markets remain contestable, such that these benefits from
innovation have room to materialize.

In relation to payment services, the PCA identified a market foreclosure risk by
incumbents with respect to the fundamental inputs that new entrants need: payment
account data and banking infrastructure and recommended, among other measures, that
(i) access to information by third-party providers should not be subject to charges, and
(ii) any dependence that new payment service providers may have vis-à-vis banks in
accessing technical infrastructures should be eliminated.

In view of the above, even though the PCA has not, to date, employed remedies in
digital markets competition cases, it has undertaken a relevant advocacy role that seems
to have, to a certain extent, had some favourable impact in ex ante regulation.

D Regulatory overlap and enforcement challenges

11. Has there been any overlap in practice between ex ante regulation aimed at
controlling market behaviour – such as, but not limited to, consumer protection
legislation, the proposed platform Regulation, the GDPR, the geo-blocking
Regulation, the ePrivacyDirective and/or proposed ePrivacyRegulation, or similar
national instruments of legislation in relation to most favoured nation clauses–
and the enforcement practice of competition authorities?
The advocacy role that the PCA seems to have chosen, up until now, has successfully

avoided overlaps. As mentioned, the PCA considers it important to ensure the existence
of adequate, ex-ante legislation and regulatory intervention.

For instance, in the FinTech 2018 report, the PCA expresses its availability to contribute
to the process, in cooperation with the legislator and sectoral regulator, in order to account
for competition policy issues, particularly the prevention of market foreclosure risks43.

In fact, the abovementioned Decree-Law 91/2018, transposing PSD2 into Portuguese
Law, expressly states in Article 68(4) that the Portuguese Central Bank is responsible for
the enforcement of the access obligations imposed in this legal framework, but emphasised
that this was to be undertaken “without prejudice to the competences of the Portuguese
Competition Authority”.

43 See Press release 15/2018, of 03 December 2018, p. 23.
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In the same sense, setting forth provisions regarding coordination and cooperation
between the relevant entities, the recent Decree-Law 80/2019, of 17 June 2019, which
implemented Regulation 2018/302, prohibiting geo-blocking in Portugal, (in the entities
responsible for its implementation and the sanctioning regime),was drafted with the input
of the PCA.

Furthermore, Article 23 (4) of this legal framework expressly stated that considering
that some of the conducts prohibited by the Regulation can consubstantiate indicia of an
infringement of the Portuguese Competition Act, mainly infringements related to
distribution agreements which limit passive sales, the entities responsible for the
implementation of the Regulation have the duty to communicate, to the PCA, the existence
of indicia susceptible of determining the opening of a restrictive practice procedure.

12. Which authorities are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital
economy in your jurisdiction?
In Portugal the entity responsible for the enforcement of competition law in all markets

is the PCA. The relevant judicial bodies are the Competition, Regulation and Supervision
Court (which is the court with exclusive competence to hear appeals from the PCA’s
decisions, as well as private damages actions solely based on competition infringements),
and the Portuguese Civil Courts.

As mentioned, ex-ante legislation has been implemented in order to overcome access
and market segmentation issues with competition law impact, and, in this sense, the entities
entitled with the enforcement of this ex-ante legislation also deserve to be mentioned
within this context.

The enforcement of the GDPR, implemented in Portugal by Law 58/2019, is monitored
by the National Data Protection Commission (Comissão Nacional de Proteção de Dados
– “CNPD”).

Decree-Law 91/2018, transposing PSD2 into Portuguese law, expressly states that the
Portuguese Central Bank is responsible for the enforcement of the access obligations.

In turn, Regulation 2018/302, prohibiting geo-blocking, implemented in Portugal by
Decree-Law 80/2019, will be enforced by the Economic and Food Safety Authority
(Autoridade de Segurança Alimentar e Económica – ASAE). Also, the transposition law
designates the European Consumer Centre as the competent entity to provide assistance
to consumers in the event of a conflict between a consumer and a seller, as a result of the
implementation of the Regulation. As undertakings are not considered consumers, they
may only require assistance from the General Directorate of Economic Activities.

In sum, even though the PCA and competition courts are responsible for enforcing
competition law also in the digital markets in Portugal, other regulators have specific
competences in what concerns access to data as well as to geographic. The PCA is expected
to cooperate with the relevant sector regulators pertaining to these issues.
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A Competition policy in the digital economy: a shift in focus?

1. What are the main cases dealing with the digital economy (focusing on digital
businesses or on the competition between digital businesses and incumbent
operators) initiated and completed by your competition authority?

1a.

Merger Dante International SA/Pc Garage SRL1

The Romanian Competition Council (“RCC”) authorized the transaction by which PC
GARAGE was taken over by Dante International SA (“Dante”), subject to the commitments
voluntarily offered by Dante. Dante is an entity with a dual presence in online, on one
hand acting as a retailer, on the other as a platform. It is partially integrated, as a part of
the same group with its main provider of electronics and IT products – named “NOD”.
The target, PC Garage, is an online consumer goods retailer, selling mainly IT products,
electronics, and household appliances. The main reason for this transaction was PC Garage’s
highly qualified technical advice on software.

Following the analysis, the RCC found that the merger leads to the strengthening of the
market position of Dante and, implicitly, the decrease of the competitive pressure for
certain categories of products. As a result, Dante has made the commitment to assign four
online stores active in the non-food retail market. Also, Dante has made the commitment

* Ph.D, Head of the Commercial Law Sector at the Legislative Council of Romania, Member of the Steering
Committee of the Romanian Society of European Law (SRDE). The author is grateful to: Mrs. D. V. Badila,
Mrs. D. Ion Tudoran, Mr. P. Prisecaru, Mrs. L. Criveanu, Mrs. C. Duta, Mr. I. Busega, Mrs. M. I. Ariciu,
Mr. A. Comanescu, Mr. F. Andreescu, Mrs. R. Coman, Mrs. N. Crisan, members of the Competition
Council of Romania, for their assistance in the drafting of the topic. All web pages in this report were last
accessed on February 26, 2020.

1 Further information can be found on the website: www.consiliulconcurentei.ro/uploads/docs/items/bucket12/
id12402/decizie_dante_84_din_2016_publicata.pdf and www.consiliulconcurentei.ro/uploads/docs/items/
bucket11/id11938/autorizare_emag_nov_2016.pdf.
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not to be involved in the transferred activities for a period of at least 10 years. The
assignment was made in the form of a transfer, without interruption of the current activity,
for each store separately or together. At the same time, Dante made every effort to maintain
the economic viability and competitiveness of the shops and to ensure non-discriminatory
conditions for the products’ provision to future buyers.

Corsar Online SRL2

RCC sanctioned Corsar Online SRL (“Corsar”) for the implementation of a merger before
being authorized by the Competition Authority. The Competition Authority found that
the operation had been implemented before it was authorized by the RCC by listing the
offer on the three sites products belonging to Corsar, as well as processing and delivery of
products to customers.

Corsar is a company active on the retail market mainly of IT, communication, electronics
and home appliances products, trading through e-commerce platforms. According to the
relevant legislation, any economic concentration operation (mergers, acquisitions, takeover
control) in which the aggregate turnover of the companies involved exceeds the RON3

equivalent of EUR 10,000,000, when at least two of the companies have each achieved on
the territory of Romania a turnover higher than the equivalent in RON of 4,000,000 euro,
must be notified to the Competition Authority before it is implemented. According to the
regulations in force, it is forbidden to implement a merger before being notified and
authorized by the RCC. In other words, before obtaining authorization from the
Competition Authority, decisions cannot be made on behalf of the company subject of
the transaction, such as: modification of the object of the restructuring, closure or division
of the company, sale of assets, listing on the stock exchange etc.

2 Further information can be found on the website: www.consiliulconcurentei.ro/uploads/docs/items/bucket14/
id14163/com_sanctionare_corsar.pdf.

3 Romanian (New) Leu – the currency of Romania.
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1b.

Dante International SA4 – ongoing investigation

The RCC launched an investigation regarding a possible abuse of a dominant position by
Dante International SA on the online intermediation services market in Romania. Dante
International is a company specialized in the retail of consumer products. At the same
time, the company owns and manages a ‘marketplace’ platform, through which
intermediation between retailers and their customer’s takes place. The ongoing investigation
focuses on a possible discriminatory behavior of Dante in relation to retailers of consumer
products, who are direct competitors of the company, as a consumer products trader.

2. Has your competition authority adapted its enforcement practices in order to keep
up with the pace of digital markets?

2a.

There are no legislative changes regarding the digital markets in the Romanian competition
law. However, the Competition Authority analysed,5 through a sector inquiry launched
in 2016, the impact of the development of online commerce on the competitive
environment, in the light of marketing strategies (especially price ones) adopted by
companies active on this segment.

The main objectives of the investigation were: (1) knowledge of the characteristics,
structure and behaviors specific to the e-commerce sector; (2) in-depth analysis of marketing
strategies (especially pricing) adopted by companies active in the e-commerce sector, with
particular emphasis on major discount campaigns; (3) identification and analysis of possible
malfunctions of this sector; (4) recommendations to improve market mechanisms and
eliminate identified malfunctions. The analysis of how price formation and the various
marketing strategies that this investigative report refers to is centered on the online trading
component of electro-IT products. Beyond the fact that this is the main category of products
sold in Romania through e-commerce, it presents a number of distinct features such as: a
high degree of comparability in the offerings of different merchants. It also presents reduced
sensitivity to seasonal changes compared to the fashion segment, for example, a clearer

4 Further information can be found on the website: www.consiliulconcurentei.ro/uploads/docs/items/bucket13/
id13046/inspectii_dante_dec_2017.pdf.

5 Further information can be found on the website: www.consiliulconcurentei.ro/uploads/docs/items/bucket13/
id13201/raport_al_investigatiei_privind_sectorul_comertului_electronic.pdf.
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demarcation of the different price components, by reference to the supplier / trader or
manufacturer / trader relationship etc.

Information inquiries were sent to the most important online retailers active on the
electro-IT component market (IT, communications, electronics and home appliances).
Also, three case studies were carried out, regarding the knowledge of the price formation.
The methodologies used in the studies were different, but the analysses conducted led to
the same conclusions, this being of a nature to certify the validity of the observations.

2b.

By Order no. 4C-3/57/2017, the Commission for Industries and Services of the Chamber
of Deputies submitted to the RCC a draft normative act regarding the regulation of access
to the economy, as well as the establishment of the measures, in order to promote and
support it. The draft normative act (draft law), was originally submitted as a legislative
proposal with its amendments subsequently approved by the Chamber of Deputies.6 It
applies to any economic activity in the national economy that takes place through a
technological platform, if it is related to the provision of services and / or the use of goods
for a limited time, except for gambling and betting activities. From the data held by the
Competition Authority, the draft normative act did not materialize in law as estimated so
far.

In 2017, the favorable opinion of the RCC RG no. 13621/06.10.2017, was based on the
following cumulative premises, containing a set of recommendations and proposals:

In the context of new global challenges, when identifying new business opportunities
for entrepreneurs with significant benefits to end-users, the RCC considered access to the
economy to be of major importance. In terms of employment and economic growth at
national level, the RCC considered that it is a stimulation in a responsible way.

The RCC was actively involved in previous versions, both by expressing its position
on the issues addressed by the draft normative act. The RCC also participated in working
meetings, such as: participation in the work of an interministerial group, under the auspices
of the Ministry of Communications and Information Society (March 2017), the work of
the Commission for Information Technology and Communications within the Chamber
of Deputies (May 2017) or by electronic mail (e-mail) regarding the Government’s point
of view (April 2017).7

6 Normative act draft, registered at the RCC, by no. RG 13621/06.10.2017, submitted in tabular form, con-
taining both the initial provisions and the amendments made by the Commission for Information Technology
and Communications of the Chamber of Deputies.

7 Normative act draft PLx 96/2017.
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The concern of the RCC for these services and innovative ways of expressing market
mechanisms, including the use of intelligent platforms, is closely in line with the objectives
of the legislative draft act – as they are expressed in the Fundamental Note (FN) that
accompanied the draft. The RCC is also engaged with the European Commission (DG –
COMP) and the international Competition Networks (ECN, ICN) which have started
market analysises, questioning national authorities about the case law and approaches to
ensure the context in which competitors’ behavior is analyzed in the markets they act on.
The RCC started by identifying the relevant markets.8 The RCC monitors closely the
evolution of EU issues, as well as the expected conclusions of market studies and
questionnaires submitted by the European Commission.

The RCC assumed that some of the services provided by the platforms may be similar
to services in areas subject to legal rules, standards and compliance (generic and / or specific
branch) as well as accurate approval processes. The norms and approvals specific to the
domain of those proposed by the initiators – the platform and its owner – may generate
anti-competitive discrimination in the market (s) on which the operators act.

Taking into account that the competition authority’s concernshave not been removed
by the provisions of the subsequent versions,9 the latter requested at least to revert to the
qualification of the term “temporary activity” and / or “leisure activity” by limiting those
terms, so that no substitution can be assumed between the current activity in the field and
the sporadic one, as envisaged by the normative act draft.

The RCC has stated that the adopted solution can be influenced at the strategic level
by the initiators and also by changes imposed by the legislative technique, but the clear
delimitation of the activities normally provided on the basis of a labor contract or a service
contract must be maintained in the draft of the normative act.

In practice, besides new services, covering also Romania’s market, such as temporary
housing rentals (eg AIRBNB application) or alternatives to taxi services (UBER), there are
fully computerized services, which, at the platform level, solve the aspects envisaged by
the draft normative act.10 The other services, including those proposed to be adopted by
the FN (painter’s associations), are purely hypothetical, especially given that, under the
current conditions, after the supplier’s relationship with the beneficiary, the platform
(including its owner / operator) comes out of that relationship.

8 See the seminars on behaviour approach and the identification / defining of “multi-network” markets. Two-
sided markets are defined as markets where a platform facilitates the interaction between two distinct cate-
gories of clients, similar to the way in which the normative act draft in question is envisaged.

9 Including those mentioned above, which do not concern a specific article / paragraph, but how to approach
the issue and how to implement the normative act draft.

10 Interconnecting the service provider with its beneficiary at the level of the smart platform, the platform
that also has the task of solving the fiscal aspects.
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In order not to fall under the incidence of the Competition Law no. 21/1996 (hereinafter,
the Competition Law), the above aspects imply a delimitation of the types of services or a
qualification of the limitations (including temporary) of the services concerned.

Taking into account the wide range of services present and likely to be delivered through
intelligent platforms, as well as potential services, a solution could be to define them
(up-to-date) at the level of the Norms of law enforcement. The normative act draft should
have (re)defined the types of services concerned and also the term for which the service
is considered “temporary” or “carried out in leisure time”.11 By substantiating the conditions,
the principle of proportionality is respected and the Norms would be modified to every
alteration of the market mechanisms, and by publishing the conditions and the public
attributions of the service providers, the principle of transparency would also be respected.

Approval of the draft normative act allowing the operation of alternative transport
with car and driver through digital platforms

Recently, the RCC approved a draft normative act (Government Emergency Ordinance
no. 49/2019) which allows the operation of alternative transport with car and driver through
digital platforms.

Starting from 2011-2012, in the field of passenger transport on the transport market
several innovative solutions have been introduced, including: online e-hailing applications
(eg Clever, Star Taxi), ride-sourcing, such as Uber, Taxi Fly / Bolt or Black Cab, and
ride-sharing solutions such as BlaBlaCar, 4inmasina, Autostopul, or Ia-macutine.

With e-hailing applications, the final customer has also access to a wider offer of services,
which reduces search and calling time as well as providing a variety of tariffs and quality
offerings with the ability to access valuations made by previous customers on the services
in question. At the same time, the period of inactivity is reduced for the taxi carrier,12

especially when he does not register a high level of demand, which can lead to the efficiency
of its activity.

In order to ensure an increase of competition on the market for taxi services, it was
recommended that the classical services, defined by the Law no. 38/2003 on the taxi and
rental regime, can coexist with the innovative ones represented by the integrating electronics

11 For example, depending on its nature, a service that is expected to be provided after the basic service in the
case of 2 hours a day can be quoted as 2 hours of the regulated 8-hour service contract or the days in which
was rended are directly counted. In order to be implemented (in any variant), the counting must be done
at the level of the platform where the invoice is issued (via operator / owner platform), respectively where
the service is confirmed and once the time limit of the respective service has been reached, information
must be made public by storing it in a public database (for example, the RCA policy).

12 “Idle hours”.
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applications, bringing the legislator to the task of ensuring a non-discriminatory regime
in the market.

The review of a draft of law on tourism by the RCC, at the initiative of the Ministry
of Tourism.

The draft law project includes,13 among other things, provisions for online reservation
accommodation platforms, such as airbnb.com and booking.com. Airbnb (air, bed and
breakfast) is an international home sharing platform that promotes private homes for hotel
accommodation. According to a study published in May 2017 by Exact Research and
Consultancy and WaveTreeZero,14 over 10,000 homes in Romania were listed on airbnb.com
at the time of the study, and 7% of young Romanians between 15-34 years old have already
used the service.

According to the same source,15 Booking.com is a booking site where hotels, hostels
and guesthouses from all over the world list their offers, but thanks to the success of the
airbnb model, year after year, more home sharing offers have been listed on the website.16

The provisions in the draft law concerning these platforms cover the following:
A prohibition imposed on sites or platforms dedicated to the rental of accommodation

spaces to promote ads for unclassified or unregistered structures. According to article 37,
paragraph (3) of the analyzed draft law on tourism, it is forbidden to the administrators
of any kind of publications, including electronic communications networks, totally or
partially computerized, sites or other similar means, to contract / deliver advertising services
for promotion, offering and marketing of tour services, without proving the possession of
the classification / registration certificate or the touring license, as the case may be, issued
under the law by the local public administration authority.

This ban was imposed to eliminate the situation where tourists, arriving at the
accommodation, find themselves with an inadequate tour service or a service that does
not not correspond to that presented on the electronic platforms dedicated to touring
services. In addition, any natural or legal person providing touring services, regardless of
their form of organization, may be subject to specific controls.

13 The draft of law on tourism was approved by the Government on 24 April 2019.
14 The study is mentioned in the article “How profitable is the rental of the dwelling in hotel regime?”, July 13th,

2017, available on the website: www.pressone.ro/sectiuni/cat-de-profitabila-este-inchirierea-locuintei-in-
regim-hotelier/.

15 Ibid.
16 Booking.com.
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An obligation imposed on natural persons - economic tour operators – to register with
the local public administration authorities. According to article 37, paragraph (5), by way
of exception from the provision of article 37 paragraph (1), the economic tour operators
– natural persons – have the following obligations:
a. to transmit in due time the correct information requested by the authority of the central

public administration with attributions in the touring field, as well as the statistical
indicators established by the National Institute of Statistics and by the authority of the
central public administration with attributions in the touring field, acccording to article
45 para. b);

b. to have an e-mail address and a permanently active telephone number distributed as
contact details to the central public administration authority, respectively local
authorities with attributions in the touring field;

c. to carry out their own publication with objectivity and respect to the touring resources,
in order to protect the Romanian touring product.

The Establishment of a Romanian Tourism Activity Evidence System (SIEATR). The
SIEATR is an ensemble of electronic systems and means for keeping the economic operators
in the touring field, evaluating the touring activity, developing the circulation of tourists
and providing the personal data necessary to the public and private institutions, including
the NGO, in accordance with the established principles of the GDPR (Article 45 of the
draft law).17 SIEATR consists of two modules: Module 1 – “Traffic Operators’ Record” and
Module 2 – “Statistical Indicators Associated with Touring Activity in Romania”.

The electronic registration system replaces the old system of tourists having to fill in
a standardized arrival / departure notification ticket that is provided to the
accommodation.18 The obligation for the tourist to submit an identity document to the
touring services provider is maintained under Article 40 (e) of the draft law. Therefore,
the aim of all these provisions is that all Romanian tour operators can be registered or
authorized in order to make an electronic record, including the circulation of tourists on
Romania’s territory. In the event of non-compliance of tour operators or the inadequate
touring services, the competent touring authorities may be notified and may carry out
specific controls, in which case sancations, such as fines or license withdrawal may be
imposed.

17 Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection
of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data,
and repealing Directive 95/46/EC, OJ L 119/1.

18 The responsability to register tourists was mentioned in Article 45 of the Schengen Agreement of 14 June
1985.
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2c.

The RCC is currently conducting two studies which have a substantial connection with
the digital economy, namely:

Study on the implications of the collaborative economy on competition policy

Given the accelerated dynamics of the collaborative economy at local and global level, the
impact of collaborative platforms on consumers and competition authorities’ concerns
about how these innovative markets operate (in the context of an insufficiently adapted
regulatory framework), it is necessary to carry out a study on the effects of new business
models on competition and economy in general.

Moreover, there is a growing concern in the public and business environment about
these new deals, given the disruptive impact that such new business models can bring to
traditional companies. From a competition policy perspective, the entry of new innovative
competitors into the marketplace is a desirable situation as a higher degree of competition
generates lower prices and better services for end-users. However, the transition to these
new business models can lead to a set of major challenges for competition policy from a
number of perspectives.

The main competition concerns refer, in particular, to the cases of abuse of dominant
positions of new companies, which could include contractual obligations or price
restrictions imposed on third parties. In this regard, other concerns include situations of
predatory pricing, the “winner takes everything” effect, imposing obstacles to
“multi-homing”, and asymmetries in the negotiating power of the parties.

Study on Big Data platforms

The study on the effects of the use of big data (“BD”) platforms on competition has been
initiated in view of the impact of these platforms on the current economy, the concerns
of the European Commission and other competition authorities regarding their effect on
competition as well as the low volume of market intelligence and understanding of how
these markets operate at the level of the RCC.

Using BD platforms could, on the one hand, lead to mitigating market information
asymmetries and gaining operative and transactional efficiency gains among businesses.
On the other hand, however, these systems can raise competition issues by changing the
dynamics of the market, creating new barriers to entry, and thus give players already on
the market a sufficient advantage to prevent competition by adopting anti-competitive
behaviors. In addition, the high level of transparency created by BD could facilitate tacit
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coordination. Furthermore, the fact that businesses using BD platforms are becoming
more and more concentrated in a relatively small number of “super platforms” such as
Google, Amazon and Facebook, also raises concerns. Moreover, tied sales may raise
competitive problems when market data is used to develop or increase market power in
another market, for example when an enterprise owning BD binds access to its database
using their own data analysis services.

According to this study, the RCC aims to identify the major users and suppliers of BD
platforms on the Romanian market, the interactions between them, the functioning of the
digital markets and, also, aims to analyze the effects of the use of BD platforms on the
competitive environment.

Moreover, the RCC continued to use the Competition Pressure Aggregate Index, the
purpose of which is to measure the inclination towards competition of markets or industries
in the national economy. New challenges brought by accelerated digitization across the
business environment, particularly in the case of competition analysis. The use of such a
screening indicator is on a trend and becomes increasingly popular among competition
authorities, to proactively tackle competition policy. Given these challenges raised by the
large volumes of data and information generated by the intensification and digitization of
economic activity at the level of the European Commission, Commissioner Margrethe
Vestager has appointed a team of three external consultants from academia with a view
to achieving a report on the challenges that digitization generates to competition policy.

3. Is your domestic competition lawusing the consumerwelfare standard as its specific
goal?
The legislative framework of competition law aims to protect, maintain and stimulate

competition and a normal competitive environment in order to promote the interests of
consumers. Therefore, the objective of national competition law is to protect and stimulate
competition on the Romanian market and the normal competitive environment in order
to ensure the best possible promotion of the interests of consumers. In cases dealt with by
the national Competition Authority, the competitive environment affected by
anticompetitive practices or non-compliance with the rules on merger control have been
considered as a standard of protection in competition matters.

Moreover, in the RCC’s activity concerning the market knowledge, according to the
provisions of art.4 paragraph (5) of the Romanian competition law, undertakings submit
at the request of the RCC sales prices for the products marketed by them in order to carry
out analyzes, market studies or price comparisons included in online consumer information
platforms. To this end, the selection of the sectors of the economy included in the online
platforms study made by the RCC, in consultation with the regulator of that sector.
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B Market definition and market power

4. How does your competition authority define the market with regard to digital
economy players?
National competition law is aligned with European regulations, both at the primary

and secondary level, the guidelines on the definition of the relevant market including how
to define the relevant market according to the product / service market and the geographic
market.

In Romania, the e-commerce sector still has the features of a mature national market
(both in terms of demand and supply) and is somewhat isolated. However, there is still a
potential for the sector to expand and overcome geographical barriers, considering the
rise in the level of responsiveness and maturity of supply and demand. This sector is
characterized by low barriers to entry, but high barriers to development (to become a
major player). There is a dominant retailer that has created a number of competitive
advantages in terms of exclusive online sales. There is a tendency to focus on this sector,
further deepening the gap between major and small players. However, it must be borne
in mind that, as the Romanian market opens, important foreign players will be able to
emerge in the domestic market and therefore, there will be an increase of the competitive
pressure measures on the current winners in the domestic market.

5. How is market power established in the practice of your competition authority in
cases relating to digital economy players?
E-commerce – B2C segment – consists of retail activities; the Romanian legislation

does not make a strict distinction (yet) with reference to online sales. As for the
marketplaces, they provide services by mediating the relations between sellers and
consumers.

5a.

At this moment, yes, market shares are relied upon for establishing market power. However,
in competition cases, the analysis is always done on a case by case basis, and the digital
economy makes no difference. Hence, the RCC takes into account all the specificities of
these markets, and mainly the product markets involved; the RCC often looks at the internet
penetration rates in some areas, and what is the probability that buyers to switch between
channels. As the technologies evolve and become more accessible, the RCC adjusts its tools
to real life conditions.
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5b.

Yes, but as mentioned above, the substantiation is constructed specifically in every case.
Everything begins with the market definition. The retail segment is analyzed product by
product, by sale volumes and values. Also, the RCC looks at the upstream market, as well
as the downstream market. In digital economy, the capacity to switch between or to related
markets increases. The switching costs in these cases are low and the effect can be
instantaneous. In the traditional market cases, the RCC had taken into account the portfolio
effect; the concept is almost the same, but the effect of one-stop-shop in online markets
may be much stronger, because on the internet it is easier and cheaper to offer together
related and / or unrelated categories of goods.

5c.

Potential and future competition is always taken into account and the cases in digital
markets make no difference. Moreover, regarding digital players, the RCC can predict –
up to some point – the number of potential clients by the visitor number of a certain
domain. The most important issue is the product market. For all cases involving digital
players, the speed of commercial relations which defines the e-commerce is one of the
essential facts.

5d.

There are no fundamental variations of the concept itself, as the ability to behave
independent on a specific market. The means - contracts, restrictions, rebate schemes etc.
– are the ones RCC already knows. The main differences are the speed and the transparency
of the markets, as well as the access to competition and consumers data of the powerful
players.

6. Can you notice a difference in ex post assessments (abuse of dominance cases) and
ex ante assessments (concentration merger), both in relation to defining markets
and conceptualizing market power?
Apart of what which has been already mentioned above, the main addition brought

by digital economy in the RCC assessments is the expansion of geographic markets. There
are still physical and tariff barriers, but the globalization of commerce is here and now.
Ex-post assessments are usually more difficult to prove; in ex ante assessments the main
difficulty is the short time the RCC has to make an analysis, and the RCC can also add the
reliability of data the parties provide. Ex-ante assessments give the possibility to prevent
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the creation or the strengthening of dominant power, but it leads to data and time restriction
for the authority. The ex-post assessment allows for intervention, but it brings the burden
of proving of the negative effects, which means time, resources and difficult analysis.

C Anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy

7. Whichpractices indigitalmarkets or involvingdigital businesses have been analyzed
in the decision-making practices or case law of your jurisdiction?

7a.

N/A – the investigation of possible anti-competitive behavior on the digital market is
ongoing.

7b.

N/A – the investigation of possible anti-competitive behavior on the digital market is
ongoing.

7c.

In the first mentioned Decision no.84/24.11.2016 of the RCC (see answer to question 1a),19

the target was an online retailer of IT and communication products, electronics and home
appliances; the geographic market was national. In this case, an extensive research on the
interchangeability of online and offline channels had been conducted. In the Decision of
the RCC, four product markets were analyzed: retail of IT products, retail of communication
devices, retail of electronics and retail of home appliances. The retail market of IT products
was subsegmented in: the PC retail market, the PC screens retail market, the printing
equipment retail market and the software retail market. The upstream marketwas also
analyzed, namely the wholsale supply market for the products sold by the target (due to
presence of NOD in the same group with the retailer).

The main competitive concerns were the decrease of the leading online retailers from
5 to 4 and also the strengthening of NOD’s position in the upstream market. The parties
proposed both structural and behavioral commitments.

19 Further information can be found on the website: www.consiliulconcurentei.ro/uploads/docs/items/bucket12/
id12402/decizie_dante_84_din_2016_publicata.pdf.
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As regards to the Decision of Jauary 2019 of the RCC,20 the RCC found the violation
of article 13 of the Romanian Competition Law by SC Corsar Online SRL. The company
was sanctionated for the implementation of an economic concentration operation before
notification and before being declared compatible with a normal competitive environment.
As the RCC’s investigation found the compliance with the value thresholds provided by
the Romanian competition law, SC Corsar Online SRL, as acquiring company, had to
notify the economic concentration operation to the RCC before putting it into practice.
The RCC found that the operation had been implemented before the authorization required
by the Romanian competition law, by listing the offer on the three products sites belonging
to SC Corsar Online SRL, as well as processing and delivery of products to customers.
Within this investigation, the specificity of the field was taken into account, so that in the
analysis carried out, the RCC also analyzed the information obtained from the websites
of other entities. It was therefore found that SC Corsar Online SRL is the only company
that controls the three Internet domains, so that the enterprise was sanctioned for the
implementation of an economic concentration before the notification and the issuing of
a decision of the RCC.

On the other hand, following the analysis carried out, the RCC noted that the economic
concentration does not raise significant obstacles to harm competition, in particular as a
result of creating or consolidating a dominant position on the relevant markets. The former
mentioned operation will not be considered as a limitation or closure of the access of the
distributors (wholesalers) to the potential clients of retailers (competitors of the assets
taken over) and, therefore, it will not be considered as a limitation or closure of access to
the supply market.

8. What reasons have been offered by the businesses concerned to justify (prima facie)
anticompetitive behaviour?
N/A – the investigation of possible anti-competitive behavior is digital markets is

ongoing.

9. Have you witnessed the emergence of specific theories of harm tailored to digital
markets?
No specific theories of harm tailored to digital markets have been established until

now. In any case, it must be taken into account that the fast information that gets to the
public is greatly amplified in the digital market. Please, see also the answer of Question 5.

20 Please see information at the following link: www.consiliulconcurentei.ro/uploads/docs/items/bucket13/
id13817/amenda_corsar_ian_2019.pdf.
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9a.

N/A – the investigation of possible anti-competitive behavior on the digital market is
ongoing.

9b.

N/A – the investigation of possible anti-competitive behavior on the digital market is
ongoing.

9c.

Standard evidence level. Regarding the second question, concerning the RCC’s intervention
in investigating possible violations of competition law, certain thresholds, namely the
presumption of dominance and the thresholds required for notification of economic
concentration, are established.

10. What kind of remedies have been employed in cases relating to digital markets. Do
you see any differences to remedies in other markets?
Please see also the answers to Questions 1 a. and 7 c.
As mentioned, in the case regarding the merger between Dante International SA

(acquirer) and PC Garage, for the category of IT products and related subcategories, certain
aspects were identified that could lead to distortions of the normal competitive environment.
It was established that the economic concentration operation has implications in particular
on the retail of IT products. Also, the notified economic concentration operation could
lead to vertical integration, given that an undertaking (NOD) which is part of the acquirer
group, is present in the wholesale markets of products, mainly IT, communications,
electronics and home appliances in Romania.

In order to remove the concerns identified by the RCC in the retail market of IT
products, as well as in the upstream market of the wholesale trade of products of the same
category, Dante transmitted, according to the provisions of the Romanian competition
law, a response by which it proposed implementing structural and behavioral commitments.

Dante’s structural commitments in the retail IT product market consisted of the transfer
of websites that were initially part of Dante’s portofolio and operational control in favor
of a potential buyer (one or more independent third parties).

The behavioral commitments were mainly addressed to the vertical integration. In
view of this, the commitments aimed at ensuring non-discriminatory access of the divested
stores to the products distributed by NOD. In this way, concerns about vertical integration
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resulting from the notified concentration, e.g. the increase in NOD’s market power in
upstream markets and the transfer of benefits only to associated companies, have been
removed. Thus, the RCC authorized the merger, subject to the commitments voluntarily
offered by Dante.

D Regulatory overlap and enforcement challenges

11. Has there been any overlap in practice between ex ante regulation aimed at
controlling market behaviour – such as, but not limited to, consumer protection
legislation, the proposed platform Regulation, the GDPR, the geo-blocking
Regulation, the ePrivacyDirective and/or proposed ePrivacyRegulation, or similar
national instruments of legislation in relation to most favoured nation clauses –
and the enforcement practice of competition authorities?
No overlaps/conflicts with other national/European legal rules that impose certain

behavior of enterprises have been identified.
At the same time, the activities of the Competition Authority are in line with the

applicable legislation on data protection and security. Personal data are collected and
processed only to the extent permitted bythe GDPR, the national Law no. 677/2001 on the
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and the free
circulation of such data, and the national Law no.506/2004 on the processing of personal
data and the protection of privacy in the electronic communications sector.

12. Which authorities are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital
economy in your jurisdiction?

12a.

The RCC is the only authority, as an autonomous administrative authority, responsible
for public enforcement of competition rules, while the private enforcement of competition
law is realized through the courts based on claims by the victims of competition law
infringements.

12b.

N/a
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12c.

In accordance with art. 29 paragraph (3) of the Romanian competition Law, the RCC will
consult with the central or local public administration bodies in order to fulfill its
attributions and will request information and assistance from them, thus creating a legal
framework for cooperation between public institutions and authorities.

12d.

The decisions of the RCC may be contested in administrative litigation, at the Bucharest
Court of Appeal, within 30 days of their communication. The decisions of the Bucharest
Court of Appeal may be appealed in front of the Supreme Court. Regarding the jurisdiction
of the actions for annulment of the administrative acts of the public authorities, there are
specialized law courts in the administrative and fiscal courts constituted at the level of
these law courts.
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Slovakia

Hana Kováčiková and Ondrej Blažo*

A Competition policy in the digital economy: a shift in focus?

1. What are the main cases dealing with the digital economy (focusing on digital
businesses or on the competition between digital businesses and incumbent
operators) initiated and completed by your competition authority?
The practice of the Slovak competition authority (Protimonopolný úrad Slovenskej

republiky, hereinafter only “PMU” or “Office” in citation of legislation) does not offer any
specific guidance concerning competition law enforcement in the digital era. In Slovakia,
no infringement decisions concerning digital business practices have been adopted yet,
nor is there any case under investigation.

Regarding the ongoing global digitalisation, in 2017, the PMU defined (amongst others)
e-Commerce, information systems and information technologies as priority sectors in the
mid-term horizon.1

As follows from the PMU’s Annual Report of 20172, in the sector of e-Commerce, the
PMU opened a sector inquiry in 2017 to thoroughly map the affected markets, the level
of competition and the factors with the potential to influence their current situation or
future development.

In the Annual Report of 2018 the PMU specified,3 that this inquiry was realised through
the questionnaires sent to selected retailers active in the online sales of products of various
categories (e.g. consumer electronics, white goods, brown goods, mobile devices, baby
transport, sports/outdoors, house/garden, etc.),4 but participation in the inquiry was open
to other retailers too. The outcome of this inquiry is not available to the public at the date
of this report. Other activities of the PMU in the area of e-Commerce are not visible. It

* Comenius University in Bratislava. This report is an output within the project VEGA No 2/0167/19 (2019-
2022). All web pages in this report were last accessed on February 26, 2020.

1 Protimonopolný úrad Slovenskej republiky: „Strednodobý štvorročný komponent výročnej správy Proti-
monopolného úradu Slovenskej republiky“, 2017, Bratislava. p. 46. Available at: https://www.antimon.gov.sk/
data/att/1872.pdf.

2 Available at: https://www.antimon.gov.sk/data/att/1982.pdf, p. 88.
3 Available at: https://www.antimon.gov.sk/data/att/2044.pdf, p. 49.
4 Form of the questionnaire is available at: https://www.antimon.gov.sk/5462-sk/pmu-sr-uskutocnuje-

sektorovy-prieskum-v-oblasti-e-commerce/.
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must also be noted, that e-Commerce or digital markets were not included in the
prioritisation of competition policy that was not updated5 since January 2015.

2. Has your competition authority adapted its enforcement practices in order to keep
up with the pace of digital markets?
The available public resources suggest that the PMU has not adapted its enforcement

strategies nor evaluated competition policy as far as digital markets are concerned.
Article 3 of the Slovak Administrative Code6 stipulates, that the PMU as an

administrative authority shall, while executing its powers, conscientiously and responsibly
deal with every issue that matters in the proceedings, act in time and without undue delay
and to use the most appropriate means to solve the case. This flexible clause concerning
the discretionary power of the administrative body ensures, that the PMU does not need
special adaptation in the form of legislative changes.

By the time of this report, there are no reports, guidelines or binding rules provided
by the PMU in relation to competition in digital market.

However, it shall be mentioned, that in the proceedings and decision-making practice
of both – the PMU and Slovak courts within administrative review the decisions of PMU,
they respect and follow current case law of the CJEU in the matters of competition as well
as the European Commission’s soft law. Therefore, it is likely, that the PMU will follow
the same approach and recommendations contained in the European Commission’s (2019)
Report on Competition Policy for the digital era7 or in the upcoming soft law from the
Commission.

The legislative wording of the substantive rules (powers, mission of the PMU and
definition of competition infringements) as well as procedural rules (investigation and
decision-making powers) seem to be flexible enough.

The definitions of the relevant market contained in the Slovak Act on Protection of
Competition8 follow current EU practice.9

5 Prioritisation Policy available at: https://www.antimon.gov.sk/data/att/1636.pdf.
6 Act. No 71/1967 Coll on Administrative Proceedings (Administrative Code).
7 Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/competition/publications/reports/kd0419345enn.pdf.
8 Act No. 136/2011 Coll. on Protection of Competition and on Amendments and Supplements to the Act of

the Slovak National Council No. 347/1990 Coll. on Organisation of Ministries and Other Central Bodies
of State Administration of the Slovak Republic as amended.

9 Act on Protection of Competition, Art. 3 par. 2 to 4:
“(2) Relevant market means a geographical and temporal concurrence of the supply of and demand for
products, performances, works and services (hereinafter referred to as „goods“) that are identical or substi-
tutable with respect to the satisfaction of certain needs of users.
(3) A relevant product market shall comprise identical or substitutable goods that can satisfy a certain need
of users. Substitutability of goods is assessed in particular in the view of their characteristics, price and their
intended use.
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The prohibition of agreements restricting competition and abuse of a dominant position
are stemming from general clauses similar to Articles 101 and 102 TFEU. It must be noted
that the Supreme Court of the Slovak Republic tried to limit the application of “general
clauses” on the prohibition of anti-competitive behaviour (i.e. behaviour which is not
enshrined in the non-exhaustive list of types of anti-competitive behaviour within respective
provisions on anti-competitive infringement). In its judgment of 3 May 2011, No 3
Sžh/3/2010 required, that the PMU must first establish the precise prohibited practice (if
it is not enshrined in the non-exhaustive statutory list of typical anti-competitive behaviour)
and even in the case of violation of such established description of anti-competitive
behaviour it can prosecute subsequent violations. Nevertheless, this approach was
abandoned very soon.10

The amendment of 2014 of the Act on Protection of Competition adapted the
enforcement as well as investigation powers of the PMU for investigations in the modern
era of electronic communication and cloud services. Art. 22a par. 5(d) of the Act on
Protection of Competition empowers the inspectors of the PMU to “to ensure the access
to all information which has been stored in any electronic form on data storage of the
undertaking or which were created in any electronic form by the undertaking or which
the undertaking may access in connection with its activity, including information which
is stored in any electronic form on data storage of other entities and the undertaking may
access them and use them for its activity; to ensure the access to these media the Office is
entitled to invite other persons capable to ensure such access, but they are not entitled to
access the information.”11 Furthermore “the Office has the right to make copies of any
information in documentary form, all computer data and information stored in any
electronic form on data storage pursuant to the paragraph 5 subparagraph d)”.

3. Is your domestic competition lawusing the consumerwelfare standard as its specific
goal?
Article 1 of the Act on Protection of Competition explicitly stipulates, that its purpose

is to protect competition from any restriction and to create the conditions for its further
development to the benefit of consumers. However, the concept of “consumer” itself is
not directly defined in the Act on Protection of Competition. Although it is possible to
understand it more broadly (in the line with Art. 101 par. 3 TFEU), the Act on Protection

(4) Relevant geographical market shall be defined as a territory in which the conditions for competition
are sufficiently homogeneous and this territory can be separated from other territories with different con-
ditions for competition.”

10 For more details see Blažo, Ondrej, ‘Nullum crimen, nulla poena sine lege a generálne klauzuly v prípadoch
zneužitia dominantného postavenia’, Justičná revue, 2013, Vol. 65, č. pp. 528-541.

11 Translation provided by the PMU: https://www.antimon.gov.sk/data/files/403_act-no-136_2001-valid-
from-172014.pdf.
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of Competition ignores benefits of other groups of persons (e.g. competitors, public welfare).
On the other hand, in the banking cartel case, the PMU explicitly protected the „structure
of market” rather than certain „consumers” (see preliminary ruling C-68/12 Slovenská
sporiteľňa).

B Market definition and market power

4. How does your competition authority define the market with regard to digital
economy players?
This question has not been solved yet in Slovakia as there is no relevant case law relating

to digital markets.
The PMU had recently a chance to define a relevant market in the digital sphere in

(2019) the Chicco case,12 where it declared the existence of vertical cartel agreement between
company ags 92, s.r.o., and its purchasers, who were internet e-shop providers, containing
resale price maintenance (RPM) practices. The relevant market covered internet e-shops
providing the sale of baby goods to final consumers. Despite the fact, that PMU in para.
37 of its decision declared, that the importance and share of the internet trade is increasing
with regard to its advantages,13 there was no attempt for a more precise definition and
PMU remained in the scope of the “traditional” market definition, i.e. definition used by
competition authorities for decades for all types of goods and services. Such approach
complies with the relevant market definition under the Commission’s Notice on the
definition of relevant market.14 When assessing the possible harmful effects of the behaviour
of the undertakings, the authority again relied on the harmfulness of RPM practices and
definition of the agreement as restricting competition by object.

The PMU’s approach to definition of relevant markets within the scope of internet
trade has remained compatible with the approach in the Chicco case even in consequent

12 Decision of the PMU No 2019/DOV/POK/2/20 of 25 January 2019, available at: https://www.antimon.gov.sk/
data/att/2053.pdf.

13 “Amongst the advantages of this type of shopping (e-shop), we can find the saving of the time, wide choice
of the goods, direct supplies to the home of the final consumer, access to detail description of the offered
goods, possibility of comparing the prices on various web pages and particularly the overview on prices of
the chosen food offered by individual on-line sellers.”

14 See Commission’s Notice on the definition of relevant market for the purposes of Community competition
law OJ C 372, 9. 12. 1997, p 5-13; “A relevant product market comprises all those products and/or services
which are regarded as interchangeable or substitutable by the consumer, by reason of the product’s charac-
teristics, their prices and their intended use. The relevant geographic market comprises the area in which
the undertakings concerned are involved in the supply and demand of products or services, in which the
conditions of competition are sufficiently homogenous, and which can be distinguished from neighbouring
areas because the conditions of competition are appreciably different in those area”.
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cases.15 Although the PMU recognise the existence of internet trade/digital market, in all
cases it only declares this fact and uses the above mentioned “traditional” assessment
criteria.

To sum up, the current structure of enforcement activities of the PMU does not require
anything more other than the traditional approach to market definitions. In the area of
agreements restricting competition, the current cartel investigation of the PMU focus
substantially on bid-rigging cases, particularly in construction services. Hence, in these
hard-core cartel cases, decisions of the competition authority do not provide a detailed
definition of the relevant market and the authority relies mainly on “quasi per se”
prohibition (agreements restricting competition by object). Moreover, there are very few
cases dealing with abuse of dominance and only two cases were closed in the past five years
(both dealing with “traditional” sectors). Accordingly, the PMU has not faced the necessity
of developing its approach to abuse dominant position on digital markets.

5. How is market power established in the practice of your competition authority in
cases relating to digital economy players?
As stated in previous answers, in Slovakia the PMU has not adopted a “genuine” decision

relating to digital competition. However, from the existing decision-making practice of
the PMU we can conclude, that the basic criteria to establish the market power of any
(including digital economy) market player is their respective market share. The PMU uses
also other traditional criteria as safeguarding of current competition and future competition
and assessment of business power.

Furthermore, we also refer to the answers of questions 4 and 6.

6. Can you notice a difference in ex post assessments (abuse of dominance cases) and
ex ante assessments (concentrationmerger control cases), both in relation todefining
markets and conceptualizing market power?
In Slovakia, it is almost impossible to analyse the differences between the approaches

to ex post assessment and ex ante assessment regarding definition of markets and market
power. Since all recent antitrust cases dealt with hardcore cartels or restrictions by object
(as stated above in the previous answers) and enforcement activities against abuse of
dominant position are definitely limited and marginal, the PMU was not in the need to
develop a detailed theory of definition of market and market power.

On the other hand, in merger cases it was necessary to provide a definition of markets,
however, the majority of mergers handled by the PMU covered non-digital sectors
(particularly automotive industry).

15 See for example decisions of the PMU No 2018/NIK/POK/3/34 Panta Rhei, No 2018/KOH/SKO/3/4 Nový
čas and No 869/2017/OK-2017/FH/3/1/026 GFP Limited and HP Invest.
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The PMU has had a chance to define the relevant market in the context of the digital
economy in at least two merger cases. In Petit Press (Petit Press is one of major Slovak
publishing houses),16 the PMU identified the existence of a (traditional) relevant market
for publishing, providing information and advertisement in printed periodical media and
a (digital) market for providing information and advertisement on web-portals. To this
regard the PMU defined market shares and market power separately on the market of
newspapers and journals themselves (i.e. from the point of view of a reader) and separately
on the market of advertisement. The market for print media was split into several
sub-markets based on the content of the newspaper or journal, periodicity, territorial
coverage, price, quality of paper, as well as target groups. Similarly, on-line media was split
into several relevant “submarkets” and market shares were calculated on a basis of number
of views and number of devices that accessed to the web portals of the providers of online
content. The PMU acknowledged that online content is usually free, however, this aspect
was not included in the analysis itself and the PMU let possible impact of shares in the
on-line sphere for separate analysis of the advertisement market.17

As the PMU stated in para. 223 of the reasoning of the decision: advertisement in
periodical print is distinguishable from web-portal advertisement, as
1. on-line media enables stricter aiming to the potential consumer of the goods sold by

advertiser,
2. evaluation of “success” of advertisement is simply measured by the numbers of

views/clicks on it,
3. in these types of media there exists various pricing of advertisement

In its assessment of the effects of the concentration on the competition, the PMU relied
on the traditional criteria of market shares of the participants of concentration and their
competitors and the market shares of the individual products in both traditional and digital
markets. Referring to the decision of the European Commission in case No COMP/M.4731
of 11 March 2008 Google/DoubleClick, the PMU identified the difference between search
and non-search ads. Nevertheless, market shares were calculated via a “conservative”
approach based on shares of revenues. The PMU then established a certain level of
significant market share and concentration of the market. However, the PMU decided
that such level of concentration of market could not produce coordination effect of the
merger due to an external pressure of “search” advertisement by Google and Facebook.18

To sum up, the PMU was aware of new approaches for digital markets and different
business and technical models of foreign companies, e.g. Google and Facebook, but the

16 Decision of the PMU No 2016/FH/3/1/025 of 3 June 2016.
17 Decision of the PMU No 2016/FH/3/1/025, para 159.
18 Decision of the PMU No 2016/FH/3/1/025, para 299.
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approach to the assessment of market shares and market power remained traditional.
Google and Facebook were viewed as competitors of Slovak web platforms. Hence, such
external pressure decreased the competitive concerns of the Petit Press merger.

Later, the PMU faced also a merger case in the media sector in the “Nový čas” decision
(Nový čas is one of the leading Slovak tabloid journals).19 The PMU focused merely on
market shares of print media and regarding electronic versions of newspapers and journals
and referred to the definition of relevant market in Petit Press merger.20 The merger was
approved by a simplified decision and the PMU noted that the merger regarding the
electronic versions of journals or advertisement does not raise competitive concerns
(without any further market analysis).21

C Anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy

7. Whichpractices indigitalmarkets or involvingdigital businesses have been analysed
in the decision-making practices or case law of your jurisdiction?
This question has not been addressed yet in Slovakia as there is no relevant case law

relating to digital markets.

8. What reasons have been offered by the businesses concerned to justify (prima facie)
anticompetitive behaviour?
This question has not been addressed yet in Slovakia as there is no relevant case law

relating to digital markets.

9. Have you witnessed the emergence of specific theories of harm tailored to digital
markets?
This question has not been addressed yet in Slovakia as there is no relevant case law

relating to digital markets.

10. What kind of remedies have been employed in cases relating to digital markets. Do
you see any differences to remedies in other markets?
This question has not been addressed yet in Slovakia as there is no relevant case law

relating to digital markets.

19 Decision of the PMU No 2018/KOH/SKO/3/4 of 6 February 2018.
20 Decision of the PMU No 2018/KOH/SKO/3/4, para 7.
21 Decision of the PMU No 2018/KOH/SKO/3/4, para 8.
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D Regulatory overlap and enforcement challenges

11. Has there been any overlap in practice between ex ante regulation aimed at
controlling market behaviour – such as, but not limited to, consumer protection
legislation, the proposed platform Regulation, the GDPR, the geo-blocking
Regulation, the ePrivacyDirective and/or proposed ePrivacyRegulation, or similar
national instruments of legislation in relation to most favoured nation clauses–
and the enforcement practice of competition authorities?
The discussion in the Slovak republic on whether and how to regulate digital platforms

has not been particularly intense so far. Each of above-mentioned areas is regulated by a
separate market regulator with precisely defined competences. Therefore, any overlap of
regulations or powers of market regulators has not occurred yet.

To ensure a synergic effect, while protecting the various areas of the market, market
regulators cooperate with each other. A cooperation with the PMU to this regard may
have the contractual basis of “Memorandum of cooperation”, or may be based directly on
the Act on Protection of Competition, which obliges other entities to cooperate with the
PMU while it fulfils its tasks set by law.22

12. Which authorities are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital
economy in your jurisdiction?
The PMU is a central body of state administration of the Slovak republic for the

protection and promotion of competition.23 This covers also competition in the digital
sector.

The PMU is not competent for consumer protection within the scope of Geo-blocking
regulation24 or Platform regulation, neither for data protection within the scope of GDPR
as these areas are regulated by other regulators. The area of consumer protection within

22 Article 22 (2) stipulates: “In connection with the performance of duties pursuant to this Act and special legis-
lation, 1aa) the Office shall have the right to request undertakings, senior employees of an undertaking,
statutory bodies of an undertaking, supervisory bodies of an undertaking or members of these bodies of an
undertaking or other employees of an undertaking (hereafter referred to as “employees of an undertaking”),
as well as other natural persons and legal persons to provide information and documents necessary for the
Office’s activities, regardless of the medium on which they are recorded, and make copies of and notes of these
documents or request their officially certified translations into the Slovak language, request written or oral
explanation with the possibility to make its audio record. These entities are obliged to provide the Office with
this information and documents free of charge in the time limit stipulated by the Office; in case of classified
information under the conditions set by the special legislation.” Translation provided by the PMU: https://
www.antimon.gov.sk/data/files/403_act-no-136_2001-valid-from-172014.pdf.

23 Article 14 (1) of the Act on Protection of Competition.
24 Regulation (EU) 2018/302 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 28 February 2018 on

addressing unjustified geo-blocking and other forms of discrimination based on customers’ nationality,
place of residence or place of establishment within the internal market and amending Regulations (EC) No
2006/2004 and (EU) 2017/2394 and Directive 209/22/EC.
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the scope of the Geo-blocking regulation or Platform regulation is under control of the
Slovak Trade Inspection. The area of data protection is supervised by the Office for Personal
Data Protection of the Slovak Republic. These administrative bodies have their own
inquiring competences and may impose sanctions to those who breach the relevant law.

The PMU, while enforcing the competition law, shall have the right to request any
natural or legal person (including other state institutions) to provide the information and
documents necessary for the PMU’s activities25.

Other authorities responsible for enforcing competition are the Regional Court in
Bratislava, which is the court of first instance competent to review the decisions of the
PMU and the Supreme Court of the Slovak Republic as the appeal court.

Proceedings before the PMU are of administrative nature, where the general rules on
administrative proceedings apply.26 Decisions issued by the PMU may be challenged before
the Council of the PMU. Both the PMU’s decision and PMU Council’s decision have
character of administrative decisions and they are displays of the executive power.

In relation to administrative proceedings before the PMU, the Council of the PMU
serves as the appeal body against decisions of the Antimonopoly Office in the first instance.
If the party concerned with the decision is not satisfied with the outcome of the appeal
procedure held by the Council of the PMU, the party can challenge the decision of the
Council of the PMU before national courts. The conditions for the plaintiff for such action
are quite liberal. Pursuant to Article 178 (1) of the Administrative Judicial Code27,
administrative action can be lodged by any person who, as a party of the administrative
proceedings, claims to be affected by the administrative decision. The administrative action
shall be lodged within two months after the announcement of the decision against which
the action is lodged. The administrative action has no suspensive effect, unless stated
otherwise by an Act of Law or decided by court for the case at stake.

The court of first instance to review the decision for the Council of the PMU is the
Regional Court in Bratislava. A party can lodge a cassation complaint against the decision
of the Regional Court in Bratislava to the Supreme Court of the Slovak Republic, which is
the court of last instance to decide on this matter.

25 Article 22 (2) of the Act on Protection of Competition.
26 O. Blažo in K. Kalesná, O. Blažo, Zákon o ochrane hospodárskej súťaže. Komentár, Praha, C.H. Beck, 2012,

p. 159.
27 Act No. 162/2015 Coll. Administrative Judicial Code, as amended.
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Martina Repas, Katja Hodošček and Aleš Ferčič*

A Competition policy in the digital economy: a shift in focus?

1. What are the main cases dealing with the digital economy (focusing on digital
businesses or on the competition between digital businesses and incumbent
operators) initiated and completed by your competition authority?
The Slovenian Competition Agency (SCA) has so far initiated and completed two cases

dealing with the digital economy. They both concerned a concentration between
undertakings.

The first was the case Sully System/CENEJE1 in which the SCA allowed a concentration
under certain conditions and obligations following a submission of corrective measures
by the undertakings concerned. The concentration between undertaking Sully System and
undertaking CENEJE was notified to the SCA on the 12. 10. 2017. Sully System, which
obtained 100 percent of the shares in undertaking CENEJE (target undertaking), is under
the joint control of undertakings Rockaway e-commerce a.s. (which is under the control
of Rockaway Capital SE), EC Investments a.s. and BONAK a.s. The group of undertakings
that Rockaway is active in consist of e-commerce, search engine advertising (especially
price comparison), on-line travel services, on-line financial services and other e-commerce
services. This group of undertakings acts in the Republic of Slovenia through company
MIMOVRSTE d.o.o. The target undertaking CENEJE is involved in the digital advertising
market through a search engine, namely the price comparison on-line platform
www.ceneje.si, which enables the consumers to compare prices of consumer goods and
monitoring offers of different on-line traders, to compare similar products by their
characteristics, professional product testing etc. In addition, it offers the advertising services
with images and a wide range of knowledge and analysis for development of strategies and
improvement of e-commerce.

* Martina Repas is a Professor at University of Maribor, Faculty of Law [martina.repas@um.si]; Katja Hodošček
is a researcher at the Inštitut za javno-zasebno partnerstvo, Ljubljana [katja.hodoscek@pppforum.si]; Aleš
Ferčič is Associate Professor, University of Maribor, Faculty of Law [ales.fercic@um.si]. All web pages in
this report were last accessed on February 26, 2020.

1 SCA Decision, No. 3061-27/2017-71 from 12. 4. 2018.
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The second case concerned a concentration between the ECE d.o.o. and ELTUS PLUS
d.o.o.2 (case ECE/ELTUS PLUS), whereby ECE acquired control over part of ELTUS PLUS’s
assets (on-line sale of consumer retail goods). The concentration was notified to the SCA
n 18. 12. 2018. The main activity of ECE is the supply of energy products, while services
of on-line sale constitute its complementary activity. The ELTUS PLUS covers distribution
of household appliances, personal care appliances and navigation apparatus. It also deals
with on-line sale of consumer retail goods.

1a.

In the above-mentioned cases the identified key problem was the definition of the relevant
market, especially the relevant product/service market. According to the SCA,3 this is due
to two reasons. First, the specificity and complexity of cases where there are innovative
products and new technologies requires knowledge of special technologies in order to
define the relevant market. And second, the interlacing of various sales channels due to
digitalisation and access to mobile devices, which results in the change of consumers habits.

1b.

There is another case regarding the abuse of dominant position currently under
investigation. It is assessed under both Article 9 of the Slovenian Competition Law Act4

(SCLA) and Article 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of European Union (TFEU). In
that case the undertaking under investigation allegedly refused access to technical
information necessary to establish electronic exchange.

The SCA ascertains that the key problem in this case is also the definition of the relevant
market.5

2. Has your competition authority adapted its enforcement practices in order to keep
up with the pace of digital markets?
So far, the Republic of Slovenia has not adapted its enforcement practices in order to

keep up with the pace of digital markets. There are no legislative or policy changes to this
date. It has to be stressed, that such is not even anticipated since Slovenia follows the EU
competition law regulation including non-binding Commission notices and guidelines

2 SCA Decision, No. 3061-41/2018 from 18. 12. 2018.
3 Letter of correspondence (SCA) from 5. 6. 2019 and 19. 7. 2019.
4 Prevention of Restriction of Competition Act (OJ RS, Nos. 36/08, 40/09, 26/11, 87/11, 57/12, 39/13, 63/13,

33/14, 76/15 in 23/17).
5 Letter of correspondence (SCA) from 5. 6. 2019.
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even in cases where national competition rules apply.6 When policy is changed at the EU
level, Slovenia will certainly take the necessary steps to ensure its implementation and thus
adapt its enforcement according to EU enforcement.

2a.

As already mentioned, there were no such adaptations so far.

2b.

As already mentioned, there are no such reports, guidelines or binding administrative
rules.

2c.

So far, there have been no evaluations conducted by the legislator or authorities regarding
competition policy in digital markets.

3. Is your domestic competition lawusing the consumerwelfare standard as its specific
goal?
According to the SCA7 and inferred from its case law, the consumer welfare standard

is not used as a specific goal of competition law. The SCA estimates the impact of
undertakings’ conducts on effective competition, taking technology progress incentives,
product efficiencies, SME’s incentives and consumer welfare into consideration. The
assessment is, therefore, multi-dimensional. The SCA considers the entirety of different
goals, mentioned above, not only consumer welfare.

6 See decisions of the SCA No. 306-62/2005 from 15. 11. 2006, No. 306-77/2005 from 25. 11. 2005, No. 306-
21/2005 from 1. 2. 2006, No. 306-21/2005 from 1. 2. 2006, No 306-51/2005 from 18. 10. 2006 and many
others. See also the decision of the Slovenian Administrative Court in case U 1286/2003 from 18. 6. 2004,
Interbrew Central European Holding B.V., Pivovarna Laško in Pivovarna Union proti UVK,
ECLI:SI:UPRS:2004:U.1286.2003. See more in M. Repas, Die Engleichung der Wettbewerbsregeln in den
neuen und zukünftigen Mitgliedstaaten an das Unionsrecht – Slowenien, Baden-Baden, Nomos, 2013; M.
Repas, Recepcija prakse organov Evropskih skupnosti v slovensko konkurenčno pravo [The reception of
decisions of the European Community authorities into Slovenian competition law], Zbornik Pravne
fakultete Univerze v Mariboru, Vol. 4, No.1, pp. 207–219.

7 Letter of correspondence (SCA) from 5. 6. 2019.
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3a.

As already mentioned, the SCA does not rely on any standard as a specific competition
goal. Rather, it takes into account several goals of competition policy such as technology
progress incentives, product efficiencies, SME’s incentives and consumer welfare.

3b.

Based on the case law of the SCA, consumer welfare is measured with reference to price,
choice, quality, and innovation. The SCA mainly speaks of consumer benefit or harm to
the consumer.8 For example, in the case Hyundai and others9 the SCA established that the
action of enterprises in motor vehicle services of this specific brand was limited only to
licensed service providers. This excludes the possibility of servicing by independent service
providers. Due to more expensive original car parts and more expensive services by licensed
service providers there is a possibility that the consumers can suffer damage in the form
of higher prices. In the case Telekom Slovenije (ISDN – ADSL)10 the SCA again referred to
high prices that had to be paid by consumers due to the abuse of a dominant position. In
the case Renault/ Nissan Slovenija,11 however, the action of the enterprise influenced a
decrease in the quality of services, higher prices for car repairs, a higher probability of
complications with warranty claims, fewer choices of service workshops, increased safety
issues etc.

3c.

In the case Sully System/CENEJE, concerning concentration between undertakings, the
consumer welfare has been considered by means of efficiencies of the undertakings
concerned which might lead to the benefit of consumers. In the case ECE/ELTUS PLUS
the SCA has not considered this issue or any harm to consumers due to the market power
of the undertaking concerned and the actual and potential competition of the concentration,
which did not raise any competition concerns. It could be inferred from the paucity of
case law on this topic that SCA applies this standard (together with other above-mentioned
goals) even in cases dealing with digital businesses.

8 See also in case Sully System/CENEJE, par. 56, though the benefit to consumers is not further specified.
9 SCA Decision Nr. 3062-2/2014 from 5. 5. 2016, paras 69 and 70.
10 SCA Decision Nr. 3072-2/2006 from 25. 10. 2013, paras 140 and 141.
11 SCA Decision Nr. 3062-26/2015 from 30. 5. 2018, para 77.
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B Market definition and market power

4. How does your competition authority define the market with regard to digital
economy players?
The SCA used so far the standard method to define relevant markets in cases regarding

digital economy players. However, it took the special nature of digital economy into
consideration when doing so.

4a.

In the case Sully System/CENEJE the SCA used traditional product and geographic area
criteria together with demand-side substitutability (on-line traders) and supply-side
substitutability (offers of on-line price comparison). The SCA defined two markets (i)
on-line price comparison market and (ii) retail sale of consumer goods market. However,
it has to be stressed that the SCA did not provide the final definition of those markets since
the undertakings offered corrective measures in order to bring the concentration in line
with competition rules.

With regard to the price comparison market, two questions arose. First, whether for
the on-line traders the announcements of offers in on-line price comparison are
interchangeable with the announcements of offers through search engine advertising
(Google). And second, whether these offers are interchangeable to final consumers.

According to on-line traders, the on-line comparison market forms a separate market
(from the view of on-line traders and final consumers) since it addresses the potential
customers in a different phase of the supply chain. According to them, several factors
pointed to such a conclusion: First, the on-line price comparison is used by the customers
who have a real intent to buy the product instead of just gathering information. Second,
there is a difference in the purchase strategy. Third, at price comparison the lowest price
is crucial, and it enables direct access to the customer, who can consequently find the best
price/quality offer. And fourth, final consumers are able to find the best offer rapidly and
in one place including other data which can influence their decision whether to buy the
product.

Due to the fact that the Slovenian language was an important factor in defining the
relevant geographic market, the relevant market was defined as the national (Slovenian)
on-line price comparison market.
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As for the retail market, the SCA followed the EU Commission’s practice in the cases
OTTO/PRIMOND ASSESTS12 and Media-Saturn/Redcoon13 according to which there are
six categories of products: clothes and shoes, furniture and interior fittings, electronic
devices and household appliances, games and toys, sports and camping equipment, and
cosmetics. Due to corrective measures the SCA did not define the geographic market.
However, it considered several Commission decisions in this respect.14

In the case ECE/ELTUS PLUS the traditional method of defining the relevant market
was used as well. The SCA referred to the substitutability of goods and services considering
their products’ characteristics, their prices and their intended use. The SCA again followed
the Commission’s decisions in similar cases.15 It divided the on-line sale of non-food goods
market according to not only the category of goods but also to the sale channel. Therefore,
it identified the following joint categories of non-food goods, where the activities of
undertakings concerned overlap: (i) computer science, (ii) household appliances, (iii)
audio-video, (iv) toys and child equipment, (v) telephone, (vi) home and garden equipment
(vii) personal care and wellness, (viii) auto-motor (ix) sport and sports time. Since the
concentration between the undertakings did not pose any competition concerns, the SCA
did not provide a final definition of the relevant product/service market. The same applies
to various retail channels like retail in the off-line stores and distant (on-line) sales. As
regards relevant geographic market, the SCA left this issue open as well for the same reasons
already mentioned with reference to the relevant product/service market.

4b.

See below under c) and d).

4c.

The SCA considered to some extent the special nature of platforms in the case Sully
System/CENEJE. It believed that on-line price comparison concerns a “two-sided platform”,
where, on the one hand, advertisers (on-line traders) pay for the announcements, while

12 Commission decision of 16 February 2011 in Case COMP/M.5721, Otto Primondo Assests.
13 Commission decision of 23 June 2011 in Case COMP/M.6226, Media-Saturn/Redcoon.
14 See Commission decision of 16 February 2011 in Case COMP/M.5721, Otto Primondo Assets; Commission

decision of 7 May 2012 in Case COMP/M.8543 – Ahold/Flevo; Commission decision of 23 June 2011 in
Case COMP/M.6226, Media-Saturn/Redcoon; Comission decision of 12 October 2007 in Case COMP/M.4611
– Egmont/Bonnier.

15 Commission Decision IV/M.70 – Otto/Grattan from 21. 3. 1991, Commission decision of 23 June 2011 in
Case COMP/M.6226, Media-Saturn/Redcoon; Commission decision of 16 February 2011 in Case
COMP/M.5721, Otto Primondo Assests.
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on the other hand they are free for users. As a result, the SCA primarily took into account
the standard definition of relevant market by using demand-side and supply-side
substitutability according to the qualitative method (price, product characteristic and
intended use). However, in addition, and as a result of the special nature of such platform
markets, it considered the assessment of on-line traders on the demand-side substitutability
as well.16

4d.

Apart from case ECE/ELTUS PLUS, zero price market has been identified in the case Sully
System/CENEJE. In this case the SCA defined relevant market by using the traditional
method. However, it took into consideration the special nature of zero priced markets by
including on-line traders in the assessment of demand-side substitutability.17

5. How is market power established in the practice of your competition authority in
cases relating to digital economy players?

5a.

In the case Sully System/CENEJE, the SCA relied on market shares of the undertakings
concerned and competitors especially. In the above-mentioned case the undertakings
concerned had no real competition on the price comparison market (one competitor was
leaving the market and the other was still quite unknown). Consequently, the market shares
of undertaking concerned were very high. In addition to market shares, the SCA also took
into account the entry barriers (which were low).

The same applies to the case under the investigation regarding abuse of dominant
position where the SCA primarily considered the market shares of the allegedly dominant
undertaking and its competitors, including potential competition and countervailing buyer
power.18

In the case ECE/ELTUS PLUS, the SCA relied only on the market shares of the
undertaking concerned and their competitors. It found that the market of on-line sale of
non-consumption goods in the Republic of Slovenia is very fragmented. The undertakings
concerned had a market share of 0 – 5% each before the proposed concentration.

16 Letter of correspondence (SCA) from 5. 6. 2019.
17 Letter of correspondence (SCA) from 5. 6. 2019.
18 Letter of correspondence (SCA) from 5. 6. 2019.
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Consequently, the SCA inferred that the market position of ECE would not change
substantially after the concentration.

5b.

The SCA generally considers the link between the undertakings concerned which could
lead to impediments of competition in closely related neighbouring markets. However, in
the above- mentioned cases concerning digital businesses, the concentrations did not
involve suppliers of complementary products or products that belong to the same product
range.

5c.

Potential competition is one of the factors that should be taken into account when defining
market power as provided under the SCLA. According to Article 9(3), the SCA in order
to find a dominant position takes into account especially market shares, financial
possibilities, legal and factual entry barriers, access to market and actual and potential
competition. This provision is followed by the SCA and the courts in their decision-making.

In cases dealing with the digital economy the SCA took into account potential
competition when assessing market power. So far, there were no differences noticed in
that respect between cases dealing with the digital economy and other cases. The SCA
followed the standards set forth in the Guidance on the Commission’s enforcement
priorities in applying Article 82 of the EC Treaty to abusive exclusionary conduct by
dominant undertakings19 in digital cases as well.

5d.

According to the SCA,20 in the case under the investigation referring to the abuse of a
dominant position, the SCA assessed market power under the well-known rules and
standards set forth in the Guidance on the Commission’s enforcement priorities in applying
Article 82 of the EC Treaty to abusive exclusionary conduct by dominant undertakings.
Besides market shares of the allegedly dominant undertaking and its competitors, the SCA
took into account the actual and potential competitors, including the countervailing buyer

19 Communication from the Commission – Guidance on the Commission’s enforcement priorities in applying
Article 82 of the EC Treaty to abusive exclusionary conduct by dominant undertakings, OJ C 45/7, pp. 7-
20.

20 Letter of correspondence (SCA) from 5. 6. 2019.
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power. It is noticed that the special nature of the digital economy could require a different
assessment. However, it would not be proper to draw a general conclusion now how it
differs from the cases not dealing with digital economy because the fact patterns and legal
issues raised in such cases are usually too specific to provide broader legal guidance.
However, it has to be emphasised that in the field of telecommunication networks the
market power of undertakings depends on the cumulative effects of network.

6. Can you notice a difference in ex post assessments (abuse of dominance cases) and
ex ante assessments (concentrationmerger control cases), both in relation todefining
markets and conceptualizing market power?
Since the SCA initiated and completed only two cases dealing with the digital markets

concentrations, and none in the field of restrictive practices,21 the comparison to ex post
assessment is not possible to make. Therefore, it is only possible to assess a difference in
ex ante assessments (merger control cases; please see supra), both in relation to defining
markets and conceptualizing market power, on the inter-sectoral basis.

After we have tested the SCA’s approach in the digital economy sector against other
economic sectors, we did not notice any specific approach. In other words, the SCA used
the classical approach as to the market definition and market power in the digital economy
sector.

C Anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy

7. Whichpractices indigitalmarkets or involvingdigital businesses have been analysed
in the decision-making practices or case law of your jurisdiction?

7a.

There is no closed case involving a collusive behaviour relating to digital markets.

7b.

As already mentioned, there is one pending case in which the SCA intends to prove an
abuse of dominance (refusal to supply technical information needed to perform the
economic activity on the downstream market which can limit production, markets or

21 A case regarding the alleged abuse of a dominant position is still pending.
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technical development to the prejudice of consumers). Since the decision is not yet rendered
it is not possible to make any conclusions in this regard.

7c.

There are, however, two merger or market concentration cases involving digital business,
namely, the Sully System/CENEJE and ECE/ELTUS PLUS.

The SCLA relies on the Significant Impediment of Effective Competition test (SIEC).
According to Art. 11(1 and 2) of the SCLA, market concentrations that significantly impede
effective competition in the territory of the Republic of Slovenia or a substantial part of it,
in particular as a result of the creation or strengthening of a dominant position, are
prohibited. Market concentrations are appraised primarily on the basis of the market
position of the undertakings involved in the market concentration, their financial options,
market structure, alternatives available to suppliers and users, their access to sources of
supply or markets, any legal or other barriers to entry, supply and demand trends for the
relevant markets, the interests of intermediate and end consumers and the development
of technical and economic progress provided that it is to consumers’ advantage and does
not form an obstacle to competition.

To sum up, in the above-mentioned merger cases relating to the digital economy the
SCA used this general approach. As already mentioned, some particularities of digital
markets were considered as well.

8. What reasons have been offered by the businesses concerned to justify (prima facie)
anticompetitive behaviour?

8a.

In Sully System/CENEJE, the SCA found that the activities of the companies participating
in the concentration and related companies are vertically related. It recognised the following
possible vertical anticompetitive effects: exclusion in raw materials line of business,
exclusion in customers and access to commercially sensitive information regarding
competitors’ activities, in particular on the market of online retail sale of consumer goods
(i.e. on the downstream market).

The notifying party did not provide any specific justification for the possible
anticompetitive effects in the sense that, despite their existence, it was justified to adopt a
positive decision on the notified concentration, but furnished an explanation as to why
these anticompetitive effects would not arise. For instance, with regard to the possible
anticompetitive effect of access to commercially sensitive information on competitors’
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activities, the notifying party clarified that the data did not provide the target company
with any additional market power and did not have commercially sensitive information.
Therefore, there was no risk of the flow of this information to others parties involved in
the concentration and the related companies. In this respect, the notifying party emphasised
that the target company collected only the information from the online retailer that were
publicly available to all other companies.

Regarding the anticompetitive effect in question, the notifying party also stated that
for consumers, the data-driven economy could bring significant benefits, and that it was
vital to maintain incentives for market participants to collect and use such data, in each
case in accordance with the restrictions of the applicable legislation. That is why, according
to the notifying party, a stricter assessment of concentrations of those companies which
business models are based on data collection is by no means appropriate. The notifying
party asserts that such a practice by the competition authorities could undermine the
legitimate incentives of the participants, which lead to the development of the market and
benefit consumers.

Among the general arguments justifying the perceived anticompetitive effects, the
notifying party also stated that by gaining control over the target company, it could realise
the group’s development strategy, and due to the existing knowledge and good practices
in the related activities developed in the Rockaway Group (the part of which is the notifying
party) it would grow faster and achieve higher profitability.”

The attempt to rise an economic efficiency justification is implicitly stressed in the
sections cited above, where the company pointed to faster growth, higher profitability,
and market development. According to Article 11 of the SCLA, one of the elements for
assessing the compliance of a concentration is also a factor of technical and economic
development, provided it is in favour of consumers and does not impede competition,
which in Slovenian legislation constitutes the basis for applying the efficiency criterion.
According to M. Repas,22 the economic efficiency criterion may be taken into account only
under the following conditions: efficiency is in favour of consumers and does not constitute
an impediment to competitiveness; is substantial and timely; it is specific to the
concentration; and demonstrable.

In the decision under consideration, the notifying party did not demonstrate fulfilment
of these assumptions. The reason may be that the analysis of potential economic efficiency
in the concrete case did not appear necessary. It is especially important in cases where the
level of concentration is high and has restrictive effects on competition, while the observed

22 M. Repas, Konkurenčno pravo v teoriji in praksi: Omejevalna ravnanja in nadzor koncentracij [Competition
Law in Theory and Practice: Restrictive Practices and Concentrations Control], Ljubljana, Uradni list
Republike Slovenije, 2010, pp. 375-376.
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economic efficiency can be compensated to a certain extent by these negative effects.23 In
the concrete procedure, the market share of the target company was high, but a new online
comparator could enter the market without significant entry barriers, and therefore the
notifying party maintained that anticompetitive effects would not arise.

It is evident from the paragraphs above that the notifying party also mentioned the
benefit to consumers, which, in accordance with Article 11 of the SCLA, is also one of the
factors for assessing the compliance of the concentration. The benefit to consumers arising
from the assessed concentration is not specified further.

In addition to explaining why no detectable possible anticompetitive effects would
arise, the notifying party proposed corrective measures for elimination or reduction of
potential negative effects identified by the SCA.

The decision in ECE/ELTUS PLUS, shows that the notifying party substantiated the
concentration economically by wanting to improve its retail consumer goods business
and, therefore, has opted for organisational changes and a different approach to marketing.
The notification of the concentration itself, the minutes from the coordination meetings
and other documents, with the exception of the SCA’s decision and the updated proposal
for corrective actions, are not publicly available. Therefore, it could not be excluded that
the notifying party provided in the unpublished documents some other grounds clarifying
the prima facie anticompetitive behaviour.

8b.

In the Sully System/CENEJE, the SCA did not specifically identify and address each
individual justification provided by the notifying party but performed its analysis of the
vertical effects. Based on the clarifications provided by the notifying party and the proposed
corrective measures, the SCA concluded that there was no serious suspicion in the present
case of the incompatibility of the concentration with the competition rules if the corrective
measures are duly met.

In the ECE/ELTUS PLUS, the SCA found that the concentration did not give rise to
competitive concerns due to the weak market power achieved by the notifying party and
the acquired firm in the market for retail consumer goods. Consequently, the SCA did not
address the economic efficiency justifications that may have been stated in the notification.

23 P. Grilc, Zakon o preprečevanju omejevanja konkurence (ZPOmK-1) s komentarjem [Prevention of
Restriction of Competition Act with Commentary], Ljubljana, GV Založba, 2009, commentary of Article
196.
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8c.

In Sully System/CENEJE, the SCA found that this was a vertical concentration where the
participating undertakings were active at different levels of the supply chain. The notifying
party was engaged in the online retail sale of consumer goods on the Slovenian market,
and the target undertaking operated as an online services provider, in particular, the services
of the online price comparator ceneje.si. The SCA stressed the existence of vertical links
between the two activities, with the market for online price comparisons being the upstream
market in relation to the online retail market with (non-food) consumer goods. In assessing
the concentration in the context of the market definition, the SCA sought to establish, in
particular, whether an overlapping of activities existed in the concentration of the
participating and related undertakings in one of the markets that would have restricted
competition in one of the closely related markets. The multi-sidedness of the markets was,
therefore, factored into the assessment of the potential anticompetitive effects. More
precisely, the SCA made the analysis of the customer exclusion option, where the SCA
stressed that exclusion might have occurred if the supplier at the upper part of the chain
connected with a significant purchaser at the bottom part of the supply chain and limited
competitors, thereby causing price increases for consumers. However, the multi-sidedness
of the markets was not taken into account when assessing potential efficiency justifications.
As clarified in Question 8(a), the SCA did not assess in detail the efficiency justification
in any respect.

Similarly, the SCA proceeded in ECE/ELTUS PLUS. Again, in the assessment of the
potential efficiency justifications, the multi-sidedness of the markets was not taken into
account. The SCA included the multi-sidedness of markets only in the assessment of the
market position of the companies in the relevant market.

8d.

In the field of the digital economy, until now only two decisions have been rendered, in
both of which justifications such as innovations brought by digital players, etc., have not
been factored in. As stated above, in Sully System/CENEJE, in addition to profitability, the
notifying party mentioned the development of the market and the consumer benefit.
However, in this part, the notifying party’s statements were merely summarised by the
SCA in its decision without taking a position on them. In the letter of correspondence
(SCA) from 05/06/2019 the SCA stated that the consumer’s welfare standard can be taken
into account in particular “as an increase in efficiency, which is likely to increase the ability
and incentive of the merged entity to act competitively for the benefit of consumers.”
Furthermore, the SCA reasoned that in the process of assessment of concentrations, the
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focus was consumer welfare in the sense as presented above, while in procedures concerning
restrictive practices the emphasis lied on detecting damage to consumers due to
anticompetitive behaviour of undertakings.

Pursuant to Article 6 of SCLA, restrictive practices that contribute to improving the
production or distribution of goods or to promoting technical and economic progress are
permitted if certain conditions are met. The first condition is that such agreements allow
consumers a fair share of the resulting benefit. Secondly, such agreements should not
impose to the undertakings concerned, restrictions that are not indispensable for the
attainment of those objectives. The third condition is that such agreements should not
afford such undertakings the possibility of eliminating competition in respect of a
substantial part of the products or services that are the subject of the agreement.

In assessing the concentration, pursuant to Article 11 of the SCLA, the following factors
must be taken into account by the SCA: the market position of the undertakings involved
in the concentration, their financial options, market structure, alternatives available to
suppliers and users, their access to sources of supply or markets, any legal or other barriers
to entry, supply and demand trends for the relevant markets, the interests of intermediate
and ultimate consumers, and the development of technical and economic progress, provided
that it is to consumers’ advantage and does not form an obstacle to competition. Legislation,
therefore, allows the SCA to consider other than economic efficiency justifications.

According to the Letter of correspondence (SCA) from 05/06/2019, in the case of
concentrations as well as in the area of restrictive practices, there was no adjustment to
the enforcement of the rules due to the digital economy. The assessment of justifications
in this area is no different from the assessment in other decisions. As a challenge in cases
relating to digital markets, only the identification of the relevant markets was exposed.

9. Have you witnessed the emergence of specific theories of harm tailored to digital
markets?

9a.

In Sully System/CENEJE, the following principal concerns or the fledgling harm theory
can be derived:

Exclusion in raw materials line of business

– The merged undertaking will be vertically integrated and will have a market share
above 30% in at least one relevant market.
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– The merged entity (a) could discriminate between advertisements (notices) of offers
from online retailers who publish their offers on the online price comparator is cheaper
compared to the merged entity; and (b) by non-objective algorithms for searching and
sorting offers from online retailers that would prefer offers from the merged entity.

– Result: a new merged entity would likely restrict access to products or services through
the practices mentioned above, which would increase the costs of its downstream
competitors. The merged entity could raise the price for consumers. Such exclusion
of raw materials line of business would significantly impede effective competition.

Exclusion in customers

– The merged undertaking will be vertically integrated and will have a market share
above 30% in at least one relevant market.

– A vertically associated undertaking may prevent upstream competitors from accessing
a sufficient network of downstream customers.

– Unequal access conditions to procurement sources for downstream competitors are
created.

– Result: The costs of downstream competitors rise, with higher costs leading to higher
prices for consumers.

The presented fledgling theory of harm, in essence, does not deviate from theories of harm
in other sectors. As in the other cases, the SCA examined raw material exclusion and
customer exclusion. In doing so, it examined the ability of the company to foreclose, its
incentives for such practices and harm to consumers (usually in the form of price increases).
On the basis of such analysis, it then concluded whether the notified concentration
constituted an obstacle to effective competition.

9b.

Thus far, in the SCA’s decisions, the arguments focused on innovation were not included
in determining the presence or absence of harm to competition.

9c.

At the end of the analysis of each of the possible anti-competitive effects, the SCA in Sully
System/CENEJE, found that it was unlikely that the notified concentration would have any
anti-competitive effects due to raw materials exclusion. Such finding and some other parts
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of the decision indicate that the standard of proof is likelihood for merger to result in harm
to competition.

10. What kind of remedies have been employed in cases relating to digital markets. Do
you see any differences to remedies in other markets?
In the Sully System/CENEJE, the SCA decided not to oppose the notified concentration

and declared that it was in compliance with the competition rules, as there was no serious
suspicion about the incompatibility of the concentration with competition rules if the
proposed corrective measures were met.

The SCA assessed that all corrective actions proposed by the notifying party were
appropriate. These were:
– the target undertaking would not discriminate between advertisements of various

online retailers;
– the target undertaking would ensure that the search and sorting algorithms that it uses

for online retailers ads are neutral and objective;
– the target undertaking would maintain neutral and objective product recommendations;
– the website would include an indication that the target undertaking is a member of the

Rockaway Group.

The notifying party undertook to comply with the corrective measures uninterruptedly
for a period of 30 months from the day of the action (the day that occurs one month after
the Agency’s decision becomes final). It has a duty to report ever six months on the
implementation of the corrective measures in such a way that it would provide the Agency
historical price quotations of 12 products from advertisements of online retailers selected
by the Agency from the website.

These corrective measures differ from those in other areas in that the digital component
is emphasized. No other decision, for example, contains the requirements for neutral and
objective search and sorting algorithms. The difference in also in the duration of the
corrective measures that is in most decisions concerning the assessment of concentrations
longer, typically, the commitments will be valid for five years.

In the ECE/ELTUS PLUS concentration, the SCA decided that there was no serious
suspicion of nonconformity with competition law, so no remedies have been employed.

D Regulatory overlap and enforcements challenges

11. Has there been any overlap in practice between ex ante regulation aimed at
controlling market behaviour – such as, but not limited to, consumer protection
legislation, the proposed platform Regulation, the GDPR, the geo-blocking
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Regulation, the ePrivacyDirective and/or proposed ePrivacyRegulation, or similar
national instruments of legislation in relation to most favoured nation clauses–
and the enforcement practice of competition authorities?
The two digital market decisions do not disclose any inconsistencies with the legislation

mentioned above. The court has not yet adjudicated cases on this subject. In Slovenia,
there are no specific regulations for the digital economy, and consequently, the findings
regarding other decisions are presented below; it is expected that the SCA will decide
similarly in the field of the digital economy as well. Namely, in the letter of correspondence
(SCA) from 05/06/2019 it emphasised that it did not adjust the enforcement of the rules
in this field.

In other decisions regarding the protection of competition, the SCA did not find any
overlap or contradiction between the regulations which constituted the legal basis for
performing the procedure. The SCA also did not find that the prior practice of the
competition authorities would be contrary to the regulations to be observed by this
authority. Some disparities between procedural rules and the Agency’s practice were
identified by the courts in administrative disputes. The various alleged violations of
procedural rights were predominantly justified. In such cases it was claimed e.g. that the
plaintiff was not afforded the opportunity to plead all relevant facts, circumstances and
evidence,24 general and unsubstantiated rejection of evidentiary motions,25 inappropriate
conduct of a trade secret test regarding access to documents in the administrative file to
guarantee the right of defence,26 defining business secrecy without taking note of the
specificity of the regulation on access to public information under the SCLA,27 etc.

The Ministry of Economic Development and Technology drafted the law amending
the SCLA (hereinafter: the SCLA-H amendments). On 4 February 2019, the Ministry
submitted the draft amendments to the interested public for a public consultation. The
SCA, the Administrative Court of the Republic of Slovenia, the Slovenian Bar Association
and some other entities submitted their comments, with some of the proposed provisions
being considered inappropriate and inconsistent with the rest of the Slovenian and European
legislation.

Several provisions of the SCLA-H amendments are according to the SCA’s findings,
contrary to the objectives and provisions of the EU Directive 2019/1 of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 11 December 2018 to empower the competition authorities
of the Member States to be more effective enforcers and to ensure the proper functioning

24 Administrative Court Judgment IU 1824/2015, ECLI:SI:UPRS:2016:I.U.1824.2015.
25 Administrative Court Judgment IU 1815/2014, ECLI:SI:UPRS:2015:I.U.1815.2014.
26 Administrative Court Judgment IU 1445/2014, ECLI:SI:UPRS:2015:I.U.1445.2014.
27 Administrative Court judgment and decision IU 454/2015, ECLI:SI:UPRS:2015:I.U.454.2015, and Admin-

istrative Court judgment IU 250/2016, ECLI:SI:UPRS:2016:I.U.250.2016.
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of the internal market (hereinafter: ECN+ Directive).28 These are provisions such as the
proposed method of dismissing the SCA’s Director, arranging a uniform procedure and
conducting an investigation. With regard to the ECN+ Directive, SCLA-H amendments
are deficient as they do not regulate issues such as statutory, organisational and financial
independence, periodic sanctions, the manner of sanctioning business associations, the
relationship between immunity from sanctions and criminal sanctions for individuals,
cooperation between the ECN competition protection bodies, handling of the material
obtained through leniency or settlement procedure and use of evidence.29

As part of the comments, the entities listed above also made proposals about the content
that should be included in the SCA-H amendment. There are no proposals related to the
digitalisation of the economy, which indicates that the commentators have not yet
recognised the need to adapt the competition policy legislation that is currently in force.
Probably, the reason is that we are just facing the first decisions in this field.

12. Which authorities are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital
economy in your jurisdiction?

12a.

The SCA is the specialized authority for competition matters, however, it also has to observe
some other laws and regulations (e.g. sector specific rules, data protection rules, access to
public data rules, administrative procedure rules and so forth). Competition rules must
be, however, also observed by some other authorities, in particular by sectoral regulators.
Here, the Slovenian Agency for communication networks and services is of particular
importance.

12b.

In exceptional cases, where an authority has to enforce competition law as well as ex ante
regulation relating to the digital economy or other sectors, such authority has to cooperate
or consult the competition protection authority and vice versa due to explicit legal
provisions (see more infra).

28 See articles 16, 14(3), 14(4), 15 (2), 23, 24-28, 31 and 32 of EU Directive 2019/1 of the European Parliament
and of the Council of 11 December 2018 to empower the competition authorities of the Member States to
be more effective enforcers and to ensure the proper functioning of the internal market, OJ L 11/3.
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12c.

There are several provisions which demand cooperation and exchange of information
between different authorities dealing with digital economy cases. For example, the Electronic
Communications Act29 explicitly demands such a cooperation and exchange of information
(Art. 213), and in addition it specifically defines the cooperation with:
– the Competition Protection Authority (Art. 214),
– the Information Commissioner (Art. 2015),
– the body responsible for network security and integrity (Art. 215).

Moreover, the SCLA also explicitly regulates cases in which the SCA issues opinions (Art.
71) or enables consultations (Art. 72). Namely, the SCA shall send an opinion on
appropriate measures to the competent authorities when it considers that a certain general
legal act or its provisions can restrict competition or limit the proper functioning of the
market and this cannot be justified by the general or public interest. The same logic applies
in case of restrictive decisions and other individual legal acts. Moreover, the SCA shall
submit an opinion on a proposed act or on decrees when it deems it necessary or when
requested by a competent state authority.30

12d.

According to the Administrative Dispute Act (ADA),31 authorities’ or administrative
decisions can be in principle reviewed by the competent specialized court, i.e. the
Administrative Court of the Republic of Slovenia (Art. 11 ADA). Its judgments can be in
principle appealed before the Supreme Court of the Republic of Slovenia (Art. 12 ADA).
Moreover, the Slovenian Constitution (SC)32 offers additional legal remedy. Namely, in
exceptional cases, i.e. when human rights are infringed and some other conditions are
met, the decisions can be appealed before the Constitutional Court of the Republic of
Slovenia (Art. 150 SC).

29 OJ RS, Nrs 109/12, 110/13, 40/14, 54/14, 81/15 and 40.
30 The Prime Minister or the competent minister may request that the SCA submit an opinion on proposed

acts or decrees that have the following direct effects: the introduction of quantitative restrictions in imple-
menting activities in the market or access to the market; the introduction of exclusive rights in certain
economic fields; or determining general conditions of operation.

31 Administrative Dispute Act (OJ RS, No. 105/06, 107/09, 62/10, 98/11, 109/12 and 10/17).
32 Constitution of the Republic of Slovenia (OJ RS, No. 33/91-I, 42/97, 66/00, 24/03, 69/04, 68/06, 47/13 and

75/16).
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Spain

José Marino García García and Pablo Ibáñez Colomo*

A Competition policy in the digital economy: a shift in focus?

1. What are the main cases dealing with the digital economy (focusing on digital
businesses or on the competition between digital businesses and incumbent
operators) initiated and completed by your competition authority?
The nationwide authority in charge of the application of competition law provisions

in Spain is the Comisión Nacional de los Mercados y de la Competencia (hereinafter, the
‘CNMC’).1 It is an integrated authority, in the sense that it is empowered not only to oversee
mergers and acquisitions and potentially anticompetitive practices, but also enjoys
jurisdiction to enforce sector-specific regulation.2 One should note, in addition, that its
activity in the competition law arena is not confined to enforcement. The relevant legislation
also allows it to prepare studies evaluating the functioning of market forces in relation to
particular activities and particular industries and, more generally, to engage in advocacy.3

This report shows the extent to which these powers are important in relation to the digital
economy.

Responses by the CNMC to the challenges raised in the digital economy combine
enforcement in individual cases and advocacy and investigative activities. In relation to
the former, case-by-case activity does not probably depart from the norm across the EU
(at least among national authorities). In this sense, the enforcement experience accumulated
in recent years is dominated by merger control. Cases addressing firm behaviour are scarcer
and more recent. This fact alone suggests that the digital economy has not warranted a
wholesale review of enforcement practices or the development of an ad hoc response to

* Comisión Nacional de los Mercados y de la Competencia. E-mail: josemarino.garcia@cnmc.es; London
School of Economics and College of Europe. E-mail: p.ibanez-colomo@lse.ac.uk. All web pages in this
report were last accessed on February 20, 2020.

1 See in this sense Act 3/2013, of 4 June, providing for the setting up of the Comisión Nacional de los Mercados
y la Competencia, BOE-A-2013-5940 (hereinafter, the ‘CNMC Act’); and Royal Decree 657/2013, of
30 August, providing for the statute of the Comisión Nacional de los Mercados y la Competencia, BOE-A-
2013-9212. A peculiarity of the Spanish system is that competition law is not an exclusive competence of
the central government. As a result, regional governments are entitled to set up competition authorities of
their own. See in this sense Act 1/2002, of 21 February, on the Coordination of Competence between the
State and the Autonomous Regions in the area of Competition Policy, BOE-A-2002-3590.

2 See in this sense Articles 6-11 of the CNMC Act.
3 Ibid., in particular Articles 5(1), 5(2) and 5(4). See also the discussion below in Section 4.
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the challenges raised by online platforms. The approach has rather been one of incremental
understanding of digital economy markets by means of case-specific and sectoral inquiries.
These are examined in turn.

There are, to begin with, four main merger cases that are worthy of being discussed at
length. These are: Schibsted/Milanuncios,4 Just Eat/La Nevera Roja,5 Daimler/
Hailo/MyTaxi/Negocio Hailo6 and Bauer/Clabere.7 In general terms the fundamental
substantive issues they raise relate to the two-sided (or multi-sided) nature of the markets
in which they operate, as well as to the impact of network effects. It is well-known that
markets with these features exist not only in the digital economy.8 In this sense, the issues
raised cannot be said to be specific to the sector in question. At the same time, it is perhaps
in the digital economy that these features are more acute and arise more frequently.9 If
there is a specificity that is recurrent in the analysis of the CNMC, this is the rapidly evolving
nature of online markets, as well as the expanding nature of some activities. As a result of
these factors, usual proxies, such as market shares, are given less weight than in other
industries.

Schibsted/Milanuncios was cleared with commitments in November 2014 following a
Phase II assessment. It concerned the acquisition of Milanuncios, an online platform
specialised in classified ads, by a multinational operating in the same industry – including
in Spain through Anuntis Segundamano and Infojobs. The transaction is interesting if
only because it exemplifies the transformative impact of the Internet on some economic
activities and more precisely on the business model they follow.10 Online platforms allow
end-users to access, for free, the classified ads in which they may be interested. The
transaction was cleared with a remedy package, described below.11

Just Eat/La Nevera Roja was cleared in 2016. It involved the acquisition by Just Eat, a
multinational offering food delivery services to restaurants, of a local rival. The compatibility
decision was adopted in Phase I and involved commitments on the part of the acquiring

4 CNMC Decision of 20 November 2014 in Case C/0573/14, Schibsted/Milanuncios.
5 CNMC Decision of 31 March 2016 in Case C/0730/16, Just Eat/La Nevera Roja.
6 CNMC Decision of 24 November 2016 in Case C/0802/16, Daimler/Hailo/MyTaxi/Negocio Hailo.
7 CNMC Decision of 21 March 2019 in Case C/1015/19, Bauer/Clabere Negocios – Credimarket.
8 For an overview, see L. Filistrucchi, D. Geradin, E. van Damme, ‘Identifying Two-Sided Markets’, World

Competition, Vol. 36, n. 1, 2013, pp. 33–59.
9 This is the thesis advanced, inter alia, in J. Crémer, Y.-A. de Montjoye and H. Schweitzer, Competition

Policy for the Digital Era (April 2019), available at http://ec.europa.eu/competition/publications and
underpinning claims that competition law and policy should adjust to the features of the digital economy.

10 Websites like Craigslist (which follows a similar business model as Milanuncios) allowed users to post
classified ads for free, severely disrupted traditional operators selling publications offering these ads. See
Robert Seamans, Feng Zhu. ‘Responses to Entry in Multi-Sided Markets: The Impact of Craigslist on Local
Newspapers’, Management Science, Vol. 60, No. 2, 2014, pp. 476–493.

11 Preliminary Report and Draft Decision in Case C/0573/14, Schibsted/Milanuncios. The remedy package is
discussed in greater detail below.
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firm. As is true of classified ads, this is a sector that has undergone substantial
transformation with the rise of the Internet, in particular in recent years. It is also an activity
that involves two sides: food delivery platforms deal with restaurants, on the one hand,
and with end-users, on the other.12 In addition, the interplay of the two sides of the market
is a source of network effects.13 In spite of the very high markets shares of the merging
parties, and of the risk of tipping in the industry, the CNMC was satisfied with commitments
aiming at removing any clauses seeking to impose exclusivity on restaurants, whether
directly or indirectly.14 This transaction has been followed by three further operations
involving Just Eat and cleared in Phase I. In the first, Just Eat/Canary,15 it was the acquiring
party; in the latter two Takeawat/Just Eat,16 and MIH Food Delivery Holdings/Just Eat,17 it
was the target.

Daimler/Hailo/MyTaxi/Negocio Hailo was also cleared in 2016. The point of the
transaction was to achieve the joint acquisition by Daimler and Hailo of two online business
allowing end-users to hire taxi services online, MyTaxi and Hailo (which would be merged
following the transaction). Even though some aspects of the analysis suggested that the
firm would enjoy a very strong position (at least so if measured in terms of market share
in certain geographic areas) and that some market features could entrench that position,
the transaction was approved without any commitments from the firms. The nature of
the relevant market and, in particular, the rapid expansion of the sectors in question, played
a fundamental role in this conclusion. Finally, it is worth mentioning Bauer/Clabere, cleared
without conditions in March 2019. The transaction in question brought together the
activities of Bauer, a press group with an online presence, and Clabere, an online comparison
engine specialised in financial services.

As far as the behavioural dimension of competition law is concerned, the rise of the
digital economy has not resulted in a transformation of the policy priorities of the CNMC.
It is worth discussing in detail, to begin with, two cases concerning the processing and
aggregation of data. In CaixaBank,18 the Spanish authority considered a complaint brought
by Fintonic, a start-up in the fintech industry, against CaixaBank, one of the main
incumbents in the banking sector in Spain. Fintonic is, in essence, a digital aggregator
providing account information services to end-users.19 It claimed that CaixaBank had put

12 See in this sense the Preliminary Report and Draft Decision in Case C/0730/16, Just Eat/La Nevera Roja,
para. 27.

13 Ibid., para. 27.
14 Ibid., paras. 77-83.
15 CNMC Decision of 10 September 2019 in Case C/1046/19, Just Eat/Canary.
16 CNMC Decision of 19 September 2019 in Case C/1061/19, TakeAway/Just Eat.
17 CNMC Decision of 5 December 2019 in Case C/1072/19, MIH Food Delivery Holdings/Just Eat
18 CNMC Decision of 29 September 2015 in Case S/DC/0536/14, CaixaBank.
19 See in this sense the definition provided in Recital 28 of Directive (EU) 2015/2366 of the European Parliament

and of the Council of 25 November 2015 on payment services in the internal market, amending Directives
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in place several strategies aimed at hindering its activities. According to the complainant,
some of these practices could be qualified as a breach of unfair competition legislation
and/or of Articles 101 and 102 TFEU and its national equivalents. In this instance, the
CNMC concluded that there were no grounds to take action against CaixaBank.20 A notable
aspect of this decision is the interplay between competition law and sector-specific regimes
– namely the two applying to payment services and to data protection. It is in light of the
sectoral apparatus that the authority concluded that CaixaBank’s security protocols did
not give rise to grounds for action.

Estudios de Mercado Industria Farmacéutica was closed following commitments offered
by IMS Health, a firm specialised in the provision of sales information to the pharmaceutical
industry for the purposes of data aggregation.21 More precisely, the case focused on the
agreements concluded by IMS Health and the main distributors of medicines in Spain.
These agreements provided for some clauses specifically relating to the distributors’ ability
to provide data for aggregation purposes to companies other than IMS Health. Given the
latter’s position on the relevant market, and given that the said clauses could be said to
hinder rivals’ ability to enter the market and expand their activities, the CNMC concluded
that the behaviour could amount to abuse of a dominant position.22 The proceedings were
closed, however, once IMS Health accepted to remove the contentious clauses from its
contracts.

A second category of cases relate to vertical restraints in the context of online
distribution, an area that has emerged as an enforcement priority for the European
Commission.23 One of these cases is Laboratorios Martí Tor, decided in December 2016.24

It concerned the resale price maintenance obligations imposed by a manufacturer of
cosmetic products to the members of its selective distribution system. It reached the
authority following a complaint from one of the resellers, which showed that the
manufacturer had ceased supplying its products following the low resale prices applied by
the former over the Internet. Even though resale price maintenance amounts to a restriction
of competition by object under Article 101(1) TFEU and its national equivalent, the CNMC

2002/65/EC, 2009/110/EC and 2013/36/EU and Regulation (EU) No 1093/2010, and repealing Directive
2007/64/EC OJ (2015) L 337/35.

20 Case S/DC/0536/14, CaixaBank, pp. 26-27.
21 CNMC Decision of 13 July 2017 in Case S/DC/0567/15, Estudios de Mercado Industria Farmacéutica.
22 Ibid., p. 14.
23 See in this sense the Sector Inquiry into e-commerce launched by the European Commission, available at

http://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/sector_inquiries_e_commerce.html. The cases that have followed
the launch of the Sector Inquiry include Commission Decision of 24 July 2018 in Case AT.40181, Philips;
Commission Decision of 24 July 2018 in Case AT.40182, Pioneer; Commission Decision of 24 July 2018 in
Case AT.40465, Asus; Commission Decision of 24 July 2018 in Case AT.40469, Denon and Marantz; and
Commission Decision of 17 December 2018 in Case AT.40428, Guess; and Commission Decision of 9 July
2019 in Case AT. 40432, Character Merchandise.

24 CNMC Decision of 15 December 2016 in Case S/DC/0592/16, Laboratorio Martí Tor.
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concluded that, in the specific circumstances of the case, the restriction was not appreciable
within the meaning of the de minimis doctrine and thus fell outside the scope of the
domestic competition law regime.25

In November 2018, the CNMC opened formal proceedings against Adidas for a series
of restrictions imposed on its franchisees that could be in breach of both Article 101 TFEU
and its national equivalent.26 Restraints in this sense comprise not only resale price
maintenance (which, as mentioned above, would amount in principle to a ‘by object’
infringement), but also other prima facie unlawful restrictions, including franchisees’
ability to sell online and cross-supply one another.27 In addition, the CNMC announced
that it would be examining whether the non-compete obligations imposed by Adidas are
disproportionate. At the time of writing the Spanish authority had not adopted a final
decision in the case.

A third category of cases concern online marketplaces. In a submission to an OECD
roundtable on e-commerce that it started an ex officio investigation into some practices
by Amazon and eBay, which run the largest marketplaces in the country.28 The practices
that justified the opening of the investigation had attracted the attention of other
competition authorities around the world, including price parity clauses, tying and
exclusivity obligations.29 The proceedings against Amazon were closed following
intervention by other competition authorities in Europe.30 The investigation into eBay
concerned the exclusivity obligations and the tying of its marketplace services to adjacent
ones, in particular logistic and payment services.31 The CNC (the authority preceding the
CNMC) closed the investigation without opening formal proceedings against the online
marketplace.

2. Has your competition authority adapted its enforcement practices in order to keep
up with the pace of digital markets?

25 The CNMC did not rely on the de minimis doctrine as laid down by the EU Court of Justice, but on Article
3 of Royal Decree 261/2008, of 22 February, providing for the Regulation on the Protection of Competition,
BOE-A-2008-3646, whereby the authority is entitled to rely on the economic and legal context of which a
practice is a part and conclude that it is not capable of having appreciable effects on competition.

26 Case S/0631/18, Adidas España, pending.
27 CNMC, ‘CNMC initiates sanction proceedings against Adidas España for possible anticompetitive activity’

(Madrid, 22 November 2018), available at http://www.cnmc.es/.
28 For a brief description of these preliminary investigations, see OECD, ‘Implications of E-commerce for

Competition Policy – Note by Spain’ (6 June 2018), DAF/COMP/WD(2018)60.
29 Ibid., para. 4.
30 See in particular Commission Decision of 4 May 2017 in Case AT.40153, E-Book MFNs and Related Matters

(Amazon) and Competition and Markets Authority, Case CE/9692/12, closed without action on priority
grounds.

31 CNC Decision of 23 February 2009 in Case S/0078/08, eBay.
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It has been explained above that the activity of the CNMC cannot be fully understood
without considering how its policy is shaped, and assisted by, its market studies and
inquiries. Several major studies relating to the digital economy had been conducted by the
end of 2019. One of them concerned the so-called sharing economy and was carried out
in 2016.32 The preliminary findings of the exercise, which were widely discussed by
stakeholders, primarily addressed transport (in particular the regulation of private hire
vehicles) and hotel services. The study focused on the regulatory dimension of the sharing
economy. However, the CNMC identified the ways in which the competition law regime
could contribute to the recommendations set in the document. In particular, it notes that
online platforms could use a variety of mechanisms to raise barriers to entry.33

In 2018, it initiated a study into Fintech.34 As the abovementioned one, the
recommendation issued by the authority focused on the regulatory aspects of fintech
activities. Some of the features of the industry, however, are frequent in other sectors
related to the digital economy and competition law intervention might be appropriate for
them. In particular, the study focuses on data, interoperability and technology neutrality.
In this sense – and very much in line with practices by other authorities within the EU35

– the CNMC advocates for initiatives aimed at promoting open access to key data inputs
in the banking industry on fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory terms.36 Because the
need for access obligations may depend on the specific circumstances of the market or
industry segment, a case-by-case approach (and thus intervention under competition law)
is deemed more appropriate.37 Finally, the CNMC announced in 2019 that it would be
conducting a market study into digital advertising.38

3. Is your domestic competition lawusing the consumerwelfare standard as its specific
goal?
There has been some discussion in some EU countries, and indeed at the EU level,

about the appropriate goals of competition law, and, more specifically, about whether the

32 See in particular CNMC Preliminary Report E/CNMC/004/15 on new models for the provision of services
and the sharing economy (March 2016).

33 Ibid., pp.169-170.
34 CNMC Report E/CNMC/001/18 on the impact of new technologies on the financial services sector

(13 September 2018).
35 For a discussion of the Open Banking Model promoted in the UK by the CMA, see J. Furman and others,

Unlocking digital competition: Report of the Digital Competition Expert Panel (March 2019), pp. 69-71.
36 Fintech Report, n 34, paras. 6.27-6.32.
37 Ibid., para. 6.31.
38 CNMC, ‘The CNMC launches a public consultation on online advertising in Spain’ (Madrid, 25 April 2019),

available at http://www.cnmc.es/.
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discipline should be driven by consumer welfare or by other considerations.39 This is a
discussion that has never been particularly intense in Spain and that has not been revived
in recent years. The approach to enforcement can be deemed mainstream. The wording
of the Spanish Competition Act explicitly borrows from economic theory. Its preamble
refers to the allocative and productive efficiency that results from effectively competitive
markets.40 The activity of the CNMC is, in the same vein, driven by consumer welfare.41

Several factors may explain the absence of controversy in this sense. The make-up of the
authority is one of them. Economists represent a substantial proportion of the officials
employed by the CNMC.42

B Market definition and market power

4. How does your competition authority define the market with regard to digital
economy players?
The CNMC’s approach to market definition in cases concerning the digital economy

is one of continuity and incremental change along with the progress of economic theory.
In this sense, it is difficult to claim that there is something specific in its approach to cases
involving online activities. Similarly, the authority has not departed from the usual tools
to identify the relevant product and geographic markets. At the same time, there are some
questions that tend to emerge more often in online-related segments. Insofar as this is the
case, one could argue that the specificities of platform activities have been taken into
account by the CNMC in its analysis. There are two of these features that deserve closer
attention: the two-sided (or multi-sided) nature of some markets and the data aspects of
some industry segments.

To begin with, it has been mentioned above that, among the cases considered by the
Spanish authority, the single most distinctive feature is the two-sided nature of some of
some segments and/or markets. A growing body of literature since the early 2000s has

39 For a discussion, see A. Ezrachi, ‘EU Competition Law Goals and the Digital Economy’ BEUC Discussion
Paper (August 2018). See alsothe discussion in Crémer, de Montjoye and Schweitzer, 2019 and Furman
and others, 2019.

40 Act 15/2007, of 3 July, on the Protection of Competition, BOE-A-2007-12946.
41 This is what the CNMC declares in its own website: https://www.cnmc.es/ambitos-de-actuacion/competencia.

Explicit references to consumer welfare can be found in the studies mentioned above (Fintech and Sharing
Economy).

42 At the time of writing, the Director of Competition at the CNMC (in charge of the enforcement of national
and EU competition law provisions, including merger control) is an economist. In addition, the same is
true of the Director of Competition Advocacy, in charge of the preparation of market studies and advice
to official bodies. In addition, several of the Vice Directors in the latter directorate are also economist. A
chart of the organisation, including the background of the directors and vice directors, can be found at
https://www.cnmc.es/sobre-la-cnmc/organigrama.
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identified the various ways in which this feature complicates the definition of the relevant
market.43 The fundamental feature of a two-sided platform is the fact that it has two
categories of customers, which interact with one another. As a result of the interdependence
between the two sides of the platform, focusing on one of them alone may not fully capture
the underlying competitive pressure and thus may lead to errors when defining the relevant
market. For the same reason, the usual analytical tools may need to be refined or adapted.
The key question that emerges in this sense is that of whether it is appropriate to define
one market encompassing the two sides or two separate markets (one for each side)
instead.44

As pointed out above, the CNMC was confronted with a two-sided platform in
Schibsted/Milanuncios. In the preliminary report and draft decision, the multi-sided nature
of the industry is readily noted; at least two sides are identified: one side involving those
placing the classified ads and another one involving those having access to them.45 Given
that the purpose of the platform that the merging parties operate is to allow for the two
sides to complete their transactions, it would be natural to conclude that there is a single
market encompassing both placing and access to the classified ads. Such was exactly the
market defined by the CNMC. However, there was no explicit reference to the economic
literature addressing the question. The case presented an additional complexity, related
to whether the market could be further segmented based on the services offered by the
different platforms, and more precisely on whether there are general-purpose (horizontal)
ones and ones specialised in the various products (vertical).46

The CNMC faced the same question in Just Eat/La Nevera Roja. As explained above,
the transaction concerned two firms specialised in the delivery of food, which has two
categories of users: restaurants and consumers. The two-sided nature of the market was
identified by the authority, which also referred to the relevant precedents in the field. The
preliminary report and draft decision identified two separate markets, one corresponding
to food orders online (where restaurants are on the demand side and the merging parties
on the supply side) and a second one for the delivery of orders (where end-consumers are
on the demand side and restaurants and online platforms on the supply side).47 According
to this definition, online platforms would face competition from restaurants themselves
in the second market. The CNMC did not depart from this definition in subsequent cases,
mentioned above, involving Just Eat.

43 L. Filistrucchi and others, ‘Market Definition in Two-Sided Markets: Theory and Practice’, Journal of
Competition Law and Economics, Vol. 10, No. 2, 2014, pp. 293–339.

44 Ibid.
45 Preliminary Report and Draft Decision in Case C/0573/14, Schibsted/Milanuncios, para. 117. In addition,

the CNMC identified a market for contextual advertising, on which the analysis that follows will not focus.
46 Ibid., paras 205-242.
47 Preliminary Report and Draft Decision in Case C/0730/16, Just Eat/La Nevera Roja, para. 28.
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Daimler/Hailo/MyTaxi/Negocio Hailo also concerned a transaction platform, in this
case bringing together taxi drivers and riders. The two-sided nature of the relevant market
was not disputed in the decision, nor was the fact that there was a single relevant market
comprising the two sides. The thrust of the analysis revolved instead around two other
aspects. First, one question focused on whether the relevant product market included both
taxi services and private hire vehicles, and was ultimately left open.48 A second one revolved
around the interchangeability of the various means and technologies to hire vehicles, and
more precisely around whether hiring via an online application is substitutable with other
forms of hiring, including on the street and via traditional radio taxi services.49 In this case,
the CNMC took the view that hiring via app represented a separate market.

Second, the data aspects of the digital economy have also caught the attention of the
CNMC. These aspects became apparent in CaixaBank and Estudios de Mercado Industria
Farmacéutica. In the former, the practice of aggregating financial data for users was deemed
to constitute a relevant product market, and this in spite of the absence of precedents
coming to that conclusion.50 The CNMC noted in its decision that it was one of the emerging
services enabled by technological change and offered by the so-called third party providers.51

The decision is not explicit about the methodology used to reach that conclusion, and does
not discuss whether other services are interchangeable with those offered by the complainant
in the case.

Estudios de Mercado Industria Farmacéutica is more elaborate in the definition of the
relevant market according to the nature of the data and the uses that is given to it. In line
with the relevant precedents at the EU level (involving, in fact, IMS Health, which accepted
commitments in the case),52 the CNMC concluded that the relevant market was that for
‘sales data tracking’, whereby firms compile and aggregate data about the sales performance
and distribution of pharmaceutical firms’ products via wholesalers, chemists’ offices,
hospitals and clinics.53 Other practices such as the aggregation of real world evidence data
about patients’ outcomes, or for primary research purposes, were left outside the relevant
market.54 There is nothing novel in this way of segmenting the market.

One final issue that is worth mentioning when reviewing the CNMC’s approach to
market definition in the digital economy relates to the divide between online and off-line

48 Preliminary Report and Draft Decision in Case C/0802/16, Daimler/Hailo/MyTaxi/Negocio Hailo, paras.
60-65.

49 Ibid., paras. 35-59.
50 Case S/DC/0536/14, CaixaBank, p. 2.
51 Ibid.
52 The activities of this firm have given rise to intervention in other jurisdictions. See in particular Judgment

of 29 April 2004 in Case C-418/01, IMS Health GmbH and Co. OHG v NDC Health GmbH and Co. KG,
EU:C:2004:257.

53 Case S/DC/0567/15, Estudios de Mercado Industria Farmacéutica, pp. 6-7.
54 Ibid.
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(or traditional, if one prefers) activities. In this regard, it appears that there is no systematic
tendency to separate online activities from the rest, or vice versa. The approach is instead
based on a case-by-case assessment of the substitutability of the different methods and/or
distribution channels. Thus, in cases like Just Eat/La Nevera Roja and Laboratorios Martí
Tor the CNMC concluded that online and off-line activities constrained each other. As
seen above, there are other cases, such as Daimler/Hailo/MyTaxi/Negocio Hailo, in which
the services provided via an online platform were not deemed to be constrained by more
traditional services.

5. How is market power established in the practice of your competition authority in
cases relating to digital economy players?

6. Can you notice a difference in ex post assessments (abuse of dominance cases) and
ex ante assessments (concentrationmerger control cases), both in relation todefining
markets and conceptualizing market power?
The cases described above reveal a nuanced approach to the evaluation of the market

power enjoyed by firms involved in the transactions or practices. This nuanced approach,
which can be observed across the board, is evidenced, first and foremost, in the fact that
market shares are taken, if at all, as a very imperfect proxy of undertakings’ ability to
influence the conditions of competition. As a result, the CNMC has regularly concluded
there were no concerns even when the parties’ shares were indicative of a position of
super-dominance or quasi-monopoly. Even when concerns were raised, market shares
were deemed only the starting point of the analysis. The assessment is typically
complemented by an evaluation of the features of the relevant market (in particular its
expanding and/or dynamic nature), the competitive dynamics and business models as well
as the regulatory context of which the practices or transactions are a part. Occasionally,
the authority has noted that the estimations in terms of market shares were not particularly
reliable due to the fluctuation of the figures depending on the methods or sources used.
In such circumstances, the authority focused its attention on other indicators. Suffice it
to mention some examples in this sense.

The case in which reliance on market shares influenced the analysis more directly is
Schibsted/Milanuncios. The authority gave considerable weight to the fact that, in several
segments, the combined share of the merging parties would be above 60%, and in some
cases (such as the provision of motor-related classified ads) it would be above 90%.55 In
addition, rivals’ positions in some of these segments was below 10%. However, market
shares only constituted the starting point of the analysis. In its evaluation of

55 Preliminary Report and Draft Decision in Case C/0573/14, Schibsted/Milanuncios, paras. 108-131. The
estimation of the market shares presented additional complications given the nature of the service.
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non-coordinated effects, the CNMC focused on the fact that the transaction amounted to
the elimination of a substantial source of competitive pressure, resulting as much from
the parties’ shares as from the fact that they were particularly close competitors with
comparable (albeit not identical) strategies.56

In Estudios de Mercado Industria Farmacéutica, the very high market shares (at least
above 85%) enjoyed by IMS Health, indicative in themselves of a dominant position
according to Hoffmann-La Roche57 and AKZO,58 were not deemed determinant. According
to the decision in the case, the ability of the said firm to behave independently of rivals
and customers resulted from the fact that it was the only undertaking on the relevant
market obtaining data from two separate sources – wholesalers and chemists’ offices. As
a consequence of this substantial competitive advantage (and the volume of data that it
was able to gather and process), rivals found themselves unable to exercise effective
competitive pressure on IMS Health.59 According to the authority, a rival would have to
conclude agreements with at least 12,000 chemists’ offices for it to be able to replicate the
quality and quantity of the data under the dominant firm’s control.

The limits of market shares as proxies for market power became apparent in Just Eat/La
Nevera Roja. Following the transaction, the parties would have had a market share of over
70%, which is prima facie indicative of a dominant position.60 In addition, the two firms
were deemed to be close competitors relying upon similar business models.61 At the same
time, the CNMC nuanced its analysis in a variety of ways. First, it conceded that the data
arguably over-estimated the position of the merging parties. This aspect is all the more
important if one takes into account that there are major multinational players which, at
the time, did not enjoy a strong position in the relevant geographic market(s). Second, it
noted that Spain was not a mature region and that there was, as a result, significant scope
for expansion. In such circumstances, the primary source of competition concerns
(ultimately leading to the administration of remedies) was not so much the parties’ position
when measured in terms of market power but the underlying economic dynamics (namely,
the economies of scale achieved and the operation of network effects).

Daimler/Hailo/MyTaxi/Negocio Hailo is another case in which the unreliability of
market shares (and/or the methods used to provide estimations in this sense) were
acknowledged by the CNMC. The calculations in terms of market shares fluctuated

56 Ibid., paras 169-189.
57 Judgment of 13 February 1979 in Case 85/76, Hoffmann-La Roche and Co. AG v Commission, EU:C:1979:36,

para. 41.
58 Judgment of 3 July 1991 in Case C-62/86, AKZO Chemie BV v Commission, EU:C:1991:286, para. 60.
59 Case S/DC/0567/15, Estudios de Mercado Industria Farmacéutica, p. 20.
60 Preliminary Report and Draft Decision in Case C/0730/16, Just Eat/La Nevera Roja, paras. 39-48.
61 Ibid., para. 64.
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significantly depending on the source used to obtain the data.62 In fact, the notifying parties
estimated their shares in the relevant geographic markets to hover around 80%. However,
the authority, following a market test, concluded that, in some cities, the parties would
control around one third of the relevant market.63 As in the preceding case, the assessment
of the impact of the transaction on the competitive process ultimately focused on the
features of the relevant market. In this sense, the CNMC noted that, even though the new
entity would enjoy advantages flowing from network effects and economies of scale, the
assessment revealed that actual or potential rivals would not enjoy any significant barriers
to expansion.

Finally, it is worth saying a word about the role played by market power in Laboratorios
Martí Tor. As explained above, the case concerned the application of resale price
maintenance clauses in the online context. Even though this practice is in principle
restrictive of competition by its very nature, the CNMC concluded that it was appropriate
to apply the de minimis doctrine, and this, because of the insignificant position enjoyed
by the manufacturer on the relevant market and the multiplicity of rivals. In such
circumstances, the authority noted the behaviour was incapable of significantly influencing
the conditions of competition.64

C Anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy: theories of

harms and remedies

7. Whichpractices indigitalmarkets or involvingdigital businesses have been analysed
in the decision-making practices or case law of your jurisdiction?

8. What reasons have been offered by the businesses concerned to justify (prima facie)
anticompetitive behaviour?

9. Have you witnessed the emergence of specific theories of harm tailored to digital
markets?

10. What kind of remedies have been employed in cases relating to digital markets. Do
you see any differences to remedies in other markets?
The theories of harm underpinning intervention in the cases described above can be

described as traditional, or mainstream. There is nothing in the analysis of the CNMC that
departs from well-established approaches to enforcement. In this sense, the authority has
sought to respond, in particular, to the creation and/or the strengthening of a dominant
position flowing from the exclusionary effects of exclusivity clauses. On the other hand,

62 Preliminary Report and Draft Decision in Case C/0802/16, Daimler/Hailo/MyTaxi/Negocio Hailo, para.
82.

63 Ibid., para. 94.
64 Case S/DC/0592/16, Laboratorios Martí Tor, p. 8.
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the concerns it identified are exactly those that have been deemed to justify an ad hoc
approach to enforcement in digital markets.65 An overview of the administrative practice
shows that the CNMC has responded, in particular, to the threat that the position of leading
– possibly dominant – market players becomes unassailable as a consequence of the
operation of economies of scale and/or network effects. The remedial approach followed
to address these concerns can also be deemed traditional.

It has long been acknowledged that segments with the features of a two-sided platform
and thus characterised by network effects do not necessarily result in the emergence of
monopolies or quasi-monopolies.66 The enforcement practice at the EU level confirms
this point.67 The circumstances that may lead to the relevant market ‘tipping’ in favour of
one player (and thus resulting in the creation or the strengthening of dominant positions)
are also well acknowledged. In particular, it appears that tipping is more likely where the
users of the platform do not multi-home (that is, they use a single platform).68 The analysis
of the CNMC reflects the conventional wisdom in the sense that it has revolved around
whether the possibility of multi-homing exists and, by the same token, whether it can be
preserved by means of remedial action.

Just Eat/La Nevera Roja is a paradigmatic example in this sense. As explained above,
the CNMC noted in its analysis that the market was expanding and that the relevant
geographic market was far from mature. In addition, the scope for entry and expansion
was all the more likely considering that a large number of international players operate
food delivery platforms. In such circumstances, the main threat to competition was the
risk that restaurants would not (or no longer) multi-home. Accordingly, the remedial
measures sought to ensure that rival platforms would be able to conclude agreements with
restaurants and to benefit from network effects as much as the new entity. The merging
parties committed not to requiring and/or using financial incentives to encourage
single-homing and not to penalising multi-homing.69

Estudios de Mercado Industria Farmacéutica exemplifies well its approach to the
competition concerns raised by the aggregation of qualitatively and/or quantitatively
valuable data. As pointed out above, the dominant position enjoyed by IMS Health was
deemed to originate from the firm’s unique ability to extract data from two separate sources
and from rivals’ inability to replicate this unique competitive advantage. Instead, the

65 See in this sense Crémer, de Montjoye and Schweitzer, 2019; and Furman and others, 2019.
66 See for instance M. L. Katz and C. Shapiro, ‘Systems Competition and Network Effects’, Journal of Economic

Perspectives, Vol. 8, No. 2, 1994, pp. 93-115; and A. Hagiu and S. Rothman, ‘Network Effects Aren’t Enough’,
Harvard Business Review, April 2016, pp. 64-76.

67 See in particular Judgment of 11 December 2013 in Case T-79/12, Cisco Systems, Inc. and Messagenet SpA
v Commission, EU:T:2013:635, paras. 75-84.

68 F. Zhu and M. Iansiti, ‘Why Some Platforms Thrive and Others Don’t’, Harvard Business Review, January-
February 2019, pp. 118-125.

69 Preliminary Report and Draft Decision in Case C/0730/16, Just Eat/La Nevera Roja, paras. 77-80.
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authority’s concerns revolved around the obstacles through which the dominant firm
preserved and strengthened its position. A set of clauses imposed by IMS Health on its
wholesalers had the object and/or the effect of incentivising the latter to deal exclusively
with it. More precisely, IMS Health reserved itself the right to terminate the agreement if
the wholesalers were to provide the data to a third party, provided financial penalties for
wholesalers dealing with third parties and, finally, introduced a ‘most-favoured-nation’
clause in its favour.

Interestingly, the remedies favoured by the CNMC did not seek to require IMS Health
to share its data with rivals (or to pool data), which is an approach that has been advocated
in recent years.70 In this regard, the decision appears to be based on the idea that IMS
Health’s competitive advantage was not impossible to replicate and that that the ability to
access the raw data would entitle rivals to compete on the merits with the incumbent. Thus,
the authority was satisfied with commitments focusing on the contentious clauses, which
would in essence allow distributors to deal with IMS Health’s competitors without fear of
being penalised for doing so. When evaluating the commitments, the CNMC noted that
the remedies suggested by IMS Health could be implemented in an effective and timely
manner and did not demand major monitoring.71 In this sense, the commitments were
easier to implement and monitor than a duty to supply data imposed upon the firm.72

Schibsted/Milanuncios also deserves attention, not so much due to the theory of harm
advanced but to the nature of the remedies imposed to authorise the transaction. As
suggested above, the theory of harm was conventional. As a concentration of a horizontal
nature, the acquisition of Milanuncios by Schibsted was expected to lead to the
strengthening of the market power enjoyed by the latter in several market segments.
According to the theory of harm advanced by the CNMC, the anticompetitive effects would
be manifested, as described above, in the relationship of the new entity with professional
advertisers, which would see, absent remedial intervention, a rise in the prices paid for
classified ads.73 Instead of a structural divestiture preserving the competitive pressure
coming from Milanuncios, the authority was satisfied with remedies aiming at allowing a
third party to exploit, on an exclusive basis, a category of professional ads displayed on
that platform.74 As part of the remedy package, the new entity committed to giving access,
automatically and in real time, to professional advertisers’ data that were using Milanuncios

70 For a discussion, see Crémer, de Montjoye and Schweitzer, 2019, pp. 98-108.
71 Case S/DC/0567/15, Estudios de Mercado Industria Farmacéutica, pp. 25-26.
72 It has long been acknowledged that a duty to share data with rivals would involve more complex,

demanding and uncertain remedies, insofar as they would demand the authority to determine the scope of
the obligation, the terms and conditions of the sharing duty as well as to monitor compliance. Experience
shows that the administration of such remedies is long and protracted, and can fail. By, analogy, see in
particular Judgment of 27 June 2012 in Case T-167/08, Microsoft Corp. v Commission, EU:T:2012:323.

73 Preliminary Report and Draft Decision in Case C/0573/14, Schibsted/Milanuncios, paras. 466-490.
74 Ibid., para. 507.
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at the time of the exclusive licensing agreement.75 Crucially, the parties committed to
allowing the licensee to redirect the traffic to their own websites.76

Finally, it is worth mentioning some of the investigations mentioned above. According
to the available information regarding the Amazon case, there is nothing that suggests that
the CNMC has departed from the mainstream and ventured into novel theories of harm.
Unlike other European authorities, such as the German one,77 the investigation concerned
an anticompetitive mechanisms that are well-known. The same can be said in relation to
eBay, which concerned alleged abusive tying and exclusivity arrangements. The single
most interesting aspect of the eBay case is that the authority (at the time, the CNC) accepted
that the contentious practices (requiring consumers to pay via PayPal), even if deemed
abusive, could be objectively justified as a means to tackle fraud.78 The proceedings against
Adidas, also mentioned above, relate to online sales but focus on practices that are clearly
identified as hard-core restrictions and/or excluded restrictions under Regulation 330/2010
and the Guidelines on vertical restraints.79 Finally, it is worth mentioning that, in 2011,
the CNMC rejected a complaint against Google and concerning the said firm’s rejection
to provide online advertising services.80 According to the decision, Google’s policy (which
refused advertising for certain categories of products) was neither exclusionary (as Google
did not operate on the complainant’s market) nor discriminatory (the criteria were deemed
to apply objectively and transparently to all operators).

D Regulatory overlap and enforcement challenges

11. Has there been any overlap in practice between ex ante regulation aimed at
controlling market behaviour – such as, but not limited to, consumer protection
legislation, the proposed platform Regulation, the GDPR, the geo-blocking
Regulation, the ePrivacyDirective and/or proposed ePrivacyRegulation, or similar
national instruments of legislation in relation to most favoured nation clauses–
and the enforcement practice of competition authorities?

75 Ibid., para. 514.
76 Ibid., para. 519.
77 Bundeskartellamt, ‘Bundeskartellamt initiates abuse proceeding against Amazon’ (Bonn, 29 November

2018), available at https://www.bundeskartellamt.de/.
78 The CNC noted that the obligation to pay via PayPal was only imposed for some products and in relation

to certain buyers with a higher risk profile (for instance due to negative reviews or the absence of sufficient
guarantees). See Case S/0078/08, eBay, mentioned above.

79 See in particular Articles 4 and 5 of Commission Regulation (EU) No 330/2010 of 20 April 2010 on the
application of Article 101(3) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union to categories of ver-
tical agreements and concerted practices OJ (2010) L 102/1; and Guidelines on Vertical Restraints OJ (2010)
C 130/1, paras. 47-69.

80 CNC Decision of 1 December 2011 in Case S/0346/11, Google.
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12. Which authorities are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital
economy in your jurisdiction?
The rise of the digital economy has given rise to discussions about the appropriate

regulatory techniques to deal with existing or perceived challenges coming from online
platforms. The ideas advanced range from the adjustment of the substantive and/or
procedural aspects of existing competition law regimes to the adoption of an ad hoc
framework applying to them.81 The CNMC would play a role in most of the scenarios
contemplated in these proposals. It is worth addressing, first, its institutional set-up and
its ability to respond to challenges. As already mentioned, it is an ‘integrated authority’,
in the sense that it has jurisdiction not only to enforce EU and national competition law,
but is also a regulator with the power to apply the sector-specific regime in the following
areas: audio-visual, electronic communications, energy, transport and postal services.

This integrated model has not proved to be entirely uncontroversial and was even
reconsidered at some point.82 At the same time, it comes with obvious advantages in a
context in which it seems plausible that ex ante and ex post intervention will be combined,
perhaps in hybrid and novel ways. One of the advantages is that of consistency in
intervention. The same administrative authority could be in charge of the application of
an ex ante regime and of the case-by-case enforcement in individual cases. Another obvious
advantage relates to the use of resources. One of the major limits of competition authorities,
generally speaking, has to do with the resources to design, monitor and implement remedies
that need to be administered on a continuous basis – such as a duty to supply.83 These
limits would not necessarily be faced by the CNMC, which is equipped to take action in
markets subject to ex ante intervention and which require remedies of that nature. Finally,
there is a single court (Audiencia Nacional) with the power to review all decisions adopted
by the CNMC.84

These advantages may not be fully exploited by the CNMC, however. The cases described
above, and the experience of enforcement in other EU Member States reveal that the
synergies are particularly important and likely between competition and data protection
authorities. There is, in Spain, a specific authority in charge of data protection (AEPD)
that was created in 1993 and not integrated with the rest of the regulatory functions when

81 Case S/0631/18, Adidas España, mentioned above.
82 For a discussion, see Gerard Llobet, ‘La Separación de la CNMC: Reforma o Distracción’, Nada es Gratis

(12 April 2017), available at https://nadaesgratis.es/.
83 These limits are acknowledge in sectoral regimes and deemed to justify, at least in part, the recourse to ex

ante intervention. See for instance the three criteria test applied in the field of electronic communications:
European Commission, ‘Explanatory Note Accompanying the Commission Recommendation on relevant
product and service markets within the electronic communications sector susceptible to ex ante regulation’
(9 October 2014), SWD(2014) 298, pp. 10-11.

84 Act 29/1998, of 13 July, regulating the court system on administrative law matters, BOE-A-1998-16718.
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the CNMC was set up in 2013.85 As a result of this institutional reality, any synergies
between the two authorities would have to result from cooperation between them. In this
sense, the CNMC and the AEPD signed a memorandum in July 2018.86 The two authorities
committed to defining, inter alia, to defining common areas of interest, to exchanging
information, to working on the detection of practices with a potential jurisdictional overlap
and to the setting up of working groups. There is not, at present, any evidence of any
friction or inconsistency between the authorities. This potential overlap may become
apparent in the future. For instance, the main consumers’ group in Spain invited both the
CNMC and AEPD to investigate Facebook’s practices in December 2018.87 One should
note, in this regard, that the Audiencia Nacional (and the same specialist chamber) is also
the competent court to review challenges brought against decisions adopted by the AEPD.88

Second, the CNMC is empowered by virtue of the domestic system to challenge
regulations. This competence derives from two sources. On the one hand, there is legislation
specifically aimed at preserving Spain’s internal market (the ‘Internal Market Act’).89 In
accordance with Article 26 of the Act, stakeholders can reach the CNMC as a ‘contact
point’ through which they can raise concerns about disproportionate or unjustified obstacles
to trade.90 The competition authority is given, pursuant to Article 27 of that same Act,
standing to challenge administrative acts before a court.91 On the other hand, the Act
providing for the creation of the CNMC (the ‘CNMC Act’) empowered the authority to
challenge administrative acts (other than legislation) that are deemed to go against the
preservation of effective competition.92

This is a mechanism to ensure that regulation is adopted in the interests of consumers
and that any limits on stakeholders’ freedom of action also in line with such interests (and
thus ensure the consistency of ad hoc regimes with intervention under competition law).
There are concrete examples showing how this power has been put to use to modulate
intervention addressing the entry and expansion of online platforms. For instance, the
powers under Article 5(4) of the CNMC Act have been used to challenge measures adopted
at the regional and local level and aimed at limiting operators’ ability to engage in the
short-term rental of their properties.93 Local regulations restricting or prohibiting private

85 Royal Decree 428/1993, of 26 March, approving the Statute of the Data Protection Agency, BOE-A-1993-
11252.

86 The memorandum is available at https://www.cnmc.es/sites/default/files/2296420_1.pdf.
87 M. Jiménez, ‘La OCU pide a la CNMC y a la AEPD que investiguen las prácticas de Facebook’, Cinco Dias

(Madrid, 20 December 2018).
88 Act 29/1998.
89 Act 20/2013, of 9 December, on the guarantee of market unity, BOE-A-2013-12888.
90 Ibid., Article 26(4).
91 Ibid., Article 27(1).
92 Article 5(4).
93 See for instance CNMC Report LA/04/2018 of 28 September 2018 on the regulation of short-term rentals

and moratorium in the city of Madrid.
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hire vehicle services (and thus online platforms like Uber) have also been the frequent
target of these challenges.94 Finally, Article 5(2) of the CNMC Act provides for the possibility
for the authority to be consulted by, inter alia, the government, the legislature and local
and regional authorities. It is through this mechanism that the CNMC can provide advice
on the competition dimension of regulation.

94 See for instance CNMC Report LA/08/2018 of 11 October 2018 on the restrictions on competition provided
for in the administrative acts regulating private hire vehicles in the metropolitan area of Barcelona.
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Sweden

Björn Lundqvist*

A Competition policy in the digital economy: a shift in focus?

1. What are the main cases dealing with the digital economy (focusing on digital
businesses or on the competition between digital businesses and incumbent
operators) initiated and completed by your competition authority?

The Hemnet merger saga1

Case I2

Hemnet is the largest property website in Sweden, with 1.7 million unique visitors per
week (2016 figures). Hemnet was founded by two realtor trade associations and two larger
realtor firms. The website only lists properties sold through realtors. It has been involved
in two unsuccessful merger cases.

The first merger including the hemnet website concerned Sweden’s first court judgment
blocking a merger. It concerned a merger between two of Sweden’s leading property agent
franchises, Swedbank Franchise and Svensk Fastighetsförmedling (“SFF”). The Stockholm
District Court (now Patent and Market Court) ruled in favour of the Swedish Competition
Authority (Konkurrensverket – “SCA”) and blocked the transaction, in a detailed judgment
of 150 pages.3 Swedbank Franchise appealed the decision before the Market Court and the

* Associate Professor of Law, Stockholm University. All web pages in this report were last accessed on
February 26, 2020.

1 OECD, Agency decision – making in merger cases – Note by Sweden – 28-29 November 2016,
DAF/COMP/WP3/WD(2016)70. http://www.konkurrensverket.se/globalassets/om-oss/2016_agency-
decision-making-in-merger-cases-prohibition-and-conditional-clearances_daf-comp-wp3-wd-201670.pdf.

2 For summary of the case please see Grant McKelvey, Historic Court Victory For Swedish Competition
Authority (Nordic competition law blog, 20 January 2015) https://www.nordiccompetitionblog.com/?p=
346; Peter Forsberg, Xandra Carlsson and Sebastian Wiik, ‘Sweden, Overview of merger control activity
during the last 12 months’, in: Nigel Parr & Catherine Hammon (eds), Merger Control (Global Legal Group,
London 2008). https://www.hannessnellman.com/content/000/gli-mc5_sweden.pdf.

3 The Stockholm District Court (now Patent and Market Court), T 3629-14, decided 16 December 2014.
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judgment was due in April 2015. However, in mid-March of 2015, Swedbank Franchise
withdrew its appeal meaning the District Court decision became final.4

The merger case revolved around the issue of franchise and what the transaction entailed
(only the franchise concept or was it a combination of individual, local property agent
businesses). However, a big issue was also the control of the Hemnet website.

SCA’s concerns in this regard focused on the fact that through the merger Swedbank
had gained a 50% voting share in “Hemnet”, a strongly established Swedish property search
website co-owned by different property agent franchises. SCA was further concerned by
the consolidated voting share (33%) Swedbank Franchise now enjoyed in the Swedish
property agents’ society (Fastighetsmäklaresförbund) – the society itself also a major
shareholder in Hemnet.

On the national market for electronic property searches, the Court found Hemnet to
have a very high market share and to be an unavoidable trading partner. Notably, Hemnet
was the only property search portal (digital property listing market) in Sweden (the relevant
market) that was able to charge for its services (600 SEK – then around EUR 70) and has
not lost business since moving from a free-to-advertise to a paying model. As for potential
new entry in the search market, the Court dismissed this as very unlikely to constrain
Hemnet, which was owned by the property agents themselves, giving them no incentive
to support a new entrant (indeed, SFF franchisees were bound under their franchise
agreements to use only Hemnet, and not competing sites, for marketing purposes).5

The Court concluded that the deal would allow Swedbank Franchise to alter Hemnet’s
business model to extract monopoly profits and, for example, price differentiate to favour
its own property agencies against competitors. The Court found that the transaction would
restrict competition for property search services throughout the whole of Sweden.

Dissenting opinion

A final interesting aspect of the judgment is a partly dissenting opinion by one of the
economic experts that heard the case in the district court, Professor Johan Stennek. While
Professor Stennek agreed that the transaction should be blocked, his views differed from
the majority in several respects. Professor Stennek’s main point of dissent concerned
market definition where he suggested defining a “package market”, including both search
services and property agent services, to better reflect how consumers purchase these
services. There would be increased concentration on such a market as a result of the

4 Grant McKelvey, 2015; Peter Forsberg, Xandra Carlsson and Sebastian Wiik, 2008.
5 Ibid.
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transaction and this would reduce competition, notably by increasing the parties’ incentive
to raise Hemnet’s prices.6

Case II7

The second unsuccessful case concerning Hemnet was a case involving proposed remedies.
Again the market was defined as the market for digital property listings where the second
largest player (Blocket) wanted to buy the largest player (Hemnet). The case was reviewed
in 2016.

Blocket.se is the largest overall online marketplace in Sweden and the country’s third
largest website. Blocket is also active on the digital property listings market, and is the
second largest player with 700 000 unique visitors to its property website per week. The
website includes property listings both from realtors and the public. In order to remove
the overlap between Blocket and Hemnet, Blocket had already agreed with a third party,
a small player called Bovision, to provide an exclusive license, whereby visitors to Blocket’s
website for properties sold through realtors would automatically be transferred to Bovision’s
website instead. The idea behind the license was that after a stipulated period of time,
Bovision would have established itself as a competitor to Hemnet, and the traffic from
visitors to Blocket would be cut off. The license would be offered provided the merger
between Blocket and Hemnet was cleared by the SCA. Hence, according to Blocket, the
acquisition of Hemnet would not result in any horizontal overlap between the merging
parties. The acquisition of Hemnet would also, according Blocket, remove the present
loyalty between Hemnet and the real estate agents, in particular the two larger realtor firms
that were direct owners and only advertised on Hemnet. This would lower the barriers to
entry and expansion for Bovision.

However, the SCA’s investigation of the merger raised several matters of concern.
Firstly, Hemnet already held a dominant position in digital property listings, seemingly
constrained only by Blocket. Blocket was a resourceful competitor, part of a media group
with wide presence in the online market. The intended licensee Bovision, on the other
hand, was a marginal player with limited resources. Other property websites displayed
only indexed material from Hemnet and Blocket. There was therefore a clear risk that
Hemnet’s only competitor would be eliminated as a consequence of the acquisition. Hemnet
had already been able to raise its prices and with the elimination of the competitive strain
from Blocket, the risk for more price rises increased.

6 Ibid.
7 OECD, Agency decision – making in merger cases – Note by Sweden, 2016.
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Secondly, there was risk for increased lock-in effects for real estate agents to Hemnet.
Blocket’s and Hemnet’s sellers had agreed that, for a certain period of time after the merger,
the sellers would continue to publish non-exclusively a large majority of their objects on
the Hemnet website. In addition, real estate agents, when advertising on Hemnet’s website,
already receive a compensation or kick-back on the invoiced value of the advertisement.
This kick-back would remain, and most likely increase, if Hemnet raised its prices on
advertisements.

Therefore, there was a clear risk that the acquisition would lead to unilateral
anticompetitive effects, manifesting primarily as an increase in price on digital property
listings but also as a decrease in quality of the products and services provided. The barriers
to entry and expansion would increase as well. The SCA thus sent a statement of objections
to Blocket and Hemnet.

After receiving the statement of objections from the SCA, Blocket offered remedies to
alleviate the potential anticompetitive effects identified by the SCA. The remedies included
certain limitations of the sellers’ commitments to future advertising on Hemnet. Further,
the remedies addressed the level and extent of the kick back to the real estate agents when
advertising on Hemnet. The remedies also opened up the possibility for the real estate
agents to choose to be invoiced for the advertisement instead of the seller of the property.
Finally, the remedies included a time-limited price cap for consumers/sellers of property
on advertisements.

The market test was sent to the ten largest realtor firms in Sweden, representing a large
share of the advertisements on Hemnet, and to other suppliers of property websites. The
result of the market test was on the whole negative. Already during the investigation, few
believed that the license model would enable a player to become a viable alternative to
Hemnet. The answers to the market test confirmed that the proposed remedies were not
expected to make any substantial difference in the real estate agents’ choice of website for
their advertisement. The lock-in effects of the sellers’ advertisement obligation and the
kickback model would remain. In addition, the time-limited price cap was seen as negative
for potential competitors.

The SCA found that the proposed remedies could not be expected to prevent the
negative effects of the merger or restore competition. When the SCA declared its intent
to submit a summons application to court in order to prohibit the proposed acquisition,
the parties withdraw the merger notification and abandoned the transaction.
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Bookingdotcom8

The Swedish Competition Authority was one of several European Competition Authorities
that investigated Booking.com’s practice of using MFN or price parity clauses.9 In its
agreements with hotels, Booking.com applies terms on price parity. These terms essentially
require the hotels to offer the same or better price for a room via Booking.com as the hotels
offer via other channels. Thus, a hotel may not offer a lower price via its own sales channel
or a competing online travel agent than via Booking.com. The price parity clauses in
Booking.com’s agreements, according to which Booking.com was to be offered the same
or better room prices as offered to its competitors, could according to the SCA infringe
the prohibition against restrictive agreements set out in Chapter 2, Section 1 of the Swedish
Competition Act (2008:579) and Article 101 of the Treaty of the Functioning of the
European Union.

Booking.com offered commitments to the Swedish Competition Authority eliminating
the so-called wide vertical price parity clauses, while accepting that Booking.com could
utilize so-called narrow vertical price parity clauses. After having analyzed the
commitments, the Swedish Competition Authority found that they resolved the identified
competition concerns, i.e. they restore competition on the Online Travel Agents (“OTAs”)
market. The Swedish Competition Authority has therefore decided to accept the
commitments.

Interestingly, the issue of price parity has also recently been before in the Courts in a
private enforcement action.10 On 20 July 2018, the Swedish Patent and Market Court (“the
Court”) found that so-called narrow vertical price parity clauses in contracts between
Booking.com and hotels in Sweden, which prevented the hotels from setting lower prices
on their own websites than those advertised on Booking.com’s platform, infringed Article
101 TFEU and its Swedish equivalent.11

8 SCA decision, 596/2013, 15 April 2015 http://www.konkurrensverket.se/globalassets/english/news/13_596_
bookingdotcom_eng.pdf.

9 By way of background, it should be recalled that since 2010 several national competition authorities (‘NCAs’)
have investigated OTA parity clauses, and that these NCAs have adopted differing approaches. Germany’s
Bundeskartellamt has pursued a prohibition approach, whereas the French, Italian and Swedish NCAs
pursued a commitments approach. The Bundeskartellamt prohibited the parity clause used by HRS (a major
German OTA) in December 2013. In April 2015, Booking.com committed to the French, Italian and Swedish
competition authorities to change its ‘wide’ parity clause to a ‘narrow’ parity clause.

10 Andrzej Kmiecik,’Sweden: Swedish Court Finds That Booking.Com’s Narrow Vertical Price Parity Clauses
Infringe Article 101 TFEU’ (Monaq, 24 September 2018) http://www.mondaq.com/x/738816/
H o t e l s + H o s p i t a l i t y /
Swedish+Court+Finds+That+BookingComs+Narrow+Vertical+Price+Parity+Clauses+Infringe+Article+101+TFEU.

11 Ibid. See also http://www.patentochmarknadsoverdomstolen.se/Nyheter--pressmeddelanden/
Hotellbranschen-forlorar-konkurrensmal-mot-Booking/.
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In its ruling addressing an action brought by the Swedish tourism industry organisation
Visita, the Court acknowledged that the Swedish Competition Authority, after an
investigation coordinated with several other European competition authorities, had not
objected to these contractual restraints (and had only objected to restrictions on the hotels’
right to set lower prices on other booking platforms, i.e., so-called wide price parity clauses).
Nevertheless, the majority of judges found that Visita had demonstrated that the narrow
vertical price parity clauses had the effect of restricting competition both on the market
for hotel booking services as well as on the market for hotel rooms. In particular, the Court
held that the narrow vertical price parity clauses not only prevented hotels from offering
lower prices on their own websites, which they would have done absent the challenged
restraints, but also reduced the incentives of hotels to offer prices on rival booking platforms
lower than the prices offered on Booking.com’s platform (because the narrow price parity
clauses would prevent the hotels from matching those lower prices on their own websites,
thereby damaging their own competiveness). The majority also found that Booking.com
had not met the burden of proving that the narrow vertical price parity clauses fell outside
the scope of Article 101 TFEU because they should be considered an ancillary restraint,
or that they benefitted from an Article 101(3) exemption.12

On 9 May 2019, the Patent and Market Court of Appeal overturned a ruling of the first
instance Swedish Patent and Market Court which had required Booking.com to remove
‘narrow’ price parity clauses from its contract terms with hotels.13 The second instance
court ruled that Booking.com was not in breach of competition rules, finding that Visita
had failed to sufficiently substantiate its case that the ‘narrow’ price parity obligations in
question negatively affected the online travel agency market or the market for hotel rooms.14

Nasdaq15

On 15 January 2018, the Swedish Patent and Market Court (hereafter the “Court”) delivered
its judgement in the Nasdaq case, which is interesting in several aspects. It concerns the

12 Andrzej Kmiecik, 2018.
13 The Patent and Market Court of Appeal, PMT 7779-18, http://www.patentochmarknadsoverdomstolen.se/

Domstolar/pmod/2019/PMT%207779-18.pdf.
14 Bryan Cave, Price parity clauses and Booking.com – a more unified approach or a reminder of diverging

opinions?’(Lexocology, 4 June 2019) https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=025134c4-b7b7-4275-
aee8-6256d54894cc.

15 The Patent and Market Court, PMT 7000-15, decided 15 January 2015. For the summery of the case, please
see Måns Gottfries, Judgment after Swedish Competition Authority’s long-running investigation – Nasdaq
did not abuse its dominant position, Roschier, https://www.roschier.com/newsroom/judgment-after-
swedish-competition-authoritys-long-running-investigation-nasdaq-did-not-abuse-its-dominant-position-
30-january-2018/; and also Sarah Hoskins, ‘No such thing as a Naked Restriction? Nasdaq aquitted in
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digital economy, where the use of the traditional market definition tools and presumptions
was challenging. In addition, the alleged abuse, namely interference with third-party
contacts to exclude access, is unusual for a potential competitor.16

The matter – recognised throughout Europe as the first competition case relating to
financial markets opened up by the 2007 MiFID Directive – revolved around a data centre
in Lunda on the outskirts of Stockholm, where Nasdaq’s so-called “matching engine” (i.e.
the computer operating the exchange) was located in 2010. Nasdaq leased one designated
area in the data centre from a company called Verizon, and offered its customers the chance
to rent space in the same area. Such co-location with Nasdaq – resulting in a fast connection
to Nasdaq’s trading systems – is important for certain customers, such as high frequency
traders. Speed sensitive “market-makers” are particularly attractive customers for market
places, since they generate a large volume of transactions and thereby provide liquidity.17

The Swedish Competition Authority (the “SCA”) alleged that in 2010 Nasdaq had
abused its dominant position on the Swedish, Danish and Finnish stock exchanges by
preventing trading platform Burgundy from using the vital data centre, the services of
which were provided by a third party, Verizon. Burgundy wanted to install its matching
equipment in physical proximity to the trading equipment of its trading customers (banks,
etc.), which were located in the same data centre as the matching equipment of Nasdaq
OMX’s Nordic marketplace. Amongst other things, Nasdaq had informed Verizon that it
would move its equipment to another data centre if Verizon allowed Burgundy to place
its equipment in the data centre. Burgundy’s rationale for wanting to locate its matching
equipment in the same data centre as Nasdaq’s equipment was that, put simply, this enabled
customers’ automated trading programs to interact, through Nasdaq’s co-location service,
with the trading platform’s computers with minimal loss of time on the trades. Forcing
Burgundy to place its equipment in a data centre located elsewhere, the SCA opined, placed
it at a competitive disadvantage.18

As regards the relevant product market delineation and the assessment of market power
on that market, the Court held that the relevant market was plagued by network effects
that would require adjustments to be made to the traditional assessment method and
presumptions. No reliance should be placed on the usual presumptions, e.g. that dominance
may be presumed if the market shares are above 50%. However, in the end the Court

Swedish Abuse case’, (Nordic competition law blog, 5 March 2018) https://www.nordiccompetitionblog.com/
?p=993.

16 Ibid.
17 Sarah Hoskins, 2018.
18 Måns Gottfries, Judgment after Swedish Competition Authority’s long-running investigation – Nasdaq did

not abuse its dominant position (Roschier, 29 January 2019) https://www.roschier.com/newsroom/judgment-
after-swedish-competition-authoritys-long-running-investigation-nasdaq-did-not-abuse-its-dominant-
position-30-january-2018/.
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generally agreed with the SCA’s suggested market definition and conclusion that Nasdaq
was in a dominant position. The relevant market was defined as services for trading in
Swedish, Danish and Finnish shares (including cross-listed companies), which are traded
in transparent order books. Related services were also included, but not the sale of market
data.19

As regards the allegation that Nasdaq had abused its dominant position, the Court
concluded that Nasdaq’s conduct did not constitute such a per se abuse for which no
analysis of effects is necessary. The Court making reference to the ECJ’s Intel judgement,20

required a detailed examination of effects in the contentious abuse matters, the Court
questioned (at page 155-156) whether the concept of a naked restriction (Sw. “uppenbar
konkurrensbegränsning”) even exists. Irrespectively, the Court held that Nasdaq’s reaction
was a normal exercise of contractual rights and competition on the merits. In reaching
this conclusion, the Court assessed two alternative counterfactuals put forward by the
SCA. The SCA had assessed the effects of Nasdaq’s conduct in light of two counterfactuals
(i.e. but for the conduct); namely that, after Burgundy had placed its equipment in the
data centre, i) it would make cross-connections through Nasdaq’s co-location service, or
ii) the customers would connect to Burgundy through a network provider present in the
data centre.21

In respect of the first scenario, the Court assessed the agreements entered into between
Nasdaq and its customers, and the agreement between Nasdaq and Verizon, and concluded
that, even if Burgundy would have placed its equipment in the data centre where Nasdaq’s
equipment was located, Nasdaq would have been entitled to prevent its co-location service
being used to connect to Burgundy. Consequently, being allowed to place its equipment
in the same data centre would not have placed Burgundy in a better position. As regards
the second scenario, the Court stated that the evidence presented in the case did not show
that Burgundy had any intention of connecting to its customers through a network provider
present in the data centre and thus that scenario was purely hypothetical and unlikely.
Indeed, the second counterfactual presented by the Swedish Competition Authority was
rejected by the Court as being an “exceptionally hypothetical scenario” and therefore
irrelevant.22

It had not been argued that the agreements entered by Nasdaq, with its customers on
the one hand, and with Verizon as the data centre owner on the other, were as such
anti-competitive. As the Court found that Nasdaq had acted within its contractual rights,
the court dismissed the SCA’s claims.

19 Ibid.
20 Judgment of 6 September 2017 in Case C-413/14 P Intel v Commission ECLI:EU:C:2017:632.
21 Sarah Hoskins, 2018; Måns Gottfries, 2019.
22 Ibid.
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The SCA appealed the case, however the Patent and Market Court of Appeal on 28 June
2019, affirmed the judgment of the Patent and Market Court, that measures taken by
Nasdaq did not restrict competition. The court found that Nasdaq’s actions did not limit
competition since Burgundy was not regarded as an effective competitor to Nasdaq at the
time of the alleged anticompetitive conduct, nor did Nasdaq’s action raises barrier to
entry.23

SJ24

The leading public train operator Swedish Railway (“SJ”), former national monopoly, has
twice been investigated by the SCA. The investigations concerned the possibility that SJ
had abused its dominant position by refusing to sell the other operators train tickets on
sj.se (the SJ online sales platform).

The first investigation in 2014, the SCA did not find that it was essential for other
operators to have access to sj.se (i.e. the online sales platform was not considered to be a
so-called essential facility) in order to enter and operate trains on the railways in question.
The SCA therefore decided to drop the investigation.

In the second probe, initiated in 2018, the SCA was more inclined to understand the
complaint by the competing operators, yet decided again to close the investigation. Before
dropping the investigation, the SCA recognised that SJ’s online sales platform (sj.se) has
a “strong” market presence and that SJ strategy in reference to the platform and more
generally was not ‘business neutral’. Indeed, the SCA was suggesting that SJ had a strategy
for excluding competitors. The SCA however noted that the difficulties faced by the private
operators were “part of a larger structural problem” and that the main issue was SJ’s strong
position on the train market in combination with its position controlling the central sales
platform. The SCA stated that the remedies in the Swedish Competition Act were
insufficient to solve the problem because even though SJ might be forced to give other
operators access to its website through a competition law court action, it would not solve
the basic problem of SJ’s market strength. The SCA therefore indicated it will make the
central government aware of the structural problem and ask for the government to step
in. Perhaps the solution would be the creation of a competition-neutral train booking
website or forcing all operators to sell all other operators’ tickets and make their own tickets
available through the websites of their competitors.

23 The Patent and Market Court of Appeal, PMT 1443-18, decided 28 June 2019, http://
www.patentochmarknadsoverdomstolen.se/Domstolar/pmod/2019/1443-18.pdf.

24 SCA decision 230/2018 and 380/2018, 4 June 2019, http://www.konkurrensverket.se/globalassets/konkurrens/
beslut/18-0230-och-18-0380-beslut.pdf; See also decision from 2014, 178/2014, http://
www.konkurrensverket.se/globalassets/aktuellt/nyheter/las-beslutet-dnr-1782014-11mb.pdf.
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1a.

No, not really. In the cases referred to above, the Court and the SCA did take into
consideration, for example, the network effects, multisided markets, platform ecosystem
power, however, these features can be present outside the digital economy.

1b.

The SCA recently decided on an interim injunction vis-à-vis Bruce, a company that sells
training services from various gyms via an app to consumers.25 According to the SCA,
Bruce shall cease applying exclusive agreements with its fitness studio partners until the
SCA has reached a final decision on whether these agreements are prohibited under the
Swedish Competition Act. The decision has been upheld in the courts.26

It is unusual for the SCA to make interim decisions that prohibit action before the
investigative work has been completed. This measure highlights the importance of urgent
intervention in this case. The SCA must have concluded that Bruce’s application of the
exclusive agreements is likely to constitute a violation of the competition rules. If a company
ties up important suppliers through exclusive agreements and shuts out competitors from
buying the suppliers’ goods/services, this can have lasting consequences for competition
and the development of a new market that is in an initial stage. At the same time, the
Competition Authority has launched parallel investigations into whether similar exclusive
agreements used by other companies in the industry may be in violation of the Competition
Act.

To the author’s knowledge, there are two interesting active on going investigations
with the SCA regarding business conduct in the digital economy. Firstly, the Swedish
publicly owned gambling company is being investigated for abuse of dominant position.
The issue is whether it uses assets, belonging to the services provided that are not exposed
to competition (within its legal monopoly), to engage in competition on the online gaming
market, which recently has been open to competition. So, the theory of harm concerns
some form of cross subsidising between the monopoly side of the undertaking to the
services which are exposed to competition. Second, there is a SCA investigation against a
Municipality regarding access to public parking by private app developers that provide

25 SCA decision 572/2019, 5 December 2019.
26 The Patent and Market Court of Appeal, PMT 1691-20, decided 20 February 2020.
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payment systems for parking. The issue is whether private app developers are being excluded
when not being able to include public parking areas in their payment systems apps.27

2. Has your competition authority adapted its enforcement practices in order to keep
up with the pace of digital markets?
The SCA has initiated a sector specific inquiry regarding platforms and contracted

academic researchers to look at block chain, the online price comparison market etc. Hence
research has been conducted in the area, however it has not yet – to my knowledge –
resulted in changes, by the SCA, to policy, guidelines etc.

The sector specific inquiry found that several digital platform markets in Sweden work
well.28 In some areas, however, market participants have identified problems with platforms
restricting access to customer data or taking advantage of the fact that the same company
can be both a customer and a competitor of the platform. The problems experienced are
related to the perception that the platforms have considerable market power.

2a.

N/A

2b.

The usual enforcement tools are available for the SCA. As stated above, research by the
SCA has been conducted in the area, however it has not yet – to my knowledge – resulted
in changes to policy, guidelines etc.

2c.

Research has been conducted also at the legislative level, however – as with the research
conducted by the SCA – it has not yet resulted in changes to policy, guidelines etc.

The legislator has recently launched the idea that Sweden should initiate a renegotiation
and redrafting of the e-commerce directive, so to regulate and prohibit social platforms

27 SCA decision 230/2018 and 380/2018, 4 June 2019, http://www.konkurrensverket.se/globalassets/konkurrens/
beslut/18-0230-och-18-0380-beslut.pdf; See also decision from 2014, 178/2014, http://
www.konkurrensverket.se/globalassets/aktuellt/nyheter/las-beslutet-dnr-1782014-11mb.pdf; SCA decision
304/2018 and 327/2018 26 September 2019, http://www.konkurrensverket.se/globalassets/konkurrens/
beslut/18-304-och-18-327_beslut_gbg-stad.pdf.

28 Sektorundersökning om digitala plattformar http://www.konkurrensverket.se/globalassets/konkurrens/19-
0627_sammanfattning_sektorsundersokning-digitala-marknader_februari2020.pdf.
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to publish certain derogatory or inflammatory posts. However, this initiative is in a very
initial state, so no real proposal is on the table yet. The competition authority has, as stated
above, engaged researchers to conduct research in the areas of block chain and comparison
shopping service.

3. Is your domestic competition lawusing the consumerwelfare standard as its specific
goal?
Mainly, yes. The Swedish Competition Act has as its objective the protection of

competition on the market. Yet, no direct consumer harm needs to be proven on a
case-by-case basis.

In the Nasdaq case, the Patent and Market Appeal Court stated “that the competition
rules exist to safeguard competition in different markets with the aim of improving welfare
for Consumers […]. The rules do not exist the purpose of protecting companies that are
less ineffective […].”

3a.

N/A

3b.

The “as efficient competitor-test” was utilized in Nasdaq. The Swedish Courts are adopting
and applying the test put forward by CJEU in Post Danmark I and to some extent in Intel.

3c.

There are very few cases regarding business conduct in the digital economy originating
from Sweden, so it is difficult to say whether the welfare standard been applied consistently
in cases dealing with digital businesses or with competition between digital businesses and
incumbent operators.
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B Market definition and market power

4. How does your competition authority define the market with regard to digital
economy players?

4a.

The traditional price/product and geographic area criteria being relied on as an outset,
while to some extent taking into consideration special features present in the digital
economy such as double sidedness, network effects etc. In Nasdaq, for example, the issue
whether there was a home bias for the national stock market when investing in stocks and
bonds was taken into consideration. In Bookingdotcom-decision, the SCA indirectly
discusses the double sidedness of the online hotel booking market, and in the sj.se and
Hemnet cases dominant platforms with their specific features were addressed and discussed.

4b.

There are too few cases to answer this question. The Courts (and the Competition authority)
are aware of network effect and the possibility of tipping markets, and have taken those
aspects, and others into consideration.

4c.

There are too few cases to answer this question. The Courts, and the Competition Authority,
are aware of network effect and the possibility of tipping markets, and have taken those
aspects, and others into consideration.

4d.

See the cases described above. Hemnet and Bookingdotcom revolved around platforms that
charged the undertaking-side of the double-sided platform. Even though directly or
indirectly acknowledging the double-sided feature, the Competition Authority agreed to
define the market according the well-known criteria.

5. How is market power established in the practice of your competition authority in
cases relating to digital economy players?
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5a.

The starting point of the analysis is the market share, yet the Courts make an analysis
taking into consideration all the evidence put before them. In the Nasdaq case, the Swedish
Patent and Market Court indicated that there are difficulties in applying the presumptions
originating from high market shares on a market that is characterized by strong network
effects and tangible asymmetries in relation to customer price sensitivity. In addition, trade
fees were only a minor component of the commercial decision on selecting markets for
trading securities in a particular trading venue. Indeed, the Court thereafter proceeded to
take all evidence put forward by the parties into consideration, without the use of
presumptions or biases.

5b.

Cf. answer under a. the Swedish courts make an all-inclusive analysis taking into
consideration such aspects as total transaction value of the platform, historical facts (such
as being the old monopoly), etc.

5c.

Yes, the Swedish courts recognise that in some markets, new entrants need to reach critical
mass, and difficulties reaching critical mass can be seen as a barrier to entry. This is as
close as the court has come to acknowledge network effects as a barrier to entry.

5d.

Yes, as stated above, generally, the consensus seems to be that there are difficulties in
applying the presumptions originating from high market shares to markets that are
characterized by strong network effects etc. So, no use of presumptions.

6. Can you notice a difference in ex post assessments (abuse of dominance cases) and
ex ante assessments (concentrationmerger control cases), both in relation todefining
markets and conceptualizing market power?
Yes, generally there is a difference, but this is not digital economy specific. Generally,

in mergers you look for overlaps, while in abuse of dominance cases the relevant services
to analyse are the services provided by the alleged dominant firm.
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C Anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy

7. Whichpractices indigitalmarkets or involvingdigital businesses have been analyzed
in the decision-making practices or case law of your jurisdiction?

7a.

No cases concerning collusive behaviour on the context of the digital economy.

7b.

Price parity, tying29 and refusal to access (or interference with third-party to refuse access).
For price parity and refusal to access, cf. Bookingdotcom, Nasdaq and SJ above.
Bookingdotcom concerned the famous price parity clause, and Nasdaq with a rather unique
abuse: interfering with third-party to refuse access to a (potential) competitor, while SJ
dealt with a more straight-forward refusal to access situation.

7c.

For the Hemnet saga, cf. above.

8. What reasons have been offered by the businesses concerned to justify (prima facie)
anticompetitive behaviour?

8a.

No real efficiency defence has been put forward. The SCA however stated in Bookingdotcom
that price parity covenants could prevent free riding, which was a legitimate business
objective to pursue.

29 After several anonymous complaints from car dealers, the Swedish Competition Authority initiated a case
in 2015 that concerned Blocket.se and Bytbil.com. Both Blocket and Bytbil are part of the Schibsted Group.
According to the complaints, Blocket abused its dominant position in the advertising market through a so-
called link reservation. The connection consisted in the fact that car dealers who wanted to advertise their
vehicles on Blocket.se advertising site also had to advertise on Bytbil.com. In March 2017, Blocket.se
announced that they would change their business model. The previous arrangement with the connection
between Blocket.se and Bytbil.com would no longer apply. The changes led to the Swedish Competition
Authority close the case without taking a formal decision in June 2017. http://www.konkurrensverket.se/
nyheter/okad-konkurrens-pa-marknaden-for-bilannonser-pa-internet/.
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8b.

Yes, SCA accepted a narrow price parity clause in the Bookingdotcom case as proportionate.

8c.

The SCA did not dress the issue in reference to double or multisided markets, yet indicated,
for example in the Bookingdotcom decision that preventing free riding by the hotels did
inter alia prevent the narrow clause to be considered anticompetitive.

8d.

Cf. under a. The SCA stated in Bookingdotcom that price parity covenants could prevent
free riding, which was a legitimate objective to pursue.

9. Have you witnessed the emergence of specific theories of harm tailored to digital
markets?
No, not really. Of course, platforms are acknowledged as providing specific form of

services, which can reflect special relevant markets, but still the classical forms of harm,
e.g. non access or tying etc, are still used.

9a.

N/A

9b.

There are too few cases to answer this question. The Courts, and the Competition Authority,
may mention innovation, yet the cases decided so far did not focus on the innovation issue.

9c.

In Nasdaq, the Swedish Patent and Market Court indicated that although Article 2 of
Council Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 explicitly governs the distribution of the burden of
proof, the regulation does not contain any specific provisions on the principles of evidence
evaluation and evidence requirements to be applied in a national procedure. Instead, it is
up to the Member States, according to the principle of national process autonomy, to
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prescribe such provisions, with application of the principles of equivalence and efficiency
(Case C-74/14 Eturas and others, EU:C:2016:42, paragraphs 30-32). If too lenient evidence
requirements are applied in national courts, this can be considered contrary to the
presumption of innocence by Union law (Eturas, paragraphs 38 to 41). Conversely, too
strict evidence requirements can conflict with the efficiency principle (Eturas, paragraphs
35-37).

Against this background, Swedish procedural law must therefore be applied regarding
issues of evidence. However, in accordance with the principle of efficiency, the Swedish
rules of evidence shall be applied in a manner that results in the application of the provisions
of Chapter 2. Section 7 of the Competition Act in a manner that is in line with EU law.
For example, if Swedish Courts were to apply a much stricter standard of proof than the
ECJ on substantive provisions this could mean that Sweden allowed procedures that would
be considered violations if they were subject to an EU judicial review.

Thus, although there is basically national process autonomy, the assessment of the
issues concerning evidence evaluation and evidence requirements in a case of antitrust
harm is made with regard to the practice that has been developed within Union law. It will
be crucial to apply and interpret Swedish law on the burden of proof and evidence
requirements in such a way that the effects of the Swedish substantive regulations are in
line with EU law (cf. judgment of the Patent and Market Court on 24 November 2016
PMT 7499-16).

In cases concerning infringements of Article 102 TFEU, Union law requires that the
Commission provides accurate and consistent evidence that the violation has taken place.
However, such evidence is not required for every part of the alleged infringement. It is
sufficient that an overall assessment of all the evidence relied upon shows the existence of
the circumstances which constitute the infringement (see Case T-321/05 AstraZeneca v
Commission, EU: T: 2010: 266, paragraph 477 with references therein).

Based on Swedish procedural law, the terms “show / strength” in EU law are answered
in practice similar to the evidentiary value of “proven / proven” (see Patent and Market
Court’s judgment on November 24, 2016 in PMT 7499-16).

10. What kind of remedies have been employed in cases relating to digital markets. Do
you see any differences to remedies in other markets?
N/A.
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D Regulatory overlap and enforcement challenges

11. Has there been any overlap in practice between ex ante regulation aimed at
controlling market behaviour – such as, but not limited to, consumer protection
legislation, the proposed platform Regulation, the GDPR, the geo-blocking
Regulation, the ePrivacyDirective and/or proposed ePrivacyRegulation, or similar
national instruments of legislation in relation to most favoured nation clauses–
and the enforcement practice of competition authorities?
No.

11a.

The legislator has tried to appoint the best suited authority for each ex ante sector specific
or specialised regulation. Apart from pointing out the specific authorities, the legislator
has not produced any guidance on how overlaps should be addressed.

11b.

N/A

12. Which authorities are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital
economy in your jurisdiction?
Swedish Competition Authority, and to some extent the Swedish Post and Telecom

Authority (PTS) are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital economy.
PTS monitors the electronic communications and postal sectors in Sweden. PTS uses sector
specific regulations (including the national rules originating from the ePrivacy Directive)
and deal with consumer and competition issues, efficient utilisation of resources and secure
communications. The Consumer Authority will enforce the Geo-blocking Regulation in
reference to consumers, while the Swedish Trade Commission has been given a prominent
position to promote and inform the public both in reference to the Geo-blocking Regulation
and the Platform Regulation. The GDPR is governed by its own authority, the Swedish
Data Protection Authority.

12a.

No.
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12b.

N/A

12c.

They are able to collaborate to certain extent. However, they are different authorities and
are obliged to follow rules regarding confidentiality and secrecy in reference to the exchange
of documents and information. The procedural legal system and doctrines regarding
collaborations between the independent authorities are based on Constitutional principles
and case law, and are quite complicated. Often authorities find that exchanging information
may be difficult and an independent analysis whether it is within their constitutional right
to exchange information need to be conducted case-by-case.

12d.

Yes, generally the decisions can be reviewed by the court. There is not one specific court
dealing with both competition law and the ex ante regulations stated above. Generally,
administrative decisions by authorities are reviewed by the administrative court system,
while civil and criminal law matters are reviewed by the district court system. The Patent
and Market Court and the Patent and Market Court of Appeal are specialised courts within
the district court system that came into being on September 1, 2016. Essentially, the two
courts hear all cases and matters in the country relating to intellectual property law,
competition law and marketing law.
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Switzerland

Alexandra Telychko*

A La politique de concurrence à l’ère du numérique: changement

de point focal?

1. Quelles sont les affaires les plus importantes relatives à l’économie numérique (qui
ont trait aux prestataires de services numériques ou à la concurrence entre ces
opérateurs et des opérateurs économiques traditionnels) dont votre autorité de
concurrence a eu à connaitre?
L’expansion du marché numérique a entraîné des changements durables dans le

comportement des consommateurs suisses, plus de 72 % d’entre eux ayant effectué au
moins un achat en ligne en 20171.

Dans sa décision de principe du 11 juillet 2011 sur les entraves au commerce en ligne2,
la Commission de la concurrence (Comco) a estimé que les interdictions de ventes en ligne
par les fabricants (en l’espèce, dans un système de distribution sélective) aux revendeurs
pouvaient être qualifiées d’interdictions des ventes passives et affecter de manière notable
la concurrence. Selon la Comco, ces interdictions de vente en ligne sont en principe illicites
et les ventes sur Internet ne peuvent être restreintes que sous certaines conditions très
strictes3.

L’enquête était dirigée contre Electrolux AG et V-Zug AG, active dans le domaine des
appareils électroménagers. Electrolux AG avait totalement interdit à ses détaillants la vente
sur Internet; V-Zug, a concurrente, n’autorisait la vente sur Internet que de manière très
restrictive. Pour la Comco, les comportements d’Electrolux AG et V-Zug AG constituent
des accords illicites en matière de concurrence au sens de l’art. 5 al. 1 Loi sur les cartels
(LCart)4. La Comco estime qu’il est en particulier déterminant que les produits puissent

* Alexandra Telychko est avocate stagiaire en l’étude LALIVE à Genève. Elle rédige actuellement une thèse
en droit de la concurrence sous la direction du Prof. Christian Bovet sur l’innovation dans le contrôle des
concentrations. Contact: atelychko@lalive.law. Toutes les pages Web ont été consultées pour la dernière
fois le 26 février 2020.

1 Office Fédéral des Statistiques, “Le e-commerce en Suisse, de 2010 à 2017”, p. 1, https://www.bfs.admin.ch/
bfsstatic/dam/assets/6226864/master.

2 Décision de la Comco DPC/RPW/2011/3 – Behinderung des Online-Handels, p. 371; résumé in: C. Bovet
et A. Alberini, “Recent developments in Swiss competition law”, SZW 2012, p. 153; J. Xoudis, “Droit de la
concurrence”, JdT 2012 I, p. 107.

3 Décision de la Comco Behinderung des Online-Handels (note 2), para 190.
4 RS 251.
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être vendus via des magasins en ligne, Internet représentant un canal de distribution
particulièrement compétitif.

Bien que, dans le cas d’espèce, la Comco n’a pas retenu que les importations parallèles
ont été empêchées, elle a rejeté les arguments des parties, selon lesquels l’interdiction des
ventes en ligne était nécessaire pour les raisons d’image de marque, pour lutter contre le
parasitisme (free riding) et afin de pouvoir conseiller les clients avant l’achat. L’affaire s’est
soldée par l’accord amiable, aux termes duquel les parties se sont obligées à autoriser les
distributeurs agréés à vendre les produits sur Internet, selon les modalités fixées.

Dans une décision du 30 juin 20145, la Comco a confirmé sa pratique dans le domaine
du commerce en ligne. En l’espèce, la société Jura avait conclu un accord avec ses
distributeurs, prévoyant qu’il était renoncé au commerce en ligne des machines à café Jura.
Il existait initialement des indices selon lesquels, Jura aurait refusé de fournir les prestations
de réparation et garantie pour les machines à café vendues en ligne. Au terme de l’enquête,
la Comco a précisé que ce refus ne concernait que les ventes effectuées hors du réseau de
distribution de Jura. Ainsi, d’une manière conforme à la jurisprudence de la CJUE, ce refus
ne constitue pas une violation du droit de la concurrence.

À l’instar d’autres autorités de la concurrence dans l’Union européenne, la Comco a
interdit les clauses anticoncurrentielles de plateformes de réservation d’hôtels6. Suite à une
enquête menée contre Booking.com, Expedia et HRS, la Comco a interdit aux gestionnaires
de plateformes de réservation de restreindre d’une façon générale les hôtels dans leur
politique d’offre. En effet, les plateformes se montraient très strictes envers les hôtels, en
leur imposant les “clauses de parité large”, de manière à contraindre les hôteliers à offrir
les mêmes prix et afficher les mêmes disponibilités de chambres sur tous les canaux de
distribution. Ainsi, les hôtels ne pouvaient pas proposer d’offres plus avantageuses sur des
canaux de distribution pratiquant des commissions plus basses7.

S’agissant du marché pertinent, la Comco a considéré que les plateformes de réservation
en ligne ne sont pas substituables aux autres canaux de distribution et qu’elles sont en
concurrence les unes avec les autres. Ainsi, les plateformes de réservation en ligne
constituent le marché en cause8.

Pour la Comco, l’utilisation de clauses de parité générale constitue une violation de
l’art. 5 para 1 LCart, mais pas de l’art. 5 para 4 LCart, puisque les plateformes agissent en

5 Décision de la Comco DPC/RPW/2014/2 – Jura, p. 407; résumé in: C. Bovet et A. Alberini, “Recent devel-
opments in Swiss competition law”, SZW 2015, p. 42.

6 Décision de la Comco DPC/RPW/2016/1 – Online-Buchungsplattformen für Hotels, p. 128; résumé in: C.
Bovet et A. Alberini, “Recent developments in Swiss competition law”, SZW 2017, p. 102.

7 Décision de la Comco Online-Buchungsplattformen für Hotels (note 6), para 33 ss.
8 Ibid., para 176 ss.
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tant qu’intermédiaires et non des distributeurs. En outre, les clauses de parité n’entraînent
pas d’augmentation des prix à l’égard des clients9.

L’enquête de la Comco n’a pas permis de confirmer les indices d’un éventuel abus de
position dominante10. Dans sa décision, la Comco ne s’est pas non plus prononcée sur les
clauses de parité tarifaire au sens restreint, au titre desquelles un hôtel s’engage vis-à-vis
d’une plateforme de réservation à ne pas offrir, sur son propre site Internet, de chambres
à des prix inférieurs à ceux que l’on trouve sur la plateforme de réservation.

Par la suite, le conseiller Pirmin Bischof a déposé une motion11, chargeant le Conseil
fédéral d’élaborer les modifications législatives nécessaires afin d’interdire aux plateformes
de réservation d’hôtels de faire recourir à des clauses de parité de prix. Le Conseil fédéral
a recommandé le rejet de la proposition, car il est incertain dans quelle mesure les clauses
de parité au sens restreint entravent la concurrence efficace. Selon le Conseil fédéral, il
faudrait davantage faire confiance à la Comco et au Surveillant des prix, et ne pas intervenir
prématurément par des interdictions législatives. Approuvée à une très large majorité par
le Conseil national, après l’adoption par le Conseil des États, il appartient désormais au
Conseil fédéral de mettre en œuvre la motion, même si nous ignorons quelles mesures
concrètes il proposera.

Dans le domaine d’abus de positions dominantes, nous pouvons citer le classement de
la procédure contre Apple dans le cadre d’une enquête préalable12. Les faits concernaient
la solution de paiement mobile Apple Pay, destinée aux appareils Apple. La solution de
paiement est configurée d’une façon à ce qu’Apple Pay démarre automatiquement pour
permettre le processus de paiement par Apple Pay lorsque l’appareil mobile d’Apple se
trouve à proximité d’un terminal de paiement. La solution concurrente suisse TWINT
implique pour le client, souhaitant de procéder au paiement avec son appareil mobile, de
scanner un code QR sur l’écran du terminal de paiement. Ainsi, il existe un risque qu’Apple
Pay ne démarre pas automatiquement pendant ce processus et qu’il n’interrompe pas
l’application TWINT. Apple s’est engagée auprès la Comco de mettre immédiatement à
la disposition de TWINT la solution technique afin d’empêcher le démarrage automatique
d’Apple Pay pendant le processus de paiement avec l’application TWINT.

La Comco a eu également à se prononcer sur une série de concentrations dans les
secteurs relevant de l’économie numérique. On peut citer l’interdiction d’opération de
concentration de Ticketcorner avec Starticket, prononcée en 2017 par la Comco13, la

9 Ibid., para 166 ss.
10 Ibid., para 412 ss.
11 https://www.parlament.ch/fr/ratsbetrieb/suche-curia-vista/geschaeft?AffairId=20163902.
12 Décision de la Comco DPC/RPW/2019/1, p. 33.
13 Décision de la Comco DPC/RPW/2018/3 – Ticketcorner Holding AG/Tamedia AG/Ticketcorner AG/Starticket

AG; p. 616; résumé in: C. Bovet et A. Alberini, “Recent developments in Swiss competition law”, SZW 2018,
p. 73.
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nouvelle entité renforçant une position dominante capable de supprimer la concurrence
efficace sur le marché de la distribution de billets par un tiers.

Tant Ticketcorner que Starticket sont présentes sur deux marchés distincts. D’une part,
elle offrent aux organisateurs de concerts et spectacles des services de distribution pour
leurs billets d’entrée, qui comprennent tant la vente physique que la vente en ligne de billets
(distribution par un tiers), de même que la promotion des spectacles (via publicité dans
les médias et présence sur les réseaux sociaux). D’autre part, Ticketcorner et Starticket
mettent à disposition des organisateurs des solutions informatiques leur permettant de
distribuer leurs billets eux-mêmes (autodistribution).

À la fin de l’examen approfondi, la Comco a considéré que le marché de
l’autodistribution n’aurait pas été problématique. En revanche, des indices forts font penser
que Ticketcorner détient déjà une position dominante sur le marché de la distribution par
un tiers. Ainsi, l’opération envisagée aurait permis aux deux entreprises de contrôler le
marché suisse de la distribution par un tiers, capable de supprimer la concurrence efficace
sur ce marché.

Dans le cadre de son analyse, la Comco s’est intéressée tant à la position des entreprises
actives actuellement sur le marché qu’à des entrées potentielles de nouveaux acteurs. La
Comco a en outre examiné l’évolution du marché et le rôle joué par des entreprises comme
Spotify, Facebook ou encore Google. La Comco est parvenue à la conclusion que les acteurs
actuels et potentiels, ainsi que l’utilisation des nouvelles technologies, n’étaient pas en l’état
suffisamment importants pour permettre de discipliner le comportement de la nouvelle
entité. En l’absence de charges ou conditions permettant de pallier aux risques soulevés
par l’opération, la Comco l’a interdite.

Parmi les enquêtes en cours de la Comco, on peut citer celle menée à l’encontre de
plusieurs établissements financiers suisses, portant sur un boycott supposé de solutions
de paiement mobiles proposées par des prestataires internationaux comme Apple Pay et
Samsung Pay14. La Comco cherche à établir si plusieurs établissements financiers suisses
se sont entendus pour favoriser la solution suisse TWINT au détriment des solutions
mobiles des prestataires internationaux comme Apple Pay et Samsung Pay.

2. Est-ce que votre autorité de concurrence a adapté sa stratégie d’applicationdudroit
de la concurrence afinde saisir les évolutions constatées sur lesmarchésnumériques?
La Comco a révisé sa Communication sur les accords verticaux (CommVert)15 à

plusieurs reprises afin de développer sa pratique en la matière (conformément à celle de

14 Décision de la Comco DPC/RPW/2019/1, p. 33.
15 Décision de la Comco du 28.6.2010 (FF 2017 4237), DPC/RPW/2017/2 p. 369.
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la Commission européenne) s’agissant du caractère passif des ventes de biens et services
sur Internet16.

Suite à l’arrêt «Coty»17, la Comco a également mis à jour la Note explicative relative à
la Communication sur les accords verticaux18 en ce qui concerne la validité d’une
interdiction de la vente des produits de luxe sur les plateformes dans un réseau de
distribution sélective19.

La Comco présente tous les ans son rapport annuel, faisant un résumé de l’année écoulée
et attirant l’attention sur ses priorités et politique qu’elle entend suivre. Dans un de ses
rapports, la Comco s’est penchée sur la numérisation de l’économie et les questions de
droit de la concurrence qui en découlent20. La Comco fait référence notamment aux
nouveaux types d’accords, qui peuvent empêcher les acteurs de l’économie numérique de
se développer comme ils le souhaitent et aux entreprises dominantes qui peuvent tenter
indûment de restreindre l’accès aux ressources en ligne. Méfiante, elle met en garde contre
les règlementations hâtives en la matière, qui peuvent limiter la concurrence plutôt que
de créer des conditions de concurrence équitables à cause d’une mauvaise compréhension
des nouveaux développements.

L’affaire déjà évoquée, relative aux clauses de parité tarifaires imposées par les
plateformes de réservation hôtelière21, est un bon exemple de réaction de la Comco. Dans
sa décision, la Comco s’est uniquement prononcée sur les clauses de parité au sens large,
laissant la question relative à licéité des clauses de parité au sens restreint. Si d’autres
investigations venaient à révéler qu’elles limitent également la concurrence de manière
illicite, la Comco pourrait de nouveau intervenir en exécution de la LCart. C’est une
possibilité qu’elle s’est d’ailleurs clairement réservée dans sa décision.

Le Conseil fédéral a approuvé en 2017 le rapport sur les principales conditions-cadres
pour l’économie numérique22, qui dresse un état des lieux dans le cadre de la stratégie
“Suisse numérique”, dont deux chapitres sont pertinents pour le présent rapport, à savoir
celui qui porte sur les plateformes d’hébergement23 et celui sur la politique de la
concurrence24.

16 CommVert, ch. 3.
17 Arrêt du 6 décembre 2017, aff. C-230/16, Coty Germany GmbH v. Parfümerie Akzente GmbH,

ECLI:EU:C:2017:941.
18 Note explicative de la Comco sur la Communication concernant l’appréciation des accords verticaux du

12 juin 2017, DPC/RPW 2017/2, p. 393.
19 Note explicative de la Comco CommVert, ch. 24.
20 Rapport annuel 2016 de la Comco, DPC/RPW 2017/1, p. 34.
21 Décision de la Comco Online-Buchungsplattformen für Hotels (note 6).
22 Conseil fédéral, “Rapport sur les principales conditions-cadre pour l’économie numérique”, 11 janvier 2017,

https://www.newsd.admin.ch/newsd/message/attachments/46894.pdf.
23 Ibid., Chapitre 5, p. 95 ss.
24 Ibid., Chapitre 7, p. 158 ss.
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Dans son rapport, le Conseil fédéral s’attache à caractériser le modèle de l’économie
de partage et étudie les moteurs qui lui sont sous-jacents, s’intéressant notamment aux
plateformes qui permettent les transactions directes entre utilisateurs et prestataires. D’un
point de vue économique, il salue les évolutions relatives à l’économie du partage, car elles
permettent d’utiliser plus efficacement les ressources et de renforcer la concurrence.
L’économie du partage soulève toutefois aussi la question de la protection des
consommateurs et de la couverture sociale. L’étude vise à identifier d’éventuelles lacunes
du droit et, le cas échéant, à proposer des adaptations, tout en gardant à l’esprit que les
règlementations étatiques ne sont pas là pour protéger certains acteurs du marché face à
de nouveaux modèles d’affaires ou à de nouveaux concurrents. Le Conseil fédéral souligne
que les innovations technologiques peuvent même ponctuellement diminuer la nécessité
de règlementer. Il précise que les «nouvelles formes d’offres» de l’économie de partage ne
doivent pas systématiquement être soumises aux mêmes règles que les offres habituelles,
et conclut en disant que le cadre légal actuel offre, déjà aujourd’hui, une grande souplesse
aux organes d’exécution et autorités compétentes en ce qui concerne l’économie de partage.

La stratégie “Suisse numérique” a finalement été adoptée en 2018 pour les deux
prochaines années25. Dans ce cadre, le Conseil fédéral entend créer notamment un groupe
de travail sur l’intelligence artificielle. Afin d’assurer la création de valeur, la croissance et
la prospérité, le Conseil fédéral indique son souhait d’éliminer les entraves à l’entrée sur
le marché pour permettre aux entreprises innovantes de prospérer et à la concurrence de
se renforcer26, sans pour autant indiquer les moyens par lesquels il entend y parvenir.

3. Est-ce que votre autorité de concurrence emploie le critère de bien-être du
consommateur comme finalité assignée au droit de la concurrence?
La LCart se fonde prioritairement sur l’art. 96 de la Constitution fédérale (Cst.)27, qui

concerne la politique en matière de concurrence, mais son préambule ne mentionne pas
l’art. 97 al. 1 Cst., qui permet à la Confédération de prendre des mesures afin de protéger
les consommateurs et les consommatrices28.

Cependant, l’une des fonctions principales du droit de la concurrence, si ce n’est la
plus importante, est la protection, l’accroissement ou la maximisation du bien-être des
consommateurs (consumer welfare)29. La Comco en tient compte dans l’application du

25 Office Fédéral de la Communication, “Stratégie “Suisse numérique”, rapport du 5 septembre 2008”, https://
www.bakom.admin.ch/dam/bakom/fr/dokumente/informationsgesellschaft/strategie2018/strategie%20
digitale%20schweiz.pdf.download.pdf/strategie%20suisse%20num%C3%A9rique%20FR.pdf.

26 Ibid., p. 9.
27 RS 101.
28 Ce qui est critiqué par Prof. Zäch: Zäch R., “Schweizerisches Karellrecht”, Stämpfli Verlag AG 2002, Bern,

p. 62 N 139.
29 Martenet V. et Heinemann A., “Droit de la concurrence”, Schulthess 2012, Zurich, p. 32.
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droit30, sans faire de distinction entre les fournisseurs de services numériques et les
opérateurs traditionnels.

B La définition du marché et le pouvoir de marché

4. Comment votre autorité de concurrence définit-elle lemarché à l’égard des acteurs
de l’économie numérique? etQuestion 5:Dans la pratique, comment votre autorité
de la concurrence définit-elle le pouvoir demarché dans les affaires qui impliquent
des acteurs de l’économie numérique?

Définition du marché pertinent

Dans les affaires relatives aux abus de position dominante, la Comco se réfère par analogie
aux règles applicables en matière de contrôle des concentrations. Conformément à l’art.
11 ch. 3 let. a de l’Ordonnance sur le contrôle des concentrations (OCCE)31, le marché des
produits en cause comprend tous les produits ou services que les partenaires potentiels de
l’échange considèrent comme substituables en raison de leurs caractéristiques et de l’usage
auquel ils sont destinés. Le marché géographique en cause est défini comme celui qui
comprend le territoire sur lequel les partenaires potentiels de l’échange sont engagés du
côté de l’offre ou de la demande pour les produits ou services qui composent le marché
de produits32. D’un point de vue temporel, il convient d’examiner si certains biens ou
services qui permettent une substitution en termes de produits ou de géographie sont
disponibles toute l’année ou pour une certaine période seulement.

Les autorités suisses se fondent généralement sur le critère de l’élasticité-prix croisée
et sur le critère d’augmentation faible mais significative et durable de prix (le test SSNIP)
pour déterminer le marché en cause33. Dans le cadre d’une affaire d’abus de position
dominante, il convient d’apprécier si la partie prétendument défavorisée sur le marché
(par exemple les partenaires commerciaux de l’entreprise dominante) pouvait se tourner
vers d’autres prestataires du point de vue de produits, de géographie et du temps34. S’il
existe des offres alternatives raisonnables, il est probable que l’entreprise concernée ne soit
pas dominante sur le marché visé.

30 Voir en particulier Décision de la Comco DPC/RPW/2010/3 – France Télécom/Sunrise, p. 499, notamment
para 43, 359 et surtout 412; cf. aussi arrêt du Tribunal fédéral, DPC/RPW 2007/1, p. 129, consid. 11.

31 RS 251.4.
32 Art. 11 al. 3 let. b OCCE.
33 Arrêt du Tribunal fédéral, DPC/RPW 2013/1 – Publigroupe, p. 114.
34 S’agissant de la substituabilité de l’offre et de la demande, voir décisions de la Comco DPC/RPW/1997/3 –

Migros/Globus, p. 364 ss. et DPC/RPW/1998/3 – Bell/SEG-Poulets, p. 394 ss.
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La Comco a une approche différenciée en ce qui concerne les définitions de marché à
l’égard des acteurs de l’économie numérique, selon que les produits et services sont
disponibles à la fois en ligne et hors-ligne, ou uniquement en ligne. Si des produits (et des
services, en raisonnant par analogie, sans qu’aucune décision ait été rendue à cet égard)
sont disponibles en ligne et hors-ligne, la Comco s’est abstenue de définir des marchés en
ligne et hors ligne distincts pour ces produits. À la place, elle a jugé que les ventes en ligne
devraient être considérées comme une forme de ventes passives du produit35.

Selon la Comco, les ventes directes fournies uniquement en ligne (par exemple, par les
hôtels via leur site) sont distinctes des services fournis par les plateformes en ligne. Il semble
donc y avoir à cet égard une distinction entre les services en ligne et les services
traditionnels. En 2015, la Comco s’est également demandé s’il convenait de définir un
marché distinct pour les plateformes de commerce électronique sur lesquelles les biens et
services sont proposés. Elle s’est toutefois abstenue de poursuivre son enquête et a laissé
la question ouverte36.

Définition de la position dominante

Selon l’art. 4 al. 2 LCart, par entreprises dominant le marché, on entend une ou plusieurs
entreprises qui sont à même, en matière d’offre ou de demande, de se comporter de manière
essentiellement indépendante par rapport aux autres participants au marché (concurrents,
fournisseurs ou acheteurs). Le texte entre parenthèses a été ajouté lors de la modification
de la loi en 2003. Selon le Message du Conseil fédéral, l’objectif de cette modification est
de faire en sorte que les autorités ne se fondent pas uniquement sur les données relatives
à la structure du marché pour déterminer si une entreprise est dominante, mais qu’elles
prennent également en considération les relations réelles de dépendance vis-à-vis du
marché. La Comco a eu l’occasion de se prononcer sur cette modification de l’art. 4 al. 237.
De manière générale, elle a confirmé la conception antérieure de la position dominante
(c’est-à-dire la capacité de se comporter de manière indépendante sur le marché), mais a
en plus précisé dans quelles circonstances les relations de dépendance réelles tomberaient
également dans le champ de l’art. 4 al. 2 LCart (et seraient par conséquent soumises aux
règles sur les abus de position dominante). Selon la formulation de l’art. 4 al. 2 LCart, une
position dominante peut exister sur le marché tant du côté de l’offre que de la demande.

Il n’existe pas de seuils statutaires au-dessus desquels une entreprise doit être considérée
comme détenant une position dominante en droit suisse. En règle générale, les parts de

35 Décision de la Comco Behinderung des Online-Handels (note 2), para 111 et ss, para 114 et ss.
36 Décision de la Comco DPC/RPW 2015/4 – Coop/Swisscom, p. 76, para 48.
37 Décisions de la Comco DPC/RPW/2005/1 – CoopForte, p. 149 ss.; DPC/RPW/2008/1 – Migros/Denner, p.

129 ss.
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marché inférieures à 20 % ne sont pas considérées comme conférant une position dominante
à une entreprise. Des parts de marché comprises entre 20 % et 40 % ne confèrent
généralement pas de position dominante à une entreprise, sauf en présence de circonstances
particulières. Des parts de marché égales ou supérieures à 40 % constituent un indice de
position dominante38, à moins que des circonstances particulières ne permettent de nier
une telle position dominante.

En tout état de cause, les parts de marché constituent de simples indices et ne constituent
jamais en soi une preuve suffisante de position dominante. Dans la pratique, la Comco
procède à une analyse approfondie des caractéristiques du marché, telles que la situation
des concurrents (concurrence actuelle), les barrières à l’entrée sur le marché (concurrence
potentielle) et la position de l’autre partie sur le marché (le contrepoids exercé). Une telle
analyse est effectuée même dans les cas où la définition du marché en cause révèle des
parts de marché de 100 pour cent39.

Conformément à la pratique de la Commission européenne, la Comco évalue la pression
concurrentielle et la position sur le marché de l’entreprise potentiellement dominante et
de ses concurrents. Elle tient également compte de la pression concurrentielle due à
l’expansion imminente de concurrents déjà existants ou à l’arrivée imminente de nouveaux
fournisseurs sur le marché. Enfin, la Comco évalue la pression concurrentielle due au
pouvoir de négociation de l’autre côté du marché (c’est-à-dire la puissance d’achat
compensatrice). Dans sa pratique récente, la Comco n’a analysé la position concurrentielle
du côté opposé du marché qu’en cas de position dominante collective. En fait, la Comco
semble être d’avis que, bien que l’effet disciplinaire de la puissance d’achat compensatrice
puisse empêcher les abus dans des cas individuels, il établit ou rétablit les fonctions
dynamiques d’une concurrence effective.

38 Voir par exemple arrêt du Tribunal fédéral DPC/RPW/2003/1 – Plakatierung in der Stadt Luzern, p. 84,
dans lequel une part de marché supérieure à 50% a été considérée comme suffisante pour retenir une
position dominante. Dans un arrêt plus récent du Tribunal fédéral, les parts de marché supérieures au seul
de 50% ont été considérées comme un indice de position dominante (Arrêt du Tribunal fédéral, DPC/RPW
2013/1 – Publigroupe, p. 130).

39 Décision de la Comco DPC/RPW/2008/2 – Terminierungsgebühren beim SMS-Versand via Large Account,
p. 242.
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6. Avez-vous remarquédesdifférences entre les examens ex-post (cas d’abusdeposition
dominante) et les examens ex-ante (cas de contrôles des concentrations) dans le
cadre de la définition du marché pertinent et de la détermination du pouvoir de
marché?
Nous n’avons pas remarqué des différences entre les examens ex-post (cas d’abus de

position dominante) et les examens ex-ante (cas de contrôles des concentrations) dans le
cadre de la définition du marché pertinent et de la détermination du pouvoir de marché.

C Pratiques anticoncurrentielles dans l’économie numérique

7. Quelles sont les pratiques propres au marché numérique ou impliquant des
entreprises numériques qui ont été analysées dans le cadre de décisions adoptées
dans votre juridiction?
Jusqu’à présent, la pratique en matière d’abus de position dominante sur le marché

numérique en Suisse est limitée. La Comco n’a enquêté sur des telles pratiques que dans
un seul cas, concernant les plateformes de réservation hôtelière en ligne, où il existait des
indices selon lesquels booking.com pourrait détenir une position dominante. Toutefois,
la Comco n’a trouvé aucun indice de comportement abusif40.

Généralement, tout type de comportement constitutif d’un abus dans l’espace
traditionnel (hors ligne) est également susceptible de constituer un abus dans l’espace en
ligne. Il peut s’agir notamment des pratiques visées à l’art. 7 al. 2 LCart, telles que:
– le refus d’entretenir des relations commerciales (par exemple refus de livrer ou d’acheter

des marchandises);
– la discrimination de partenaires commerciaux en matière de prix ou d’autres conditions

commerciales;
– le fait d’imposer des prix ou d’autres conditions commerciales inéquitables;
– la sous-enchère en matière de prix ou d’autres conditions commerciales, dirigée contre

un concurrent déterminé;
– la limitation de la production, des débouchés ou du développement technique;
– le fait de subordonner la conclusion de contrats à la condition que les partenaires

acceptent ou fournissent des prestations supplémentaires.

40 Décision de la Comco Online-Buchungsplattformen für Hotels (note 6), para 458.
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Les concentrations impliquant les entreprises numériques

La Comco a analysé plusieurs cas de concentrations impliquant les entreprises actives dans
l’économie numérique.

L’une des plus grandes transactions dans le secteur d’Internet en Suisse fut l’acquisition
par Swisscom Directories’ de Search41. Le but de la transaction était de créer une alternative
à Google et aux réseaux sociaux tels que Facebook dans le domaine des annuaires au niveau
suisse. Si cette opération devait permettre des synergies, notamment en ce qui concerne
le développement de nouvelles technologies, Swisscom Directories envisage toutefois de
conserver à la fois les sites local.ch et search.ch, tous deux des annuaires en ligne, et
d’exploiter ces plateformes séparément42.

Dans le secteur de la publicité, la Comco a approuvé la création d’une nouvelle entreprise
commune entre SSR, Swisscom et Ringier43. Du point de vue du droit de la concurrence,
la nouvelle entreprise opérerait sur quatre marchés en cause, à savoir: le marché de la
distribution et du placement du temps publicitaire télévisé, le marché de la distribution et
du placement du temps publicitaire radio, le marché de la distribution et du placement
d’espaces publicitaires en ligne et le marché de la distribution et du placement d’espaces
publicitaires dans les médias imprimés44. L’une des questions essentielles était de savoir si
ces marchés distincts convergent à un point tel qu’ils pourraient être considérés comme
un seul grand marché.

En ce qui concerne l’appréciation matérielle de l’opération, la Comco est allée au-delà
de son approche traditionnelle et s’est demandée s’il n’y aurait pas une création de position
dominante pouvant éliminer une concurrence efficace, notamment en raison d’un très
grand ensemble de données, d’important savoir-faire technique, des systèmes dont disposent
déjà les parties, ainsi que des synergies et des effets de réseau potentiels45.

Compte tenu de la convergence croissante des marchés et de l’évolution rapide de
l’innovation dans le domaine de la publicité, la Comco a finalement conclu, à la fin de la
Phase II, que l’opération devrait être entreprise avec la plus grande prudence; qu’une

41 Décision de la Comco DPC/RPW/2015/3 – Stellungnahme vom 23. März 2015 in Sachen Zusammen-
schlussvorhaben betreffend Swisscom Directories AG/Search.ch AG, p. 375; résumé in: C. Bovet et A. Alberini,
“Recent developments in Swiss competition law”, SZW 2016, p. 93.

42 Décision de la Comco Stellungnahme vom 23. März 2015 in Sachen Zusammenschlussvorhaben betreffend
Swisscom Directories AG/Search.ch AG (note 41), para 2 ss.

43 Décision de la Comco DPC/RPW 2016/1 – Stellungnahme vom 14. Dezember 2015 in Sachen Zusammen-
schlussvorhaben betreffend Schweizerische Radio- und Fernsehgesellschaft/Swisscom AG/Ringier AG, p. 299,
en particulier para 118; résumé in: C. Bovet et A. Alberini, “Recent developments in Swiss competition
law”, SZW 2017, p. 106.

44 Décision de la Comco Stellungnahme vom 14. Dezember 2015 in Sachen Zusammenschlussvorhaben betreffend
Schweizerische Radio- und Fernsehgesellschaft/Swisscom AG/Ringier AG (note 41), para 240.

45 Idem, para 244.
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position dominante devrait voir le jour dans un délai de deux à trois ans et qu’une analyse
concrète ex-post devrait intervenir sur la base de l’article 7 LCart à ce moment-là46.

Dans sa décision relative au partenariat entre les entreprises Coop et Swisscom, la
Comco a laissé ouverte la question de savoir s’il convient de définir un marché en cause
distinct pour les plateformes de commerce électronique47.

8. Quelles sont les raisons qui ont été avancées par les entreprises concernées afin de
justifier des comportements anti-concurrentiels?
De manière générale, les accords illicites ne peuvent être justifiés que pour des raisons

d’efficacité économique, justification qui, jusqu’à présent, a rarement été admise dans la
pratique.

Dans une des affaires, les parties se sont prévalues de l’argument de lutte contre le
parasitisme (free riding), dans le sens où les détaillants en ligne profiteraient gratuitement
des investissements des détaillants qui disposent d’un point de vente physique. La Comco
est restée sceptique à cet égard, et a explicitement soutenu que:
– les ventes non supervisées ont lieu non seulement en ligne, mais aussi dans les points

de vente physique (bricks-and-mortar retailers);
– les détaillants disposant d’un point de vente physique peuvent également profiter des

informations fournies par les revendeurs en ligne, et pas seulement l’inverse;
– tous les consommateurs ne veulent pas des conseils, de l’information et une présentation

dans un magasin physique; avant de conclure que
– le parasitisme ne peut donc pas être invoqué pour justifier l’interdiction de la vente en

ligne48.

9. Avez-vouspu remarquer lanaissancede théories dupréjudice spécifiques au contexte
numérique?

Théories du préjudice

Jusqu’à présent, nous n’avons pas remarqué la naissance de théories du préjudice spécifiques
au contexte numérique.

En matière du contrôle des concentrations, le critère de base en Suisse est celui de la
création ou de renforcement de la position dominante sur le marché. En appliquant ce

46 Idem, para 245 ss, et notamment para 311 ss.
47 Décision de la Comco DPC/RPW/2015/4 -Coop/Swisscom, p.760, para 48; résumé in: C. Bovet et A. Alberini,

“Recent developments in Swiss competition law”, SZW 2017 p. 108.
48 Décision de la Comco Behinderung des Online-Handels (note 2), para 149 ss; Décision de la Comco Online-

Buchungsplattformen für Hotels (note 6), para 370 ss.
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test, la Comco analyse également les éventuels effets coordonnés en cas d’oligopoles et les
effets unilatéraux. En outre, la Comco examine les effets de conglomérat et le verrouillage
vertical.

Rôle de l’innovation

La Comco ne semble pas accorder de poids aux arguments soulevés par les parties, relatifs
à l’innovation dans le cadre de l’identification d’un préjudice à la concurrence.

Fardeau de la preuve

Selon la maxime inquisitoire, qui s’applique aux procédures administratives, les autorités
de concurrence et les tribunaux examinent les faits d’office. C’est à elles qu’incombe la
charge de la preuve du comportement présumé illicite.

Étant donné que les sanctions (amendes) de la LCart sont de nature pénale, les garanties
procédures des articles 6 et 7 de la Convention Européenne des Droits de l'Homme (CEDH)
(et des articles 30 et 32 de la Cst.49) sont applicables. Par conséquent, le niveau de preuve
à appliquer dans les affaires qui peuvent donner lieu à l’imposition d’une amende est celui
de la preuve au-delà du doute raisonnable. Tel est le cas s’agissant des accords horizontaux
visés à l’art. 5 al. 3 LCart, des accords verticaux de l’art. 5 al. 4 LCart et de l’abus de position
dominante au sens de l’art. 7 LCart.

En ce qui concerne la définition du marché et les questions de substituabilité, qui
exigent la preuve de circonstances factuelles complexes, le Tribunal fédéral a jugé qu’il ne
fallait pas surestimer les exigences relatives à la preuve de tels liens, car la preuve exacte
ne serait guère possible50.

Dans les affaires d’ententes qui ne peuvent donner lieu à l’imposition d’une amende
(c’est-à-dire les accords illicites au sens de l’art. 5 al. 1 LCart), la Comco considère que la
prépondérance de la preuve s’applique.

10. Quels sont les remèdes utilisés dans les affaires relatives aux marchés numérique?
Ces remèdes sont-ils différents des remèdes applicables à d’autres marchés?
Les mesures correctives utilisées dans les affaires relatives aux marchés numériques ne

semblent pas être différentes des celles applicables à d’autres marchés, dont voici le régime
général.

49 RS 101.
50 ATF 139 I 73 Publigroupe.
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Les mesures correctives dans le cas d’abus de position dominante

Outre l’imposition d’une amende, la Comco dispose d’un large éventail de pouvoirs de
décision et de mesures correctives.

En particulier, la Comco peut ordonner des injonctions (mesures) pour mettre fin ou
s’abstenir d’une pratique illégale (par exemple, ordonner la conclusion d’un contrat dans
le cas d’un refus abusif de vendre)51. La Comco peut également, sous certaines conditions,
accorder des mesures provisionnelles pour mettre fin à certains comportements abusifs
ou modifier certaines pratiques commerciales52.

Dans une affaire récente, toutefois, la Comco a refusé d’accorder une mesure
provisionnelle demandée par Swisscom dans le cadre d’une enquête ouverte contre le plus
grand opérateur d’un réseau câblé de Suisse, UPC Schweiz GmbH53. Swisscom était
soupçonnée d’avoir abusé de sa position dominante en refusant l’accès à la diffusion des
matchs de hockey sur glace. La Comco a rejeté la demande de mesures provisionnelles de
Swisscom en l’absence de preuve de préjudice irréparable. Selon la Comco, il semblait
probable qu’à l’issue de la procédure de l’enquête, Swisscom serait en mesure de reconquérir
les clients54.

La LCart ne prévoit toutefois pas explicitement la possibilité pour la Comco d’ordonner
des mesures correctives structurelles dans les cas d’abus de position dominante.

Les mesures structurelles typiques dans les contrôles de concentrations

En vertu de l’art. 10 al. 2 LCart, une concentration peut être autorisée sous réserve de
charges ou conditions, sans que la loi précise quels types de charges ou conditions peuvent
être imposés. Dans la pratique, tant les désinvestissements que certaines mesures correctives
comportementales sont admis, dont la portée est discutée par les parties avec la Comco.
En cas d’opérations internationales, il est particulièrement important de coordonner les
mesures correctives proposées à la Comco avec celles proposées aux autres autorités de la
concurrence compétentes, en particulier à la Commission européenne.

La loi n’établit pas de standard légal, auquel doivent satisfaire les mesures correctives
pour être jugées acceptables.

S’agissant des mesures correctives typiques, leur choix dépend en pratique des
caractéristiques des marchés concernés et des problèmes de concurrence relevés. Bien que

51 Art. 30 al. 1 LCart.
52 Aucune disposition expresse de la LCart ne prévoit la possibilité de demander des mesures provisoires.

Toutefois, sur la base de renvoi général de l’art. 39 de la LCart, la Loi sur la procédure administrative du 20
décembre 1968 trouve application, qui contient une telle disposition.

53 Décision de la Comco DPC/RPW/2017/3 – Vorsorgliche Massnahmen – Eishockey im Pay-TV, p.410 ss.
54 Ibid., p. 419.
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la Comco préfère des engagements structurels (désinvestissements), elle s’est montrée plus
ouverte aux mesures correctives comportementales que la Commission européenne.
Toutefois, les mesures correctives ordonnées par la Comco ne peuvent concerner que les
problèmes liés au droit de la concurrence.

En 2017, en l’absence de mesures correctives adéquates, la Comco a interdit (l’une des
quatre seules interdictions depuis 1996) le projet de concentration entre Ticketcorner et
Starticket.

D Chevauchements législatifs et difficultés liées à l’application

du droit de la concurrence

11. Enpratique, avez-vous constaté l’existence de chevauchements réglementaires entre
les réglementations ex-ante destinées à régir le comportement des acteurs sur le
marché – ce qui inclut notamment les règles relatives à la protection du
consommateur, la proposition de règlement sur les plateformes numériques, le
RGPD, le Règlement sur le blocage géographique, la Directive vie privée et
communications électroniques ou la proposition de règlement vie privée et
communications électroniques ainsi que les instruments législatifs nationaux
similaires relatifs aux clauses de la nation la plus favorisée– et la pratiquedéveloppée
par les autorités de la concurrence dans le cadre de l’application du droit de la
concurrence?
Non, nous n’avons pas constaté de chevauchements réglementaires entre les

réglementations ex-ante destinées à régir le comportement des acteurs sur le marché et la
pratique développée par la Comco. Nous n’avons pas connaissance d’éventuelles mesures
prises afin de prévenir toute possibilité de chevauchements ou conflits dans des cas futurs.

12. Dans votre juridiction, quelles sont les autorités responsables de l’application du
droit de la concurrence dans le contexte de l’économie numérique?
En Suisse, la Comco est l’autorité responsable de l’application du droit de la concurrence,

sans qu’il y ait une distinction particulière s’agissant des entreprises actives dans l’économie
numérique.

Depuis la présentation par la Commission européenne de sa stratégie Digital Single
Market, en mai 201555, force est de constater qu’à l’heure actuelle en Suisse les travaux de
l’administration fédérale ont permis de détecter à temps les mesures nécessaires et que les

55 Communication de la Commission au Parlement européen, au Conseil, au Comité économique et social
européen et au Comité des régions: Stratégie pour un marché unique numérique en Europe, COM(2015)
192 final du 6 mai 2015.
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travaux législatifs les couvrent très largement. Les révisions législatives en cours (droit
d’auteur, protection de la jeunesse pour les services audiovisuels) et achevées (droit des
télécommunications) vont en partie dans le sens des législations européennes. La situation
est similaire s’agissant de la compatibilité avec les normes européennes des règles de la
TVA dans le commerce électronique, de la sécurité des réseaux et de l’information et du
retrait de contenu illicite sur les plateformes.

Droit commun européen de la vente

Deux directives européennes visent à moderniser les règles applicables aux contrats de
ventes en ligne afin de promouvoir l’accès aux contenus numériques et de simplifier les
ventes en ligne dans l’ensemble de l’UE. Il s’agit de la Directive relative au contenu
numérique et de la Directive relative aux ventes de biens.

La Suisse a adopté quelques-unes des dispositions européennes dans ce domaine. Pour
ce qui concerne des achats en ligne, les règles européennes n’ont pas d’équivalents dans la
loi suisse.

Protection des consommateurs

Le Règlement sur la coopération entre les autorités nationales chargées de veiller à
l’application de la législation en matière de protection des consommateurs56, qui abroge
le règlement du même nom datant de 2004, donne plus de compétences aux autorités
nationales pour mettre un terme aux violations du droit des consommateurs en ligne.

Actuellement, il n’existe pas d’accord bilatéral entre la Suisse et l’UE dans ce domaine
qui obligerait la Suisse à adopter le règlement de l’UE sur la coopération en matière de
protection des consommateurs. La question s’est toutefois posée lors des négociations sur
les dossiers relatifs à la libéralisation des échanges de produits agricoles, à la santé, à la
sécurité alimentaire et à la sécurité des produits. Le Conseil fédéral n’ayant pas donné de
mandat de négociation dans le domaine de la protection des consommateurs, aucune
négociation n’a été ouverte.

Dans l’éventualité d’une reprise «telle quelle» du Règlement, ou dans la perspective
d’une équivalence, la Suisse devrait entreprendre des modifications de plusieurs lois internes
afin de renforcer le niveau de protection des consommateurs.

56 Règlement (UE) 2017/2394 du Parlement européen et du Conseil du 12 Décembre 2017 sur la coopération
entre les autorités nationales chargées de veiller à l’application de la législation en matière de protection
des consommateurs et abrogeant le règlement (CE) no 2006/2004, OJ L 345/1.
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Le champ d’application du Règlement couvre des règlementations en matière de
protection des consommateurs diverses qui relèvent de la compétence de divers offices de
l’administration fédérale: l’Office fédéral de la communication, l’Office fédéral de l’aviation
civile, l’Office fédéral de la justice, l’Office fédéral des transports, le Secrétariat d’État à
l’économie, le Secrétariat d’État aux questions financières internationales, l’Institut fédéral
de la propriété intellectuelle. Le Bureau fédéral de la consommation représente la Suisse
dans les instances internationales s’occupant de protection des consommateurs (OCDE
et CNUCED).

Protection des données

En matière de protection de données, la Suisse n’est pas directement concernée par le
RGPD et n’est pas tenue de transposer le règlement dans son droit interne, mais elle y reste
soumise en tant qu’État tiers. Ainsi, alors que le RGPD n’est pas directement applicable
aux entreprises suisses, certains traitements de données peuvent être concernés, de sorte
que les dispositions pertinentes s’appliquent.

Le domaine relève de la compétence du Préposé fédéral à la protection des données et
à la transparence, qui a un rôle d’information et de conseil. En Suisse, toute opération en
relation avec les données personnelles est soumise à la Loi sur la protection des données
(LPD)57.

Blocage géographique

Le Règlement sur le blocage géographique58 oblige les commerçants à traiter les acheteurs
en ligne des autres États membres de l’UE de la même façon que les consommateurs locaux,
et de leur offrir un accès au même prix ou aux mêmes conditions de vente.

Le RGPD n’a, à première vue, aucune incidence sur les acheteurs suisses. Le Règlement
n’est applicable que dans le marché unique européen auquel la Suisse ne fait pas partie.
Néanmoins, les fournisseurs suisses actifs dans l’UE ne peuvent plus frapper de
discrimination les consommateurs de pays européens par des différences des prix, des
différences de conditions d’achat ou de paiement. De plus, ils sont également soumis à
l’interdiction de rediriger le client vers des sites Internet nationaux sans le consentement
exprès du client.

57 RS 235.1.
58 Règlement (UE) 2018/302 du Parlement européen et du Conseil du 28 février 2018 visant à contrer le blocage

géographique injustifié et d’autres formes de discrimination fondée sur la nationalité, le lieu de résidence
ou le lieu d’établissement des clients dans le marché intérieur, OJ L 60/1.
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L’initiative populaire «Stop à l’îlot de cherté – pour des prix équitables»59, déposée fin
2017, souhaite, entre autres, garantir un commerce en ligne non discriminatoire par une
interdiction de principe du blocage géographique privé. Le Conseil fédéral se montre
critique vis-à-vis des mesures proposées et souhaite, par un contre-projet indirect, combattre
le cloisonnement de la Suisse. Ce contre-projet n’inclut pas des règles contre le blocage
géographique. Selon le Message relatif à l’initiative populaire «Stop à l’îlot de cherté —
pour des prix équitables (initiative pour des prix équitables» et au contre-projet indirect
(modification de la Loi sur les cartels)60, l’introduction d’une interdiction unilatérale de
principe du blocage géographique privé serait possible en théorie, mais les difficultés liées
à son exécution empêcheraient son application efficace dans la pratique. De plus, une telle
interdiction frapperait surtout les entreprises suisses, ce qui pourrait entraîner des
distorsions de la concurrence entre entreprises suisses et étrangères aux dépens des
entreprises suisses.

Enquête sectorielle sur le commerce en ligne

Le 10 mars 2017, la Commission européenne a publié le Rapport d’enquête sur les pratiques
anticoncurrentielles dans le secteur du commerce électronique au sein de l’UE afin de
déceler d’éventuelles distorsions de concurrence affectant le secteur61.

La Comco intervient régulièrement dans le cas d’accords verticaux illicites dans le
secteur du commerce électronique. Un accord entre la Suisse et l’UE concernant la
coopération en matière d’application de leurs droits de la concurrence est entré en vigueur
le 1er décembre 201462. Cet accord donne la possibilité à la Comco et à la Direction générale
de la concurrence de la Commission européenne de s’informer mutuellement des mesures
d’exécution, de coordonner celles-ci et d’échanger les informations. Le Conseil fédéral a
chargé le Département fédéral de l’économie, de la formation et de la recherche de lui
soumettre un projet de consultation sur la modernisation du contrôle des concentrations
en droit de la concurrence d’ici fin 2019. L’un des avantages d’une telle modernisation
serait que toute amélioration de l’efficacité des fusions des plateformes pourrait être prise
en compte de manière adéquate.

59 https://www.bk.admin.ch/ch/f/pore/vi/vis469.html.
60 https://www.newsd.admin.ch/newsd/message/attachments/57173.pdf.
61 https://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-17-1261_fr.htm.
62 RS 0.251.268.1.
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Plateformes et intermédiaires en ligne

Le Parlement européen a adopté en session plénière du 17 avril 2019 une proposition visant
à lutter contre l’utilisation malveillante de services d’hébergement dans un but terroriste63.

Le Parlement européen a en outre adopté en session plénière du 17 avril 2019 le
Règlement portant sur les relations entre les plateformes en ligne et les entreprises qui les
utilisent, dit “B2B”64.

Une loi spécifique visant les plateformes en ligne n’est pas planifiée en Suisse. Il existe
cependant plusieurs révisions en cours de lois suisses qui pourraient influencer la gestion
des plateformes en ligne actuellement et à l’avenir: Loi fédérale sur les télécommunications
(adoptée mais pas encore en vigueur)65, Loi fédérale sur la protection des données66, Loi
fédérale sur le droit d’auteur67.

Il convient de se référer au rapport68 cité précédemment sur l’économie numérique,
lequel traite entre autres du thème de l’économie partagée.

S’agissant du Règlement européen sur le retrait de contenu illicite, l’administration
fédérale suit de près les travaux législatifs en cours dans l’UE, qui vont dans le sens des
travaux menés en Suisse visant à lutter contre le terrorisme. On peut citer à ce titre le projet
de la Loi fédérale sur les mesures policières de lutte contre le terrorisme69, ainsi que les
modifications législatives en faveur de mesures policières à cet effet. Les autorités fédérales
(l’Office fédéral de la police) disposent d’un accès particulier auprès de certaines plateformes
en cas de contenus illicites (par exemple statut “Trusted Flagger” pour YouTube).

Les intermédiaires en ligne qui hébergent des contenus uploadés par les utilisateurs
(comme Facebook ou YouTube) et qui offrent leurs services en Suisse n’ont pas l’obligation
de supprimer le contenu illicite, leurs données ne se trouvant pas en Suisse. L’éventuelle
suppression de contenus illicites par les entreprises se fonde sur une démarche volontaire
et sur la base d’infractions aux conditions générales.

Règlement “Vie privée et communications électroniques”

La proposition de Règlement concernant le respect de la vie privée et la protection des
données à caractère personnel dans les communications électroniques et abrogeant la

63 Règlement Retrait contenu illicite, Décision du Parlement européen adoptée lors de la session plénière du
17 avril 2019. En attente de la position du Conseil en première lecture.

64 Règlement promouvant l’équité et la transparence pour les entreprises utilisatrices des services d’intermé-
diation en ligne, en attente d’une publication au JO.

65 RS 784.10.
66 RS 235.1.
67 RS 231.1.
68 Conseil Fédéral, “Rapport du 11 janvier 2017” (note 22).
69 https://www.parlament.ch/fr/ratsbetrieb/suche-curia-vista/geschaeft?AffairId=20190032.
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directive 2002/58/CE (dit “Vie privée et communications électroniques”)70 vise à adapter
le régime des communications électroniques aux évolutions technologiques et aux nouvelles
règles sur la protection des données.

Le règlement étant en phase d’examen pour adoption auprès d’institutions européennes,
il n’est en état pas encore possible de faire une évaluation des potentielles conséquences
sur la Suisse.

Le projet de règlement concerne principalement la protection des données dans le
domaine des télécommunications, respectivement dans l’environnement numérique. Il
ne fait pas partie de l’acquis de Schengen que la Suisse s’est engagée à reprendre. Cette
dernière n’est donc pas liée. Pour autant qu’il s’agisse de données personnelles, le contenu
des communications électroniques est en principe protégé par la LPD71, qui est une loi
générale. D’autres législations spécifiques, telles que celles sur les télécommunications sont
également susceptibles de s’appliquer, concurremment, voire exclusivement.

La Suisse participe, pour les domaines relevant des acquis de Schengen, aux réunions
du groupe d’experts DAPIX du Conseil de l’UE, qui a été chargé d’étudier les nouvelles
règles sur la protection des données en matière de coopération judiciaire et policière
(directive 2016/68072). Cette directive a été transposée en Suisse par la Loi du 28
septembre 2018 mettant en œuvre la directive (UE) 2016/68073, entrée en vigueur le 1er

mars 2019. La Suisse est actuellement en train de procéder à une révision totale de la LPD.
Le projet de révision devrait être examiné par le Conseil national en automne 2019.

À l’heure actuelle, il ne semble pas y avoir des chevauchements règlementaires ou
conflits s’agissant des modifications législatives en cours.

Recours contre les décisions de la Comco

Les décisions de la Comco (ou, exceptionnellement, du Secrétariat) peuvent faire l’objet
d’un recours auprès du Tribunal administratif fédéral dans les 30 jours. Le recours peut
être formé soit par l’entreprise (participant à l’accord illicite ou abusant de sa position
dominante) dans le cas d’une condamnation à son encontre, soit par un tiers qui (i) a pris
part à la procédure devant la Comco ou le Secrétariat ou a été privé de la possibilité de le

70 Règlement “Vie privée et communications électroniques » COM (2017)0010 du 10 janvier 2017”, en attente
de la première lecture du Parlement européen et d’une position au Conseil.

71 RS 235.1.
72 Directive (UE) 2016/680 du Parlement européen et du Conseil du 27 avril 2016 relative à la protection des

personnes physiques à l’égard du traitement des données à caractère personnel par les autorités compétentes
à des fins de prévention et de détection des infractions pénales, d’enquêtes et de poursuites en la matière
ou d’exécution de sanctions pénales, et à la libre circulation de ces données, et abrogeant la décision-cadre
2008/977/JAI du Conseil, JO L 119/89.

73 RO 2009 625.
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faire; (ii) a été particulièrement atteint par la décision attaquée et (iii) a un intérêt digne
de protection à son annulation ou à sa modification74. Les règles analogues s’appliquent
aux entreprises participant à des opérations de concentrations, à l’exception de la possibilité
pour les tiers de faire recours.

Le Tribunal administratif fédéral dispose du plein pouvoir de cognition pour contrôler
les constatations de fait, l’appréciation juridique et les sanctions ou pénalités imposées par
la Comco, sous tous les aspects de fait et de droit. Toutefois, le Tribunal administratif
fédéral fait souvent preuve de retenue en ce qui concerne l’examen des questions techniques
factuelles. Il accepte cette restriction et la juge compatible avec les garanties procédurales
de la CEDH75.

La décision du Tribunal administratif fédéral peut faire l’objet d’un nouveau recours
devant le Tribunal fédéral dans les 30 jours. Le recours peut être formé: (i) par la société,
en cas de condamnation; (ii) par un tiers, si les conditions énoncées ci-dessus sont remplies;
ou (iii) par le Département fédéral de l’économie, de l’éducation et de la recherche, si le
Tribunal administratif fédéral a annulé la décision de la Comco.

Le Tribunal fédéral ne peut revoir la décision du Tribunal administratif fédéral que
pour contrôler la conformité avec le droit. Il est lié par les faits établis devant le Tribunal
administratif fédéral, à moins qu’ils ne soient manifestement erronés ou qu’ils n’aient été
constatés en violation des dispositions légales. Une décision relative à la levée des scellés
des documents saisis lors d’une perquisition peut être prise, à la demande du Secrétariat,
par le Tribunal pénal fédéral76. Cette décision peut faire l’objet d’un recours devant le
Tribunal fédéral.

74 Art. 89 al. 1 LTF.
75 Voir supra, Question 9 (fardeau de la preuve).
76 Art. 50 al. 3 DPA.
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A Competition policy in the digital economy: a shift in focus?

1. What are the main cases dealing with the digital economy (focusing on digital
businesses or on the competition between digital businesses and incumbent
operators) initiated and completed by your competition authority?
Digital markets have been the focus of both antitrust and merger enforcement action

by the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) and its predecessors, the Office of Fair
Trading (OFT) and the Competition Commission (CC).1

The main completed antitrust cases dealing with the digital economy are listed in Table
1.2

Completed UK digital economy antitrust casesTable 1

OutcomeIssueCaseYear

InfringementOnline RPMDigital pianos and
keyboards3

2019

InfringementOnline sales banSports equipment sector42017

CommitmentsExclusivity, MFN clauses,
advertising restrictions

Live online auction platform
services5

InfringementOnline RPMLight fittings6

InfringementAlgorithmic collusionOnline sales of posters and
frames7

2016

* Andriani Kalintiri is lecturer in Competition Law, King’s College London (andriani.kalintiri@kcl.ac.uk);
Ryan Stones is lecturer in Law, City, University of London (ryan.stones@city.ac.uk). All web pages in this
report were last accessed on February 20, 2020.

1 On 1 April 2014 the functions of the CC and OFT were transferred to the CMA under the Enterprise and
Regulatory Reform Act 2013 (ERRA13). Unless otherwise indicated, references to the CMA must also be
understood as including its predecessors.

2 As at 13 October 2019.
3 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/musical-instruments-and-equipment-suspected-anti-competitive-agreements-

50565-2.
4 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/sports-equipment-sector-anti-competitive-practices#infringement-decision.
5 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/auction-services-anti-competitive-practices.
6 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/light-fittings-sector-anti-competitive-practices#settlement-and-infringement-

decision.
7 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/online-sales-of-discretionary-consumer-products.
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OutcomeIssueCaseYear

InfringementOnline RPMCommercial refrigeration8

InfringementOnline RPMBathroom fittings9

InfringementOnline RPMMobility aids – Pride102014

InfringementOnline sales and price
advertising ban

Mobility aids – Roma112013

Several antitrust investigations relating to the digital economy were closed on administrative
priority grounds, as Table 2 shows.

UKdigital economy antitrust cases closed on administrative priority groundsTable 2

IssueCaseYear

Online price advertising restrictionsMobility scooters122017

Digital comparison toolsEnergy price comparison websites132016

RPM/MFN clausesHotel online booking142015

Interchange fees for card paymentsMasterCard and Visa15

MFN policyAmazon162013

MFN clauseseBooks172011

8 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/commercial-catering-sector-investigation-into-anti-competitive-
practices#settlement-and-infringement-decision.

9 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/bathroom-fittings-sector-investigation-into-anti-competitive-
practices#infringement-decision.

10 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/investigation-into-agreements-in-the-mobility-aids-sector.
11 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/investigation-into-agreements-in-the-mobility-aids-sector.
12 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/medical-equipment-anti-competitive-practices. This was closed after the

restrictions ended.
13 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/energy-price-comparison-websites-suspected-anti-competitive-agreements.

The case was no longer an administrative priority following implementation of the remedies from the
Energy Market investigation and the market study into digital comparison tools.

14 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/hotel-online-booking-sector-investigation. This investigation followed a
commitment decision which was subsequently annulled by the Competition Appeal Tribunal
(CAT)(Skyscanner v CMA [2014] CAT 16) and was closed on administrative priority grounds, given
developments in the hotel online booking sector regarding MFN clauses.

15 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/investigation-into-interchange-fees-mastercard-visa-mifs. This case was
no longer a CMA priority upon the entry into force of Regulation 2015/751 on interchange fees for card-
based payment transactions.

16 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/amazon-online-retailer-investigation-into-anti-competitive-practices. The
case was closed when Amazon ended its MFN policy.

17 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/e-books-investigation-into-anti-competitive-arrangements-between-some-
publishers-and-retailers. This was investigated by the European Commission in Commission decision of
12 December 2012 in Case COMP/AT.39847, Ebooks.
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Furthermore, the CMA has investigated several digital economy mergers; Table 3 provides
an indicative list.18 These have involved payment services, cashback websites, credit
comparison platforms (CCP) and credit checking tools (CCT), online food and travel
platforms, digital comparison tools and online gambling.

UK digital economy merger investigationsTable 3

OutcomeMarket/SectorCaseYear

Phase 2 ClearanceOffline and omni-channel
payment services

PayPal/iZettle192019

Phase 2 CancellationCashback websitesTopCashBack/Quidco20

Phase 2 CancellationCCPs and CCTsExperian/ClearScore21

Phase 1 ClearanceOnline-classified vehicle
advertising

eBay/Motors.co.uk22

Phase 2 ClearanceAdvertising intelligenceNielsen/AdIntel232018

Phase 1 ClearanceDigital comparison toolsMoneysupermarket.com/
Decision Technologies24

Phase 1 ClearanceLive online bidding auction
platform services

ATG Media
Holdings/Lottissimo25

Phase 1 ClearanceOnline gambling servicesStars UK/Sky Betting and
Gaming26

Phase 2 ClearanceOnline food platformsJust Eat/Hungryhouse272017

Phase 1 ClearanceOnline fundraising
platforms

Blackbaud/Giving28

Phase 1 ClearanceOnline payment services for
online betting and gaming

CVC Capital Partners/Sky
Bet29

2015

18 Cases below UK jurisdictional requirements were not included (e.g. MoneySupermarket/MoneySaving
Expert (https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/moneysupermarket-moneysavingexpert); Expedia/Trivago (https://
www.gov.uk/cma-cases/expedia-inc-trivago-gmbh)).

19 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/paypal-holdings-inc-izettle-ab-merger-inquiry.
20 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/topcashback-quidco-merger-inquiry.
21 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/experian-limited-credit-laser-holdings-clearscore.
22 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/ebay-inc-motors-co-uk-limited-merger-inquiry.
23 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/nielsen-ebiquity-merger-inquiry.
24 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/moneysupermarket-com-financial-group-limited-decision-technologies-

limited.
25 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/atg-media-holdings-limited-lot-tissimo-merger-inquiry.
26 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/stars-uk-sky-betting-and-gaming-merger-inquiry.
27 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/just-eat-hungryhouse-merger-inquiry.
28 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/blackbaud-giving-merger-inquiry.
29 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/cvc-capital-partners-sicav-fis-s-a-sky-bet.
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OutcomeMarket/SectorCaseYear

Phase 1 ClearanceTurn-by-turn navigation
applications for mobile
devices

Motorola Mobility
(Google)/Waze Mobile30

2013

Phase 1 ClearanceOnline travel agencies for
hostel accommodation

Web Reservations
International/Hostel-
bookers.com31

Phase 1 ClearanceOnline travel agents and
price comparison site

Priceline.com/Kayak32

Phase 1 ClearanceOnline property advertising
portals

Digital Property/Zoopla332012

Phase 1 ClearanceVirtual networking servicesFacebook/Instagram34

Phase 1 ClearanceOnline identity verification
and authentication services

Experian/192business35

Phase 1 ClearanceOnline book retailAmazon/The Book
Depository36

2011

Phase 1 ClearanceConsumer finance price
comparison sites

Google/BeatThatQuote.com37

At least five digital economy cases are currently pending. Three are Phase 1 merger
investigations: Amazon/Deliveroo concerning food delivery services;38 Salesforce/Tableau
Software regarding cloud software and data analytics;39 and Bottomline
Technologies/Experian concerning payments processing.40 Furthermore, there are at least
two antitrust investigations based on Article 101 TFEU and Chapter I of the Competition
Act 1998 (CA1998) in progress. The first involves the use of wide MFN clauses by
ComparetheMarket, a price comparison website (PCW) for home insurance products.41

The second concerns online RPM by Fender, a guitar firm, for which a Statement of
Objections was issued in October 2019.42

30 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/motorola-mobility-holding-waze-mobile-ltd.
31 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/web-reservations-international-hostelbookers-com-ltd.
32 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/priceline-com-kayak-software-corporation.
33 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/digital-property-group-zoopla.
34 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/facebook-instagram-inc.
35 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/experian-192business-ltd.
36 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/amazon-com-inc-the-book-depository-international-ltd.
37 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/google-beatthatquote-com.
38 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/amazon-deliveroo-merger-inquiry.
39 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/salesforce-com-inc-tableau-software-inc-merger-inquiry.
40 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/bottomline-technologies-de-inc-experian-limited-merger-inquiry.
41 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/price-comparison-website-use-of-most-favoured-nation-clauses.
42 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/musical-instruments-and-equipment-suspected-anti-competitive-agreements-

50565-3.
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2. Has your competition authority adapted its enforcement practices in order to keep
up with the pace of digital markets?
The CMA has taken several steps to keep up with digital markets. While there have

been no legislative changes yet, the authority has been keen to adapt its policy and practice.
In recent years, the CMA has made effective use of its existing tools. First, it has

conducted several antitrust and merger investigations dealing with the digital economy
(see above). Second, it has completed market studies into the Commercial Use of Consumer
Data (2015)43 and Digital Comparison Tools (2017)44 and market investigations into Payday
Lending (2015)45 and Retail Banking (2017).46 Third, it has enforced consumer protection
legislation on a wide range of issues, including secondary ticketing websites,47 online dating
services,48 online gambling,49 and online reviews and endorsements.50 Fourth, it has built
its knowledge by drafting a working paper on Pricing Algorithms,51 conducting a literature
review on Online Search52 and commissioning a report on the ‘Ex-post Assessment of
Merger Control Decisions in Digital Markets’ (Lear Report).53 Fifth, in October 2018 it
established a Data, Technology and Analytics (DaTA) unit to boost its digital capabilities.54

Competition in the digital economy has also attracted the attention of the UK
Government, which invited the CMA’s advice on necessary reforms and appointed a Digital
Competition Expert Panel to make recommendations on how the existing competition
framework could be further enhanced to meet the challenges of the digital economy. In
February 2019 the CMA’s Chairman proposed reforms to the interim measures regime,
the authority’s powers to gather information and impose sanctions and the strengthening
of consumer enforcement.55 In March 2019 the Digital Competition Expert Panel published
its Report on Unlocking Digital Competition (Furman Report), which made six strategic

43 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/commercial-use-of-consumer-data.
44 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/digital-comparison-tools-market-study.
45 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/payday-lending-market-investigation.
46 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/review-of-banking-for-small-and-medium-sized-businesses-smes-in-the-

uk.
47 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/secondary-ticketing-websites.
48 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/online-dating-services.
49 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/online-gambling.
50 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/online-endorsements-potential-non-disclosure.
51 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/746353/

Algorithms_econ_report.pdf.
52 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/607077/

online-search-literature-review-7-april-2017.pdf.
53 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/803576/

CMA_past_digital_mergers_GOV.UK_version.pdf.
54 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/781151/

Letter_from_Andrew_Tyrie_to_the_Secretary_of_State_BEIS.pdf.
55 Other proposals include an overriding ‘consumer interest’ duty, increasing the effectiveness of market

studies and market investigations and the potential imposition of individual responsibility in competition
and consumer enforcement.
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recommendations: creating a ‘Digital Markets Unit’ with regulatory functions for digital
platforms of ‘strategic market status’; revisiting merger assessment in digital markets,
including the possible adoption of a new ‘balance of harms’ test; updating the CMA’s
enforcement tools against anticompetitive conduct, including greater use of interim
measures; monitoring machine learning and artificial intelligence developments; conducting
a market study into digital advertising; and international engagement on future steps.56

The CMA welcomed the recommendations of the Furman Report, which largely
supported its own proposals. While the authority considers that existing tools have worked
well and remain relevant in the digital world, they could be strengthened in a number of
ways to effectively tackle harms in fast-paced digital markets and better protect consumers.
Against this backdrop, in July 2019 the CMA published its Digital Markets Strategy.57 Its
five aims are: to use existing tools effectively and efficiently in digital markets; to better
understand digital business models; to adapt available tools where necessary to meet the
challenges of the digital economy; to support the Government’s consideration of new
regulatory structures in digital markets; and to consider potential digital-focused remedies,
such as data portability or interoperability. In working towards these aims, the CMA has
identified seven priorities: (a) to use its existing powers to address poor practices and
concerns in digital markets; (b) to expand the work of the DaTA unit; (c) to conduct a
market study on online platforms and digital advertising, launched at the same time as its
Strategy;58 (d) to review its approach to digital mergers, taking into account the feedback
provided from its call for information launched in June 2019;59 (e) to carry out policy work
on a possible ‘Digital Markets Unit’; (f) to support the Government, while it considers the
CMA Chairman’s proposals for reforms; and (g) to increase international cooperation so
as to capitalise on the synergies between its own digital markets work and that of its
counterparts.60

The UK Government is due to publish a Competition Green Paper analysing the
Furman Report recommendations, but has already indicated its keenness to take the
proposal for a Digital Markets Unit forward.61

56 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/unlocking-digital-competition-report-of-the-digital-
competition-expert-panel.

57 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/cma-launches-digital-markets-strategy.
58 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/online-platforms-and-digital-advertising-market-study.
59 https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/call-for-information-digital-mergers.
60 These priorities echo the Government’s 2019 Strategic Steer (https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/

government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/818676/cma-strategic-steer-responses.pdf).
61 See https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/pm-speech-opening-london-tech-week-10-june-2019 and

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/808272/
Smart-Data-Consultation.pdf, 17.
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3. Is your domestic competition lawusing the consumerwelfare standard as its specific
goal?
The CMA’s statutory duty is to ‘promote competition, both within and outside the

United Kingdom, for the benefit of consumers’.62 An analogous duty is borne by many
sector regulators with concurrent competition powers.63 The consumer welfare standard
best portrays the goal of competition law in the UK.64 This is interpreted broadly and not
confined to prices. In its Prioritisation Principles, the CMA describes consumer welfare
as including ‘better value for consumers in terms of price, quality, range or service, both
static and dynamic’, as well as ‘non-financial detriment such as the avoidance of physical
harm or emotional distress’.65 Furthermore, the authority recognises that ‘increased
competition in the market may deliver further consumer benefits over time resulting from
the improved competitive process’.66

In its recent proposals to the Government, the CMA advocated an overriding ‘consumer
interest’ duty, on the ground that the current one may constrain it ‘from acting to protect
consumers’ interests unless doing so through purely competition-based remedies’.67 In
the CMA’s view, such a new duty would be better aligned with its strategic mission ‘to
make markets work well in the interests of consumers, business and the economy’ and
would enable it to address new and emerging forms of consumer detriment, although it
should not constrain it ‘from intervening to promote and protect the competitive process’.68

By contrast, considering the need for a paradigm shift, the Furman Report concluded that
the current goal is appropriate and that ‘UK competition policy should remain rooted in
the consumer welfare standard as properly conceived, giving sufficient focus to non-price
elements of competition, and to innovation in particular’.69

As the consumer welfare standard is conceptualised broadly, it can be applied flexibly,
making it difficult to tell whether it has been enforced consistently in digital economy
cases. In antitrust investigations, the focus has predominantly been on price effects, which
is unsurprising considering the nature of the practices involved (online sales limitations,
algorithmic collusion, MFN clauses). In merger cases, non-price effects – for instance, on

62 ERRA13, §25(3).
63 E.g. the Office of Communication (Ofcom) is required to ‘further the interests of consumers in relevant

markets, where appropriate by promoting competition’ (s3(1)(a)-(b) Communications Act 2003).
64 The Government’s 2015 Strategic Steer to the CMA noted that it should ‘conclude enforcement cases as

quickly as possible ensuring that it has the maximum possible positive impact on the welfare of consumers’
(https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/481040/
BIS-15-659-government-response-governments-strategic-steer-to-the-competition-and-markets-
authority.pdf).

65 Para. 3.1.
66 Para. 4.10.
67 Chairman’s Letter (n 54), 9-12.
68 Ibid.
69 Furman Report (n 56), Paras. 3.18-3.23.
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quality and innovation – have been taken into account.70 Nevertheless, merger control has
been criticised for paying insufficient attention to long-run effects – for instance, on quality
and choice -71 while the Lear Report identified gaps in the UK authorities’ approach to
digital mergers which may have led to insufficient consideration of non-price effects.72

It should be noted that in the UK mergers are subject to a public interest test where
they pertain to media plurality, national security and financial stability.73 The House of
Lords Communications Committee recently recommended a public interest test for
data-driven mergers so as to manage the accumulation of data.74

B Market definition and market power

4. How does your competition authority define the market with regard to digital
economy players?
The CMA applies the Market Definition Guidelines in antitrust cases75 and the Merger

Guidelines when reviewing mergers.76 The approach in each document is not identical.
Two-sided markets are considered only in the latter and are defined as ‘platforms (…) that
intermediate between distinct and unrelated groups of customers’.77 Nevertheless, the
discussion thereof is brief. The Merger Guidelines simply note the relevance of indirect
network effects and that ‘prices charged to each set of customers take account of the need
to get both sets on board’ and acknowledge the difficulties of conducting the hypothetical
monopolist test.78

In principle, the CMA relies on traditional product and geographic area criteria. It
generally identifies the overlapping activities of the parties in the narrowest plausible
market and then examines whether this should be widened in view of demand-side and
supply-side substitution. Depending on the circumstances, a range of factors may be
considered, including the features of the service or product;79 product or customer

70 See also: Merge Guidelines, para. 4.2.3 (https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/284449/OFT1254.pdf); Google/Waze, para. 28; Experian/ClearScore, para.
11.69.

71 Furman Report (n 56) p. 12 and para. 4.12.
72 Lear Report (n 53), Part II.6.
73 Enterprise Act 2002, Chapter 2.
74 https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201719/ldselect/ldcomuni/299/29907.htm, para. 149.
75 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/284423/

oft403.pdf.
76 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/284449/

OFT1254.pdf.
77 Ibid, para. 5.2.20.
78 Ibid.
79 E.g. TopCashBack/Quidco, paras. 34-59; Experian/ClearScore, paras. 9.26-9.35; eBay/Motors, paras. 35-36;

Blackbaud/Giving, paras. 22-26.
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segmentation;80 the existence of alternative sales, distribution or marketing channels;81

and different business models and monetisation strategies.82 Where evidence on
substitutability is ambiguous, the CMA typically takes a cautious approach, proceeding
with the narrower definition.83 Two-sided markets have been considered in several merger
cases, including Google/BeatThatQuote, Digital Property/Zoopla, Facebook/Instagram,
Priceline/Kayak, Google/Waze, JustEat/Hungryhouse, ATG Media/Lottissimo,
Moneysupermarket/Decision Technologies, eBay/Motors, Experian/ClearScore and
TopCashBack/Quidco.84 Except ATG Media/Lottissimo,85 all other mergers involved zero
price markets and the importance of indirect network effects were generally noted.86

Nevertheless, the two-sidedness of digital platforms was arguably insufficiently
appreciated in earlier market definitions. According to the Lear Report, in certain cases –
for instance, Facebook/Instagram and Google/Waze – too much emphasis was placed on
product functionalities and on the users’ side of the market and little attention was given
to business models and monetisation strategies, a shortcoming which possibly undermined
the subsequent assessment of these transactions.87 In recent decisions though, the CMA’s
approach has been more sophisticated. In JustEat/Hungryhouse, the authority distinguished
between platforms that facilitate transactions and those that do not. While in the latter
case two separate markets may be defined, in the former ‘a single market definition is
appropriate, which takes account of the competitive constraints on both sides of the market
and assesses the hypothetical monopolist’s ability to increase the price of concluding a
transaction, given the number of close substitutes on each side and the impact of any
indirect network effects on the platform’.88 The same approach was followed in
TopCashBack/Quidco89 and Experian/ClearScore.90 In all three cases, the CMA explained
the difficulties of implementing the hypothetical monopolist test and considered
demand-side and supply-side substitution based on the evidence. In JustEat/Hungryhouse
the authority also noted that ‘where products and services on one side of the market are

80 E.g. PayPal/iZettle, paras. 6.11-6.24; Experian/ClearScore, paras 9.19-2.25; eBay/Motors, paras. 37-38;
Priceline/Kayak, paras. 29-32.

81 E.g. Experian/ClearScore, paras. 9.10-9.18; Priceline/Kayak, paras. 18-21; Amazon/The Book Depository,
paras. 9-26.

82 E.g. MoneySupermarket/Decision Technologies, paras. 37-41; JustEat/Hungryhouse, paras. 2.16-2.34;
Google/Waze, paras. 15, 20; Priceline/Kayak, paras. 8-13, 43.

83 E.g., TopCashBack/Quidco, paras. 35-47; MoneySupermarket/Decision Technologies, paras. 53-58. cf
Kayak/Priceline, paras. 41-45 and Lear Report (n 53) pp 89-90.

84 See also Live Online Auction Platform Services, a Chapter II commitment decision.
85 Para. 29.
86 E.g. TopCashBack/Quidco, para. 25; Experian/ClearScore, para. 7.8; eBay/Motors, para. 37; JustEat/Hungry-

house, para. 4.9; Google/Waze, para. 19; Google/BeatThatQuote, para. 11.
87 Lear Report (n 53) p 117.
88 Para. 4.11.
89 Paras. 24-28 (see also Issues Statement in Phase 2, paras. 13, 21).
90 Para. 9.6.
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provided ‘free’ of charge, other dimensions of competition, such as quality, may be a more
important measure of substitution than price on that side of the market’.91

It is impossible to provide an exhaustive account of digital market definitions, but it
is worth noting PayPal/iZettle, where one of the identified markets - omni-channel payment
services by the same provider – was/is still nascent. Remarking that such services are an
emerging trend and may develop rapidly with merchants’ demand, the CMA considered
industry views on how this market might evolve ‘in the near future, rather than focusing
solely on existing requirements and solutions’.92

5. How is market power established in the practice of your competition authority in
cases relating to digital economy players?
The CMA considers undertakings’ shares over time and the strength of any competitive

constraints, including existing competition, potential competition and buyer power.93

With regards to mergers, since market power is assessed in the context of the examination
of the competitive effects of the transaction, this answer should be read in conjunction
with the response to Question 7. Generally, the conventional approach applies to both
antitrust and merger digital economy cases. Large market shares may be cause for concern,94

although in merger investigations incremental increases will typically point towards the
opposite conclusion.95 Furthermore, power in related markets may be taken into
consideration.96

That said, some particularities are worth noting. While market shares provide the
starting point, the proper metric may be uncertain. In Facebook/Instagram the OFT relied
on app downloads,97 but this measure did not reflect user engagement; actual usage data
would have arguably been a better proxy.98 In Priceline/Kayak the OFT had reservations
about relying on internet traffic and considered net revenue, volume and gross booking
value as more appropriate benchmarks.99 More recently, in eBay/Motors the CMA calculated
advertising shares by listing revenue, number of unique visitors and number of dealers,
noting that ‘shares by revenue are likely to provide only limited insight into competitive

91 Para. 4.10.
92 Paras. 6.49-6.75.
93 For antitrust cases, see Guidelines on the Assessment of Market Power, https://

assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/284400/
oft415.pdf. For merger cases, see Merger Guidelines, paras. 5.3-5.6 and 5.7-5.9.

94 E.g. Live Online Auction Platform Services, para. 3.11; TopCashBack/Quidco, para. 65.
95 E.g. Google/BeatThatQuote, paras. 56-67; Blackbaud/Giving, para. 70.
96 Abuse of dominance, para. 5.7 (https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/

attachment_data/file/284422/oft402.pdf) (see also Streetmap v Google Maps [2016] EWHC 253, [15], [98]);
Merger Guidelines, paras. 4.1.6, 5.6.2.

97 Para. 17.
98 Lear Report (n 53), para. II.28.
99 Paras. 55-57.
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conditions’.100 Differentiated products and business models may further complicate this
exercise. In Experian/ClearScore, the CMA calculated shares based on CCP revenues as
consisting in commissions from financial product providers, noting though that, due to
the different ways in which CCPs attract users – i.e. through a free CCT or not – ‘CCP-wide
market shares may not fully reflect the strength of competitive constraints between different
market participants’.101 Furthermore, in eBay/Motors and PayPal/iZettle the authority
acknowledged that in dynamic and fast-growing markets, shares of supply can provide
some insight but may not be an appropriate guide to the competitive constraints currently
faced by the parties, insofar as they provide a historical and static picture of competition,
and should be thus given relatively limited weight.102 In view of this, the CMA has also
considered more forward-looking measures, in particular new user acquisitions. In
PayPal/iZettle, it held that the relative rates of new customer acquisition by different mPOS
suppliers – as calculated on the basis of app downloads, whose limitations as a proxy were
noted - are a more accurate measure of their competitive positions than shares by
transaction volume.103 New user acquisitions based on subscription numbers were
considered in Experian/ClearScore, too, as ‘particularly informative of the current
competitive dynamic amongst free CCT’.104

In any event, the presence of strong rivals which can sufficiently constrain the
post-merger entity will prevent a finding of market power.105 Potential competition may
also undermine such a provisional conclusion, where entry is timely,106 likely and sufficient.
In digital economy cases, growth rates,107 future product developments and business
plans,108 and entry barriers, such as network effects, incumbency advantages and access to
data, are particularly relevant. In Live Online Auction Platform Services, dominance was
provisionally found since ATG was ‘faced with only a limited degree of potential
competition’ due to existing network effects.109 The absence of barriers to entry was key
to the clearance of Web Reservations International/Hostelbookers.com: although combining
the two largest online hostel booking portals, the CMA found that the growth of small,
dynamic rivals would maintain sufficient competitive pressure.110 By contrast, in

100 Paras. 47-48.
101 Para. 10.8; see also TopCashBack/Quidco, paras. 102-105.
102 eBay/Motors, para. 49; PayPal/iZettle, para. 8.88.
103 Paras. 8.41-8.46.
104 Paras. 11.8.
105 E.g. Digital Property/Zoopla, para. 60; Google/Waze, para. 74; Just Eat/Hungryhouse, para. 7.2; eBay/Motors,

para. 102.
106 Usually the CMA considers two years to be timely, but a shorter period may be considered (e.g. Expe-

rian/ClearScore, para. 13.26).
107 E.g. eBay/Motors, paras. 87-88, PayPal/iZettle, para. 8.34; cf TopBachBack/Quidco, para. 94.
108 E.g. Experian/ClearScore, para. 11.37; Just Eat/Hungryhouse, paras. 6.42-6.50.
109 Para. 3.12.
110 Paras. 103-124.
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TopCashBack/Quidco, the CMA considered that ‘the infrastructure and investment required
as well as the strategic and marketing barriers mean that barriers to entry and expansion
are high’.111 The importance of user numbers, incumbency and scale to competing
successfully was also noted in Experian/ClearScore112 and eBay/Motors.113

Countervailing buyer power has rarely featured in digital economy decisions, though
was explicitly rejected in TopCashBack/Quidco.114

6. Can you notice a difference in ex post assessments (abuse of dominance cases) and
ex ante assessments (concentrationmerger control cases), both in relation todefining
markets and conceptualizing market power?
It is too early to identify any clear differences between ex post and ex ante assessments

of market definition and market power in digital economy cases; the CMA’s only abuse
of dominance case in digital markets is Live Online Auction Platform Services, which closed
following commitments. Nevertheless, the CMA is monitoring digital economy issues and
continues to develop its thinking in light of market investigations, market studies and
consumer enforcement in the digital area.

C Anticompetitive behaviour in the digital economy

7. Whichpractices indigitalmarkets or involvingdigital businesses have been analysed
in the decision-making practices or case law of your jurisdiction?
The CMA has completed cases analysing the following types of collusive behaviour

under Chapter I CA1998:
– Online sales limitations. All such arrangements were deemed to restrict competition

by object. ‘Recommended’ prices amounted to online RPM in Pride,115 Bathroom
Fittings116 and Digital Pianos and Keyboards, where Casio used automated price change
alerts to monitor compliance.117 Bans on online discounting were prohibited in
Commercial Refrigeration118 and Light Fittings,119 and formed the basis of the
subsequently quashed Hotel Online Booking commitments decision.120 Similar allegations

111 Paras. 142-146.
112 Paras. 7.28-7.29, 13.6-13.61.
113 Paras. 103-106.
114 Paras. 146-151.
115 Paras. 3.197-3.128.
116 Paras. 1.3-1.11, 6.39-6.52.
117 Paras. 3.104-3.110.
118 Paras. 1.3-1.9, 6.42-6.50.
119 Paras. 3.41-3.91, 4.125-4.153.
120 Paras. 5.1-5.14.
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were recently made against Fender.121 The other mobility scooter decision, Roma,
involved preclusion of online advertising of offline prices and a ban on internet sales,122

a restriction by object to which the CMA returned in its decision against Ping, a
customised golf club manufacturer.123

– Algorithmic price collusion. In Posters and Frames the CMA prohibited such conduct
as restrictive of competition by object.124 The parties adopted price-matching software
for products sold via Amazon, autonomously adjusting prices to the same level.125 The
potential for algorithmic pricing to facilitate explicit and tacit collusion was noted in
the CMA’s 2018 Working Paper.126

– MFNclauses. Although the primary concern was RPM, the firms investigated in Hotel
Online Booking agreed not to enforce or use MFN clauses to ensure RPM did not
materialise indirectly.127

MFN clauses were also the subject of the only digital markets decision pursuant to Chapter
II CA1998. Live Online Auction Platform Services involved platforms bringing together
auction houses and consumers to facilitate real-time online bids at offline auctions.128

Alongside exclusivity obligations and restrictions on advertising competitors,129 MFN
clauses prevented auction houses from securing agreements with rival platforms offering
more favourable terms to bidders.130

One practice deemed not to breach Chapter I CA1998 was a ‘one other portal’
quasi-exclusivity rule for online platforms. The CAT and the Court of Appeal agreed that
OnTheMarket, an online property portal, could restrict agents from listing properties on
more than one other online portal, as this was objectively necessary for its effective
operation.131 The High Court has also ruled that Google’s preferential display of its own
map service did not breach the Chapter II prohibition. Based on the evidence, such
presentation was not reasonably likely to appreciably affect competition by foreclosing
rival map providers.132

121 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/cma-alleges-guitar-firm-illegally-prevented-price-discounts.
122 Paras. 3.159-3.197.
123 Sports Equipment, paras. 3.78-3.122.
124 Paras. 5.42-5.50.
125 Ibid, paras. 3.62-3.93.
126 Pricing Algorithms (n 51) pp. 23-31.
127 Paras. 4.16, 4.6, 6.39-6.42. Later quashed by the CAT and closed by the CMA on priority grounds (n 14).
128 Paras. 2.15, 2.19.
129 Paras. 2.3, 2.23-2.30. Exclusivity inhibited rivals from acquiring scale and network effects promoting grow;

advertising restrictions entrenched the incumbent’s position: para. 3.15.
130 Ibid, para. 3.15.
131 Agents’ Mutual v Gascoigne Halman [2017] CAT 15; [2019] EWCA Civ 24.
132 Streetmap (n 96), paras. 99-141.
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The CMA has mostly engaged with the digital economy through merger control.
Although certain transactions fell short of jurisdictional requirements,133 the majority have
been cleared in Phase 1. In determining whether a merger has resulted or is expected to
result in a substantial lessening of competition (SLC),134 the CMA applies the Merger
Guidelines and compares its effects against the foreseeable competitive situation absent
the concentration, i.e. the counterfactual.135 As noted in Question 5, market shares, existing
competition and countervailing factors, such as barriers to entry and buyer power, are
relevant. Efficiency arguments, considered in Question 8, are also pertinent. In horizontal
mergers, the closeness of competition between the parties is very important, as demonstrated
by: the similarity of pricing136 or service offered;137 customer perceptions as to comparative
functionality;138 the extent of switching;139 brand recognition;140 and online customer
location.141 In the few non-horizontal mergers in digital markets reviewed by the authority,
the ordinary analytical framework of ability and incentive to foreclose and competitive
effect was applied, but no concerns were identified.142

While some early decisions did not squarely address possible digital economy
implications,143 such considerations have featured more prominently in recent analysis.

Firstly, although in most cases the pre-existing conditions of competition were taken
as the relevant benchmark, more competitive counterfactuals have been occasionally
considered, as recommended in the Lear Report.144 In Experian/ClearScore the CMA
rejected the parties’ claim that rivals would exert greater competitive constraints in the
future owing to regulatory and technological developments, since their impact was not
sufficiently foreseeable.145 In contrast, in PayPal/iZettle the authority concluded that, absent
the acquisition, PayPal would have strong incentives to improve its offering.146

Secondly, merger analysis has incorporated other digital economy factors. Multi-homing,
for instance, has been taken to indicate the ease of switching, thus mitigating the likelihood

133 n 18.
134 Sections 35-36 Enterprise Act 2002.
135 Para. 4.3.
136 Amazon/Book Depository, paras. 55; Digital Property/Zoopla, para. 38; Blackbaud/Giving, para. 48.
137 Priceline.com/Kayak, para. 58; eBay/Motors, para. 52-57; TopCashBack/Quidco, para. 67.
138 Blackbaud/Giving, paras. 48-51; Experian/ClearScore, paras. 58-60.
139 Amazon/Book Depository, paras. 66-72, 83; Blackbaud/Giving, paras. 56-60.
140 Blackbaud/Giving, para. 50.
141 Stars/Sky Betting, paras. 64-67.
142 Merger Guidelines, para. 5.6. e.g. CVC Capital/Sky Bet, paras. 49-70; Experian/ClearScore, paras. 12.1-12.53;

Google/BeatThatQuote, paras. 94-109; Moneysupermarket.com/Decision Technologies, paras. 158-167;
Blackbaud/Giving, paras. 76-81.

143 E.g. Zipcar/StreetCar.
144 Lear Report (n 53), iv, xiv.
145 Paras. 12-14, 6.3-6.6, 6.8-6.14.
146 Ibid, paras. 7.32-7.42. See also: paras. 7.49-7.65.
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of post-merger exercises of market power.147 In Just Eat/Hungryhouse the CMA investigated
whether customers may cut out the intermediary and go directly to the supplier-side,
thereby constraining the platform.148 In Digital Property/Zoopla the authority noted that
network effects generated by the scale of the merging parties may inhibit the growth and
competitive pressure of smaller rivals, while conversely the significant network effects
enjoyed by larger rivals may limit the post-merger entity’s ability to exercise market
power.149 The former phenomenon was important in provisionally prohibiting the
Experian/ClearScore acquisition, as combining the two-sided user groups of their CCPs
would inhibit customer switching.150 In Just Eat/Hungryhouse the CMA rejected the claim
that network effects led to a ‘winner-takes-all’ market for online food ordering platforms.151

Finally, the general opportunities presented by the digital economy have been referenced
as reducing barriers to entry, such as the ease of new app development152 or producers’
use of online trading platforms.153

As noted earlier, the CMA requested views on its approach to digital mergers to inform
a review of the existing Merger Guidelines. Importantly, it invited thoughts on the features
that may be relevant to the assessment of mergers in digital markets, such as their
multi-sided nature, users paying for products or services through non-monetary means
(e.g. personal data), the relevance of data assets for competition and the significance of
network effects.154

8. What reasons have been offered by the businesses concerned to justify (prima facie)
anticompetitive behaviour?
Efficiency justifications have not featured prominently in digital economy decisions:

parties have not raised them in Chapter I infringements;155 the only Chapter II investigation
was concluded with commitments; most mergers have been cleared due to lack of concerns;
and some prima facie problematic mergers were cancelled.156

Nevertheless, in Roma and Pride the firms argued that online sales restrictions and
RPM were necessary to prevent internet distributors free-riding upon the investments of

147 Google/BeatThatQuote, para. 51; Blackbaud/Giving, paras. 66-69; Just Eat/Hungryhouse, paras. 6.71, 6.74;
Experian/ClearScore, paras. 10.115.

148 Paras. 6.132-6.143.
149 Paras. 32, 39, 44.
150 Paras. 10.121-10.122.
151 Paras. 6.80-6.94.
152 Facebook/Instagram, para. 36.
153 Amazon/Book Depository, paras. 109, 114, 116.
154 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/805962/

CMA_call_for_information_on_digital_mergers.pdf.
155 See Bathroom Fittings; Commercial Refrigeration; Posters and Frames; Light Fittings.
156 Note Experian/ClearScore (paras 13.62-13.65) where the CMA concluded that the efficiencies offered were

outside its remit (international growth) or insufficiently evidenced (stimulating innovation).
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brick-and-mortar shops.157 They argued that the rise of internet sellers with lower operating
costs necessitated substantial protection for offline distributors from free-riding and
undercutting. These efficiencies were dismissed as lacking in evidence as to whether they
mitigated free-riding, outweighed the resultant higher prices, or couldn’t be achieved
through less restrictive means. Free-riding on offline customisation services was also
advanced by Ping to justify an online sales ban,158 further said to be necessary to protect
its luxury brand image for personalised clubs.159 The CMA rejected this latter argument
as an objective justification or mitigating efficiency for the practice.160 The ban was not
indispensable for customers to acquire personalised clubs, with a range of less restrictive
alternatives available.161

Digital Property/Zoopla acknowledged the multi-sidedness of online property portals
and recognised that the merged entity’s greater network effects increased competitive
pressure upon the market leader.162 Network effects on two-sided markets made it difficult
for smaller platforms to grow organically, an issue eased by accumulating scale through
mergers.163 The pro-competitive consequences of strengthening the merged entity’s network
effects through combining their users and agents thus factored heavily in the clearance
decision.164

Lastly, while not technically justificatory efficiencies, the CMA has occasionally noted
the procompetitive rationale for otherwise unproblematic digital economy mergers – e.g.
economies of scale,165 combining differing business expertise,166 and entering new
geographic markets.167

9. Have you witnessed the emergence of specific theories of harm tailored to digital
markets?
The CMA has routinely stressed that pre-existing concepts are sufficient to meet issues

arising in digital economy markets.168 Whilst some of the practices which give rise to harm

157 Roma, paras 3.206-3.230; Pride, paras 3.231-3.243.
158 Sports Equipment, paras. 4.89-4.92. Rejected as distributors already had to maintain a physical shop and

customisation costs were recouped.
159 Ibid., paras. 3.97-3.101, 4.83-4.88.
160 Ibid., paras. 4.93-4.156, 4.208-4.249. The CMA’s extensive analysis of objective justification was an error

of law: Ping Europe v CMA [2018] CAT 13, [97]-[100].
161 Ibid, paras. 4.120-4.141.
162 Paras. 46-59.
163 Ibid., paras. 48, 53-54, 56.
164 Ibid., paras. 61, 70.
165 Google/BeatThatQuote, para. 8; Just Eat/Hungryhouse, para. 3.7; PayPal/iZettle, para. 4.6.
166 Stars/Sky Betting, para. 10; PayPal/iZettle, para. 4.6.
167 ATG Media/Lottissimo, para. 12.
168 CMA Response: Online Platforms and the EU Digital Single Market (https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/

government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/502607/Response_to_House_of_Lords_inquiry_
on_online_platforms.pdf) pp. 12-13; CMA Response: Regulatory Environment for Platforms, Online Inter-
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may differ in the online and offline world, the underlying theories of harm that have been
investigated (or posited) in digital markets are in many cases not new. However, with the
abundance of merger clearances and the small number of infringement decisions,
opportunities for experimentation have been limited.

Chapter I infringement decisions concerning online selling restrictions are based upon
similar theories of competitive harm. Internet sales bans soften price competition amongst
online and offline outlets, restrict retailers from accessing a broader consumer base, limit
consumers to local distributors, prevent 24-hour purchases, and hinder the use of online
tools facilitating shopping around (search engines, PCWs).169 The theory of harm
underpinning the prohibition of online RPM likewise focuses upon the internet as a tool
for fierce competition and discounting, dulled by the imposition of a singular price.170

RPM further prevents the lower overheads of internet distributors from being translated
into reduced prices,171 and may be a barrier to entry in markets where firms aggressively
discount to acquire scale.172

The theory of harm in the Live Online Auction Platform Services commitments decision
was that ‘wide’ MFN clauses may foreclose competing online platforms by acting as a
financial penalty on auctioneers securing more favourable terms for bidders on rival
platforms, as they required the investigated firm’s bidders to be given the same terms
(while still paying its agreed commission fee).173 The pending investigation into MFN
clauses and home insurance PCWs suggest a two-fold theory of harm: that ‘wide’ MFN
clauses prevent price competition between PCWs on discounted insurance to consumers;
and reduce competition on the commission rates charged by PCWs to insurance providers
which may inflate consumer prices.174 These theories reflect the CMA’s broader thinking.175

‘Wide’ MFNs preventing both service providers and rival PCWs from offering more
favourable terms have been found to eliminate inter-website price competition without
convincing efficiency justifications.176 In contrast, ‘narrow’ MFN clauses only preventing
providers from directly offering services on more favourable terms than the PCW are less

mediaries, Data and Cloud Computing and the Collaborative Economy (https://
assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/502606/
Response_to_EC_s_questionnaire_on_the_regulatory_environment_for_platforms.pdf) 2, 6; Pricing
Algorithms: (n 51) pp. 5, 27, 31, 47-79.

169 Roma, paras. 1.15-1.16; Sports Equipment, paras. 4.53-4.54, 4.72-4.82.
170 Pride, paras. 1.14-1.22; Bathroom Fittings, paras. 1.13-1.16, 4.8-4.21, 4.24-4.25; Commercial Refrigeration,

paras. 4.6-4.31; Light Fittings, paras. 3.25-3.30.
171 Bathroom Fittings, paras. 4.19-4.21; Commercial Refrigeration, paras. 4.23-4.35; Light Fittings, para. 3.28.
172 Hotel Online Booking, para. 5.9.
173 Paras. 3.14-3.15.
174 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/price-comparison-website-use-of-most-favoured-nation-clauses.
175 Private Motor Insurance Market Investigation: Final Report, paras. 8.1-8.123; Digital Comparison Tools

(n 44) pp. 57-60, Appendix E.
176 Digital Comparison Tools (n 44) pp. 57-58, Appendix E.
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problematic, since they maintain the business credibility of PCWs by preventing suppliers
from free-riding on their advertising efforts.177

CMA publications on digital markets have discussed additional theories of harm,
including: consumer exploitation through price discrimination facilitated by data collected
on previous online visits, transactions and evidence of shopping around;178 hollowing-out,
i.e. using the consumer focus upon pricing in digital comparison tools to reduce product
quality;179 non-resolicitation, i.e. agreements between digital comparison tools and service
providers preventing the former from contacting previous customers, reducing the visibility
of offers/competing suppliers and hampering innovation in targeted marketing;180 and
non-brand bidding/negative keywords matching, i.e. agreements between rival brands to
prevent each other’s offerings being simultaneously advertised in paid online search results
when specific brands/keywords are input.181

The primary theory of harm for horizontal digital mergers coheres with other
enforcement: that the loss of actual competition between rivals may create or strengthen
a position of market power, usually through subsequent price rises,182 or sometimes reduced
product/service range183 or quality degradation.184 Occasionally the CMA has noted that
increased market power may dull future incentives to invest in innovation, but – as
suggested by the Furman Report185– this theory of harm has not been substantiated in
detail.186 Despite the dearth of detailed assessments in digital economy mergers of
coordinated187 and unilateral non-horizontal effects, the CMA has seemingly maintained
pre-existing theories of harm.188 The novelty derives more from the means by which such
harms to competition may be achieved: manipulation of search engine results,189 preferential

177 Ibid., 59-60 (though recognising their ability to restrict competition under specific circumstances).
178 Online Targeting of Advertising and Prices: A Market Study (2010); Pricing Algorithms (n 51).
179 Digital Comparison Tools (n 44) pp. 60-62, Appendix E.
180 Ibid, pp. 64-65, Appendix E.
181 Ibid., pp. 62-64, Appendix E. For an illustrative closed investigation: https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/energy-

price-comparison-websites-suspected-anti-competitive-agreements.
182 Google/BeatThatQuote, paras. 45-60; Amazon/Book Depository, paras. 49-92; Just Eat/Hungryhouse, paras.

6.96-6.97; Experian/ClearScore, paras. 27, 39, 11.3.
183 Amazon/Book Depository, paras. 97-101; Just Eat/Hungryhouse, ibid; Moneysupermarket.com/Decision

Technologies, para. 79.
184 Google/Waze, para. 27; Moneysupermarket.com/Decision Technologies, paras. 79, 108; Experian/ClearScore,

paras. 27, 39, 11.3.
185 Furman Report (n 56) pp. 12, 95.
186 Google/Waze, paras. 27, 40; Just Eat/Hungryhouse, paras. 6.96-6.97; Moneysupermarket.com/Decision

Technologies, paras. 79, 108; Experian/ClearScore, paras. 32, 39, 10.133-10.134, 11.69.
187 Omitted from almost all digital economy merger decisions. For brief consideration: Digital Property/Zoopla,

paras. 63-65; Experian/192business, paras. 38-43; Priceline.com/Kayak, paras. 81-85.
188 Merger Guidelines, paras. 5.5, 6.6.
189 Google/BeatThatQuote, paras. 68-115.
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treatment of online platforms by related PCWs,190 or deteriorating interoperability between
social media networks and photo sharing apps.191

A common apprehension in digital markets is harm to potential future competition
and innovation resulting from established technology companies acquiring fledgling rivals,
whether actual or potential.192 Early decisions often dismissed concerns by emphasising
incremental market share changes, potential future entry with ease and the firms not
currently competing closely.193 Following Facebook/Instagram, an acquisition cleared largely
based on Instagram’s then lack of advertising profits,194 Google/Waze was more alert to
possible harm to future competition,195 but found little reason to believe that Waze would
become a strong competitor to Google Maps.196 The most extensive engagement with this
theory was in PayPal/iZettle. Nevertheless, the CMA found no evidence of an
anticompetitive motive for the acquisition,197 nor that iZettle was likely to significantly
expand its online offering to compete with PayPal as an omni-channel payment systems
provider.198

The standard of proof for antitrust infringement decisions and for merger prohibitions
is the balance of probabilities (i.e. more likely than not).199 The Furman Report advocated
a ‘balance of harms’ approach, whereby merger assessment would weigh up not only the
likelihood but also the magnitude of both the harms and the benefits of the transaction.200

The CMA is concerned that this would be a fundamental shift in merger policy, raising
practical challenges and possibly unintended consequences.201

10. What kind of remedies have been employed in cases relating to digitalmarkets? Do
you see any differences to remedies in other markets?
Few remedies have been employed in cases relating to digital markets, which have

largely cohered with other enforcement.

190 Priceline.com/Kayak, paras. 89-94.
191 Facebook/Instagram, paras. 30-41.
192 See Furman Report (n 56) p. 97.
193 E.g. Google/BeatThatQuote, paras. 46-47, 56, 61-66; Amazon/Book Depository, paras. 41-46, 108-117.
194 Paras. 23, 29.
195 Paras. 26, 40.
196 Paras. 37-39, 44-49, 52.
197 Paras. 11, 9.14.
198 Paras. 9.4-9.15.
199 Tesco v OFT [2012] CAT 31, [88]; IBA Health v OFT [2003] CAT 27 [182].
200 See Furman Report (n 56) pp. 13, 98-101.
201 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/788480/

CMA_letter_to_BEIS_-_DCEP_report_and_recommendations__Redacted.pdf.
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– As restrictions by object, all Chapter I infringement decisions invited fines under s36
CA1998.202 Some were lowered for cooperation with the CMA and/or following the
settlement procedure,203 while others were reduced on appeal.204 Under ss32-33 CA1998,
the CMA has also imposed binding directions to order defendants to cease adopting
and enforcing prohibited contractual terms,205 where the investigated conduct has not
already ended.206

– The commitments secured pursuant to ss31A-31E CA1998 in Live Online Auction
Platform Services simply prevented the investigated conduct: the firm would not enter
contracts limiting auction houses from using other platforms, negotiating better terms,
or advertising rival services. The commitments in Hotel Online Booking were more
proactive. Although MFN clauses were subject to cessation, RPM was remedied by
commitments permitting online travel agents and hotels to discount to membership
groups and to publicise their ability to do so. However, the decision was subsequently
quashed by the CAT.207

– The vast majority of digital economy mergers have been unconditionally cleared without
the need to consider remedial commitments.208

Although not a decision, the ‘Open Banking’ remedy arising from the retail banking market
investigation utilised the digital economy to facilitate greater competition.209 To improve
switching between current accounts, the CMA recommended the development of an open
application programming interface (API) for banking.210 This would allow intermediaries
between banks and customers – finance platforms, apps, PCWs – to access up-to-date
information from major banks and customers to thereby recommend accounts tailored
to their individual needs.211

202 Though in Posters and Frames one defendant benefitted from immunity, while in Roma and Pride the
defendants’ turnover fell within the “small agreement” exception (s39(3) CA1998).

203 Commercial Refrigeration; Digital Pianos.
204 E.g. Sports Equipment in Ping (n 160).
205 Roma; Pride; Sports Equipment.
206 E.g. Bathroom Fittings; Light Fittings.
207 Skyscanner (n 14). The CMA subsequently decided to close the investigation on administrative priority

grounds.
208 For a rare example: Mastercard/VocaLink (https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/mastercard-vocalink-merger-

inquiry).
209 Retail Banking Market Investigation Order 2017 (https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/review-of-banking-for-

small-and-medium-sized-businesses-smes-in-the-uk).
210 Retail Banking Market Investigation: Final Report (https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/review-of-banking-for-

small-and-medium-sized-businesses-smes-in-the-uk) pp. 441-461.
211 Ibid., xxxvii-xxxviii, pp. 441-442.
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D Regulatory overlap and enforcement challenges

11. Has there been any overlap in practice between ex ante regulation aimed at
controlling market behaviour – such as, but not limited to, consumer protection
legislation, the proposed platform Regulation, the GDPR, the geo-blocking
Regulation, the ePrivacyDirective and/or proposed ePrivacyRegulation, or similar
national instruments of legislation in relation to most favoured nation clauses–
and the enforcement practice of competition authorities?
UK competition law is complemented by the following ex ante regulation:

– The Consumer Rights Act 2015 (CRA2015). Part 1 provides consumer rights against
businesses supplying goods, services and paid-for (only) digital content.212 Part 2 makes
unfair non-core terms in consumer contracts not binding, with Schedule 2 listing terms
which may or must be regarded as unfair. The CMA has occasionally indicated how
such terms might apply in the digital economy.213

– The Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations 2008 (CPRs). These prohibit
unfair business-to-consumer commercial practices. Typically, unfair practices
contravene requirements of professional diligence.214 The CPRs specifically prohibit
misleading actions and omissions,215 aggressive practices,216 and a list of conduct ‘in
all circumstances considered unfair’,217 a number of which are relevant to the digital
economy.218 The Electronic Commerce (EC Directive) Regulations 2002 impose
additional information obligations on online traders.

– The Privacy and Electronic Communications (EC Directive) Regulations 2003219 and
the Data Protection Act 2018, the latter of which implements the GDPR.220 These
constitute the UK data protection regime.

– The Geo-Blocking Regulation221 and the Geo-Blocking (Enforcement) Regulations
2018, which designated the CMA as the body responsible for enforcing the prohibitions
included within Articles 3-5.

212 Para. 33.
213 E.g. Consumer Data (n 43) p. 16.
214 Regulation 3.
215 Regulations 5-6.
216 Regulation 7.
217 Schedule 1.
218 E.g. promoting endorsements by users that have been paid for.
219 Implementing Directive 2002/58/EC.
220 Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection

of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data,
and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation) (OJ L 60/1)

221 Regulation (EU) 2018/302 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 28 February 2018 on
addressing unjustified geo-blocking and other forms of discrimination based on customers’ nationality,
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– Given the UK’s decision to leave the EU, it is unclear whether legal changes will be
introduced to implement the Platform Regulation.222 The CMA was initially
unconvinced that such an instrument was necessary, its preference being for guidance,
self-regulation and ex post competition/consumer protection enforcement.223

Although ex ante regulation imposes various requirements on digital economy firms, the
greatest possibility for overlap derives from ex post enforcement.
– This is especially true of UK consumer protection law due to the CMA’s dual role. In

addition to CA1998, the authority also enforces the CRA2015 and the CPRs.224

Consumer enforcement is seen as supporting competition through: facilitating
well-informed consumer decision-making which rewards the best firms; addressing
practices which hinder transparency or switching; and ensuring a level playing-field
of fair business behaviour.225 This cohesion is demonstrated by investigations into
paid-for positive online endorsements,226 opaque charges and terms for internet
transactions,227 automatic renewal of digital services228 and the reliability of internet
reviews.229 Other consumer protection investigations in digital markets have focused
upon preventing exploitation (e.g. websites charging for free government services,230

unfair terms and practices by online gambling firms)231 and protecting vulnerable
groups (e.g. children pressurised into in-game/app purchases).232 While consumer
enforcement has been a valuable complement to competition enforcement, the inability
to order cessation and impose fines independently of courts has led the CMA’s

place of residence or place of establishment within the internal market and amending Regulations (EC) No
2006/2004 and (EU) 2017/2394 and Directive 2009/22/EC (OJ L 119/1).

222 Regulation 2019/1150. Regulation (EU) 2019/1150 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 June
2019 on promoting fairness and transparency for business users of online intermediation services (OJ L
186/57).

223 CMA Response: Online Platforms (n 168); CMA Response: Regulatory Environment for Platforms (n 168).
224 Part 8 of the Enterprise Act. For other regulations enforced: CMA, Consumer Protection: Enforcement

Guidance (2016) Annex A.
225 Consumer Protection, ibid, para. 2.2.
226 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/handpicked-media-ltd-non-disclosure-of-commercial-blogging-activity;

https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140402215217/http://www.oft.gov.uk/OFTwork/consumer-
; https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/social-media-endorsements.

227 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/car-rental-intermediaries; https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/online-hotel-
booking.

228 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/online-console-video-gaming; https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/anti-virus-
software.

229 E.g. https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/online-reviews-and-endorsements; https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/
fake-and-misleading-online-reviews.

230 https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20121204222607/http://oft.gov.uk/OFTwork/consumer-
enforcement/consumer-enforcement-completed/government-services/.

231 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/online-gambling.
232 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/children-s-online-games.
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Chairman to suggest that its consumer powers are ‘unfit’ for purpose and should be
boosted.233

– Data protection and privacy requirements are enforced by the Information
Commissioner’s Office (ICO). The ICO has often undertaken action against digital
economy firms, including fining Uber for failing to protect customer’s data during a
cyber-attack,234 penalising Facebook for not sufficiently guarding user data from app
developers,235 and an undertaking from WhatsApp not to share data with Facebook
until data protection concerns were addressed.236 It has also published materials on
privacy and data in mobile apps,237 cloud computing,238 social networks239 and a report
on big data, AI and machine learning.240 Some of the CMA’s consumer protection
investigations have also touched on privacy241 and its publications occasionally raise
related issues.242 Rather than inconsistent aspirations, its Report into the commercial
use of consumer data viewed competition, consumer protection, and privacy as
operating in tandem: of firms competing in a “race to the top” to offer users the most
protective and transparent data collection policy.243 The on-going market study into
online platforms and digital advertising will also look at consumer control over data
collection practices, particularly assessing measures to improve transparency and
consent for data collected for sale to advertisers.244

– As of yet, there has been no enforcement pursuant to the Geo-Blocking Regulation.
Whether the Platform Regulation will apply in the UK from July 2020 is unknown.

12. Which authorities are responsible for enforcing competition law in the digital
economy in your jurisdiction?
Under s54 CA1998, various regulators have concurrent powers to enforce the Chapter

I and Chapter II prohibitions: Ofcom; Ofgem (gas and electricity); Water Services

233 Chairman’s Letter (n 54) 20-21.
234 https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/news-and-events/news-and-blogs/2018/11/ico-fines-uber-385-000-over-

data-protection-failings/.
235 https://ico.org.uk/facebook-fine-20181025.
236 https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/news-and-events/news-and-blogs/2018/03/blog-a-win-for-the-data-

protection-of-uk-consumers/.
237 https://ico.org.uk/media/for-organisations/documents/1596/privacy-in-mobile-apps-dp-guidance.pdf.
238 https://ico.org.uk/media/for-organisations/documents/1540/cloud_computing_guidance_for_

organisations.pdf.
239 https://ico.org.uk/media/for-organisations/documents/1600/social-networking-and-online-forums-dpa-

guidance.pdf.
240 https://ico.org.uk/media/for-organisations/documents/2013559/big-data-ai-ml-and-data-protection.pdf.
241 E.g. Online Dating Services: https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/online-dating-services.
242 Protecting Consumers Online: A Strategy for the UK (2010), recommending that the ICO reconsider notice

and consent requirements for online targeted advertising and pricing.
243 Consumer Data (n 43) pp. 8.
244 Online Platforms and Digital Advertising Market Study: Statement of Scope (2019) pp. 5-6, 20-21.
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Regulation Authority (OFWAT); Northern Ireland Authority for Utility Regulation; Office
of Rail and Road (ORR); Civil Aviation Authority (CAA); Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA); Payment Systems Regulator (PRS); and NHS Improvement. The CMA is the sole
decision-maker for mergers.245

Coherent antitrust enforcement was strengthened by the ERRA13 and the Competition
Act 1998 (Concurrency) Regulations 2014, which facilitate information-sharing, notification
of proposed investigations, and case transferral. The CMA has published guidance on the
concurrent application of competition law in regulated industries246 and agreed memoranda
of understanding with each enforcement body.247 Together they constitute the UK
Competition Network, which aims to promote strategic dialogue, cooperative enforcement
and share best practices.248 Given the sectors overseen by the concurrent enforcers,
engagement with digital economy markets beyond the CMA has been limited. One
exception is Ofgem’s investigation into negative keywords agreements between energy
PCWs, preventing rival advertisements displaying in response to certain search inputs.
This investigation was transferred to the CMA and closed on administrative priority
grounds.249

With respect to consumer protection, CRA2015 enforcement is shared with Trading
Standards Services (TSS), the concurrent sector regulators, ICO and the Consumers’
Association (Which?).250 TSS, operating at local government level, are also the lead enforcers
of the CPRs. Case allocation is managed through the National Trading Standards Board
and there is a legal duty to notify enforcement action. The CMA typically takes the lead
against systemic market failures or practices with market-wide implications, where a legal
precedent is necessary and strong deterrence or compensation is required.251 In 2019 the
CMA Chairman recommended ‘entrenching a division of responsibilities’ for enforcement
between the CMA and TSS.252

Chapter I and II infringement decisions, findings of legality, commitment decisions,
and penalties are appealable from the CMA to the CAT,253 while other actions can be
judicially reviewed by the High Court. A person aggrieved by a merger decision can also
apply to the CAT for review.254 Opportunities for the CAT to consider digital economy

245 The CMA consults Ofcom on local media mergers and NHS Improvement on foundation trust mergers.
The Secretary of State may intervene in mergers raising public interest considerations (n 73).

246 Guidance on Concurrent Application of Competition Law to Regulated Industries (2014).
247 https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/uk-competition-network-ukcn-documents.
248 UKCN, Statement of Intent (2013).
249 See above n 13.
250 CRA2015 Schedule 3; Part 8 Enterprise Act 2002.
251 Consumer Protection (n 224), para. 3.11.
252 Chairman’s Letter (n 54) pp. 20-22.
253 Sections 46-47 CA1998.
254 Section 120 Enterprise Act 2002.
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issues have been rare, though include accepting the “one portal only” rule in Agents’
Mutual,255 quashing the online hotel booking commitments decision in Skyscanner,256 and
finding a non-decisive error of law in Ping.257 Concerns have been raised about the length
and cost of CAT proceedings.258 The Chairman of the CMA also recently expressed
dissatisfaction with the intensity of review applied by the CAT and recommended a more
flexible standard of review for CMA fact-finding and legal analysis,259 as echoed in the
Furman Report.260

255 See text accompanying n 131.
256 Skyscanner (n 14).
257 See above n 160 and n 204.
258 Chairman’s Letter (n 54) pp. 2, 34-35, 37-38.
259 Ibid pp. 12, 36, 39-40.
260 Furman Report (n 56) pp. 14, 106.
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